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Chapter One 

A short introduction 

1.1 General overview 

Genetically, Kiranti-Koits (cf. Figure 2: 3-4 for a group of Kiranti languages and 

Firgure 1: xxiii Stammbaum) is one of the Tibeto-Burrnan (Grierson (ed.) 1909, Shafer 

1953, 1955, 1966-74, Benedict 1972a, Voegelin and Voegelin 1977, Hale 1982, 

Zograph 1982, Ruhlen 1987, Bright (ed.) 1992, Grimes (ed.) 2000, Toba et al 2002, 

2005) sub-family languages under Sino-Tibetan family (cf. Figure 1: xxiii and Map 4: 

xxviii) spoken by a meager ethnic 'minority' (underprivileged, dominated and 

subservient (Abbi 2000: 13)) of eastern Nepal plus north-eastern India, viz, Sikkim and 

Darjecling (See Mapsl: xxv and 5: xxix). The language is also known as 'Sun(u)war' 

(sub-grouped under Kiranti but not a dialect of Indo-Aryan Khas-Nepali as Singh 

(1998: 3384-3386) claims, "The Konicha (sic) [Koits] 1 language is their [Kiranti-Koits 

or Sun(u)war or Mukhiaj mother tongue ... The Sunwar speak their own language which 

is a dialect of Nepali.") in its exoglotonyrn or hydronym (cf. § 1.1.1.3), whereas the 

term 'Koits' is autonym of the tribe, which is used as nomenclature (or linguonym) of 

the mother tongue also. Moreover, the generic sub-group eastern 'Kiranti' in the 

Himalayan group, Tibeto-Burman sub-family, includes more than tvvo dozens (See 

Figure 2 below; also cf. Rai 1985, Han~on 1991, Nishi 1992, Pokharel 1994, Dahal 

2000) scarcely described and documented languages. Or most of these languages are 'in 

urgent need of documentation and analysis' (Kansakar and Turin (eds.) 2003: vii) in any 

form of grammar or dictionary in order to maintain 'linguistic, phylogenetic and 

structural diversity' (Nettle 1999) ofthe world's languages. 

Kiranti-Koits is one of such exhaustively undescribed ·lesser-known indigenous' 

(Kansakar and Turin 2003: vii) languages whose demographic figure of speakers is only 

26,611 out of their 95,254 population (CBS 2001) in Nepal, whereas in India according 

1 The additional infonnation added in big brackets is my own. 
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to the Lin~uistic Survey (~llndia (Grierson (ed.) 1909), it was 4, 435 in Dar:jceling. 555 

Sikkim. 259 Assam (on the contrary Allen ( 190 I: 143) has mentioned 54 in 1891 and 

1602 in 1901)), 52 Lakhimpur, 43 Lushai Hills and 36 in Jalpaiguri (cf. also Subba 

1089: 42). It is surprising to note that the number of native speakers has been declining 

gradually leading to 'the erosion of the world's linguistic diversity" (Maffi 2002: 386) 

instead of increment and maintenance. According to Krauss' (1992) and Crystal"s 

(2000) dciinition, the language is one of the potentially endangered languages of the 

Himalayan-belt. There are three main factors responsible for this tendency of language 

loss. First, minority linguistic groups are victimized of discrimination (also .:t. !<.:alia 

2005). oppression, domination. exclusion and marginalization (Lawoti 200.~) h\ 

indifferent language policy of the mainstream polity. Secondly, there lacb [1< 'i i-.. \ ~tnd 

investment on bilingual education for the survival of the local/regional lan~tLH.', · :Jr..'-· 

Kiranti-Koits . 

. \s a result. the language is 'threatened by social and ecunomi, r· .-" 
displacement. demographic submersion, language suppression in fmced :hsi·:::i;;', · 

assimilatory education and media· (Krauss 1992: 4) in actual sense l,fthe k''ll. <l 

but most importantly in the case of Kiranti-Koits speech communit:-. casll. r~,:i;.,. 

Monis 1927, Hagen 1961, Bista 1967. Chemjong 1967. Parajuli (ed.) I \JX:\. \runu:. 

(ed.) 1987. Subedi et al. 1994. Adhikary 1999, Shanna 2001) has pla)cd a l\,,t[ t•lj 

negative role in their decreasing demographic figure and speakers· mental it) ~~~ \\cl i 

regarding their cxonym. HO\vcver, Kiranti-Koits speakers fall outside the hier~1rcil!:.:al 

·caste· or any jiiti' ll-i\ or Indic] system (Abbi forthcoming, Joshi 2003: 33-1-. (iurung 

2003 [but ironically Vansittart (1896, 1906) and Driem (2001: 7!..5-72() and X(<l,l 

mention that the tribe is divided into twelve clan 'high caste· and ten clan ·Jm, cask· j). 

they arc forced to be humiliated having been defined and categorized a~ 

·untouchable/goldsmith' (cf. ~ 1.1.1.4, § 1.1.1.6 and ~ 1.1.1.8) 111 the lndo-J\rvan 

(Hindu) framework of social stratification in tem1s of caste. 

Thus, the tribe/people are doomed to conversion and their native tongue ts 

·doomed to extinction' (Krauss 1992: 4) menacingly. The western Kiranti (sub-groups: 



viz., Midwestern- Thulung, Chaurasiya-Ombule and Jero, Upper Dudhkosi- Dumi. Kohi 

and Khaling and Northwestern Bahing, Sun war, Hayu (Driem 's (200 1: 615; cited in 

Opgenort 2002: 3)) languages are close relatives of Koits (Sun(u)war/Mukhia), but most 

closely related ethnolinguistic realative is the eastern neighbouring mother tongue 

Ba?yung (N ~ Bahing) spoken in Okhaldhunga (See Map 6: xxx) district, east Nepal; 

whereas Pandey's (2003 [vs 2060: 118]) claim "Magar language use" by the K-Koits 

speech community is shocking and unreliable. Hamill et al. (2002: 66-67) paraphrasing 

Fournier observe thus, "The Sunwar [Kiranti- Koits in this study] ethnic group is 

relatively small, numbering approximately twenty thousand individuals. Sunwars live 

throughtout the study area, but their traditional tribal lands have gradually been lost to 

other groups and they are no longer major landlords in Jiri. They are becoming 

increasingly Hinduized. relying on Brahmans rather than their own traditional priests 

for more and more of their religious ceromonies." Truly, they are one of the vanishing 

tribes day by day linguistically, culturally, religiously, and ethno-anthropogically. I 

have discussed several factors responsible for this predicament elsewhere in the present 

study. 

Figure 2: The Kiranti/Rai2 languages of Wallo 'near', Majh 'Middle and Pallo 'far' Kirat, east Nepal 

2 Toba (1983: II) regarding the terms 'Rai' and 'Kiranti' writes thus, "The name 'Rai' is given to a 
number of tribes or clans in the area as a generic term. 'Rai' means ·chief or 'headman' (Bista 1972: 
32, Vansittart (1992: 177 [orig. 1896]) [If the meaning of 'Rai' is 'chief or headman', it cannot 
represent and signify 'ethnonym' (also cf. Leewine 2004: 67) at any degree. Another synonym for the 
same term is Jimdar (Konow (in Grierson (ed.) 1990 and 1994: 58 [orig. 1909]) My comment added]. 
Under the term Rai the following languages and dialects are included (to name the more representative 
ones): Athpare, Bahing (Rumdali), Bantawa, Chamling, Khaling (Dumi), Kulung (Sotang), Lohorong, 
Thulung, and Yamphu (Ketra). This is a traditional grouping; however, from a linguistic standpoint, 
Sun war has to be included with the Rai Ian gages also (Glover 1974 ) ... Some Tibeto-Burmanists use the 
term 'Kiranti' as a cover term to include Rai as well as Limbu and some other languages in the area. I 
decided against the use of this term because it is used both by historians and anthropologists in a very 
broad and general sense to refer to the mountain people, so that it would be misleading in the 
framework of this thesis." Contrary to Toba's framework, I preferably have used the generic 
hyphenated specific nomenclature 'Kiranti-Koits' in order to specify the Tibeto-Burman tribe 
(ethnonym) and language (glossonym) of Wallo 'near/hither' Kirat, eastern Nepal along with the 
majority ofTibeto-Burman linguists (e.g. Bradley 2003: 122,2002: 81-82; Driem 2004:413-416,2001, 
1997, 1992; Thurgood 2003: 15-16; Ebert 2003: 505-532), historians and anthropologists (cf. Gaenszle 
2000: 2-15) use this ethnonym 'Kiranti' particularly for the tribes of the eastern hills of Wallo [N] 
'Near/Hither' Kirat, Majh [N] 'Mid/Central' Kirat and Pallo [N] 'Far' Kirat, Nepal and also taking the 
post-90's movement ofthe indigenous peoples of Nepal into consideration. During the survey period of 
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.------------------- Hayu 1 Wa:ju da:bu] 

Sunwar ISunuwar/Koits!Mukhial 
Sure I 1 dialect of Sunwar (Ethnologue web 2004 H 
Bahing (Rumdali) jPai, Roke(cha),Hangu(cha). Nechaj 

f----------""--:::-"=----Chaurasia (Umbale) IWambule, R(w)aDhul 
Jerung IJerol 

f---------------- Thulung 

Khaling 

Dumi [Ro?dil 
Kohi IKoyu. Koil 
Kulung 
So tang 
Nachering I Radu I 

-........<:==------ Para I i 

Kudak ·dialect ofSangpang· !Sampang] 
~Chukwa 

'\ ~ Sangrang ISampangl 
~ .Bantawa 

__.------ ~Dungmali 
Khesano 
Chamli~ jRod(o)ung. Camling. 1\amlinc:J 
Puma 

Mewahang (Newahang) 
Lohorong 

f-------~=----....:;;~-- Yamphu IYakkhaba cf Koutgas 19991 
Yamphe 

f----------------Tilung 

Chathare Limbu (also Yakthumba. Tsongl 
L------------~"---- Limbu 1 also Tamarkholc. Panthare Phedappc 1 

(Source: Bradley 1997: I 6; l have added extra information in [ I brackets from several other o.<Jurce:-.. 

see also Maps 2: xxvi and 3: xxvii.Ar ~=';~wn 1
: xxiii for the distribution of some Kiranti neighborin_1.'. 

languages) 

----------------------------- -~----

Grierson (1909), the traditional term 'Khambu' also was m use. where 16 dialects ha\'e hccn 
mentioned/! isted. 
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Therefore, the term Kiranti 3 (also cf. § 1.1.1.1, Gurung 2003: 10) has been used 

as a generic term for Tibeto-Bum1an tribes (Mongoloid speech communities: more than 

two dozen) and languages (linguistic groups: more than two dozen) of the eastern hills 

of Nepal. 

1.1.1 Etymological accounts on nomenclature 

In this § 1.1.1, we shall provide a survey of etymology and other related semantic 

aspects of the Kiranti-Koits tribe and their mother tongue nomenclature available in the 

past literature. We shall discuss both ethno-auto-glotonym and clanonyms of the tribe 

also here. Regarding this 'Kiranti-Koits' or Sun(u)war clans and kindreds Morris (1933: 

86 [ orig.l927] self-criticizes to his writing thus, 

"One peculiarity of the language is the constant confusion between t and d; p and b; k and 

g, together with their corresponding aspirates. This confuses spelling and in the 

preparation of the lists of clans kindreds has undoubtedly resulted in error and 

duplication." 

Here Morris is accurate m his personal realization/observation on '·error and 

duplication" as one of the foreigner/Birtish Queen's Gurkha Officers (henceforth QGOs) 

while eliciting data from his Gurkha recruits ( cf. Vansittart 1896, 1906, Northey 193 7, 

Northey and Morris 1927, Morris 1927, Ministry of Defense 1965) obviously has its 

shortcomings (cf. for such errors in Prapannacharyal994 [vs 2051: 475], Chemjong 

1967, Acharya 2003 [vs 2060: 36-37], Pandey (2003 [vs 2060: 118]), see §1.1.2 and 

1.1.3 for their actual version) due to orthographic or editing errors. 

3 Toba (1992: 14) regarding this term explains, "Rai languages are related to the Limbu and the Sunwar, 
the neighbouring languages to the east and west. Together with the Hayu, another language in the area, all 
these languages comprise a language group commonly called the Kirati language group. This group 
shares one especial feature in that verbs take an affix resembling the pronoun of subject or object 
depending on the sentence structure. There is, however, a great deal of variation in the manifestation of 
this common feature in these languages. Another commonly shared point is lexical similarity. that is. a 
fair number of words are very similar in all these Kiranti languages (e.g. the word for 'eye' is !mil or its 
variations, 'stone' is !IUIJI or its variations, and such is the case with other common words)." 
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1.1.1.1 An outline in general 

Kiranti-Koits (auto-glotonym and glossonym; spoken m Vallo Kim!. 

·Hither/Near Kirat' eastem Nepal) as one of the Tibeto-Burman (T-B) languages (See 

Firgure I Stammhaum), has a large number of indigenous clanonyms still overlooked b~ 

anthropo-linguists, are morpho-semantically significant, which richly contribute to its 

lexicon. Most of these clanonyms, unfortunately scarcely heed to the natiYe speakers of 

Kiranti-Koits themselves except in occasional functions as in marital ceremony (usual!; 

less often these days) only because of clan-exogamous practice among the communit; 

members. arc almost obsolete and threatened of extinction. We shall here describe :me! 

explain morpho-semantic structures and etymological links of the Kiranti-KI'ii•, 

nomenclature or clanonvms mainly based on the structural symmetry or t!·· '•, 

morphemes. As in Thangmi (Shneidcrman and Turin 2000cL one of the ·(;rl·ilc_·~ 

Kiranti · (Driem 1992. 200 l. 2004. Turin 2004 or elsewhere. Shneiderman and Turir 

2000 or elsewhere) members of the T-B languages. Kiranti-Koits also has at leas! thrc·, 

morpheme combinations in their ethnonym and clanonyms. 

The blanket term Kiriinti has developed from the Sanskrit ·'Kirata .. according t, 

Chatterji (1998: 27-38 forig. 1951]) and Driem (1993: XXI, 2) etymological!; 

However, there is another possiblity of its accidental development from "Oirat .. ( ci 

Rupen 1983: 359-360 I EAC 1924]. Rapacha 2004) a Mongoloid4 tribe elsewhere in 

Mongolia, Inner Mongloia (China) and other parts of China) to ·'Kirat > Kiranti .. (also il 

Mongoloidfl'ibetonoid tribe), which is discussed moderately in Rapacha (2004: 21-2:\_ 

see also Gaenszle 2000: 2-15) regarding its genesis. 

4 Regarding the Mongoloid tribes, Chatterji ( 1974: 20 [ orig. 1951 ]) paraphrasing Grierson notes that the: 
"represent at least three distinct physical types- the premitive long-headed Mongoloids, who are found in 
the sub-Himalayan tracts, in Nepal and mostly in Assam; the less primitive and more advanced short
headed Mongoloids, who are found mostly in Bunna and have expanded form Burma through Arakan 
into Chittagong; and finally the Tibeto-Mongoloids, who are fairly tall and have lighter skins and appear 
to be the most highly developed type of the Mongoloids, who came to India. These Tibeto-Mongoloids 
are the linguistically characterized Tibetans and their various off-shoots who arrived in India through the 
Himalayas, in comparatively recent times. spreading from Bhotan and Sikkim to Ladakh and Baltistan.'· 
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The ethnonym, i.e. 'the name used by members of an ethnic group to refer to 

themselves or their language' (Shneiderman and Turin 2000c: 5) koils is more 

commonly known by an exonym or glotonym (UNESCO-term; Toba et al 2002; hereafter 

exo-glotonym) and a hydronym "Sun(u)war" [N ~ Sunuviir] (mainly Hodgson, 

Konow (in Grierson), Schulze, Bieri and Hale, Egli (1999) and so on or its offensive 

interpretation as Sunar (in 1-A or lndic N) 'gold-smith, untouchable' (Hagen 1961 

[1980: 123 Indian rpt. English version] and so on); whereas "Koits" is an autoglotonym 

for the people themselves and their language. Another common exonym for the same is 

"Mukhia" (or less common is "Marapache") widely used in Darjeeling, Sikkim and 

further in Bhutan. 

The auto(gloto)nym kiJits as noun means 'a guide, leader' has been derived from 

Koilsii (v.t) 'to show, guide, lead' (cf. Rapacha 2002). This verb can be dissected in two 

free morphemes as ka 'probability particle' and itsii<hitsii (v.i) 'to come down from the 

upper level, verticality' in which [ -tsa -=qf] or /-ca, 'tiT/ is 'infinitive marker', whose 

conventional Roman-Gorkhali (hereafter R-G) orthography popularly written, at least 

amongst the South Asian layman-spelling is '-cha 'tiT' and its minimal pair '-chha ill' 

right down from QGO Lt Col Vansittart's (1896) writing for Kiranti-Koits and other 

Kiranti tribes like Ba?yung ( exo-glotonym Bahing), Rodung ( exo-glotonym Camling) 

and Kirawa or Bo(a)ntawa ( exo-glotonym Bantawa). So in '-cha' of -hichii>ichii [

hitsa>itsa], the prefix <-h1>i-> is a reduced stem of the verb meaning 'to come down 

(especially from up level, verticle )'. 

Clanonyms, such as "rapacha" (/ra:-pd-ca!) 'make/cause something rot', while in 

spoken form "rapach" /ra:-pdc/ means 'a catalyst' is the combination of two verb roots 

and /-ca 'tiT/ as infinitive marker, which is a near cognate of Kiranti-Ba'?yung (Nepalized 

Bahing) /-co -:ql; (Rapacha 2000 and Michailovsky 1975, Kiranti-Rwaohu or Wambule 

/-cam -:qp:r; (Opgenort 2002 and Dwarangcha 2000 [VS 2057]), /-co -:ql; 'person' in e.g. I 

caco ~/ 'grandson, one's son or daughter's son' (Opgenort 2002: 456) and Early 

Classical Newari /-c;J; :q; (Tamot 2002: 13-26 and 169-184) infinitival suffix morpheme. 
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Other ethnonyms like Jirel (Gurung and Salter 1996: 59) and Sure! (a branch of Tiheto

Burman Kiranti-Koits speech community) also have this /-ca "'qff suffix in their 

clanonyms whereas Kiranti-Kirawa (Bantawa) and Kiranti-Rodung (Camling) in their 

clanonyms have f-tsha] /-chill <-chii> in place of Kiranti-Koits [-tsa] /-ca! "-ca> 

morpheme. All these varied fom1s, which, in tum, are homonymic with each other and 

are closely related cognates in Tibeto-Burman proto-form *tsa 'child, grandchild' 

(Benedict 1972: 208) socio-historically and linguistically, which signifies as 'tmak 

!person' marker (e.g. s2r;J-cha ·son', mari-cha 'daughter' and m?-cha ·daughter's 

husband') in Kiranti-Rodung's modern vocabulary too. 

1.1.1.2 The Exo-glotonym ·sunlu)war· 

The term ·sunm1war· is an exo-glotonym [N ~ S'unuviJr] having several otilL'I 

implications ( ~ 1.1.1.3-~ 1.1.1.1 0 ). which sprang out of the blanket term · Kiranl• 

hyphenated with 'Koits' (also kno'WTI as Mukhia and Marapache) when the tribe stat1-:t1 

settling on the east or west bank of the Sunkoshi river (cf. ~1.1.1.3). is a l\\ll, 

Ncpalized 1. c. Indo-Aryanizcd glotonym signifYing the T-B speakersrtri\1,·, 

autochthonous to Pallo ·Far· Kirat. Majh ·Middle' Kirat and Wallo ·1-fither;Near' Kir<t' 

eastern Nepal. Obviously. for a member of the International Bible Society (;\( 

Testament in Sunuwar 1992) or for a hardcore linguist such as a phonetician or ,t 

syntactician or historian or a layman, the use of the exo-glotonym ·suncu)war'(autt· 

ethnonym ·Kiranti-Koits· definition as cited earlier) may not really matter (cf. § 1 ~~~~ 

the theme of humiliation in the Hindu caste system) in a real sense of the tem1. But fwm 

interdisciplinary point of view, for instance socio-anthropo-linguistics, the exu

glotonym 'Suncu)war'[N ~ Sunuvar] has several other problems as in Thangmi (a 

Greater-Kiranti member). Anthropo-linguists like Shneiderman and Turin (2000: 4) on 

the Thangmi (a Greater-Kiranti member) tribe observe. 

" ... many Thangmi pass themselves off as belonging to other more prominent ethnic 

groups such as Tamang, and less frequently, as Gurung or Rai. The reason that they give 

for this is simply that since few people in administrative positions have ever heard of the 

ethnic group admitting to being Thangmi may unwittingly result in a stream of questions 
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about who they are and where they come from, such as inquiring whether Thangrni are 

low caste Hindus or indigenous Kiranti people. Moreover, when Thangmi introduce 

themselves to strangers. they are often mistaken for undesirable groups such as kami [N) 

'blacksmiths' or [dlwmi N]'folk-healer', due to similar sounding nature oftheir name.'' 

Turin (2003: 71) evaluating the previous literature later on comments, "Sadly, 

much of the early writing on the Thangmi is erroneous and betrays the ignorance and 

prejudices of the writers more than it informs the reader about features of this important 

Himalayan population and their little-known language". 

This problem (I 980: 123 [ 1961, first edition in German] cited in the beginning) 

is quite more serious in 'Sun(u)war· [N ~ Sunuvar] than it is in Thangmi (a Greater

Kiranti member). Then, we shall bdow (§ 1.1.1.3-§ 1.1.1.9) provide a semantic survey 

of the exo-glotonym 'Sun(u)warr and its anthropo-sociological traits described in its 

earlier literature. 

1.1.1.3 Meaning as hydronym 

It was QGO Lt Col Vansittart (1896 and 1909), who for the first time 

explained/mentioned the etymology of the term 'Sunuwar' as follows, 

"Sunuwars or Sunpars, also called Mukhias: The names Sunuwar and Sunpar are said to 

be derived from the fact of these men residing either on the west or east of Sun Kosi 

river- Sunuwar ... West of Sun Kosi, Sun par ... East (or across) Sun Kosi'' (1992: 1 77 

[I st edition 1896]). 

Note that the two morphemes -war (-crR~crrfr 'nearer side'] and -par [-W~11lil 

'farther side'] suffixed to Sun- rfl- 'gold'] are of 1-A (Indic) Nepali origin associated 

with the so-called hydronym 'Sun(u)war' derived from Sunkoshi ~~Tr] when the 

tribe came to settle either on the west or east bank of the river ( cf. also Y adava 2003: 

144, Dahal 1985). Tikaram Mulicha and Tankaraj Susucha (1987 (VS 2044: 33 and 45]) 

also have supported the idea of this derivation without any further critical comments. 

Ghatak's (1993: 161-171) explanation of its (Sun(u)war) etymology (cf. Adhikari and 
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Bhattarai 2005: 1021. Bam Rai 2001 [2058: 39-40]) also docs not differ from Vansittart, 

Mulicha and Susucha. 

1.1.1.4 Shadows of misconceived meanings 

There are quite often many available misconceived meamngs of the 

exoglotonym 'Sun(U)\var' such as S'unar, Kami, and Sornalwr (cf. ~ 1.2 for many 

mispelt orthography) The fndo-Aryan Khas-Nepali (See Ch 5 ~ 5.1 for its ctymolo~y) 

word S'unar!Kami or Sornakar means ·goldsmiths, blacksmiths. untouchable caste· and 

also for the exoglotonym ·sun(u)war" Hagen ( 1980: I 23; [l st edition in German I l/h II l 

over-gneralizes. 

·· ... the principal ~cttkment area or the Sunuwars lie on tilL' dflper cour~e of tile Sun~. 

river. The~ hcl\..: made a namL' t()r themselves as L'\lL'IIcn~ ,;niths and i-'-oldsmitl1, 

they have hecn ;1:)\0ciated to till· a special smiths caste l·al!ini-'- themselves thL' Kami-,.·· 

Following llagen·s (Sec Rapacha 2000: 8-10,2002 and 2003 )VS 20(>()] (als('. 

Appendix G) for a critical reading) crroncously-misin1(lrmed description of the 1 q 

Kiranti-Koits tribe. J.P .. '\nanda (1987). Raja R. Suhcdi cl a! ( 1998: 88 !VS 2055]: JlliJ • 

l st edition [VS 205 I). K.P. Paraj ul i ct al. ( eds.l983: 13:'\9 and Li92 ), Acharya ( 1994 ). ·...; 

Prapannacharya (1993: 471-475; who does not discriminate between the t\\O spellin~s 

Sunuwar vs. Sunar. which is reiterated by Aryal (2003: 91-94 [ vs 2060]), Shrestha and 

Bhattarai (2004) also have repeated the same misinformation. This J-A (lndic) Kha~ 

Nepali caste Kumi or S'zmar!Sornakar as an ovcrgencralizcd cxoglotonym t(H tllL' 

Kiranti-Koits people/trihc is either obviously unwarranted or unjustified information as 

for Thangmi analogically discussed earler in ~ 1.1.1.2. 

1.1.1.5 Ethnic identity lumped with Mangar/Gurung tribe 

The exo-glotonym 'Sunuwar' [N ~ Sunuviir], furthermore mistakenly has 

been associated with other more prominent ethnic groups such as Gurung and Manger 

(Sikkim spelling; See Appendix D) by QGO Lt Col Vansittart (1896 [rpt I 909]). He 

notes: 
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"'In appearance and physique they (Sun(U)\\3r) very much resemble the ordinary Magar 

and Gurung. They are most undoubtedly of Mongolian descent ... The Magars. Gurungs, 

and Sunuwars are often called in Nepal ··ouwal bandi"', ··t\\ o bound together··. and 

sometimes ''Okhar Pangro··. viz. ··walnut and chestnut'". the intention being to convey 

thereby that they are as closely related as one nut to another"' ( 1992: 177-179 [ l st edition 

1896]). 

Undoubtedly, the author in both of his works !Votes on Nepal and Gurkhas: A 

Handhook. was tricked and misinformed (or his impressionistic observation was 

erroneous) when he describes Sunuwar. Gurung and Magar ambiguously as 

"okharpangro haldyangro'' [N] \Vhich may mean that all these three tribes are of similar 

category. On the contrary, these tribes are of di fTc rent linguistic and cultural T-B groups. 

for instance linguistically. the Kiranti-Koits language ( cf. Figure 2), which is one of the 

T-B Kiranti languages and culturally the Magars and Gurungs celebrate Ghiitu Nach 

·Ghatu Dance' whereas the Sun(u)war celebrate Shyadar Shyi/ equivalent to Sake/a Sili 

'Sake Ia Dance' in other Kiranti speech communities. 

Two other QGOs, W. B. Northey and C.J. Morris (1987: 257 [orig.l927l) have 

continued the same tradition of Vansittart. They note thus, 

·· ... the Bar a thor [fallacious because no Tibeto-Burman tribes have such caste/class 

hierarchy as in Hinduism as pointed out earlier; my personal note added]. or twelve 

tribes, have become almost entirely of the Hindu faith, and the priests who officiate at 

their religious ceremonies are said to be, nowadays. exclusively composed of Brahmans, 

of the Upaddhe class, although some of their tribes of the Magars and Gurungs, and are 

considered to resemble those tribes in many respects. The resemblance to the Magars and 

Gurungs is not strong. however, and the Sunwars retain. to a large extent, the 

characteristics and manners of the other main races of Eastern Nepal. the Limbus and 

Rais, into the latter of which many of their subdivisions are. it is said, rapidly being 

absorbed." 

Then in the mid sixties, Bista (1967), who is credited as the founder-father of 

Nepalese socio-anthropology, also has without acknowledgement paraphrased those 
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Gurkha officers' impressionistic observations (to such an extent that-- ... they (Sunuwar) 

are offshoots of the Magars ... Sunuwar language seems only slightly different from the 

Magar dialect. .. 1967: 64) and even the Kirat historian and culture specialist Chcmjong 

( 196 7) has adapted the same meaning as Bista. Following them. T Ukyab and S. 

Akhikari (2000: 57; translated version from Nepali into English) misleadingly have 

noted exaggerating. 

··13ccausc of their adherence to the Kirant r·eligion. they arc considered closer· tu tile· 1\"i'. 

llowever. sociologists opine that the; arc more akin to the language and culture· ,,. the' 

Magars with whom they also share similar physical resemblance ... 

Contrary to thl'ir L.'xaggl'rall'd clctim. till' tl'rm ·Rai· (Sl'l' in 1 igure :'. footrll,,,. ' 

as an l'Xonym having imperio-political implication. docs not connote or l'\l'l1 lk'l1( 1lc 

cthnonym of the multiple Kiranti tribes and Vansittart"s (I <)<)2: 177-J7tJ jorig. I S'I(J 11 

0-:orthl'y and Morris"s (1987: 257 !orig.l927j). Bista·s (1967) and Chemjong·s, 'J(, 

impressionistic generalization seems to he a priori conclusion (See also Rapacha !.'rill. 

for linguistic and cultural details). 

I. I. 1.6 Linguistic identity lumped with Mangar/Gurung tr·ibe 

l-In Majcsty·s Stationery Office. Ministry of Defense in 1965 published a ·~uP~>. 

entitled Vepul om/ the Gurkhas from London. The author of the book so Ln rs 

anonymous. This book claims that the Sunuwar kura uv)·Sunuwar talk~specch/languai-'-'' 

is said to resemble the Gurung and Magar kuru ( \1. Ukyab and Adhibri (2000) hen c 

inclined towards this generalization without acknowledging the source. If one compares 

linguistic descriptions available on those languages. s/he may not find validity of this 

claim (cf. also Rapacha (2002) for a basic interdisciplinary ethno-linguistic concepts 

among the Sunmvar, Jirel and Manger [Sikkim spelling: cf. Appendix Di ). 

1.1.1.7 Meaning as 'low caste" Kshetriya Hindu 

Adhikary (1999: 860) has claimed unusually that the Sunuwans 1 belong to one 

of the Hindu low castes. thus. 
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... Sunuwar Bahun purohit calaune Kshetriya bargakai ek nimna shrenika hun. 

" ... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m l:!!ffrFr ~ ~ ,, 

( ... The Sunuwar are one of the low status Kshetriya classes employing the Bahun 

[Brahmin] priest My translation) 

Neither any anthropological nor socio-cultural research until today to my mind 

has classified the Sun(u)war [Kiranti-Koits] people/tribe [one of the Tibeto-Burman 

speakers] as low status Kshetriya class. 

1.1.1.8 Identity lumped with Kinnar 

Pokharel (1994[VS 2051: 43-44]) relying upon his late father Sharada Pokharel's 

verbatim opines that the word 'Sunuwar' (does not discriminate between Sunuwar vs. 

Sunar) has been derived from 'Kinnar>Kunar>Sunar'. Additionally, Sunu dalit (but the 

Sanskrit-Nepali Brihat Shabadadosh (2000: 1423 [VS 2057]) defines the 'Sunu' word as 

paani or jal 'water'), Sundas and Suncikri later developed as Sunuwar according to his 

random a priori presupposition. 

On the contrary, he has not provided a single clue about Kinnauri/Kanwari ( cf. 

Anju Saxena (1992)) tribe, who speak their own Mother Tongue genetically classified to 

Tibeto-Kinnauri, one of the Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in Himachal Pradesh. 

Kinnauri, here can be one of the best clues for this association with Kinnar because 

some recent anthropological surveys/studies viz., Sarkar (1996:336; in S.K. Singh, 

Gen.ed.) has mentioned referring legends that those Kinnauris were "born from 

Brahma's [a Hindu deity] toe", which obviously seems to be a purly mythological rather 

than anthropological description of those people. Therefore, Pokharel's guesswork is 

hardly justifiable regarding the genesis of the term 'Sunuwar' from 'Kinnar>Kunar 

>Sunar'. 

1.1.1.9 Meaning as Kshetriya or Khas 

Some other authors, for instance, Prapannacharya (1993 [VS 2050], 2000 [VS 

2056]) and Pokharel (ibid., also cf. Adhikary 1999: 860) without providing ethno-
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anthropolinguistic facts (cf Turner 1987: 64 [orig. 1927], Northey 1998: 93-94 [orig. 

1937], Gurung and Salter 1996: 59, Hutichinson Encyclopedia 2001: 642. Gurung 2004 

[VS 2061]) claim genaralizing that the Sun(U)war are Kshetriya or Khas. which hardly 

holds ground as discussed in § 1.1.0.6 earlier. 

1.1.1.1 0 Meaning as Suryavamshi 'solar dynasty' 

Unfortunately, some of the Kiranti-Koits tribe members like Katicha-Summar 

(1999: 70-71[vs 2056]). Sunuwar (1953 [VS 2010]) and Sunuwar (1956 [VS 201~1) 

themselves have reiterated the 'Sunuwar· as Survavamshi 7f/t19fr ·solar dvnasl\ ·. 
~ ~ - -

whereas Kiranti-Koits (Kirathamshi ~9fr cf. Pradhan 1999) as one of tlw nwmhn" 

ofMongoloid stock (cf. Turner 1987: 64[orig. 19271, Northey J(){)g: 93-94 1ori!c' ](})71 

Grunung and Salter 1996:59. Hurichinson bnyclopedio2001: 642. (iurun~ ](JIJ.-l [\'-

2061]) anthropo-sociologically do not fit into this ·splar J,rwst' 

definit i oniclassi fication. 

1.1.1.11 Meaning as ·Kirat dynasty· 

There arc other groups of scholars like Sunuwar !1990: 2~ i~ 1\--, '!::7, 

Han~on (1991) Rai (1992 [VS 2049]), Khambu (1995 JVS 2052~. Yakkha-Rai t]9tJS I'" 

2055}), Yakkha-Rai (2002 [VS 2059]), Pradhan (1999). Camling-Rai ( 199R JVS -'0551 ). 

Rai (2001 !VS 2058]). Camling-Rai (2004 [VS 2061]) and Kandang\\a C:W50: iv) opirK 

that the Sunuwans) belong to the Kirat dynasty. Linguistic, cultural. religious. historical 

anthropo-sociological and toponymic ( cf. Rapacha 1999) evidence( s 1 pro\l' this 

classification authentic (also cf. Gaenszle 2000: 2-15. Gurun£.?. 20m: 1 0). 

1.1.1.12 The term 'Mukhia' for 'Sun(u)war· 

Another equivalent exo-glotonym used for 'Sun(UJ\\ar· !,\ ~ Sununarl is 

'Mukhia'. Regarding this 'Mukhia' term, Lt Col Vansittart (1896) indicationg its 

political implication writes, 
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--Mukhia is the name given by the Gurkha conquerors, and corresponds exactly with 

Subah, or Rai, meaning chief' ( 1992: 177 [orig. 1896]). 

Contrary to the above-mentioned emperio-political implication of the exo

glotonym 'Mukhia', Driem (2001: 724) has observed its social implication as 'used by 

or applied to the Sunwar hypocoristically', however for Vansittart (ibid.), it has political 

implication of the Gurkha imperialist-conquerors. As 'Subba' and 'Rai', the equivalent 

term 'Mukhia' instead of Sun(u)war has been popularly used in Bhutan, Darjeeling, 

Sikkim, Dehradun and possibly in some other parts of India and eastern Nepal (also cf. 

Adhikari 1999). During my fieldwork in Sikkim, I found that the nomenclature(SJ such 

as 'Pirthwar' and 'Bhujuwar' are also in use instead of 'Mukhia'. Both of these 

assumed ethnonyms are merely coinages in analogy with the ambiguous ethnonym 

'Sun(u)war'. 

1.1.1.13 The equivalent term 'Marpache' 

Fundamentally, the term 'marapache' [obviously Nepalized form from mar 

'what'+p.:J+tsa (K-K) 'to do'] implies an outsider's (mainly Bahun-Chetri Khas-Nepali 

speakers) joking phraseology to the Sun(u)war(SJ currently. As suggested by its 

compounded etymology in the big brackets, a K-K speaker utters the phrase, mAr patsA 

/mar p~.ca; (l=!R -lP" ~) 'what to do?' when s/he is in dilemma or in such confusing or 

troublesome situation. In course of time, the common K-K people started themselves 

identifying as 'Marapache' unknowingly. 

Contrary to the above aspects of several generalized, degenerated and falsified 

meanings, Kiranti-Koits people have their own language internal systems of 

nomenclature, which we shall provide along with morpho-phonemic details as follows 

and their morpho-semantic details of interpretation will be discussed in § 1.1.3 later. 

1.1.2 Ethno-clanonyms and their R-G5 orthography 

5 R-G stands for Roman-Gorkhali. It has to do the system of education among Gurkhas (comprises 
"Paleo-Mongoloians/ancient tribes (Mongoloids): Gurungs, Rais, Magars and Limbus" (Gurung 2003: 
226)) at the British regiments while learning to transcribe/transliterate Devanagari script into Roman in 
the past and even at present historically. The Aglicized term for Gorkhali is ·Gurkha' and in Indic Nepali 



a) Written form 

01. Binicha ~~ 
[bin'itsa] lbin'icil! 

02. Bigyacha ;fcilllll'iOll! 

[bigyatsa] ;bigyacal 

.. h 6 _..p_,___,_,. 03. I3UJ1C a 19,1"1-ql/ 

[budz'itsa] /budz'ica· 

04. Bramlicha /Sif<k1'tll 

[brJmlitsa] lbrJmlica' 

05. Darkhacha ;~1'@"11 

[darkha:tsa! 'darkh<J:ca 

06. Dasucha ~ 

l d;1s · utsa 1 id:1s 't1ca 

07. Dchbacha ,~ 

idt:bbatsa! !dcbbaca 

08. Digarcha .~/ 

[digJrtsa] ;dig;)rca' 

09. Durbicha 1~: 

[durbicha] /durbicil! 
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b) Spoken form 

[bin'its] /bin'ic/ 

ibigyats] ;bigyac/ 

jbudz'its] lbudz'icl 

[brJmlits] /brJmlic/ 

rdarkha:ts] 1darkha:c' 

1 dsbbats 1 !d£bbaci 

[durbich] /durbic/ 

c) Morphemes 

bi-n'i-ca 
cow-V-INF 

bi-gya-ca 
cow-V-INF 

bu-dz'i-cil 
V.INT-V-1!\<1 

brJrn-li<il 
buchvh· .. " '-

dar-kha ,·. 
UR-V-1!'\: 

PAR-\·.,· 

lJR-\'-1\1 

di-gJr-d 

belov. -I, R-11\JI 

dur-bi-ca 

--------------------------------------------------------------- ---
the tem1 Gorkhali is an adjective compounded of Gorkha (n) + li (adj). Regarding the etymology of thi\ 
term, Gurung (ibid.) explains, "the Gurkhas as a distinct race carne into being from 26 July 1559 when 
Prince Dravya Shah of Lamjung wrested the throne fi"om a Khadka ruler and declared himself the king of 
a small tribal principality 80 km west of Kathmandu. The word ''Gurkha·· may have been derived from 
Garka, Kharka or Gerkhu or Kharga- words for pastureland in the local dialects of the indigenous people 
in the northern region. One hundred and eighty-three years later i.e. form the time of the lOth Shah ruler. 
the Sanskritized version states that the word Gurkha was derived fi"om the word Gorakh Nath. an ascetic 
from Assam believed to be the patron deity of the kings fi"om Prithivi Narayan Shah onwoads." 
6 The Bujicha clan has been divided into four sub-groups viz., Gaurocha. Mulieha. Nasocha and 
Nomlicha according to Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwar (2004, cf. also Egli (1999: 78-9)). The morpheme'*
cha !*-cal' in slashes is my own reconstruction because it has decayed historically in most of these 
clanonyms. 



10. Faticha ~/ 

[p'\~t · itsa] /p11;}tici'il 

1 1. Gongrocha 1~ rts-:_<1 "'!II 
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[gOI)fOtsa] /gOI]fOCW (gol)rOtS) /gOI)fOCI 

12. Jespucha~l 
[dzcsp'utsa] ldzcsp'uci'i/ [dzcsputs] ldzcspucl 

13. Jijicha 1~\J~M"'ll/ 
[dzidz'itsa] /dzidz'ici'il [dzidz'its] ldzidz'icl 

14. JyeNticha7 

[dzyc-t'itsa] ldzyc-fici'i! [dzycYits] ldzyc-ficl 

15. Katich a lttil R1 '€11 I 

[ka:fitsa] /ka:fici'il 

16. KhuNlicha ~/ 
[k11 iil'itsa] ;khi:il'icaJ 

17. Kyabacha8 /CflliGII"'ll/ 
(kyabatsa] ;kyabaci'il 

[ka:t' its] lka:t' icl 

[kyabats] ;kyabac/ 

18. Khyom(N)paticha /€l!Jqf<:1:qJI 

[khyop~titsa]lkhyop~tici'il (k11yop~tits]Jk\op~tic/ 

19. KyuiNticha----chuiNticha /Cfi.i~Th"'lll 
[kyUit'itsa] lkyuTfici'il [kyiiTfits] /kyult'ic/ 

UR-V-INF 

h ,. -
p ~-t t-ea 

UR-V-INF 

goiJ-ro-ca 
UR-V-INF 

dzcs-p · u-ca 
V-V-INF 

dzi -dz · i -ca 
UR-V-INF 

dzyc--fi-ca 
UR-V-INF 

ka:-t'i-ca 
one-V-INF 

khii-l'i-ca 
UR-V-INF 

kya-ba-ca 
UR-V-INF 

khyop~t-i-ca 

book-V-INF 

kyul-fi-ca 
UR-V-INF 

7 The JyeNticha clan has been divided into six sub-groups viz., PIHalwa(cha), Hambacha, Mulicha, 
Namadi(cha) and Ratwa(cha) and Satwa(cha) according to Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwar (2004; cf. also Egli 
(1999: 78-9)). Additionally, Mukhia (1998: 128) mentions some other sub-group clan-nyms such as 
Sabracha, Kbolma(cha), Dinu(cha), Dalwa(cha) Palwa(cha) and Baruwa(cha). On the contrary, Vansittart 
( 1896: 181) has listed thirteen different sub-groups, which are hardly accurate, as the author himself 
believes them to be inaccurate or incomplete. The morpheme '*-cha l-eal' in slashes is my own 
reconstruction because it has decayed historically in most of these clanonyms. 
8 The Kyaba(cha) clan has been divided into two sub-groups viz., Ralali(cha) and Bagale(cha) according 
to Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwar (2004, cf. also Egli ( 1999: 78-9)). The morpheme '*-cha l-eal' in slashes is 
my own reconstruction because it has decayed historically in most of these clanonyms. 



2 0. Kormocha /Cfil <iiI ill 1 

[kormotsii] /kormocii' 

21. Laspacha N1fl'"llill/ 

[bspiitsa] lbspaca/ 

22. Linocha ~/ 
[I inotsa] /linociil 

21. LoNkucha ~i 
[Io:kutsa] !lo:kuca' 

23. LuNk(h)icha .~ 

f[uk(\itsa] tluk(\ica 

24. Mulicha ~, 

[ mulitsa j/mulica 

25. Nasocha ~' 
jnaso:tsa] /naso:ca. 

26. Ngawocha i~l 

[IJiiwotsa] IIJawoca 

27. Nomlicha /<ill4ti!t/ 

[nomlits~i] /nomlica 

28. Pargacha ;q<llfi!l/ 

[pgrgatsa] !pgrgaca; 

29. Pretticha !9fu=Rrr; 

[prstfitsa] /prstt'iciil 

30. Rapacha f<l1Ti:IT/ 

[ra:p;}tsa] /ra:p;}cii/ 
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[kormots] /kormoc/ 

fbspats] !bspac/ 

ilinotsa] 'linoca/ 

il6:kuts] 'lo:kuc' 

1-kh . ,- k h . I u · ., ts J · u · 1 J 1 c 

! mulits I /mulic/ 

jnaso:tsaj inaso:di 

[I]ii\VOtS] !JiiWOC 

jnomlits] nomlic 

[pJrgats] lpJrgac/ 

[prstt'its] /prctt 'ic; 

[ra:pJts] ;ra:pJc; 

kor-mo-ca 
landslidc-l ;R-INI 

bs-pa-ca 

V-V-INI' 

li-no-ca 
bow-V-1~1 

16:-ku-d. 
UR-V-INI· 

1- k h . -u- ( J 1-ca 

l!R.-\ 1:\f 

mu-li-ca 

timc-V-INI 

na-so:-ca 
sun- v -1:--Jf· 

IJa-wo-ca 

LOC-V-INI· 

nom-li-ca 

UR-V-INF 

p~r-ga-ca 

UR-V-INF 

pn::t-t'i-ca 

V-V-INF 

ra:-pJ-ca 



32. Rapicha9 mi1f;:rr; 
[ra:pitsa] /ra:pical 

33. Rawacha /0fRIT/ 

[rdwatsa] /rdwacal 
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[ra:pitsa] /ra:pical 

34. Rudicha or Ruticha ~ err ~/ 
[ruditsa] /rudical [rudits] /rudic/ 

35. Rujicha ~/ 
[rudzitsa] /rudzical 

36. Rupacha ~/ 
[rupa:tsa] /rupa:cil! 

3 7. Shyochu(l)cha ~ lll "'i 0"l 1/ 

[rudzits] /rudzic/ 

[rupa:ts] /rupa:c/ 

(syotsu(l)tsa] /syocu(l)ciil [syotsu(l)ts] /syocu())cr' 

38. Susucha ~/ 
"' "' 

[susutsa] /susucil/ 

3 9. T eppacha /(tu:rr:qr; 

[ tcppatsa] /tsppaca/ 

40. Thangracha /61:S.:_lJI'i:ll/ 
h- - - h- - -[T aiJratsa] IT aiJracil/ 

41. Tholocha /~/ 
[tholotsa] /tholocil! 

42. ToNkucha~/ 
[to:kutsa] /to:kuca/ 

43. ThuNgucha/~/ 
[thu:gutsa] /thu:gucil! 

44. Turshucha ~~ 
[tursutsa] /tursucal 

[susuts] /susuc/ 

[tsppats] /tsppac/ 

[tholots] /tholoc/ 

[to:kuts] /to:kuc/ 

[thii:guts] /thii:guc/ 

[tursuts] /tursucl 

V-V-INF 

ra:-pi-ca 
V-V-INF 

rd-wa-ca 
UR-V-lNF 

ru-di-ca 
field/land-v -INF 

ru-dzi-ca 
field/land- v -INF 

ru-pa:-ca 
land-V-INF 

S)'O-CU( l )-Ca 

mouth-UR-!NF 

su-su-ca 

UR-who/V-INF 

tsp-pa-ca 
V-V-INF 

h- - -
T aiJ-ra-ca 
UR-V-INF 

tho-lo-ca 
UR-V-lNF 

to:-ku-ca 

meeting-V-INF 

thii:-gu-ca 
wisdom-v -INF 

tur-su-ca 
N-V-INF 

9 Information on this clanonym is based on 8.8. Je-ticha-Mukhia (personal communication 2002, cf. 
Eden Vansittart 1896: 180; Egli 1999: 78-9). 



10 ' 4 5. W angdecha /"li-S~~ 'il I I 

[Wdl)d£tsa] /Wdl)d£ciil 

46. Yatacha 11 
flrT(lTCIT/ 

[y · atatsa 1 /ya · taci:il 
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fWd!]d£tS] /Wdl)d£C/ 

1 y' a tats 1 1y' atac/ 

Wdl)-d£-Ca 
V-V-INF 

:(a-ta-ca 
V-V-INF 

(Cf. also Vansittart (1896, 1909), Morris (1933 ), Sunuwar and Konnocha 

(1990: 16-17). Mukhia (1998: 127-129), Rapacha (1996. 19991. Lgli 

(1999: 78-9). Khambu (2000), Sunuwar (2004 ). Sunuwar (2004: -1--1- I I vs 

20571) 

The same Kiranti-Koits <-ca: 'i:IT> ethno-clan-nyms· morpheme (cf. Clurun~ and 

Salter 1996:59) above frequently occur providing cognate-relationship in othc• I B 

Kiranti tribes such as Kiranti-Ba?yung1Bahing (Wallo Kirol) as -ca: "Tf . ~ 1rdnt1 

RwaDhu/Wambulc (IVallo !\ira! ·Hither Kirat': cr. Opgenort 2002: 15-16) a~· <:t ""H 

or ·-co: T-fT • (also in Kiranti-Kulung). Kiranti-Rodung!Camling (Majh Kirot · \1 iddl( 

Kirat') as· -cham·. Kiranti-Bantawa (Pallo Kirat ·Far Kirat') as <-cham> or· -L·:t -~

and <-cho W> less frequently in some other ethno-clanonyms (cf. E. Vansittan · X'll 

and 1909. C.J. ~v1orris 1933. G. Khambu 2000 IYS 2057]). There is an obvious rcJnPh 

relationship with '-c;1: c;;:r of Early Classical Newari (Tamot 2002: 13-26 and 16ll · X-1-

one of the members of Greater-Kiranti. 

These ethno-clanonyms in Kiranti-Koits as 111 Thangmi (a Greater-Kmmt1 

member) as one of the T-B tribe particularly having the bilineal male clan (viz .. ukat 

kyangpole. areng dum/am dhungguri. mosan thali andjaidhane) and female clan(\ i/ .. 

budati, yantesiri, khatusiri, caltasiri, altasiri, bampasiri, khasasiri and apansiri) 

structure; whereas in Kiranti-Koits it is only male, is very interesting in its semantic 

10 The Wangde(cha) clan has been sub-grouped under "ten clan Sunuwar(s)" by Eden Vansittart ( 1896: cf. 
also Egli ( 1999: 78-9)) but this grouping as "ten and twelve" clan is a later development when the K iranti
Koits people came in contact with the lndo-Aryans. The morpheme '*-cha !-cal' in slashes is mv own 
reconstructiOn because it has decayed historically in most of these clanonyms. . 
11 The Yata(cha) clan has been divided into five sub-groups viz .. Garshi(cha), Bamna(cha), Okhy(chaJ 
Gutka(cha) and Namadi(cha) according to Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwar (2004; cf. also Egli ( 1999: 78-9)). 
The morpheme '*-cha /-cal' in slashes is my own reconstruction because it has decayed historicallv in 
most of these clanonyms. However, the term like 'garshi' has its own meaning in Kiranti-Koits related to 
botany. Other terms except for 'Gutka' are related to toponyms or most of them are meaningless in K-K 
and Gutka in K-K simply means 'coop'. 
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aspects of the oral history in Thangmi. Shneiderman and Turin (2000c: 15; \>..ebsitc print 

page number) write: 

''The male clan names are said to have derived from the archery contest among the 

original seven Thangmi brothers and are largely related to tree or plant names. The first 

seven female clan names are based upon the work implements which the original seven 

Thangmi sisters are said to have used, while the eighth name, apansiri, derives from the 

word apan (T), (ban Miim:he N), 'jungle person·, and refers to a baby girl found 

abandoned in the woods by the seven Thangmi brothers and adopted as the eighth and 

youngest Thangmi sister." 

By way of analogical meaning of the language internal oral history of Thangmi 

(a Greater-Kiranti member), we shall here explore several ethno-clanonyms and their 

morpho-semantic aspects through interpretative approach in the mother tongue as in 

Thangmi (ibid.) related to several conceptual meanings in Kiranti-Koits relying upon ____ _ 

the morphological structures of the ethno-clanonyms and their relevance as follows:/·::):0~~~?):\ 
1.1.3 Ethno-clanonyms: A morhpo-semantic interpretation ( t' Library. ; :~~-') 

I ;? j ..... I 

\\'~\ . ._ ./ ;// 
01. bi-n'i-ca ~-f.:r-:qr; '\(~ ~F~';/ ·-· * / 

. ---~:. ·.::::=-;.:::"~ 
cow-V-INF (V.t) 'to squeeze something, e.g. cow for milking' (n.) 'milk-man, 

legendary king' 

02. bi-gya-ca ~-Tiff-'qff 

cow-V-INF (v.t) 'to look after cows' (n.) 'a cow-herder' <pic with Lokpriya Mulicha

Sunuwar) 

03. bu-dz'i-ca ~-'~-:qr; 

V .INTF-V-'JNF (v.t) 'to break something abruptly' (n.) 'one who breaks something 

abruptly' 

04 br;:)m-li-ca ~-fu-:qr; . ' 

buckwheat -V-INF (V.t) 'to remain, decorate the buckwheat' (n.) 'one who performs 

such action' 

05. dar-kha:-ca ~-m:-:qr; 

UR-V-INF (V.t) 'to tear noisily' (n.) 'one who tears noisily' 

THESIS 
495.49 

R1807 De 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
TH12908 
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06. d;)-s·u-ca ;c;-·~-"C!T/ 

PAR-V-INF (V.t) 'to darn. repair. mend' m.) ·one who darns' 

07. d0b-ba-ca ~crr:-"C!T/ 

UR-V-INF (V.i) 'to stay, sit" (n.) ·a sdtkr' 

08. di-g;:)r-ca !fu" -lR -"CCT/ 

below-soil-pot-INF (V.t) ·to be friendly. toponym' (n.J ·one who is friendly· 

09. dur-bi-ca ~-fc:r-"C!T; 

UR-V-INF (V.tJ 'to be full' (n.J ·one which becomes full' 

I 0. p1\H'i-ca ,rq)-fu-"C!T; 

lJR-V-INI (V.t) ·to separate. filter' 1!1.1 ·one who filters· 

11. golJ-ro-ca •IIs~-ir:-"CfTi 

UR-V-INF (V.t) ·to open noisily· .r1.1 ·one who opens noisily. titk/post" 

1 ~. dz~:s-p · u-ca ·~ - 'l{ -"CCT 

V-V-INF (V.t) ·to blast ha\ing burnt" (11.1 ·one who blasts having burnt' 

J ~.dzi-dz'i-ca ~-f;;r---;n· 

lJR-V-INF (V.t)'to break \·iokntl) · m.1 ·one who break \iolently, sweet. p\1lite· 

14. dz(jJy~:--t'i-ca ;~-fu---;n 

UR-V-INF (V.t) 'to separate. filter' 111.1 ·one who separates· 

15. ka:-t'i-ca fcFf:-fu-"C!T; 

one-V-INF (V.t) ·to dam. mend· (l1.J ·one who darns. remains aloof (p/c with Utta11 

Katicha-Sunuwan 

16. khii-1 'i-ca ~-A' -"CCT/ 

UR-V-INF (V.t) 'to put on, wear' (n.J 'one who puts on' 

17. kya-ba-ca fCP.TT-crr:-"C!T; 

UR-V-INF (V.i) 'to stay, sit' (n.J ·one who stays or sits· 

book-V-INF (V.tl 'to cover \vith a book, separate. filter' m.) ·one who covers with a 

book or hides under the pile of books <pic with Ganga Katicha f married to a Je-ticha 
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clanj; narrated to me a war story in Tibet during the prehistoric time, where one hid 

himself under the piles of books and that is how the clanonym has been derived) 

19. kyul-t'i-ca ~-fu:-'q"T/ 

UR-V-INF (v.t)'to separate, filter' tn.) 'one who separates' 

20. kor-mo-ca ~-liT-'ql"/ 

landslide-so-INF (v.t) 'to take place a landslide' (n.) 'one who dwelt in a landslide 

taking area' Lkorom yolSo tSUIJ(n)tsimi ba?So p;}tikcm kormots dumso (pic with 

Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwan] 

21. l;}s-pa-ca ~ -tn>"TT! 

V:go:2DU-VR-fNF (v.t) 'to open up' (n.) 'one who opens up for himself or herself 

22. li-no-ca Jfu--rft-"TT/ 

bow-Y-INF (V.t) 'to prepare a bow' (n.) 'one who prepares a bow' 

21. 15:-ku-ca ,91'-Cll-"TT/ 

UR-V-INF (v.t) 'to come up' (n.) 'one who comes' 

23. lli-kchri-ca 11-'fu>-"TT; 

UR-V-INF (V.t) 'to bum' (n.) 'bum' 

24. mu-li-ca fl!-R-"TT/ 

time-V-INF (v.t) 'to remain something after use' (n.) 'one who dwells in the tirst 

ancestral family house' (Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwar, pic) 

25. na-so:-ca AT-~:-"TT/ 

sun-V-INF (v.t) 'to set the sun' (n.) 'one who sets like the sun' 

26. IJa-w~-ca /Si-Cf:-"TT; 

LOC-V-INF (V.t) 'to enter' (n.) 'one who enters first, elder brother' 
27. nom-li-ca ,~-R-"''T/ 

UR-V-INF (V.t) 'to remain, put on' (n.) 'one who puts on, remains' 
28. p;}r-ga-ca m -llT: -"''T/ 

UR-V-INF (V.t) 'to walk' (n.) 'one who walks' 

29. pn:t-t'i-ca lflc=-'fu-T.IT/ 

Y-V-INF (v.t) 'to jump, separate, filter' (n.) 'one who jumps' 
30. ra:-p;:)-ca m:-'!f-1:IT/ 
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V-V-INF (V.t) 'to make something rof (n.) ·a catalyst" 

32. ra:-pi-ca m:-N-1:IT/ (See footnote 4 above) 

V-V-INF (V.t) ·to come' (n.J 'one who comes' 

33. f;)-wa-di R-c!T:-1:IT/ (< ruwatsa 'to plought the land'; pic Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuv.ar1 

UR-V-INF (V.t) 'to plough' (11.) 'one who ploughs' 

34.ru-di-ca /~-R-1:IT! 

fieldJiand-v, (below)-INF (V.t) 'to go for bringing· (11.) ·one goes for bringing· 

35. ru-dzi-ca /~-f:i:r-1:1f. 

fieldiland-V-INF (V.t) ·to break sth' (n.) 'one who divides property· 

36. ru-pa:-ca /~-rrr:-"011 

land-V-INF (V.t) ·to open· tn.) ·one who used to dwell in a caw knovvn as Rupapt'1~ 

dkd Rupacha-Sunuwar and Lokpriya \t1ulicha-Sunuv.ar. p C1 

37. syo-cu(!)-Ca i!l<fr-~ -"';;ff' 

mouth-L!Rv: thrash-IN!' (\.tl ·to thrash· m.1 ·one who thrashes· 

3~L su-su-ca m;-~-1:IT 

UR'who-\vhoiV-INF 1V.t1 ·to seal. pack' (11.! ·one who seals· 

39. t1:p-pa-ca rife -rrr -~..n 

V-V-INF (V.t) 'to open. e.g. a bag' (n.J ·one who opens· 

40 T.h- - - rrr;r TI'· :;:rr' . alJ-ra-ca IUI·-c····-"'' 

fence-V-INF (V.t) ·to rot' rn.) ·one who provides support· 

41. tho-lo-cii ;<lr-f.11-"';;ff; 

place/V.INTF-V-INF (V.t) ·place/to tum gently' (D.) ·a settler. dweller' [kyu!-t'i-cii~I 

thusa );)so pdtihm tho-lo-ca dumso: pic Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwarl 

42. to:-ku-ca !W-~-1:IT/ 

meeting-V-INF 'to come in the meeting' (n.) 'one who presides the meeting· 

43. thu:-gu-ca ~~-TI-1:IT! 

mind, (fig) wisdom-V-INF rv.t) 'to appear' (n.) 'one who is wise' 

44. tur-su-ca ;g: -~ -1:IT/ 

turs ·grave'-V-INF (V.t) 'to dam, mend' (11.) 'one who darns' [also one who is born on 

the grave: pic Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwarl 
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45. W;:)l)-d~-Ca f'fS.:-~-';;ff/ 

enter-V-INF (v.t) 'to say' (n.) 'one who says· 

46. y'a-ta-ca /'m-m:-:;;rr; 

V-V-INF 'to take something away swiftly' (n.) 'one who takes something away 

swiftly' 

'} These language internal systems of nomenclature and their morpho-semantic 1 

details and provenance in the Kiranti-Koits clanonyms suggest that these clanonyms are 

very genuine clues for their linguistic, cultural, historical, ethnological and anthropo

socioloical identity as Oirat>Kirat (cf. Rapacha 2004: 21-25) rather than all other messy 

meanings of their nomenclature discussed earlier. 

1.1.4 Summing up 

In § 1.1.1, we examined and discussed several problematic meam ngs and 

classification of the ethnoexoglotonym 'Sun(u)war' as opposed to the ancient Kiranti

Koits tribe classified in Mongoloid stock (cf. Northey 1998: 94, Gurung 2004) 

anthropo-sociologically. By way of analogy, we have cited examples of the problematic 

meanings from Thangmi (Shneiderman and Turin 2000: 4), another member of the 

Greater-Kiranti family. From the cultural and linguistic point of view based on the 

earlier stated evidence, Kiranti-Koits tribe are very closer to Kiranti-Ba?yung, Wambule 

[Raohu], Jerung and others12 and vice versa. We have hinted other Kiranti ethno

clanonyms also by providing morphoetymological relationships among <-ca; ';;ff>. <-ca; 

'qf> or <-co; ~> (also in Kiranti-Kulung of Wallo Kirat 'Near/Hither Kirat'), Kiranti

Rodung/Camling (Majh Kirat 'Middle Kirat') as <-cha W>, Kiranti-Bantawa (Pallo 

Kirat 'Far Kirat') as <-chaW> or <-ca ';;ff> and <-cho W>. These ethno-morphological 

12 Lokpriya Mulicha (Sunuwar) and Uttam Katicha (Sunuwar) informed me that all the Kiranti tribes 
claiming Rai such as Ba'?yung (Rumdali [clans: Thamrocha, Oilingpacha, Hajupacha, Oiburcha], 

Pai/Rinamsacha [clans: Tolacha, Moblocha, Ripa(o)cha, Nambersacha, Sechacha, Rallacha, Luticha], 
Necha(li), Hangu am.i KuKe cf. Lee 2005), Wambule and Jerung of Wallo Kirat at present were Kiranti
Koits (Sun(u)war) in the past (p/c). However, the Ba?yung origin story as narrated by Buddhi Hangucha 

relates their proximity with Kiranti-Rodung of Majh Kirat (cf. Maureen Lee and Bagdevi Yalungcha 
(200 I) adapted by Rapacha (2002) cf. also Appendix A; Text I). Bhupadhoj Thomros-Kulung claims that 
the illiterate Sun(u)wars still today claim themselves to be Rais but the learned ones only identify 
themselves as Sun(u)wars (p/c June 2005). 
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variations of clanonyms do have very close relationship also with Early Classical 

Newari <-cJ; "'Cf> as well and is a closely related cognate of Tibeto-Bunnan proto-form 

*Lsa 'child, grandchild' (Benedict 1972: 208) having socio-historical and linguistic 

relationship, which signifies as '±male !person' marker (e.g. s;:yra-chii ·son', nu1ri-chil 

'daughter' and mr~-chii 'daugher's husband') in Kiranti-Rodung's modern vocabulary. 

The ethno-exoglotonym ·sun(u)war' as presupposed to be derived from the 

hydronym 'Sunkoshi' found in my investigation not to be developed/derived carli~..T 

than the 14th century (i.e. 1325 AD: See Egli 1999, cf. Yakkha-Rai 2002 JVS 20~9; 

85 13 ) in the ethnological literature and history of Nepal available until recent!~. Tlll.·ir 

ethnic or linguistic identity lumped in Gurung and Magar, irrespectin~ of their :-;aJJJL 

Mongoloid 11 or Tibctonoid stock. has been found false while comparing linguistil· d~Jt 

and cultural facts (cf. Rapacha 2002). Similarly. the rest of the meanings: .\1ukh!, 

Suryammshi ·solar dynasty'. Kshetriya or Khas ·Indo-Aryan tribe·. Kinnar. ·lo\\ ea:-:k 

Kshetriya Hindu and Sunar!Kami ·goldsmith' cxept for Marpache [Kiranti-Koits !' 

origin]. are all misnomers ofthe Kiranti-Koits people/tribe. 

As on Thangmi (Turin 2003 ). much of the earlier writing on the Kiranti-Koib · 

'·erroneous and betrays the ignorance and prejudices of the writers more than it infonn· 

the reader about features of this important Himalayan population [Oirat > Kirat 

belonging to the Mongoloid stock [cf. Turner 1987: 64 [ orig. 1927]. Northey 1998: ()·_~ 

94 [orig. 1937], Gurung and Salter 1996: 59, Hutichinson Encyclopedia 2001: 64::' 

Gurung 2004 [VS 2061]; injhrmation added] and their little-known language ... Their 

13 Yakkha-Rai (2002 [VS 2059]: 85) paraphrasing Panta (VS 2045-2050: 850 Part 3) notes that the term 
'Sun(u)war' for the first time, was documented officially on 27 August 1797. 
14 Nesturkh (1966: 26) notes that "Among the specific features of the many anthropological types of th j, 
race [Mongoloid] are the following: a broad face that projects moderately, the broad, projecting 
cheekbones giving it a flat appearance, the eyes are brown, the eye slit is medium in the majo;ity bu~t 
narrow in many cases; in some individuals external angle of the eye is disposed higher than the internal 
angle; there is a well-developed fold on the upper eyelid that in many cases extends to the cilia and 
crosses the lower lid, completely or partially covering the internal angle of the eye, including the lacrimal 
bay, to form the epicanthus; the nose is of medium width, slightly projecting and usually with a low 
bridge; in the majority of cases the nostrils are in the medium with their long axes at an angle of about 
90° to each other: the lips are thin or medium; ... the chin ridge has medium development' in very many 
individuals the head is mesocephalous. The skin is lighter in colour and the hair is black and not alwavs 
stiff. The beard is scanty" (Cited in Toba 1992: 8). 

0 
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ethnonym 'Koits' in their own Mother Tongue and those morpho-semantically 

significant auto-clanonyms genuinely make them ditferent from any other 

misinterpreted-meanings mentioned earlier related to the Indo-Aryan sociology handed 

down from Manu because Kiranti-Koits as one of the Tibeto-Burman language speakers 

fall outside the hierarchical 'caste' or any 'jiiti' [I-A or rndic J system ( cf. Abbi 

forthcoming, Joshi 2003: 334). Their language internal auto-ethno-clanonyms (cf. § 

1.1.3) are meaningfully sigruficant for their own ethnicity and identity rather than other 

falsified, 'ignorant and prejudiced' (as in Thangmi (Turin 2003) meanings. 

1.2 A corrective look on ethnonym orthography 

Earlier in § 1.1.3, we analyzed several morpho-semantic aspects of 

clanoethnoyms in Kiranti-Koits or Sun(u)war and here in this § 1.2, we shall examine 

the Kiranti-Koits ethnonym inconsistencies in orthography described in the past 

literature. We shall also observe their (ethnonyms) problematic spellings below, which 

are meaningless in their cultural and semantic contexts at least for a fluent native 

speaker of Kiranti-Koits. 

SANWAR(sic; Beams 1867 [rpt. 1960: 20-21]) 

SANWAR (sic; Bezruchka 1985: 325 [5th edition; 1st 1972]) appeared for the first time 

in a photograph caption: 'A Sanwar woman wearing Cheptisun (N) 'earring' and 

two types of nose ornaments. (Photo: Dave Hardenbergh) 

SUNA WAR, (sic) census year: 1881; earlier distribution: Bengal (Singh 1996: 928) 

SUNUWAR- POl Equivalent: SUNUWAR 

Cess us years: 1891, 1901, 1911, 1941; earlier distribution: Assam, Bengal, 

Sikkim, Elsewhere; present distribution: Sikkim: throughout the state, Uttar 

Pradesh: Dehradun, West Bengal: Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri, West Dinajpur 

(Singh 1996: 929) 

SUNUWAR (SUNWAR), census year: 1931; earlier distribution: Sikkim 

(Singh 1996: 930) 
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SUNUWAR, Synonyms: Mukhya (Chief), Sonwar* [(sic) Sikkim] Groups/sub-groups: 

Barathare, Dasthare 15
, Jirel [Sikkim~ now Jirel has been classified as a separate 

Indigenous group in Nepal, my information] 

Barathare, Dasthare [Uttar Pradesh]; [is a false classification in suppression and 

imitation of the Hindu rulers in the past and even at present some orthodox 

people think it to be so; My comment added] 

Titles: Mukhya [Sikkim], Mukhia [Uttar Pradesh] 

Surnames: Mukhya, Sunuwar [Sikkim] 

Exogamous units/clans: Aditva, Bisu, Busyabisu, Bomvany, ChabbaJich. I )l2IJ~l. 

Durbic, Goma, Gorva, Grangdcn. Gvan, Gyapok. Hem. Himat. .layatich . .lhumha 

Jyoitishi, Kanshi, Kaumourch. Kusya, Laspach, Linoch, Lukhich . . \fukrut/ 

Mulich, Negi. Phatich, Porophan. Pukrin, Rawach, Rujich, Shvam. )_jJir~ \1\.'1.. 

Srim, Suchich, Surjva, Syan!.!.bo, Thing, Thokar. Waiba. YonjmJ.! Sikkim i 

Exogamous units/clans (thar): Kari Lasa, Seni [Uttar Pradesh I 

Septs (thar): Brahmilcha*, Shhapaticha*, Durbicha. Jashkucha*. .kspu~ha. 

Jijicha. Jireli*. Katicha. Khyongpoticha, Kinticha. Kyohbohcha*. l "ii-;.Jcln 

Pargacha, Rahpacha*. Rajicha*. Shushicha*. Thoholacha". I htJ, ~ .,_wk;' 

Wangdecha. Yaktacha*. Yeti* in Darjeeling and Nepal fH.H. Risley! 

(Singh 1996: 1798-1799) 

Alternate names: SUNUW AR, SUN BAR (Sic). SUNW ARI (SiC) 17
, MUKHIY A. K WOICO 1 sic, LO 

[SONOWAR (SiC)*, SONOWAL (SiC)* Ill Ethnologue 200:'\ 

(www.ethnologue.com/showlanguagc.asp?code= SUZ) 

• I suggest them as problematic spellings including all other asterisked li did it to the original author's 
version] ones and the Ethnologue's (Gordon 2005: 479) additional names SONOWAR*, SONOWAl* 
[in Ethnologue 2005: 4 79] are also problematic as discussed in § I. 1.1.4 earlier. 

15 All underlined words [I did it to the original author's version] are either of Indo-Aryan [lndic] Nepali 
stock or corrupted form and do not exist in Kiranti-Koits lexicon; and there is no system of clanonyms 
as such in Kiranti-Koits to my knowledge until today. The underlined and italicized clans arc either of 
Rajput e.g. Negi or ofTamang/Murmi, e.g. Thokar and also cf. else where in§ 1 .2. 

16 Moktan, Thing, Thokar. Waiba and Yonjan are Tamang!Murmi clanonyms, which are underlined and 
italicized as well. One cannot be sure why these clans have been lumped into the Kiranti-Koits 
clanonyms. 

17 'Sunwari' is a twice Nepalized llndo-Aryanized or lndicized] name of the T-B language, which first 
appeared in Shafer (1953) and later in Genetti (1988 and 1992) and cf. Sunuwar (2003 [VS 2060]). 
Genetti might have added the !nod-Aryan Nepali -i suftix while generalizing from Newa (based on Prof. 
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Sunwari (sic): Shafer (1953) (See footnote 4) 

Sunwari (Sic): Genetti (1988 and 1992) (See footnote 4) 

Sunuwari (sic): Sunuwar (see footnote 4) 

Sunuwar: Sikkim Government Gazette (1994) Explanation II- 'The expression 'Sunuwar' 

includes Koincha csic)/Mukhia' [actually the alternative term 'Koincha (sic)' must 

correctly be spelt as Koits; cf Appendix D, Gazette 2]. 

As discussed in § 1.1, most of these ethnonyms and ethno-clanonyms in § 1.2 

are problematic in their orthography except for three terms "Kiranti-Koits or 

Sun(u)war/Mukhia" ( cf. § 1.1 ), which apparently diversified from language contact 

situation ( cf. Abbi 1992: 39-49 ) especially with the !nod-Aryan languages like either 

Nepali in Nepal or Hindi in Inida (also cf. footnote 11) on Kiranti-Koits. 

1.3 Genetic affiliation/classification 

After pointing out many inconsistencies of orthography regarding ethnonyms 

earlier, we shall now in this § 1.3 examine the genetic classification of Kiranti-Koits 

available in the past and recent literature. 

During the research period of Hodgson and later of Grierson, one of the classical 

methods of classification of the Himalayan languages was based on the grammatical 

feature known as 'pronominalization' both nominal and verbal. The term 

'pronominalization' by its characteristics is "abbreviated formes) of personal pronouns, 

acting as a subject of object of a verb, are prefixed, suffixed or infixed in the verb form 

itself to denote the particular person as the subject or the object of the verb concerned" 

(Sharma 1997). A recent study by Sharma (ibid.) shows that the Himalayan languages 

T.R. Kansakar's e-infonnation (2004) --->Newar--->Newari, another T-B language of the Nepal valley, 
Dolakha district etc. The other alternate name 'Sunbar' is the first one in its (Kiranti-K5its) v.'ritten 
history, which I never heard in my boyhood or in adulthood. It might be purely an auditory error of the 
occidental linguists. So is the case with the last alternate name 'Kwoico [actually K5its] Lo'. Whereas it's 
appropriate representation is K5its Lo: which can be [k5Tts lwo:] phonetically. The other alternate name 
MUKHIYA nowadays is written without 'Y' in Sikkim's official documents (cf. Appendix D) and all 
speakers who have adllpted this name write without it. 
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of Himachal and Uttar Pradesh like Kinnauri, Pattani, Gari, Chhitkali and Kanashi have 

this feature. 

/\ccording to Konow (in Grierson 1909: 56) regarding the genetic aftiliation ol· 

Kiranti-K()its in terms of ·pronominalization' feature comments. thus. 

··Jn llodgson·s days it [Kiranti-Koits] \Vas a pronominalized language. but if tl~c 

specimens received for the Survey are to be trusted. it is so no longer. llodgson · s /:-.1-.lu-. 

\\as written in 1847, so that. allowing for the date when the specimens for thc SwT< . 

were received. this change took place in little more than half a century. As ''e h:tl\1\'. 

how rapidly Tibcto-Burman languages which have no literature to act as a consen ati1 ·. 

influence do change, this short period need not surprise us. and it is pretty certain tiL: 

in all these languages the ~unda characteristics \\erc much stronger two or tilrc· 

centuries ago than they arc nO\\. On the other hand ''e also sec in these nw 

pronominalized lnnguagcs links connecting them with the Bodo Group ... 

llowevcr. he admits that the materials colledted for the Survey were \ ef\ 

unsatisfactory. They seem to show that Sunwar is now a dialect of the simple non 

pronominalized type. I k hopeful! notes. · .. _it is. hO\vcvcr possible that better material 

would shmv that it is stilL as Hodgson described it. a complex pronominalized, fom1 o· 

speech/dialect. and the remarks made above arc given with great diffidence'_ In order t<• 

support Hudgson 's findings of the Kiranti-Koits as a pronominalized language, Koncm 

has not cited a single example from lludgson (hut he has collected some vocahular: 

only) and his data as such for the Surve_v lack such pronominalized (one example 

(reproduced below) from Kiranti-Limbu has been given) grammatical feature. However. 

the Kiranti-Koits speakers still have such simplex form of nominal pronominalization a::. 

compared to another Kiranti-Limbu language such as, 

"When a Limbu wishes to say 'I strike him' he turns both the T and the 'him· into 

suff1xes added to the verb. 'Strike' is hip, 'him' is -tu, and T is -ng, so he says 

hiplung, which it will be remembered is exactly parallel to the Santali example .. -

(ibid_ 57)_ 
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For the same Kiranti-Limbu lexeme hiptung, Kiranti-Koits also has tupnung. 

'strike' <tup>. 'NPST:lsg· <-nu> and Tis <-ng>, where the subject has been 

incorporated in the verb form as a sut1ix (also cf. Ch 3 § 3.2.2). Therefore, Konow's 

classification does not seem appropriate since the native speakers might drop out the 

final syllable while in real life speech situation. 

Morris (1933: 118 [orig. 1927]) after Hodgson and Konow observes, 

''The Sunwar language is said to be spoken by the whole tribe and not to differ to any 

extent from place to place. It is to be distinguished from the complex pronominalized 

languages spoken by the Rais and Limbus and belongs to the same group of the Tibeto

Burman family as do Magar and Gurung a fact which certainly lends some colour to 

the story of migration from the West." 

As discussed above, Kiranti-Koits is obviously one of the 'pronominalized 

languages' of the Kiranti group since we have provided linguistic evidence earlier 

whereas "the story of migration from the west" like any other Tibeto-Burman speakers 

such as Magar and Gurung, is purely a guesswork since linguistic, cultural, historical 

and mythological ( cf. Text 1 in Appendix A, § 1.1.1-§ 1.1.4) evidence(S) available ( cf. 

Rapacha 2002) have proved them as one of the Kiranti tribes known as Koits in their 

own mother tongue [autog1otonym]. 

Similarly, Glover (1974) citing Morris's comments writes, 

''Following Hodgson (1847), Konow divides the Himalayan languages (excluding 

Sherpa and other Bhotia dialects, which he treats under Tibetan) into two groups, 

simple (or non-pronominalized) and complex (or pronominalized), depending on 

whether the subject pronoun is (redundantly) repeated as a verb suffix (p. 177). He 

placed (p. 274) Gurung, along with Magari, Newari, and Murmi, in the former group, 

and Rai and Limbu languages (except Sunwar) in the latter." 

Based on data provided earlier, Kiranti-Koits as Kiranti-Limbu and Kiranti

Rodung is one of the pronominalized languages according to Glover's criterion 

"whether the subject pronoun is repeated as a verb suffix." Kiranti-Koits obviously and 

certainly does this feature as in Kiranti-Limbu as stated and cited an example above. 
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Shafer ( 1953, 1955, 1966-74) has divided Sino-Tibetan into ·six main divisions: 

Sinitic (Chinese), Daic (Thai), Bodie (Tibetan, etc.), Bunnie (Burmese, etc.). Baric 

(Bodo, etc.), and Karcnic (Karen)" (1966: I). He rejects the term Tibeto-Bunnan 

because the Sino-Tibetan family docs not divide into two sub-families. Tibeto-Burman 

and Chinese-Siamese. Rather, it is on the basis of a tally of vocabulary comparisun:-; 

based on phonetic equations between the languages he regards Tibetan as ·genet ica II: 

closer to Chinese than to Burmese· and Chinese as considerably closer to Tibetan than 

to Thai ( 1955: 97). For Sunwar [Kiranti-Koits], Shafer ( 1966-74: 3 and 145-157. 1 9~ i \ 

has placed in East Himalayish Section (E Nepal), Western Branch. Bahing Lnit ir. 

which there are other Kiranti languages like Bahing. Thulung and Tsaurasy<t. 

Two other independent scholars. Voegelin and Voegclin ( 1965: 3) according !(I 

Glover (ibid) have described Sino-Tibetan as phylum containing nine l~1milics- ChincsL' 

Kam-Thai, Mia- Yao, Burmcsc-Lolo, Karen, Bodo-Naga-Kachin. Naga-Chin. (iyarung 

Mishmi. and Tibetan. Their last two families are jointly coextensive with Shafer·" 

Bodie Division. but exclude his admittedly dubious Dzorgaish. However. the choice ot 

a dividing line betv.ecn the two families is curious: their Tibetan lamily comprises all 

but two Branches (Rgyarung and Gurung) of Shafer·s Bodish Section. while thcit 

Gyarung- Mishmi family comprises those two Branches plus the other nine sections o1 

Shafer's Bodie Division (Voegelin and Voegelin 1965: 33, Shafer 1955:100-2). 

Vocgelin and Voege1in set up three groupings within their Gyarung-Mishmi family: a 

western complex. a pronominalized group, and a non-pronomonalizcd group. Sunv.ar 

Kiranti-Koits is included in a western complex, pronominalized group, and Gyarung

Mishmi family. 

After Voegelin and Vocgelin, Glover (1974) in his grammar of Gurung has 

classifed some selected Tibc:~ 8;..; ... -..:m languages of Nepal including the Kiranti 

languages by using lexicostatistical analysis. In the LinKuistic Survey of India Sten 

Konow noted that (Grierson 1967 [orig. 1909]: 10 and 12) 'on the whole. it is 

impossible to classifY the Tibeto-Burman dialects satisfactorily' but that a dialect chain 
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can be traced, inter alia, 'from the Tibetan, through the Himalayan languages, into Bodo 

and further into Kuki-Chin. Those latter dialects then gradually merge into Burmese.' 

Then, Glover (ibid) in his footnote five has introduced the terms such as family, 

division, section, branch, unit, microphylurn, mesophylurn, microphylurn, stock, family, 

and language thus, 

"Shafer sought to establish a hierarchy of terms- family, division, section, branch, unit- to describe 

groupings of languages in a 'descending scale of importance' (1955: 99). I prefer the system 

proposed by Swadesh { 1954: 326) where the terms used denote more or less absolute degrees of 

relationship of constituent languages (in terms of percentage of shared vocabulary), and, hence, the 

relative degree of inclusiveness of the terms. The terms Swadesh proposed, and appropriate to each 

term, are: macrophylum (less that 1%), mesophylum (1-4%), microphylum (4-12%), stock (12-

36%), family (36-81%), and language (81-100%). Lexicostatistical analysis supports Shafer's 

classification as against Konow's and Voegelin and Voegelin's. Using Swadesh 100-word lists, 

supplied mostly by members of the SIL members in Nepal, for thirty-six Sino-Tibetan languages I 

arrived at the relationships represented in the accompanying tree (Fi gures 3, 4 and 5) diagrams." 
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Figure 3: Glover's classification and the place of Sunwar 
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Figure 4: Glover's Classification and the place of Rai Stock 
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Figure 5: Glover's classification of the Rai Stock and the place of Sun(u)war 
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(Glover 1974: 10; cf. Footnote 2 for the exoglotonym 'Rai' and§ I.I.l for the exoglotonym 'Sunwar') 
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Glover's classification thus in Figure 3 shows the place of Sunwar [Kiranti

Koits] directly in East Himalayish subdvision as Shafer's under Sino-Tibetan family, 

Bodie division of which the time-depth of separation is 5, 000 BC. 

Glover in Figures 4 and 5 classifies Sunwar [Kiranti-Koits] in Baing [rather it is 

Ba?yung, Bahing N]-Sunwar family, Rai Stock, East Himalayish Subphylum, Bodie 

Microphylum, Sino-Tibetan family. 

Regarding the above classification, Glover (ibid) notes, 

"In labeling groupings of languages I have modified Swadesh's definition of terms. 

following Wurm (1961) and others who have worked in Papua New Guinea, by setting 

the boundary between stock and family at 28% instead 36%, and I have adjusted the 

percentages for equivalent time-depths to correspond to the apparently less mutable 

100-word list which Swadesh proposed (1955) in place of his earlier 200-word list The 

lower limit (of cognate percentage) figures for each term are, on the basis of the l 00-

word list: language (500 years) 86%, family (3000 years) 40%; stock (5000 years) 22%; 

microphylum (7500 years) I I%; mesophylum (I 0,000 years) 5%; marcophylum (more 

than 10,000 years) less than 5%. To gain flexibility in a hierarchy of terms I have also 

used the intermediate terms (with approximate boundary figures as shown) of subfamily 

(1500 years) 64%; substock (4000 years) 30%; subphylum (6000 years) 16%. The 

lexicostatistical analysis finds all the languages as members of a microphylum, called, 

after Shafer, the Bodie Microphylum". 

Glover (ibid), then in his footnote seven reveals the limitations of lexicostatistics 

as scientific metholodology pointing out thus, 

"Time depth are calculated on the assumption (from Swadesh 1954, 1955) that a 

language retains 86% of the 100-word list over one millennium, but only 80.5% of the 

200-word list The time depth figures must be treated with cautio, however across ' . 

languages, in Swades's own data, nor constant within any one language, as evidenced 

by Pulleybank ( 1972) for Chinese. Lexicostatistics gives only a rough first 

approximation to linguistic groupings: it is not a precision tool. However this does not 

gainsay, the fact that the relative percentages of shared vocabulary within a set of 
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classificatory groupings, which hypotheses can serve to suggest probably fruitful areas 

for detailed comparative study". 

Lexicostatistics, however is not a pricision tool of inquiry whereas Kiranti-Koits 

and Kiranti-Ba?yung [Bahing N] languages seem very similar in their lexical and 

grammatical structures (cf. Sun(u)war, 1995: 1-5, Rapacha 2002c. Lee 2005) comapa

ratively. 

Bickel (1996: 22) points out regarding the Kiranti group thus, " ... on the basis of 

verbal agreement morphology, the Kiranti family has been compared to the Quiangic 

and Nungish groups spoken, respectively, in Sichuan and the China-Burma border area 

(Thurgood 1984), but the level of genetic relation is far from clear." Expanding on 

recurrent speculations in the literature, Driem (1993c) discusses morphological 

evidence for a close genetic relationship of Kiranti with Newar (Nepal Bhasha), 

constituting a major division (Mahakiranti) within the Bodie family. 

Hanpon (1991) in his survey and classificatory study has classified Sunuwar as 

one of the Kiranti languages of western Kiranti (also cf. Bickel 1996: 22, Rapacha 2003, 

Yadava et al2004: 18) group from linguistic and ethnic point of view. 

Driem (200 1: 724-725) has classified Sunwar [Kiranti-Koits] as " ... the most 

northwesterly of the Kiranti languages (see Map 6: xxx), and its closest affmity is 

believed to be with Bahing, its nearest Kiranti neighbour ... is a pronominalised Rai (cf. 

explanation at the bottom of Figure 2) language but not inclusive vs. exclusive 

distinction in the first person has been reported in the pronominal system." We shall 

compare his claim with DeLancey (1992) inCh 3. 

The most interenting and challenging classification of Kiranti [in which -Koits~Sunuwar/Mukhia is one of them] is in the Rung branch by Thurgood (2003: 14; 

Ch 1) and LaPolla (2003: 30; Ch 2). This Rung group consists of the rGyalrong 

languages, the Dulong languages (T'rung, Rawang), the Kiranti languages, the west 
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Himalayan languages (Kinauri, Almora), Kham, and less probably, Magar and 

Chepang. 

The term 'Rung' is also important because there exist ethnonymic (autonyms of 

the ethno-indigenous group) terms like 'Rodung, Radu, RwaDhu and Riiku' in Kiranti 

language/s speakers "that migrated down along the eastern edge of the Himalayas and 

then across Burma and into Northern India and Nepal" (LaPolla 2003: 30) in pre

historical times. 

1.4 Geographical distribution and demographic details 

In a general survey discussed in §1.0 earlier, there are only 26, 61 l (27%) 

speakers (out of their 95, 254 population (Census Report 2001) in the eastern hills of 

Nepal {See Mapsl: xxv, 2: xxvi and 5: xxix), whereas in India according to the 

Linguistic Survey of India (Grierson (ed.) 1909), it was 4, 435 in Darjeeling. 555 

Sikkim, 259 Assam (on the contrary Allen (1901: 143) has mentioned 54 in 1891 and 

1602 in 1901)), 52 Lakhimpur, 43 Lushai Hills and 36 in Jalpaiguri (cf. also Subba 

1089: 42, Pradhan 2004: 30 and 32). There are about 550 members out of 65 household 

families in Bhutan according to Prabhat Kumar Mukhia's e-mail information sent to me 

on Feb 4, 2005, which was first written to Dr Laxman Sunuwar. This number whether 

in India or Bhutan or Nepal is fluctuating and dwindling distressingly leadi11<3 to their 

eventual extinction. 

1.5 A critical appraisal of literature 

1.5.0 General 

In this § 1.5, we shall mainly describe the vocabulary collection, phonological 

and grammatical sketches, cultural descriptions, comparative studies, and pedagogical 

materials available on the Kiranti-Koits people and language in thematic approach (also 

cf. § 1.2). Before we turn on these themes, we shall briefly discuss Hodgson's 

contribution as its(§ 1.5) background. 
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Hodgson for the first time in the history of these lesser-known tribes has 

appended twelve word lists for the ten (one of them is Kiranti-Koits) races, (giving 

three- written Tibetan, spoken Tibetan, and Sherpa- for his first 'race' of 'Cis

Himalayan Bhotias'), containing 194 vocabulary items for each. There is no distinction 

of retroflex versus dental stops, no treatment of tone, or a consistent marking of vowel 

nasalization as comments Glover. 

Hodgson, according to Glover (1974) marked a length contrast on all vowels, 

but this is of doubtful validity phonologically. There is no indication for any of his lists 

what dialect is represented, and many of the items of the Gurung list are markedly 

different form the modem Ghacok dialect or, more generally, western Gurung. 

However, Hodgson's work remains a landmark, and served as the source for many who 

dealt with the area later but for whom Nepal was more or less inaccessible. Glover in 

his footnote fourteen reveals that much of his (Hodgson) article is included practically 

verbatim, but without acknowledgement. His word lists formed the primary source for 

Hunter (1868), and his material was drawa on as late as Shafer (1967: 124]. 

Konow's observation on Sunwar was based on a written word and phrases list 

and a translation of the parable of 'The Prodigal Son' supplied by the Nepalese 

Government office [Nepal Durabr] in Kathmandu. There is still no treatment of tone 

and Konow (1990 and 1994: 182 rpt. [orig. 1909]) notes that "it is often difficult to 

decide whether a vowel is long or short, the spelling of the specimens being 

inconsistent'. He attempts a Latinate description of the morphology, but his is marred 

by the inadequacy of phonetic representation and by errors in translation ( cf. Appendix 

C with additional ifnormation) for which his "materials are not sufficient for a full 

description of the Sun(u)war dialect" (1909: 198-205). The reason given for such 

inaccuracy is- "original manuscript being very indistinct." 

1.5.1 Vocabulary collection 

Hodgson (1847) apart from writing an essay 'On the aborigines of the sub

Himalayas' or later Essays on the Languages, Literature and Religion of Nepal and 
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Tibet (Indian rpt. 1874), has recorded some limited vocabulary of Kiranti-Koits in 

isolation without providing a basic information on his consultants, along with other 

Himalayan languages with gloss in English. His work however, has become helpful for 

reconstruction amongst the Kiranti languages. 

Beams ( 1867) has included in his 'purely elementary work', designed as a guide 

to the non-linguist wishing to record local dialects. He has collected some numerals 

from one to ten in the language reflecting the oldest vocabulary of the language but they 

seem inappropriate slightly. There are twenty-three dialects of the Himalayic class in 

his study, including Sunwar. Unfortunately, he has misspelt the linguonym Sunwar as 

'Sanwar' (cf. § 1.2). 

Several decades after Beams, Bieri and Schulze (1988) have prepared a 

mimeographed version of the Sunuwar Dictionary Format Specification, which is yet to 

be published in the form of a dictionary. Hale et al (1972) also have collected 

vocabulary from Sabra, Ramechhap district, Nepal. Lohani's (ed., 1973) Paryayavach1 

Shabdakosh is a collection of about 3000 words of fourteen languages (e.g. Gurung. 

Chepang, Tamang, Tharu, Danuwar, Newari, Bhojpuri, Magar, Maithili, Rai, Limbu" 

Lepcha and Sunuwar) each with translation into Nepali. Sunuwar [Kiranti-Koits] is one 

of them. It was a first step taken at the government level to collect vocabulary of those 

languages other than Neapli. Similarly, Je'ticha-Sunuwar and ThuNgucha-Mukhia 

(1991) have collected some hundreds of Sunuwar [Kiranti-Koits] vocabulary. One of 

the native speakers like Mulicha-Mukhia ( 1994) has collected inflectional vocabulary 

claiming to have included about 7000 words of his mother tongue in his work Kirat

Sunuwar Bhasha Shabdakosh, however it lacks the art as well as science of 

lexicography in itself. 

Bhattarai's (1998) multilingual dictionary Sankshipta Nepali Rastriya 

Shabdakosh is a collected vocabulary from fifteen spoken languages ofNepal including 

the lingua franca Nepali. All the vocabulary in his collection for other fourteen 

languages, are taken from Joshi's (1973) work. Another native speaker Laspacha-
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Sunuwar (2001) from Lispu, Okhaldhunga to his credit has a slim vocabulary 

collection, which still lacks the true art of lexicography. Mulicha-Sunuwar (2003) from 

Likhu Khola, Okhaldhunga also has contributed a trilingual (SaN Wii .IS DurdiipuN: 

Nepali-Sunuwar-English) glossary of the language (cf. Rapacha 2003 for its review). 

1.5.2 Phonological/grammatical sketches 

Grierson's ((ed.) 1903-1927) magnum opus, the Linguistic Survey of lnida (LSI) 

in its third volume, has described an outline of the Sunuwar/Sunwar grammar including 

pronunciation (III, Part I: 1909: 199-203, see Appendix C) based upon the classical 

framework of 'parts of speech'. Data for this outline has been drawn from 'The 

prodigal son', New Testament, translated into the individual mother tongues. The same 

text has been used for all other tribal languages as a source of their grammatical 

features. 

The LSI not only provided the grammatical outlines of the languages, but also 

proved to be a fundamental work for genetic classification. There are some generalized 

grammatical concepts like defnite/indefmite articles in Kiranti-Koits described as mt:ko 

and kii (See Appendix c), which have demonstrative and numerical function. Bieri 

(1975, 1978, 1988) has discussed whether Kiranti-Sun(u)war is a pronominalized 

language (also cf. § 1.3). Moreover, she has analyzed three types of covariant relations 

viz, condition, result and reason. These relations differ in four different ways. Bieri to 

her credit has prepared a format specification of Sunuwar dictionary also which is to 

appear in co-authorship with M. Schulze in the near future. They have studied on the 

phonology and discourse ofKiranti-Koits (viz, 1971a, 1971 b, 1971c, 1973). 

Schulze (1978, 1987, 1995a, 1995b has analyzed and described two types of 

rhetorical questions viz, topical and characterizing, which are used to the description of 

the language include: 'Intense action adverbials in Sunuwar: A verbal intensifier 

system' (1986), 'Report of a seminar on Sunuwar verbs of Nepali origin' (1995a), 

'Local words and directionals in Sunuwar' (1995b) and some unpublished reports 

submitted to the Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies (CNAS), Tribhuvan University 
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include: 'An hypothesis for the investigation of verb system alternation in Sunuwar' 

(November 1995), 'Devanagari script velar segmental in Sunuwar orthography' (May 

1995) and 'Nominalization of Sunuwar Verbs' (December 1996). Her proposal of the 

Devanagari script for Sunuwar orthography in writing has some technical problems (see 

Table 8, § 2.5.4). 

DeLancey (1992) in his article 'Sunuwar copulas' has described four etyma of 

recognizably copular function in the language. Particularly, the data have been analyzed 

on person and number agreement 

Genetti also has contributed two papers on Kiranti-Koits (Sun(u)war). In her first 

paper (1998b ), Genetti has described transitive verbs comparing with Ba?yung l Bahing 

N] suffixal morphology. Her next paper (1992) has described segmental alternations of 

verb stem based on Feature Analysis. 

Pokharel (1999) has described and compared reciprocity m fifteen Kiranti 

languages from typological perspective. Among them Koits~Sunuwar -mumtiis(el and 

Bahing -motiise 'each other' seem closely related languages phylogenetically 

Rapacha (1995, 1996, 1997a, 1997b) in his papers and Master's Thesis, ha'> 

discussed the linguistic situation of the speech community from sociolinguistic point of 

view. In his next Master's Thesis (1999), he has investigated clause types of the 

language. 

Upadhyay (1998) in her Mater's Thesis has collected 100 verbs of Kiranti-Koits 

in order to compare with Sanskrit middle voice. Most Kiranti languages including 

Sunuwar have middle voice as in Sanskrit according to her findings. 

Borchers ( 1998, 1999) has described nominal morphemes and personal 

pronouns in Sunuwar. Similarly, Ebert (1999a, 1999b) in her papers has carried out 

typological study of nonfmite verbs and conjugative particles of the Kiranti languages 

amongst which Koits (Sunuwar) also has been included. 
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1.5.3 Anthropo-linguistic and cultural descriptions 

Based on the literature available, the first published material on the Sunwar 

language and tribe is Hodgson (1847), a corrected and enlarged version being included 

in Hodgson (1971[1874]: II. 29-36). According to Glover's (cited earlier) assessment, 

Hodgson lists (1847: 1237) ten 'races as they occur, intolerably regular series, from 

west to east'. He correctly locates the Gurung west of the valley of Kathmandu, but has 

apparently erred in placing the Sunwar also west of the valley and north of the Gurung. 

Today the Sunwar inhabit the eastern hills (His Majety's Government 1966, See 

Maps1: xxv and 2: xxvi) and there is no evidence in their permanent settlements there 

that they migrated from 200 miles to the northwest with in the last century whereas 

Risley (1891: 20-21) has provided very investigative evidence on the migratory route of 

the tribe originally from Kashmir. Actually, the Indo-Nepal Himalayas' small tribes and 

their tongues were discovered during this century. 

Fournier (1974, 1976) in his articles 'The role of the priest in Sunuwar society' 

and 'A preliminary report on the poib(o) and the gyami: The Sunuwar shamans of 

Sabra', has analyzed and interpreted some sociolinguistic and cultural (cf. Rapacha 

2003d) concepts found in the native speech community. Recently, Borchers (2003: 71-

84) has studied on shrines, religious ceremonies and ancestor-cult of the Kiriinti-Koits 

tribe. Her study shows that the tribe is still practicing their tribal culture completely 

different from the Hinduised (§ 1.1) predicament, however one . of my consultants, 

Uttam Katicha-Sunuwar rejected whether the shrine dun laga as such existed among 

other shrines for worshiping ancestors. 

1.5.4 Comparative studies 

As in § 1.3, we shall here discuss some comparative works available on 

Sunuwar [Kiranti-Koits]. Shafer (1953) has established a number of phonetic equations 

for Sunuwar [Kiranti-Koits] with Bahing. His work appears to be based entirely on 

Hodgson and Konow's data. 
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According to Glover (1974), Hale (1970a, b) has compared the phonological 

systems of Gurung, Western Tamang, Thakali, and four other languages of the Bodie 

Microphylum- Newari, Sherpa, Chepang and Sunwar - and published word-lists the 

seven languages ofNepal. 

Benedict (1972) has provided an overview of Sino-Tibetan reconstruction, with 

special attention to Tibeto-Burman (where K-K has been lumped in theBahing-Vayu 

group) but not apparently citing any forms from the Kiranti-Koits lanaguage in 

particular. 

Glover's (1970c cited earlier) work is also related to classification of Sunuwar 

[Kiranti-Koits]. He has classified the language in the East Himalyish sub-division under 

the Bodie division, Sino-Tibetan family ( cf. Figures 3-5). Furthermore, Glover as a 

lexicostatistician, has collected 100 Swadesh word lists of the language lumped m the 

Bodie division in order to calculate cognate words by percentage. 

Rai (1990) has collected some vocabulary of Kiranti-Koits and has pointed out 

common origin of Kiranti-Koits and Ba?yung [Bahing N]. His proposal is to reconstruct 

Kiranti-Koits and Bahing as one rather two different languages. Furthermore. he has 

suggested on the need of a common lingua franca amongst the Kiranti group of 

languages and speakers as well. 

Ebert (1999a, 1999b) in her papers has carried out typological study of nonfinite 

verbs and conjugative particles of the Kiranti languages amongst which Sunuwar 

[Kiranti-Koits] also has been included. 

Rapacha (2002c) is a comparative study of Sunuwar-Bahing languages, which 

mainly discusses cognate and near cognate pairs at the lexical and syntactic levels. 

1.5. 5 Pedagogical materials 

Roughly after Bieri's study, the post-1978 Era particularly in Sikkim, the 22nd 

State of India, gave rise to linguistic and social hope by recognizing and declaring the 
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tribe as an OBC [Other Backward Community] Group (Sikkim Government Gazette 

1994; See Appendix D; Gazette 2) and linguistic identity of the speech community by 

recognizing the Kiranti-Koits (Sunuwar) as one of the Official/RegionaVSecond 

languages ofthe State (Sikkim Government Gazette 1996; See Appendix D; Gazette 1). 

This has proved to be a watershed event in the tribe's linguistic history albeit 

Ellis and a'Ghobhainn opine that "a language cannot be saved by singing a few songs or 

having a word printed on a postage stamp. It cannot, even be saved by getting "official 

status" for it, or getting it taught in schools. It is saved by its use (no matter how 

imperfect by its introduction and use in every walk-of-life and at every conceivable 

opportunity until it becomes a natural thing, no longer laboured or false. It means in 

short period of struggle and hardship. There is no easy route to the restoration of a 

language" (quoted in Nettle and Romaine 2000: 176). 

Nevertheless, language maintenance is context-sensitive m the multilingual 

societies like South Asia. Nettle and Romaine (2000: 198) consider that varied natural 

system is inherently more stable than monoculture. Ecolinguistics is part of the natural 

system. All dying out minority tribal languages are part of that greater ecolinguistics 

without exaggeration. 

In the dawn of new millennium, Kiranti-Koits is on its threshold of extinction. 

However, the Sikkim Koitsbu (Sikkim Sunuwar Association), Gangtok, Sikkim has 

published the first Elementary Grammar of Kiriinti-Koits~Sunuwar. Rapacha (2001d 

also two more revised versions) in his paper 'Remodiftcation, reformation and 

systematization of Jei:icha Brese' has provided solutions of writing system in their 

indigenous script with improvements in its orthography. 

In his two other papers Rapacha (2002a, 2002b) has provided an in-depth 

account of the present-day literature available on the language and a comparative study 

on Kiranti-Sunuwar and Ba?yung [Bahing N] languages. To add some most recent 

works are: Kiriinti-Koits-a Bleletheka (2003a) (Kiranti-Sunuwar Alphabet), Kiriinti-
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Koits-a Thesi Tarando (2003b) (Elementary Grammar ofKiranti-Sunuwar) and Kiriinti

KOits-a Khyopat (2004) [Elementary Reader of Kiranti-Sunuwar] by Rapacha, Rujicha

Mukhia and Ngawacha-Mukhia published by Sikkim Koitsbu. 

Sunuwar (2003) also has contributed a trilingual glossary of the language, the 

author of Koits Lo Losi (1997) and translator of Mulkern (1997). Yata-Mukhia and 

ToNkucha (2000) also have contributed a useful publication for pedagogical purpose but 

the language that has been employed in its text is very unsual than other common 

standard dialects. All these works, which have been used for teaching/enriching their 

mother tongue at different levels among them, are normally helping language retention. 

Until the year 1978, most of the Minority Tribal Languages (hereafter MTLs) of 

North-eastern India and Nepal were under investigation by the SIL linguists. They 

carried out their studies on those languages in pre-Chomskyan framework of linguistic 

description especially that of Leonard Bloomfield, Kenneth Pike, Morris Swadesh and 

so on. These studies have assisted textbook writers to produce pedagogical materials at 

various levels either formal or informal. 

Lehman ((ed.) 1970) under the Wolfenden Society ofTibeto-Burman Linguistics 

has studied on tonal system and collected some folklore narratives with free translation 

in English. This era normally is noted for Bieri and Schulze's fragmentary description 

of Kiranti-Koits in general. Later both of them initiated translation of the New 

Testament in the mother tongue entitled as Yahe-a Lo (1992). It is also one of the most 

helpful texts for initiating mother tongue education for children. 

Similarly, Hale, Bieri and Schulze (1973a) have analyzed discourse types of the 

language, which helps to analyze the basic syntactic structures for producing text 

materials. 

Only after three decades of study on Sunuwar [Kiranti-Koits] by Bieri and 

Schulze, the International Bible Society in collaboration with Samdan Books and 

Stationers, Kathmandu was able to bring out the New Testament in Sunuwar entitled 
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Yabe-a Lo ( 1992). This is the sole translated literature available on the mother tongue 

besides short creative writings. It can be a helpful source of discourse analysis and 

pedagogical materials production leaving aside its misrepresented Nepali orthography at 

the phonological level. 

1.6 Linguistic diversity and multiplicity 

Nepal as one of the South Asian countries like India for centuries in the past and 

until recently is famous for its linguistic diversity. In Nepal, out of four language 

families (i.e. Tibeto-Burman, Indo-European, Austro-Asiatic and Dravidian) and one 

unidentified Kusunda (Indo-Pacific family?), mainly the languages from Tibeto-Burman 

family contribute linguistic diversity and multiplicity of the region. We shall now here 

observe the number oflanguages ofNepal in a bird's eyeview from different sources. 

Figure 6: The number of Nepal's languages 

~ensus Reports 1952154 1961 1971 1981 19991 2001 

rrotal Nos. ofLanguages 44 33 17 17 20 92+ 

INos. of indigenous language 29 26 12 13 15 70+ 

(Source: Yadava, Bhadra and Parajuli 2004: 15) 

Contrary to the Census Reports given in Figure 6, the Ethnologue: Languages of 

the World (2005; 15th edition edited by Gordon, Jr.) mentions that there are 127 

languages spoken throughout the country. To be hopeful, the latest Census Report 2001 

has dared to show a bit clearer picture of linguistic diversity and multiplicity in the 

country after several decades of slumber and unwillingness to expose the linguistic 

situation to the external world. We shall show the indigenous languages other than 

Khas-Nepali and some other from Indo-Aryan group (Indo-European Family) in Figure 

7 below in general and the position of Sunuwar [Kiriinti-Koits] (see the double-tick 

marked one S. No. 15) in particular. 

Figure 7: The number of Nepal's indigenous languages and their speakers, 2001 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
S. No. Mother Tongue Number % 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Tharu 1331546 5.86 

2. Tamang 1179145 5.19 

3. Newar 825458 3.63 

4. Magar 770116 3.39 

5. Bantawa 371056 1.63 

6. Gurung 338925 1.49 

7. Limbu 333633 1.47 

8. Rajbamshi 129829 0.57 

9. Sherpa 129829 0.57 

10. Chamling 44093 0.19 

11. Santhali 40260 0.18 

12. Chepang 36807 0.16 

13. Danuwar 31849 0.14 

14. Jhangad!Dhangad 28615 0.13 

15. Sunuwar-..f..J 26611-..f-..f 0.12-..f-..f 

16. Majhi 21841 0.10 

17. Thami [Thangmi] 18991 0.08 

18. Kulung 18686 0.08 

19. Dhimal 17308 0.08 

20. Yakkha 14648 0.06 

21. Thulung 14034 0.06 

22. Sangpang 10810 0.05 

23. Bhujel!Khawas 10733 0.05 

24. Darai 10210 0.04 

25. Khaling 9288 0.04 

26. Kumal 6533 0.03 

27. Thakali 6441 0.03 
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28. Chhantyal!Chhantel 5912 0.03 

29. Tibetan 5277 0.02 

30. Dumi 5271 0.02 

31. Jirel 4919 0.02 

32. W ambule/Umbule 4471 0.02 

33. Puma 4310 0.02 

34. Hyolmo 3986 0.02 

35. Nachhiring 3553 0.02 

36. Dura 3397 0.01 

37. Meche 3301 0.01 

38. Pahari 2995 0.01 

39. Lepcha 2826 0.01 

40. Bote 2823 0.01 

41. Bahing 2765 0.01 

42. Koi!Koyu 2641 0.01 

43. Raji 2413 0.01 

44. Hayu 1743 0.01 

45. Byansi 1734 0.01 

46. Y amphu/Y amphe 1722 0.01 

47. Ghale 1649 0.01 

48. Khadiya 1575 0.01 

49. Chhiling 1314 0.01 

50. Lohorung 1207 0.01 

51. Mewahang 904 0.00 

52. Kaike 794 0.00 

53. Raute 518 0.00 

54. Kisi:11.1 489 0.00 

55. Churauti 408 0.00 

56. Bararn!Bhramu 342 0.00 

57. Tilung 320 0.00 
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58. Jerong/Jerung 271 0.00 

59. Dungmali 221 0.00 

60. Lingkhim 97 0.00 

61. Kusunda 87 0.00 

62. Koche 54 0.00 

63. Sam 23 0.00 

64. Kagate 10 0.00 

65. Chhintang 8 0.00 

66. Lhomi 4 0.00 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(Source: Yadava, Bhadra and Parajuli 2004: 16-18) 

Yadava et al (2004: 18) point out that those languages like Athpare, Baragaulc. 

Belhare, Dolpo, Kham, Manangba, Mugali and Nar-Phu have either been left out or not 

mentioned in the Census Report of the year 2001. The linguistic situation presented 111 

Figure 7 shows a grim scenario of the dwindling number of speakers and their bleak 

future except for some seven languages or so. 

There are several reasons (cf. Toba, Toba and Rai 2005, Rapacha 200.'i) for 

endangerment of these languages and the most important of all is political factor '"One

Nation-One-Language" (i.e. Khas-Nepali) policy (also cf. Toba, Toba and Rai 2005: 20 

and 23, Gurung 2003: 84, Kana 2005, Gurung 2003) of the Rana Oligarchic and 

Panchayat Regimes during the post-1990 era. In order to make this point clear, here is 

an example of language planning policy of the Nepal National Education Planning 

Commission, 18 

"And it should be emphasized that if Nepali is to become the true national language, 

then we must insist that its use be enforced in the primary school. .. Local dialects and 

tongues, other than standard Nepali, should be vanished [banished] fr.rrn tk-- ~c'lool and 

playground as early as possible in the life of the child." 

18 Education in Nepal: Report of the Nepal National Education Planning Commission. Kathmandu: 
College of Education, 1956: 97 (cited in Gurung (2004: 92), Rai and Rai (2003: 514)) 
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Because of this indifferent and suppressive language-policy of the government, 

the linguistic diversity and multiplicity of Nepal has been endangered including Kiriinti

Koits (Sun(u)war), one of the endangered (cf. Rapacha 1997, Toba et al 2005: 24, 

Yadava et al 2004: 21) Kiriinti languages of east Nepal. We will discuss the issue from 

a comparative perspective in§ 5.1 later. 

1.7 Current research objectives 

Some ofthe most fundamental objectives of the study are: 

(a) explore and survey some possible semantic aspects of autonym and 

exoglotonym of the Kiriinti-Koits tribe/people and their language, 

(b) discuss and describe the writing system of the language and its orthography, 

(c) provide a comprehensive synchronic descriptive analysis of the present -day 

Kiriinti-Koits according for all the items noted in previous sketchy papers 

and incorporate them in their proper place and level them within a total 

grammar in relation to other Kiranti languages, 

(d) provide an exhaustive description of the sound system at the phonological 

level: its segmental phonemes and their distribution, classification, principal 

allophones, syllable and tone features, 

(e) describe the morphological structure such as inflection, derivation, and 

compounding of morphemes, 

(f) provide a description of the phrase level syntactic structures: nominal, 

adjectival and sentential structure, and 

(g) trace some social aspects regarding maintenance, shift, retention or death of 

the language. 

These objectives are directly targated at six main problematic and empirical 

research questions as follows: 

(a) Does the presupposed and misinterpreted ethnonym (See § 1.1.1) hold accurate 

ground for its semantic dynamics provided in literature? 
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(b) Is Kiranti-Koits a dialect of Indic Khas-Nepali as claimed by Singh and 

Manoharan (See§ 1.1) and does the Kiranti-Koits speech community 'use 

Magar language' as claimed by Pandey's (2003 (vs 2060: 118])? 

(c) What is the accurate mechanism of the sound system of Kiranti-Koits, which is 

described inconsistenly in its earlier research and does there exist any graphology 

(see Ch 2) of the language? 

(d) What is its morphological (See Ch 3) mechanism? 

(e) What is its syntactic typology (see Ch 4) comparatively in the T -B sub-family? 

(f) What are its socio-linguistic (See Ch 5) aspects like domains of use, language policy 

and planning of the country, states of human linguistic rights, language loss, 

retention or death? 

1.8 Scope of the study 

Most importantly, this study will have further scope in the following main areas: 

(a) linguistic typology, 

(b) lexicography, 

(c) learning including primary education, 

(d) teaching including pedagogy, 

(e) creative and textbooks writing, 

(f) anthropo-ethno-linguistics, 

(g) historical linguistics, and 

(h) further research etc. 

1.9 Methodology 

In this study we shall employ 'first language' i.e. mentalist approach and 

inductive methodology trying to describe the native speaker-learners' competence in a 

descriptive framework (based on Dixon 1980: 97, Ebert 1994, 1997, 1997b, 2003, Rai 

1984, 1985, Toba (1984), Driem 1987, 1993b, Chelliah 1997, Rutgers 1998, Abbi 2001, 

Opgenort 2002, Rai 2003) since Kiranti-Koits is my mother tongue. However, extensive 
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fieldwork will be inevitable part of data collection and analysis based on the techniques 

(Samarin 1967, Burling 1984, Bouquiaux and Thomas 1992, Abbi 2001) of field 

linguistics. 

The source of data will be the contemporary forms of usage of the language as is 

reflected in formal-informal speeches. Data will be mainly be collected and cross

checked as much as possible from informants of other dialects utilizing the field 

methodology viz, questionnaires, interviews, translation, examples and illustrations, 

observations and so on. 

I have verified my judgement with various dialects of eastern Nepal and Sikkim 

as well. In short, I have used various approaches and theories required by the research. 

For the purpose of describing ethnographic-etymological note on the tribe, I have used 

historico-comparative methodology by providing several linguistic facts 'logo-fossils or 

word-archaeology' related to culture and rituals of the Kiranti-Koits tribe available until 

this date. 

Four varied folklore texts have been used in order to describe the basic 

grammatical structures of the language besides all available methodology employed 

(e.g. recording, note making, memoirs, diary writing, anecdotes etc.) for collecting data 

on every aspects of the language. I have used my data in this study collected since the 

year 1996. 

The first text, Kiranti-Koits nu Ba?yung Ya?sits 'Kiriinti-Koits and Ba?yung 

Migration' is an adapted-version of the first adapted-version entitled 'The Bahing

Sunuwar Ancestor' by me, which was first recorded by Dr Maureen Lee and her 

assistant Bag-Ayagyami Y alungcha (May 2001) in Gorumare Bhanjyang, Okhaldhunga 

district both in Kiranti-Ba?yung and Nepali. The narrator of this text is Buddhi K 

Hangucha-Ba?yung-Rai (ca 56 years). I have/had transcribed the text myself and revised 

and adapted several times in Nepali and Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwar (ca 52 years) first 

and second I myself revised translation into Kiriinti-Koits since both Kiriinti-Ba?yung 
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and Kiranti-Koits are very near cognate languages plus have similar ancestors related to 

each other anthropologically and culturally as well. 

I had collected the second text, Sida Pidar 'The worship of Sida' in Bhusuk, east 

Sikkim during my field trip there in August 2001 through listening and note making 

methodology. Jit Gongrocha-Mukhia, who is also a Kiranti-Koits poib(o) 'a shaman' 

has a better understanding of the cultural aspects his shaman culture/practice. I have 

revised the text several times in order to reorganize its plots and made it readable for 

any common-readers. I have taken translation help from Lokpriya Mulicha (Sunuwar) 

(age 52 ca) for this text too. 

MatAisib Khekhephu 'The invisible holy flower' is narrated and jotted in my 

request around in March 2000 by Atit Koits-Mukhia (Ishworkiran Kyuiticha-Sunuwar). 

a poet and advocate who originally comes from Ragani, Okhaldhunga district. I have 

restructured this text since it has culture-sensitive content in it. As usual, Lokpriya 

Mulicha-Sunuwar has contributed his invaluable time with me to render this text. I have 

revised this text too no less than four or five times. 

The last text, Binicha SalAphAis Hopo 'The atrocious King Binicha' is the 

oldest text, which I have used for this research. It was in 1995 when I first recorded it 

with Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwar. He was the sole narrator of this text. I still have the 

recorded text very safe from which I have transcribed it. Since then, I have revised the 

text several times without distorting the theme of the story as such. An earlier version 

of this text has been used in my two masters theses also. Texts linearization of all four 

texts done for this research purpose is no other than MS Word XP for which the only 

simplest thing I could do is rigorous use of tabs and spaces to suit their glosses. 

Finally, the questionnaire for finding out language attitudes in socio-linguistic 

contexts like maintenance, shift, retention and death is prepared from pioneering works 

of field linguistics including a fairly recent work by Abbi (200 1) in general and Eppele 

(2003) for Kiranti-Bantawa in particular. Survey areas chosen for this purpose was the 
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Nepal valley, the capital of Nepal due to severe socio-political insecurities all over the 

country and only 100 respondents were selected for response from different age groups, 

sex, profession and so on. Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, Version 12) 

has been utilized for analyzing respondents' response for the purpose of the present 

study. 

1.10 Organization of this study 

This study consists of six chapters, viz. Ch 1: A short introduction, Ch 2: The 

sound system 3: Morphogical processes 4: Syntactico-semantic structures Ch 5: Social 

aspects and Ch 6: Summary of findings. Chapter 1 is a general introduction regarding 

this research and the problematic misinterpretations of the exoglotonym Sun(u)war 

[ethnonym/autonym Kiranti-Koits]. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 mainly describe the Kiranti

Koits phonology, morphological processes and syntactico-semantic structures. Chapter 

5 deals mainly with language attitudes, maintenance, shift, retention or death and 

Chapter 6 summarizes the research findings. 

I have adopted a general descriptive technique from linguistis mentioned earlier 

in presenting data of the structures of a lesser-known languages like this Kiranti-Koits 

and in arguing points of analysis. Except for "classical phonemic analysis", we have not 

adopted any other theoretical frameworks at least for this study. Rather, we have hope 

to have provided accurately transcribed and analyzed data, which will serve as a source 

for theoreticians, comparative and historical linguists and those interested in language 

typology or pedagogical materials producers in the future. 

************************************ 



Chapter Two 

Mechanisms of sound and writing systems 

2. Phonology 

Phonology or phonemics is concerned with semantically relevant speech sounds 

'phoneme', and their pertinent characteristics, relations, and systems viewed 

synchronically and diachronically (Bussmann 1996: 363) of a particular language. 

2.1 A preliminary outline 

This chapter is divided into two main parts, dealing firstly with 'phonemic 

analysis' or 'taxonomic phonology' (Lass 1984) of Kiranti-Koits, which essentially is 

'an inventory, together with realization rules for its members, and statements of 

distribution, that characterizes exhaustively the substantial structure of its morphemes'. 

According to Lass (ibid), 'phonemic analysis' is of three major types. They are: (i) 

phonemic inventory (ii) allophonic rules/variations and (iii) phonotactics. Accordingly, 

we shall examine these three major types of 'phonemic analysis' of the language under 

description. 

Then, secondly we shall discuss some historical dimensions of the graphology of 

the language generally known as Kiranti-Koits (K-K) Bre:se /brES(E)/ 'script' (specifically 

named as Je-ticha Bre:se (K-K) /dll(tica bres(E)/; See § 2.5.2) and its orthography in a 

comparative perspective with Shrestha (1980: 63-69), Je-ticha-Sunuwar (1982/3: 39-41), 

Rai (1982/3: 39-41), Dahal (1995), Sunuwar (1998: 20-32, 1999: 365-376), Mukhia 

(1998: 113-131), Pradhan (1999) and Schulze's (1971-1990s) rigorous study for the 

applicability of the Devanagari alphabets/letters (see § 2.5.3, Table 2.8) for writing the 

language. A transliterated version of the aforesaid letters/alphabets will also be provided 

for showing its practical writing system; now available in computerized fonts for 

facilitating documentation of the language in its own indigenous script, for instance in 

Sikkim (see Appendix D for two Sikkim Official Documents) since its recognition in 

1996 as one of the State Languages. 
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2.1.1 Segmental phonemic inventory 

This phonemic inventory (as summarized in Tables 2.1 and 2.2; based mainly on 

the classical phonemic approach i.e. minimal/contrastive pairs ( cf. Lass 1984)) is 

primarily based on my own Katunje dialect/variety (See Map 6: xxx) of Okhaldhunga 

district, traditionally a part of Wallo (N) 'near/hither' Kirat, east Nepal (See Maps 1: xxv 

and 2: xxvi), where other Kiranti languages (See Map 3: xxvii and Figures 1 :xxiii and 2: 

3-4) like Hayu, Ba?yung [(N) exoglotonym Bahing], Wambule [autonym Rwaohu], 

Jerung and Tilung are also spoken (also cf. van Driem 2001, Opgenort 2002). 

However,:"i'1have taken other dialects or even idiolects of my semor and 

contemporary 'coniultants' (in the sense of Munro (2001 )) into account along with the 

previous studies by the SIL linguists Bieri and Schulze (1970 and 1971 b), who for the 

first time had described the sound system of Kiranti-K5its under its exoglotonym 

'Sunwar' [derived from the Indo-Aryan hydronym; [cf. Ch. 1, § 1.1.1.3 also] in most of 

their works (see Ch 1, § 1.3 and§ 1.5 also), Schulze (1987: 83), Genetti (1992: 326ft), 

Schulze (1995) Rapacha (1996, 1997b [vs 2054/5], 1999) comparatively, wherever its 

changes have taken place since the language is still in its spoken form lacking sufficient 

written documents or records or standardization. In general, regarding the number o! 

Tibeto-Burman vowels and consonants, Zograph (1982: 188) notes, 

"The inventory of vowels varies from one member language to another, while the 

consonants fall basically into the same localization series as we find in Indo-Aryan 

Aspirates are present. The high frequency of the velar nasal is particularly striking." 

Obviously, there may occur variations in the number of segmental phonemes (cf. Bieri 

and Schulze (1971: 2 and 14) 26 consonants and 10 vowels, Schulze (1987: 81) 28 

consonants and 13 vowels including diphthongs, Genetti (1992: 326) 37 consonants and 

12 vowels, Rapacha (1997b: 111) 24 consonants and 8 vowels) that have been described 

in the past literature so far. 
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2.1.1.1 Vowel phonemes 

In this section, we will describe the Kiranti-Koits vowel phonemes, their 

distribution and variants. Table 2.1 below summarizes the number of vowels available in 

the language after a rigorous analysis of the data (also cf. Bieri and Schulze ( 1970), 

(1971 b), Schulze (1987), Genetti (1992), and Michailovsky (1975 mainly based on Bieri 

and Schulze's data)). Six basic oral vowels have been discovered and five out of six are 

contrastive in their nasal pairs according to their distribution and rrtinimal!near-minimal 

pairs. 

Table 2.1: Oral!nasal vowel phonemes 
------------------------------------------------------------------

front 
-round +round 

central back 
-round +round 

high i (:)*li u (:)Iii 

mid :J/() 0 (:)/0 

low 
E.!£-

* (:) The colon in small brackets implies that lengthening is optional either resulting from 

tonoloss or glottal stop or at its best it represents a level tone () since some dialects of Kiranti

Koits are tone-prone/tonal (cf. § 2.4.1 below). Therefore, length contrasts are rare in the dialect 

area of this description or it can be a level tone. () means nasality and is contrastive in Kiranti

Koits unlike in some other Kiranti languages ( cf. Ebert I 994, also cf. A bbi 200 I : 96 for other 

common vowel sounds in Indian languages). 

2.1.1.1.1 Classification/distribution ofvowels 

We shall below consider some examples of these vowel phonemes listed in Table 

2.1 earlier (whose classificatory features are provided immediately after each individual 

vowel phoneme) in terms of their distribution in word initial, medial and fmal positions 

first and minimal pairs in § 2.1.1.4 later. 

/i(:)/ = high, front -round 
(1) a. ir 

fir! 

maitsA 
·f\ 

/m~ica/ 
/ 

iri 

liril 



'above' 

b.ila 

Jil~l! 

come-3SG 
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NEG-come-INF 

'not to come' 

ripiki 

Jripikil 

louse-PL 

above-INT 

'far above' 

pAiniki 

!painikil 

do-l :NPST -PL 

'may it come down' 'lice' 'we do' 

(vertical) 

c. iptsA 

/ipcal 

sleep-INF 

'to sleep' 

lei= mid-low, front -round 
(2) a. er 

/£r/ 

'far away' 

(horizontal) 

b. etsphu 

/£cphw 

'rose' 

c. enkere 

'here' 

/a(:)/= low, central -round 
(3) a. AI 

!all 

'child' 

b. AlAr 

/a tar/ 

'on, above' 

itsiitsi 

Jicicil 

'a little' 

ker 

!hrl 

'black' 

'there' 

kekh 

'raw' 

gAr 

!gar! 

'wound' 

mangAng 

lm~IJfuJ! 

m'i 

Jm'if 

'fire' 

koNite 

;koitv 

'ankle' 

tetere 

'camel' 

tsule 

lcul£1 

'nettle, girardinia heterophylla' 

kalA 

/blal 

'ethnonym' (Manger tribe) 

kA 

/kaJ 

NEG-weep-3SG:IMP 'one' 

'do not weep' 
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c.Ammur makhA?lsA oNpA 

lammurl /mdkha?cat to pat 

'relatives' NEG-tear-INF 'thus, in this way' 

'not to tear' 
/o(:)/ =mid, back+ round 

(4) a. omu groltsA blosho 

/omu! /grolcat tblosol 

'mushroom' lie-INF sweet:ADJ 

'to lie' 'tasty' 

b. obis pro/tsA rimsho 

/obis/ lprolcat trimso/ 

'cucumber' break-INF 'good, fine, beautiful' 

'to break' 

c. oNso moso kumso 

to sol lmoso/ /kumso/ 

'this much' 'that much' 'song' 

/U(:)/ = high, back + round 
(5) a uttha tsumlu su 

!utthd! /cumlu! /sui 

'thither' 'mortar' 'who' 

b. usher ts'ubu pu/u 

luScr/ /c'ubu/ lpulu! 

'butterfly' 'Gurkha knife' 'ash' 

c.ugeng tufts A tsup/u 

/ugSI)/ !tulcat /cup lui 

'germination' pluck-INF 'fireplace' 

'to pluck out, uproot' 
ld! = mid, central, -round 

(6) a. atinga/ gar lata 

ldTil)dl! lgdrl !ldtd! 

'joint' (ofbones) 'soil-pot' go-PST:3SG 

'went' 



b. aiNthe 

/;}i"ft&' 

'alpine tree' 

c. aretsA 

/;}ffiCW 

order-INF 

'to order' 

2.1.1.1.2 Vowel clusters 
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mal at sA 

/m;}l;}c3/ 

NEG-go-INF 

'not to go' 

mad oro 

NEG-run:3SG:IMP 

'do not run' 

jAintaka 

/dzatt;)k;}/ 

eat-PST: 1 PL 

'we ate' 

bA?ta 

/ba?t;}/ 

'is'(narrative existential) 

There are maximum ten oral plus oral vowel combinations (7-16) a-c 

meaningfully contrastive in the language. Combinations of nasal or nasalized plus oral or 

oral plus nasal are illustrated in ( 17) a-b and (18) a-c. 

Table 2.2: Vowel clusters and their distribution 

01 Ul 

!>I Eli au 

Consider the following data: 

Oral+ oral 

foil= back + front, high 

(7) a. oi 

!oil 

'let us enter' 

b. oirAt 
loiriitl 

ai 

lU 

soitstsA 

/soiccal 

send-INF 

'to send' 

hoitstsA 
/hoicc3/ 

'Mongoloid tribe/race' boil-INF 

c. ---
'to heat' 
roitstsA 
/roiccii/ 

snatch-INF 

roi 

/roil 

'sick, ill' 

joi 
ldzoi! 

'tiger' 

goi 
/goi/ 

'you' 



lui/ = back + front, high 
(8) a. ui 

tuil 

'far below' 

b. 

c.---

/';}i/ = central + front, high 
(9) a. aidi 

/;;)idil 

'below' 

b. ainthe 
/;;)Ife! 

'alpine tree' 

c.---

/;}sf= central + front, mid-low 
(10) a.---

b.---
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'to grab' 

huitstsA 

/huiccfu' 

scold-INF 

tuitstsA 
ttuiccfu' 

know-INF 

'to know' 

khuitstsA 

/khuiccfu' 

hide-INF 

'to hide' 

rna it 

/m;;)it/ 

'before' 

gui 

/guil 

'hand' 

sui 

/sui/ 

'no one' 

pai 

/p;;)i/ 

do:lPL:INCL 

'let us do' 

sai 
/s;;)i/ 

'in the past' 

jai 
/dzgif 

eat: 1 PL: INCL 

'let us eat' 

jAinaye 

/dzain;)e/ 

eat:NPST:3SG 

'will you eat?' 

lAinaye 
/laingeJ 



c.---

tail= low, central +front 

(11) a. AitthA 

;aitthat 

'up' 

b. Aitstsi 
/aicci/ 

'across' 

c. Aits 
laic! 

'young'(+hwnan) 

lei!= mid-low, front + high 
(12) a. ei 

lei! 

'hello' 

b.---

c. ---

/sUI= mid-low, front + back 
(13) a. eu 
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sAitstsA 

/saicclil 

kill-INF 

'to kill' 

khAitstsA 
/khaicca/ 

ache-INF 

'to ache' 

thAitstsA 
/thaicca/ 

beat-INF 

'to beat' 

teitei 

/teitei/ 

'everywhere' 

go:NPST:3SG 

'do you go?' 

soinaye 
/soin::lye/ 

send:NPST:3SG 

'do you send?' 

'curry' 

gAi 
!gail 

walk: 1 PL:INCL 

'let us walk' 

phAi 
;ph ail 

exchange: 1 PL:INCL 

'let us exchange' 

mei 

lmeil 

(discourse filler at the end of 

a sentence as in tck mci'? 14
) 

hei 

/hei/ 

(word for chasing a buffalo) 

tekei 

ltekei/ 

'no where' 

seu 

19 'where?' is normally used with slow and lengthy voice when the speaker is feeling tedious. 



fwf 

'discourse starter' 

b.---

c. ---

!~u! = mid, central + back 
(14) a. audi 

/:mdif 

'too much' 

b.---

c.---

/au!= low, central + back 
(15) aAudi 

/audif 

'too much' 

b. Au! 
/aul! 

'malaria' 

c.---

liu! = front, high + back 
(16) a iu 
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(SEuf 

'greeting' 

reu 

lrEuf 

'rain' 

geu 
lgt::uf 

give:NPST:3SG:IMP 

'give' 

gau 

lg~u! 

'ten' 

sau 
/~uf 

'hornet' 

tau 
lt~u! 

'son' 

map Au 

/m~pau! 

NEG-do:NPST:do:3SG:IMP 

'do not do' 

dzAinsAu 
/dza:Isau! 

eat-MV:PST 

'was eaten' 

soittAu 
/soittau/ 

send-PST:3SG 

's/he sent' 

siu 



I 

liuJ 

come:NPST:3SG:IMP 

'come'(vertical) 

b.---

c. ---
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Also compare (Bieri and Schulze 1970: 343-344) 

nasal + oral: 

(17) a. !oil koNite ;koitv 

koNitsA ;koi.dv 

hoNitstsA /hoicc3/ 

b. /ail wAN is /waisl 

AN ike laikv 

Also compare (Bieri and Schulze 1970: 344) 

Oral +nasal: 

(18) a. l'dii aiNthe !'di~v 

b. lui! guiNduwA !guiduwaJ 

c. buiNduwA /buiduwa 

Also compare (Bieri and Schulze 1970: 344) 

2.1.1.1.3 Nasality contrast/nasal assimilation 

/siu/ 

'father-in-law' 

riu 

/riu/ 

'brother-in-law' 

piu 

lpiul 

come:NPST:2SG:IMP 

'come' (horizontal) 

[koitE] 'ankle' 

[koltsa] 'to show' 

[hoitstsa] 'to climb up· 

[ wi'ils] 'husband' 

[aikE] 'ours' 

['di~E] 'alpine tree' 

[giiiduwa] 'drum' (K-K Cui) 

[bUiduwa] 'black hornet' 

Nasality is a typical feature to Kiranti-Koits from a broader Kiranti phonological 

perspective. Historically, the contrast between oral and nasality between ;a; vs. li'i! seems 

to have been developed through phonologization from other Kiranti bilabial-nasal /m! 

given in (19 a-f) for instance, 



(19) a. nAN 

b. khiN 

c. tsAN 

d. rAN 

e. leN 

f. IAN 

tnar 'sun' 

tk'1t 'house' 

lew 'hair' 

/rar 'body' 

!hO 'tongue' 

!lar 'path, road' 
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( nam in some other Kiranti languages] 

[ ltim in some other Kiranti languages] 

[cam in some other Kiranti languages] 

[ram in K-Du; rwam K-Kh (Driem 1990: 83)] 

[/yam in some other Kiranti languages] 

[lam in some other Kiranti languages] 

Interestingly, there is one reverse process in this phonological process, e.g. iib => 

am in (53) b § 2.1.4 and k'l + ga 'house' + 'inside' => khiiJga 'inside the house' 

assimilating nasality (J into velaric nasal fiJI in compounded fast speech. Five nasal 

vowels e.g., ~ e-, 5, I, il as in (20) a-e below are contrastive in meaning exhibiting 

grammatical difference unlike English ( cf. Durand 1990: 40) between oral and nasal 

vowels. Consider the following examples of minimal/near-minimal pairs. 

(20) a <3> vs. <3> 

A 1-al or !"a-/ 'his, theirs' 

AN /a-1 'my, mine' 

meko lmako-fil 'his/her' 

AN deNsho lo: /ada-solo:/ 'my advice' 

Am la-m/ 'own, mother' 

ANkali /a-k;}li/ 'to/for me' 

lA 1-lfil 'from', lA !lfil 'only' [cf. Kiranti-Lim (Yakthungba) -lam 

(Ebert 1994: 81)] 

IAN !lar 'path, road' [/Am in some other Kiranti languages and /'am in 

Meithei (Chelliah 1997: 204)] 
wA lwal 'cloth' 

wAN /wat 'bear' [in Kiranti-Warn wAm (Opgenort 2002: 13)] 

-cA /-cal 'INF marker' 

cAN lear 'hair' [in other Kiranti languages cAm also PT -B] 

-shA-shyA 1-sa--syfil 'converb' 

sAN /sar 'three' [sAm in K-Ba (Konow (in Grierson (ed.) 1990/94: 329)] 

-shyA>-shA 1-sya>sfi! 'converb' 
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shyAN tsy§J 'INTJ par' 

rA- Ira-! 'rot' 

rAN !r§J 'body' 

wAtser /wacf.r/ 'seed' 

wANtser /Wacf.r/ 'poison' 

b. <i> vs. <I> 

ike likv 'thy' 

iNke likf-~fuK:f-1 'ours' 

c. <o> vs. <5> 

hoitstsA 

hoiNtstsA 

d. <f,> vs. <f,-> 

le 

leN 

re~le 

reN 

shyetsA 

shyeNtsA 

proltsA 

preNtsA 

e. <u> vs. <ii> 

/hoicca.l 'to boil up' 

/hoicca~IJoicca.l 'to climb up' 

!If-f 'four' 

!lf--1 'tongue' [Kiranti-Warn /yAm (Opgenort 2002: 88)1 

1-rf. ~ -lv 'from' 

lffi-1 'spider' 

/syf.ca.l 'to clean' 

/syf.-ca.l 'to teach' 

/pr(rll)f-ca.l 'to cut' 

!pr((!l)f--cal 'to forget' 

-thu 1-thu/ 'purposive' 

thuN !thll! 'heart/mind, (fig.) wisdom' 

Nasality may occur phonetically as a result of nasal assimilation as in /Wits [koits] 

'one of the Kiranti tribes' (auto)ethnonym', wiiis [wrus] 'husband' kOite [koitf-] 'ankle', 

arl'e [;;ti~f-] 'alpine tree' etc ~-> 'yes' is inherently nasal but it lacks its minimal or 

near-minimal pairs whereas lf--1 remains neutralized before voiced nasal /n! as m 

df.-nadf.-n [Text source: 1.127] 'saying' morphologically inflected from df.-ca 'to say'. 
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2.1.1.1.4 Minimal!near-minimal pairs 

This § 2.1.1.4 mainly observes the available minimal or near-minimal pairs of 

vowels in Kiranit-Koits, e.g. from (21) a-1 to (26) a-b. 

I'd! vs. Ia! (21) a. gar !g:Jrl 'soil-pot' 

b. gAr !gar! 'wound' 

c. gas(u) /g:Jsu/ 'fog' 

d. gAs !gas! 'let us0 u walk' 

e. khal !kh:Jl! 'guard' 

f. khA/d- !kha.J.d-1 'mix' 

g. tat sA ltdcal 'to get, see' 

h. tAtsA ltacal 'to take' 

1. taslA /t:Jslal 'utensil made up of bronze or alloy' 

j. tAs/A !taslal 'moon' 

k. dzatsA !dzxal 'to eat' 

l. dzA?tsA ldz.a?cal 'to arrive' 

!fJJ vs. /f) (22) a. gA !gal '.inside' 

b. ge lgi>, -g€1 'thou, towards' 

c. -fA 1-tfJ.! 'on' 

d. te ltfJ 'where' 

lui vs. /f) (23)a su /su/ 'who' 

b. -se /-s€1 '-2DU' 

Iii vs. /fl (24)a ir lir! 'up' 

b. er li>rl 'far (horizontal)' 

c. g'itsA /g'ical 'to give birth (of animal)' 

d. getsA lgi>cfJJ 'to give' 

lo! vs./u/ (25) a. kotsA lkocal 'to look' 

b. kutsA lkucal 'to come up (three other different verbs)' 

Iii vs. /fl (26) a. himtsA !himca! 'to shake, (fig.) challenge/threat' 

b. hemtsA !hi>mcal 'to thrash' 
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2.1.1.1.5 Deletion of final vowels 

The deletion of final vowels 'apocope' (almost all six i, u, ~, o, E, a) in 

grammatical suffixes as well as in free lexemes optionally (in fast vs. relaxed speech) can 

take place in Kiranti-Koits, for instance, -tike>tek JtikE >tckl 'nominalizer suffix' as in: 

(27) a. pa-tike > pa-tik lp~tike > p~tikJ 'doer' [also cf. <-b>] 

b. kyort-tike > kyort-tik /kyorttikE > kyorttikl 'cutter' [also cf. <-b>] 

c. kurt-tike 

d. -kali>kal 

e. -mi>m 

f. -puki > puk 

g. -piki > pik 

h. mina(u) > min 

1. munu > mun 

j. shyANbu > shyANb 

k.ts'ubu > ts'ub 

l. tami >tam 

m. gyAmi > gyAm 

n. kyor-ba > kyor-b 

o. pAi-ba > pAi-b 

p. omo >om 

q. doro > dor 

r. rApatsA > rApats 

JkurttikE > kurttikl 'porter' [also cf. <-b>] 

Jbli > bl! 'for, to' [also cf. Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5.1] 

/mi > m1 'at or in, with, by' [cf. 3.1.2.5.1] 

!puki > pukl 'pl' [also cf. Appendix B] 

lpiki > pikl 'pl' [also cf. Appendix B] 

/minil(u) > mini 'then' 

/munu > munJ 'then' 

/syabu > syab/ 'millet beer (K-K cui)' 

/c'ubu>c'ub/ 'Gurkha-knife' 

/t~mi > t~rnl 'daughter' 

/gyami > gyam! 'female shaman (K-K cul ,. 

/kyorb~ > kyorb/ 'cuts, one who cuts' 

!paib~ > paib/ 'does, one who does' 

lomo > om/ 'adjQ (of size)' [ cf. Ch 3 § 

3.1.3.1.4] 

/doro>dor/ 'run' 

/rap;)ca > rap~c/ 'catalyst' [also cf. Ch 1 

§ 1.1.2and 1.1.3] 

This phonological process takes place not only in vowels but also in consonants 

or even the whole syllable can be dropped out (also cf. § 2.1. 7). 

2.1.1.2 Consonant phonemes 

Kiranti-Koits has 30 phonemes in total, out of which 6 (except for five nasal 

vowels e.g. a, E-, o, I, ii (see § 2.1.1.3 above) and ten oral diphthongs!v-clusters, e.g., oi, 
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m, ~i, ~s, ai, si, su, ~u, au, iu (see§ 2.1.1.2 (7-16) a-c and (17) a-b nasal+ oral 

diphthongs, e.g., oi, ai, ~i or oral + nasal diphthongs, e.g., ~i and ui (18) a-e) are vowels 

and 24 are consonants (also cf. Bieri and Schulze (1970), (1971b), Schulze (1987: 83), 

Genetti (1992: 326ft), Rapacha (2002)); of the latter, 17 are obstruents (stops, and 

fricatives), and 7 are sonorants or non-obstruents (nasals, liquids, glides, and vowels; cf. 

Chomsky and Halle 1968 and Lass 1984). We shall in § 2.1.2.1 below, describe these 

phonemes in terms of their classification, distribution and minimal or near-minimal pairs. 

Table 2.3: Consonant phonemes* 

Type Manner of Points of Articulation 
Articulation 

stops, -voice 

+asp 

+voice 

fricatives 

nasals 

liquids 

glides/semi-vowel 

BI 

m 

w 

Dl 

t 

th 

d 

s 

AI 

c (ts) 

dz 

n 

r 1 

Rx PI Vr Gl 

T k ? 

kh 

g 

s h 

IJ (ng) 

YO) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Abbreviations: 

Bl= bilabial, Dl= dental, AI= Alveolar, Rx= retroflex, PI= palatal, Vr= velar, Gl= glottal (cf. 

Abbi 2001: 97 for other common consonant sounds in Indian languages) 
\ 

* Phonemes like /c/ vs. /chi or [tsh], fbi vs. /bh/, /d/ vs. /dh/, /g/ vs. /gh/, and /dz/ vs. 1dl1 lack 

minimal pairs and may occur only in loan words from I-A (lndic) Khas-Nepali. These 

phonemes occurring in any three positions of a word can be written in their nativized version 

(See Rapacha 2002 and 2003) without any difficulty. Native speakers like Uttam Katicha and 

some of his followers claim (and also have used in orthography but one is hardly convinced to 

agree with them) that the palato-nasal /fi/ (Of) is a phoneme of Kiranti-Koits but in the data of 
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Katunje dialect (See Map 6: xxx) and daily speech it does not occur at all. Historically, one 

implosive or preglottalised bilabial stop /B/ has been traced (cf. Rapacha 2002, Opgenort 

2004: 3-8, Opgenort 2004: 1-27) as in Kiranti-Wambule (cf. Toba 1995: 7-9, Opgenort 2002 

Ch 2, 2004: 3-8, Pokharel 2004: 5i4
, also cf. Henderson (1965: 431) for 'preglottalized' 

consonants in South East Asian languages). Only a few examples include: bwArde /Bard£/ 

'hawk', bwA loa! 'rooster' and bward-(o) /Bardo/ 'throw away'. Letters in brackets outside 

the phonemic slashes on the right hand side imply optional orthography and inside the 

phonemic slashes imply IPA symbol but later in examples we have used only /y/ to mean !jl. 

Following the above twenty-four consonant inventory in Kiranti-Koits, their 

classification in terms of manner and place of articulation, distribution in terms of 

position and minimal or near-minimal pairs in terms of meaningful contrast have been 

presented below. 

2.1.1.2.1 Classification/distribution of consonants 

In the following from § 2.1.2.1.1 to § 2.1.2.1.15, we shall obserw the 

classification, distribution and minimal and near-minimal pairs possibly available in the 

language under description. 

2.1.1.2.1.1 Bilabial stops 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally 111 

all instances. All three bilabial stop /p/, lp\ lbl phonemes occur in all three positions 

productively. 

per A tsapo gurip 

!pi (28) a. /peril! /c~po/ /gurip/ 

'right' 'piglet' 'plough' 

paiN rum phapirAgi kalpip 

b. /p~Irurn! 
h . - . /p ~puag1/ /blpip/ 

'spinning wheel' 'desert' 'ancestor' 

po prupse gup 

24 He claims that he has himself heard the ingressive (implosive or preglottalised) sound in Kiranti-Koits 
(Sun(u)war), however no instances have been provided. 
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c. !pol /pr(()upscl /gup/ 

'pig' 'comb' pick up-3SG:IMP 

'you pick up' 

pherb gyulphe kuph 

/ph/ (29)a /phsrb/ tgyulphv /kuph/ 

'tailor' 'liar' 'forehead, fate' 

phuN yAphe byAph 

b. tp'1it tyaphv ;byaph; 

'snow' 'leech' 'ox' 

phoro baphu 

c. !ph oro/ /b(W)~phu/ 

'walnut' 'egg' 

b 'i thoibi kurb 

!b! (30) a. tb'il lthoibi/ /kurb/ 

'cow' 'poet' carry-NOM 

'porter' 

bre:se mabA ts'ib 

b. /brnsv lm~bfil lc'ibl 

'script' NEG-is, have' 'bird' 

'in, have not' 

bermo beNber gyArb 
c. /bcrmo/ tbcocrt tgyarbl 

'cat' 'toponym' (in K-K) play-NOM 

'player' 

ketsA maketsA mek 

Ike. cal /m~kEcfil /mckl 

'to cook' 'not to cook' 'there' 

2.1.1.2.1.2 Dental stop~ 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. All three dental stop It!, lthl, tdl phonemes occur in all three positions 

productively. 
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tikkus mateJtsA shyet 

ltJ (31) a. !tikkus/ /mgts?ca/ 1syst1 

'rabbit, hare' NEG-barricade-INF 'difficulty' 

'to barricade' 

tAblA so:tang fat 

b. /tabla/ /so:tfu)/ !btl 

'palm' cross-PST -1 SG go-PST:3SG 

'I crossed ... 
, 's/he went' 

!AmrA kretete (TRM) glut 

c. ttamra! lkrststv !glutJ 

'beaten rice' 'yogurt' appear-PST:3SG 

's/he, it appeared· 

thoNgA mathAptsA getth 

!th! (32) a. tthogat /mgthapcat lgstth! 

'net'(for fishing) NEG-pay-INF 'up, above' 

'not to pay' 

thoiplA nePthA shyeth 

b. /tho?pla! /ns?that /systh! 

'wave' 'near' 'empty' 

thAt/A su:thi kAth 

c. /that.lat /su:thi/ lkath! 

'bat/racket' 'marigold' 'along' 

durdA madortstsA khad 

!d! (33) a. /durdat /mgdorcca/ /khgdf 

'word' NEG-run-INF 'crow' 

'to not run' 

dAilu doleb kad 

b. 1dailw /dodsb/ /kgd/21 

21 It is used as in "kol) bd; be'IJe" when the interlocutor is furious, "bd bd; go el<. ba?nulJ" where the 
interlocutor wants his/her addressee to vacate the seat for sitting and "Sunuwar de-sha m;}de-ca h;}i babu, 
tupthcr de-nim bd" (from a satirical cartoon caption published in a monthly four-page magazine 



'light' 

do so 

c. /doso/ 

'how much' 

2.1.1.2.1.3 Alveolar stops 
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'what type' 

modeb 

/modsb/ 

'such type' 

PAR 

pod 

!pod! 

'earthworm' 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word fmally in 

all instances. Both alveolar stop /ts/, /dzJ phonemes occur in all three positions 

productively. 

tsAN gyAitstsA ruwAts 

lei (ts) (34) a. tc3! /gyaiccat /ruwac/ 

'hair' catch-INF 'farmer' 

'to catch, hold' 

tsotso roitsA rApats 

b. /coco/ /ro?ca/ /rap~c/ 

'cheek' open-INF 'catalyst' 

'to open' 

tsaimi huitstsA thuNguts 

c. /c~im(i)l /huiccat tthi1guc/ 

'daughter-in-law' scold-INF 'wise' 

jil sANjil samj 

ldzl (35) a. ldzil! tsadzil! /s~mdzl 

'oil, ghee' 'auto-rickshaw' 'Sherpa tribe' 

jimnAts gujil kerj 

b. Jdzimnac/ /gudzil! /k&dzJ 

'May' 'bicycle' 'uncle' 

jatek moji/ lwj 

c. l~ttkl /modzil! lkodzl 

eat-NOML 'motorbike' 'stomach' 

Lolishyiikll (1995 [VS 2052]) edited by Mohan Sunuwar and Dilip Sunuwar. This volume/number is the 
first and last issue in the Kiranti-Koits mother tongue published from Kathmandu available so far. 
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2.1.1.2.1.4 Retroflex Stops 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. Both retroflex stop rr1, ~~ phonemes occur in all three positions 

productively whereas~/ in the medial position seems rare except for negative prefix. 

TeTere maTitsA kyer 

IT! (36) a. ffE.TE.rEI /m:}Tica/ lkycTI 

'camel' NEG-obey-INF 'money' 

'not to obey' 

Temu laru ph or 

b. rrc.mu/ /l:}Tu/ !phoTI 

'elbow' 'firefly' 'testicle' 

Tigeng aTingal 

c. /TigciJ/ /:}Tii)g:}l/ 

'colour' 'joint' (of bones) 

ThiNber mal'oasA kol' 

/Th/ (37) a. rr'1bcr/ /m:}Tho?cat lko~l 

'donkey' NEG-hit-INF 'store house' 

rh 'otsi soNI' 

b. /Th.oci! /s5Th/ 

'hammer' ·shirt' 

l'eb daloNI' 

c. ~cb/ /d:}loTh/ 

'big' (-/+human) 'camel' 

2.1.1.2.1.5 Velar stops 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. All three velar stop !kl, lkh!, lgl phonemes occur in all three positions 
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productively whereas fg/ in the final position seems not so common except for the final 

vowel is deleted optionally (also cf. 2.1.1.5 above). 

ket.sA maketsA mek 

lk! (38) a. !heal /m;:}kecat lmek! 

cook-INF NEG-cook-INF 'there' 

'to cook' 'not to cook' 

kut.su kaiNtsikA tek 

b. /kucu/ lbicikat ltek! 

'chest' 'alone' 'where' 

kut.sum ko'lke nak 

c. /kucum/ /ko?kv /n;:}k/ 

'dog' 'stick' 'new' 

khetsA makhetsA nekh 

lkhl (39) a. lkh&caJ /m;:}khecaJ /nekh/ 

peel off-INF NEG-peel off-INF 'mucus' 

'to peel off' 'not to peel off' 

khoili kurmidokhA kekh 

b. /khoili/ /kurmidokha; !kekhl 

'leg' 'present, gift' 'raw' 

khrui makhetsA dokh 

c. /khr((ll)ui/ /m;:}kherccat !dokhl 

'tooth' NEG-chase-INF 'food poisoning' 

'not to chase' 

gup.su rAgi mug(i) 

lg! (40) a. /gupsut tragi! /mu:g(y;:})/ 

'lion' 'country' 'banana' 

guye kolgi gig(i) . 
lguyv /kolgi/ !gig! o. 

'sickle' 'soybean' 'green' 

gumlik phalgi 

c. !gumlik! h l . /p ;:} gt/ 
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'bangle' 'food variety' (maize) 

2.1.1.2.1.6 Glottal Stop 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. The only glottal stop !?! phoneme occurs mainly productively in medial 

position whereas in its initial and final positions, it may loose ground because of 

geolectal variations of the language. 

(41) a. 

b. 

c. 

'egg' 

?ku 

/?ku/23 

'water' 

?wkye~wAki 

/?kye~waki/ 

'jungle' 

2.1.1.2.1.7 Dental fricative 

wAitsA 

/wa?cfJJ !me?! 

speak-INF 

'to speak' 

proitsA 

/pr(()O? cfJJ 

escape-INF 

'to escape, get away' 

ho?tsA 

!ho? cfJJ 

bark-INF 

'to bark' 

me? 

'that, s/he' 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally m 

all instances. The dental fricative Is! phoneme occurs productively in all three positions. 

sAber pasi bu:s 
(42) a. /saber/ /p:Jsil /bu:s/ 

'the day before 'exercise' 'snake' 
yesterday' 
sAN dzesputsA su:s 

b. lsaJ /dzespucal /su:s/ 
'three' 'clan name (in K-K) 'many' 
sAng sosmAI hos 

22 It rarely occurs in the initial position but it is heard only in some idiolects instead of implosive. See also 
in the lexicon for its variation. 
23 The same case is applicable here as in (40a) in the initial position. See also in the lexicon for its variation. 



c. !sfu]l 
'consonant' 

2.1.1.2.1.8 Palatal fricative 
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/so small 
'grass' 

/hos/ 
'hot' 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. The palatal fricative /s/ phoneme occurs productively in all three positions. 

shyo shyArthAs bush 

(43) a. lsyol 1syarthast /bus/ 

'mouth' 'government' 'white' 

shyANbu ushyer hush 

b. 1syabw /usyl>r/ !husl 

'millet beer' 'butterfly' 'blood' 

shyANkA masyAcA rush 

c. 1syakw /m;)syacaJ Jrusl 

'leopard' NEG-tease-INF 'bone' 

2.1.1.2.1.9 Glottal fricative 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. The glottal fricative !hi phoneme does not occur in the fmal position 

exceptionally. 

hemAtsiri hirhir 

!hi (44) a. /h€maciril /hirhir/ 

'golden dove' 'sharp, roaming' 

haudzidz mahimtsA 

b. /h;)udzidzi /m;)himcaJ 

'orange' NEG-shake-INF 

'not to shake' 

hAsots dz'ihots 

c. /hasoc/ Jdz'ihoc/ 

'November' 'August' 
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2.1.1.2.1.10 Velar nasal 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. The velar nasal /rjl phoneme productively occurs in all three positions, 

which is true as observes Zograph (1982: 188) in the beginning of this chapter. 

/rjl (45) a 

b. 

c. 

ngoro 

IIJOfO/ 

'dumb' 

ngAtsA 

IIJa:ca; 

weep-INF 

'to weep' 

ngo 

IIJo?
4 

'fish' 

2.1.1.2.1.11 Alveolar nasal 

ngAnngAn 

!IJfuuJfull 

'weep:PROG 

'weeping' 

konglots 

/koiJloc/ 

'gizzard' 

kongo 

/kOIJO/ 

look-NPST:3SG:IMP 

'you look' 

monking 

/monkiiJI 

'telephone' 

onung 

/onuiJ! 

enter-NPST: 1 SG 

'I enter' 

pAinung 

!painuiJ/ 

do-NPST: 1 SG 

'I do'/c/ [ts] 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word final!! m 

all instances. The alveolar nasal In! phoneme productively occurs in all three positions. 

n'irA nene kun 

In! (46) a. /n'iraJ /nf: nf:/ lkunl 

'stink, smell' 'pus' 'smoke' 

naknAI monking dutskun 

b. /n~knatl /monkiiJf /duckun! 

'Monday' 'telephone' 'swallow' 

nA monin sin 

c. Ina! /monin! /sin! 

'sun' far-EMP 'month' 

'very far' 

24 Historically, the lexeme ngo /Tjo/ might have changed into the lexeme [go and go or gu in Kiranti
Ba?yung] 'I' in Kiranti-Koits or it can be due to semantic change. 
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2.1.1.2.1.12 Bilabial nasal 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. The bilabial nasal /rnJ phoneme productively occurs in all three positions. 

muru 

/mJ (47) a. /mur(u)/ 

'man' 

mek 

b. /msk:J 

'there' 

mAr 

c. 

'what' 

2.1.1.2.1.13 Alveolar liquids 

himAkem 

/himaksrnl 

'wailing' 

mamA 

/m;}m[/ 

'mother' 

himtsA 

!him cat 

shake-INF 

'to shake' 

wAmgyAm 

twamgyarnl 

'confusion' 

rApam 

/rap;}m/ 

'a lady married to a 

Rapacha clan in K-K' 

mulkem 

/mulksrnl 

'culture' 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. Both these alveolar liquids /r, 11 phonemes productively occurs in all three 

positions. The phonemes /r/ and /l! sometimes occur in free (see § 2.1.1.4) variation and 

/r/ also has tr/ as its allophonic variation (e.g. ( 48) b mid position, See § 2.1.1.6). 

roNpe-rab kereng ker 

!rl (48) a. !r5pt>-r;}b/ !h CCI]! !hr! 

'sheep' 'frying pan' 'black' 

roi kiNrA kyoNkur 

b. /roil /ld r(t:)3/ tkyokurJ 

'sick, ill' 'bamboo'(small one) 'cub' 

raw A tserbi khyur 

c. /[;}Waf /csrbil Jk\urt 

'tree' 'wheat' 'diarrhoea, dehydration' 

lispu wAplemb lal 

tl! (49) a. tlisput /waplsmb-cipsil /};}l/ 
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'toponym' (in K-K) 'iron n.' 'red, mays/he go' 

!Apt so killo tserelil 

b. IHipco/ !kill of /ccrclil! 

'door' 'black bird' 'thanks' 

lo: milu klil 

c. flo:/ /milu/ /klil/ 

'speech, language' 'tail' 'mustard' 

2.1.1.2.1.14 Palatal glide 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finally in 

all instances. The palatal glide /y/ phoneme does not occur in the final position 

exceptionally. 

yAN shyer 

/y/ (50) a. !yaJ 1sycr1 

'nine' 'rice' (uncooked one) 

yoili shyArA 

b. /yoili; lsyarww 

'chin' 'horse' 

yo shyAtsA 

c. !yo! /syaca; 

'also' tease-INF 

'to tease' 

2.1.1.2.1.15 Bilabial glide 

Consider the following data occurring word initially, medially and word finallv in 

all instances. The bilabial glide /y/ phoneme rarely occurs in the final position. 

lw! (51) a. 

wArtstsa 

lwarccdl 

'friend' 

WAN 

mawAtsA 

lmdwacal 

NEG-plough-INF 

'not to plough' 

mawoltsA 

ngAW(Q) 

IIJaw(d)/ 

'elder brother' 



b. 

c. 

Jw8! 

'bear' 

wAN is 

/waist 

'husband' 

2.1.1.3 Aspiration contrast 
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/m;}wolcar 

NEG-stir-INF 

'not to stir' (N maskAunulmadArnu) 

mawAitstsA 

/m;}waiccar 

NEG-keep-INF 

'not to keep' 

Aspiration is contrastive in Kiranti-Koits phonology as presented in (52) a-1 

below: 

(52) a. !kl vs. /kh/ ketsA /kacar 'to cook' 

khetsA /khaca/ 'to peel off' 

b. /p/ vs. /ph/ pAitstsA lpaiccar 'to tie (e.g., cattle)' 

phAitstsA tphaiccar 'to exchange' 

c. It/ vs. !th! UitstsA ttaiccar 'to throw' 

thAitstsA tthaiccar 'to beat (gen)' 

d. !f/ vs. ~I Tits A rricar 'to obey' 

-tiNtsA rrhrcar 'to fall down' 

There are distinctive phonological asymmetries between tel vs. /chi or [tsh], tbl v~ 

tbh!, td! vs. tdht, tgl vs. Jghl, and tdzi vs. tdzhl unlike in some other Kiranti languages (als1 

cf. the earlier note in Table 2.3). 

2.1.1.4 Free variation 

Apart from aspiration, the following free variation in (53) a-g, in the initia 

position and (54) a-e, mid and final position or as dialectal variation has been observed: 

(53) a. d----g dis-gis /d(g)is/ 'how much' 

b. g-1 gr(l)utsA /gr(l)ucat 'to appear, rise (of sun, moon)' 

[also cf.Bieri and Schulze 1970:337) 

c. h-IJ hanAiyo-nganAiyo /h(IJ);)naiyo/ 'although/however' 

d. k-ts(c) kyortstsA-tsortstsA /ky(c)orc cal 'to cut' 



e. 

f. 

g. 

(54) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

tsuitstsA~kyuitstsA 

kyAbAts~cyAbA 

m-h moiti~hoiNti 

r-(-1 khreptsA 

w~h wobis-hobis 

sh-h /asho-laho 
jasho-jaho 

rimsho-rimho 

b-m shyANb-shyAm 

1-n munAt-mu/At 

ts-g koltsi-kolgi 

d-1 dodeb-doleb 

oNdeb-oNleb 

modeb-moleb 

khoNdeb-khoN/eb 

p-b oNdep-oNleb 

modep-moleb 

khoNdep-khoNleb 

tAp/A-tAblA 
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/c(ky)uicca! 'to insert sth on the head' 

tk(c)yabw 'clan name (I observed in some 

speakers from Darjeeling)' 

/moiti~hoiti/ 'before, in front' 

tkhr((/l)Epcat 'to clip something' 

tw-hobis/ 'cucumber' 

tl~so-1~ hot 'go-PP, adj' 
lm so-dz~ho/ 'eat-PP, adj' 

lrimso-rimho/ 'wait-PP, adj' 

/~yab-hlim/ 'millet-beer (K-K cui)' 

/mun(l)at/ 'today' 

tkolc(g)il 'soybean' 

tdod(l)Eb/ 'of what type' 

tod(l)Eb/ 'of this type' 

/mod(l)Gb/ 'of such type' 

;khod(l)Eb/ 'like' 

/odEp(b)/ 'of this type' 

/modEp(b)/ 'of that type' 

/khodEb(p)l 'like this' 

/tapla-tablat 'palm'[possible only in the 

mid and fmal syllable position J 

2.1.1.5 Breathy voiced as ideolectal variation 

We have also discovered some breathy voiced sounds without phonemically 

distinctive pairs in some spoken ideolects of our consultants like Uttam Katicha, Atit 

KyuiNticha-Mukhia and Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwar but not frequently in writing, which 

obviously may have arisen from language contact or this feature has been lost in the 

language historically. 

(55) a. 1-lh { IAissho /laisso/ 

lhAissho /lhaisso/ 'tall' 

b. r-rh { rAtsA Ira cat 



c. 
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rhAtsA /rhacar 'to rot' 

{
reN IrE-! 

rheN lrhE-1 'spider' 

n-nh f nA ?.>o /na?so/ 

l_ nhAiSo lna?sol 'tribal priest (K-K Cul)' 

nA Ina! 

{ nhA !nhaJ 'sun' 

JnAI /nat! 

LnhAt 1nhat1 'day' 

In other Kiranti languages like Rod(o)ung [Camling] (see Ebert 1994, 1997) 

exceptionally, has this breathy voiced feature as minimal pair. Other TGTM (Mazaudon 

1978) languages closely related to Tibetan, also have this feature in common. This 

feature, for example nhasa [Kiranti-Koits nopha] 'ear' (Tamot 2002: 18) has also been 

traced in Early Classical Newari, another member of the Greater-Kiranti group. 

2.1.1.6 Allophonic variation and sound change 

In this § 2.1.6, we shall observe some allophonic variation and sound change in 

the language such as the phoneme lrl is phonetically realized as lei idio-geolectally (e.g 

(53) f and elsewhere in this chapter). 

2.1.1.6.1 Dark II! 

Like in English, Ill is phonetically realized as dark Ill in geminate mid position 

preceding the syllable final Ill as in; 

(56) a. dello 

b. hillo 

c. killo 

2.1.1.6.2 Epenthesis 

Jd~dlol (dt::l.lo] 'buttock' 

!hillo! [hil.lo] 'question' [Text source:l.19, 89] 

lkillo! [kil.lo] 'a species ofblack bird' (see§ 2.2.1.3.1 for 

more examples) 
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'Epenthesis' also known prothesis, anaptyxis or svarabhakti is the 'insertion of a 

vowel between two consonants' (Bussmann 1996: 23). The following (57) a-b example 

has been discovered in Kiranti-Koits (See Genetti 1988: 76 for vowel harmony): 

(57) a. tekme lt~kmv- tekem ~kernEl 'where' 

b. mArme !mann&'- maram /m;;,r;;,m/ 'what' 

2.1.1. 7 Consonant and syllable drop 

Earlier in § 2.1.1.5, we observed the environment of the final vowels deletion and 

here in this § 2.1.1. 7, we shall provide examples, where consonant loss 'apocope' or even 

the whole syllable gets dropped out as Matisoff suggested the possible mechanism of 

"syllable reduction through human laziness" (quoted in Watters (1985: 37). The first 

person pronominal singular /-r/5 gets dropped out optionally at the final position of a 

given verb in non-past (also in some classes of the verb in the past form cf. Ch 3 § 3.2.2" I 

and § 3.2.2.2) form both in positive and negative forms as illustrated in (58) a-c and even 

the syllable itself as in (58) d-g (See Genetti 1988: 7 6 for syncope). 

(58) a.jAi-nu-ng /dzainuiJ/ 'I eat' 

b. pAi-nu-ng 

c. thAi-nu-ng 

d. nelle > nel 

e. meko >me? 

f. eNko >eN 

g. tekere > te 

2.2 Phonotactics 

/painuiJ/ 'I do' 

/thai nul)/ 'I beat' 

/ncllc >nell 'all' 

/mcko >me?/ 's/he, that' 

/cKO > E-1 'this' 

/tchrc > tv 'where' [two steps in between are: > teker > tek 

/tchr > tckl] 

This § 2.2 observes phonotactics 'a syntax of phonology' (Lockwood 2002: 1 and 

358), or 'study of the sound and phoneme combinations allowed in a given language' 

(Bussmann 1996: 364) of Kiranti-Koits (also cf. § 2.1.1.1-2, § 2.1.2.1) vis-a-vis its 

characteristic meaningful arrangements of basic units or phonemes. 

25 This optional drooping of the consonant phoneme 1-TJI at the final position has tricked Hodgson and 
Konow to conclude that the Kiranti-Koits as one of the non-pronominalized Himalayan languages (also cf. 
Ch 1 § 1.3) for a simple pronominalized one. The consonant phoneme 1-TJI is not present on the surface 
structure in none of their data. 
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2.2.1 Consonant clusters 

This § 2.2.1, in its first part deals with the pattern and sequence of consonant 

clusters and syllabic structures in the second part. Abbi and Mishra (1984) observing 

Greenberg's universals conclude that his universals refer only to initial and final clusters; 

whereas in Meithei (a T-B language spoken in Manipur, north-east India; See also 

Chelliah (1997) and Thoudam (1980)) permits consonant clusters in its medial position 

also. Interestingly, Kiranti-Koits, the language under description tolerates consonant 

clusters word initially, medially and finally. A maximum number of two consonant is 

allowed in all three positions. 

2.2.1.1 Initial cc- clusters 

Like in Methei, Kiranti-Koits clusters also do not allow more than two consonants 

word initially. The Kiranti-Koits combination of the second member cluster (Table 2.4) is 

coincidently exactly alike (except glide/semi-vowel /w/ [cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 

337(6)]) with that ofMeithei. Its first members, clustering in the initial position are: /b, g, 

k, kh, dz, p, ph, s/. Also consider Bieri and Schulze's (1970: 337) data (1-18), where (6) 

bwa: 'rooster' is purely phonetic realization (historically bilabial preglottalizedlimplosive 

/B/ [cf. Table 2.3's explanatory note above, Opgenort 2004, Rapacha 2003, Michailovsky 

1988]), (14) kwotsa 'to look' is also purely phonetic realization rather than clusters, (8) is 

doubtful, (1 0) is without glide and (15) and (17) are in free variation in their examples 

not clusters. 

Table 2.4: Initial two consonant clusters 

First 
Members 

b 
g 
k 
kh 

dz 
p 

Second Members 
1 r y 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 



+ + 
+ 
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There is no any trace of borrowed vocabulary in the occurrence as the first 

member. Consider the following instances in (59) and (60): 

Stop + liquid or semi-vowel/glide: 

(59) a. bl(r)- bl(r)eptso /bl(t:lf)£pco/ 'finger' 

b. br(t:/1)-

c. by-

d. gy-

e. gl-

f. gr-

g. kl-

h. ky-

I. kr(t:)-

b!A 

broltsA 

brat sA 

byAphpo 

gyAplsA 

gyAitstsA 

gyol 

gyosho 

glakditsA 

/bli:l/ 'arrow' [*bla T-B (Tamot 2002: 18)] 

/br(t:ll)olci:l/ 'to break itself 

/br(t:);)Cii/ 'to lay e.g. a mat'[N bicchaunu] 

/byap\po)/ 'ox' 

/gyapci:l/ 'to buy' 

/gyaicci:l/ 'to catch, (fig.) rape' 

!gyol! 'winnowing tray' 

/gyoso/ 'long' [cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 337] 

/gJgkdicaJ 'to block' 

glaktingdumtsA /glgktil)dumci:l/ 'to get frightened' 

glA?lsA /gla?cll! 'to win' 

glumAts /glumac/ 'family' [Text source: 1.17] 

glusho !gluso! 'appeared' [Text source: 1.621 

groN 

groltsA 

klil 

klelts 

klonA 

k!Atori 

kyoNkur 

kyA?lsA 

ky'AtA 

kromtsA 

!gro! 'hom' 

/gr(()olci:l/ 'to lay' 

/klil! 'mustard' 

!kl£lc/ 'younger' [Text source: 1.82, 4.7] 

/kloni:l/ 'room' 

/klatori/ 'waist-band!belt'(K-K Cul) 

!kyo.kur! 'cub' 

!kya?ci:l/ 'to carry' 

/ky'atat 'lotus, did s/he carry?' 

/kr(()omcll/ 'to hit' 



k. dzy-

1. pl-

m. pr-

n. phl-

o. pr(()-

p. pty-

khreptsA 

khrAtsA 

khroltsA 

khlANte 

khletstsA 

dzyAu 

dzyetstsA 

dzy'etstsA 

pl(r)upse 

pr(D)eNk 
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/khr((/l)sp.ciil 'to clip' 

/khr(()adil 'to stir whey' 

/khrolcii/ 'to fell' 

/khHit£1 'troublesome' 

/khlsccii/ 'to move e.g. a plate of rice' 

/dzyau/ 'manner of laughing' 

/dzysc.ciil 'to light up e.g., a cigar' 

ldzy' sc.cii/ 'to get worn out' 

/pl(r)ups£1 'comb' 

lpr(()£Kf 'tear' 

phlAtsA lphlaciil 'to separate' 

proltsA /pr(()olcii! 'to break' 

phyAnArelphu /phyanarslphul 'net-kerchief (K-K Cui) 

Fricative + semi-vowel/glide: 

(60) a. sy- shyobtsA /syobcii! 'to filter out the millet beer (K-K Cul)' 

shyAtsA /syatsii/ 'to tease' 

shyANkArelu /syakarslu/ 'creator/destroyer' 

shyAr(tJAru /syar(()iiruf 'object made up ofbamboo for 

storing salt' 

2.2.1.2 Medial-cc- clusters 

The medial two consonant clusters are more productive than the initial and the 

final ones. Table 2.5 is the summary of such possible consonant combinations in the 

languages. 

Table 2.5: Medial two consonant clusters 

First 
Members 

b 
ts(c) 
k 
IJ 

Second Members 
btsdgk ~ 

+ 
+ + + 

+ 

+ + 
+ 

m n p ph r s s th y dz 

+ + 

+ 
+ + 
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++ + + + + 
m + + + + + + + + + + 
n + + 
p + + + + + 
t + 
r + + + + + + 
s + 
s + + + + + 
th + 
g + 
? + 

2.2.1.2.1 Voiceless stop + consonant/glide 

(61) a. -ck

b. -ckh

c. -kkh-

d. -kl-

e. -kn-

f. -ky-

g. -pc-

dutskun 

klutskhAi 

mAkkho 

preNkhAi 

sekle 

nalmAt 

kyAts A 

kyAt A 

kyArsh 

khreptsA 

khAptsA 

sAptsA 

thAptsA 

huptsA 

suptsA 

guptsA 

ruptsA 

ruphtsA 

tuptsA 

lAptso 

luptsA 

/duckunl 'swallow' 

/kluckhai/ 'broccoli' 

/millho/ 'garlic, allium sativum' 

/pr(()EKkhail 'onion' 

/sEklE/ '25 paisa/cent coin' 

/n~knau 'Monday' 

/kyac3/ 'to carry' 

/kyata/ 'lotus' 

/kyars/ 'goat' 

/khr (()Epc3! 'to clip' 

/khapc3! 'to pile up one by one' 

/sapc3/ 'to cover up' 

/thapc3/ 'to pay back' 

!hupcal 'to be hot' 

/supc3/ 'to drink' 

/gupc3/ 'to pick up' 

/rupcal 'to understand' 

/ruphc3/ 'to collect dried clothes etc.' 

ltupcal 'to beat' 

/lapco/ 'door' [Text source: 1.16, 17, 18] 

/lupcal 'to smear' 

+ 



h. -pi-

1. -ps-

J. -ps-

k. -ti

L -thr-

m. -?th-

n. -?c-

wAplemb 

plApsalA 

p!ANkatuli 

tsahip!A 

sisplApa 

tsuplu 

p!Apsa!A 

gupsu 

prupse 

lupsho 

tsupsho 

dupsho 

thAliA 

tsuthri 

kothri 

bethri 

neJthA 

tsuJisA 

nAJisA 

dAJisA 

2.2.1.2.2 Voiced + consonant/trill 

(62) a. -bl-

b. -bn-

c. -br-

d. -lb-

tAblA 

wAbletstsA 

sib/A 

kable 

tsibnA 

phebre 

tulba 

thulba 
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/wapl~:>mb/ 'iron' 

!plaps~la; 'helpless' 

!pla:katuiil 'umbrella' 

/ts~hipia! 'camera' [See Appendix B] 

/sisplap~/ 'ruin' [Text source: 1.66] 

/cuplu! 'fireplace' 

tpUips~la; 'helpless' 

/gupsu/ 'lion' 

/pr((}psc/ 'comb' 

/lup so/ 'smear-PP, adj' 

/cupso/ 'over-flown' 

tdupso/ 'burnt' 

!thatla! 'bat/racket' 

/cuthril 'husk:NML' 

tkothril 'see:NML' 

lbcthril 'die:NML' 

/n~:>?tha! 'near' 

/cu?ca:t 'to lift up' 

/na?ca:t 'to weight' 

/da?cat 'to light up' 

itah(p)la! 'palm' 

/wabl~:>cca:t 'to shout' 

/sibia! 'serpent' 

tk~blv 'villager' [2.21, 2.25, 2.29, 2.34, 2.38] 

tcibna:t 'drop' 

lphsbw 'SOc coin' 

!tulb(~)/ 'uproots' 

tthullx~Y 'serves' 



e. -lk-

f. -lkh-

g. -lg-

h. -lp-

1. -lph

J. -lc-

k. -gy-

sulba 

khulba 

mulkem 

ki/khAi 

kolgi 

bulgyets 

ka/pip 

khalpi 

helpo 

helpom 

gyulphe 

groltsA 
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/sulb(~)/ 'cuddles' 

/k~lb(~)/ 'one who escorts animal' 

/mulb:rnl 'culture' 

/kilkhaiJ 'tomato' 

/kolgiJ 'soybean' 

/bulgyec/ 'problem' 

/k~lpip/ 'ancestor' 

/kh~lpiJ 'old woman' 

/helpo/ 'bride/groom's father'(N samdhi) 

/helpornl 'bride/groom's mother'(N samdhini) 

/gyulph€1 'liar' 

/gr(()olcal 'to lie' 

reltsi /relciJ 'garland' 

koltsi /kolC(g)iJ 'soybean' 

gyAptsA 

gyArtstsA 

gyAitstsA 

/gyapci'il 'to buy' 

/gyarccal 'to play' 

/gyaiccal 'to catch, hold, (fig.) rape' 

2.2.1.2.3 Nasal+ consonant/trill 

(63) a. -1]1-

b. -l]r-

c. -l)s-

d. -md-

e. -mdz-

f. -ml-

kinglo JkiJ]lo/ 'radio' 

konglots /koJ]loc/ 'gizzard' 

kongrets /koJ]rec/ 'maize' 

porongshu /porOlJSO/ 'nomadic' 

himd !himd(o)l 'shake' (also cf. Winter 2004) 

rimd lrimd(o)l 'wait' (also cf. Winter 2004) 

hamd /hamd(o)/ 'dry' (also cf. Winter 2004) 

sAmd /samd(o)/ 'place'(also cf. Winter 2004) 

kromd Jkromd(o)J 'hit' (also cf. Winter 2004) 

plumdzA 

dim/A 

tsumlu 

!plumdzal 'fist' 

!dimli'i! 'foot' 

/cumlu/ 'mortar' 



g. -mth-

h. -mn-

1. -mp-

J. -mr-

k. -me-

l. -ms-

m. -nk-

gAt huN 

themli 

dzimnAts 
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/gamthw 'inner-feeling' 

itht:>mlii 'hillock' 

idzimnac/ 'May' 

sAmnung /samnUIJI 'lose: NPST: 1 sg' 

hAmnung ihamnUIJI 'dry: NPST:1sg' 

thAmnung ithamnUIJ! 'taste: NPST:lsg' 

kromnung ikromnUIJI 'hit: NPST:lsg' 

khrumnung ikhrumnUIJI 'plant: NPST: 1 sg' 

himnung ihimnUIJI 'shake: NPST:lsg' 

thampA ith;)mpal 'in a true manner' 

rimpA !rim pal 'in a beautiful manner' 

themru !tht:>mrui 'hill' 

thAmtsA !thamcal 'to taste' 

sumtsA lsumcal 'to cover' 

thumtsA !thumcal 'to finish' 

khrumtsA /khrumcal 'to plant' 

pumtsA lpumcal 'to put soil around the plants' 

homtsA !homcal 'to swell' 

thumsitsA /thumsical 'to be over' 

nAmsits /namsic/ 'time' 

brukumsalA lbru kums;)la/ 'delight' 

monking /monkir)f 'telephone' 

2.2.1.2.4 Continuant+ consonant 

(64) a. -rb- pherba /pht:>rb(;))/ 'tailor' 

b. -rd- durdA ldurda! 'word' 

b. -rm- kurmidokhA lkurmidokha; 'gift, present' 

c. -rc- hirtstsA /hirccal 'to turn around, visit' 

wArts /ware/ 'friend/supporter/companion' 

d. -rS- gyursho /gym·so/ 'sour' 

shyersho /syt:>rso/ 'wine' 
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kyArsshye Jkyars~yv 'goat' 

tsArssho /tsarsso/ 'urinate/adj' 

murssho /mursso/ 'wasb!adj' 

e. -rth- gyArth /gyartbJ 'play:PUR' 

kyorth /kyortbJ 'cut:PURIINF' 

murth lmurth! 'wash:PURIINF' 

kerthuN /kerthiil 'conspiracy' 

f. -sy- dzashyA /dz~sya; 'eat-coNV' 

pashyA /p~syi:lJ 'do- CONY' 

breshyA lbresyaJ 'write- CONY' 

g. -sl- tas/A /t~sli:lJ 'utensil made up of bronze or alloy' 

tAslA /tasli:lJ 'moon' 

h. -sc- ostsAN /osdil 'wool' 

1. -sr- wAsrelu /wasndu! rainbow' 

The medial clusters seem to be very productive in the language and no linguists 

have described them before. 

2.2.1.3 Final -cc clusters 

Exceptionally, no final consonant clusters in Limbu (Michailovsky 1985. ~6]) 

another Kiranti language of the Pallo (N) 'far' Kirat, East Nepal is available but Kiranti 

Koits has a considerable size of final -cc clulster as follows: • 
Table 2.6: Final two consonant clusters 

First 
Members 

I) 

l 
m 
p 
r 

Second Members 
cbdgss tdzn 

+ + 
+ + + 
+ 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + + 

+ + 
+ + 

+ 

2.2.1.3.1 Nasal+ consonant 



(65) a. -I)g 

b. -IJS 

c. -mb 

d. -md 

e. -mdz 

f. -me 

g. -mt 

kongg(u) 

Angs 

wAplemb 

dumb 

khrumb 

grumb 

tsemb 

rimd 

himd 

temd 

samd.z 

hAmts 

dumt 

d.zAmt 

homt 
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/koiJg(u)/ 'hook' (cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 338) 

/fu]s/ 'parental property' (cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 338) 

/waplsmb/ 'iron, n.' 

/dumb/ 'becomes, okay' 

/khr((ll)umb/ 'one who plants, s/he plants' 

/gr((/l)umb/ 'one who meets, s/he meets' 

/csmb! 'one who earns, s/he earns' 

trimd(o)/ 'wait' 

/himd(o)/ 'shake' 

/ttmd(o)/ 'add' 

/s::>mdz! 'Sherpa tribe' 

!hamel 'yawn' (cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 337) 

tdumv 'became:PST:3SG' 

!dzamV 'lose:PST:3SG' 

thomV 'swell:PST:3SG' 

2.2.1.3.2 Voiceless+ consonant 

(66) a -pc Albrepts 

b. -ps gups 

c. -pt nupt 

dupt 

tal brspc/ 'small children' (cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 337) 

/gups(u)/ 'lion'(cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 337) 

/nup tl 'end:PST:3SG' (cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 337) 

/dupt/ 'burn:PST:3SG' 

lupt /lupt(o)/ 'smear:NPST:3sG' 

kApt /kapt(o)/ 'extinguish:NPST:3SG (also cf. Winter 2004) 

2.2.1.3.3 Continuant + consonant 

(67) a. -lb 

b. -lc 

relb 

helb 

thulb 

brolb 

klelts 

lrslbt 'one who hangs, hang:3SG' 

!helb! 'one which becomes heavy' 

!thulb/ 'one who tames, host:3SG (fig)' 

/br(()olb/ 'it breaks'(cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 338) 

tklslc! 'younger' 



c. -rb 

d. -rc 
- ~~ _1 __ 

"""· -luL 

f. -rg 

g. -m 
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dults !dulc! 'vagabond' 

groltsA 

tserb(i) 

lgrolcal 'to lie down' 

/csrb(i)/ 'wheat'( also in Bieri and Schulze 1970: 338) 

dorb !dorb! 'run:NPST:3sg 

kurb !kurbl 'carry:NPST:3sg 

wArts /ware/ 'friend'(cf.36a and Bieri and Schulze 1970: 338) 

kerdz !hrdz! 'uncle' 

bArg tbarg! 'trap' 

kyornAkyorn lkyomakyornl 'cut:PROG' (possible cluster of 1-n/ with other 

different verb roots e.g. dzanAdzan Jdzgnadzgn/ 'eat: 

PROG' cf. also Bieri and Schulze 1970: 338 ) 

The final clusters /-lc/, 1-md!, 1-mdzl, and /-rdz/ have not been noticed by them. 

Their one 1-gyl in gigy 'green' is doubtful in pronunciation and its phonetic transcription. 

2.2.1.4 Geminates 

Geminates in Kiranti-Koits, seem to be quite productive. Following is the 

example of geminates where -bb-, -cc-, -kk-, -11-, -mm-, -nn-, -pp-, -ss-, and -tt- are ven 

common. 

(68) a. -bb- sibba 

hubba 

tubba 

rubba 

r'ebba 

sebba 

bebba 

lubba 

ibba 

gubba 

hubba 

tubba 

rubba 

/sibbg/ 'bear fruit:NPST:3sg' 

/hubbg/ 'become hot:NPST:3sg' 

ltubbgf 'beat:NPST:3sg' 

/rubbg/ 'to collect, e.g. dried grains in the sun:NPST:3sg' 

!r' sbbg/ 'read:NPST:3sg' 

/ssbbg; 'call:NPST:3sg' 

/bsbbg; 'call:NPST:3sg' 

/lubbg/ 'smear:NPST:3sg' 

JibbgJ 'sleep: NPST:3sg' 

/gubbg/ 'pick up:NPST:3sg' 

/hubbg/ 'become hot:NPST:3sg' 

/tubbg/ 'beat:NPST:3sg' 

/rubbg/ 'understand:NPST:3sg' 
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r'ebba tr' f>bb~/ 'read:NPST:3sg' 

rebba /rebb~/ 'scratch:NPST:3sg' 

thAbba /thabb~/ 'pay:NPST:3sg'' 

lubba /lubb~/ 'smear:NPST:3sg' 

b. -cc- tsuitstsA /C(ky)uiccal 'to insert, decorate' 

dAitstsA Jdaiccal 'to get sth with open hands (N thApnu)' 

detstsA /dsccal 'to paste, cover' 

dortstsA /dorccal 'to run' 

khAitstsA /khaicca/ 'to ache' 

khuitstsA /k~icca/ 'to hide' 

khertstsA /khsrcca/ 'to chase' 

khroitstsA /khroiccal 'to cut into pieces' 

gAitstsA /gaicca/ 'to pass away'(fig.) 

gyArtstsA /gyarcca/ 'to play' 

gyAitstsA /gyaiccal 'to catch, (fig.) rape' 

ngAitstsA /gaicca/ 'to defecate' 

hoNitstsA /hoicca/ 'to climb up' 

hoitstsA /hoicca/ 'to boil up' 

huitstsA /huiccal 'to scold' 

hurtstsA /hurcca/ 'to drink e.g. semi-liquid' 

khroitstsA /khr(tll)oic.cal 'to chop into pieces' 

!AitstsA /laicca/ 'to take away' 

letstsA /lscca/ 'to return' 

maitstsA /m~icca/ 'to tell' 

murtstsA /murcca/ 'to wash' 

muitstsA /muicca/ 'to blow up' 

nAitstsA /naicca/ 'to rest' 

nitstsA /nicca/ 'to sit' 

pAitstsA /paicca/ 'to tie' (e.g. cattle) 

phAitstsA /phaicca/ 'to exchange' 

puitstsA lpuiccal 'to unlock' 



c. -kk-

d. -II-

r'etstsA 

roitstsA 

sitstsA 

sAitstsA 

setstsA 

soitstsA 

suitstsA 

thAitstsA 

thitstsA 

ThitstsA 

thuitstsA 

tAitstsA 

toitstsA 

tetstsA 

tuitstsA 

wAitstsA 

wArtstsa 

tikkus 

kikkun 

dakkA 

della 

hillo 

killo 

phullu 

nelle 

olli 
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/r'Ecca/ 'to read' 

/roicca/ 'to snatch' 

/sica! 'to bear fruit' 

/saiccaJ 'to kill' 

ISECCaJ 'to call' 

/soicca/ 'to send' 

/suicca/ 'to start the fire burning (Njhosnu)' 

!thaiccaJ 'to beat' 

/thicca/ 'to meet' 

/Thicca~T'1.ca; 'to fall down' 

!thuiccaJ 'to take loan' 

/taiccaJ 'to throw away' 

/toicca/ 'to make someone get off 

/tccca/ 'to beat' 

/tuiccaJ 'to know' 

/waiccaJ 'to keep' 

/warcc~/ 'friend/supporter/companion' 

/tikkus/ 'hare/rabbit' 

lkikkun/ 'bat, a bird-like mammal' (cf. Appendix B) 

!d~k ka! 'one thousand' [Rapacha, Kormocha and Katicha 

2003:18] 

/dcllo/ 'buttock, anus' 

!hillo! 'query, question' [Text source:l.l9, 891 

/killo/ 'a species of black bird' 

/phullu/ 'stone' [Text source:l.69; cf. Lexicon] 

/ndlc/ 'all' [Text source: 1.16, 59, 82, 89; 2.11, 19. 34: ) 9. 

19, 26, 35, 47; 4.8] 

Iolli! 'kind/type' [Text source: 1.140] 

e. -mm- rennummamA lrcnnumm~maJ 'step-mother' 

dummA 

summA 

!durnmaJ 'did they become?' 

/summa/ 'did they cover?' 



f. -nn-

g. -pp-

h. -ss-

i. -tt-
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rennummamA /rmnumm;;,mar 'step-mother' 

sAppA !sappar 'too much' 

pussu !pussu/ 'lid' 

!Aissho Jlaisso! 'tall' 

thAissho 

hoNissho 

soissho 

muissho 

hoissho 

tsurssi 

huitto 

khuitto 

roitto 

soitto 

Jthaisso/ 'beaten' 

/hoisso/ 'climbed up, climb up:IMP:3sg' 

/soisso/ 'sent' 

/muisso/ 'blown' 

/hoisso/ 'heated' 

/curssil 'personal name' 

Jhuitto/ 'scold:IMP:3sg' 

/khuitto/ 'hide:IMP:3sg' 

/roitto/ 'snatch:IMP:3sg' 

/soitto/ 'send:IMP:3sg' 

2.2.1.5 Inverse geminates plus other processes 

Some classes of verbs in NPST:3sg forms given in (68) a above get geminated as

bb- and the same geminate -bb- gets degeminated as -b in other classes of verb NPST:3sg 

forms as in ( 69) a. below: 

(69) a huiba 

relba 

khuiba 

suiba 

tuiba 

muiba 

tulba 

khulba 

sulba 

thulba 

IAiba 

pAiba 

lhuib;;,/ 'scold:IMP:3sg' 

mlb;;,/ 'hang:IMP:3sg' 

!k'Uib;;,/ 'hide:IMP:3sg' 

/suib;;,/ 'start the fire:IMP:3sg' 

ltuib;;,/ 'know:IMP:3sg' 

/muib;;,/ 'blow:IMP:3sg' 

Jtulba/ 'uproot:IMP:3sg' 

lk'Ulba/ 'escort animal:IMP:3sg' 

/sulba/ 'r.::~rP<>~:!\1P:3sg' 

!thulba/ 'tame:IMP:3sg' 

/laib;;,/ 'go:IMP:3sg' 

lpaib;;,/ 'do:IMP:3sg' 



thAiba 

ko:ba 

ngAba 

rAiba 
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tthaib:)/ 'beat:IMP:3sg' 

/ko:b:)/ 'look, bite:IMP:3sg' 

/gab:)/ 'weep:IMP:3sg' 

lrii.ib:)/ 'understand:IMP:3sg' 

All -cc- [tsts] geminates change into -ss- [ss] geminates as in (70) a. below and all 

verbs given in (68) b. are liable to such change while deriving participial or adjective. 

(70) a. huitstsA /huicca! 'to scold'.......,. huissho /huisso/ 'scold:PP, adj' [also 

cf. ( 68) h. above] 

All -cc- [tsts] geminates change into -tt- geminates as in (71) a. below and all 

verbs given in (68) b. are liable to such change while deriving imperative third person 

singular number. 

(71) a. letstsA /lcccal 'to retum'.......,.letto /lctto/ 'return:IMP:3sg' [also cf. 

(68) i. above] 

All verb stems ending in /p/ such as tup- 'beat' change into the geminate -bb- l bb I 

as in (72) a. below while deriving assertive non-past third person singular number. 

(72) a. tuptsA /tupcal 'to beat'----" tubba Jtubb:)/ 'beat:NPST:3sg' 

2.3.1.2 Syllabic structures 

A syllable is a sequence of phonemes (CVs) with one peak of sonority. It is first 

divided into two parts; viz., 'onset' (the opening/initial segment of a syllable) and rhyme 

(See Diagram 1). Rhyme is further divided into 'peak' (nucleus/center; the central or 

middle segment of the syllable) and ·coda' (the closing/final segment of the syllable): 

where the opening and closing segments of a syllable can be termed as margins. Kiranti

Koits syllables at a time do not necessarily contain all three parts in them. They may 

consist of just the nucleus (as in -a 'his/her',just the onset and nucleus (as in mi 'fire') or 

all three (as in shyor 'star'). Thus, as we see in those examples, a Kiranti-Koits syllable 

consists of a peak with or without an onset and with or without coda. The nucleus/peak! 

center is always a vowel. Like Meitei (Abbi and Mishra 1985; also cf. Chelliah 1997, 

Thoudam 1980) Kiranti-Koits roots are normally monosyllabic. They are of the following 
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types (also cf. Bieri and Schulze 1970: 170ff and Ethnologue website 2004, see its 

syllable structure in Tree Diagram I below). 

2.3.1.2.1 MonosyUabic structure 

(73) a. v 

b. vc 

c.CV 

d.yV 

e.CVC 

r. CCV 

g.CVV 

h. CyVC 

oN !ol 'yes' 

ANiN>iN /ru > il 'our' 

A Ia! 'his/her' 

ir !irl 'up' 

ong /OIJI 'enter:NPST:3sg:IMP 

er IF-rl 'far-thither (horizontal)' 

kA !kat 'one' [ cf. kwong Kiranti-Ba; Konow (1909: 329)] 

go !go! 'I' [cf. go Kiranti-Ba; Driem (1991: 337)] 

/o: flo:/ 'language, talk, speech' [cf. lo Kiranti-Ba, /A Kiranti-

Rod and ron> /on Meithei; Chelliah (1999: 2)] 

wA Jwal 'cloth' [y stands for semi-vowle or glide /y/] 

yaN !yaJ 'nine' 

gAl /gal! 'sweat' 

bur !burl 'paddy (esp. un-husked; cf. Lexicon)' 

sang lsiil]J 'consonant' 

groN Jgrol 'hom' 

joi Jdzoil 'tiger' 

roi !roil 'sick, disease' 

khAi /khail 'curry' 

sau Js;:m! 'red hornet' 

gyol lgyol! 'winnowing tray' 

gyosh lgyosl 'long' 

gyom lgyornl 'utensil' 

The above basic or monosyllabic structures are presented in the following Tree 

Diagram: 
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Diagram 2.1: The syllable structure in Kiranti-Koits 
cr (Syllable) 

~ 
Onset Rhyme 

~ 
Nucleus/Peak/Center Coda 

(X) 
~ 

r s I 'goat' 

As in Kham-Taka (Watters 2004: 4-5), Kiranti-Koits has (C) (G) V (X) as tts 

basic syllable structure, where (G) is a glide and (X) is consonant or a vowel. Only the 

peak is obligatory as in (73) a. For its verb stems the canonical pattern is c(c) v (v) (cl 

(Genetti 1988: 64, 1992: 328). 

In addition to the basic monosyllabic patterns (73) a-h above, other polysyllabiC 

patterns also occur as shown below in (74) a-g, (75) a-d, (76) a-i, (77) a-b, (78) a-j and 

(79) a-b below. 

2.3.1.2.2 Disyllabic structure 

Here onwards semi-vowels/glides are written as c for convenience. 

2.3.1.2.2.1 Open second syllable 

(74) a. vcv omu 

uyu 

iri 

b. cvcv muyu 

lo.mul 'mushroom' 

/u.yu/ 'far down' 

lir.i/ 'far up' 

/mu.yu/ 's/he (esp. down, lowLOC)' 



huyu 

ts'eko 

c. eevev shyele 

shyAtsA 

g/AtsA 

d. vcev ostsAN 

thAptsA 

teltsA 

e. eveev yumpi 

lAptso 

tsurssi 

f. eeveev khreptsA 

glAtsA 

g. eeveev gyoNbli 

gyulphe 

2.3.1.2.2.2 Closed second syllable 

(75) a. eve eve lunggir 

dutskun 

b. ceveeve glakting 

c. eveve dAN kin 

khiNreb 

saring 

d.eeveve kyoNkur 

tho lots 

2.3.1.2.3 Trisyllabic structure 

2.3.1.2.3.1 Thir<! ~~r!!2~!e is open 

(76) a. eve evv ev tsArnAilu 

b. ev eve ev nAremsi 
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/hu.yu/ 'slhe (esp. down, very lowLOe)' 

/c's.ko/ 'cut-NPST:3SG:IMP 

tsydst 'thread' 

/sya.cfu' 'to tease' 

/gla.cfu' 'to win' 

los.cal 'wool' 

/thap.cfu' 'to pay' 

/td.cat 'to pile up' 

!yUm.piJ 'the last daughter' 

/lap.co/ 'door' 

/curs.siJ 'personal name, one who gets angry' 

/khr(()ep.cat 'to clip' 

/gla.cfu' 'to win' 

tgyob.lil 'bag' 

/gyul.phst 'liar' 

/lUI).gir/ 'heart' 

/duc.kun/ 'swallow' 

/gl;}k.ti.J)/ 'manner of fear' 

l!da.kinl 'heap, pile' 

lk~.rebl 'potato (esp. a domestic species)' 

/s;}.ril)/ 'sky' 

tkyo.kur/ 'cub' 

!tho.loc/ 'settler' [Text source: 1.112] 

/car.nai.lut 'a place for rest in the hilly areas' 

/na.rem.siJ 'umbrella' 
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c.cvccvcv gersili 

d.cvcvvcv nepAiNsi 

/gsr.si.lil 'happiness' [Text source: 1.60] 

/ns.pru.sil 'order' [Text source: 1.55] 

e.CVCCVCV 

f. vccvcv 

g.CCVCVCV 

bissilo: 

oktoto 

IdA tori 

/bis.si.lo:/ 'agreement' [Text source: 1.111, 112] 

!ok.to.tol 'dumbstruck' [Text source: 1.63] 

/k.Hi.to.ril 'waist-band/belt' (K-K Cul) 

h. cvccvcv wAsrelu /was.rdu! rainbow' 

i. cvccvcv pirsuli lpir.su.lil 'weeY~!' 

2.3.1.2.3.2 Third syllable is closed 

(77) a. cv eve eve dzatekdzat 1~.tek.d~t1 'food' 

b. cv ccv cvckikyakun lki.ky~.kun! 'swallow' 

2.3.1.2.4 Tetrasyllabic structure 

Fourth syllable is open: 

(78) a. cv cv cv cv 

b. eve cv cv cv 

c. CCV CV CV CV 

d. cv cv eve cv 

e. cv cv eve cv 

tsasimasi /c~.si.m~.si1 'family' [Text source: 1.1381 

kurmidokhA /kur.mi.do.khat 'gift, present' 

plANkAtuli /pla.ka.tu.li/ 'umbrella' 

gadzetsephTe 1g~.dzs.csph.Tsl 'a personal name' 

tsomolongmA /co.mo.loiJ.ma! 'the highest peak, 

Mt. Everest' [ cf. Rapacha, Kormocha and Katicha 2003:71 

f. ccvc eve eve cv glaktingdumtsA /gl~k.til).dum.cat 'to get frightened' 

g. ccv cvcvc cv phyAnArelphu lp')ra.na.rsl.phul 'net-kerchief (K-K Cui) 

h. CCV CV CV CV 

i. eve eve cv cv 

j. ccv eve cv cv 

syANkArelu /sya.ka.rdu! 'creator/destroyer' 

rennummamA /ren.num.m~.ma 'step-mother' 

brukumsalA /bru.kum.s~.lat 'delight' 

2.3.1.2.4.1 Fourth syllable is closed 

(79) a. cv eve cv eve dzatektutek 

b. eve eve cv eve damkimpatik 

/~.tsk.tu.tsk1 'food and drink' 

/d~m.kim. p~.tikl 'competition' 

[Text source: 1.1 05] 
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2.3.1.2.1 Syllable initials 

All twenty-four consonant phonemes can begin a word-initial syllable and serve 

as margins. 

!pi pod /pod! 'earthworm' 

IV teitei Jtti.tBi! 'everywhere' 

lei (ts) tsapo /C:}.pO/ 'piglet' 

IT/ Tits A rri.cw 'to obey' 

!kl kal /k:}l/ 'porridge (esp. made up of millet-flour)' 

/?I ?phu26 nptw 'egg' 

!phi phare !ph:}.rf) 'thunder-bolt' 

!th! thiN !thi! 'price' 

~I Theb ~Eb/ 'big' 

/kh/ khop /khop/ 'space' 

lbl bulnu /bul.nu/ 'spirit' 

!d! dermA !dsr.m8! 'utensil' (also cf. gyom in the lexicon) 

ldzJ 0) jitsA ldzi.c8! 'to quarrel' 

lg/ g1s lgisl 'how much' 

Is! seu ISEul 'greeting' 

1s1 shyer /sysr/ 'rice (esp. uncooked one)' 

!hi hush /hus/ 'blood' 

/ml mesh /IDES/ 'buffalo' 

In! nam /n:}m/ 'love, aux' 

!IJ/(ng) ngoro !IJo.rol 'dumb' 

lrl reu /fEu! 'rain' 

Ill [A /18/ 'from' 

/WI wA !w8! 'cloth' 

lyl yAphe ;yap hE! 'leach' 

26 Other variations are: > bwaphu > b;Jp~, where bw- stands for /6/ also cf. the explanatory note in Table 
2.3. 
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2.3.1.2.2 Syllable finals 

Except Its, h, y/ all other consonants like lb, d, g, k, k\ I, s, IJ, th, m, n, p, p\ ?, r, t, 

T, ~' dz, s, w/ occur in syllable fmal position as margins. 

khad /khgd/ 'crow' 

kekh !hkhl 'raw' 

jil /dzil/ 'oil, ghee' 

rush /rus/ 'bone' 

rong lrOIJI 'cliff' 

reb lri>bl 'potato' 

gig /gig! 'green' 

shyeth lsi>th! 'empty' 

kun lkun! 'smoke' 

gyom lgyoml 'utensil' 

tikkus /tik.kus/ 'rabbit, hare' 

me? lm£?1 'that, s/he' 

sus /sus/ 'many' 

ph or /phoT/ 'testicle' 

ngAw IIJaw/ 'elder-brother' 

gyAp(O) /gyap(o)/ 'buy' 

kAphtsA /kaph.ca; 'to extinguish' 

ker !kErf 'black' 

shyet lscu 'difficulty, trouble' 

koj lkodzl 'stomach' 

korh lko~l 'store house' 

2.3.1.2.3 Syllable nuclei 

Any of the six vocalic phonemes with their nasalized minimal pairs li(:)!T, v£-, u(:) 

Iii, ;,; (), 3.(:)/ a, o(:) /5/ can occur as nucleus of a syllable. 
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2.4 Supra-segmental feature 

This § 2.4 discusses prosodic feature(s) in Kiranti-Koits, mainly pitch distinction 

between the two dialects as mentioned below. 

2.4.1 Tone 

On Tibeto-Burman tone, Zograph (1982: 188) in general observes, 

"The most noteworthy phonological feature of the Tibeto-Burman languages in general is 

their use of tones to convey phonemic distinction. These tones are not observed with equal 

rigor in all the member languages; in many of the Himalayan languages they are in fact 

hardly noticeable, while so little is known about the phonetic properties of many other 

Tibeto-Burman languages that it is difficult to come to any hard and fast conclusions". 

Thus, tone as a phonological feature is common in Kiranti-Koits; particularly in 

the Sabra dialect of East No.2, Ramechhap district (Wallo 'Near' Kirat; See Maps 1: xxv 

and 2: xxvi), Nepal. Furthermore, it is also true in the Saraban dialect of East No.3, 

Okhaldhung district (Wallo 'Near' Kirat; See Maps 1 and 2), Nepal. As Driem (2001: 

725) observes, "Sunwar is reported to be a tonal language, but analyses differ on whether 

there are two or four distinctive tones". Schulze and Bieri (1970, 1971 b) first, have 

described tone in the Sabra dialect of Kiranti-Koits and nearly a decade later Genneti 

(1988, 1992) described in the Saraban dialect (data collected in California from Tankaraj 

Susucha-Sunuwar); whereas in the further southeastern dialect ofKatunje (on which this 

description is based on), Okhaldhunga (see Map 6: xxx), East No. 3, (Wallo 'Near' Kirat, 

See Map 1: xxv) Nepal, it is a matter of polysemy rather than tonemics or tonology. 

On a broader perspective in other Tibeto-Burman languages of the Himalayas, it 

is :':'!':'"?.!'J here to note Mazaudon's (1978: 157) observation: 

"Tone is often believed by non-specialists to be a fundamental feature of a language, 

almost a peculiar tum of mind of its speakers. It is assumed that a language either is tonal 

or is not, nothing in between, and that tonal languages have always be tonal. These are all 
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fallacious. The Tibeto-Bunnan languages of Nepal, which we will describe here, are what 

we could call semi-tonal or marginally tonal. They also exemplify how languages can 

become tonal from being non-tonal, or more precisely in this case, more tonal from being 

slightly tonal." 

Both of them (Gograph and Mazaudon) come to agree in one point, where the 

former observes that 'tone' is the most noteworthy phonological feature of the Tibeto

Burman languages in general is their use of tones to convey phonemic distinction. 

Whereas these tones are not observed with equal rigor in all the member languages; in 

fact in the Himalayan languages, it (tone) is hardly noticeable and the latter concludes 

this feature to be either 'semi-tonal or marginally tonal.' 

Thus, Mazaudon's (1978) study of TGTM (Tamang, Gurung, Thakali and 

Managba or the Tamang sub-family (also cf. Thurgood 2003:10); spoken mainly in the 

mid and western Hills of Nepal) group reveals that these languages are marginally tonal 

distinguished by pitch and melodic features only. Compare also Watters (2004) for tone 

in Kham-Taka, one of the Tibeto-Burman languages classified under a Central 

Himalayish node (Proto-Kham-Magar-Chepang). 

Amongst other more than two dozens of Kiranti languages spoken in the eastern 

hills (all three Kirat areas) ofNepal, tone has, until the recent studies, been reported and 

described only in Kiranti-Khaling by Toba (1984) besides Kiranti-Koits. Bieri and 

Schulze (1970: 108ft) reporting tone in Kiranti-Koits [in their use the exoglotonym; 

hydronym 'Sunwar'; particularly Sabra dialect of East No. 2, Ramechhap district! 

observe, 

"There is a clear contrast between contour tone and register tone. The contour tone occurs 

as high falling and low falling. The register tone contrasts as high and low ... Tone does not 

influence or condition the contrasts of the phonemes ... " 

Following the year 1970, they confirm their claim thus, "In Sunwar there is a 

contrast between high tone words and low tone words. A word consists of one to four 

syllables. Each word is a pitch unit manifesting either a high or low pitch contour. The 

pitch level of the first syllable determines the shape of the pitch contour of the whole 
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unit. Contrast has been observed in disyllabic and polysyllabic words. In monosyllabic 

words the contrast is neutralized." (1971: 5). Genetti (1988: 63) discover has discovered 

the fact that Sunwar (see Ch I § 1.1.1; footnote 4 for its orthography) or Kiranti-Koits has 

four tones, which are divided by two independent binary parameters: a high/low contrast 

and level versus falling contour distinction. Her example includes: 

(80) a.1 daatsaHF (high tone with falling contour) 'to like' 

.2 daatsa LF (low falling) 'to swallow' 

.3 daatsa 

.4 daatsa 

HL (high and level contour) 'to wait for a chance to do sth' 

LL (low level) 'to light a lamp or candle' 

Genetti (1988: 63) further explains on her above example thus, 

"The facts of tone are actually more complicated than this in Sunwar . For one thing, the 

above set is arguably not a true minimal set, since examples are taken from different 

inflectional verb classes. While the Sunward verbs for 'to like' and 'to swallow' are from 

the class of verbs with lkJ finals, the other tow, 'to wait for a chance' and 'to light a lamp or 

candle' are members of the class of verbs with /rjl finals consistently have level contour. 

However, as far as I follow inflectional patterns such that the final never surfaces in the 

inflectional paradigm. In such cases, it is morphophonemic behaviour, which allows us to 

establish the class of the verb. And in the majority of the forms, such as the infinitives 

above, tone contour is the most salient clue that differentiates the countless minimal pairs. 

Therefore, we have decided to consistently mark tone contour as well as the high/low 

distinction through out this paper. There are apparently alternations in contour and, at a 

lesser extent, in pitch, throughout paradigms or certain verb classes. Full exposition of 

these changes must await further analysis". 

On the contrary, contrastive tone either in disyllabic or in polysyllabic lexemes of 

the study area of my own dialect is either neutralized or tonemes are realized as polysemy 

or say there is tonoloss ('the death of tone' coined in analogy with Yip's 'tonogenesis') 

rather than tonogenesis 'the birth of tone' (also cf. Yip 2002: 35-38, Light 1978: 115-

131). In most examples, especially verbs infinitive (disyllabic ones) cited elsewhere in 

this chapter, seem to preserve the level tone (-)only in the Katunje dialect (See Map 6: 

xxx) of this study. In the case of monosyllabic lexemes their observation has been 
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challenged by a lexeme like ne lnfl given in (81) a.l-4. Whereas the disyllabic lexemes 

are concerned, they simply belong to the verb category having poly-semantic aspects (or 

are polysemy), which are context-sensitive rather than tone as distinctive feature. At least 

one of such pairs of verbs would have glottal stop or level tone. Consider the following 

monosyllabic example: 

(81) a.l ne In' f) 'uncertainty particle' (wanting to make sure again) 

.2 ne Inc'! 'mirativity (hearsay knowledge, with main verbs [cf. Ch 3 § .1.9.11 

.3 ne !nO 'nose' (fig. prestige, reputation) 

.4 ne Inc! 'name' (lit. sense) 

(Source: Rapacha 2003 l 

Speakers hardly differentiate the examples (81) a.l-4 while 111 speech 

pragmatically at the phrase or syntactic level such as in (82) a-d (also cf. Abbi: 2001 94) 

(82) a. meko mAr pAib ne? lmcko mar paib nc/ 'What does s/he do?' 

b. tam(i) ressikhiN !Aib ne /t;;)m rcssi kl) laib nc/ 'The daughter goes to the school. 1t 

is said'. 

c. meko Alkene lAissho bA ?ta /mcko alkE nc laisso ba?t;;)/ 'The child has a tal! 

nose'. 

d. goimi nc wAitstsA mA!naye /goimi nc waicca maln;;)yc/ 'You have keep a gPod 

reputation'. 

As in these (82) a-d sentences, the following pairs of lexems also get ncutrali/cd 

or no tone is prominent while in speech tor speakers. They make sense without high or 

low tone at all. 

(83) a. r 'etstsA 

retstsA 

b. rimtsA 

r 'imtsA 

c. ri 

lr' cecal 'to read' 

/rcccal 'to scratch' 

/rim cal 'to be beautiful/handsome' 

/r'imcal 'to wait' 

lril 'louse' 

/r'i~rhi/ 'shaman's drum (K-K Cui)' [elicited from Mokusu to 



d. tutsA 

t'utsA 

e. mitsA 

f. m'itsA 

muitstsA 

g. muitstsA 

puts A 

h. p 'utsA 

puts A 

I. jitsA 

dz'itsA 

J. dotsA 

d'otsA 

k. tAitstsA 

t'AitstsA 
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whom Senkantsi, a gyiimi 'K-K female shaman' informed 

its own native vocabulary in place of Dhengro (N Dhengro) 

Jtucal 'to drink' 

/fuca! 'to lick'(also /tu?cfu' or /tu-cfu' is possible) 

tmi:cal 'to get cooked' [loss of glottal stop; compensatory 

lengthening] 

!rn'ic3/ 'to comb' 

lrnuicciil 'to blow' 

lrnuicciil 'to wear (differs with /phE?cfu')' 

!puc3/ 'to measure'( e.g. grains) 

!p'uciil 'to blast'(e.g. gun) 

lpuciil 'to weigh' 

!dziciil 'to fight' 

/dz'iciil 'to break' '(also /dzi?.ca/ is possible) 

/dociil 'to dig' 

!d' ociil 'to fall' (also /do?.ca/ is possible) 

!tiiicciil 'to throw' 

Jt'aicc3/ 'to kick' 

Above all, Genetti's (1988: 63) data elicited from Tankaraj Susucha-Sunuwar in 

California as in (80) a.3 is hardly convincing for a native speaker and the rest of the 

examples are neutralized or tone as such dies while in speech in the dialect area of the 

research. 

All these analyses on tone in Kiranti-Koits until today are impressionistic rather 

than instrumental. Even I, myself in this study have not included and used any SIL 

software or 'Gold Wave' as such mentioned in Abbi (2001: 104) but hopefully one can 

see spectrographic analysis of fundamental frequency (fo) for three sets of Kiranti-Koits 

verbs27 in Rapacha (2002). 

27 This analysis has been done in an MPhil term paper entitled 'The sound systems of Kiriinti-Koits and 
English: A probe into learners' problems at the phonological level'. It was carried out at the Language 
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2.5 Graphology or the writing system 

In this § 2.5, we shall investigate the writing system of the language and discuss 

or compare some available scripts to opt for adopting in writing. 

2.5.1 A brief survey 

This § 2.5.1 mainly surveys the available writing system for the lang~:~;;~:; -.:-.!:' 

Nepal and her neighboring state Sikkim, India. Toba, Toba and Rai (2002: 254) on the 

writing system of the languages of Nepal observe, " ... the languages of Nepal's 

indigenous peoples are for the most part unwritten ones". Only a few languages out of 93 

(Census Report 2001) or 125 (Ethnologue 2004) have writing systems of their own. They 

mention the following scripts in general use for their (the languages') purpose of writing: 

Devanagari lipi (Script): Most Indic languages like Nepali, Maithili, Awadhi. 

Bhojpuri [also Hindi; I addedj, Newari[also R~ana script; extra information added are 

my own] have adopted the Devanagari script in writing. Some other Tibeto-Burman 

languages like Limbu (Yakthungba, Tsong), has been using the Kiranti Srijanga Script in 

Nepal as well as in Sikkim. The Lepcha language is written in the Rong Script. Similarly. 

the Tarnang and Sherpa languages are written in the Tibetan script. A new script known 

as Akkha Script is in use for writing the Magar [used in Sikkim (and spelt as Manger) 

also; extra information added is my own] language. 

What Toba, Toba and Rai (2002, 2005) yet have to notice IS Gurung's 

(autoglotonym Tamu) Khema lipi (script) in their discussion. Glover's (2002) paper is a 

well-discussed debate whether to adopt the Devanagari, Roman, Tibetan script or Khema 

lipi for writing the language. 

In my 200 I fieldtrip to Gangtok the capital of Sikkim, I discorved that another 

Tibeto-Burman Kiranti language known as Bantawa [antonym Kirawa] is using its own 

Rai Bhashako lipi (script) based on Tikaram Rai and Kripasalyan Rai. Then, B.B. Rai, 

Laboratory, SAG/DRDO, Ministry of Defence, Metcalf House, Locknow Road, Timarpur, New Delhi- 110 
054, on November 12, 2002. 
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Tikpur, West Sikkim, has prepared some primary level textbooks also (see Paruhang 

Sawanam (Sakewa Angka) May-June 2003, Akhil Kiriit Rai Sangh, Sikkim for detail). 

In the same fieldtrip, I was able to elicit the information [provided by K.D. 

Hangchen (Gangtok, East Sikkim)] on another script known as Satlotli Hang Charnmari 

(Script). It is, firstly propounded by Dr Lal Rumdali-Rai (Topgachi, Sano Kerkha, 

Kerkha, Mechi, Nepal). No any other authentic written texts have been found yet. 

Sampang, another Tobeto-Burman Kiranti language recently has used Kiran lipi for 

documenting its dictionary (2004), which was confirmed in a daily newspaper8 

published from Kathmandu. 

The trios (2002: 254 and 256, 2005: 16-17) have hopefully confirmed the 

existence of a script for the Kiranti-Koits language also known as Sunuwar/Je-ticha 

Bre:se 'script' (cf Rapacha, Ngawocha-Mukhia and Rujicha-Mukhia 2003). The script 

has been in use for producing Sikkim Herald (2001 onwards) in Sikkim and primary level 

textbooks are, also written in the same (Rapacha, Ngawocha-Mukhia and Rujicha

Mukhia 2003, 2004). In the following § 2.5.2, we shall briefly discuss its [Sunuwar/ 

Je-ticha Bre:se] historical aspects available in the past literature. 

2.5.2 Origin of the Kirinti-Koits script 

In the preceding§ 2.5.1, we surveyed the writing systems of the research area and 

its surroundings in general and here we shall discuss on the origin of the Kiranti-Koits or 

Sunuwar/Je-ticha Bre:se 'script' in particular. It was Shrestha (1980 [vs 2037]), who for 

the first time in its [Sunuwar/Je-ticha Bre:se 'script'] history opened up new avenues by 

writing on the 'Koing [actually should be Koits; my note] Bres (Sunuwar lipl)' in a 

literary periodical29 of the Nepali language popularly or widely read. His main 

presentation is based on Kama Je-ticha-Sunuwar's information on the script. A critical 

reading of his presentation can be found in Rapacha (2001, 2002). We shall presented our 

practical comment with comparison for exploring the possibilities of writing in § 2.5.3 

later. 

28 Kantipur daily, July 20, 2004, published from Kathmandu 
29 Madhupark a literary publication of Gorkhapatra Sansthan, published from Kathmandu 
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Je-ticha-Sunuwar (1982/3 [vs 2039!401) himself had provided his information 

regarding this (Je-ticha Bre:se) script to another editor of a periodical named Kongpi in 

which the 'Sunuwar lipi' was publicized widely. Thus, the editor [Rai (1982/3: 39-40)] 

of the periodical providing the introductory remarks writes: 

"~ fr¥«1d<J>I '<I~M~ ~ (WRl ~ "ut" ~ ~ ~ "{ ~ 
11/~IUH>~ 'tff.r ~ ·~-~· ~ ~ ~ ~ I Cll<:1"'l~ ·!1-mf ~ 
;fw<'fq;] ~~q; ~1=11 -qR ~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ <lfu ~ 
~qf.f·~· ·~·~~~~3lftrq;~~~~~ 
mm ~ [q;uf m] ~F1ClHCJ>I 3fTW ~ l1riT en ~ <l{fl't>~ q<J>q<l~ful 
3Wfli'fT c~JOII\ifJOII ~ _,'li~I<Cf>l fuftT ~_,~ .m arrr"'~ ~'i<m'iflq,j 00 ~ 

~ ' -~~~~,, ~-, ~~ 

... ~JOtl'il<iflc ~ ~ ¥, ~ ~ ar~ m.rr ~ ~+<f4;=+=f+,j:rrq:r:T< ~ <T@ 

~ ~fug1fu<J> ~ -wt R1'11M<N w~, ~l><ifJ"' ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~q;f <it ;;P~lPid mlf1ft fu ~ CJ>t:OICSI€\IG< (<J>OTCSI€\IG< (? l] ~'1Cll<~ r.pf~-rt '1: ~ c. ..;) ...:> ...:> ...:> 

fuo:I ~ rnrrr CS!iil~JO!Cf>l ~ ft;rlq- II~ ~" "'IJOI<iflc 416Cf'€\'tl ~al 
<I~Cf'IW I" [brackets' question mark is my own] 

Roman-Gorkhali (as inCh I § 1.1.2) transliteration: 

"Majh Kiraantkaa Raaiharule yiniharulaai (Sunuwaarharu) ''Rai'' nai bhanne gardachhan 

ra katipaya Sunuwaarharule pani aaphulaai Raai nai bhanne garekaa chhan. Balchandra 

Shanna Iikhit Nepalko Aitihasik Ruprekha maa pani Sunuwar Rai-bhanera nai parichaya 

diyeko paainchha Yeti hundaa hundai pani 'Sunuwar' 'Mukhia' bahaadur lekhne chalan 

nai adhik raheko bujhinchha. Prastut lipikaa gyaantaa Krishna [Kama(?)] Sunuwaarkaa 

anusaar Sunuwar bhaun waa Sunuwar Raiharule paramparaadekhi aaphno sarnaajmaa 

aaphnai prakaarko lipi prayog gardai aayekaa chhan bhanne Sunuwaarjiko daabi 

chha ... sarnaajbaata dindinai lop huna, harauna laagekaa athawaa saano gheraabhitra 

kichriyeara rahekaa yestaa anekaun aitihasik nidhiharu chhan, tiniharuko sanrakshan. 

sambardhan hunuparcha bhanne aawaaj boki janmeko Kongpi ko yo uddeshyagat 

saarnagri gundaa JeNtich Krishnabahadur [Kamabahadur (?)] Sunuwaarle dinu bhayeko 

namunaa bamojimko prastut lip "Sunuwar Lipi" nambaata paathakharu samaksha 

raakhekachhaun ". 

Translation into English: 

The Rais of the Mid Kirat definitely call them (Sun(u)war) and most them call themselves 

Rai. They are, also identified as Rais in the Nepalko Aitihasik Ruprekha [Historical 

Outline of Nepal] by Balchandra Sharma. However, it is understood that the tradition of 

adopting 'Sunuwar', 'Mukhia', 'Bahadur' is excessive. The present script, according to 
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the scriptologist Krishna [Kama (?)], the Sun(u)war or say Rai are using their own tribal 

script since time immemorial in their society, he claims ... this material, which is one of 

the endangered or limited historical asset(s) has been presented here to the readers since 

Kongpi's main objective is to preserve such disappearing assets from our access 

accordingly as its specimen provided by JeNtich Krishnabahadur [Kama-bahadur (?)] 

having named "Sunuwar lipi (script)". 

This publicity was, lately taken up by Dahal (1995), Sunuwar (1998: 20-32, 1999: 

365-376), Mukhia (1998: 113-131) and Pradhan (1999). A complete historical survey and 

assessment of these writers concerning the topic can be found in Rapacha (200 1, 2002). 

The recent paper entitled Kirant-Koits lipiko prayog ra vikas (fcRM-~ fuftrq;) 1FI)-q ~ 

~) by Rapacha (2005) is a comprehensive overview on the prospects of this script. 

Whereas Sculze [elsewhere] is silent on the existence and use of Je-ticha Bre:se 'script' 

until recently. 

2.5.3 Je-ticha script and orthography 

We shall now present Rapacha's (200112) revised and modified version of the 

Je-ticha Bre:se 'script' in the light of the earlier studies along with Schulze's (1995: 2, 

1997: 2) proposal chart from the Devanagari script. 

Table 2.7: Je-ticha script specimen with transliteration: a modified and reformed 

version from Rapacha (200112) 

Consonants Vowels 
------------------------------------------ -----------------------

' n !:J ~ b t z 
k,q> kh~ 

' 
g,lf I],S: ?,3{_ i,~ u,\3" 

< ¢ s 0<=>* 
c, 'i:f dz,~ ~.ar o,arr 
~ l. ± £1 
T,c ~.o !:>,~ ii,3TT 

~ C3l Jl TZ -----------------------
t,cr th,~ d,'G n,"f *means optional and /r., a, i, uJ are also 

~ 0\ ;:t m subject to have such lengthening 

ph,tfl 
phonetically only 

p;q- b,Gf m,lf 
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£ 11. J.. N" 
y,<r r,~ l,B" w;Cf 

~ lJ "1\ 
s,~ s,u h,~ 

-----------------------------------------

(cf. Rapacha 2002d revised version, Rapacha 2002d, Rapacha 2003a and Rapacha 2005 for a detailed 

practical and historical discussion, See Appendix F for a sample of writing in the Je-ticha 

Bre:se and the numeral writing system has been given in Ch 3 § 3 .1. 4.1) 

Table 2.8: *Schulze's (1995: 2, 1997: 2) Devanagari chart of consonants for Kiranti-Koits 

orthography 

---------------------------------------
Cfl ~ lf (Cf) s 
:cr §; \if 'ql (Of) 

c 0 (~) (~) (Uf) 

(f ~ "G (CT) 'f 

'f tf) Gf ('q) l1 

~ { ~ Cf 
·~ (~) ~ -g 

--------------------------------------

*Schulze (1995: 2) notes that "consonants in brackets are those found in loanwords from lndic 

Nepali" and she (1997: 2) further observes, l':f or/<:;/ is not used in Kiranti-Koits orthography'' 

The vowel sounds and glottal stop are missing in her chart. 

2.5.4 A comparison of scripts 

As said earlier in § 2.5.2, we shall now here compare the Je-ticha Bre:se 'script' 

within its several versions and between the Je-ticha Bre:se 'script' and the Devanagari 

script as proposed in Table 2.8 . In my observation, Schulze (1995: 2, 1997: 2) in both of 

her letters/alphabets' charts, has neither mentioned glottal stop (?) [written as /2{! in the 

Devanagari orthography; but she has hinted its omission for technical reason in her 1996 

report on page 9] nor provided small brackets for~ (Roman-Gorkhali spelling/ 

orthography chha (~, !chi or [tsh]). Here she has not also provided any data for the 

existence of the phoneme ~ !chi in her discussion. It rarely has its minimal pair with /c/ 
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at least in Kiranti-Koits (also cf. Table 2.2 and § 2.1.3) whereas in other Kiranti 

languages like Rodung [i.e. Camling; spoken in Mid (Majh N) Kirat] can be found such 

minimal pairs (see Ebert 1994, 1997, Rai 1999, Rai 2001, Rai 2003:16). Some salient 

differences between the two systems or within the system are noted as follows: 

First, there is no differentiation between /tJ vs. IT! in [Je-ticha-Sunwar (1982/3 [vs 

2039140]), Shrestha (1980 [VS 2037])] whereas the revised and modified version has 

discovered near-minimal pairs between the two phonems and their separate script/letter 

has been made available, e.g. ~£J:t J.£1 tAslA !tasUil 'moon' vs. ~±JRZ Temu ITEmu/ 

'elbow'. 

Second, the Je-ticha Bre:se is neither 'spelling-follower' (cf. Shrestha 1980: 64) 

nor 'cuneiform' (cf. Dahal 1995, Sunuwar 1998:30, 1999). It is based clearly on 

alphabetic writing system. 

Third, the number of letters/alphabets (also cf. Table 2.3 and 2.1.2.1) is 

inconsistent elsewhere in Sunuwar (1998: 32), in his first description, there are 56 

combinations of letters whereas in the second (ibid: 1999: 371), there are 35 such 

combinations. The Kiranti-Koits phonemes such as /T(c), Th(O) and IJ{S)/ are missing in his 

chart. 

Fourth, in the Congpi (Je-ticha-Sunuwar 1982/3 [vs 2039/40], Rai 198312: 39-40 

[VS 2039/40]) version, a total number of 22 letters/alphabets has been mentioned and out 

of which 5 are vowels (li, E, ~, u, of) and 17 (/d, t, r, k, m, p, g, h, c, n, b, dz, 1, s, y, w, wh! 

provided in his own order) are consonants. Technically, his version has missed out the I 

kh, IJ, ?, th, ph, T, ~. S! phonemes for which we have minimal or near-minimal pairs 

present in the phonology of the language (also cf. Table 2.3 and 2.1.2.1) and there is an 

ambiguous combination of /w+h! which lacks genuine data for its possibility. 

Lastly, but most importantly Schulze's (1995: 2, 1997: 2) proposal in Table 2.8, 

has not mentioned the vowel sounds of Kiranti-Koits for adopting the Devanagari 

orthography whereas Table 2. 7 has precisely listed the required number of 

letters/alphabets including both vowels and consonants (based on the principle of 
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economy Rapacha 2002) after a rigorous minimal or near-minimal test of the sufficient 

phonological data (also cf. Table 2.3 and § 2.1.2.1) of the language providing all three 

alternative scripts at the hand of the Kiranti-Koits speakers to opt for the purpose of 

writing their sacred and secret tongue. 

2.6 Summing up 

In this chapter, we dealt with two major themes i.e. phonology 'the sound system' 

and the writing system of the language chosen for investigation. In the first half of the 

first part, we described the inventory of phonemes in Kiranti-Koits by looking at their 

distribution (i.e. word initial, medial and final), classification (place and manner of 

articulation, voicing, aspiration) and minimal/near-minimal pair test (based on contrastive 

meaning). We also examined some phonological rules also for instance, free variation, 

nasal assimilation, allophonic variation ( cf. § 2.1.1.6), and consonant and vowel deletion. 

Then, in the second half, we discussed its phonotactics revealing consonant clusters in all 

three positions and very productive and interesting rules of geminates. 

In the beginning of the second part of this chapter, we presented a general survey 

of the writing systems (scripts used for writing) in the neighbouring 

Kiranti and other languages, areas or state in generaL Then, in the second halt we 

discussed some historical aspects of the Je-ticha Bre:se used for writing the Kiranti-Koits 

language. Additionally, we presented practical alphabets/letters from the Je-ticha Bre:se 

and the Devanagari script in a comparative perspective by evaluating their compatibility 

for its use in establishing the tradition of writing in the future. 

***************** 



Chapter Three 

Morphological processes of wordformation 

3. Word Structures 

The study of word structures is morphology. The term 'morphology' according to 

Trask's (1993: 176) definition is "the branch of grammar dealing with the analysis of 

word structure, conventionally divided into derivational morphology 'the study of word 

formation' and inflectional morphology 'the study of the variation in form of single 

lexical items for grammartical purposes'. 

3.1 Inflection, derivation, reduplication and compounding 

This chapter mainly describes nominal, verbal morphology and particles of 

Kirii.nti-Koits in the light of morphological processes like inflection, derivation ( cf. Trask 

ibid.), reduplication and compounding in relation to some other T-B Kiriinti languages 

based on their available grammatical descriptions so far. Typologically, Tibeto-Burman 

languages, as observed by Zograph (1982: 188) are of the agglutinative type. His 

generalization mostly applies to the language under description here. Kiranti-Koits, 

except for the only negative prefix <-rna>, is a predominantly suffixing language. 

3.1.2 Nominal morphology 

3.1.2.1 Noun 

Nouns in Kiranti-Koits (also cf. Appendix C) are marked for case (cf. § 3.1.4) by 

case markers and postpositions. There is one nominal suffix <-pikya~piki> /piky~-pikil 

'plural, collectivity' (having six different variations; c£ Lexicon in Appendix B). There 

are a number of derivational affixes to mark the formation of a new morpho-lexeme such 
. . 

as <-po> '± human, male' and <-m(i)> (cf. -mi Kiriinti-Ha; Michailovsky (2003: 523)] 

'±human, female' (cf. also§ 3.1.2.2). 
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The only morpheme <-nuk> as suffix is an exception in (84) tsAr-nuk /car.nuk; 

urinate-NOM 'urine' derived from tsArtstsA /carcc8/ (cf. ciirciim 'to pour or drop liquid on 

on certain place' Kiranti-Warn; Opgenort 2002: 458) 'to urinate.' Another exceptional 

prefix morpheme <tsa-> as in tsa-po !cd.po1 (cf. cuppii Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 2002: 

139) 'pig-let' derived from/prefixed to a free lexeme po !pol 'pig' (cf. pok Kiriinti-Ha; 

Shakya (1971: 92) has been discovered so far. It cannot be interpreted as diminutive 

marker since there are no other lexemes available productively. The first class of affixes 

!:~~~----.,;/or <-ct> ~::;a l:ommon and limitedly rare morpheme (as in examples (85) a-band 

(86)) used as suffix for deriving nouns from verbs. 

(84) mekom ranphu dumsho mishyemuruke tsArnuk tsibnA bluinsho bA. 

dum-so 

that-LOC menstruation become-PCPL 

ba 

AUX!EXT:is 

misyemuru-ks tsarnuk tsibna blu!-so 

woman-GEN urine drop sprinkle-PR:PCPI 

'In those flowers some drops ofurine of a menstruated woman is sprinkled.' 

(Text source: 3.15] 

(85) a. ruptsi lrupcil 'understanding, introduction' 

b. tulsi ttul.sil 'uprooting' 

(86) a. deNsdesimin Tawa likh dzA'll. 

say-RED-NML-LOC-PAR T rivulet come-PST:3SG 

'Quarreling in the same manner, they arrived at Tawa rivulet.' [Text source: 1.29] 

The morpheme <-ci~si> in (85) a-b and (86) a except for verbal noun can 

function as second person dual (dual marking in some other Kiranti languages, e.g., 

Kiranti-Rodung (Ebert 1994 as well as in K-K) also which shows a hardly distinction 

between noun and verb (cf. § 3.1.3.1 for adjectives) in Kiranti-Koits. There is another 

category of clanonym nominals (See Ch 1 § 1.1.2 and § 1.1.3), which are derived from 

verbs, e.g., (87) a, 'catalyst' (88) a 'porter'and 'intoxicant' in (89). 
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(87) a. [ra:p:)ts] tra:px/ (n.) 'a catalyst' derived from rii:-p:)-ca = V-V-INF (v.t) 'to make 

something rot' (See Ch 1 § 1.1.3 and Appendix B) and finally, the third and last 

class of nominal(s) derived from verbs are <-tike-tiklteke-tek, -b> as in, 

(88) a. kur-tik-kur-b = v + NML 'porter, one who carries' derived from kurtstsA /kurc.cat 

= v+INF 'to carry', and in (89) d'u:-tsks = v + NML 'alcohol' also obviously derived 

from d'u:tsa 'to get intoxicated' figuratively. 

(89) meko taNge budin d'u:tekem suspA oshyer khA/shA tuiNtAme. 

rnsko tage budi-n d'u:-ttks-m sus-pa 

that plan/plot like-PAR beer (fig.)-NML-LOC much-ADV poison mix-CONY 

tiii-ta-me-ta-m 

make.drink-PST -3PL 

'According to their conspiracy, they made him drink the poison-mixed alcohol.' 

[Text Source: 2.22] 

The general process for nourn derivation from those clanonyms is by dropping /-at 

at the end of the syllable and for verbs by dropping the infmtive marker and in place of 

the dropped marker by adding <-tsh-tik> and <-thri> (cf. example (61) 1) or <-b> to the 

root of the verb. 

3.1.2.2 Semantic gender 

Gender in Kiranti-Koits (also cf. Appendix C) is unmarked both in human and 

non-human (cf. (89) a-i and (90) a-e) nouns as Zograph (1982: 188) claims that in 

Tibeto-Burman languages, " ... grammatical gender, special forms for the plural and the 

various cases for the plural and the various cases, are all missing, where necessary, 

natural gender as well as number can be expressed with the help of special words, which 

tend to function as postpositions. It is by means of postpositions that case relations are 

expressed." 

In Hockett's observation, 'genders' are the "classes of nouns reflected in the 

behavior of associated words" (quoted in Corbett 1991: 1). Thus, gender as one of the 
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classes of nouns is broadly and generally classified into 'grammatical (" .. ·an important 

role in signaling grammatical relationships between words in a sentence" (Rai 2003: 62)) 

and natural' in terms of its behavior associated with other words. According to Corbett 

(1991: 1 ), "A language may have two or more such classes of genders. The classification 

frequently corresponds to a real-world distinction of sex, at least in part, but often too it 

does not." 

He thus has reported up to twenty genders in one of the languages like Fula (West 

Atlantic language, having 10 million speakers spoken mainly across West Africa and 

Nigeria). However, Kiranti-Koits as one of the Tibeto-Burman languages lacks such 

varied feature ( cf. Zograph 1982: 188-189) except some natural (also 'semantic' Chelliah 

1996 or 'biological!lexical ') gender system along with other Kiranti languages as in 

examples 90 a-i and 91 a-d (Diagrams 2 and 3). 

Diagram 3.2: Human biological!natural gender in Kiranti-Koits 

+human 

~ +male -male 

(90) a tau Jt~u/ 'son' 

b. wAiNsAIJwrus.al! 'boy' 

c. poNibo /poi.b(o)/ 'shaman' 

d. siu JsiuJ 'father-in-law' 

e. tsaibA /c~i.bill 'son-in-law' 

tsaim(i) /c~i.m(i)/ 'daughter-in-law' 

mishyeAl /m'ishyE.al~m'is.al! 'girl' 

gyAm(i) /gya.m(i)/ 'shaman' 

sim(i) lsi.m(i)l 'mother-in-law' 

tam(i) /t~.m(i)/ 'daughter' [cf. cwiiyo-cwiiime 

Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort (2002: 142)] 

f. MulichA !mu.li.cill 'clan name' Mulim lmu.li.ml 'married to a Mulicha adult' 

g. popo lpo.po/ 'great uncle' popom /po.po.rnl 'great aunt' [ cf. -pii Kiranti -Rod 

Ebert (1994: 79)] 

h. Aphpo /aphp~aph/ 'father' mamA Jm~.mil1 'mother' 

i. ngAwa IIJilw~l 'elder brother' ngAm(i) IIJilm(i)l 'elder sister' [alike in Kiranti-Thul 

but meaning 'old man' and 'old woman' Ebert 

(1994: 79)] 
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These biological!natural gender distinctions in (90 a-i) however, do not show any 

distinction between human and non-human verbal (e.g., like HindiJNepali) agreement (cf. 

§ 3.1.2.3, (91) a-b) whatsoever (cf. Thoudam (2000) footnote 53 inCh 4). The example 

in (90) b wAiNsAI!w&s.al! 'boy' is a compounded form of wAiNs 'husband' (literally) and 

AI !al! 'child' (literally) and the same morphological process has undergone to its female 

counterpart on its right hand side as mishye !m'ishyet 'wife' and AI tal! 'child' to mean 'a 

girl', where no separate lexemes (as in Kiriinti-Rod (cf. Ebert 1994, 1997) are available. 

In examples (91) b, c, d, Am !fun! 'mother' (cf. (90) h) has been compounded with 

its male counterpart to mean a female bwAAm lbwa.funl 'a hen', rabAm /r:}b.funl 'ewe' and 

dzoiAm ldz(o)i.funl 'tigress', whereas the case of (90) e is similar to (90) f and g exactly 

and (90) a, c, d, e and i partially. In additio to (90) f, ri1ku 'adult male Kiranti' RUkum 

'adult female Kiranti' is common with <-m> (a reduced form of <-m(i)> 'female marker' 

is cognate of other K(iriinti) languages like K-Ba <-mi> in e.g. tami 'girl!daughter' 

(Hodgson 1857: 353), K-Wam <-me> in e.g. niiksome 'nakso's wife' (Opgenort 2002: 

142), K-Du <-me> in e.g. so:lame 'young woman, woman of child bearing age' (Driem 

1993b: 419), K-Ha <-mi> in e.g. tami 'fille' (Michailovsky 1988: 118) for a married 

couple, whereas the bracketed optional (i) in (91) a, c, d and e seems to be a recent 

development due to language contact situation or as Abbi (1990: 171) observes this 

development "affected by a strong areal pull". 

Diagram 3.3: Non-human biological/natural gender in Kiriinti-Koits 

-human 

---------------+male -male 

(91) a. byAphpo /byaph(po) 1 'ox' b'i !b'il 'cow' [cf. 'biyii Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 

(2002: 88)] 
b. bwA !bwa.t 'rooster' bwAAm lbwafunl 'hen' 

c. rab lr~bl 'ram/sheep' rabAm /r:}b.funl 'ewe' 

d. dz(j)oi tdzoil 'tiger' dzoiAm ldz(o)i.funl 'tigress' 

e. khArbi /kharbil 'peacock' khArbim /khar.birn! 'peahen' 
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In these examples (89) a-e on the right hand side, the female marker <-fun!m> 

exceptionally does not infer either male or female for kutsum !ku.cumJ 'dog' (±male)
30

. 

3.1.2.3 Number/person 

Like many other Kiranti languages (Driem 1987, Ebert 1994, Rutgers 1998, 

Opgenort 2002) and Tankhul-Naga (Victor 1997), Kiranti-Koits, also distinguishes 

singular, dual and plural (see Table 3.9) and is marked for number and person whereas 

verbs are unmarked (cf. (92) a-b on the right handside). The Kiranti-Koits singular 

marker <-rp [cognate of Kiranti-Belhare <-1)> 1 SG (Ebert 1991: 75)] differs according to 

person (92) a-d as singular or dual markers (nimph.A /nimpha;, As las/ commonly used in 

Okhaldhunga dialect and niJsP 1 /ni?si/ commonly used rather in Ramechhap than in 

Okhaldhunga dialect, cf. Bieri and Schulze elsewhere) whereas the verbal plural marker 

kif differs in accordance with person (93) a-b while inflecting. Its grammatical plural f()r 

all number is marked by -pikya or pikilpiky;r.-piki/ ( cf. 3 .1.2.1 ). 

(92) a. dzai-nu-1) vs. 

eat-NPST-1 SG 'I eat' 

b. gs-nu-IJ vs. 

t~u-mi dzai-b(~) 

son-ERG eat-NPST:3SG 

t~m-mi gs-b~ 

'The son eats. 

give-NPST-1 SG 'I write' daughter-ERG give-NPST:3SG 'The d gives .. 

[Text source: 1.128] 

c. soi-n~-sku 

30 Other similar process can be observed in the Jexeme poshye lposysl 'pork' [Text source: 2.13] 
compounded from po !pol 'pig' and shye lsys! 'meat'. Those natural gender lexemes in (90) a-i and (91) a-e 
morpho-semantically reduplicate carrying a semantic modification and they emote semantic nuances (Abbi 
1990) as in wAiNsAI wAiNsAI (from (90) b) 'boy boy' and 'reduplication' as its semantic function shows 
intensity, continuity and certainty (Rai 1984: 15) of the meaning. According to Abbi (ibid.), the T-B 
languages, on the morpho-semantic basis can be divided into main verb reduplicating (e.g. go kyampus Iai
nu-IJ Iai-nu-IJ 'I go to the college, anyhow' (Certainly, at any cost, emphasis added)) and non-main verb 
reduplicating languages and on this basis, Kiranti-Koits as one of the T-B languages falls in both 
categories. Throughout this chapter, we shall refer reduplication frequently as one of the morphological 
processes of the language under. i~vestigation. . . . _ . . 

Borchers (1999: 25-30) provtdmg the only dual marker /mJi/ (but /nunpha/ m my dmlect area) describes 
in her footnote 2 that "Driem ( 1993: 83) has pointed out the connection between the dual suffix <ni> in 
Dumi and Tibeto-Brumese *g-nis 'two' (Benedict 1972: 16). Obviously also the dual suffix in Koits <niJi> 
is linked with this." 
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send-NPST-1DU 'we two send' 

d. dza?-ta-se----s 

arrive-PST -3DU 'They two arrived' [Text source: 1.9] 

(93) a. go-pik dza-ini-ki 

l:SG-PL eat-NPST-1PL 'we eat' 

b. meko-pik dza-ini-m(i) 
s/he-PL eat-NPST-3 PL 'They eat' 

Table 3.9: Person/number in Kiranti-Koits (also cf. Appendix C) 
-------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------
p/n lexeme 

1 SG go 

1 DU gonimphA-iis 

1 PL gopik 

2SG goi~ge 

2DU goinimphA~iis~ni 2ii 

2 PL goi~gepik 

3 SG meko>me ?>me 32 

3ou meko>me PnimphA~iis~ni 2>i 

3 PL meko>me Lpik 

gloss 

!got 'I' [cf. Kiranti-Bago Driem 1991: 337; some 

Bahing speakers tend to use gu also] 

/gonimphat 'we (two)' (cf. nimphA Kiranti-Wam and 

nimpho Kiranti-Ba] 

/go.pikl 'we' 

lgoi~get 'you, thou' 

/goi~genimpha~as~ni?sil 'you (two)' 

/goi~gepikl 'you' 

lmeko>me? >mel 'sthe, it' 

/meko>me?nimpha~ni?sil 's/he (they two)' 

/meko>me?pikl 'they' 

(Cf. also Borchers (1999: 25-30) for Saipu Ramechhap Saipu (1999: 27), Kiibu, Buji, Pletti 

Ramechhap (1999: 28) and Khitsi Chandeswori, Okhaldhunga dialects (1999: 28), Konow's 

(1909: 254-256) data from Darjeeling (cited in Borchers (1999: 33), Hodgson's 

32 All these forms are distal. Like in Kiranti-Ba?yung, there are other distal forms like h<m: 'slhe (singular)' 
harenimpha 'they (dual)' harepik 'they (plural) and proximate fonns like eko 'slhe' ekonimpha 'they (dual)' 
ekopik 'they (plural)' in Kiranti-Koits also. 
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(1847) data from Drujeeling (cited in Borchers (1999: 33), also cf. Bahing, Hayu and 

Dumi persons (1999: 34, all in German version)) 

Other distal forms are given in § 3 .1.2.4 and (94) m-o and the proximate forms for 

third person are given in § 3 .1.2.4 below. 

3.1.2.4 Pronouns 

Pronouns, morphologically in inflectional languages like K-K have a complex 

inflectional pattern and are subject to agreement with their antecedents, viz., number, 

person ( cf. § 3.1.2.3, also cf. Appendix C) and T(ense)A(spect)M(odality/ood), which will 

be discussed later. Syntacto-semantically, pronouns are divided into several subgroups 

including, personal, reflexive, possessive, demonstrative, indefinite, interrogative, and 

relative pronouns as well as pronominal adverbs. They are lexical categories whose 

members typically function as nouns or noun phrases in isolation, not requiring or 

permitting normally the presence of determiners or other adnominals. and whose 

members typically have little or no intrinsic meaning or reference. Like nouns, pronouns 

also permit case and number suffixes. Then, function as a subject or an object of a verb. 

but unlike nouns, they are a small closed class of nominals (Victorl997). 

They are typically small and closed set of lexical items with the principal function 

of distinguishing among individuals in terms of the deictic category of person such a~ 1st, 

2nd 3rd. All persons in the language have singular (1st inclusive vs. exclusive ( cf. 

DeLancey 1992: 31 ), dual and plural numbers and take the various case suffixes and 

post-positions or post-nominal morphemes without changing their bases at all. 

Kiranti-Koits fundamentally is a person-number agreement marking (as Kiranti

Bahing; Driem (1991: 341)) but not gender-marking ( cf. § 3 .1.1) language. 'Person', 

then, in Bussmann's (1996: 357) definition is the "Morphologic<:! ~~t~t;xy of the verb 

used to mark the singular and plural finite verb forms as 'speakers' (first person), 

'addressees' (second person), or a 'person, state or thing' referred to in the utterance 

(third person). In the fist person plural, two different interpretations are possible: an 
"'/ 
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inclusive interpretation, in which the speaker is included, and an exclusive interpretation, 

in which the speaker is not included." 

Driem (1991: 337) on .Kiriinti-Baryung pronominal quoting Hodgson observes 

that there are eleven Bahing personal pronouns, viz., 

"go 'I', gosi 'we' (dual inclusive). gosUkU 'we' (plural exclusive), go-i 'we' (plural 

inclusive), goku 'we' (plural exclusi\'-e). ga 'you' (singular), gasi 'you' (DU), gani 'you' 

(plural), harem 'slhe', harem dausi ~y· (dual). The third person pronouns have distinct 

proximal forms, viz. yam 'slhe' yam dausi 'they (dual), and yam dau 'they' (plural) and 

distal forms, viz. myamlmyem 'slhe', myamlmyem dausi 'they' (dual), and myamlmyem dau 

'they' (plural)." 

Although Table 3.9 does not explicitly indicate varieties of pronouns including 

exclusive vs. inclusive meanings, main verbs and copulas (cf. § 3.2.1 and § 3.2.4) 

certainly do have such markings for the first person only according to DeLancey (1992: 

31; See Table 3.12). 

Like Bahing, Kirii.nti-Koits also has distinct proximal forms in the third person 

pronouns, viz. eNko !Eico! 's!he' eNko nimphA-ni:Si !Eico nimpha~ni?sil 'they two (dual), 

and eNkopik !Eicopikl 'they' (plural) and distal, viz. hare mere !h~re mErE! 's!he', hare 

mere nimphA~ni:Si /h~re mEre nimpha~ni?sil 'they two' (dual), and hare merepik /h~rE 

mErEpikl 'they' (plural) and cf. also deictic verbs in§ 3.2.3. 

3.1.2.4.1 Personal pronouns 

As discussed in the previous § 3.1.2.4, the following personal pronouns (94) a-o 

distinctly function in the pronominal system of Kiranti-Koits. While discussing the 

genetic classification of Kirii.nti-Koits earlier in Ch 1 § 1.3, we claimed that the language 

is a prononunallzed one with evidence against Konow' s classification of the language 

under 'non-pronominalized' one (also cf. Appendix C). We have cited the example from 

Kiranti-Limbu in § 1.3 and provided the quivalent Kiranti-Koits example tupnung, /tup

nu-IJ/ 'strike/beat' <tup>, 'NPST:lSG' <-nu> and 'I' is <-ng> 'I beat/strike (you) 1'. Such 
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pronominal suffixes according to number and person are attached with verbs for dual and 

plural (cf. (92) a-d and (93) a-b) numbers also. 

(94) a. go /go/ 1SG 

b. go-nimphA /go.nimpha/ 1 DU 

c. gopik /go.piki1PL 

d. goi~ge /goi~gf:/ 2SG 

e. goinimphA /goi~gE.nimpha/ 2DU 

f. goi~ge-pik /goi~gE.pikJ2PL 

g. meko >me? /mEko > mE?/3 SG 

h. meko >me? /m0ko >mE?.nimpha/ 3DU 

i. meko >me? /mEko > m£? .pikl 3 PL 

j. eNko IEKOI 

k. eNko nimphA~ni 'lsi !cK.o nimpha~ni?si/ 

l. eNko-pik 

m. hare mere 

/cK.o.pikl 

/h;)r€ fiEf€/ 

'I' 

'we two' 

'we' 

'you, thou' 

'you two' 

'you' 

's!he, it' 

's/he two' 

'they' 

's/he' (proximate) 

'they two (dual, proximate) 

'they' (plural, proximate) 

's/he' (distal) 

n. hare mere nimphA~ni ?si /h;)r£ mtr£ nimp\i~ni?si/ 'they two' (dual, distal) 

o. hare merepik /h;)rE mErEpikl 'they' (plural, distal) 

The proximate and distal (but only +visual) pronoun forms obviously have not 

been in use in the text source given in Appendix A and the rest of the personal pronouns 

have frequently been in usc in the texts (see elsewhere in Appendix A). 

3.1.2.4.2 Reflexive pronouns 

There are two processes of deriving reflexive meanings in Kiranit-Koits. Firstly, 

redudpicated forms of pronouns express reflexive meaning e.g., go gonun giiitspiiinu1J 

'I'm angry with myself and secondly there is an independent 'frozen' (cf. Ebert 1994: 

52) morpheme iimmin means 'self. 

The lexeme Ammin lamminl 'self, which has also another synonymous reflexive 

ANmai lam~il and the reflexive marker -si ( cf. -si1J Kiranti-Lim and -si Kiranti-Kh; Ebert 
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(1994: 52-54) inserted after the verb root, but before any final number suffix, for 

example, (95) a-b, 

(95) a. go Ammin ts'i-si-ti /go funmin ts'i.si.til 

1:1SG REFL bathe-REFL-PST:1SG 'I bathed myself.' 

b. meko-pik Ammin ts 'i-si-ta-me /mako.pik funmin c'i.si.ta.mc/ 

s/he:3PL REFL bathe- REFL-PST-3PL 'They bathed themselves.' 

3.1.2.4.3 Possessive pronouns 

Like Kiranti-Wambule (Opgenort 2002: 115-116}, possessive pronouns (provided 

in (96) a-h, also cf. Appendix C) are to some extent phonological words. Possessive 

forms of pronouns are made by suffixing the genitive case ending <-ks> usually 

(±human) and <-8.> usually (+human) to the personal pronouns. 

(96) a. a k'1 [ a-ke lti' also is okay] 

my house 'my house' [cf. ii Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 2002:115-116] 

b. a-k~l(i) 

my-PAT 

c. a-ke 

my-GEN 

d. go-as-ke 

1SG -DU-GEN 

e. go-81-ke 

'to me' 

'mine' 

lsG-PL.:..QEN 'oulL' (ai-ka 'ours') 

f. goi nimpha-as-ni?si-ke 

you DU 'of you two' 

g. meko nimpha-iis-ni?si-ke 

s/he DU 'of the two' 

h. meko AN-ke ru me' /mako a.ke ru me'/ 'That is my field.' 

(97) a. a-ke k~op~t n~k ba 
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my-GEN book new is:AUXIEXT:3SG 'My book is new.' 

b. go-as-ks 
I-DU-GEN 

kjupths dzfun-t;} 
cap get.loss-PST:3SG 'Our ou cap got lost.' 

rimso ba c. at-k£ 
our-GEN 

ragt 
country good is:AUX!EXT:3SG 'Our country is beautiful.' 

The possessive prefixes are as follows: 

singular dual plural 
1st person a- as- ai-

2nd person m- goias- goii:in-

3rd peson msko- mskoas- mskoi:in-

The second and third person SG, DU and PL can also be suffixed with the genitive 

morpheme <-ko as in the first person shown above in (97) a-c. 

3.1.2.4.5 Demonstrative pronoun 

Like Tankhul-Naga (T-B, spoken in northeast India) demonstratives (Victor 

1997), Kimati-Koits has a three-way distinction in respect of demonstrative pronounss. 

e.g., (1) proximate, (2) remote and (3) elevational (also cf. Appendix C). All Lhese 

pronouns can take the plural marker. Unlike in Tankhul-Naga (T -B, spoken in northeast 

India), they can take dual marker or can be modified by the numeral. They also can take 

all the case suffixes. 

3.1.2.4.5.1 Proximate pronouns 

The lexeme eNko ls'"kol 'this' [cf. uko Kiri:inti-Cam; Ebert (1999:117)] refers 

person or thing(s), which is/are within sight or 'near' in the mind of the speaker as shown 

in examples (98) a-b below. 

(98) a. eNkopik /s'"ko.pikl 'these' 

b. s'"ko mur d;} m;}rimso rinapaiba?t;} 'This man stinks very bad.' 
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3.1.2.4.5.2 Remote pronouns 

The lexeme hare or meko lmsko > ms?/ 'that' [cf. Kiranti-Thu mo (Ebert 1999: 

110 and 117)] refers person or thing(s), which is/are ve:ry far in the mind of the speaker, 

for instance, (99) a-c. 

(99) a. mekopik /mskopik > ms?~l 'these' 

b. hare Jh~r€1 'that' 

c. mskomur d~ 

that man TOP:PAT where get.loss-PST:3SG 'Where did that man disappear?' 

(only 'that= s/he' (intended by the addressor) not Y) 

3.1.2.4.5.3 Elevational pronouns 

These pronouns are subdivided into high positional, level positional and low 

positional (1 00) a-c. Like proximate and remote demonstrative prons, the elevational 

pronouns also can take case or plural markers. 

+Animate, ±Human Space, Location / 
(100) a. bigb hari meri /h~ri msril vs. hari iri /h~ri iriJ 've:ry up' 

b. level hare mere /h~rs msrv vs. hare ere /h~rs srs/ 've:ry far' 

c. low hayu muyu !h~yu muyu! vs. hayu uyu !h~yu uyul 've:ry down' 

3.1.2.4.6 Interrogative pronoun 

The following interrogative pronouns are discovered m the Kiranti-Koits 

grammar: 

(101) a. teke 

b.tek-IA 

c. teker-IA 

d.teko 

e. doth 

itsk(s)/ 

itskHil 

Jtsksrlli! 

ltcko! 

'where' 

'from where'[also lelii in daily use] 

'from around where' 

'which one' 

!doth! 'which way'[also dottha in daily use] 
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g. doth-ge /dothgv 'in which direction' [literal: 'where', 'towards'] 

h. doth-sam /doths;:}m/ 'whereto' [literal: 'where', until'] 

1. su /sui 'who'[cf. 'su Kiranti-Kh; Toba (1984: 13)] 

J. su-nu lsunul 'with who(m)' 

k. su-lA /sulaJ 'from who(m) 

l. su-ke /sukv 'whose'[cf. supo Kiranti-Kh; Toba (1984: 13)] 

m. doso /do so/ 'how many/much' 

n. su-kali /suk;:}l(i)/ 'to whom' 

o. mA(a)r !mar> m;:}r/ 'what'[cf. maang Kiranti-Kh; Toba (1984: 13)] 

p. mAr-mi /marmi/ 'with what' (instrumental, using something) 

q. mAr-mi JmamuJ 'with what' (associative, in the company or 

presence of somebody/soemething) 

r. dopA /dopa; 'how/in what way' 

s. mA-rlA /marla; 'from what' 

t. mArde /ma{;:})rds/ 'why'[cf. 'maane Kiranti-Kh; Toba (1984: 11)1 

u. marA /m;:}ra/ 'of what' 

v. markal(i) /m;:}rbl(i)l 'what for' [ cf. 'maabi Kiranti-Kh; Toba (1984 I Ill 

w.genA /gena; 'when' 

X. genA-fA /gcnala; 'from when' [also -Iii= 1£-rc: in daily usej 

All these root interrogative pronouns can fully reduplicate for creating a special 

semantic effects in the sentence, e.g., 

(1 02) goi mulat tsk tsk 

you today where where go-PST:3SG 'Where (where) did you go today? ( ... for 

specifying the number places that an addressee visited) 

3.1.2.4.7 Indefinite pronoun 

Indefinite pronouns are derived by reduplication. They can be further divided into 

two parts, viz., positive and negative. They are illustrated in (103) a-e and (1 04) a-e. 
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3.1.2.4.7.1 Positive indefmite 

The indefinite positive pronouns are: 

(103) a. maraimari 

b. teitei 

c. suisui 

d. genAigenAi 

lrn~r~im~r~iJ 

11£i1£iJ 

/suisuiJ 

/gsnaigsnaiJ 

'anything' 

'anywhere' 

'anybody' 

'anytime' 

e. go ttitti 1~-sa ba?-ti h~naiyo goi-mi mar pai-n~-yE? 

I anywhere go-CONV dwell if:COND you-ERG 

'What will you do wherever I go and dwell?' 

what do-NPST-3SG 

3.1.2.4.7.2 Negative indefinite 

The indefinite negative pronouns in (104) a-e are not derived by reduplication. 

(104) a. mAraiyo /mmiyo/ 'nothing, not at all' 

b. suiyo /sui yo/ 'nobody' 

c. tekeiyo 11£kEiyo/ 'nowhere' 

d. genAiyo /gEnaiyo/ 'never' 

e. go modEb 0rislo: mmiyo md-tui-nu-IJ 

1SG such secrets nothing NEG-know-NPST -1 SG 

'I do not know anything about such secrets.' 

3.1.2.4.8 Relative pronoun 

Unlike Tankhul-Naga (T-B, spoken in northeast India) ci 'that' (Victor 1997), 

there is no separate distinctive marker (cf. Zograph 1982: 188-189) for relative pronouns 

in the language, however, the demonstrative/3rd person-lexeme, meko-n /mEko.n/ 'that' 

can serve to link a relative clause in the sense of 'which/that' to the noun phrase (1 04) a 

and the lexeme lA !la! 'only' functions as specifier or definitizer as in (105) b provided 

below. 

(1 05) a. goi-mi mal-so ~t mEko-n mE' 

you-ERG need-ADJ thing that-EMPH is:AUX 
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'That is the thing thaUwhich you want.' 

b. go la gyakosi lai-nu-g 

1SG only market go-NPST-1SG 

'I only go the market.' (not X or Yin this case) 

3.1.2.5 Case 

'Case' is a grammatical category, which is established on two counts. vtz., 

syntactic correlation between the nominal(s) and the verb, and between two or more 

nominals in a syntactic unit. The latter is that relationships, such as genitive, are 

expressed between a nominal and another nominals and are accepted as case relationship 

in a given natural language X. 

3.1.2.5.1 Case markers 

Thus, this § 3.1.2.5.1 mainly provides the description of Kiranti-Koits case 

markers (also cf. Appendix C) and compares or contrasts them with the prev1ous 

descriptions available so far regarding its historical source as well. 

All six major types (apart from vocative and sometimes nominative) of casL· 

marking suffixes (see Table 3.10 and cf. with Table 3.11) invented/discovered in the 

language have lexical functions as well and obviously have poly-semantic role-functions. 

in addition to grammatical ones. This lexical function of those grammatical 

markers/suffixes ha<> neither been noticed nor described in the past literature ( cf. Konow 

(in Grierson 1909: 200), DeLancey 1984, LaPolla 1995, Borchers 1998) however, has 

modestly been discussed in Rapacha (1999: 56-58). Interestingly, those case suffixes' 

lexical multiple-functions are independent ones as opposed to Starosta's (1988: 205) 

suggestion " ... no longer have independent lexical status ... " whereas LaPolla's (1995: 

190, 196) observation of these case suffixes in T-B as 'isomorphism', a single form used 

to mark different semantic roles is true to K-K too. 

Like some other Kiranti languages (Ebert 1994: 107), K-K is also ergative 

morphologically, whereas syntactic processes are usually organized according to a 
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nominative-accusative principle (see examples (109) c-d, (116) e, (124) c, Bussmann 

1996: 152, Rapacha 2003). Thus the case types in Kiranti-Koits, are mixed form of the 

nominative vs. ergative type. I will hence in the course of description, explore the 'beauty -
in the system' (Blake 1994: xiv) of case markers (see Table 3.10) accounting them as 

copiously as possible comparatively in the light of the available past literature. The 

following six major types of case markers/suffixes have been observed in the language 

and the most interesting aspect of those bound morphemes are their free lexico-semantic 

category in either phrases or sentences. 

3.1.2.5.1.1 Agent-ergative case <-mi-m> 

I have here adopted the compounded term agent-ergative in order to maintain 

Toba's (1984: 16) position 'Agentive-ergative' in Khaling [Kiranti-Kh] as opposed to 

GvozdanoviC's (2004: 341-346; See examples (106) a-b argument for ergative against 

agentive in Bantawa [Kiranti-Ban]. The case marker <-mi-m> 1-mi-ml (cf Rung *mi, Idu 

me and Nocte malme (LaPolla 1995: 203) plays different isomorphy semantic roles such 

as 'by' (agent-ergative ±human), 'with' (instrumental ±animate), 'at/in' (locative), 3sglpl 

and ±human/-male as homophonous morpheme. For the same morpheme <-mi-m>, there 

exists another equivalent morpheme <-IJii> /-IJW playing its roles as 'of (loco-possessive), 

SEQ and honorific. Consider the following instances. 

(1 06) a. guye-mi sosmAI kyorts-tsA lguye.mi sosmai kyorc.cat 

sickle-INST grass cut-INF 'to cut the grass with a sickle' 

b. go-mi ble-tik-mi bre ?-tA-ng lgomi blstikmi brs?tfu]/ 

1 SG-AGT write-NOM-INST write-PST -1 SG 

'I wrote with a pen.' 

In ( 1 06) b, the suffix <-mi-m> 1-mi-ml as in go-mi has played the role of agentive 

(cf. Gvozdanovic (2004: 341-346; See examples (107) a-d, go-mi and mere-mi Konow 

(1909: 200), LaPolla (1995: 195; Sabra dialect data taken from Bieri et al. 1973) whereas 

the same bound morpheme <-mi> 1-mi-ml in (106) a-b guye-mi and ble-tik-mi 

respectively have played the semantic role of instrumental as well. 
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Comparatively, Konow's (in Grierson 1909: 200) data -me to mean agentive -mi is 

slightly different from my mother tongue intuition. This me /mf-1 as a free morpheme in 

Kiranti-Koits apparently means existential auxiliary/copula (e.g., mE:ko mur su mE:'? 'Who 

' is that man?' cf. -me /-mel and as a bound morpheme in mE:ko mur k!'z la-mE:'? 'Did the 

man go home?'). Additionally, the morpheme <me> is also a number marker (3SG) rather 

than denoting 'agent'. 

(1 07) a ... . mur-piki-m ... /mur.piki.rnl 

man-PL- AGTIERG ' ... by the men ... ' [Text source: 3.22] 

b. meko wANisAl-mi aN-kali tup-lu lmc.ko wai.sal.mi a.bli tup.tu/ 

s/he boy- AGT/ERG 

'The boy beat me.' 

l-OA T beat-PST:3SG 

c. loab-fJ dzAm-ta /lo~b dzam. t~/ 

younger. brother loose-PST:3sg 'The younger brother (got) lost.' 

d. ngAwa-mi /oab sAm-tu /I)aW~.mi loab sam.tu/ 

e.b-ERG y.b loose-PST:3SG 

'The elder brother (e. b) lost his younger) brother(y.b).' 

Similarly in (108) a-b below, the same bound morpheme <-mi-m> !-mi-m1 plays 

the role of locative and its equivalent bound morpheme <-yii> 1-IJa! in (108) c-d (cf. also 

(123) a-c) plays the roles of locative/possessive/genitive (108) c and event connector as 

sequential (108) d marker (cf. Tables 3.10 and 3.11 and Konow's (1909: 200) data -ngii 

mistranslated (?) as ablative). 

(108) a . ... rong-mi /roiJ.mil 
cliff-LOC 'at the cliff ... ' [Text source: 2.26] 

b. go khiN-mi bA 7-nu-ng !go k'1.mi ba?.nu.IJI 

1SG house-LOC live-NPST-lSG 'I live in the house.' 

c. eNko khiN-ngA mur-pik tek la-mA? !cK.o k'7.IJa mur tck l~.ma; 

this house-LOC/GEN man-PL where go-PST:INTER:PL 
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'Where did the owner of this house go?' 

d. go khame dzA-shA-ngA dumkhiN la-ti !go kh~.m~:; dz~.sa.IJa dum.khi l~.ti1 

1SG rice eat-CONV-SEQ office go-PST 

'I went to the office having eaten rice.' 

The sequential marker <-l)ii> 1-IJa! followed by the converbal pattern <-shA> /-sa I 

in (1 08) d can function as conjunction when it is used as a reduced alternative pattern of 

the same converb. For instance, it is appropriate to say, gom khame dzA-tA-ng ngA 

dumkhiN la-ti !gom kh~.m~:; dza.ta.IJ IJa dum.khi l~.ti1 'I ate rice and went to the office'. 

Another important semantic role this bound morpheme <-mi> 1-mi-rnl [cf. -mi Kiranti-Ba; 

Driem (1991: 343)] plays is that of a socio-pragmatic meaning 'honorific third person 

plural' given in example (108) a, and 'third person singular' in example (109) b. 

(109) a. meko-piki-m- khame dzAi-ni-mi(i) /msko.piki.m kh~mE dzai.ni.mi/ 

s/he-PL-AGT rice eat-NPST-3PL 'They eat rice.' 

b. Aphpo-mi tsirs hil-ni-m(i) /aphpo.mi cirs hil.ni.mil 

father-AGT millet grind-NPST-3sg:HON 

'The father grinds the millet.' 

On the contrary, the same morpheme remams unmarked (cf. § 3.1.2.5.1 

morphologically ergative') usually for non-past first person singular (see Rapacha 2003, 

1999) as in (1 09) c and marked for all persons in the transitive past events of a 

syntactico-semantic utterance (See Ch 4 for some detailed data). 

c. go-e khame dzAi-nu-ng !go kh~m~:; dzai.nu.IJ/ 'I eat rice.' 

1SG-e rice(cooked) eat-NPST-1SG 

d. go-mi blespat kA bre?-tA-ng /gomi brss.p~t ka brs?.ta.IJ/ 'I wrote a letter.' 

1 SG-ERG letter one write-PST -1 SG 

The last role <-mi-m> plays is that of semantic/biological gender marker 

('±human, -male') as in (110) a -humant-male and (110) b +humant-male. 
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(110) a. bwA-A-m-mi ... lbw(o)a.fun.mi/ 'by a hen' 

rooster-GEN-mother-AGT 

b. tam(i)-mi. .. /t:}m(i).mil 'by the daughter' 

daughter-AGT 

Additionally, <-mi~m> besides having poly-semantic roles, is also a free lexeme 

m 'i lm 'if or mi quite often occurs without a high tone, which means 'fire' as in (111) a-c 

where mi has occurred in the subject or can occur in object position in (111) cas well. 

This is the most interesting fact of the Kiranti-Koits grammar yet to be pinpointed by 

linguists. The only difference between the two (mi 'fire' and <-mi~m>) is that native 

speakers do not tend to drop out the final vowel Iii (and appropriately cannot be dropped) 

in the former, whereas they/we usually do drop it out in the latter while communicating. 

(111) a. mi pi-t(o) !mi pit.(o)/ 'Bring the fire.' 

fue bring-3sg:IMP 

b. mi-m(i) tso-b /mi.m(i) co.b/ 'The fire burns (for its experiencer).' 

fue-AGT burn-NPST:3sg 

c.go mi 

1SG fire 

bra-th gA ?-ti !go mi brJ.th ga?.ti/ 

bring-INF:PUR walk-PST: 1SG 

'I went to bring fue.' 

3.1.2.5.1.2 Ablative case <-Iii> 

The morpheme <-Iii>, which has two more other variants (e.g. <-lc;> (also means 

'four' as a lexeme) and <-rc;>; is cognate of -lam Kiranti-Lim or Yakthungba; Ebert 

(1994: 81)) means 'from' and plays the role of ablative as path or source of the referent in 

nominal phrases or sentences, e.g. (112) a-e. 

(112) a .. .. lAptso-lA ... ;iapco.la! 

door-ABL 'from the door' [Text source: 1.16] 

b. mek-lA . . . /msk.lal 

there-ABL 'from there' 
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c. goi te-lA pi-yE? lgoi tc:.la pi.yv 

2SG where-ABL come-2SG 'Where did you come from?' 

d. saring-IA reu i-b /s~.riiJ.la mu i.b/ 

sky-ABL rain come-NPST:3sg 'It rains from the sky.' 

e. go TtiN-IA pi-ti /go k~.la pi.til 

1SG house-ABL come-PST:1SG 'I came from the house' 

The bound case morpheme -ngii 1-IJal mistranslated (?) as 'ablative' in Konow 

(1909: 200) and LaPolla (1995: 196; Sabra dialect) is actually <-Iii> instead of -ngii 1-IJal 

as shown in examples (112) a-e. 

Like m'i !m'il or mi in (111) a-c, lA !lill carries its texico-semantic load, which 

means 'only' in examples (113) a-d. 

(113) a. oNsho lA low laJ 

'this much only' 

b. go lA /go laJ 

1SG only 'me only' (cf. go-Iii 'from me') 

c. mur-pik lA lmur laJ (cf. mur-lii 'from/by the man') 

man-PL 'men only' 

d. go-m bwA lA thul-so bA7-ti lgo.m bwa la thul.so ba?.til 

1 SG fowl only tame- PCPL be-NIPST: 1 SG 

'I have tamed fowl only.' 

3.1.2.5.1.3 Dative case <-kali~kal> 

Dative case in Kiranti-Koits is marked by the morpheme <-kali~kal> /-k~li~k~l! 

(cf. Konow's (1909: 200) datum -kale and also DeLancey's (1984: 73) datum -kale 

slightly differs from contemporary speech) means 'for, to' (purposive, benefactive, 

undergoer/experiencer or patientive) as in (114) a-d. 

(114) a meko-kal(i) /msko.k~l(i)/ 

hirn!her-DAT 'to him/her' 
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b. AN-kal(i) /a.k~l(i)l 'to/for me' 

c. go-mi meko-ka[(i) poskArd soil-tA-ng lgo.mi m~>ko.k~l(i) poskard soit.ta.IJI 

1 SG-ERG her-D AT pk send-PST -1 SG 

'I sent her a postcard.' 

d. meko IAptso-ka/(i) .. .lm~>ko lap.co-bl(i) I 

that door-DAT ' ... to that door' [Text source: 1.15] 

Like in (111) a-c and (113) a-d, kal lk~l! without its morphemic break (-) or 

without suffixing to any other lexeme is a free lexeme, which means 'porridge (especially 

made up of the millet-flour)'. Consider the examples (115) a-b. 

(115) a. AN-kal itsikhio kal ge-yi-ni /a.k~l ici.khoi bl g~>.yi.ni/ 

my-OAT little porridge give-NPST: 1 SG:PL 

'Please give me a little porridge.' 

b. meko-kal kal ge-u(o) /m~>.ko.bl bl g~>u(O)/ 

s/he-DAT porridge give-NPST:IMP:3SG 

'Give the porridge to him/her.' 

3.1.2.5.1.4 Comitative case <-nu> 

The bound morpheme <-nu> /-nul 'with' (cognate of Kiranti-Thu; Allen (1976. 

319) quoted in Ebert (1999: 117)) marks comitative case. It also has neither been 

mentioned by Borchers (1998: 5; See Table 3.11) nor examples have been provided in 

Konow (1909: 200) however, nu has been mentioned once in the final paragraph in his 

description. This <-nu> as a bound morpheme, which expresses possession of something 

with somebody/something, e.g. (116) a-d and furthermore it conveys 'temporality' (as its 

(<-nu>) meaning) suffixed with verbs as in (116) e-f. 

(116) a. go-nu /go.nu/ 

1 SG-COM (PSN) 'with me' 

b. meko-pik-nu /mEko.pik.nu/ 

s/he-PL-COM (PSN) 'with them' 
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c. . .. eNko-nu ... ls'Ko.nuJ 

this-COM (PSN) 'with this' [Text source: 2.3] 

d. go-nu kyet ma-bA /go.nu kyst m~.ba; 

1 SG-COM (PSN) 'money NEG-is:AUX 

'I don't have money (with me).' 

e. go-m khame ja-sho-nu kumso-pA-tA-ng 

lgo.m Jc't~.ms ~.so.nu kum.so.pa.ta.IJ/ 

1SG-ERG rice eat-PCPL-TEMP song-do-PST-1SG 

'I sang (a song) while eating.' 

f. meko Al-mi gyAkosi la-sho-nu khyoNpat kA khui-pAp-tu 

/msko al.mi gyakosi l~.so.nu Jc'tyop~t ka khui.pap.tuJ 

that/the child-AGT market go-PCPL-TEMP book one/a thief-do-PST:3SG 

'The child stole a book while going to the market.' 

The same nu !nUl as a free morpheme, like in earlier examples, plays the 

semantic role of conjunction 'and' to connect nouns or noun phrases in sentences as 

illustrated in (117) a-b. Furthermore, there is another conjunction constituent ngA II]al 

particle equivalent of <nU> for linking two different phrases as in (117) c-d. 

(117) a. Aphpo nu tauji-mum-tA-se 

/aphpo nu t~u dzi.mum.ta.s€1 

father and son fight-REC-PST-DU 

'The father and the son fought each other.' 

b. goi kumso nu shyil-pa-tsA lA dzo-na-ye 

/goi kumso nu syil.p~.ca la dzo.n~.y€1 

2SG song and dance-do-INF only know-NPST-3SG 

'What you know is that singing and dancing only.' 

c. dumkhiN IA-uo ~;g.:. .:iii<-4: ge pAu-o 

/dum.k'7la.uo I]li am.ks gs pau.o/ 

office go-3sg:IMP and own-GEN work do-3SG:IMP 

'Go to the office and do your work.' 
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d. mek IAu-o ngA meko Al-kali gaktingpA h 'iN-pal-o 

/mck Hiu.o I)ii mcko al.k;}li g;}k.til).pa h '}.p;}t.O/ 

there go-3SG:IMP that child-PAT MAN frighten-CAUS-3SG:IMP 

'Go there and frighten that baby terribly.' 

In examples (117) c-d, l)ii can precede min as its constituent to mean 'and then, 

sequential' in the same string of sentences, e.g. go dumkhiN latin gamin Am ge pAIAng !go 

dum.k~ 1;}. ti.IJa.min am g£ pa. ta.IJ/ 'I went to the office and then did my work'. 

3.1.2.5.1.5 Allative case <-ge> 

The bound morpheme <-ge> /-g£1 (no data for this marker has been recorded in 

Konow (1909: 200) and Borchers (1998: 5; see Table 3.11) plays the role ofallative case 

in the language to mean 'to or towards' suggesting destination and goal, for example in 

(118) a-d. 

( 118) a. goi tek-ge gA 7-ng-e? /goi t~:>k.g£ ga?IJ£1 

2SG where-ALL walk-NPST-3SG 'Where arc you going (to)?' 

b. go pith-ge gA?-ti !go pith.g£ ga?.tit 

lSG thither-ALL walk-PST 'I am going (to/towards) thither.' 

c. pisAng-ge... !pi.siil).g£1 

direction-ALL' ... to/towards the direction' [Text source: 3.26] 

d. go gyAkosi-ge gA?-ti !go gya.ko.si.g£ ga?.ti/ 

1SG market-ALL walk-PST 

'I walked to/towards the market.' 

Moreover, ( <ge~goi> lg~:>~goil 'you, thou, thee') instead of case marker is also as a 

free morpheme and conveys the meaning of second person singular (119) a, and it further 

conveys another layer of meaning e.g. 'work, job' as well. Compare ( 119) b. 

(119) a. ge--goi su na-ye lg~:>~goi su n~y£/ 

2SG who be-AUX:2SG 'Who are you?' (naye 'impolite' nani 'polite') 
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b. goi tek ge pAi-na-ye? lgoi tck gc paindyc/ 

2SG where work do- NPST-3SG 

'Where do you work?' 

3.1.2.5.1.6 Genitive case <-A~ -ke~ -ngA> 

There are three different markers (<-A- -ke- -ngA> /-a- -k£- -IJa! meaning 'of, 

where DeLancey's (1984: 63) -keto mean ERG/INST is semantically missing the point) for 

employing genitive case. All these markers have a slightly different use pragmatically for 

the same meaning of possessiveness. First of all, <-A> or <-A-> 1-a!-1 'can normally be 

used with +human as in (120) a-c. 

( 120) a. meko muru-A /mcko muru.a! 

that man-GEN 'of the/that man' 

b. A-m- A la-m-a! 

GEN-mother/femininity-GEN 

'of the mother' 

c. AN-ke Am ltiN-mi ma-bA?-ma /a-kc am khi.mi md.ba?.md1 

my-GEN mother house-LOC NEG-be-NPST 

'My mother is/was not in the home.' 

Sometimes in usages like (121) a Am lam! 'own' is a separate free morpheme to 

which -ke 'genitive' (121) b can be suffixed to. 

(121) a. Am mamAlo genAiyo ma-pr(l![JeN-den 

/am mama.lo gc.nai.yo md.pr(c/l)c-.dcn! 

own mother.speech never NEG-forget-NPST:3pl 

'Never forget your own mother tongue.' 

b. goi-mi Am-ke ble-tik tek o-di? /goimi am.kc blctik tck odi/ 

2SG-AGT own-GEN write-NOM where keep-PST:3sg 

'Where did you keep your own pen?' 



In our examples (122) a-c, the genitive case marker <-ke> 1-k€1 (usually ±human) 

in place of <-A> 1-aJ also delivers the meaning of possessiveness. 

(122) a. meko-ke lmc:.ko.k&t 

s/he-GEN 'of his or her' 

b. SidA kikya-ke... /si.da ki.ky~.kv 

Sida grandfather-GEN 

'Sida grandfather's ... ' [Text source: 2.27] 

c. kyArsh-ke milu /kyars.kc: mi.lu! 

goat-GEN tail 'the goat's tail/the tail of the goat' 

Another alternative genitive case marker normally implying location is <-f)ii 1-l)af 

in place of <-A> 1-aJ as in (123) a-c, cf. also ( 1 08) d above. 

(123) a. eNko khiN-ngA !c:K.o k111.1Jaf 

this house-LOC/GEN 'of this house' 

b ... . kolsho Nepal-ngA... /kolSo nc:pal-1Jal 

big:ADJ N-LOC/GEN ' ... ofthe huge/big Nepal. .. ' [Text source: 4.23] 

c. eNko ftiN-ngA mur tek la-mA? !c:K.o k~ IJi.i mur tc:k l~mi.i/ 

this house-LOC:GEN man where go-NPST:3SG:HON 

'Where did the men (murpik = mur intended) of this house go?' 

Finally, <A> /aJ (3sg 'his/her' in (124) a and c) vs. <AN> !fJJ (ISG 'my' possessive 

pronoun in (124) b as free morphemes are missing in Borchers' (1998: 5) recent 

description and in Konow' s ( 1909: 200) twentieth century data as well. 

(124) a A mamA Ia m~maJ 

3SG mother 'his/her mother' 

b. AN deN-sho bis-sho Ia dc:-.so bis.so/ 

1SG say-PCPL obey-IMP 'Obey my advice.' 

c. go-m A ne ma-tuit-tu lgo.m a nc: m~.tuit.tu/ 

1SG-ERG 3SG name NEG-know-PST:1SG 
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'I did not know her/his name.' 

We will now here summarize our discussion on the Kiranti-Koits case markers in 

Table 3.10 and Borchers' (1998: 5) summary has also, been provided in Table 3.11 for a 

comparative look in§ 3.1.2.5.2 later. 

Table 3. 10: Case markers in Kiranti-Koits 

Types of suffixes gloss 

1. -mi>m, -ngA lmi>m,-IJ31 'by, with, at, 

honorific, 3sg/pl, ±human!-male, 

connective/subordinator/SEQ 

2. -lA- -le- -re /la-e-rc/ 'from' 

3. -kali>kal /-k~li>k~ll 'for, to' 

4. -nu !-nul 'with, and, TEMP' 

5. -ge /-gel 'to/towards, you' 

6. -A- -ke- -ngA /-a- -ke- -IJ31 'of 

Types of cases 

{ 

Instrumental 

Locative, loco-genitive (-animate), 

Agentive/ergative 

Ablative 

Dative/accusative (purposive) 

Comitative -nu 'with' 

Allative ( elative/illative as in Finnish) 

Genitive, locative (-animate) 

(Cf. also Rapacha (1999: 58), Rapacha, Ngawacha-Mukhia and Rujicha-Mukhia (2003: 99-109)) 

In Kiranti-Koits, the nominative-accusative (stated earlier 'split/morphological

ergative; cf. examples (109) c-d, (116) e, (124) c,) case particle is also marked with -mi, 

for instance, go-mi ... (lSG-AGT) 'by me' or Tsursi-mi ... (tsursi-AGT) ' ... by Tsursi' with 

all past transitive verbs, whereas NPST as in go-0 kh~me dzai-nu-IJ (1SG rice eat-NPST-

1SG) 'I eat rice' remains unmarked. The vocative markers are: lei! and leu! as illustrated in 

(125) a-b, 

(125) a. oi 5th ne-n de ei 

INTJ here listen-IMP TOP VOC 

'Hey! Listen (to me) here.' 

b. m~ma ttk ga?-ni eU 
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mother where go-PST:3SG:HON voc 

'Mom! Where are you going?' 

Table 3. 11: Case marking suffixes in Sunwar (Koits) from Borchers (1998: 5) 

Case form(s) of suffix 

1. Genitive -ke, -ya33 

2. Object case/ "accusative" -kali 

3. Subject case/ "instrumental" . ·34 -m1, -m, -ami 

4. Locative -mi, -am, -ami, -m, -IJa 

5. Inessive -wma 

6. Ablative -le 

7. Vocative -yau, -au. -u. -e1 

8. Dative -mla35 

3.1.2.5.2 A comparative look 

Now in this section, I will briefly discuss and compare or contrast the presL·nl 

depiction with the past descriptions available. We will first then look at the sources of 

data where they come from. Borchers' (1998) data were mainly collected in the 

beginning of her research period from Kubu Kasthel, Rarnechhap district, East No. 2. 

Nepal and mine comes from my own dialect area of Katunje-2, Okhaldhunga district (See 

Map 6: xxx), East No.3, Nepal, where only a few elderly speakers speak the language 

proper and is vanishing soon in the near future. As far as Konow's (1909: 200) data are 

concerned, it has been informed that the translated text was received from the Nepal 

Durbar. Thus, we do not know the area of speakers where they migrated from to the 

Nepal valley in the past and so is the case in Hodgson's (1874 [orig. 1847) wordlist too. 

33 -ya must actually might be -a only 
34 go-ami (rather go-iimmin) 'I myself' [I added] 
35 Cf. mcko-m-la 'by him/her only'. This information is my own as a native speaker of Kiranti-Koits. 
Another way of expressing -m-la is -iimmin as in go iimmin ·1 myself and mcko am min 'slhe 
himself/herself. 
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Borchers' (1998: 5) -ya is only <-ii> in my dialect area. The -ami suffix 

(instrumental and locative probably as in go-iimi (rather go-iimmin) 'I myself' I added) 

needs reanalysis. Her object case/ "accusative" -kali and dative -mla [probably as in 

mEko-m-la 'by him/her only' I addedJ in Table 3.11, serial number 3, where all there 

variations mean the same grammatical meaning not different. Number 5's -wina 

[probably must be hdyu uyu---ui-yii36
: below-LOC:POSS/GEN 'of below down'] presumed 

to be inessive or adessive (like in Finno-Urgic) is loco-genitive (-animate) in my dialect 

area. 

The allative (destination, goal; elative/illative as in Finnish) marker <-ge> !-gEl 

'to/towards' has neither been suggested in Konow (1909: 200) nor in Table 3.11, which 

would require further data to establish its existence as one of the case suffixes in Kiranti

Koits. Most of the analyses by Konow (1909) are a little different or deviant from my 

modem dialect. Table 3.10 has discovered two more varieties of ablative suffix -le~ -re 

!lE~rEI 'from' besides -Ia only in Table 3.11. Suffixes such as -nu and -yii in Table 3.10, 

have temporal as in (116) fand sequential as in (108) d converb roles respectively. 

3.1.2.5.3 Summary 

Among six main types of case markers in K-K, like in other Kiranti languages, 

there is a three-way ergative/agentive-instrumental-locative isomorphy of -mi ( cf. 

LaPolla's (1995: 190, 196), Ebert's (1994: 81) two-way isomorphy. Additionally, -mi 

functions as poly-semantic lexeme as in (1 08) a-b, (1 09) a-b and (11 0) a-c. The locative 

suffix -yii also has a near isomorphic relationship with genitive and sometimes functions 

as -mi and sometimes as -ke or -ii (cf. (107) c-d, (120) b, (121) a-c and (122) a-c. 

Apart from genitive <-ke> 1-kv '±human', all other case suffixes have fully 

independent lexical status and even poly-semantic roles, which suggests 

'grammaticalization of nouns, particularly of nouns having some kind of locative sense' 

(DeLancey 1984: 62) regarding its (suffix) historical source. However, the 

36 Cf. other deictic expressions; h;)ri iri > ir (high:LOC: vertical), b;)yu uyu > ui (low:LOC: vertical), h;)rf: 
ErdmErf: (levei:LOC: horizontal) and h;)yu muyu (low:LOC: vertical) 
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grammaticalization of the Kiranti-Koits case particles such as (111) a-c mi (n) 'fire' (113) 

a-d lA (adj, adv, conj) 'only', (115) a-b kal (n) 'porridge', (117) a-b nu (conj) 'and', (117) 

c-d ngA (conj) 'and'37
, (119) a ge~goi (prn) 'you, thou, thee' (119) b gc (n) 'work, job' 

(124) a and c A (pron.) 'his/her' go beyond DeLancey's general etymological observation 

on Tibeto-Burrnan case particles. 

3.1.2.5.4 Case collocation 

Some case markers, except for nouns (e.g., N + k~li in (126) a-b) and pronouns 

(e.g., Pro + -bli + -nu in (127) a-c), in the language can further attach to verbs and 

nominalized (e.g., v+ k~li and the nominalized form kur-b-kali) category as shown in 

(128) a-c. 

!p~ku.k~li/ ( 126) a. paku-kali 

P-DAT 'to Paku' 

b. khoNide-kali /khoi.dc.bli/ 

K-DAT 'to Khoide' 

(127) a. meko-kali /mcko.blil 

s/he-DAT 'to him/her' 

b. goi-kali /goi.bli/ 

you-OAT 'to you' 

c. go-nu lgo.nul 'with me' fcognate ofKiranti-Th -nw; (Allen 1976: 319 

quoted in Ebert 1999: 117)] 

(128) a. dza-tsA-kali /dzd.tsa.blil 

eat-INF-DAT 'for eating' 

b. ko:-tsA-kali /ko:.tsa.blil 

look-INF-DAT 'for looking' 

c. rim-sho-pa-tsA-kali /rim.so.p~tsa.k~li/ 

good-ADJ-do-INF-DAT 'for doing well' 

37 1Jii also means 'five' in some dialects instead of 1Ja 
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3.1.2.6 Postpositions 

Postpositions constitute a class of morpho-syntactically bound as well as free 

morphemes in the Kiranti-K5its grammar. 

3.1.2.6.1 Postposition 'without' 

Kiranti-Koits does not have a separate lexeme for 'without' but it undergoes a 

process through negative morpheme -m(a) <-m(d)> (T-B in origin cf. § 3.6) prefixed (and 

sometimes infixed such as rnkmdsutsa 'not to itch', khdlmdpdtsa 'not to guard' and 

walem;}p;}tsa or tsormdpemtsa 'not to keep quiet') to verbal nouns. Let us condiser the 

following examples in (129) a-e. 

(129) a. ma-ja-thu lmd.dzd.thu! 

NEG-eat-NML:PUR 'without eating' 

b. ma-pa-thu /m;}.p;}.thu/ 

NEG-do-NML:PUR 'without doing' 

c. ma-gA?-thu 1md.ga?.thu! 

NEG-walk-NML:PUR 'without walking' 

d. ma-la-thu /md.ld.thu/ 

NEG-go-NML:PUR 'without going' 

e. ma-soit-thu /md.soit.thu/ 

NEG-send-NML:PUR 'without sending' 

There is a semantically related nominal kaiNtsikA Jb'i.ci.kal 'alone, without 

anything or anyone else' is also used to indicate that the event or action performed 

without anything or anyone else. 
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3.1.2.6.2 Associative postposition <-nu> 

The associative postposition -nu <-nu> (also cf. (11) a-f) is used in relation to ±human 

arguments to convey the sense of 'in the company of. 

(130) a. go-nu itsikhoi kyEt ba 

1 SG-ASS a little money is:AUX 

'I do not have money with me.' 

b. a-kE 

lSG-GEN 

t~mi go-nu dumkl) lai-b~ 

daughter 1 SG-ASS office 

'My daughter goes to the office with me.' 

3.1.2.6.3 Postposition <-haiti> 

go-NPST:3SG 

The postposition hoiNti, moiti or oNitti /hoiti~oiti~moitiJ 'in front oL before ( cl 

Text source: 3.46) expresses the spatial sense of 'in front' more often temporal sense or 
'before, previously, formerly, firstly' and functions as a noun (e.g., iila: hoitt ·at my 

front'), adverb (also used as separate adverb) and postposition. Consider ( 131) a-c helm"' 

(131) a. mEko khi-kE hoiti ba? -b~ 

3SG house-GEN in front sit-NPST:3SG 

'He sits in front of the house.' 

b. go in-kG hoiti-la ga?-ti 

1 SG your-GEN 

'I walked in front of you.' 

c. khin dzA?lsA tsishonu khin mo(hiJ)iti wAshrelu nu ne ?lhA-gu:thA 'twA!bwA tA ?lAse. 

k~ dza?-ca tsi-so-nu 

house arrive-INF dare-PR:PCPL-TEMP 

nE?tha-gu:tha ?walbwa 

near-RED fowl 

ta?-tas~tas 

see-PST:2DU 

k~ mo(ho)iti 

house in. front rainbow and 
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'They saw rainbow and fowl in front of the house at the time of reaching their 

house.' [Text source: 1.79] 

3.1.2.6.4 Postposition <nole~mer(E:J> 

The Postposition (also adverb) nole or mere /nolE~mEr(E)/ 'behind, after' expresses 

the posterior or something or the anatomical back or spatial coding such as ANkenole 

/a.kE.nolv 'on my back' and the temporal sense of 'after, later' goi ANkenole IAu-o lgoi 

nolE Hiu.o/ 'You go later or you go after me'. It can also occur with abletive, e.g., (132) b, 

time adverbial (132) c, and a posserssor taking role marker (132) d and can occure in 

reduplicated construction (132) also. 

(132) a. nolE nolE khois-sa 1;:}-tsa 

after after follow-CONV go-INF 

'to go having followed on the back of someone' 

b. no lE-la· p\nlu ap-tsa 

behind-ABL stone shoot-INF 

'to shoot stone from behind' 

c. tsinka-nole go IJa-tsa ploi-ta-IJ 

while/moment after 1 SG weep-INF leave-PST -1 SG 

'After a while I stopped weeping.' 

d. a-ks-no1s su pi-m'r:.? 

lSG-GEN-after who come-PST:3SG 

'Who came after me?' (Who is following me?) 

3.1.2.6.5 Postposition <date> 

The postposition (also adverb) datE 'in the middle of, among' indicates something 

located in the middle of or among something, for instance, 
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(133) a. mur-an-kE datc-mi ba?-tsa nE 

man-PL-GEN middle-LOC sit-INF HRS 

' ... should sit in the middle of men', it is said. 

3.1.2.6.6 Postposition <iitiir(i)~geth~ir(i)> 

Lexemes like atar(i) ~ 'near, on top of~ gEth ~ ir(i) ', above, far above' mark a 

place on top of something or higher point of something, e.g., 

(134) a. mt:ko laptso-k€ atiir(i) 

that door-GEN up/on 'on the top of that window' 

b. h;::,ri ir(i)-lii fEU i-t;::, 

far.up-ABL ram come-PST:3SG 

'It rained from very far up/above.' ( ... but not exactly for the sky) 

3.1.2.6. 7 Postpositions of side 

There are a series of adverbs and postpositions, which point to a place o1 a 

particular side ofthe location given by the context in the given exa..rnples (135) a-n 

(135) a. tsi lei! 

b. ekere38 /Ekc:rE/ 

c. eke nu meke /t:kt: nu mEkEI 

d. oNth 1oth! 

e. oNth-gc nu pith-gc /oth.gE nu pith.gE/ 

f. er-oNth~ncllc-gE /Er-oth ~nEllE-gE 1 

g. mekere39 /mchr/ 

h. moth !moth! 

i. ir lirl 

J. Ir-1 lir.il 

'on the side, next to' 

'on this side' 

'hither and thither' 

'hither' 

'towards hither and towards thither' 

'roundabout' 

'there' 

'thither, if so' 

'up, above' 

'very up' 

38 Other reduced fonns of ekere are eker and ek and e is nasalized (EJ quite often in spoken fonn. 
39 Other reduced fonns of me/cere are meker and mek, however there is a regional dialect mekye also. 



k. h~ri iri 

1. luts 

m.l'uts-u 

/h:;,ri ir.il 

/luc/ 

!l'uc.u 
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'on the far 'upper side' 

'below, down' 

'very below' 

n. AN-ke meker wAis-sho obis su-mi ba-wA? lakE mt>kErE waisso obis su.mi b:;,waJ 

my-GEN there keep-PCPL cucumber who-ERG eat-NPST:3SG 

'Who ate my cucumber kept over there?' 

3.1.2.6.8 Postpositions of level 

Other postpositions of level denoting 'horizontalilty, upward and down' level are 

given in (136) a-d. 

(136) a. pitth~pith 'thither, horizontally at the same level' 

[ cf. pyiittho~pyiit Kiranti -Warn; Opgenort (2002: 178)] 

b. gt>tth~gt>th 'above, up, upwards; at a higher level' 

[cf. giittho-giit Kiranti -Warn; Opgenort (2002: 178) 

c. ui 'far below' 

d. h~yu uyu 'very far below, downwards; at a lower level' 

[ cf. hyiittho~hyiit Kiranti-Warn; Opgenort (2002: 178)] 

3.1.2.6.9 Postposition <-gii> 

The marker -gA 1-giil conveys the meaning of 'inside', 'outside' suffixed to khiN

!k'l-1 'house' and lang- !l~IJ-1 something like 'out'. Compare the examples (134) a-b. 

(137) a. reu i-ta ngana go Zan-ga ma-IAi-nu-ng 

/rt>u i.~ IJ~n~ go l~n.ga m:;,.lai.nu.IJ/ 

rain come-PST:3 SG if I out-side NEG-go-NPST-lSG 

'If it rains, I will (do) not go outside.' 

b. tsi/A pAp-tu-nganA khin-gA ong-o leila pap.tu. IJ~na khii]ga OIJ.o/ 

lightning do-PST:3SG-if:COND house-inside enter-3SG:IMP 
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'Get inside the house if the lightning occurs.' 

3.1.2.6.10 Postposition <-tsi > 

The bound morpheme -lsi 1-cil, which as a noun means 'on the side, next to, side, 

edge, end' and as a postposition conveys the sense of 'on the side, next to' as an example 

provided below. 

(138) a. goi khiN-tsi-m bA?-shA mAr pa-n-pa-n bA?-nge? 

tgoi k~.ci.m ba?.sa mar pd.n.pd.n ba?. IJ&' 

2SG house-side-LOC stay-CONY what do-PROG(RED) stay-3SG 

'What are you doing by sitting on the side of/next to the house?' 

3.1.2.6.11 Postposition <n£?lhii> 

The postposition ne ?lhA /n£?that indicates a location near something els~, or it 

may follow a possed word and be marked with the laocative marker. Consider ( 119) a. as 

an example. 

(139) a. meko-ke khiN aN-ke ne?thA-n bA /mcko.k£ k~ a.k£ n£?tha.n bat 

3SG-GEN house my-GEN near-EMPH is 

'His/her house is near by my house.' 

3.1.2.6.12 Postposition <-gt> 

The direction postposition marker -ge <-go (cf. § 3.1.2.5.1.5) functioning as 

noun, pronoun and postposition indicates a direction 'towards or side' as shown in ( 140) 

a below. 

(140) a. go khiN-ge dort-ti !go k~.g£ dort.ti! 

1 SG house-towards run-PST: 1 SG 

'I ran towards the house.' 

3.1.2.6.13 Postposition <-sam> 
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The postposition marker -sam <-sam> 'as far as, until' is probably a nativized term 

from Indic Nepali means a destination i.e. a place until which something moves or a 

moment until which the action is carried out that period. Consider ( 141) a. 

(141) a. go goi-ka/i dzo?-sho-sam shyeN-nu-ng /go goi.k~li dzi?.so.s~m sys.nu.IJ/ 

1 SG 2SG-DAT know-PCPL-as.far.as teach-NPST -1 SG 

'I teach you as far as I know.' 

3.1.2.6.14 Postposition <-nu, kiitha>kiith> 

The alternative bound morphemes -nu, kAthA>kAth 1-nu, kiitha>kiith! 'together 

with, with' conveys the meaning of accompaniment, a meaning which can also be 

conveyed by means of the comitative marker (cf. § 3.1.2.5.1.4) and consider the 

following. 

(142) a. go-nu goi kAtha-n !a-sa /go-nu goi.kath~.n l~.s~/ 

lSG-2SG-ASs-EMPH go-lDU:INCL 

'Let us go you and I together.' 

3.1.2.7.15 Postposition <duli> 

The free duli Jdulil as adjective and postposition 'against, opposed to' follows a 

possed word for the locative case, e.g., (143) a. 

(143) a meko mur-piki ANke duli-m bo?-te-me Jmsko mur.pik aks duli.m bo?.tc.m/ 

that man-PL my against-LOC rise-PST-3PL 

'They arose against me.' 

3.1.2.6.16 Postposition <-k£1]ii> 

The bound suffix -kengif-kci]aJ 'than' is an expression of a comparison between. 

two or more entities like (144) a. 

(144) a. rentse-kenga sentse lais-sho bA /rcncs.ksiJa scnce lais.so bal 

Resce-than Sence tall:ADJ is:AUXIEXT 
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'Renee is taller than Sence.' 

3.1.2.6.17 Postposition <-kali> 

The postpositional bound suffix -kali 1-k~liJ 'for the sake of, patient of a verbal 

event' (cf. § 3.1.2.5.1.3) marks the entity for the sake of which the action is carried out. 

In K-K grammar it treats benefacted or malefacted participants as patients of verbs like 

dzatsAkali ge pats A /dz~.ca.bli ge.p~ca; 'to work for eating'. Consider ( 145) a. 

( 145) a. go-m goi-kali wAk pit-tA-ng lgo-m goi-k~li wak pit.tii.IJI 

1SG 2SG-DATwater bring-PST-1 SG 

'I ran towards the house.' 

3.1.2. 7 Discourse markers 

Now, in this § 3 .1.2. 7, we will discover some discourse markers used m the 

Kiranti-Koits grammar as a whole. 

3.1.2.7.1 The Marker <yo> 

This phrasal suffix and (also) a free lexeme yo !yo! 'also, too, even' (cf. yu i 

Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 2002: 191, ye ~ ya ~ ya Kiranti-Du; Driem 1993: 434) links two 

different participants in discourse, e.g., (146) a-b, and is most frequently used in the 

discorse of the collected text in Appendix A such as 1.22, 25, 28, 50, 53, 62, 65, 68. 73, 

81, 90, 91, 92, 94, 99, 104, 112, 116, 125, 135, 2.1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 23, 25, 28, 30, 31. 12. 37, 

3.8, 13, 17, 23, 25, 26, 34, 36, 37, 40, 4.20, and 4.21. 

(146) a. go yo pa-tsA-ma-dzo'l-nu-ng !go yo p~.ca.m~.dzo?.nu.IJI 

1 SG also do-INF NEG-know-NPST -1 SG 

'Even I also do not know how to do it.' 

b. mekerlA i yo Tharmalung-Tharsilung, mekerlA Yarmalung dzA ?lAse. 

msksr-Ia-i yo ThiirmiilUIJ-ThiirsilUIJ msksr-la YiirmiilUIJ dza?-ta-ss~s 

there-SRC-PAR also T T there-SRC:ABL Y arrive-PST-2DU 
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'Also from Jammu-Kashmir, they arrived to Tharmalung-Tharsilung, and from 

theretoYarmalung.' [Textsource: 1.11] 

3.1.2.7.2 The marker <-n> 

This phrasal suffix -n 1-n/ (See Text source: 1.23, 24, 29, 37, 40, 46 etc.) is 

normally suffixed with the similaritive marker <modEb-> or <khodEb-> yielding 'exactly, 

precisely and also emphatic particle', like 

(14 7) a. go yo mode ban phurkal gyAp-nu-ng !go yo mo.dEb;).n p~.k;)l gyap.nu.IJ! 

lSG also such football buy-NPST-lSG 

'I also buy a football exactly like that one.' 

b. kAlengA solum kAlekA lA ro'?sib masogenngA lAptso Paiwa nu Dunglewake 

g/umAts g/umeken tso 7sime bAit. 

kaiE-IJa solu-m kalE-ka la ro?-sib m~sogen-IJa laptso Paiwa nu 

once-GEN sacrifice-AGT once-one only open-PAS virtue-GEN door P and 

DUIJlEwa-kE glumats glu-msh-n tso?-si-ms 

D-GEN family come.out: INF-PAR close-MV:3SG AUX:EXT-3SG 

'The only once opening door of virtue for one time's sacrifice was closed 

immediately when Dunglewa and his family members came out.' [Text source: 1.17] 

3.1.2.7.3 The marker <la> 

This phrasal suffix or free lexeme lA !la 1 is Kiranti-Koits discourse is used to 

exclude other participants as shown in (148) a-c. 

(148) a. go Ia gyAkosi lati !go la gya.kosi };).ti/ 

1 SG only market go-PST: 1 SG 

'I only went to the market (excludes others).' 
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b. ·gAits sAmtik thunpA rippAngAmin mosho soshyo bakyapatlbospat shyoklo gupshA 

rabgyobbikali blengngAbleng y'utsA lA mAr gosho bA?me bakyapata!bospatke 

shyoklo blo:lshA peperu nelle blalAtsilA dumshA pindA bub 'u dumta. 

gaits sam-tik thiipa rip-pa-IJa-min moso sosyo 

anger loose-NML mind.do:ADY intend-do:CONY-SEQ-then that.much dry:ADJ 

b;)ky;)p;)t syoklo gup-sa r;)bgyombi-bli blEJ]-I)ii-bl£1] y'u:-tsa 

trumpet.flower pod pick up-CONY shepherd-Ace ONO:manner.of.beating beat-INF 

la m;)r go-So ba?-mc b;)ky;)p;)t/bOSp;)t -a syoklo 

only what start-PR:PCPL AUX:PST:3SG trumpet.flower-GEN pod 

blol-sa paparu nallc bblatsila dum-sa pinda buh'u 

break(itself)- CONY white/flower all scattered:ADJ become-CONY floor white 

dum-t;) 

become-PST:3SG 

'Intending to pacify his (the priest's) anger, he started beating up the shepherd 

heavily picking up the sword-shaped and dried trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum)~ 

meanwhile it broke and the floor became full of scattered white trumpet f1ower 

(oroxylum indicum) flower.' [Text source: 3.471 

c. kAlengA solum kAlekA lA ro?sib masogenngA lAptso Paiwa nu Dunglewake 

glumAts glumeken tso ?sime bA 11'. 

kala-IJi'i solu-m kah:-ka la ro?-sib 

once-GEN sacrifice-AGT once-one only open-PAS 

DUI]lcwi'i-kc glumats glu-maka-n tso?-si-ma 

m;)sogen-IJa laptso Paiwa nu 

virtue-GEN door P 

ba?-t~t 

and 

D-GEN family come.out: INF-PAR close-MY:3SG AUX:EXT -3SG 

'The only once opening door of virtue for one time's sacrifice was closed 

immediately when Dunglewa and his family members came out.' [Text source: 1.17] 
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3.1.2. 7.4 The theme/topic marker <dd> 

The theme or topic marker da <dg> provides a background information or point of 

departure for the following piece of information and indicates a slight contrastive nuance 

as in examples (149) a-e. 

(149) a. mekere da /AN-n dzAm-ta /mekE.rn dg la.n dzam.b/ 

there-EMPH TOP path-EMPH lose-PST:3sg 

'There was no path (means there is no option).' 

b. go da ma!Ainung !go dg mgJai.nu.IJI 

1 SG TOP NEG-go-NPST -1 SG 

'I do not go (you go).' 

c. mothad eNko ge patsA madumba /moth d~ e1<:o ge pg.ca mg.dum.bg/ 

so TOP this work do-INF NEG-become-3SG 

'If so we should not do this work.' 

d. mekokali thinneken nA?somi thunthunmi mimtAu, "on shyAn! Eko rabgyombim 

da gethsiri nu lutssiri pawAnu tsuintsephurki tholonggAsam er-ottha pAib mur me. 

eko madzdAm tasho bAme mai modeb phu! kAlekA hillopashA kongu". 

meko-kgli thin-ne-ken na?so-mi thii-thii-mi mim-tau, 

slhe-PAT meet-INF-PAR priest-AGT mind-RED-LOC think-PST:3SG 

"o sya! eKO rnbgyombi-m d;) gethsiri nu lutssiri pg-wa-nu 

"0 yeah! this shephard-AGT PAR up.summer and down. winter do-NPST:3SG-TEMP 

tsuitsephurki tholoiJga-sam Er-ottha pai-b mur me'. e'Ko madzda-m 

high.altitude inner.plain-till thither-hither do-NML man is. this fucker-AGT 

b-So ba-me m;)i modeb phu! kale-ka hil1o-p;)-sa 

see-PR:PCPL AUX-NPST:3SG Q:PAR40 such flower time~ne ask-do-CONV 

ko-IJu" 

40 Question particle as in (a) mt::ko muru i(>r lcl>ba m::Ji? 'Will that man return borne?' 
(uncertainty/probability) 
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see-NPST:1SG 

'While meeting him (the shepherd) the priest immediately thought, " 0 yeah! This 

fucker shepherd goes to the jungle (high altitude) during summer and down in the 

inner plain during winter. He certainly might have seen such flower! Let me ask him 

once." [Text source: 3.30] 

e. yAmkA ngakodzisho tellep rabgyombim denta, "go tuitstsA da tuinung shyeng 

moshyed dentsA magArba." 

yam-ka 1pkodz'iso 

while-one confused:ADJ 

dg tui-nUIJ 

PAR know-NPST: 1 SG 

ttllsp rgbgyombi-m 

cunrung shepherd-AGT 

sy£IJ mosysd d£-:-ca 

but m.vam say-INF 

"go tuits-tsa 

say-PST:3SG I know-INF 

mg-gar-bd" 

NEG-agree-NPS1·1sc; 

'The cunning and confused shepherd having after a while said, "I know but it cannot 

be reaveled without any charge.' [Text source: 3.321 

3.1.2.7.5 The contrastive topic marker <-cdn> 

The contrastive topic marker -tsan <-cdn> probably a nativized term form lndic 

Nepali -cahi, sometimes alternatively with da !dd! describes the contrastive activities by 

two different doers as examples provided in (150) a-b. 

(150) a. go tsan ma-lAi-nu-ng !go.Cdn mgJai.nu.IJ/ 

lSG PAR NEG-go-NPST-lSG 

'I do not go (you go).' 

b. Phenetsan kumso paiba munu Renetsa shyilpaiba 

/phms.cgn kumso.pai.ro munu rme.cgn syil.pai.bg/ 

Phene-CT song-do-NPST-lsg then Rene- CT dance-do-NPST-2:;; 

'Phene sings then Rene dances.' 

3.1.3 Adjectivals and adverbials 
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Both adjectives and adverbs (§ 3.1.3.1 and § 3.1.3.2, also cf. Appendix C) are 

modifiers. A 'modifier' is any category, which serves to add semantic information to that 

provided by the head of the category within which it is contained, such as an adjectival 

within an N(oun) P(hrase) or an adverbial within a V (erb) P(hrase) i.e. adjectivals and 

adverbials are two main modifiers. 

There are several languages like English in which adjctive, as a word class, are 

quite different from nouns and verbs. However, what is being disputable, is distinction, 

and the criteria that can be used for defining or describing it. Victor (1997: 103) 

paraphrasing Lyons (1966) addresses the problem that the exact relationship between 

adjetivess on the one hand, and other categories like nouns, verbs and adectives on the 

other, has thus been one of the highly disputed issues in linguistics and other related 

studies. While Plato and Aristotle treated adjs as a subclass of verbs, Alexandrians 

regarded them as subclass of nouns. 

Logicians have generally retained the former view, but a dispute yet, persists 

among them, viz., as to whether adjectives are to be reg~ded as predicates proper or only 

as truncated NPs, which function as predicates. Moreover, Bhat (1994: 18) observes, 

"Indians grammarians like Panini and Patanjali ... found it unnecessary (or rather 

impossible) to differentiate between modifiers (uise~ru;tas) and the modified (uise~yas) in 

the NPs .. .in Sanskrit" (cited in Victor ibid). 

Zograph (1982: 188-189) on Tibeto-Burman adjectives in general observes thus, 

"As a rule, attributive connection is expressed syntactically only, i.e. by juxtaposition of 

the qualifier with the qualified. Adjectives are not fonnally distinguished from nouns. The 

pronominal system is simple (an exception here is provided by the Himalayan languages); 

there are no relative pronouns." 

Whatever theoretical problems for defining adjectives as grammatical categories 

may persist as Zograph has pointed out, like Kiranti-Khaling (Toba 1984), adjectives in 

Kiriinti-Koits are derived from verb stems mainly with the participle suffix morpheme <

so~syo> as shown in examples(§ 3.1.3.1.1) besides lexical adjectives(§ 3.1.3.1.3). These 
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derivational adjectives can mainly be preceded by intensifier particles like omo lomol 

'this much (proximate)' and momo /momol 'that much (distal)' for describing the size of 

the referent objects(§ 3.1.3.1.2). 

3.1.3.1 Adjectives 

Adjectives as we discussed earlier in § 3.1.3, display their grammatical 

characteristics often are "attributive position (a big house), predicate position (That house 

is big), comparison (bigger, biggest) and inflection for gender, number and case as 

required by agreement with, or government by" (Trask 1993: 8), however, in Kiranti

Koits, attributive position (ka 'f'lsb 0r 'a big house' (lit. big house one)) to some extent is 

okay, but not predicate position because it is a verb final language. Instead, it occupies 

the subject position (rim.5o al kii syil-pa-ptu 'A beautiful baby danced.' (lit. beautiful 

child one dance-do-PST:3SG)), and so on. 

3.1.3.1.1 Derivational adjectives 

In Ebert's (1994: 1 06) observation Kiranti languages have very fe\, basic 

adjectives and in Kiranti-Koits, adjectives are normally derived from verbs by suflixing 

<-so-syo> which is also the participle form of verbs. Consider the examples ( 151) a-h 

(151) a. sisisho /si.si.so/ cold:ADJ 

b. gyosho lgyo.sol ADJ:long 

[Text source: 1.27] 

[Text source: 1.32] 

c. horsho !hor.Sol trouble:ADJ [Text source: 1.72] 

d. soshyo lso.syol dry:ADJ (Text source: 3.47] 

e. rimsho lrim.sol 'good, clean, beautiful' 

f. d'usho ld 'u.sol 'drunk, drunkard' 

g. tsinuyo helsho thebsendAm temtu, "enko Anke 'pAimakh' me'; go Rumdali nang. · 
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tsinu-yo 

again/still-also heavy-ADJ 

go Rumdali41 n;:)-IJ" 

big.voice-LOC add-PST:3SG this l-GEN area is:AUX 

1SG R AUX-1SG 

'He still added loudly, "This is my area; I am Rumdali.' [Text source: 1.92] 

h. meko sus barssho sa/AphAins bAa. 

mEko sus ba?-t;r.-t 

3SG much grow:ADJ atrocious:ADJ AUX:EXT-3SG 

'He was very much atrocious.' [Text source: 4.3] 

Another process of deriving adjectives in the language, like in Kiranti-Kh (Toba 

1984: 31) is from negation as in (152) a. 

(152) a. marimsho /m;:).rim.so/ 'not good i.e. bad' 

3.1.3.1.2 Derivational adjective intensifiers 

To most of the derivational and usually lexical adjectives (except for colour 

adjectives), intensifiers like omo and momo are added before them for emphasis as shown 

in examples (153) a-i. 

(153) a. omo kol-sho 

INTS big:VR-ADJ 

b. omo domsho 

INTS fat:VR-ADJ 

c. omo lAis-sho 

INTS tall:VR-ADJ 

d. momo gyo-sho 

/omo kol.So/ 

'this much big' [4.23] 

lomo dom.so/ 

'this much fat' 

/omo lais.so/ 

'this much tall' 

/mo.mo gyo.so/ 

41 The third morpheme '-li' (sometimes <-ge>; as in Bahinge also) of 1.92 and eslewhere in this text is also 
an adjectivizer morpheme of the 1-A (lndic) Khas>N, is widely used in the word-formation of the Kiranti 
languages such as Dilpali, Necha/i, Phangduwa/i, Sun(u)wari, Bahinge, Chamlinge etc. which obviously is 
one of the examples of language shrinkage (Abbi 1992: 39-49) emerged from lanaguage contact and areal 
pressure. 
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lNTS long:VR-ADJ 'that much long' 

e. momo rim-sho lmo.mo rim.so/ 

INTS good:VR-ADJ 'that much beautiful' 

f. momo ma-rim-sho lmo.mo m:}.rim.so/ 

INTS NEG-good:VR-ADJ 'that much bad' 

g. momo gyurs-sho lmo.mo gyurs.so/ 

INTS sour:VR-ADJ 'that much sour' 

h. momo so:-sho lmo.mo so:.so/ 

INTS dry:VR-ADJ 'that much dry' 

i. momo sus kyet lmo.mo sus kyst/ 

INTS money:ADV N 'that much money' 

These intensifier particles in phrases can undergo reduplication f(Jr extra 

emphasis. Moreover, all derivational and lexical adjectives are subject to reduplication 

for semantic purposes. Exceptionally, there is a lexeme having !sol as in kumso ( n) ·song· 

(see lexicon), which is homophonous to <-so> of rimsho 'good' but not a separate bound 

adjective morpheme. The colour adjectives will be illustrated in § 3.1.3.5 later with their 

intensifiers. 

3.1.3.1.3 Lexical adjectives 

Besides derivational adjectives illustrated earlier (see § 3.1.3.1.1 ), there are a 

number of core lexemes used as adjectives. They are given in (154) a-k whereas the 

examples in (154) a-b are used as adverb as well. 

(154) a. mon lmonl 'far' 

b. monin lmoninl 'very far' 

c. Theb ~sbl 'big' 

d. imitstsili timi.cci.li' ':::r:all' 

e. ker mur /ksr mur/ 'a dark man' 

f.lal khap /l:}l kh~p/ 'red soil' 

g. syetthi > shyeth /systhi > systh! 'empty' 



h. khadits 

i. lo:/i 

j. thirmAkhet 

k. sa/AphAiNs 

3.1.3.1.4 Adjectives of shape or size 
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/kh~.dic/ 'clever' 

/lo:lillanguistic:ADJ 

!thir.ma.khsv tired:ADJ 

/s~Iaphrus/ atrocious:ADJ 

[Text source: 1.1 02] 

[Text source 1.5] 

[Text source 3.28] 

[Text source 4.3] 

Adjectival intensifiers (see § 3.1.3.1.2) function as shapes or sizes of an object 

such as omo kolshyo reb /mo.mo kolSyo reb/ 'this much big potato'. Consider the 

examples (155) a-d. 

(155) a. omo 

b.momo 

lo.mol 

lmo.mol 

c. imitstsili- i(o)mtsili /i.rnic.ci.li ~ i(o).mci.lil 

d. Thebe > Theb ~ebs > 'f'!sb/ 

3.1.3.1.5 Colour adjectives 

'related to size' 

'realted to size' 

'small' 

'big' 

There are basically, six colour names in Kiranti-Koits. The term Tigeng rrigEIJI is 

a synonymus generic word of phur lp~l and j(dz)ir !dzirl, which signifies 'colour' and 

the following specific colour names and their intensifiers have been found in the 

language. 

(156) a. Ia/ 11~1! 'red' 

/al-A !l~l.a! 

red- INTF 'very red' 

b. ker tksrl 'black' 

ker-A lksr.a! 

[cf. kekem Kiranti-Kh; Toba (1984: 31)] 

black- INTF 'very black' 

c. gig /gig/ 'green' [ cf. gigim Kiranti-Kh; Toba (1984: 31 )] 

gig-i: /gig.i:/ 

green- INTF 'very green' 

d. bus !bust 'white' [cf. bubum Kiranti-Kh; Toba (1984: 31)] 
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bu-bu: /bu.bu:/ 

white-INTF 'very white' 

e. pulu !pulu/ 'grey' (lit. 'ash') 

f. hau /h;:)u/ 'yellow' (lit. 'gold') 

3.1.3.1.6 Taste adjectives 

The following adjectives of taste (157) a-j have been discovered in the language 

and an adverbial particle sAppA /sappaJ 'something like very' can be prefixed to the 

words describing taste in almost all instances as follows. 

(157) a. milomilo 

b. blosho 

c. sAppA blosho 

d.kasho 

e.kakA 

f. gy(dz)urssho 

g. itsiitsi gyurssho 

h. sAppA gyurssho 

i. dzidz 

j. dzidz-i 

sweet-INTF 

/mi .lo.mi.lo/ 

Jbloso/ 

/sappa bloso/ 

1bso1 

;bka:/ 

/gyu(dz)rs.so/ 

/i.ci.i.ci gyurs.so/ 

/sappa gyurs.so/ 

/dzidzt 

/dzi.dzil 

'delicious taste' 

'tasty' 

'too much tasty' 

'bitter' 

'bitter' (used also as a particle kakA 

[Text source: 1.25]) 

'sour' [cf.jujur Kiranti-Kh; Toha 

(1984: 31)] 

'a little bit sour' 

'very sour' 

'sweet' 

'very sweet' 

All these lexical and derived adjectives can fully be reduplicated, e.g., lal Ia/ /l;}l 

l;:)l/ 'red red' (excludes ker !hr! 'black) and rimsho rimsho /rimso rimso/ 'good good' 

(excludes marimsho /m;:)rimso/ 'bad' for semantic purposes. 

3.1.3.2 Adverbs 

Of all the word categories, adverbs constitute the least homogenous class and the 

hardest to define. Victor (1997: 127) further quoting Nilsen (1972: 179) discusses, "there 
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seems to be a general consensus of opinion among grammarians (no matter what model 

they represent) that the most heterogeneous, and the least understood of the traditional 

part-of-speech categories is, without question, the category of adverb." Traditionally, an 

adveb is a lexical category whose members are usually grammatical adjuncts of a verb. 

Most typically, adverbs express such semantic notions as time, place, manner, 

degree, cause, result, condition, concession, purpose, means, instrumental, or 

circumstances. In Kiranti-Koits, all these notions are expressed by affixes, which are 

added to the roots/stems occurring in appropriate sentential constructions. 

The heterogeneity of adverbials is evident in their semantics, syntax and 

morphology. Many semantic sub-classes of adverbials in the language are coded either by 

derived 'one-word' stems, particles e.g., -pa, -nu, dopaiyo, -IJa, -sgm etc. in Kiranti-Koits 

are affixed to nominal or verbal roots, or by more complex syntactic (or sentential) 

constructions as shown below. 

(158) a. rimso-pa ga?-ko 

good-ADV walk-IMP 'walk carefully' 

b. rip-pa dor-o 

quick-ADV run-IMP 'run quickly' 

Other related forms of adverbs are: nganAiyo /I]::}naiyo/ 'though', sAppA /sappat 

'very' mulaiyo /mul::}iyo/ 'still, yet', dopAiyo /dopaiyo/ 'anyway, anyhow', dopA !dopa! 

'how' [Test source: 3.33], teko !tskol 'which', mopatike /mop::}tikv 'therefore' (introduces 

the logical result of something that has just been mentioned [fext source: 3.16]), gis /gis/ 

(also !dosol) 'how much', domo kolsho ldomo koiSyo/ 'how big', khodesho !khodEsol 

(also budi as in tsentsebudi kolsho 'As big as Tsentse ... ') 'like, as' and tekere42 !ffikErv 

'where', teitei 'everywhere', suisui 'everyone/every being'. 

There is an infix morpheme -ngA 1-IJal, which helps to derive adverbial 

continuation of action infixed between the two verb roots, e.g., lasngAlasi /l::}SI]al::}si/ 

42 
Other reduced forms are teker > teke > tek > te /tsk£r > tsk~:: > te~::k > td. 
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'going without pausing', pasngApasi /p~siJap~sil 'doing without pausing', gasngAgasi 

/pasiJagasil 'walking without pausing' and so on. Moreover, -sam 1-s~ml (cf. § 3.1.2.6.13) 

'until' can be suffixed to time adverbials for deriving 'duration' such as mulsam /muls~m/ 

'until now', sinAtsam /sinats~rnl 'until yesterday', disAsam tdisas;:}m/ 'until tomorrow', 

nithnAtsam /nithnats~rnl 'until the following day', sAithotsesam /saithoces;:}m/ 'until the 

last year'. 

Comparative and superlative adverbials can be expressed through rippA /rippaJ as 

in itsA rippA fica rippat 'more quickly', go itstsi nole lAinung /go icci.nolf: lai.nu.IJI 'I' go 

after some time', and go tsentse pihonole lAinung !go icci.nolf: lai.nu.IJ/ 'I will go as/after 

Tsentse comes back. 'The morpheme /-kci)at (go meko-kE1]ii liiisso bii J-ti 'I am taller than 

him') also is used for comparison. Adverbials can be made emphatic by affixing ~nand -

rna morphemes to verb roots as in dza-si-n-ma-dzAi-nu-ng /dz;:).si.n.m;:}.dzai.nu.IJ/ ·J really 

don't eat'. Now, we will list temporal, spatial and locational adverbs in§ 3.1.3.2.1 below. 

3.1.3.2.1 Temporal 

Temporal and spatial adverbs include: 'today, tomorrow, yesterday, just a while 

ago, after some time, up above, down below, utside, inside' etc. and illustrations are 

given in (159) a-i. 

3.1.3.2.1.1 Generic adverbs of time 

Generic adverbs of time are: 

(159) a. kAlekA tka.lf:.kat 'once upon a time' 

'many years ago' 

'before' 

b. sAinesmoitin /sai.nf:s.moi.tinl 

c. hoNiti~moiti /hoiti~moitil 

d. nAkan tnabnt 

e. nAphke 

f. mul !mull 

'sometime before' [ cf. nii:nii1J Kiranti-W am; 

Opgenort 2002: 230] 
'previously, formerly' [cf. nii Kiranti-Wam; 

Opgenort 2002: 230] 

'now, at the time' [cf. mii1J Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 
2002:231] 



g. mulre 

h. mulaiyo 

1. mu 

tmul.w 

/mu.l~i.yo/ 

lmut 
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'from now on' 

'yet' 

'time' 

3.1.3.2.1.2 Specific adverbs of time 

Specific adverbs of time are illustrated in ( 160) a-t. 

(160) a. tsimikkAnole tci.mik.ka.nolv 'a moment (some time) later' 

b. mulAt-munAt tmu.lat-mu.nau 'today' 

c. itstsinA /ic.ci.nat 'just now, presently, recently' 

d. itstsin /ic.ci.nl 'immediate right now' 

e. sinAt tsi.nau 'yesterday' 

f. ungku /Ul).ku/ 'time, tum' 

g. mulAt-sinAt /mu.lat -sinau 'nowadays' 

h. nAt tnau 'day' 

i. sun'ikan /sun'ibnt 'early morning' 

j.suni lsu.ni! 'morning, daybreak' 

k. nAti Ina. tit 'daytime, afternoon' 

l. nAdo Ina. dot 'night' 

m. nArits Ina. ric/ 'evening, twilight' 

n. nupho /nu.pho/ 'week' 

o. sin !sin! 'month' 

p. thotse !tho.cv 'year' 

q. mudi /mu.di! 'year' 

r. noras /no.r:}S/ 'minute' 

s. kumuk lku.muk! 'hour' 

t. ludz /ludzJ 'second' 

u.yAmkA tyamkat 'a while' 
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3.1.3.2.1.3 Spatial 

To express directional or spatial adverb, the suffix -ge !-gEl can usually be added 

to locational adverbs, e.g., oNth-ge piuo /oth-gE pi.uo/ 'Come this side (and not that side) 

or hither (not thither)'. 

3.1.3.2.1.4 Locational 

Locational adverbs are as follows: 

(161) a. eNkere43 
IEKErEI 'here' 

b. mekere44 
lmEkHEI 'here' 

c. geththa > geth /gEtth;::) > gEth/ 'up here'(vertical) 

d. ir fir! 'up there' (vertical) 

e. hari ir /h;::)ri irl ·up there' (vertical) 

f. hari iri /h;::)ri iri/ 'very far up there ' 

g. luts /luc/ 'down' 

h. di !di! 'near down' 

1. uyu luyul 'far down' 

j. hayu ui~hui ui /h;::)yu~hui uil 'very far down' l cf. huido), yu(ni; · dow1, 

at/to' K-Rod and Ban; Ebert (1999: 109)! 

k. hayu uyu /h~yu uyu! 'very far down' 

I. er !HI 'far' (horizontal) 

m. hare ere /h;::)r£ £r£/ 'very far' (horizontal) 

n. oNttha > oNth /otth;::) > oth; 'hither' 

o. pittha >pith !pitth;::) > pith! 'thither' 

p.AgA Jag a; '(of) inside' 

q.langA /l;::)I]ga! 'outside' 

r. oNthge JothgEI 'this way' (lit. hither towards) 

s.pithge lpithgE/ 'that way' (lit. thither towards) 

t. er-oNth !Er-oth! 'to and fro' (lit. this way and that way) 

43 Other reduced fonns are: eNker > eNke > eNk> IEKEr > EKE> EKJ 
44 Other reduced fonns are: meker > meke > mek /mckf:r > mckc > mck/ 
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3.1.3.2.1.5 Adverbs of manner 

Syntactically, verbs may co-occur with unbound, invariable and mostly 

monosyllabic lexemes (cf. Victor's (1992) description in Tankhul-Naga also), which 

specify the manner or way in which the action is performed. e.g., dok rapca 'to stand with 

out moving', where the unbound morpheme dok 'manner of standing' modifies the verb 

rap.ca 'to stand' and puT nic.ca 'manner of sitting'. Such adverbial lexemes in recent 

literature are referred to as ideophones, onomatopoeic, expressives and even 

phonaesthetic forms (Caughley 2002: 16). 

Caughley in his description of Chepang (T-B, spoken in south-central Nepal) 

ideophones calls them "onomatopoeia or onomatopoetic" adverbs also. Kiranti-Koits also 

has very rich vocabulary of such category of words sufficiently described by linguists 

like Schulze (1987), Caughley (1997) and Winter (2004). For these traditionally known 

as 'manner adverbs' in Kiranti-Koits, Winter (2004: 239-272) calls them "preverbal 

modifiers" as opposed to Caughley's varied terms mentioned earlier, whereas Schulze 

calls them "intense action adverbials" or "verb intensifier system" and Abbi and Victor 

(1997) have included 'ideophones, onomatopoeics, mimics, imitatives, sound symbolism, 

interjections, descriptive adverbs, picture words, onomatopoeic adverbials, intensives, 

emphatics, impressifs' within the generic term 'expressive(s)'. 

In order to generalize some salient characteristic features of this class of words, 

Caughley (2002: 16) has provided the following parameters. 

(a) common use of reduplication or partial reduplication 

(b) phonemes or phoneme clusters that are not found in other categories 

(c) a tendency to be absent from more formal, less emotive speech 

(d) some correlation between the sound (or form) ofthe word and the object referred 

to-- more common for ideophones than for words of other categories. 

Except for my single example puT nic.ca (puT preverbal modifier; Caughley's 

parameter (c)) provided earlier, most of the examples are provided in Schulze and Winter 
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(See Caughley (2002) for their semantic aspects like 'something of the size of the object' 

etc.). I will not repeat them here in this description anymore and certainly mention one 

single example in (162) a, sesu (which is not mentioned in both Schulze and Winter's 

previous description) from my text source for concluding this sub-section. 

(162) a. thum khalpAke gil pidArmi dzaditstsAkali tsuissho nA?som somkempA bakyapatke 

shokle nu phupikya sesu ruptu. 

thum kh;'}lpa-kc gil pidar-mi dz;'}dits-ca-bli tsuisso na?so-m 

thum old.man-GEN g worship-LOC reach-INF-PAT hurried:ADJ priest-AGl 

k b k k kl h .k som t::m-pa ;'} y;'}p;'}t- £ so £ nu p u-p1 y;'} st::su rup-tu 

rustle:RED-ADV trumpet.flower-GEN pod and flower-PL MAN collect-PSI iS(, 

'The priest who was hurried to reach to the Thurn Khalpa's Gil worship; hurncdh 

collected the trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum) in rustle.' [Text source: 3.501 

3.1.3.2.1.6 Quantity and quantifiers 

In most languages, numerals, quantifiers and determiners belong morphologicalh 

(and less syntactically) to noun, verb, adjective, and adverb classes. Thus, their semanttL 

description forms a part of the characterization of various sub-classes of the language·:

lexicon. These quantifiers Kiranti-Koits in sentential constructions precede the head 

verbs and head nouns. The following quantity-quantifiers in (163) a-g are available in the 

Kiranti-Koits language: 

(163) a. itsikh£ 'a little' 

b. itsikhoi 'about a little' 

c. tsinuyo 'somemore, still, again' 

d. susi >sus 'many, much, very, too' 

e. nell£ >m:! ':!!!, ·::1-:Jle' 

f. oso 'this much' 

g. moso 'that much' 
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3.1.4 Numerals and classifiers 

The basic Kiranti-Koits numerals (1-10), after Hodgson's pioneering study, were 

propbaly first recorded by Beams (1867; provided in (164) § 3.1.4.1) historically. We 

will below present these numerals usually occasionally used by native speakers along 

with Beams' data (also cf. Appendix C) immediately after gloss on the right handside. 

The language, unlike any other Tibeto-Burman Kiranti languages in general and Kiranti

Rodung ( cf. Ebert 1994, 1997, Rai 2001) in particular, has neither numeral nor nominal 

classifiers (cf. Rapacha (1997b [VS 2054/5: 117]) for a vague lexemepht:-ga classifying 

banana) exceptionally. 

3.1.4.1 Basic cardinal numerals 

As discussed about the Je-ticha Bre:se 'script' for documenting the Kiranti-Koits 

language in§ 2.5-§ 2.5.4 in Chapter 2, we will below on two rows left handside provide 

basic numerals up to 10 in the script proper for the sake of further investigation and 

development of the the writing system in the language. 

(164) Modern usage Beams' data 

a =tzm sum /sum/ 'zero' 'not rec~ed (?)' 

.. fl kA /ka! 'one' ka 'one' 

~ l]f !::>:tf ni?si /ni?si/ 'two' nishi 'two' 
..... 

:r :tfl sAN /sfJJ 'three' sang* 'three' 

[I ..l± le !lv 'four' le 'four' 

8 16S nga lip! 'five' gno* 'five' 

L1 N..-z raku /r~.ku/ 'six' ruk* 'six' 

m. (l]f tsani /c~.ni1 'seven' chani 'seven' 

X :t:tt sasi /s~.si/ 'eight' yoh* 'eight' 
..... 

~ £fl yAN /yaJ 'nine' guh* 'nine' 

Ia :::IS Z gau lg~U! 'ten' guh sashi* 'ten' 
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The asterisk for 'three', 'five' and 'six' indicates some phonemic changes 

between the two systems and the same for 'eight', nine' and 'ten' suggests mismatch 

between the modem usage and Beams' data, which might have occurred due to 

typographic or editing errors in the latter. 

3.1.4.1.1 Compound cardinal numerals 

The following compound-cardinals m (165) are occasionally used m daily 

conversations among native spakers are available in the language: 

(165) 
kAk 1kak! 'eleven' nik /nik/ 'twelve' 

sANk /saki 'thirteen' lek !lskl 'fourteen· 

ngok ll)Ok! 'fifteen' rok /rok/ 'sixteen' 

tsek ltsekJ 'seventeen' sask /s~sk/ 'eighteen 

yANk 1yak1 'nineteen' . 45 nzsum /ni.surnl 'twentv 

nikA /ni.kaJ 'twenty-one' ninis /ni.nis/ 'twenty-twP 

nisAN /ni.sal 'twenty-three' nile /ni.lc/ 'twenty- t(Jur 

ningo /ni.l)O/ 'twenty-five' nirak /ni.r~k/ twenty-six 

nits an /ni.c~n/ 'twenty-seven' nisas /ni.s~s/ twenty-eitht 

niyAN /ni.yal 'twenty-nine' sAN sum /sa. sum/ thirty 

sANk /saki 'thirty-one' sANnis /sa. nisi thirty-two 

sANs as /sa.s~s/ 'thirty-three' sANle /sa.lc/ thirty-four 

sANnga lsii.IJ~! 'thirty-five' sANrak /sa.r;}k/ thirty-six 

sANtsan /sa.c;}n/ 'thirty-seven' sANs as /sa.s;}s/ 'thirty-eight· 

sANyAN /sa.yal 'thirty-nine' lesum /lc.sum/ 'forty' 

lekA /ls.ka! 'forty-one' Ienis /Is. nisi 'forty-two' 

lesAN Jlc.sa 1 'forty-three' lele !Ide! 'f::~y-four' 

lenga /lc.IJ~/ 'forty-five' lerak /lc.r;}k/ 'forty-six' 

lets an /lc.C;}n/ 'forty-seven' lesas /Jc.S;}S/ 'forty-eight' 

45 
Cf. khalkA lk"al.ka/ also in measurement of money in§ 3.1.5.land example (170) i. 
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ley AN !l!::.yaJ 'forty-nine' ngasum IIJ:~.sum/ 'fifty' 

ngakA /tp.ka/ 'fifty-one' nganis /tp.nis/ 'fifty-two' 

ngasAN IIJ~.saJ 'fifty-three' ngale I IJ~.l€1 'fifty-four' 

nganga IIJ~.IJ~I 'fifty-five' ngarak IIJ~.r~kl 'fifty-six' 

ngatsan IIJ~. c~n I 'fifty-seven' ngatsan IIJ~.s~s/ 'fifty-eight' 

ngayAN IIJ~.yaJ 'fifty-nine' raksum /r~k.surnl 'sixty' 

raknis /r~k.nis/ 'sixty-two' raksAN /r~k.sa/ 'sixty-three' 

rakle /r~k.l€1 'sixty-four' raknga /r~k. IJ~I 'sixty-five' 

rarak lr~.r~kl 'sixty-six' raktsan /r~k.can/ 'sixty-seven' 

raksas /r~k.s~s/ 'sixty-eight' rakyAN /r~k.yaJ 'sixty-nine' 

tsansum /c~n.surnl 'seventy' tsankA /c~n.ka/ 'seventy-one' 

tsannis /c~n.nis/ 'seventy-two' tsansAN /c~n.saJ 'seventy-three' 

tsanle /~n.l€1 'seventy-four' tsannga /c~n. IJ~I 'seventy-five' 

tsanrak /c~n.mkl 'seventy-six' tsatsan /c~.c~n./ 'seventy-seven' 

tsansan /c~n.s~s/ 'seventy-eight' tsanyAN /c~n.y3/ 'seventy-nine' 

sassum /s~s.surnl 'eighty' saskA /s~s.ka/ 'eighty-one' 

sasnis /s~s.nis/ 'eighty-two' sass AN /s~s.saJ 'eighty-two' 

sasle /s~s.l€1 'eighty-four' sasnga /s~s.ng~/ 'eighty-five' 

sasrak /s~s.r~kl 'eighty-six' sastsan /s~s.c~n/ 'eighty-seven' 

sasas /s~.s~s/ 'eighty -eight' sasyAN /s~s.y3/ 'eighty' 

yANsum Jya.surnJ 'ninety' yANkA 1ya.kw 'ninety-one' 

yANnis /ya.nis/ 'ninety-two' yANsAN Jya.saJ 'ninety-three' 

yANle Jya.lv 'ninety-four' yANnga tya.IJ~I 'ninety-five' 

yANrak Jyamkl 'ninety-six' yANtsan tya.c~nt 'ninety-seven' 

yANsas Jya.s~s/ 'ninety-eight' yANyAN Jya.ya; 'ninety-nine' 

poNrkA 46 Jporph.ka; 'one hundred' 

(Cf. Sunuwar 2003: 410-413 and Rapacah, Ngawoca-Mukhia & Rujicha-Mukhia 2003) 

46 
Cf. also giNrkA /gir(()kii/ and gigkA /gigkii/ for 'one hundred' 
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3.1.4.1.2 Ordinals 

An ordinal is a number defining position in a series. According to Victor (1997) 

ordinals in Tankhul-Naga (T-B, spoken in northeast India) are formed by affixing the 

nominalizer or non-finite marker and suffixing the agentive or attributive adjective 

marker to the numerals, whereas in Kiranti-Koits, there is only one ordinal marker <

sam> as in (166) used as postpositional suffix (cf. § 3.1.2.6.13) semantically denoting a 

destination i.e. a place until which something moves or a moment until which the action 

is carried out. 

(166) 

kA-sam /ka.s~m/ 'first' ni-sam /ni.s~m/ 'second' 

sAN-sam /sa-s~m/ 'third' le-sam /lE.S~m/ 'fourth' 

nga-sam /rp-s~m/ 'fifth' ruk-sam /ruk.s~m/ 'sixth' 

tsani-sam /c~ni-s~m/ 'seventh' sas-sam /s~s.s~m/ 'eigth' 

yAN-sam 1ya-s~m1 'nineth' gau-sam /g~u.s~m/ 'tenth' 

There are some irregular random suffixes denoting ordinals (see Sunuwar 200 ~) 

for greater numerals also. 

3.1.4.1.2.1 Ordinals Distributive numerals 

These numeral in Tankhui-Naga CJ'-B, spoken in northeast India) are formed by 

reduplicating the last syllable ofthe numeral (Victor 1997) whereas in Kiriinti-Koits, it is 

formed by reduplicating the whole syllable with <-pii> originally form p~sya~pgsa 

'having done (lit.)' a coverbal clitic/suffix, e.g., 

(167) a. ka ka pa 'one by one, one at a time' 

b. ni'lsi ni?si pa 'two by two, two at a time' 

c. sa sa pa 'three by three, three at a time' 

d. ka ka pa h 'iko 'Count one by one.' 

(lit. one one having done) 

(lit. one one having done) 

(lit. one one having done) 
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3.1.4.1.3 Frequency numerals 

These numerals in the language are formed by suffixing usually !kill 'one (lit.)' to 

the cardinals like ni?sika 'twice' saka 'thrice' lGka 'four times', however, kalGka ( cf. e.g., 

(168) a-b and Text sources [1.119] and [3.30] 'once' (can also be reduced to kalG in 

conversation as in (168) a is an exception. Another term synonymously used for kalGka 

'once' is kab-nat 'once' (lit. one day [see Text source: 2.21]) as in example (168) b 

below. 

(168) a. kAlengA solum kAlekA lA ro ?sib masogenngA IAptso Paiwa nu Dunglewake 

g/umAts g/umeken tso ?sime bAa. 

kaiG-IJa solu-m kalE-ka la ro?-sib m;}sogen-IJa laptso Paiwa nu 

once-GEN sacrifice-AGT once-one only open-PAS 

DuiJlEwa-ks glurnats glu-msks-n tso?-si-mE 

virtue-GEN door P 

ba?-t;}~t 

D-GEN family come.out: INF-PAR close-MV:3SG AUX:EXT-3SG 

and 

'The only once opening door of virtue for one time's sacrifice was closed 

immediately when Dunglewa and his family members came out.' [Text source: 1.17] 

b. kAbnAt shyetsib panpan lashonu Tsisankhu (Kuibir, Serna, Diyale nu Pokharenga 

sirwa) dzAdimmAbA a. 

kab-nat sys-tsib p;}-n-p;}-n 1;}-SO-nu Tsis;}nkhu (Kuibir, Serna, 

one/once-day meat-bird do-PROG-RED-PROG go-PR:PCPL-TEMP Ts (K, S, 

Diyals nu Pokh;}re-IJa sirwa) ~-dimma-ba?-t~t 

D and P-GEN boarder) reach-PST:3PL-AUX:EXT-3PL 

'Once upon a time, they reached to Tsisankhu (boarder of Kuibir, Serna, Diyale and 

Pokhare) while hunting.' [Text source: 1.52] 

3.1.4.1.4 Approximate numerals 
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The approximate numerals can be expressed by usmg the morpheme <khoi> 

'about', e.g., 

(169) 
kA khoi /ka khoil 'about one' 

ni?si khoi /ni?si khoil 'about two' 

sAN khoi /sa 0oi! 'about three' 

3.1.4.1.5 Fractional numerals 

The following two fractional numeral names (169) a-b are available in Kiranti

Koits and furthter investigation may discover other nomenclature too. 

(169) a. lekal 
b.phekyo 

3.1.5 Measurements 

'one fourth, a quarter' 
'half 

For our present description here, we have included monetary emits or 
measurements only excluding other details of land, liquid measurements etc. 

3.1.5.1 Measurement of money 

There are some generic terms like kyet !ky£TI 'cash', ketos lktTos/ 'currency' and 

khru~khur(D)u /khur(D)u/ 'rupee/s' in Kin'lnti-Koits and other specific units are provided 

in (170) a-o. 

(170) a. sekle 

b.phebre 

c. khurkA 

d. khurnga 

e. khur 

f. khurni ?si 

g.phANka47 

/s£kl£/ 

/ph£br£/ 

/khur(D).ka! 

/khur(D).rp/ 

/khur(D)/ 

'25 paisa/cent coin' 

'50 paisa/cent coin' 

'one rupee coin' 

'five rupees coin' 

'one rupee paper-note' 

/khur(D) ni?si/ 'two rupees paper-note' 

/phaka; 'five rupees paper-note' 

47 Cf. also tAp/AkaA /tapHika/ for 'five rupees paper-note' 



h. phAni/Si 

i. khalkA 

j. poNrphekyo 

k.poNrkA48 

1. dzoikA 

m. dakkA 

n.poNrnga 

o.puiNkA 
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/phani?si/ 'ten rupees paper-note' 

/kh~l.kat dtwenty rupees paper-note, 2one score' 

/por.ph~::kyo/ 'fifty rupees paper-note' 

/por.kat'one hundred' 

/dzoi.kat 'five hundred rupees paper-note' 

/d~k.kat 'one thousand rupees paper-note' 

tpor.IJ~/ 'five thousand' 

/pui.kat 'one hundred thousand' 

(See Sunuwar (2003 [VS 2060: 409]) for more than 'one hundred thousand' counting as n:liJ.kii, 

doiJ.kii, diri.ka, biri.ka, e.ri, pi.ri, cui) 

3.1.6 Division of time 

Some specific adverbs of time division have already been described in § 

3.1.3.2.1.2 examples (160) a-u earlier. The generic term indicating 'time' is muN !mill 

nand its synonymous term is n~y~::r. Other concepts of time are: nAmsits lnamsitsl 'era'and 

/th~::msil 'span'. In the following examples (171) and (172), we will provide the names of 

days and months. 

3.1.6.1 Days in a week 

The generic term used for denoting 'week' in the language is nupho /nupho/ and 

tsem /cern! is its synonymy. There are two different names for the days of the week used 

in Sikkim (Set A) and in Nepal (Set B), however in the lexicon, the entry has been 

indicated as synomous. They are given below in (171 ). 

(171) 
Set A 

rub nAt trub.natl 

naknAt /n~k.nav 

48 See footnote 46 

Set B 

tserenA?t 

tAsnA?t 

/c~::r~::.na?U 

/tas.na?v 

'Sunday 6ff$<1CII<' 

'Monday <ffil'l<m' 
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rib nAt trib.nat/ rimsnA?t lrims.na?t/ 'Tuesday "'(~IWH<' 

tipnAt ttip.nau dumsnA?t /dums.na?t/ 'VVednesday ~' 

rub nAt /rub.nau relphnA?t /relph.na?t/ 'Thursday fcl~ctl<' 

has nAt thas.nau holphnA?t 1holph.na?t! 'Friday ~l::tl<m' 

suknAt !suk.nau gilphn A?t 1gilph.na?t/ 'Saturday ~1f.1 ctl<' 

3.1.6.2 Months 

The generic term sin !sin! m Kiranti-Koits implies 'month'. Egli (1999) has 

collected the name of months in the language borrowed from Indic Nepali in his 

ethnographic study of the tribe, however, there still exists indigenous vocabulary for 

months as given in ( 172) a-l here. 

(172) a. ngarits !IJ;:,ric/ ~ 'January, lTfCf' 

b. syAbrAts tkyabrac/ Cflli~I'Cl 'February,~' 

c. phurots /p 11uroc/ ~ 
"' 

'March~' 
' 

d. gigits lgigicl TlWRr 'April,~~, 

e. dzimnAts /dzimnac/ MHii'Cl 'May, -jfo' 

f. hubnAts /hubnac/ ~ 'June, 3RIT{' 

g. khubnAts /khubnac/ ~ 'July,~' 

h. dz'ihots /dz'ihoc/ ~ 'August,~' 

i. hurots lburocl " 'September, ~' ~ 

j. gyurots /gyuroc/ ~ 'October, ~' 

k. hA:sots /ha:soc/ ~T:m 'November,~' 

1. gilots /giloc/ ~ 'December, Tf' 

3.1.6.3 Seasons 

Victor (1997) has described eight seasons in Tankhul-Naga (T-B spoken in 

Northeast India), whereas in Kiranti-Koits such rich nomenclature has been replaced by 

language contact situation in the Himalayas. The Kiranti-Koits people's new season 
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begins in hA:songosyu /ha:soiJOSyu/ 'a tribal festival', which falls in the month of January. 

The following seasons (173) a-c have been recorded in the language. 

(173) a. kagyawAtseri 

b. reusotshyem 

c. gyu---<iZ(j)u 

3.2 Verb morphology 

/bgy;}wacsri/ 

/reusotSsm/ 

!gyu-dzu! 

'spring season' 

'rainy season' 

'winter season' 

This § 3.2 describes the verbal system and their classification in Kiranti-Koits- the 

nucleus parts of speech. Traditional grammars often define 'verb' notionally as a 'doing' 

word. Such a notional difinition has generally been considered inadequate for a number 

of reasons. Modem grammars prefer a more syntactical definition. 

A more exhaustive difinition of verb (Victor 1997: 149) is that it constitutes a 

major word class that is normally essential to clause tense-aspect-mood, number, person 

and voice. Verbs tend to code less time-stable experiences, primarilytransitory states, 

events or actions. They may code either extremely rapid changes, or procedss that may 

have certain duration, or even relatively more stable states. In other words, they cover a 

certain range from one extreme end of the time-stability scale. 

Verbs are also most obviously distinguished by the fact that each verb typically 

requires the presence in its sentence of a specified set of NP arguments syntactically ( cf. 

Zograph 1985), each of which may be required to appear in some particular gtrarnmatical 

form, e.g. particulr case marking, pariticular pre or postposition etc. Additionally, Tibeto

Burman verbs in Zograph's (1982: 188-189) observation is, 

"The verb is, as a rule, invariable, and hardly distinguishable from other classes of words. 

By virtue of its position in the sentence, it might be compared to the nominal predicate of 

the Indo-European languages. The verb can either stand alone, or it can take on special 

affirmative particles which amount in most cases to rudimentary forms of a verbal copula. 

Tense is usually expressed by the addition of supplementary focusing words. Anything that 

could be called a conjugation system is found only in certain members of the Naga sub-
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group, and up to a point, in the pronominalised Himalayan languages, where pronomina: 

suffixes play the part of personal endings." 

Truly, all Kiranti-Koits verbs (also cf. Appendix C) as one of the pronomonalised 

Himalayan languages have such pronominal suffixes. 

3.2.1 Roots 

Like most Kiranti (Athpare, Bantawa, Camling Thulung, Khaling and Limbu) 

verbs (Ebert 1994: 19), Kiranti-Koits also has two different stems. The first full stem is 

used before vowels, the second (weakened) stem before consonant and word final. The 

stem is often predictable. The transitivizing or causative suffixes -ti-d and -s are elided in 

stem II; stems ending in sonorants and some vowel stem remain unchanged. Yet tlwrl· 

remains verbal roots obscurity in Kiranti languages as observed by Michailovsky ( J9g) 

363) thus, 

'The flamboyant verbal agreement morphology of Limbu (T-8, spoken in east Neap! anc 

adjacent India, 200,000 speakers) and of the rest of the East 1-limalayish (or Bahing- Yay L' 

[1-layu]) group of Tibeto-Burman partly obscures the verbal roots, which themseiVL'' 

preserve traces of an older, no longer productive morphology.' 

The obscurity of verbal roots in K-K also preserves traces of an older, no longer 

productive morphology (cf. § 3.2.1.1 and§ 3.2.1.2). 

3.2.1.1 Open root verbs 

Minimum two verbs have been provided for each open roots based on their basic 

infinitival form -tsA /-cal as word final syllable such as le-tsA !l~::.cal 'to sell'. Some more 

examples are presented in (174). There are five productively different imperative (also cf. 

Appendix C) suffix morphemes, viz., <-o>, <-ko>, <-lo>, <-do>, <-so> and <-to> in (174) 

and (175) of whose detailed phonological rules 1:::>.:: !;;~::::: !~ft out for further investigation. 

Basic 
Roots 

(174) 

Root 
Final 

Infinitive 
L-INF 

Imperative/ 
Directive 

Finite forms Gloss of 
(L)-NPST-JSG(vi/t) L-INF 
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};)- zero };)-di lau-o lai-nu-IJ 'to go' 

t;)- zero t;)-ca tau-o49 tai-nu-IJ 'to see/get' 

kh-a:- zero kha:-ca kha:k-o ~:-nu-IJ 'to tear'(agent active) 

ga:- zero ga:-ca ga:k-o :E-nu-IJ 'to tear'( object itself) 

IJa- zero IJa-ca I]ak-o :E-nu-IJ 'to weep' 

thi- zero thi-ca thiu-o :E-nu-IJ 'to touch' 

(h)i- zero (h)i-ca (h)iu-o :E-nu-IJ 'to come' 

pl- zero pi-ca pm-o :E-nu-IJ 'to come' 

m'i- zero m'i--ca m'ik-o :EanU~IJ 'to plait' 

glu- zero gl((/l)u-ca gluiJ-O :E-nu-IJ 'to come out, appear' 

tu- zero tu-ca tUIJ-0 :E-nu-IJ 'to drink' 

t'u- zero fu-ca fuk-o :E-nu-IJ 'to lick' 

ku- zero ku-ca ku-o :E-nU-IJ 'to con1e' 

IE- zero lc-ca lc?-ko :E-nu-IJ 'to sell' 

gs- zero gs-ca gsu-o :E-nu-IJ 'to give' 

de-- zero dc--ca dsn-o :E-nu-IJ 'to say' 

ko(:)- zero ko(:)-ca koiJ-O :E-nu-IJ 'to look/see' 
h To?- zero Tho?-ca ~o?-ko :E-nu-IJ 'to hit' 

3.2.1.2 Closed root verbs 

Minimum three verbs have been provided for each closed roots based on their 

basic infinitival form -tsA /-cal as word final syllable such as le-tsA !Is.cal 'to sell'. Some 

more examples are presented in (175). 

Basic Root Infinitive Imperative/ Finite form Gloss of 
Roots Final :E-INF Directive (:E)-NPST-ISG(Vt) :E-INF 

49 This imperative/directive form is a bit unsual and its finitive form now has one more meaning something 
like 'I kick you.' Its imperative form for kicking is tato'kick'. 
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E-ba (Vi.) 

(175) 

k\il- 1- k11a1-ca k11a1-do E-nU-IJ 'to mix up' 

k11ul- 1- k11ul-ca k11ul-do E-nU-1) 'to care/look after' 

mal- I- mal-ca m;:}-10 E-nU-1) 'to need/search' 

gr(()ol- I- gr(()olo-ca gr(()o-lo E-nU-1) 'to lie on' 

n>l- I- rEl-ca rEI-do E-nU-1) 'to hang' 

sui- I- sul-ca sui-do E-nU-1) 'to tickle' 

tul- I- tul-ca tul-do ~:-nu-IJ 'to uproot' 

tEl- I- tEI-ca tEl-do ~>nu-IJ 'to pile up' 

pr(()ol- I- pr(()ol-ca pr(()l-do E-nU-1) 'to break' (A active) 

br(()ol- 1- brwol-ca brcool-o E-b;:} (Vi.) to 'break' (0 itself) 

syd- 1- syd-ca syd-do E-nU-1) 'to make!huild 

ham- m- ham-ca ham-do E-nU-1) 'to dry' 

him- m- him-ca him-do E-nU-1) 'to shake· 

sam- m- sam-ca sam-do E-nU-1) 'to lose' 

care- rc- carc-ca car-do car-nu-IJ 'to urinate· 

k11crc- rc- k11Erc-ca k11Er-do khcr-nu-IJ 'to chase' 

hire- rc- hirc-ca hir-do hir-nU-IJ 'to roam' 

kirc- rc- kirc-ca kir-do kir-nu-IJ 'to braid'(ropc) 

kyorc- rc- kyorc-ca kyor-do kyor-nu-l) 'to cut' 

laic- c- Hiic..ca };:}-tO lai-nu-IJ 'to take away· 

khroic- khr(()o i c-ca h kh . 'to chop' c- k r(()o-do r(()OI-nU-1) 

SOIC- c- soic-ca soit-to SOl-nU-l) 'to send' 

rotc- c- roic-ca roit-to rot-nU-l) 'to snatch' 

khuic- c- khuic-ca kh . Uit-tO kh . UI-nU-l) 'to hide' 

IDUIC- c- muic-ca muit-to mUI-nU-1) 'to blow up'(fire) 

hoic- c- hoic-ca hois-so hoi-nu-l) 'to climb up' 
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me- c- nic-ca nis-so lllSSI-nU-1) 'to sit' 

kic- c- kic-ca kil)-0 ki-nu-IJ 'to pull' 

ga?- ?- ga?-ca ga?-ko ~-nu-IJ 'to walk' 

tE?- ?- tE?-ca tE?-ko ~-nu-IJ 'to block' 

thE?- ?- thE?-ca thE?-ko ~-nu-l) 'to tread' 

thap- p- thap-ca thap-o ~-nu-l) 'to pay' 

tup- p- tup-ca tup-o ~-nU-l) 'to beat' 

yup- p- yup-ca yup-o ~-nU-l) 'to beat' 

lup- p- lup-ca lup-o ~-nu-IJ 'to smear' 

kh-ap- p- khap-ca kh-ap-o ~-nu-IJ 'to pile up in layer' 

Non-finite forms of both open and closed roots are: ~-fNF (~-ca; is cognate of~-co 

K-Ba, ~-dim K-Warn and in other Kiranti languages; ~-ma ?Lim, ~-rna Ath, ~-rna Ban, ~-

rna Rod, ~-mu Th, ~-nd Kh (Ebert 1994: 55)) ~-PUR c~-th), ~-CONV:SfM, ~-NEG:CONV(~

SG-l)G is cognate of ~-sa Ath, ~-sa Ban, ~-sa Rod (Ebert Ibid)). 

3.2.2 <-ti!-tii> ending class of verbs 

Two separate classes of verbs ending in <-ti> and <-ta> for first person singular 

past (cf. Ch 1 § 1.3) have been discovered in the language when a native speaker speaks 

to himselflhelself (Agent-Patient relationship, I SG) and then also 2SG agent-1SG and 3SG 

patient. Most intransitive verbs like 'come, go, return, and weep' etc. always end in <-ti> 

suffix (176) a-1, whereas the remaining transitive and ditransitive verbs end with <-ta-> 

suffix ( 177) a-e. 

3.2.2.1 <-ti> ending class of verbs 

The following instransitive verbs end in <-ti> 'past', where the relationship 

between agent-patient shown is- 1 SG PST agent-patien and 2sG~ 1 SG /3SG e.g. soitti 

!soit.til 'send (lit.)' imperative past. 
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(176) a. la-ti /l~.ti/ 

go-PST:1SG 'I went' 

b. gA?-ti ;ga?.til 

walk-PST: 1 SG 'I walked' 

c. ngA-ti IIJa.til 

weep-PST: 1 SG 'I swept' 

d. pi-li /pi.ti/ 

come- PST: 1 SG 'I came' 

e. dzA ?-ti !dza?.til 

come/arrive- PST: 1 SG 'I arrived' 

f. bA ?-li 

be- PST: 1 SG 

g. dum-ti 

become- PST: 1 SG 

h. be ?-ti 

die- PST: 1 SG 

i. li-t i 

remain- PST: 1 S<J 

j. grol-ti 

lie.down- PST: 1 SG 

k. gri-ti 

cry- PST: 1 Sli 

l. brup-ti 

lba?.til 

'I was, remained' (narrative verb plus AUX) 

idum.til 

'I became' 

/b£7 .til 

'I died' 

ili.til 

'I remained' 

/gr((il)ol.ti/ 

'I lied down' 

/gr((/l)i.ti/ 

'I cried" 

/br((/l)up. til 

climb.down- PST:1SG 'I climbed down' 

3.2.2.2 <-ta.g> class of verbs 

The following transitive verbs end in <-ti'i..IJ> 'past' (IJ = 1 SG in -ti'i..IJ), where the 

relationship between agent-patient shown is- 1SG PST agent-patien and 1 SG ~ 

2SG/DU/PL, 3SG/DU/PL e.g. soil-tA-ng /soit.ta.IJ/ 'I sent...' Consider other examples given 

in (177) a-e. 



(177) a. dzA-tA-ng 

eat-PST-1SG 

b.pA-tA-ng 

do-PST-1SG 

c. sol-tA-ng 

take out-PST -1 SG 

d. let-tA-ng 

retum-PST -1 SG 

e. bre 7-tA-ng 

write-PST -1 SG 
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ldza.ta.IJ! 

'I ate ... ' 

;pa.ta.IJI 

'I did ... ' 

/sol.ta.l)/ 

'I took out. .. ' 

/lEt.ta.IJI 

'
1 I returned something 2tumed cattle from one 

direction to another' 

!brE?. ta.IJ! 

'I wrote' [cf. -tal SG:PST Kiranti-Ha; Michailovsky 

and Mazaudon (1973: 140)] 

The morpheme <-t:a> 'past'changes according to person, number and T(ense) 

M d . k . k 'W DU , . . I 'Y A(spect) (oo ), e.g. sozt-ta-s u lsmt.t~.s U! e sent ... , solf-te-se /sott.tE.SE ou 

00send ... (IMP)' etc. 

3.2.3 Deictic verbs 

We have already listed some Kiranti-Koits locational adverbs in § 3.1.3.2.1.4 

earlier. These locational adverbs are also known as deictics code space in most Kiranti 

languages in terms of distance vertically or horizontally, e.g. h~yu muyu (also hui ui is 

cognate of hui (lo) 'down at/to' K-Rod, yu(ni) 'down at/to' K-Ban, huilo-ka (cf. hui-la K

K) 'from below' K-Rod, yuni-yka 'from belwo' hui-ni (cf. hui-ge K-K) 'down to', yu-t

nin K-Ban 'down to'; Ebert (1999: 109)) 'very far down' (±animate object, verical), 

uyu~ui ( <h~yu uyu>ui) 'below down' (location, distance, vertical), h~rE merE 'level, 

distal' (±human object, horizontal), h~rE ErE~cr 'far, distal' (level:LOC, distance, 

horizontal), h~ri mEri 'far up' (±human object, vertical) and h~ri iri~ir 'far up' (distance, 

vertical). Besides these deictic adverbs, there are some sets of deictic verbs also for 

coding space for how the same action is referred differently. 
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The Kiranti-Koits deitic verbs (178) a-d and (179) a-d like m other Kiranti 

languages- Thulung, Camling, Bantawa, Limbu (Ebert 1999: 1 14) and (Rai 2002) 

Bantawa, Chamling, Khaling Thulung Chintange Wambule Jerong (Jero), Koyee (Koyu), 

Sunuwar and Limbu describe a trajectory from a higher, lower or same-level place to the 

place of orientation specifying motion towards the place of reference. Ebert (ibid: I 13) 

notes, " ... the most exact English translations sound somewhat pleonastic, I shall gloss 

simply by 'come up"'. 

( 178) a. hits A 

b. kutsA 

c. pit sA 

d. dzA ?!sA 

( 179) a. h(JJJitstsA 

b. kui ?tstsA 

c. pitstsA 

d. tsA ?tsA 

!hi.ca! 

/ku.ca/ 

lpi.ca/ 

!dza'?.ca! 

/hic.ca/ 

/kui?c.ca/ 

lpic.ca/ 

!ca?.ca! 

'to come down'(vertical) 

'to come up' 

'to come' (level, horizontal) [ cf. pi-cam Kirant 1 

Warn; Rai (2002)] 

'to come/arrive (neutral)' 

'to bring, fetch down' [c[ hyiic-ciim Kiranti-Wam 

Rai (2002)] 

'to bring, fetch up' (vertical) 

'to bring, fetch (level, horizontal)' r cf.l ic-ciim 1\. 

Warn; Rai (2002)] 

'to bring, fetch (neutral)' 

Like these deictic verbs, there are other verb classes e.g. thAiccA !thaic.ca ·to 

beat', kyortstsA /kyorc.ca/ 'to cut' etc specifying at least four ways of perfom1ing the 

same action. 

3.2.4 Copula verbs 

There are two basic copula/auxiliary verbs (See Ch 4 § 4.3.1.1.3 also) in Kiranti

Koits. viz., ~bii < -bii?-t(a) 'locative auxiliary; is:3SG' or m£' 'defining auxiliary' and <m-> 

'am'. DeLancey (1992) has described the second copula where inclusive and exclusive 

for lou and lPL has been invented (see Table 3.12) and both of them can be prefixed to 
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negative (also cf. Appendix C) prefix, <m;}-> e.g., m;}-ba 'is not' and m;}-me' 'no, not at 

all'. 

Except for me' (statement) and me '(interrogative), both <-ba> and <n;}-> inlfect 

according to number, person and TAM, e.g. ba?-ti 'arn!was:1SG', ba?-t;}-sku 'were

PST: 1 DU', ba?-t;}-b 'were-PST: 1PL', ba?-ffi 'were-PST:2SG', ba?-ti-si 'were-PST:2DU', 

ba?-ti-ni 'were-PST:2PL', ba?-t(;}) 'were-PST:3SG', ba?-ta-s~:: 'were-PST:3ou', and ba?-t~::

m~:: 'were-PST:3PL' and so on (cf. § 3.2.7 (201) g) and Table 3.12 shows the inlfected 

forms for <n;}-> ( cf. (180) a and (181) a also). 

The copula morpheme -/ba 'is' cognate of bu in Kiranti-Thu (Ebert 1994: 257, 

Ebert 1999: 124). 

(180) a. go 
1SG 

(181) a. go 
lSG 

su na-ngA ? !go su n;).IJ(a)/ 
who am-1 SG 'Who am I?' 

mur nang !go mur m-IJ/ 
man am-1SG 'I am a man.' 

Table3.12: The conjugation ofthe copula na- (DeLancey 1992: 31) 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

INCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE INCLUSIVE EXCLU SIVE 

1st n;:}-1) ng-s~:: ng-sku n;:}-1 m(i)-ki 

2nd ' ng-y~:: ' ng-s1 ng-m 

3rd hoso ng-s~:: ng-m 

Some other copula or auxiliary/modal verbs are: c 'it au 'to be about, going to (e.g. 

reu i-cii c 'if au 'about or going to rain')', bii'?-cii 'continuous auxiliary (e.g. dza-n-dn-n 

bii'?-cii 'stay eating') ', plof-cti 'terminative auxiliary (pa-cti ploi-cti 'to stop doing')', 

thum-ca 'egressive auxiliary (dza-sti thum-cti 'to finish eating')', soic-cti 'dispatch 

50 The native vocabulary is me' lmf.'l and ho is a loan rrom the Indic Nepali. 
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auxiliary (brc?-sa soic-ca 'to send having written')', cap-ca 'capacity auxiliary (pa-cii 

ciip-cii 'to be able to do something)', ge-cii 'to give auxiliary', bic-cii 'to agree auxiliary 

(pi-cii bic-cii 'to agree for coming')', miil-cii 'explorative auxiliary (hillo-pa-cii miil-cii 

'to want for asking')', pa-pa-cii~pa-piiic-cii 'causative auxiliary (gc: pa-pa-cii 'to cause 

working)', miilba 'necessity auxiliary (wiils-ltoic-cii miilba 'to elope with a 

husband')'and so forth (cf. and§ 3.2.8.3 also). 

3.2.5 Semantic classification of verbs 

Now, in this § 3.2.5, we will classify some basic verb types along semantic 

paradigms in a 'case frame matrix' (Table 3.13) suggested by Cook (1972h) and adapted 

by Prakasham and Abbi (1986: 35-38) and Abbib (2001: 140, 253). I h<.nc slightly 

paraphrased in the following definitions presented by Chafe and Cook (cited in Prakasam 

and Abbi (1986: 35-38). 

Table 3.13: The case frame matrix 

A 
Basic verb types 

I. State 

f+Ps] 

2. Process 

[+Ps] 

3. Action 

[+A] 

3. Action Process 

(+A,P] 

B 
+Experiencer 

!.State Experiencer 

[+Ps, E] 

c 
+Benefactive 

!.State Benefactive 

(+Ps, B] 

D 
+Locative 

State Locative 

(+Ps, L] 

2.Process Experiencer 2.Process Benefactive 2.Process I .ocaat1ve 

{+P, E] [+P, B] [+P, Lj 

3. Action Experiencer 3. Action Benefactive 3. Action Locaative 

(+A, E] (+A, B] [+A, L] 

3. Action Process 3. Action Process 3. Action Process 

Experiencer Benefactive Locaative 

[+A, P, E] [+A, P, B] [+A, P, L] 
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(Source: Prakasam and Abbi (1986: 35-38) and (2001: 140, 253)). All Os (for object) has been 

changed in P (for patient). 

3.2.5.1 State verbs (A. I) 

These verbs specify that an object is in a certain state or condition. They are 

accompanied by a patient noun, which specifies what it is that it is in that state, e.g., 

(181) a. so:-tsA /so:.ciil 'to be dry' 

b. dz 'isi-tsA /dz'isi.ciil 'to be broken' 

c. AN-ke so NTh dze P-met Hike s5Th dzE?mEt/ 

1SG-GEN shirt tear-PST:3SG:FRF 'My shirt has been tom (itself).' 

3.2.5.2 Process verbs (A.2) 

They specify that objects undergo a change of state or condition. They are 

accompanied by a patient noun, which specifies what it is that changes its state or 

condition, e.g. 

(182) a. beP-tsA lbc?.ciil 'to die' 

b. do?-tsA !d'o?.ciil 'to fall' 

c. hAlsi-tsA /halsi.ciil 'to widen' 

d. buits-tsA /buic.ciil 'to boil' 

e. s' ishyidum-tsA Is' isyidum.ciil 'to be cold' 

f. eNko faring laringraw-IA doP-met IE'Ko };}ril) ldril)r;}wala do?mct/ 

this ap ap-tree-ABL fall-3SG:FRF 'This apple has fallen from the apple-tree.' 

3.2.5.3 Action verbs (A.3) 

They express an activity, something, which someone does. They are accomapaned 

by an agent noun, which specifies the instigator of the action and a patient noun, which 

specifies the object affected or affected by that activity e.g., 

( 183) a. tup-tsA /tup.ciil 'to beat' (thiiicca, y'uca) 
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b. t 'o-tsA It' o.dil 'to fell' 

c. sA its-tsA /saic.ciil 'to kill' 

d. shyel-tsA /sy~>l.ciil 'to make, build' 

e. khA:-tsA /kha:.ciil 'to tear' 

f. prol-tsA /pr([)ol.ciil 'to beak' 

g. lalpiyA-mi khui-kali sAit-tu /lglpiya.mi khui.bli sait.tu/ 

police-AGT thief-OAT kill-PST:3SG 'The police killed a thief.' 

3.2.5.4 Action process verbs (A.4) 

They simultaneously express an action and a process. They are accompanied by 

agent nouns, which specify the instigator of the action and patient nouns. which the 

object effected or affected by that activity, e.g., 

(184) a. shyel-tsA 

b. kyorts-tsA 

c. tse ?-tsA 

/sy~>l.ciil 

/kyor.cciil 

'to make/build' 

'to cut' (±animate objects of solid and big si/l', 

/cE?caJ 'to cut' (±animate objects into smaller pieces) 

d. r "i-/.)A /r"i.ciil 'to cut' (grass and crops while harvesting; 

c. khroits-tsA /khr((/l)oi.caJ 'to cut' (firewood, log etc. only into three or tour 

pieces) (Source: Rapacha 2003) 

f. go guye-mi sosmAl r 'i-nu-ng !go guyc.mi sosmal r"i.nu.IJI 

1 SG sickle-INST grass cut-NPST-1 SG 'I cut grass with a sickle.' 

3.2.5.5 State cxperiencer verbs (B. I) 

These verbs specifY that an experiencer is in a certain state or condition with 

respect to a given object. They are accompanied by experiencer nouns, which specifv the 

one who is in the psychological state of sensation, emotion and cognition. These are, also 

accompanied by patient nouns, whif'h ~~·:.":::i~ the stimulus for or the content of the 

expenence, e.g., 

(185) a. dA-tsA 

b. mA!tsA 

ida.ciil 

/mal.ciil 

'to 11ike 2swallow, 31ight" 

'to 1want. 2search' 
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c. khAldingpatsA ;k11adiiJ.p~.c3/ 'to doubt' [Text source: 4.12] 

d. go m 'ishyeAl kA-nu nam-pAi-nu-ng !go mi' syEal ka.nu mm.pai.nu.IJ/ 

1SG girl one-ASS love-do-NPST-1SG 'I am in love with a girl.' 

3.2.5.6 Process experiencer verbs (8.2) 

These verbs specify that an experiencer undergoes a change of state with respect 

to a given object. They are well accompanied by an experiencer noun, which specifies the 

one, who undergoes the change of psychological state, and a patient noun, which 

specifies stimulus for or the state, the content of the experience, e.g., 

( 186) a. shyetge-tsA lsyetge.ca.J 'to annoy' 

b. shye-tsA /sya.caJ 'to annoy' (different pragmatico-semantic sense) 

c. rippAits-tsA /rippaic.c3/ 'to amuse/please' (lit. make laugh) 

d. goi aN-kali mop A ma-shyAk-o lgoi a.bli mopa m~.syak.o1 

2SG my/1-DAT ADV NEG-trouble-IMP:3SG 'You do not trouble me in that way.' 

3.2.5. 7 Action experiencer verbs (8.3) 

These verbs express an activity, which result in a change of psychological state 

for someone else. They are accompanied by an agent noun, which specify the instigator 

of the action, an experiencer noun, which species the one who ungergoes the 

psychological experience, e.g., 

(187) a. dzemlAthuNge-tsA /d~mlathii.gE.caJ 'to congratulate' 

b. bubuthAthApa-tsA 1bubuthatha.p~.caJ 'to praise' 

c. go in-kali gyArssi g!A-sho-pa-tike-m dzem!AthuN-ge-nu-ng 

!go goi in.bli gyarssi glaso.p~.tikE.m dzEmlathiigwur)l 

1 SG 2SG POSS-DA T match win-PCPL-do-NML-LOC congratulate-give-N PST -1 SG 

'I congarulate you for wining the match.' 

3.2.5.8 Action process experiencer verbs (B.4) 
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These verbs express an activity, which places an object as a stimulus or content 

for someone else's psychological experience. They are accompanied by an agent noun, 

which specifies the instigator of the action, a patient noun, which specifies the content or 

stimulus for the experience, and an experiencer noun, which specifies the one who 

undergoes the phychological experience, e.g., 

( 188) a. hillopa-tsA lhillop;;,.c3/ 'to ask' (lit. ask to do) 

b.thAits-tsA /thaic.c3/ 'to beat' 

c. deN-tsA lds-.ca; 'to tell' 

d. goi-mi meko Al-kali mArde thAit-ti /goi.mi mc:ko al.bli mard~:: thait.ti' 

2:SG-AGT that child-OAT why beat-PST:2SG 

'Why did you beat the child?' 

3.2.5.9 State benefactive verbs (C. I) 

These verbs specify that a benefactor is in a certain state or condition with respect 

to a given object. They are accompanied by a benefactive noun, which specif) the 

possessor of the object and and patient noun, which specifies the object possessed. c.12 

(I 89) a. go-nu phurkal kA hA lgo.nu phurkdl ka b3! 

1 SG-ASS football one is:AUX 'I have a ball with me.' (lit. I with ball one is) 

b. eNko khiN aN-ke me· !sK.o khi aks me'! 

this house lSG-GEN is:AUX 'I own this house.' (lit. this house my is) 

3.2.5.10 Process benefactive verbs (C.2) 

These verbs specify that a benefactor undergoes a change of state or condition 

with respect to a given object. They are accompanied by a benefactive noun. which 

specifies the one, who undergoes gain or loss. Moreover, a patient noun, which specifics 

the object is gained or lost, e.g., 

(190) a. glA-tsA 

b. blu-tsA 

1gla.cill 

/blu.c3/ 

'to win' 

'to lose, get defeated' 
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c. khA:-tsA 'to tear' 

d. go-piki-m m~::ko phurbl gyarssi gla-di mg-cab-ni-ki 

1-PL-ERG that/the football game win-INF NEG-can-NPS-1 PL 

'We cannot win the football match.' 

3.2.5.11 Action benefactive verbs (C.3) 

These verbs specify that an agent has caused a gain or loss to a benefactor with 

respect to a given object. They are accompanied by an agent noun, which specifies the 

cause of the gain or loss. Then, a benefactive noun, which specifies the one who 

undergoes the loss or gain, for instance, 

(191) a. kophele-ge-tsA 

b. coheNc-pa-tsA 

c. tsubglob-ge-tsA 

/kophl~::.g~::.ciil 

/coh~::-c.pg.cii/ 

/cubglob.gs.ciil 

'to give bribe' 

'to supply' 

'to arm' 

d. go-m t~::bam-bli c1rssi coh~::-c-pa-ta-IJ (AJS) (DO: P, B)IO (V, Predicate) 

1 SG-ERG Tebam-DAT millet supply-do-INF-PST -1 SG 

'I supplied the millet to Tebam.' 

3.2.5.12 Action process benefactive verbs (C.4) 

These verbs specify that an agent has caused a gain or loss to a benefactor with 

respect to a given object. They are first accompanied by an agent noun, which specifies 

the cause of the gain or loss and second a benefactive noun, w~ich specifies the one who 

undergoes the gain or loss, for example, 

(192) a. gyAp-tsA /gyap.ciil 'to buy' 

b. le-tsA /lc.ciil 'to sell' 

c. b 'its-tsA Jb'ic.ciil 'to obey' 

d. tA:-tsA /ta:.ciil 'to accept i.e. ideas, goods etc.' 

e. lA ?-tsA /ta?ciil 'to take something' 

e. go-m de--so goi-mi bit-tyi-IJgna go goi-bli 
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1 SG-ERG say-PCPL you-AGT obey-NPST-3sg if 1 SG 2SG-DAT this ball give-PST-1 SG 

'I will give you this ball if you obey me.' (A/S) (DO: P, B) IO (V, Predicate) 

3.2.5.13 State locative verbs (0.1) 

These verbs specify that an object is in a certain location. They are accompanied 

by a patient noun, which specifies what it is that is in that place. Next, a locative noun 

specifies the place where the object is located. For instance, 

(193) a. bA-tsA 

b. li-tsA 

Jba.ci:l/ 

Jli.ci:l/ 

'to dwell, sit' 

'to remain' 

c. r Ap-tsA /rap.ci:l! 'to stand up' 

d. eNko khiN-mi su su bA '1-na-mi I£KO khi.mi su su ba?n;::,mi; 

this house-LOC who who live-NPST-3PL 

'Who are the people living in this house?' 

3.2.5.14 Process locative verbs (0.2) 

These verbs specify that an object changes its location. They are accompamcd by 

a patient noun, which specifies what it is that has changed its location, and a locative 

noun, which specifies the change of location, e.g., 

(194) a. pi-tsA /pi.ci:l/ 'to come' four types (See §3.2.3) 

b. la-tsA lb.ci:l! 'to go' 

c. yA:-tsA /ya:.ci:l/ 'to shift' (with inanimate subjects) 

d. go-m aN-ke wA eNko khiN-lA meko khiN-mi yA:-tA-n;.; 

Jgo.m a.k£ wa £Ko k"r.la m cko k111.mi ya:.ta.IJ/ 

1 SG-AGT my-GEN cloth this house-ABL that house-LOC shift-PST -1 SG 

'I shifted my cloth from this house to that house.' 

3.2.5.15 Action locative verbs (0.3) 

These verbs express an activity resulting in change of location. They are 

accompanied by an agent noun, which specifies the instigator of the action and 
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simultaneously expresses the object being moved when agent and patient are 

coreferential. They are also accompanied by a locative noun, which specifies the change 

of location, e.g., 

( 195) a. berts-tsA 

b. dorts-tsA 

c. pi-tsA 

d. la-tsA 

lbcrc.cal 

ldorc.cal 

lpi.cat 

!l~.cal 

'to fly' 

'to run' 

'to come' four types (See§ 3.2.3) 

'to go' (with animate subjects) 

e.eNko IAN-mi dok rAp-shA-bA?-sho mur tek la-me? 

lc'Ko la.mi dok rapsaba?so mur tck l~m' c/ 

this road-LOC ADV stand-CONV-stay-PCPL man where go-PST:3SG 

'Where did the standing man on this road go?' 

3.2.5.16 Action process locative verbs (D.4) 

These verbs express an activity involving the change of place of an object as 

distinct from the agent. They are accompanied by an agent noun, which specifies the 

instigator of the action, a patient noun, which specifies the object, which specifies the 

change of location, e.g., 

( 196) a. pits-tsA lpic.dil 'to bring' 

b. cA?-tsA /ca?.dil 'to bring' 

c. tA?-tsA /ta?.cal 'to take i.e. something' 

d. go-mi gyAkosi-la laring nu phengse gyAp-shA pit-tA-ng 

lgo.mi gyakosi.la l~riiJ nu phciJSc gyap.sa pit.ta.IJ/ 

lSG-AGT market-ABL papaya and apple buy-CONY bring-PST-lSG 

'Having bought I brought papaya and apple from the market.' 

3.2.6 Transitivity 

Borchers' (2003) paper entitled 'Transitivity and "increased activity"' is perhaps 

the first discussion on Kiranti-Koits (Sun(u)war) verb 'transitivity'. In her three-
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paragraphed abstract of the 9th Himlayan Language Symposium, Mysore paper, she 

unfolds that "animate and non-animate participants of transitive clauses are treated 

morphologically differently. An agent or patient marker marks animate participants. 

Inanimate patients show no patient marker. Inanimate participants are prototypical 

patients that in many langages are not morphologically marked as such". She further 

raises a question to be explained why even animate participants do not always show agent 

and patient markers. She observes, 

"It turns out that the agent and patient marking suffixes in Sunwar convey the additional 

notion of "increased activity" or increased effort" to perform the activity denoted by the 

verb of the very clause. A morphological marking of "increased activity" can be found in 

the verbal morphology of Sunwar as well. In certain constructions, the reflexive marh.er is 

employed to express this notion. In the preterite. the first person singular can sh()\\ an 

additional person and number suffix that conveys the meaning of .. increased activit:·· 

Borchers (2003) based on Hopper and Thompson's framework of 'transJ\i\Jt: 

parameters: whether or not a clause is ~ffiermative, volitional and where the agent (lt tiK· 

clause is placed on the agentivity heirarchy' reavels that 'a morphologically expressed 

notion of "increased activity" as found in Sunwar is not mentioned by Hopper and 

Thomson as a feature of transitivity but still fits into their framework". Before pn)\ iding 

examples on Borchers observation, we will first observe the notion of 'transitivity" 111 onL· 

of the neighbouring Kiranti languages (see Ch 1 § 1.1) of Kiranti-Koits Near Km1t 

known as Wambule here. 

In Opgenort's (2002) study, the Wambule (one of the neighbouring languages of 

Kiranti-Koits; cf. Ch 1 § 1.1) verbs have been classified into three main types 

(intransitive, middle and transitive), based on formal and semantic criteria that imolve 

the inflectional category of transitivity. Then, the notion of 'transitivity' "has bearing on 

the core arguments tl1ai. al c corss-referenced in the finite verb and involves a 

conceptualisation of the way in which the arguments initiate the verbal action or arc 

affected by it". 
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The Kiranti-Koits intransitive verbs, as in Wambule show agreement with one 

argument, e.g. go IJa:-ti 'I wept', which functions as the intransitive subject. The 

'intransitive subject' either in its own will or trhough 'lack of volition' initiates the action 

expressed by the verb such as ld-ca 'to go' (194) b, bErc-ca 'to fly' (195) a, pi-ca 'to 

come' (194) a, bc?-ca 'to die' (182) a, ba:-ca 'to dwell, sit' (193) a rap-ca 'to stand up' 

(193) c, ga?-ca 'to walk' and so on. 

Similarly, transitive verbs in the language show agreement with two arguments, 

which function as the 'agent' and the 'patient' both animate and inanimate participants 

(Borchers 2003). The 'agent' is the instigator of action, whereas the 'patient' is affected 

by the instigator's action such as taic-ca 'to throw, kick', gyap-ca 'to buy' (192) a, murc

ca 'to wash', thi-ca 'to touch', dzo?-ca 'to know', thic-ca 'to find out', dzd-ca 'to eat' tu-

ca 'to drink', h'I-ca 'to count', thum-ca [cf. tum.ciim K-Wam; Opgenort (2002: 258)] 'to 

finish', ca?-ca 'to bring, fetch (neutral)' (179) d, and so forth. 

Like Wambule, Kiranti-Koits middle verbs ( cf. Upadhyaya (1998: 8-10, 25-30) 

show person and number agreement with one argument, which functions as the middle 

subject. Opgenort (2002: 238) interprets middle marking as a signal that middle verbs 

belong to a lower area on the scale of transitivity than transitive verbs, which cross

reference two core arguments. They convey reflexive, benefactive and passive meanings 

as illustrated below. 

(197) a. mEko-mi myEsyE am-bli-n cim-tu 

s/he-AGT buffalo s/he-for.the.sake.of-EMPH milk-PST:3SG 

'She milked the buffalow for herself.' 

b. mydyE nabn cim-si-tau 

buffalo previously milk-MID-PAS 

c 'She milked the buffalo for herself previously. 

co 'The buffalo milked itself previously.' 

ooo'The buffalo was/got milked previously.' 
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Example (197) a, has three overtly expressed arguments: the human mcko 's/he' 

and milked the my£sy£ 'buffalo' for her won benefit. The middle subject mcko 's!he' is 

both instigator of and affected by the verbal action. Nevertheless, contrary to Wambule, 

the middle subject is left unmarked for showing agentivity. The postposition marker <

bli> 'for the sake of is co-referential with benefacted argement. Lastly, the argument 

mycsyc 'buffalo' is both left unmarked verbally and nominally. 

By contrast, like in Wambule, b lacks two overtly expressed arguments and can 

have three interpretations. Firstly, self-benefactive reading is identical to the meaning 

expressed by example (1 97) a, in which the middle subject has human referent. Secondly. 

its reflexive reading can be plausible in stories, fables or myths. involve~ t\\O co

referential arguments. The middle subject my~::sy~:: 'buffalo· is both initiatur nt and 

affected by the verval action. It could have been marked with the source marker 1< • '>tress 

that the action is indeed self-initiated. 

Thirdly, pass1ve interpretation cannot be analysed in terms of co-retcrl·ntJality 

between an initiator and an affected entity because the initiator of the action is presented 

as unknown or the speaker leaves its identification open. The middle subject my~:sy~: 

'buffalo' is affected by the action but did not initiate it and cannot take the sourcl' marker 

for marking its agentivity. 

Jn addition, Hopper and Thompson's ( 1980) parameters of 'kinesis'. c.!!-. go-m; 

tsursi-bli cucu-pii-tii-f) 'l kissed Tsursi' vs. go-@ tsursi-bli dii-nU-f) 'I like Tsursi· 'telic 

aspect' go-mi ndlf. obis bii-tii-f) 'I ate all the cucumber up' vs go-o obis ba-n-h<~-n-ha '1-t i 

'I am eating the cucumber' are fully applicable for transitivity of K-K verbs. Their 

generalization, "the ergative has the hallmarks of high Transitivity, the anti passive those 

of low Transitivity; in the ergative, the action is more intense; the involvement of the 

A(gent) is more deliberate; the 0(bject) is specified, and more completely affected'' is true 

to K-K examples provided as follows: 

(1 98) a. go-0 al-bli thai-nu-l) 
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'I beat the child.' 
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b. go-mi al-bli m~-rimso-pa thait-ta-IJ 

1SG-ERG child-DATNEG-good ADV beat-PST-lSG 

'I beat the child severely.' 

There are examples like go-o ltyopot-o kii rw-nu-IJ (lsG-0 book-0 one read-NPST

lSG) 'I read a book'~ whrere both agent (+animate, +human) and patient (-animate) are 

unmarked. What actually triggers the agent leaving 'unmarked' as an answer to Borchers' 

(2003) question stated earlier is- tense i.e. non-past apparently. Therefore, Kiranti-Koits 

non-past transitive subject and inanimate patient is always unmarked for agentive and 

patientive. 

Like Tankhul-Naga's (T-B, spoken in northeast India) transitivization examples 

such as, 

Intransitive 

su '(to) bum' 

sar '(to) light' 

mathot 'wake (somebody up)' 

phak 'widen' 

Transitive 

cui '(to) bum' 

hor '(to) shine' 

mathuk 'be wake' 

pak 'be wide' (Victor 1997), Kiranti-Koits also has 

a limited pairs of intransitive verb stems, which undergo morphophonemic changes 

yielding transitive verts by a morphophonemic rule called devoicing. This process also 

helps transitivity in K-K verbal morphology. Consider the following instances (199) a-f. 

Step 1 Step 2 

Morphophonemic changes Intransitive Transitive 

(Causee N51
: self) (Causee Y: agent) 

(199) 
a. b => p-, s- bo?-ca 'to get up' vs. po?-ca 'to get up' 

51 N stands for 'No', where causee is absent as an instigator and similarly Y stands for 'Yes', where causee 
is the main instigator of the action. 
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bc?-ca 'to die' VS. saic-ca 'to kill' 

br(()ol-ca 'to be broken' vs. 

b. dz => s-, c-

h 
C. g => k-

d. d => t-, c-

e. n => th 

f. I => s 

buic-di 'to get undone' 

dzam-ca 'to get lost' 

dzc?-ca 'to get tom' 

ga:-ca 'to get torn' 

grol-ca 'to lie down' 

do?-ca 'to fall' 

dup-ca 'to be bum' 

nuph-ca 'to be finished' 

IJ-ca 'to go' 

( C f. also Rapacha 1997b [VS 205415: 1 15-1 16]) 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

VS. 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

VS. 

pr(()ol-ca 'to break' 

puic-ca 'to undo' 

sam-ca 'to loose' 

cE?-ca 'to tear' 

kha-ca 'to tear' 

khrol-ca 'to knock down· 

to?-ca 'get fallen' 

co-ca 'to burn/inflame 

thum-ca 'to finish' 

soic-ca 'to send' 

The transitivized verb e.g. po?-ca (199) bin the sentence; a-bl tJu-mi pon; I he 

son helped me get up· vs. bo?-ca; go (ammin) bo?-ti 'I got up(myselt)' differ in term~ ot 

the absence or presence of the agenUcausee, who affects the patient. 

3.2. 7 Verb paradigms 

The verbal paradigm of K-K like some Kiranti languages (Ebert 1994: 7.:::' 1 I'> 

characterized by agreement with speech act participants, person and number agreement in 

principle with both participants. K-K is characterized as pronominalized language as 

discussed with illustration inCh I § 1.3 (cf. § 3.1.2.4.1), e.g. -IJ(J), which is cognagc of 

other Kiranti languages such as -l)(a) Lim, -l)(a) Ath, -lj(GJ Ban, -Ul)(a) Rod, -l)i. -lJU Th. -

l)a; Ebert (1994: 22). 

Agent Patient 

-m1>m -kJii>bl 

(200) a. 2SG --+ 1 SG/3SG/DU/PL 

b. 2DU--+ 1 SG/3SG/DU/PL 

-IMP 
soit-to 

soit-tES(E) 

gloss 
'send' 

'send0 u. 



c. 2PL ~ 1 SG/3SG/DU/PL 

d. 1 SG ~ 2/3SG/DU!PL 
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soit-tin(c:) 

-NPST 
brc:?-nu-1) 

gloss 

'write' 

e. 1 DU--+ 2/3SG/DUIPL brs?-n~-sku 'writeou, 

f. lPL ~ 2/3SG/DU/PL brs?-nik(i) 'writeou, 

g. 3SG ~ 1SG/DU/PL thai-b<~) 

h. 3DU ~ 1SG/DUIPL thai-nis(i) 

i. 3PL ~ 1SG/DU/PL thai-nim(i) 

-PST 

j. 1SG ~ 2/3SG/DU/PL huit-ta-IJ 

k. lOU~ 2/3SG/DU/PL huit-t~-sku 

1. 1 PL ~ 2/3SG/DU/PL huit-t~-k(~) 

m. 2SG ~ 1 SG/DUIPL huit-tiyi 

n. 2DU ~ 1 SG/DU/PL huit-tisi 

o. 2PL ~ 1 SG/DU/PL huit-tini 

p. 3SG ~ 1SG/DUIPL huit-tu 

q. 3DU ~ 1SG/DUIPL huit-tc:-sc:t 

r. 3PL ~ lSG/DUIPL huit-tc:m(c) 

3.2.8 Verb forms 

'beats' 

'beatou, 

'beatPL, 

gloss 

'scolded' 

'scoldedou, 

'scoldedPL, 

'scolded' 

'scoldedou, 

'scoldedPL, 

'scolded' 

'scoldedou, 

'scoldedPL, 

The following sketchy Kiranti-Koits verb forms' inventory is illustrated based on 

Clark's Nepali verb forms cited in Opgenort (2002: xxv). Compare§ 3.2.8.1 also. 

(20 1) a. Absolutive participle (Converb ). Suffix: -sya ~ sa, e.g. pa-sa-thum-ca 'to do 

completely', brc ?-sii-thum-ca 'to write completely' and It a ?-sa-thum-ca 'to tear 

completely' 
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b. Aoristic/perfective future (probability) tense. Suffix: -wa (1 SG only), e.g. pa-l)-Wii 

'I would do ... ' dza-l)-Wii 'I would eat...' and i<J-l)-Wii 'I would go .. .' [e.g. -wii, 

citiiu suffixed to main verbs as in dza-cii-citiiu (3SG) 'going to eaf etc. occurs 

with all person and number, and also there is a small range of verbs suffixing -

dan(a) as in prol-dan(<J) 'will hit'break', hir-chn 'will help visiting. kir-dan(a) 

'will help braiding' and so forth. 

c. Aoristic/perfective injunctive tense. Suffixes: -l), -l)U, -gltu, e.g. dza-f} 'May/shall I 

eat...' (further examples: pa-l) dr;-so ma-dum, ko-l)U dD--so m;Hiil-.\·<:, go i!'amE 

dza-l) ki5), ko:-l)U 'May/shall I look ... ', piiu-o 'do it', hrc?-gltu 'May/shall I 

write .. .' (further examples: sold-u (1 SG) dr;~~o ma-glu, hlE-tu (1 SG l dr --.\'o m,J-dum, 

soit-tu (I SG) dE::":\'o m?-l<J, tami-m hlcspol soit-tu (p), tsE::nls£-m i!'yopal k£1 M:-ru (Pl) 

po-wal(a) 'May s/he do it', piim-sd(a) 'May theyDu do it' etc. 

d. Aoristic/perfectivc tense. Suffixes: -ta, -ti (1 SG; cf. -tii-l) and -ti § 3 .2.2 ). c !2 so it

tii-f} 'I sent...', gii?-ti 'I walked ... ', -yi (2SG) soit-tiyi 'You sent. . .'. ru (3S<i) 

soit-tu 's!he sent. .. ' etc. 

e. Conjunctive participle prefixed with converb. Suffix: -l)ii, -lisiifJii, e.g. p;J-.~a 17ci and 

pa-s-li-sii-l)ii 'after doing, after having done' 

f. First perfective participle. Suffix: -syo ~so e.g. pa-so 'done' 

g. First perfective tense. First perfict participle plus the locative auxiliary hu or the 

auxiliary of defining me' 'is' pa-so-hii(-ta) 'has done' 

h. Perfective participle. Suffix: -nu, pa-so-nu 'while doing' 

i. Infinitival non-past tense. Suffix: -IJ (lSG), -b;} (3SG), -sku (2DU), e.g. piii-nu-f} 'l 

do ... ', piii-ba 's/he does ... ' piii-na-sku 'weDu do ... ' 

j. Infinitival participle. Suffix: -likE> tik ~ ba > b, e.g. po-tikE > pa-tik ~ piii-ba :.> pai-h 

'the one doing' 
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k. Infinitives. Suffixes: -cii, -th (purposive), and -m: prefixed with ma-ca-bu, e.g. pa

ca 'to do', pa-th-ga ?-cii 'to walk for doing' and pa-nr;-ma-ca-bu 'could not do ... ' 

l. Second perfective participle. Suffix: -tu, -tr;mr; ... 'if one does' (inflection according 

to person and number), pap-tu 's/he did ... ', pamtr;mr; > pamtr;m 'the/L did ... ' etc. 

m. Second perfective tense. Second perfect participle plus the paradigm ba 'is' 

(locative) pawaba?ta 's/he does' (has already started and the effect can be seen) 

n. Simple indefinite tense. Suffixes: -nu-1), -na-sku, -nim, -ba, -niki 'I (will) do', 
'We0 u do', 'They PL do', 'S/he does', and 'WePL do'. 

3.2.9 Tense-aspect-mood 

Tense-aspect-mood compnses the complex system of morpho-semantic and 

'discourse-pragmatic' features clustering the various categories. As morphological 

features, they tend to cluster around the verb Victor (1997:167). As semantic features, 

they are intimately involved in the meaning-structure of verbs ('predicate'). They code 

various facets of the stste, event or action. Moreover, as discourse-pragmatic features, 

they play a crucial role in the sequencing of propositions in discourse, in 'foregrounding' 

or 'backgrounding' them, and in indicating their time, truth/certainty/probability 

modalities vis-a-vis the speaker-hearer contact. 

3.2.9.1 Tense 

Comrie (1985: vii) takes tense "to be defined as the grammaticalisation of 

location in time". Unlike Tankhul-Naga future vs. non-future (T-B, spoken in northeast 

India) Victor ( 1997), Kiranti languages have two basic tense forms, which may be called 

past (PST) and non-past (NPST) according to Ebert (1994: 29). Tense can be marked in 

two positions: a) after the stem, b) after the personal suffixes. 

In her observation, those languages that mark tense after the stem, about 50% of 

the verb forms are not distinguished in the past and non-past (Limbu and Bantawa). Her 
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parameter (a) can usually apply to Kiranti-Koits verbs for tense marking given in (202). 

The base form of the verb such contrast provided is- pd-di (do-INF) 'to do'. 

NPST PST 

(202) a.lSG pai-nu-IJ 'I do ... ' pa-ta-IJ 'I did ... ' 

b. lou pai-nd-sku 'We0 u do ... ' pai-td-sku 'We0 u did .... 

c.IPL pai-nik(i) 'WePLdo ... ' pai-tdk<dl 'WePLdid ... ' 

d. 2 SG pai-ndys 'You do ... ' pap-tdyi 'You did ... 

e. 2 DU pd-ss 'Y ou0 u do ... ' par -tisi 'YouDU did .. 

f. 2 PL pa1-nmi 'You0 u do ... ' par -tini 'You0 u did .. 

g. 3SG pai-b(d) 'S/he does ... ' pap-tu 'S/he did ... · 

h. 3DU pai-nis(il 'They0 u do ... ' pam-tas(El 'Thcy0 u did. 

i. 3PL pai-nim(i) 'TheyDu do ... ' pam-tEm(El 'They0
ll did. 

3.2.9.2 Aspect 

Aspect "relates to the internal temporal structure of a situation" (Trask 19LI~ 21 ). 

Aspect in Kiranti-Koits encompasses a group of heterogeneous semantic and pragmat1c 

categories. Some involve temporal properties such as progressive or durativc or 

perfective. Others involve purely pragmatic notions such as habitual. 

3.2.9.2.1 Perfective 

Perfective is also knowrfs'telic' (Hopper and Thompson 1980: 252) action. The K

K perfective involves an auxiliary verb; cluster of features, some semantic, others more 

pragmatic. This is probably used much more frequently in oral narrative, often indicating 

the tense, turth, certainty, or probability vis-a-vis the speaker-hearer contact, e.g. 

(203) a. msko-m wa murs-syo~so ba?-td 

3SG-AGT cloth wash-PCPL be-3SG 

'S!he has/had washed the cloth.' 
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3.2.9.2.2 Imperfective 

Imperfective is also known tt>'atelic' (Hopper and Thompson 1980: 252) action. It 

involves an auxiliary verb while describing an incomplete ongoing performance such as, 

(204) a. meko-mi ~-si-n m<J-dtiiu 

3SG-AGT eat- PROG-EMPH NEG-eat 

'S/he didn't have anything.' 

b. meko.pik kh~me ~.n.dZd.n ba?.tem(e) 

3-PL eat-PROG-eat-PROG:RED rice be-3PL 

'They are eating rice.' 

3.2.9.2.3 Habitual 

Habitual expresses a regular or consistent performance or occurrence of an action 

or a state as shown in (205) a-c. 

(205) a. al-ka-mi ribdo tu-ne-pai-ba?-t<J 

child-one-AGT wine drink-INF-do-be-3SG 

'A child used to drink wine.' 

b. a-ke b<Jge pi-ne la-ne pai-nim 

my-GEN g-m come-INF go-INF do-3SG:HON 

'My grandmother (g-m) keeps coming and going.' 

c. go ip-so-IJa ip-si ba?.ti 

'I was always sleeping.' 

1 SG sleep-PCPL-SIM sleep-NML be-l SG 

d. meko-m ribdo tu-si-IJa-tu-s pai-ba?-t<J 

3SG-AGT wine drink-PROG-SIM-drink-RED be-3SG 

'He used to drink wine continuously.' 
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3.2.9 .2.4 Progressive/durative 

Progressive construes an event as having no initial or terminal boundaries. From 

the speaker's point of view, it implies an event or a state described in the middle of 

happening or existence, with its boundaries disregarded and its temporal span 

accentuated, e.g. 

(206) a. goi mar pd-n-pd-n ba?- I)£? 

2SG what do-PROG-RED be-3 SG 

'What are you doing?' 

b. go dzd-n-dzd-n ba?-ti 

1 SG eat-PROG-RED be-l SG 

'I am eating.' (lit. I eating exist) ba?ti =both past non-past in K-K 

3.2.9.3 Mood 

Mood "expresses the degree or kind of reality of a proposition, as perceived h;. 

the speaker. Mood distinctions appear to be universally present in languages; the; arc 

variously expressed, often by inflection of the verb or by the use of specialized lex1e<~l 

items called modals" (Trask 1993: 174-175). Like Tankhul-Naga (T -B spoken in 

northeast India), mood distinctions (Victor 1997) in K-K often tend to shade off almost 

imperceptibly into expression of the speaker's attitude and into clearly pragmatic factors. 

such as the speaker's perceived relationship to other participants in discourse. Mood in 

the language is variously expressed with 'modal auxiliaries' appended to various finite 

and non-finite verbal forms, quite often wih the expression of tense or aspect. We will 

here consider those morphologically distinguishable moods, e.g. imperative, 

interrogative, hortative, optative, subjunctive, dubitative, permission, obligatory etc. 

3.2.9.3.1 Imperative 
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Various suffix markers (also cf. Appendix C), in accordance with the number and 

person, mark imperative in K-K. It also conveys the meaning of advisability or 

suggestive and prohibitive as given in (207) a-g. 

(207) a. ngAwa oNth pi-ne IIJaW~ oth pi.ns/ 

e.b here come-2 SG:IMP:HON 

'Come here brother (e.b =elder one).' 

b. goi khiN IAu-o lgoi k'1lau.o/ 

you house go-2SG:IMP 

'You go home.' 

c. aN-ke 

my-GEN 

lo: bis-so !a.ks lo: bis.so/ 

speech.talk obey-2sg:IMP 

'Obey my advice.' 

d. eNko 

this 

lo: 

speech. talk 

apphpo-kali ne-pa-tine !s"ko lo: aphpobli nsp~tins/ 

father-OAT listen-CAUS-3sg:IMP:HON 

'Make dad listen this point.' 

e.langA su pi-sho ba?-me ko-ngo !biJga su pi-so baans koiJol 

outside.house who come-PCPL be-is:EXT look-2SG:IMP 

'Look, who has come outside the house?' 

f. hir-th la-tsA-mAlb deN-shA de-nene !hirth l~ca malb~ ds- sa ds.ns.n£1 

visit-PUR go-INF-must say-CONY say-2/3sg:IMP:HON 

'Tell them to go for a visit.' 

g. i-ke mamA khiN lA-me/a li.kc m~ma k'1lamd~/ 

you-GEN mother house go-3SG:IMP:OPT 

'Your mother should go home.' (May your mother go home) 
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3.2.9.3.2 Indicative 

The morpheme <m;)-> m negative (also cf. Appendix C) constructions, e.g. 

negative declarative or negative yes/no-question conveys the mood of indicative or 

declarative such as (208) a-c. 

(208) a. go m;)-lai-nu-IJ 

1 SG NEG-go-NPST-1 SG 

'I will not (don't) go' 

b. goi md-ld-yi? 

2SG NEG-go-3SG:Q 

'Didn't you go'? 

c. modeb md-mJi 

such/so NEG-POS:PAR 

'It is not so.'('It is not like that.') 

3.2.9.3.3 Optative 

The verb stem <dum-> ·with two suffixes <-ca> and <-I;)> expresses rcali/.ahlc 

wishes or hopes as in (209) a-c. 

(209) a. Thebmur dum-tsA 

big:ADJ:man be-INF:OPT 

'Be a man of substance.' 

b. modeba-n dum-fa 

so:like-EMPH be-OPT 

'Let it be so, Amen' 

c. bisAsai 

age( fig.) 

'Live long.' 

dum-tsA 

be-INF:OPT 

/mo.dcbJ.n dum.b/ 
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3.2.9.3.4 Hortative 

The morpheme <-yg> is suffixed to verb roots for expressing exhortation as 

illustrated in (21 0) a-b. 

(21 0) a. eNk palA-pik khrum-ya 

here:ADV bamboo-PL plant-HOR 

'Let us plant the bamboo here.' 

b. aiN mamAlo: shyeN-si-ya !ill mg.malo: ss-.si.yg/ 

our mother.tongue learn-MV-HOR 

'Let us learn our mother tongue.' 

3.2.9.3.5 Probability/dubitative 

The modal auxiliary phrase /dum-ca cab-bgt and the indeclinable particle tkot 

express the probability or dubitative meanings 'perhaps it is so' and 'it is likely to' 

respectively as illustrated in (211) a-c. 

(211) a. mo 

that/such 

dum-tsA tsAb-bA? 

become-INF can-NPST 

• Perhaps that can be so?' 

b. disA tsemA dzA ?-nim-koN 

lmo dumca cabbaJ 

!disa dg csma dza?nim ko/ 

tomorrow:ADV auntie arrive-PST:3sg:HON-PROB 

'It is likely that auntie might arrive tomorrow.' 

c. mul da phu boi-me-koN 

now:ADV TOP:PAR flower blossom- PST: PROB 

'The flower might bloom now.' (Until yesterday, it was not) 
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3.2.9.3.6 Entreative 

The request suffix <-ni> and request particle <nail;;)> express request or offering 

etc. as examples provided in (212) a-b. 

(212) a. AN-kali la-tsA ge-yi-ni /ak~li l~ca gsyini/ 

my-OAT give-REQ-HON 

'Let me go.' 

b. eNk dzA ?-shA 

ADV come-CONY 

bA ?-tsA nAila ISK dzi.i?sa ba'?ca nail~/ 

sit-INF HON 

'Come here and sit down.' 

3.2.9.3. 7 Potentiality /cap-cal 

The K-K modal verb /cap.ci.i/ 'can' expresses potentiality, capability, pcnmssion or 

ability of a doer in respect of an action. The root <cap-> can have several different 

infelctions according to person and number. It also expresses impudenC\ ·darc'as 

illustrated in (213) a-b. 

(213) a. go oNsosarn dza-tsA tsAb-nu-ng !go osos~m dz~ca dibnm)l 

lSG this.much eat-INF can-NPST-1SG 

'I can eat this much.' 

b. goi gyAkosi la-tsA tsAb-naye 

2SG market go-INF can-2SG 

'You can go to the market.' 

3.2.9.3.8 Desiderative /malnm)l 

!go osos~m dz~ca cabnmJI 

The auxiliary verb /malnUIJI 'want' IS suffixed to verbal stem/base/roots for 

expressing the sense of 'wanting' or 'desire'. 

(214) a. go la-t.~A rnAlnunK !go l~camalnUIJI 



1 SG go-INF ALJX:want 

'I want to go.' 

3.2.9.3.9 Obligatory/necessitative /malbd/ 
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The auxiliary verb /malbd/ 'must' expresses obligation or compulsion (also see § 

4.3.2.4). Thus, consider the following example given in (215) a. 

(215) a. go-mi kumso-pa-tsA-n mAlba lgom kumso-p;:>can malb;:>/ 

1 SG-AGT song-do-INF-EMPH AUX:must 

'I must sing anyhow.' 

3.3 Voice 

Voice expresses "the relationship between, on the one hand, the participant roles 

of the NP arguments of a verb and, on the other hand, the grammatical relations borne by 

those NPs" (Trask 1993: 299). Like English, Kiranti-Koits does not have active vs. 

passive voice constructions as such in its syntactic construction. On the contrary, 

morphologically, there are notabily two suffixes <-sib> ( cf. Rapacha ( 1997) expressing 

non-past tense something like dzili-sib 'is eaten (approximately)', e.g. (216) a-c and <

sau> (also cf. Rapacha (1997)) dziif-siiu expressing past 'had been eaten (perfective tense 

approximately)', e.g. (217) a-c. 

Another single middle marker infix <-si-> (which is cognate of -sil;- K-Lim and -

si- K-Th; cf. Upadhyaya (1998: 8-10, 25-30) is used for expressing middle/reflexive 

voice in some set of verbs as illustrated in (218) a-c. 

(216) a. syople dzai-sib 

bread eat-PAS 'bread is eaten' (the speaker is ready with the bread to be eaten) 

b. rimso-pa syil-pai-sib 

good-ADV dance-do-PAS 'is danced beautifully' (the speaker is ready to dance) 

c. s'Ko g£ thum-so-nols gyakosi lai-sib 
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this work finish-PCPL-POSTP market go-PAS 

'After finishing this work, I'll be going to the market.' (hardly translatable, the 

speaker has not yet gone to the market) 

(217) a.lamdz dzal-sau 
snacks eat-PAS 'snacks was eaten' 

b. tsibbudi kumso-pai-sau 
bird.like song-do-PAS 'was sung like a bird' 

c. sinat gyakosi Iai-sau 
yesterday market go-PAS 'yesterday had been to the market' 

(218) a. ric-0-ca 
b. pls-0-ca 
c. boic-0-ca 

'to laugh 
'to jump' 
'to bloom· 

3.4 Causative structure 

VS. 

VS. 

vs. 

him-si-ca 
thum-si-ca 
ro:-si-ca 

'to be shaken' 
'to be finished· 
'to be opened' 

Causativization in Kiranti-Koits 1s a morpho-lexical process. The mtix 

morpheme <-paic-> is the sole causativizing element in the language. It change~ its 

inflectional forms with its basic root <-pd-> with the root of the main verb, e.g. al-bli 

khdms dzd-pd-to (eat-CAUS-IMP:2SG) 'Make the baby have the rice' and other examples 

are: 

(219) a. pa-paits-tsA 

do-CAUS-INF 

b. pa-pa-to 

do-CAUS-IMP:2SG 

c. pa-pAit-tu 

do- CAUS-PST:3SG 

d. pa-pait-ta-sku 

do- CAUS-PST:2DU 

1pd.paic.ca! 

'make someone do something' 

lpd.pd.tol 

'you make hirn!her do something' 

1pd. pai t. tu/ 

's/he made him/her/they do' 

1pd.pait.td.sku1 

'we0 u made him do' 



e. pa-pAm-teme 

do- CAUS-PST:3SG 
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/pg.pam.t£m(£)/ 

'they made them do' 

All other inflectional forms differ according to person, number and TAM as well. 

3.5 Reciprocal 

Reciprocity m K-K IS expressed by an affix <-mum-> (mumtiisDU K-K cf. 

motiiseou Kidinti-Ba; Pokharel (1999: 33-40) always followed by a verb root and 

preceeded by infinitive. Syntactically, in general reciprocity is that two like events, which 

are at issue with subject of the first being the object of the second, and vice versa. Thus, 

the two participants' act upon each other reciprocally. Examples are: 

(220) a. tu-mum-tsA 

beat-REC-INF 

/tu.mum.caJ 

'to beat each other' 

b. t'u-mum-tsA lt'u.mum.caJ 

lick-REC-INF 

c. lw-mum-tsA 

'to lick each other' 

/ko.mum.caJ 

look-REC-INF 'to look each other' 

d. dzi-murn-tsA ldzi.mum.caJ 

fight-REC-INF 

e. su-mum-tsA 

cover-REC-INF 

f. tAi-mum-tsA 

kick-REC-INF 

3.6 Negative prefiX 

'to fight each other' 

/su.mum.caJ 

'to cover each other' 

tai.mim.caJ 

'to kick each other' 

Kidinti-Koits grammar utilizes only one negative prefix <ma-> (also cf. Appendix 

C) for contradicting the meaning of a given verb. This morpheme <ma-> is a cognate of 

the Tibeto-Burman simple negative *rna, which is often prefixed, or negative imperative 

*ta (Benedict 1972: 76), the Bahing negative particle rna (Hodgson 1857: 500), the Hayu 

negative particle ma, rnakhi, maang or tha, which occur in preverbal position 
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(Michilovsky 1988: 161), the Dumi suffixes <-ma> and <-na> (Driem 1993b: 121-122), 

the Yamphu negative markers <mren->, <.:£?->, <-n> (Rutgers 1998: 110, 211), Kiranti

Wam negative marker <a-> (Opgenort 2002: 237), the Lahu negative particle <ma> 

(Matisoff 1991: 495), the Kiriinti-Athpare <mi-> (Neupane 2001 [vs 2058: 130]) or <ni-> 

elsewhere in Ebert (1997) and the Tankhul-Naga (T-B) negative prefix <ma-> (Victor 

1997). Normally, the morpheme <ma-> as negative marker is prefixed (cf. § 3.1; almost a 

single prefix morpheme) to verbs or adjective roots, e.g. ma-dza-ca 'to not eat' and ma

rimso (lit. not good) 'bad'. 

This negative (also cf. Appendix C) prefix can be attached to all types of 

finite/non-finite verb forms such as, simplicia, optatives, indefinitives. imperatives and 

gerunds, and also to several types of deverbatives, such as imperfectives and verbal 

adjectives. Unlike some Kiriinti languages, there is a separate negative marker. for 

instance, mamai~mame !m~.m~i~m;).m£1 simply means 'no, not at all' in the Kirant1 

Koits negative system (see§ 3.6.1 and§ 3.1.2.6.1). 

3.6.1 Double negative prefixes 

The use of double negative (also cf. Appendix C) prefixes m Kiranti-Ko1t~ 

grammar suggests emphasis or obligation in meaning, e.g. (221) a-e. 

(221) a. ma-la-thu ma-dum-ba /m;).l~.thu m~.dum.b~1 

NEG-go-PUR NEG-be-AUX:EXT:LOC 

b. ma-dza-thu ma-dum-ba 

NEG-eat-PUR NEG-be-AUX:EXT:LOC 

c. ma-ko:-thu ma-dum-ba 

'must go anyhow/at any cost' 

/m;).dZ;).thu m;).dum.b~/ 

'must eat anyhow/at any cost' 

/m;).ko:.thu m;).dum.b~/ 

NEG-look-PUR NEG-be-AUX:EXT:LOC 'must look/see anyhow/at any cost' 

d. ma-rit-thu ma-dum-ba /mJ.rit.thu mJ.dum.b~/ 

NEG-laugh-PUR NEG-be-AUX:EXT:LOC 'must laugh anyhow/at any cost' 

e. ma-g[(r!DJA-thu ma-dum-ba /mJ.l~.thu m~.dum.bJ/ 

NEG-win-PUR NEG-be-AUX:EXT:LOC 'must win anyhow/at any cost' 
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There is an alternative construction for all these obligatory or emphatic (double 

negative prefixes) aspects of meaning in the language e.g., (221) a can be expressed as go 

latsAn mAlba !go };:}can malb;:}/ 'I have to/must go anyhow/at any cost'. 

3.6.2 Negation in emphatic denial 

Negation in semantico-pragmatic use conveys the meaning of emphatic denial as 

illustrated in (222) a. 

(222) a. go fa-si-n ma-IAi-nu-ng !go 1d.si.n m;:}.lai.nu.IJI 

1SG go-MV-EMPH NEG-go-NPST-lSG 1 do not go.' ( ... whatever the case may be) 

3. 7 Conditional structure 

The nominal lexeme l);:}na (223) a-d 'if is used as conjunction to link two 

contradictory or cause and result clauses, which will be dealt in some detail in chapter 

four. 

(223) a. ruili dza-t IJ;:)na cl<.o wa mur-pai-nu-1) 

R arrive-PST:3SG COND this cloth wash-CAUS-NPST -1 SG 

'I shall make Ruili carry this cloth if she arrives.' 

b. imma-m huit-tcm IJ;:)na go gyakosi m;:}-lai-nu-1) 

mother-AGT scold-3SG:HON COND lSG market NEG-go-NPST-lSG 

'I will not go the market if the mother scolds.' 

c. dor-sau IJ;:)na Thr-sib 

run-PAS COND fall-PAS 

'One falls if s/he runs. '(Literal: is run if is fallen) 

d. t;:}U 

son 

pi-t(;:}) 

come-PST:3SG COND good 

m;:}-pai-b 

NEG.do-NPST:3SG 

'The son does not behave well if he comes.' 
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3.8 Nominal and verbal compounding 

The Kiranti-Koits transitive verb pa-ca 'to do' is an exceptionally productive 

verb, which is compouned with nouns (224) a-x and with stems or roots (225) a-g for 

generating other transitive verbs. The pa-ca verb is a cognate of pa-co in Kiranti-Ba and 

pa-cam in Kiranti-Wam. Its other polysemantic spheres are: 'to act, behave, treat' and 

figurative meanings are: 'to copulate, have sexual intercourse, rape' and another 

equivalent term is- .S:ukul-pa-ca (see lexicon in Appendix A also). 

Noun + verb 

(224) a. dzitskh~.:ts pJ-ca 'to do' 'to querrel' 

b. cimik L:-~ 'to wink' 

c. dzol L:-~ 'to lie' 

d. h~.:-th£ L:-~- 'to be careless' 

e. kail L:-~- 'to persuade' 

f. kophl£ L:--- 'to make noise or be uncontrolled' 

g. kumso L:-~- 'to sing a song' 

i. khJio ,- 'to invoke the spirits of the ancestors· 

j. khaldiiJ L:-~ 'to doubt' 

k. khJl L:-~ 'to guard' 

L khui L:-~ 'to steal' 

m. gaits L:-~ 'to be angry' 

n.lo: L:-~ 'to talk, discuss' 

o. mon L:-~ 'to grieve' 

p. mun£ L:-~ 'to be shy' 

q. nJm L:-~ 'to love' 

r. pidar L:-~ 'to worship' 

s. pul L:-~ 'to invoke' 

t. phgs L:-~ 'to blow the wind' 

U, rOI L:-~ 'to be sick' 

V. S£U L:-~ 'to greet' 



W. sukul 

x. th'usu 

stem/root+ 

(225) a. bsr p;:>-ca 'to do' 

b. bioi :t--

c.ga :r~ 

d. r;:>tu :r~ (fig.) 

e. ra :r~ 

f. rap :r~ 

g. rina :r~ 

3.9 Discourse Particles 
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'to fornicate' 

'to cough' 

verb 

'to make fly by the wind' 

'to save' 

'cause to walk' 

'to steal in a small quantity' 

'cause to rot' 

'cause to stand' 

'to smell' 

Discourse particles are small closed set of uninflected or indeclinable forms. They 

do not obviously show any characteristic lexical morphology, and occur in a syntactically 

independent way in phrase and sentences. These particles are characterized by their 

having no dependents. However, they naturally do not appear alone in a sentence, but 

can preceed or succeed nominals and verbs e.g. the underlined ones in goi da mo pai-bii'?

f£ co? 'You did (have done) so?'. These particles in the literature are also known as 

"attitudinal particles, unspecified particles, emphasis particles, and specification Hari 

1973) and Abadie (1974) particles", which 'nuance' the lexical and emotional import of 

clauses (Acharya 1991). Such particles in Kiranti-Koits are: ko, bka, co, d;:>, sya, C;:>n, ds, 

IJii, ns, -i and -n. Their use is illustrated as follows: 

3.9.1 Mirative Ins'! 

The mirative Ins! has two types of usages. First, it declares something about 

'hearsay knowledge' as reportive (they say ... in reporting speech), e.g. (226) a, and 

second, it is used as conforming the informantion (a sort of question form) when the 

hearer is unclear or wants it to be reconfirmed again as in (226) b. 
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(226) a. m~::ko puilat~:: b~::?-t n~:: · 

that beggar die-PST:3SG MIR 

'The man died.'(I discover, heard from someone else) 

b. goi-mi 

2SG-AGT what say-INF MIR 

'What did you say?' (I did not hear it properly; Rapacha (2003)) 

3.9.2 Doubt !ko! 

The particle /ko/ is used for expressing doubts or possibility whik some 
uncontrollable circumstances are going to happen as illustrated in (227) a. 

(227) a. mulat m~.:ko roi-p~-so mur bc?-ba ko 

today that sick-do-PCPL die-NPST PAR 

'The sick person may die today.' (I doubt) 

3.9.3 Emphatic /bkli! 

The particle /bkli! is used to emphasise when the hearer is obstinate and docs 

something different as opposed to the speaker as in (228) a. The example can al-;o he 

found in§ 3.1.3.1.6 (157) e [Text source: 1.25). 

(228) a. go-m m;J-pau-o mo bka p~-yi? 

go-AGT NEG-do-IMP say-PROG-RED so PAR do-3SG:Q 

'Did you do so when I was telling you not to do so?' 

3.9.4 Method !col 

The particle /co/ is of declarative type and it is used in delivering some methods or 

ways of doing things as illustrated in (229) a. 

(229) a. goi-mi phurbl 

2SG-AGT ball 

opa taic-ca malb co 

this way kick-lNF must PAR 

'You must kick the ball in this way.' (way of doing things in one manner. .. ) 
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3.9.5 Rather /dd/ 

The particle lddl is used in the sense of 'rather' and pragmatically is a topic 

marker of excluding some participants in the discourse such as go da ma-liii-nu-1) 'I do 

not go' (rather you go) and the similar meaning is conveyed in example (230) a, and one 

more example can be found in the Text source [1.23] also. 

(230) a. mekyengA me gAishngAmin ubnaubna hillo pAaptu, "marne e ... dAgyu! inke da 

loab selan bA?t shyAn? Ankali mArde kyorsshA-dzArs-shA piu densho?" 

gais-IJa-min ubmubnd hillo-pa-ptu, "mdms s ... dagyu! 

there-ABL s/he anger-SJM-then mutter ask-do-PST:3SG INTJ hey ... e!b 

in-ks dd lodb ssld-n ba?-ta---t sya? 

your-GEN PAR 

a-kdli mdrde 

l-ACC why 

y!b along. with-PAR 

kyors-sa-dzars-sa 

cut-CONV-RED-CONV 

AUX:EXT-3SG INTJ:PAR 

pt-u d1:t:-so?" 

come-JMPR say-PR:PCPL 

'Then furiously asked, "Hey elder brother (elb)! You have your younger brother (ylb) 

with you. Why did you ask my younger brother to sacrifice?" 

[Text source: 1.24] 
3.9.6 Certainty /syii/ 

The particle /syii/ is used for confirming some knowledge of something of a 

speaker to his/her hearer in certainty or confidentiality as illustrated in (231) a, and 

another example can be found in the Text source [1.24] as well. 

(231) a. Khintsi plApsalA dumnAdumnA Paiwakali hillo pAptu, "e ... dAgyu! gopikya dopA 

pitsA shyan?" 

Khintsi plapsdla dum-na-dum-nd Paiwa-kdli 

K helpless be-PROG-RED-PROG P-GEN 

dagyu! go-pikyd dopa pi-ca sya?" 

brother! 1-PL how come-INF PAR 

hillo-pap-tu, 

ask-do-PST:3SG 

"e ... 

"hello 
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'Khintsi asked Paiwa being helpless, "Hello brother! How shall we come?''' 
[Text source: 1.19] 

3.9. 7 Choice /c;m/ 

The particle /c;Jn/ is used for the meaning of 'choice/option or 'this particular one' 

such as go goi-bli t:ko blt:-tik-can ma-gt:-nU-1) 'I do not give you this pen' (you take 

another one) and as shown in example (232) a. 

(232) a. Khinlsitsan Ngakumake per A gadgepA mulngA OkhaldhunJ?a nu Ramechhappa 

Likhu nu Khimtige kainsAu. 

Khintsi-ts;:m IJiikuma-h pcra gad-h-pa mul-IJa Okh;J!dhunga nu Ramcchhar-pa 

K-PAR N-GEN right bank-GEN-POSTP today-GEN 0 and R-ros·r 1· 

Likhu52 nu Khimti-gc kal-sau 

L!rivulet and K-POSTP follow route-PAS 

'Khintsi journeyed from the right bank of the Ngakuma (N Sunkosi) toward~ I ikhu 

and Khimti via today's Okhaldhunga and Ramechhap.' [Text source: 1.39] 

3.9.8 Alternative /de/ 

The particle !del is used for showing alternative action (meaning 'or') in a f(>rm of 

question as illustrated in (233) a. 

(23 3) a. mcko mur k'1 Iai-ba de m;:}-lai-ba? 

that man house go-NPST:3SG PAR NEG-go-NPST:3SG 

'Does that man go home or not?' 

3.9.9 Confirming que:;!:~;;. .':j&.' 

52The word Likhu >Likh (means 'River/rivulet' in Kiranti-Koits) is of Tibeto-Bunnan origin (cf Malia 
1981: 12) and at present is Nepalified (i.e. lndo-Aryanized or lndicized) as a hydronym and the speakers 
tend to speak Likhu Khola (N K'ola) means 'Rivulet Rivulet' twice in word to word translation. 
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The particle !IJa! syntactically must occur in the final position of the phrase or 

sentence to deliver its meaning as confirming question about ideas such as moth mt: IJG? 

'Is that so?' and in example (234) a. 

(234) a. Paiwami yo tsu:tsupanpan denta, "hatteri! gam genA loab kyorsshAdzArsshA piu 

densho nangA ngA? ts 'ibrub kyorsshA-dzArsshA piu kakA densho nang shyan ". 

Paiwa-mi yo tsu:tsu-p;}-na-p;}-n 

P-AGT also regret-do-PROG-RED-PROG say-PST:3SG INTJ I-ERG when y/b 

kyors-sa-dza.rs-sa 

cut.CONV -RED-CONY 
IJa? ts 'ibrub 

pl-U 

come-IMPR say-PR:PCPL 
kyors-sa-dzars-sa p1-u 

AUX:lSG 
bka d~::-:-so 

Q:PAR bird/animal cut.CONV-RED-CONY come-IMPR PAR say-CONY 

n;}IJ sya 

AUX:lSG PAR 

'Paiwa also expressed regretting, "When did I tell you to come having sacrificed your 

younger brother (ytb )? I told you to come having sacrificed a bird or an animal.' 

(Text source: 1.25] 
3.9.10 Special emphasis 1-i, -nl 

The phonemic particles t-il and I -nl are used for showing a special emphais in a 

discourse as illustrated in (235) a-b and other examples can be found in the Text source 

[1.11], and [1.5, 17, 19, 20, 29, 37] also. 

(235) a. meke!Ai yo mekopikya hamaihAm udingge lAmteme. 

mBk~::-la-i yo m~::ko-piky;} hamg-i-ham uding-g~:: lam-t~::mB-t~::m 

there-ABL-PAR also s/he-PL bank-PAR-bank north-POSTP go-PST:3PL 

'From there too they went towards the north through the bank.' 

b. deNsdesimin Tawa likh dzA?t. 
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say-RED-NML-LOC-PAR T rivulet come-PST:3SG 

'Quarreling in the same manner, they arrived at Tawa rivulet.' 
[Text source: 1.28] 

3.9.11 Declarative /lo/ 

The particle /lo/ is used for declaring something by a speaker in front of his/her 

hearer for implying 'granted that... or okay' as illustrated in (236) a-b. which 

syntactically occurs in the subject position far left. 

(236) a. lo 5th piu-o de 

PAR hither come-IMP PAR 

'You now come hither.· 

b. lo mul goi-nimpha m 'isyc-walsy£ dum-tisi 

PAR now 2SG-DU wife-husband become-PST:DU 

'I declare now you are man and woman.' 

3.10 Summing up 

In this chapter, we mainly focused our description on three mam parts vr z .. 

nominal, verbal morphology and particles. The key morphological processes we observed 

here include- inflection, derivation, reduplication and compounding. Nominals are those 

grammatical categories, which are marked for case suffixes but gender remain unmarked 

grammatically (see § 3.1.2.2). Person and number (see § 3.1.2.3) need a special attention 

to be analyzed in Tibeto-Burman Kiranti languages. All Kiranti languages including 

Kiranti-Koits have dual marker. Most of the nominals morphologically are derived, 

reduplicated and compounded ones. 

The Kiranti-Koits verb morphology is normally agglutinative and inflecting. It 

inflects for person, number (See§ 3.2.6) and TAM (elsewhere). There is a high frequency 

of nominal and verbal compounding yielding nominals from verbs. Like many other 

Kiranti languages, Kiranti-Koits verb roots/stems are highly monosyllabic. The language 
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both in nominal and verbal morphology investigated here is a suffixing except for its 

negative suffix <m:}->. This negative suffix is pragmatically used for emphatic denial in 

an utterance too. Verbs undergo all morphological processes stated earlier in § 3 .1. 

The particles described at the end part here (see § 3.9) tend to have more 

pragmatic force (i.e attitude and emphasis in discourse) than morphological, syntactic and 

semantic one. These particles rarely influence the morpho-syntactic constructions. 

Interestingly, most of these particles occur at the phrase or sentence final position and are 

rarely reduplicated or compounded in them. They 'nuance' the lexical and emotional 

import of clauses. 

****************************** 



Chapter Four 

Syntactico-semantic structures 

4. Syntactic structure 

This chapter mainly concentrates on the description of some fundamentals of 

Kiranti-Koits syntax or sentence sturutures. Syntax in its Greek etymology means "the 

study of arrangements", and to linguists, this means the study of arrangements in 

language specifically. The term syntax in modem usage signifies "the study and 

description of how words combine to form" (Lockwood 2002: 1) particular kinds of 

structures in a given language. Thus, we will here describe those possible phrase, clause 

and sentence structures ofKiranti-Koits vis-a-vis their meaning. 

4.1 General overview on T-B syntactic typology 

Kiranti-Koits as one of the T[ibeto]-B[urman) languages of the Nepal Himalayas 

and Sikkim is a verb fmal, e.g. (270) a, language. In all T -B languages with the exception 

of Karen (DeLancey 1990: 806), the normal word order is S(ubject), O(bject) and V(erb) 

(also cf. Kansakar 1993, Park (1994) for Kiranti-Hayu, (also cf. Appendix C) albeit this is 

not always observed everywhere rigorously. Zograph (1982: 189-190) observes, 

"The normal order of words in the Tibeto-Burman sentence is SOV53 
- subject, object, 

predicate, though this is not always and everywhere rigorously observed. The qualifier 

53 Thoudam (2000: 155-156) also notes some general characteristics shared by the Tibeto-Bunnan 
languages such as "1. Most of these languages are tonal. The tone system varies from simple to complex, 2. 
Most of these languages are monosyllabic, 3. Most of these languages are agglutinative, 4. ln these 
languages, the affixes play the most important role, theryby making it difficult to have a clearcut 
demarcation between morphology and syntax, 5. The root in these languages, do not change easily, 6. The 
word order in most of the languages is subject-object-verb (SVO), 7. In most of the languages the affixes 
are found in the modifiers which normally occur after the nouns in noun phrases but this is quite opposite in 
the case of verbs in verb phrases where the modifier precedes the verb forms and the affixes are attached to 
the verbs only, 8. In these languages, it is difficult to distinguish between nouns, derived nouns, adjectives 
and adverbs and sometimes even verbs, 9. In most of these languages there is particle attached only to the 
nouns or nominal forms which functions as the main verb and the absence of which make the sentences 
incomplete, I 0. The absence of grammatical gender is another characteristics of these languages, 11. There 
are no tense markers in these languages, showing theat there is no grammatical marking of time. Time if at 
all is to be indicated, is with the hekp of time adverbials. Hence, there is no tense in these languages, 12. 
No distiction can be made between active and passive voice, 13. Pronominal agreement between the 
possessor and possessed is seen in the case of kin terms and intimate or personal belongings with 
agreement between the subject and object, 14. In these languages the *PTB rna- -a is retained indicating 
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always accompanies the qualified closely, whether preceding or following it, and such 

collocations have a great measure of syntactic cohesion, being treated as single words 

when postpositions have to be added. Subordinate clauses are not properly typical of 

Tibeto-Burman syntax, but, under the influence of Indo-Aryan neighbors, are widely used 

in certain individual members of the famiiy. Basically, Tibeto-Burman words are 

monosyllables. In most of the member languages, we find a wealth of words for close 

definition of concrete objects, coupled with an almost complete absence of terms for 

abstract and general concepts. The amount of borrowing from the NIA languages, is great 

and continually growing." 

This sov word order typology according to Matisoff (1991 :386) and Masica 

(1976: 27-30) is 'undoubtedly the original Sino-Tibetan word order'. This word order of 

Kiranti languages satisfies Greenberg's "non-absolute/implicational" universals 5 and 

21 54 (Song 2001: 6-7) and (Comrie 1981: 19) by having, postpositions and NP order 

string (Ebert 1994:1 00) such as, 

{ DEM+GEN} +Nurn+ADJ/ATTR+POSS+N 
Poss (prom 

We will in the succeeding § 4.2 examine phrase word orders of Kiranti-Koit~ 

syntax, e.g. mdw ni?si rim.so wa'isiil-nimp\i (that two good boy-DU) 'those two handsonll· 

boysou, and mrko-kE ni ?si rimso tau bii ?-ta-sr (his/her-GEN two good son be-PST:EXI 

2DU) 'S/he has two handsome sons', in which Ebert's general observation to a greater 

extent can satisfactorily justifY its (Kiranti-Koits syntax) structural features. 

4.2 Phrases 

A phrase is a relatively low rank of syntactic structure typically involving patterns 

of word combination of units smaller than the clause (Lockwood 2002: 358), where a 

the 3rd person or the generic form is not related to words like 'me' or 'you', 15. In most of the languages 
numerals are counted in tens and the rule for formation of higher numerals is the pre fixation or suffixation 
of the numerals one, two, three, etc to the numerals counted in tens, 16. The verbs in these languages are 
not inflected for number, gender and person, 17. Most of the languages do not exibit differences for number 
in nouns also, 18. These languages have fixed word order differeing form language-to-language, and 19. 
These languages have a large number of one word sentences." 
54 Greenberg's ( 1963b) Universal 5: "if a language has dominant SOV order and the genetive follows the 
governing noun, then the adjective likewise follows the noun" and his Universal 21: "if some or all adverbs 
follow the adjective they modify, then the language is one in which the qualifying adjective follows the 
noun and the verb precedes its nominal object as the dominant order" (cited in Song 200 I: 7). 
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minimal phrase sometimes be a single word and lacking subject and predicate structure. 

Four types of phrase, viz., noun, adjective, verb and adverb phrases are distinguished in 

Kiranti-Koits (also cf. Kiranti-Rod; Rai 2003). 

4.2.1 Noun phrase 

A noun phrase (NP) is such a construction, where nouns most commonly appear as 

a headword. The NP in Kiranti-Koits, mainly consists of a noun or pronoun as illustrated 

in (237) a-c, where a single noun (N) serves as the head of NPs and in (238) a-c, a 

pronoun occurs in place of (N) and therefore it also serves the purpose of the NP. 

(237) a. mur(u) 'man' b. dzoi 'tiger' c. r~wa 'tree' 

(238) a. go 'I' b. goi 'you' c. mEko 's/he' (also demonstrative) 

Like Kiranti-Rod (Rai 2003), those Ns in (237) a-c can form an NP usually 

followed (occasionally preceded) by a determiner (DET + N) yielding the NPs, e.g. 

(239) a. dzoi ka (also kii dzoi; normally frequent use is dzoi kii) 'alone tiger' 

b. s"ko dzoi 'this tiger' 

c. mEko r~wa 'the/that tree' 

d. mEko-kE khi 'his/her house' 

Adjectives as attribute and nouns as the head (ADJ + N) can form NPs and function 

as an NP as illustrated in (240) a-c, 

(240) a. bloso phEIJSE 'tasty papaya' 

b. rimso mur(u) 'handsome man' 

c. kh~dic al 'clever child' 

A determiner and adjectives as the pre-modifying attribute and the nouns as a 

head (DET + ADJ + N) can form NPs, e.g. 

(241) a. EKO bloso mugyE 'this tasty banana' 

b. mEko rimso m'isyEmur(u) 'that beautiful woman' 
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c. mBko kh~dic al 'that clever child' 

NPs can also be formed by adding a determiner followed by an adverb and an 

adjective as the pre-modifying attribute to a noun as a head (DET + ADV + ADJ + N) as in 

(242) a-c. 

(242) a. s:oK.o iciici bloso phciJSc 'this slightly tasty banana' 

b. ms:oko sappa rimso m'isys:oal 'that very beautiful girl' 

'that very clever child' 

The last combination of string for NPs with determiners, adverbs and adjective is

(DET + ADV + ADV + ADJ + N), where a determiner followed by double adverbs and an 

adjective as the pre-modifying attribute to a noun as a head. The examples are: 

(243) a. m~::ko sinat-l)a sappa rimso m'isy~::mur(u) 'that yesterday's very beautiful woman 

b. m~::ko sinat-l)a sappa ho?so bwak 'that yesterday's very hot water' 

As pointed out above, Kiranti-Koits NPs are formed with particles ( cf. Ch J ~ ' l)) 

also. In this string, a noun as a head is followed by a particle (N +PAR) as an attribute. l'.g 

(244) a. po n~::· 'pig' (not a cat) 

b. kucum yo 'dog also' 

c. blBtik c~n 'pen' (not book) 

NPs can also consist of two nouns as heads joined by a co-ordinate particle (N + 

PAR+ N) as an attribute as an attribute, e.g. 

(245) a. po de bwa 'pig or rooster' 

b. kucum nu bcrrno 'the dog and the cat' 

NPs can also consist of noun as a head followed by a co-ordinate particle and 

another noun again followed by the same particle (N +PAR+ N +PAR) e.g. 

(246) a. waismur(u) yo m'isycmur(u) yo 'both man and woman' 

b. kucum yo b~::rmo yo 'both the dog and the cat' 
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NPs in (246) a-b can further be extended with two nouns head each preceded by a 

pronoun and joined by a co-ordinate (PRON + N +PAR+ PRON + N) particle, e.g. 

(24 7) a. mc:ko-kc: IJaw;::, nu mc:kokc: lo;::,b 

his/her-GEN e.b PAR his/her-GEN y.b 

'his/her elder-brother and his/her younger brother' 

b. i-ke: 

2SG-GEN 

ru nu a-kc: k'1 

field PAR my-GEN house 

'your field and my house' 

In some noun phrases, two pronouns may precede a noun head, then another head 

may be preceded by a pronoun, and then both noun heads can be joined by a co-ordinate 

(PRON + PRON + N +PAR+ PRON + N) particle as illustrated in (248) a-b. 

(248) a. go nu i-ke 

lSG my-GEN house PAR 2SG-GEN 

syopu 

property 

'my house and your property' 

b. mc:ko an-kc: - h k ap po nums o 

his/her they- GEN father PAR his/her they-GEN mother 

'their father and their mother' 
The NPs illustrated above in (237)-(248) are summarized in Diagram 1 below. 

Diagram 4.4: An NP in K-K 

N 
PRON 

DET+N 

ADJ+N 

DET+ADJ +N 

DET + ADV + ADJ + N 

DET + ADV + ADV + ADJ + N 

N+PAR 

N+PAR+N 

PRON + PRON + N + PAR + N 
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An NP functions as the s of a sentence (249) a, and o (249) b of a sentence and a 

complement of a sentence (249) c. 

(249) a. tcbam-mi (am) ca m'i-tu 

Tebam-AGT hair comb-PST:3SG 

'Tebam combed her hair.' 

b. scmli kc-b kh;:Jm£ (verb in the mid position is also used occasionally) 

Semli cook-NPST:3SG rice 

'Semli cooks rice.' 

c. m;:Jma blEspdt brc-n-brE-n ba?-tcm(£) 

mother letter write-PROG-RED is-3SG:HON 

'The mother is writing a letter.' 

4.2.2 Verb phrase 

A verb phrase (VPJ 1s ··the syntactic category consisting of a verb and tts 

complements and also, in most analyses, its adjuncts; this category most typicalh 

functions as a predicate" (Trask I 993: 297). Traditionally, a VP refers to a group of vcrh~ 

e.g. i-n-i-n bii (come-PROG-come-PROG AUX), where 'come' is the main verb and 1s an 

auxiliary. The VP construction in Kiranti-Koits is described in the preceding paragraphs 

A single verb (V) can form and function as a VP e.g. 

(250) a. dzau-o 

b. !;:J-t(;:J) 

c. dor-(;:J) 

(eat-rMP:3SG) 

(go-PST:3SG) 

(run-NPST:3SG) 

'eat' 

'went' 

'runs' 

A VP is formed by a verb followed by a particle (v+ PAR) and it serves as a VP. 
e.g. 

(251) a. lai-ba ko 
b. b'c-b n~::' 

(go-NPST:3SG) 
(go-PST:3SG) 

' ' [ f Ch 3 § 3 9'"' /'"''"''""'' ' may go c. . .L.. '-"""-'J '-'J 

'(s/he) dies' [cf. Ch 3 § 3.9.1(226) a-b] 

A VP is formed by two verbs joined by a particle (v +PAR+ V), e.g. 

(252) a. dz;:J-SO mer£ ip-o 
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eat-PCPL PAR sleep-IMP:3SG 'sleep after eating' 

b. Uii-ba de m:}-Iai-ba 

go-NPST:3SG PAR NEG-go-NPST:3SG 'does s/he go or not' 

c. ko:-IJO IJi'i min dE-no 

look-IMP PAR then tell-IMP 'look and then tell' 

A yp is formed by a main verb followed by an auxiliary/modal or copula (v + 

AUXICOP), e.g. consider (253) a-d. 

(253) a. dzai-n:}-sku (eat-NPST:COP-DU) 'eat-AUX-2DU' 

b. dz:}-ca malb(:}) (eat-INF must) 'must eat' 

c. IJi'i-n-IJa-n ba (weep-PROG-weep-PROG) 'is weeping' 

d. i-ca c'iatau ( come-INF going to) 'going to come' 

A VP is formed by reduplication (v + RED), in which it suggests the certainty of an 

action, e.g. 

(254) a. lau-o lau-o 

b. soit-to soit-to 

c. khal-do khal-do 

(go-NPST:IMP RED) 

(send-NPST:IMP RED) 

(mix- NPST:IMP RED) 

'certainly go' 

'certainly send' 

'certainly mix' 

All verbs after reduplication followed by adverb and another verb (v + RED + ADV 

+ V) also form and function as a VP, e.g. 

-
(255) a. dzd-ca dzd-ca min ip-ca 

eat-INF RED then sleep-INF 'You eat and sleep doing nothing.' (i.e. satiric) 

b. ham-do ham-do min sam-do 

dry-NPST:IMP RED then store-NPST:IMP 'You dry and dry and store ... ' 

A VP is also formed by a noun, followed by a postposition and then followed by a 

verb (N + POSTP + V) e.g. 

(255) a. khi-mi ld-ti 

house-POSTP go-PST: 1 SG '(I) went home' 
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b. khriJ-ga o-t;J 

house- POSTP enter-PST:3SG '(s/he) entered inside the house' 

Very often, an adverb followed by a verb (ADV + v) forms and functions as a VP, 
e.g. 

(256) a. rippa dorc-ca 

fast/quickly run-fNF 

b. sappa blo-ca 

very to be tasty-INF 

c. icikhoi g0-ca 

little give-INF 

'to run quickly' 

'to be very tasty' 

'to give a little' 

The VPs in Kiranti-Koits illustrated above m (249)-(256) arc summar11:ed 111 

Diagram 2 below. 

4.2.3 Adjective phrase 

Diagram 4.5: A VP in K-K 

v 
V+PAR 

V +PAR+V 

V + AUX/COP 

V+RED 

V + RED + ADV + V 

N + POSTP + V 

ADV +V 

An adjective phrase (ADJPH) in Kiranti-Koits qualifies an N or an NP m a 

sentence. Its structures can be described as follows. 

A single ADJ can form and function as an ADJPH as shown here, e.g. 

(257) a. bloso ·rasty' b. 'f'lcb 'big' c. imiccili 'small' 

An ADJPH in a sentence can consist of an ADJ preceded by an ADV (ADV + AO.J), 
e.g. 

(258) a. sappa rimso 'very beautiful' 
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c.domo imiccili 

'very big' 

'how small' 

An ADJPH can, also be formed by a noun followed by postposition and then by an 

ADJ (N + POSTP + ADJ), for instance, 

(259) a. phu khodcb rinap;}so 

flower like smell-do-ADJ 

b. thcmli khodeb laisso 

hill like tall 

c. kruku khodeb pleso 

frog like Jump 

'flower-like smelling' 

'hill-like tall' 

'frog-like jumping' 

In place of k!'odeb, there is another synonymous term budi in daily use. 

Some ADJ phrases can combine as far as four words in their string such as an ADV 

preceded by anN and a POSTP, and followed by an ADJ (N + POSTP + ADV + ADJ), e.g. 

260) a. TeTer€ kel)a yo syus laisso 

camel than also much tall 

b. h;}bsi keiJa yo syus hr 

African than also much black 

'very taller than a camel' 

'very blacker than an African' 

An ADJ phrase can also have an ADJ (those ADJs can reduplicate here; cf. also Ch 

3 § 3 .1.3 .1) followed by particle ( ADJ + PAR), e.g. 

(261) a. rimso rimso co 
good good PAR 'only good ones' (excludes bad; cf. Ch 3 § 3.9.4 (229) a) 

b. ip-so nc 
sleep-PCPLIADJ PAR 'slept' (it is said, hearsay; cf. Ch 3 § 3.9.1 (226) a-b) 

c. imcili C;}n 
small PAR 'small' (choice/emphatic; cf. Ch 3 § 3.9.7 (232) a) 
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Some other ADJ phrases can have two adjectives in the string joined by a co

ordinate particle (ADJ +PAR+ ADJ), e.g. 

(262) a. rimso nu md-rimso 
good PAR NEG-good 'good and bad' 

b. ldl d0 k0r 
red PAR black 'red or black' 

c. imcili de Th0b 
small PAR big 'small or big' (alternative; cf. Ch 3 § 3.9.8 (233) a) 

These adjective phrases illustrated in (257) a-c - (262) a-c are summarized m 

Diagram 3 below. 

Diagram 4.6: An ADJPH in K-K 

4.2.4 Adverb phrase 

ADJ 

ADV + ADJ 

N + POSTP + ADJ 

N + POSTP + ADV T ADJ 

ADJ +PAR 

ADJ +PAR+ ADJ 

Adverb phrase (ADVPH) 1s a construction, whose 'lexical head is an adverb· 

(Trask 1993: 10), e.g. sappa rip 'very fast' and disa lc: 'from tomorrow'. The structural 

descriptions ofKiranti-Koits ADVPHs are a" follows. 

A single ADV can act and function as an ADVPH in the language, e.g. 

(263) a. munat 'today' b. d0sdn 'slowly' c. sinat 'yesterday' 

An ADV can be preceded by a determiner (DET + ADV) to form and function as an 

ADVPH in the language as illustrated in (264) a-c. 

(264) a. m0ko nat 'on that day' 

b. mula thoc0 'this year' 
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c. sain~::s moitin 'many years ago' 

An N followed by POSTP (N + POSTP) can form and function as an ADVPH in the 

language as illustrated in (265) a-c. 

(265) a. k\IJ-ga 

b. r;}wa-kc n~::?tha 

c. k'7 hoiti 

'inside the house' 

'near the tree' 

'in front of the house' 

An ADVPH can be formed by an NP consisting of an ADV followed by a POSTP (NP 

+ ADV) as illustrated in (266) a-c. 

(265) a. m~::ko lapco-g~:: 

b. ~::K:o la n~::?tha 

c. ~::K:o lapco-aga 

'towards that door' 

'near this path/road' 

'inside this door' 

Some other ADVPHs can be formed by an ADV followed by a particle (ADV +PAR) 

as illustrated in (266) a-c. 

(266) a. nithnat yo 

b. disa co 

c. munat d~:: 

'the following day also' 

'certainly tomorrow' 

'how about today' 

An ADVPH can be formed by an ADV followed by an ADJ (ADV + ADJ) as illustrated 

in (267) a-c. 

(267) a. sappa g~::so 

b. sappa domso 

c. sus k~::r 

'very thin' 

'very fat' 

'very black' 

An ADVPH can be fonueu oy an ADJ followed by an ADV (ADJ + ADV) as illustrated 

in (268) a-b. 

(268) a. rimso pa ... ' ... beautifully' 
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b. mgrimoso pa ... ' ... badly' 

Some ADVPHs can have two ADVs joined by a conjunctive particle (ADV + PAR + 

ADV) as illustrated in (269) a-c. 

(269) a. sinat nu mulat 

b. sus de icikhoi 

c.munat d£ disa 

'yesterday and today' 

'much or less' 

'today or tomorrow' 

These adverb phrases illustrated in (263) a-c - (269) a-c are summarized m 

Diagram 4 below. 

4.3 Sentence 

Diagram 4.7: An ADVPI-1 in K-K 

ADV 

DET + ADV 

N + POSTP 

NP + ADV 

ADV +PAR 

ADV + ADJ 

ADJ + ADV 

ADV +PAR+ ADV 

A sentence is the "rank of syntactic structure conventionally understood a~ its 

upper limit" (Trask 1993: 362) and it incorporates at least one clause, e.g. ( :.:7(J) a. hut 

grammatical devices may be used to allow a single sentence to incorporate more than one 

clause in various ways. Kiranti-Koits as an unwritten, lesser-known or scarcely-described 

T-B language is basically spoken. A single Kiranti-Koits spoken utterancc'scntcncc is 

generally unified intonationally, whereas some dialects contrast tonologically (See Ch 2 ~ 

2.4.1 ), while in some written samples/documents using its own indigenous script 1 :-.e..: u 1 

2 § 2.5) and the Devanagari script, Kiranti-Koits like English is marked hy its final 

punctuation via full stop (.),question mark(?) or exclamation point{!). We will in ~ 4.3.1 

below describe the sentence types of the Kiranti-Koits language. 
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(270) a. go phEIJSE ba.i-nu-1) 

lSG papaya eat-NPST-lSG 

'I eat papaya.' 

s 0 v 

4.3.1 Classification of sentences 

Ebert (1994) has classified Kiranti sentences mainly in two types, viz., (i) simple 

and (ii) complex based on structure. Rai (2003: 140) has classified the Kiranit-Rodung 

(Camling) sentences into three types such as (i) major (simple) sentences (ii) verb-less 

sentences and (iii) minor sentences. We will here describe the Kiranti-Koits sentences 

mainly based on Ebert's framework of structural description rather than based on 

function, e.g. imperative, optative etc., which has more or less been illustrated in Ch 3 § 

3.2.9.3 while describing mood in the language. We will also consider some pertinent 

instances from Rai's (2003) description ofK-Rodung in comparative perspective. 

4.3.1.1 Simple sentences 

4.3.1.1.1 Basic word order 

A simple sentence in Kiranti-Koits at least in this description is limited to the 

illustration of basic sov structure as illustrated in (271) a-b. However, other possible 

structures like OSV is also acceptable when thesis stressed like in K-Rodung (Rai 2003). 

(271) a. go kh _t_;;:· 
;}fiE ULi:ll-nU-1) 

lSG rice eat-NPST-lSG 

'I eat rice.' 

b. go bwak di-th 1~-ti 

1 SG water fetch-PUR go-PST: 1 SG 

'I go for fetching the water.' 

s 0 v 

c. gAitsm A m'its tsilA dApta. 

gaits-m a m'its tsila 
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anger-AGT his eye lightning dazzle!glare-PST:3SG 

'His eyes turned into lightning with anger.' [Text source: 3.42] 

The illustrations above in (271) a orb can be re-ordered as in (272) a, replacing o 

into S's position and scan be reduplicated to emphasize the S or agent pragmatically, e.g. 

(272) a. kh::lmE go 

nee lSG 

nee I 

s 0 

dzai-nu-IJ go 

eat-NPST-lSG lSG 

eat 

v 0 

4.3.1.1.2 Interrogative sentences 

'I eat rice.' (means no other else) 

Normally, the interrogative sentences in Kiriinti-Koits can be constructed m the 

following order as illustrated in (273) a-c. 

(273) a. goi tEk b-n-l;;1-n ba?-IJ£? 

2SG where go-PROG-go-PROG be-3SG 

'Where are you going?' 

b. ttk ba?-n::l-YE goi? 

where live-COP-3SG 

'Where do you live?' 

c. £KO i-k£ me'? 

this 2SG-GEN AUX:is 

'Is this yours?' 

In the illustration (273) a above, however there occurs a question word tc:k 

'where', it normally cannot be moved in the position of the S(pron) as it is in English and 

in (273) b, the same question word can be moved in place of S(pron) immediately 

followed by verb for its pragmatic force or S(pron) in the left-most position is also 

acceptable. In (273) c, me' 'is' never ever can occur in the S position in place of E-:7w 
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'this' demonstrative pronoun. There exists a negative particle <m;}m;}i> usually used as a 

short negative question, e.g .... mo mamai de ' ... isn't it so?' in everyday conversition. 

Like Bagri, one of the Indic languages spoken in India (Gusain 1999) there are 

two principal types of interrogative sentences based on the type of reply expected in K -K: 

(i) those that expect a positive or negative answer to the question statement are 'Yes-No 

questions' based on rising intonation as in (274) a-b; and (ii) those that expect a reply 

from an open-ended range of replies are 'Question-word questions' based on optional 

question lexeme rarely as in (275) a. 

2 
I I I 1 

(274) a. goi mulat kumso pai-nd-yc? 

2 SG today song do-COP-2SG 

'Do you sing today?' 

b. (mar) goi mulat kumso pai-nd-yc? 

(What) 2 SG today song do-COP-2SG 

'Do you sing a song today?' 

In the process of interrogative sentence formation, the question words do not 

induce any word order changes in the statement. By inserting, a question word, in place 

of the questioned constituent in the statement, forms those interrogative sentences. The 

main question words in Kiranti-Koits are: mar 'what', su 'who', t£ko 'which', tekE 

'where', dopa 'how, in what way', marde 'why', dodeb 'what kind, type', doso 'how 

much' t£k-gc: 'in what direction' and gena 'when' (see § 3.1.2.4.6). The question word in 

a sentence in Kiriinti-Koits is always stressed as shown in (275) a-g. 

(275) a. i-k£ ne 'mar m'e? 

2SG-GEN name what AUX:is 

'What is your name?' 

b. meko 'tek ba?-me 

s/he where be- AUX:is 

'Where iss/he?' 



c. mcko 'su m'c? 

s/he who AUX:is 

'Who is s/he?' 

d. (goi) 'dod~:>b ba?-ni 

(you) how be-2SG:HON 

'How are you?' 

e. ~:>leo bwa-kc 'gis d~:>--ni? 
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this rooster-GEN how.much say-HON 

'What is the cost of this rooster?' 

f. goi mck 'mardc l;~-yc? 

2SG there why go-2SG 

'Why did you go there?' 

g. goi-mi cleo khyop~t 'mardE brE?-ti? 

2SG-AGT this book why write-2SG 

Why did you write this book?' 

In colloquial speech, those question words alone can be used shortlv w1thout 

nouns, pronouns and verbs and answers also can be made in the same way. Despite those 

question words mentioned above, question particles, e.g. fJG with rising intonation also 

form interrogative sentences as illustrated in (276) a. 

(276) a. Paiwami yo tsu:tsupanpan denta, "hatteri! gam genA loab kyorsshAdzArsshA piu 

densho nangA ngA? ts 'ibrub kyorsshA-dzArsshA piu kakA densho nang shyan ". 

Paiwa-mi yo tsu:tsu-p~-na-p~-n dc-:-t~~t, h~tteri! go-m gwa lo~h 

P-AGT also regret-do-PROG-RED-PROG say-PST:3SG INTJ I-ERG when y!h 

kyors-sa-dzars-sa p1-u dc-:-so n~lJa~mlJ 

cut.CONV-RED-SIM come-IMPR say-PR:PCPL AUX: 1 SG 

IJa? ts'ibrub kyors-sa-dzars-sa p1-u bka dc-:-so 

Q:PAR bird/animal cut.CONV-RED-SIM come-IMPR PAR say-PR:PCPL 

n~lJ sya 
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AUX:lSG PAR 

'Paiwa also expressed regretting, "When did I tell you to come having sacrificed 

your younger brother (y/b )? I told you to come having sacrificed a bird or an 

animal.' [Text source: 1.25] 

The question words employed above in (275) a-g and (276) a, can function as 

rhetorical questions in Kiranti-Koits discourse (See Schulze 1978). 

4.3.1.1.3 Copula sentences 

Kiranti-Koits has three verbs corresponding to English 'be' such as <-ba?-> 

'locational, existential' ( cf. Ch 3 § 3 .2.8), me' (statement) and me' (interrogative), and 

<n;:)-> 'identificational' and there is only one negative prefix <m;:)-> (see Ch 3 § 3.2.4; 

Table 12), which can be prefixed to all three copulas and other modal auxiliaries (also 

there exists a tag negative particle with <m;J-> such as mamai as in mo mamai d£ 'Is not it 

?') so. , e.g. 

(277) a. i-k€ lo;Jb-pik ba?-ma de m;J-ba?-ma? 

2SG-GEN y.sibling-PL exist-Q:3SG PAR NEG-exist-Q:3SG 

'Do you have younger siblings or don't you?' 

b. meko luc bii(-t~t) 

s/he below be 

'S/he is below.' 

c. e"ko syarori-mi h'isi' 

this salt.pot-LOC salt 

md-ba 

NEG-be 

'There is no salt in this salt-pot.' 

The copula <-ba?- or <-ba?-t;:)~t> as first perfective participle is most dynamic and 

inflects differently with all person and number in use such as pa-so-bii(-ta) 'has done' 

and further examples include, 

(278) a. mekopikya AngAm hushke nams bAh. 
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an-ga-m hus-h n::lmS bii-b::l-bab m~:>ko-piky~ 

that-PL their:PRO-inside-LOC blood-GEN relatives be:AUX-EXT:3SG 

'They have blood relationship among them.' [Text source: 1.3] 

b. mekopildm prAg-neslosits nAmsitsmer porong gimthepA bA?sho bA'Ueme. 

m~:>ko-piki-m prag-n~:>slosits namsits-m~:>r poroiJso gimth~:>-pa ba?-so 

s/he-PL-AGT pre-historical time-LOC nomadic living-ADV stay-PR:PCPL 

ba?-t~:>m~:>~t~:>m 

AUX-EXT:PST:3PL 

'They had been living a nomadic life in the pre-historical time.' [Text source: 1.4] 

Similarly, the copula <m-> is also very dynamic in its inflection with person and number 

(279) a-b, whereas the copula m~c· · (Statement) and m£ ·(interrogative) is static as opposed 

to the fom1er. 

(279) a. mekopiki loli kangAn gephingA muru nami. 
m~::ko-piki lo:li ka-IJa-n h· -

g~::p t-l)a 

s/he-PL language:ADJ one-GEN-PAR group-GEN man AUX:3PL 

'They are members ofthe same linguistic community.' [Text source: 1.5] 

b. mekyengA Koits lo nu Ba l)lung lo kA lolingA ni ?si phetsngA lo khodeb nas1 

m~:>kcy~:>-IJa Koits lo: nu Ba?yung lo: ka lo:-li-IJa • • h 
m?s1 p ~:>ts-IJa lo. 

there-ABL K language and B language one language-LOC two part-GEN language 

khod~::b n;:)-si~m-s 

ADJ:like AUX:2DU 

'Similarly, Koits and Ba?yung are like two dialects of the same single language.· 

[Text source: 1.6] 

4.3.1.1.4 Ergativity 

An 'ergative construction' by definition is "a grammatical case that indicates the 

agent or instrument of an action. In an ergative type of sentence construction, the subject 

of transitive verbs is indicated by and ergative case marker, while the subject of 
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intransitive verbs is indicated by the same case as that of the direct object" (New 

Encyclopedia Britannica 1977: 941 ). Crystal (1980: 124-125) observes that the term 

'ergative' refers to grammatical description of some languages, e.g. Eskimo and Basque, 

where there is a formal parallel between the object of a transitive verb and the subject of 

the intransitive one i.e. they display the same case. 

Thus, the subject of the transitive verb is referred to as 'ergative' whereas the 

subject of the intransitive verb, along with the object of the transitive verb, is referred to 

as 'absolutive'. The same 'ergative construction' for DeLancey (1981a: 627) is "a 

transitive clause in which a special case form or ad-position marks are semantic agent". 

Similarly, 'ergativity' according to Dixon (1979) is "Morphological marking, whether 

realized by nominal case inflections or corss-referencing on the verb, can be either (i) 

ergative, marking transitive subject (A) function, vs. absolutive, marking intransitive 

subject (S) and transitive object (0); is always the unmarked term in an 

absolutive/ergative opposition. Nominative is most frequently the unmarked term in a 

nominative/accusative system, but there are some languages in which accusative is 

unmarked. A language whose morphology mixes accusative and ergative marking has has 

the split derermined by (a) the semantic content of verbs, (b) the semantic content of 

NP's, (c) aspect/tense choice, or (d) a combination of these." Kiriinti-Koits morphology 

obviously mixes accusative and ergative (see § 4.3.1.1.4.1 - § 4.3.1.1.4.5) marking 

determined by aspect/tense choice and other factors. 

4.3.1.1.4.1 Conceptual framework 

In this § 4.2.1.1.4.1, we will adopt conceptual framework first from Lyons (1968) 

and compare with Mithun and Chafe (1999). Second, we will adopt Abadie's (1974) 

framework of description of ergativity from his paper 'Nepali as an ergative language' in 

order to compare phenotype influence since the two families of languages, i.e. "Tibeto

Burman family, both the Bodish and the Hamalayish branches" (Abadie 1974: 156) and 

Indic-Nepali are in close contact for 800 years. 

In a question for deciding on which of the two nominal(s) is the subject of a two

place verb, Lyons (1968: 315) asserts that the 'actor-goal' criterion is in systematic 
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conflict with criteria of case and concord languages with an ergative construction. For 

instance, there are many verbs in English such as 'move, change, open' etc. which may 

combine with either one or two nominal(s) in sentence nuclei. Consider Lyons' classic 

examples as illustrated in (238) a-c. 

(280) a. The stone moved 

b. John moved 

c. John moved the stone 

The explanations of those three examples provided by Lyons (ibid: 352) arc: 

(J) 'move' in (238) a and b is intransitive; whereas in (238) c transitive. 

(II) An important relationship between (238) a, and (238) c with reference 1l1 the 

action of (238) a when asked, 'done by whom? Who is the 'actor' or ·a~ent" 

of the movement of 'action'? The obvious answer is 'John'. 

(III) Therefore, the syntactic relationship that holds between (238) a, and (23g 1 ... ~~ 

'ergative': the subjects or an intransitive verb becomes the object 1ll u 

corresponding transitive verb, and a new ergative subject is introduced a.s the 

'agent' or 'cause' of the action referred to. 

(IV) It implies that a transitive sentence like (238) a by means of an ergati \L' PI 

causative transformation. 

(V) Another point to be noted is that the causative, or ergative or agent in (238) c 

is +animate (n). The condition for subjects of transitive verb must be 

+animate, however in Kiriinti-Koits ±animate in some instances such as l;:~s

mi liipco ro?-tu (air/wind-ERG/AGT door open-PST:3SG) 'The wind opened the 

door' is acceptable. 

Contrary to Lyons, Mithun and Chafe (1999) have pointed out senous 

disadvantages of the schema ergative-absolutive vs. nominative-accusative for the 

understanding of individual grammars and even more for broad typological work, 

because it obscures the incommensurability of the schema. This first is the 'starting point 

function, reflected in grammatical subjects', the next consists of the 'semantic roles that 

are reflected in gran1maticized agent-patient marking', and the third is 'immediacy of 
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involvement reflected in absolutive marking'. To some extent, DeLancey (1981a) and 

Ebert (1987) had already discussed Mithun and Chafe's three points in some Tibeto

Burman languages. 

Morpho-syntactically, most other Tibeto-Burman languages (like Gyarong, 

Newar, Lhasa-Tibetan, Kham, Sherpa, Chepang, Gurung, and Kiranti languages such as 

Limbu, Bantawa, Athpare, Rodung (Caroling), Thulung, Khaling, Belhare and Hayu (See 

Rapacha 2003) have split ergative marking on the 3rd person noun or demonstrative 

pronoun. DeLancey ( 1981) terms this phenomenon as 'empathy hierarchy and aspectual 

split pattern'. Kiranti-Koits exhibits a complicated 'split ergative' (i.e. ergative 

morphologically, whereas syntactic process is usually organized according to a 

nominative-accusative principle; See Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5.1; examples (1 09) c-d, (116) e, (124) 

c) pattern sensitive to 'aspect and empathy pattern', where the 3rd person and 

demonstrative pronoun is marked always everywhere except for 1st, 2nd person 

intransitive (DeLancey 1990: 807) verbs such as, 

(280) a. go-0 msko-bli hui-nu-IJ;r.-IJ 

1SG 3SG-DAT scold-NPST-lSG 

'I scold him/her.' 

b. goi-0 msko-k~li hui-n~-ys 

2SG 3SG-DAT scold-NPST:COP-2SG 

'You scold him/her.' 

c. go-nimpha-0 meko-bli hui-n~-sku 

lSG-DU 3SG-DAT scold-NPST:COP-lDU 

'We0 u scold hirnlher.' 

d. msko-mi a-bli hui-b~ 

3SG-ERG lSG-DAT scold-NPST-3SG 

'You scold him/her.' 

e. msko-nimpha-mi a-bli hui-n~-si 
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3SG-ERG lSG-DAT scold-NPST:COP-3DU 

'You scold him/her.' 

f. msko-nimpha-mi a-bli hui-m-si 

3SG-ERG lSG-DAT scold-NPST:COP-3DU 

'You scold him/her.' 

The above morpho-syntactic phenomenon of Kiranti-Koits resembles to Gyarong. 

According to DeLancey's (1990: 806-807) investigation, a number of case marking 

typologies occur in the family, including consistently ergative marking (Gunung), 

aspectually split ergative or active/stative patterns (Newar and various Tibetan dialects. 

split ergative marking in which third person transitive subject take ergative case while 

first and second person do not (Kiranti, Gyarong) and variations on a morL' or-less 

nominative-accusative topic marking scheme (most Lolo-Burmese languages). 

We will now take up Abadie's ( 1974: 156-77) frame of lndic-Nepali m order to 

examine the ergative marking system in Kiranti-Koits as copiously as possible Abadie 

(ibid.) adopting a broad definition of ergativity from Bernard Comrie reveals that the 

grammatical notion of ergativity applies to such widely scattered languages as Chuckchee 

(Siberia), Basque, Walbiri (Australia), Vejnakhian, and Georgian-- to languages. which 

are divergent from one another genetically and typologically. S/he states the following 

characteristics of ergative languages: 

(i) The subject of an intransitive verb and the direct object of a transitive verb get the 

same mark (which may be -0, as in Basque; e.g. in K-K, loab-o dziim-ta (y.brother lose

PST:3SG) 'The younger-brother lost' and l)iiwa-mi loab-o siim-ta (e.brother-ERG y.brothcr 

lose-PST:3SG) 'The elder-brother lost the younger-brother'(See Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5.1; 

examples (1 09) c-d, (116) e, (124) c) also. This has been called the patient and its case 

the "nominative". 

(ii) The subject (or agent) of a transitive verb gets a different mark; its case is the 

"ergative". The ergative mark is often the same as the instrumental mark (See Ch 3 § 
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3.1.2.5. 1 for K-K). Beyond these two main characteristics, Abadie (ibid.) has given three 

more characteristics. They are: 

(iii) Some ergative languages do not have passive constructions; some, such as Georgian, 

do. So does K-K. 

(iv) Some, such as Georgian and Punjabi, mark ergative noun phrases only with certain 

forms of the verb, with certain tenses or aspects; others mark them throughout. Kiranti

K5its marks according to transitive verbs, tense and aspect. 

(v) In some ergative languages, Punjabi for example, the verb agrees only with the 

nominative marked patient noun phrase, never with the ergative marked one. In others, 

the verb agrees with its subject, and a subject may be in the ergative case. Kiranti-Koits 

resembles the later characteristics. 

Like Nepali, Kiranti-Koits possesses many features of ergativity, chief among 

them being the agentive/ergative case marker <-mi>, which is used to mark the subject of 

a transitive verb as illustrated earlier. For a sentence like 'I sneezed' in English would be 

as shown in (281) a-c in K-K, 

(281) a. a-k~li ciiJ-0 pi-t(~) 

1 SG-DAT sneeze come-PST 

' A sneeze came to me.' 

b. go-m ctiJ-0 pa-t:a-IJ 

1sG-ERG sneeze come-PST-lSG 

'I did a sneeze.' 

C. a-k~li Cil)-mi syt:>t-g~:>-ti 

('I sneezed') 

('I sneezed') 

1 SG-DAT sneeze-ERG trouble-give-PST 

'A sneeze caused me to suffer.' ('I sneezed') 

Although ciiJ in (28 1) a is the subject of an intransitive verb and in (281) b is the 

object of a transitive verb, in both sentences it is in the same unmarked case-- the 
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nominative. Sentence (281) c however, is framed in such a way that cif) is the agent (the 

sentence is causative); and it is marked with the ergative marker. 

Thus, as in Nepali (ibid.) the agent of a transitive verb in Kiranti-Koits takes the 

ergative case marker <-mi>. There is no accusative case. The direct object of a transitive 

verb, like the sole argument or subject of an intransitive verb, is in the nominative case-

unmarked in K-K. As stated earlier, the ergative marker is the same as the instrumentaL 

locational marker and so on ( cf. Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5.1 ). 

4.3.1.1.4.2 The patient 

In Kiranti-Koits like Nepali, one way to look at the phenomenon of transitivity 

(See Ch 3 §3.2.6) is to say that the presence of a direct object or patient noun phrase 

triggers appearance of the ergative marker on subject or agent NP. However, Abadic·s 

(ibid.) investigation shows that many sentences in Nepali, where there exists an ergati\ L' 

marked NP and no patient NP at all. S!he considers them direct objectless sentences tu bt· 

the result of two kinds of deletion -- indefinite and anaphora. 

In Kiranti-Koits like English and Nepali, indefinite or unspecified objects art· 

frequently deleted as illustrated in (282) a-b 

(282) a. go-m dza-ti'i-IJ 

1 SG-ERG eat-PST -I) 

'I ate (something).' 

b. hopo-m dza-tu 

Hopo-ERG eat-PST:3SG 

'Hopo ate (something).' 

Often an object is deleted anaphorically, because it has been previously 

mentioned in the discourse, e.g. 

(283) a. pidar pd-so-nu slilyo md-ba-m IJdnaiyo poib-mi Ia pai-b 

worship do-PCPL-TEMP nobody NEG-be-3PL although shaman only do-NPST:3SG 
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'Although there are no one while worshiping, the shaman alone does it. ' 

The patient pidar-0, which appears at the beginning of the sentence, is deleted 

anaphorically at the end, though it triggers the appearance of <-mz> on 'shaman' (poib

mi). 

4.3.1.1.4.3 Inanimate vs. animate patients 

Most inanimate direct object of a transitive verb is in the nominative case ( -0), 

e.g. meko-mi phurkal gyap-tu (s/he-ERG book buy-PST:3SG) 'S/he bought a book'. Thus, 

for inanimate nouns the morphological identification of subject of intransitive verb and 

object of transitive verb is (0). Animate pronouns are unmarked when they are subjects of 

intransitive verbs, e.g. go-o 1)ii-ti (1 SG- weep-PST: 1 SG) 'I wept'. They may never be 

unmarked when they are objects of transitive verbs. Goal or dative marking <-bli> is 

mandatory as illustrated in (284) a-b. 

{ 

m~::ko-k;:,li 

(284) a. go-mi rcnts~::-k;:,li g~::-tii-IJ 

m~::ko-0* (* unacceptable) 

{

3SG-DAT 
lSG-ERG Rentse-DAT give-PST-lSG 

3SG-0 

{
m~::ko-bli 

b. mulat go-mi rcntss-bli tii-tii-IJ 
msko-0* (*unacceptable) 

'I gave him/to Restse.' 

{

3SG-DAT 
today lSG-ERG Rentse-DAT see-PST-lSG 'Today I saw hirn!to Restse.' 

3SG-0* (*unacceptable) 

There are numerous impersonal constructions, where an ergative noun phrase is 

present, e.g. ii-k:Jl e-ko can mal-ba (lSG-DAT this PAR search/want) 'I want this one.' 

4.3.1.1.4.4 <-mi> and the tense/aspect system 

Generally, perfective constructions are marked by <-mi> but show up with 

imperfective and with certain modals in any or all tenses with regard to the entire verb 
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morphology. In the case of Nepali tense/aspect system (also applicable to K-K), Abadie 

(ibid.) notes, 

(i) "-le" (K-K; <-mi>) is associated with perfective aspect, though not excluded from non

perfective aspect. 

(ii) In certain constructions in semantic area of permission/obligation, "-le" (K-K; <-mi>) 

is marked in any tense: pamu (K-K; miil-cii, miilba 'must'), cha (K-K; bii 'is'), -na (K-K; -

th 'purposive:INF), dinu (K-K; gr-cii 'to give'), and the -ne (K-K; -cii. -th, -m: INF) 

infinitive. 

(c) "-le" (K-K; <-mi>) is excluded from the non-perfective more adamantly m multi

verbal concatenations than it is in single verb non-perfective constructions We will 

illustrate examples in § 4.2.1.1.4.5 later. 

4.3.1.1.4.5 <-mi> and the perfective 

In this § 4.2.1.1.4.5, we will illustrate examples of ergativity, where the: 'l\.'Cur or 

do not occur in each verb forms outlined inCh 3 § 3.2.8 earlier. 

<-mi> obligatory 

(285) Aoristic/perfective tense (-ta, -ti, -tu, -sku, -ss, -tsm, -tiyi) as in meko-nimp11ii-m 

prol-tii-sr (s/he-DU-ERG break-PST-3DU) 'S/he broke something.' Hm\e\er. the 

itransitive -ti as in go-o la-ti (1 SG go-PST: 1 SG) 'I went' remains unmarked 

(286) First perfective participle (-syo ~ so and paradigm ba) as in mr:ko-nimp11a-m 

dumkhi kii-mi gc pa-so bii?-tii-sc (s/he-DU-ERG office one-LOC job do-PR:I'CPL be

PST-DU) 'They0 u have done a job in an office.' 

(287) Second perfective participle (-tu, -tsms ... ) as in ii-k£ tau-mi f'cb ;;<::-kii piip-tu (ISG

GEN son-ERG ADJ job-one do-PST:3SG) 'My son did a great job.' 

(287) Second perfective tense (Second perfect participle -tc . . . and paradigm ba 'is' 
(locational)) as in goi-mi r-ko pa-so-bii?-tc (2SG-ERG this do-PR:PCPL-be-PST:2 SG) 
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'You have done this' and mr::ko-mi o pa-wii-hii?-tra) (3SG-ERG so do-PST-be-3 SG) 

'S!he has done so'. 

(288) First perfective participle/tense (-so, -hii or mr:: · 'is') as in go-m hlespat hrr::?-sii 

thum-so-nu goi-mi miir mar pa-yi? (lSG-ERG letter write-SIM finish-PCPL-TEMP 

2SG-ERG what what do-2SG) 'What did you do (wants specifications) while I 

finished writing a letter?' 

Other constructions with <-mi> 

There are some other peculiar constructions, where <-mi> occurs obligatorily, 

e.g. goi-mi m;;)-p;;)-Sa su-mi pai-b'a? (2sG-ERG NEG-do-SIM who-ERG do-3SG) 'Who does 

... if you do not do?', go-mi mf)-dziii-nu-1) dr::--sii su-mi dr::--mr::? (lSG-ERG NEG-eat-NPST

lSG say-SIM who-ERG say-3SG) 'Who said that I do (will) not eat?' goi-mi suiyo m'isyr::-al 

ma-thi-di? (2SG-ERG anyone wife-child; NEG-find-3SG) 'Did not you find even a single 

girl?' and mr::ko-mi hiloci dza-wa-l(a) (s/he-ERG guava eat-3SG-OPT) 'May/Let hirnlher eat 

guava'. 

<-mi> excluded 

(289) Absolutive participle/con verb ( -sya ~ sa, e.g. pa-sii-thum-cii 'to do completely' etc. 

as in go-e hlr::spat kii hrr::?-sii-thum-nu-1) (lSG letter one write-SIM-finish-NPST-lSG) 

'I have to finish writing a letter.' 

(290) Aoristic/perfective future (probability) tense (-wa only with lsG, e.g. pa-1)-Wii 

' ... would do'; and citiiu suffixed to main verbs only with 3SG, DU, PL) as in go-e 

obis dza-1)-Wii (lSG cucumber eat-lSG-PR:FUT) 'I would eat cucumber' and mr::ko-e 

Jtrla-cii-citiiu (3SG house go-INF-going to) 'S!he is going to go home' but go-m 

obis ba-cii-c'itiil) (lSG-ERG cucumber eat-INF-going to) 'I am going to eat 

cucumber' (applicable also in 1 and 2SG, DU, PL; cf. Rapacha 2003). 

(291) Aoristic/perfective injunctive tense (-IJ, -IJU, -g/tu, -1(~)) as in go-e ko:-l)u dr::--so ma

tii'l-se (1 SG look!see-PRII say-PCPL NEG-see-PR) 'I wanted to look but was not 

visible' 
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(292) Conjunctive participle prefixed with converb (-IJii, -lisiil)ii) as in go-o dumkhin-mi 

ge pa-s-li-sii-f}ii ltilct-ti (lSG office-LOC work do-PR-remain-SIM-PAR house return

PST: 1 SG) 'I returned home after completing the work at the office'. 

(293) Simple indefinite tense (-nu-l), -n;J-sku, -nim, -b;J, -niki) as in go-e It yo pal kii brc ?

nu-f] (lSG book one write-NPST-lSG) 'I write a letter'. 

(294) Infinitival non-past tense ( -IJ, -sku, -yE,-si, -ni) as in go-pik-a reb dziii-ni-ni (I SG-PL 

3 Y PL , 
potato eat-NPST- PL) ' ou eat potato . 

The progressive forms in all person and number of both transitive and intransitive 

verbs are unmarked as in go-@ mugya dza-n-dza-n bii?-ti (lSG banana eat-PROG-eat-PROG 

be-PST: 1 SG) 'I am/was eating banana'. 

<-mi> variable 

(295) Infinitival non-past tense ( -b;}) as in mcko-mi/-@ leal dziii-ba (3SG-ERG/-@ porndge 

eat-NPST:3SG) 'S/he eats porridge' (applicable to Jou and 3PL also but marked in 

past) 

(296) Infinitival participle/infinitives (-tikc > tik ~ b::-1 > b, -di, -th, -nE) as in go-mi o b

cii malb (ISG- go-INF must) 'I must (have to) go'. 

4.3.1.1.4.6 Summary on ergativity 

We previously provided copious illustrations, where <-mi> usually can occur and 

does not occur at ll or occurs optionally. Kiranti-Koits exhibits a complicated 'split 

ergative' (i.e. ergative morphologically (Ebert 1994), whereas syntactic process is usually 

organized according to a nominative-accusative principle; See Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5.1; examples 

(109) c-d, (116) e, (124) c) pattern sensitive to 'aspect and empathy pattern', where the 

3rd person and demonstrative pronoun is marked always everywhere except for 1st, 2nd 

pe~·.;.::,;-, ;a~iu.nsitive (DeLancey 1990: 807) verbs phenotypically closer to Indic Nepali (we 

translated and compared analogical examples from Abadie (1974)) and even with Indic 
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Hindi (See Abbi55 2001, also Thompson and Hopper 1980). Furthermore, ergativity in 

Kiranti-Koits mostly depends on animacy, perfectivity and transitivity as well. 

4.3.1.1.5 Comparative and superlative 

Ebert (1994: 106) observes that Kiranti languages have few basic adjectives and 

most words that correspond to adjectives in English are participles and nominalizations. 

It is true that Kiranti-Koits also has very few lexical adjectives and most forms of 

adjectives are derived participles or nominalizations. InCh 3 § 3.1.3.1.1 and§ 3.1.3.2, we 

have already discussed some processes of derivation and here we will provide its word 

order elements (ibid.) such as, 

comparandum + comparatum + ABLI-kf:IJa + ADJ 

(297) a. go msko-ksiJa laisso ba?-ti 

1 SG s/he-cOMP tall:ADJ be-l SG 

'I am taller than him/her.' 

b. goi nmc~::-ket.Ja rimso ba?-t~ 

1 SG Rentse-COMP handsome:ADJ be-l SG 

'You are more handsome than Rentse.' 

There is another one more process of comparative construction by usmg a 

separate lexeme-adjective of quantity as illustrated in (298) a. 

(298) a. goi ica rippa dor-o 

2SG COMP quick:ADV run-IMP 

'You run (a bit) more quickly.' 

Superlative constructions are formed in the same word order string of 

comparative by prefixing the lexeme nellc 'all' as illustrated in (299) a. 

(299) a. nmcs ndls-kf:IJa rippa dor-b(d) 

55 Abbi's (200 I: 146) first observation on Hindi ergativity is- "Unmarked object governs only in the past 
tense. A case of split ergativity. If the object is case marked in the past tense then the default agreement 
applies, i.e. 3msg" and second "Absolutive-ergative distinction is maintained in the past tense only if the 
object noun is non-animate but in future and present the distinction is nominative vs. accusative. 



rentse all-COMP quick:ADV run-3SG 

'Rentse runs fastest of all.' 

4.3.1.1.6 Nominalized sentences 
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Like other Kiranti languages (Ebert 1994: 110) nominalized forms in Kiranti· 

Koits often stand as finite verbs, especially in short sentences in a dialogue as illustratec 

in (300) a-f. 

(300) a. tck-gc Jg-syo? 

where-ALL go-PCPL:NML 

'Where are you going?' 

b. tck-la dza'Hsyo? 

where-ABL come-PCPL:NMI. 

'Where have you come from?' 

c. cK.o Hi tck };:J-tt::h m'c? 

this road where go-NML AUX 

'Where does this road go?' 

d. deNsdesimin Tawa likh dzA 11'. 

d - d - · · Ta-wa- l1·kh 0 :s- c :-s1-m1-n dza?-tr--t 

say-RED-NML-LOC-PAR T rivulet come-PST:3SG 

'Quarreling in the same manner, they arrived at Tawa rivulet.' [Text source: 1.29J 

e. TawakelanpA Sinduli nu Udayapur sirwAm bA?b Kakaru likhmi dzadittase. 

Tawa-h-Hi-pa Sinduli nu Udgygpur sirwa-m ba?-b Kgbru likh -mi 

T-GEN-path-ADV S and U boarder-LOC live-NML:3SG K rivulet-LOC 

dzgdit -tasc~tas 

reach-PST:3 DU 

'They reached to the Kakaru rivulet via the way of Tawa located on the boarder of 

Sinduli and Udayapur.' [Text source: 1.30] 
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f. Paiwa nu mekoke loab Dunglewa mithots dumshopatke meko lAptsokali dzArtsA 

mAlba de tuittAI. 

Paiwa nu mEko-ks lodb DuiJlEwa mithots dum-so-pd-tk6 mEko laptso-kdli dzarts-ca 

P and he-GEN brother D Tantric be-PCPL-do-NML that door-DA T sacrifice-INF 

malbd de tuit-tat. 

must say:CONV know-PST:3SG 

'Paiwa and his brother Dunglewa knew that they should sacrifice something to the 

door because ofbeing a Tantric.' [Text source: 1.15] 

These nominalized sentences are used analogously to participial sentences also, 

which characterize lively speech. In place of -syo in the above example (300) a-b -

tc:kc>tc:k of (300) c and f (-tkE~tEkE) can also be used interchangeably with slightly 

different English gloss. Another equivalent nominalizing morpheme -b in (300) e and -si

in d have the same function as other nominalized sentences. 

4.3.1.2 Complex sentences 

A sentence, which is composed of a main clause and one or more dependent 

clauses introduced by a subordinating conjugation (such as because, since, although) and 

more broadly a sentence that contains two or more clauses joined either by subordination 

or co-ordination, i.e. by a coordinating conjunction (such as and, or) is defined as a 

complex (Bussmann 1996: 88) sentence (also cf. § 4.5). In transformational grammar, it 

is defined as a sentence consisting of a matrix sentence as well as one or more embedded 

constituent clauses. 

According to Ebert (1994: 112), there are two basic types of clause combining 

systems in Kiranti languages based on the degree of reduction. They are: 

(i) maximally reduced clauses: the verb is non-finite, i.e. it carries no finite tense or 

person markers; subjects are always deleted (even in case of non-identity; cf. negative 

converb examples (304)a-b in§ 4.3.1.2.2.1 ). 
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(ii) minimally reduced or non-reduced clauses: the verb in the non-reduced clause in 

finite, i.e. it could stand in an independent sentence. In such K-K clauses, the verb is 

marked for person and number or unlike K-Ath, K-K marks TAM as well. 

As opposed to Ebert's claim, there is coordination of sentences in K-K syntax (See 

§ 4.3.1.2.3) like English with a linker, however K-K lacks the complex NP of English 

such as "NPs contairung relative clauses, such as the man who came to dinner, and those 

containing noun-complement clauses, such as the rumour that she's about to resign" 

(Trask 1993: 52) in its clause combining or syntactico-semantic process. 

4.3.1.2.1 Non-finite clauses 

As mentioned above, non-finite clauses are maximally reduced clauses. 

4.3.1.2.1.1 Infinitive clauses 

Like other Kiranti languages, K-K infinitive clauses constitute complemem to 

modal, evaluative or phrasal verbs, or to certain nouns (30 1) a-c. 

(301) a. khal-ca rimso m;::l-dum-bd 

mix-INF good NEG-become-NPST 

'It is not good to mix.' 

b. b'i-ke sye dzd-Ca md-dum-bd 

cow-GEN meat eat- INF NEG-become-NPST 

'Cow's meat should not be eaten.' 

c. Paiwa nu mekoke loab Dunglewa mithots dumshopatke meko !Aptsoka/i dzArlsA 

mA!ba de tuittAt. 

Paiwa nu mcko-kc: lo;;}b DuiJlcwa mithots dum-so-p;;}-tkc mcko laptso-k;;}li dzarts-ca 

P and he-GEN brother D Tantric be-PCPL-do-NML that door-OAT sacrifice-INF 

malbd cic tun-rat. 

must say:CONV know-PST:3SG 
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'Paiwa and his brother Dunglewa knew that they should sacrifice something to the 

door because of being a Tantric.' [Text source: 1.15] 

As in K-Lim K-Ath and K-Th, K-K infinitives do not agree in number with a 
' 

nonsingular patient (Ebert 1994: 113 ). 

4.3.1.2.1.2 Purposive clauses 

The Kiranti-Koits purposive clauses are complements to mainly transitive verbs 

of motion and are marked by the suffix <-th> (302) a-c. 

(302) a. go-pik syer gyap-th gyakosi 1~-yi 

lSG- PL rice buy-PUR market go-NPST:lPL 

'Let's go to the market to by rice.' 

b. nA ISoi yo ponibom koisho pisAngge phu mAlth glut. 

na?so-i yo poibo-m koi-so pisaiJ-gc 

priest-PAR also 

m~-t~-tik 

NEG-see-NML 

shaman-AGT show-PR:PCPL direction-towards:POSTP 

mal-th~th glu-t~t 

flower search-PUR exit/set out-PST:3SG 

mcko 

that 

'The priest also set out towards the direction shown by the shaman for searching the 

unseen flower.' [Text source: 3.26] 

c. Khaluwami Amkali tuipaisshA det, "gopikya tsaniwAbu naki. gangA lAIShA wek rak 

ngAu-loabpikya mas soth !Amtem. eNko rAgimi go moiti dzA?sho nang". 

Khaluwa-mi am-bli tui-pais-sa dc-:-t, "go-piky;:, ts;:,niwa-bu 

K-AGT self-PAT identify-CAUS-SfM say-PST:3SG lSG-PL seven.brother-PL 

n;:,-ki. go-IJa la?-sa wck r;:,k ngau-lo;:,b-piky;:, m;:,s so-th (fig.) 

AUX-lPL lSG-GEN cross-SIM 

lam-tern. cKo ragi-mi 

go-PST:3PL this country-LOC 

other six e/b-y/b-PL 

go moiti 

1 SG first/before 

pulse sow-PUR 

dza?-so n.;-~j" 

com-PR:PCPL AUX-1 SG 
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'Khaluwa told introducing himself, "We are seven brothers. Other six brothers passed 

away except me. I came in this place for the first time.' [Text source: I .98] 

Like K-Ath, K-Ban and K-Kh, there is no possessive prefix in K-K to indicate the 

patient as inK-Lim, K-Rod and K-Th. 

4.3.1.2.2 Converb clauses 

The simultaneous converb (303) a-c (and majority of the sentences in Appendix 

A) in Kiranti-Koits is not limited to "verbs of motion and posture, expressing an 

accompanying action of the same subject" (Ebert 1994: 114) and can occur with all verbs 

whether transitive or intransitive e.g .. .. lii?-sii (cross-SIM 'crossing/having crossed') in 

(302) c above and l)ii-sii-l)ii (weep-SIM-SEQ 'crying/having cried), where <-IJa> as 

sequential marker of simultaneity is optional. This can often be reduplicated, indicating 

duration or iteration of the accompanying action. The simultaneous converb maker -sa> 

is cognate of K-Rod, K-Ath and K-Ban <-sa> whereas K-Lim has no simultaneous convcrb 

and its function is taken over by a finite simultaneous clause with the suffix <-b> (ihid. ). 

(303) a. harE Er waisal ka T11i-sa bc?-so t;:,-yi? 

DS LOC boy one fall-SIM die-PR:PCPL see-3SG 

'Did you see a boy, who died falling/having fallen?' 

b. masogenke lAptso!lhAptsokali kubts 'ib kyorsshAdzArshA lA ro ?ne tsAhsib bA 11. 

m;:,sogen-kt laptso-bli kubts'ib kyors-sa-diizrs-sa Ia ro?-nE tsab-sib 

virtue-GEN door-PAT:DAT alb 

ba?-t;r.-t 

AUX:EXT-3SG 

cut-SIM-sacrifice-SIM only open-TNF can-PAS 

'The door of virtue could be opened only by sacrificing animals or birds (alb).' [Text 

source: 1.14] 

c. meko mekom sAittimi auuu" denden pleshA do?shA panpan Khlisi rongngA /An/A 

khinge dortta. 
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me"ko meko-m sait-timi ~uuu" de-n-de-n plE-sa-do?-sa 

so.and.so-AGT kill-PST:3PL excl say-PROG-RED jump-SIM-RED-SIM 

p~-n-p~-n 

do-PROG-RED-PROG 

Khlisi roiJ-IJa la-la k~-gc dort-t::r-u 

K cliff-GEN path-ABL house-POSTP run-PST:3SG 

'Having jumped and exclaiming so and so killed me, he ran towards the house 

through the path of K.hlisi cliff.' (Text source: 2.24] 

4.3.1.2.2.1 Negative converb 

The Kiranti-Koits negative converb as in other Kiranti languages has "a wide rage 

of interpretations" (Ebert 1994: I 16) such as a conditional (304) a, and a causal 

interpretation (304) b. In most cases subject identity is not required ( cf. Text source: 1.45, 

1.50, 2.39, 3.2, 3.34, 3.53 and Rapacha 1999 also). 

(304) a. gyopsi m~-p;;l-thu sm-mi yo m;;l-gc-b(;,J) 

registration NEG-do-CONV no one-ERG also NGE-give-NPST:3SG 

'Without hav1mr rep-istered on one l!ives vou.' 

b. khusho Khaluwami khAlding panapan "goi su naye?" denshA khingAIA hillo 

paptu. "goi ain tau madumthu wek sukai dumtsA mAlba. Ain taun me nganA blA 

ApshA lAptsolA gluindo minu go meko b!Ami to IShA genung. minu mekokali 

t 'u:shAngA min khingA onishA geu" Khaluwa grit. 

k'Uso K.haluwa-rni khaldil) p;;l-na-p~-n "goi su n;;l-yc?" dc-:-sa 

old.man K-ACT doubt do-PROG-RED-PROG 2SG who AUX-3SG say-SIM 

khil)ga-Ja hillo pap-tu. "goi al tdu md-dum-thu Wek subi 

house.inside-ABL ask do-3PST you our son NEG-become-CONY other someone 

dum-ca a.I tdu-n m£ IJ;;lna bla ap-sa Iaptso-la 

become-INF must our son-PAR is if:COND arrow shoot-SIM door-ABL 

so it-to 

send-IMP 

minu go mcko bla-mi to?-sa g£-nU-IJ. mmu 

then 1SG that arrow-LOC spit-SIM give-NPST-1SG then 

m£kobli fu:-sa-IJa 

that-PAT lick-SIM-SEQ 

min khii)ga oi-sa 

then house.inside insert-SIM 

gc-u" Khaluwa 

give-PST K 



gri-t~t 

shout-PST:3SG 
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'The old man doubting asked, "Who are you?" from the house inside. "You must be 

some other aliens without being my son. If you are our son, shoot an arrow from 

the door sending it inside and then I shall give you the arrow back having spat on it. 

Then insert inside the house having licked the arrow", Khaluwa thundered.' [Text 

source: 1.128] 

These negative converbs can be suffixed by another negative particle <m;:)dumb;p 

for emphasis such as mdpdthu mddumbd 'must do', mdkothu mddumbd 'must see', 

mdldthu m;:)dumbd 'must go', m;:)dZ;:)thu m;:)dumbd 'must eat', mdbrc:thu mddumh;) ·must 

write', mdglathu m::Jdumb::J 'must win' and so on (also cf. Ch 3 § 3.1.2.6.1 ). 

4.3.1.2.3 Participial cia uses 

Participial (also adnominal and relative) clause by definition is "a construction 

containing a participle which functions like a relative but which lacks both a relative 

pronoun and a finite verb" (Trask 1993: 200), e.g. The woman [wearing the ·white 

miniskirt] is John's w{fe and The vegetables [sold here] are not very_fresh and in K ininti

Koits, there is no pure relative clause like ' .. man who ... ' and ' ... rumour thaL 

mentioned in § 4.3.1.2 earlier. However, obviously there are constructions containing a 

participle which function like relative clauses as illustrated in (305) a-c. 

(305) a. hois-so bwak la tu-ca malb::J 

boil-PCPL:ADJ water only drink-INF must 

'One should drink only boiled water.' 

b. mc:ko m'ishyc:mur [bus miniskirt phc:?-so] John-kE m'ishyc: me:' 

the woman white minic;;kirt wear-PCPL John-GEN wife AUX:is 

'The woman [wearing the white miniskirt] is John's wife.' 
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c. Sida kikyake pidAr pashA issho genAre goise denshA ncslonamsi bAslo: mabA a 

nganAi yo ekonu blip.5obudzipso ltisii bA ?ba. 

Sida kiky~-kc pidar p~-sa is-so gcna-rc go-1sc de--sa 

S g!f-GEN worship do-SIM come-PR:PCPL when-ABL start-NML say-SIM 

ncslonamsi baslo: m~-ba?-t IJ~naiyo cko-nu blip-so-

historical fact NEG-AUX:be-PST although this-ASSO relate-PR:PCPL 

budzip-so khisa ba?-b~ 

RED-PR:PCPL legend AUX: EXT-3SG 

'Although there is no historical evidence on worshipping of the Sida grandfather 

when it started, there is a legend related to it.' [Text source: 2.3] 

Participial clauses (one type of reduced relative clause) in K-K, are basically role

oriented and multi-functional. The participle -so, at least functions in two different ways 

as the manner nominal with the manner verb -pii (Ebert 1999a: 378) and as adjectives (cf. 

Rapacha 1996: 50). 

4.3.1.2.2 Finite clauses 

As mentioned earlier, finite clauses are minimally reduced or non-reduced 

clauses. Ebert (1994: 120) subsumes that finite clauses in Kiranti languages contain a 

verb carrying person and tense-aspect (cf. Ch 3 §3.2.9.1 and§ 3.2.9.2.1) markers or even 

mood (cf. Ch 3 § 3.2.9.3). K-K clauses have the final tense (PST) markers such as I-ta 

(lSG, transitive), I-ti (1SG, intransitive), I-tc (2SG), I-tu (3SG) etc and NPST are marked 

differently ( cf. § 3 .2. 9.1) as illustrated in (306) a-c. 

(306) a. dzoi-k~l khcrt-tu-IJa iip-tu 

tiger-OAT chase-PST:3SG-SEQ shoot-PST:3 SG 

'S/he chased the tiger and shot.' 

b. go mcko iil-k~1i thai-nu-1)-l)a-min l)a-pai-nu-IJ 

l SG the child-OAT beat-NPST-1 SG-SEQ-then weep-do:CAUS-NPST-1 SG 

'I beat the child and then make him/her cry.' 
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c. meko hopom sAines moitin oNttha KirAtmi Khintsi dyAlngA Kothdimmi hopothem 

wAissA melwmi thAkthAham hopothem pAptu. 

msko hopo-m sainss moitin 5tthd Kirat-mi Kh·nsi dyal-IJa Kothdim-mi 

that king-AGT many. years ago hither K-LOC k village-LOC:POSS K-LOC 

hopothsm wais-sa msko-mi thakthaks;)m hopothsm pap-tu 

capital keep-SIM he-AGT generation to generation capital do-PST:3SG 

'Many years ago, he (the king) established his kingdom at Kothdim of Khintsi 

village, hither or near (N Wallo) Kirat and ruled there for many generations.' 

[Text source: 4.2] 

4.3.1.2.2.1 Nominalized clauses 

A nominalized clause in K-K like K-Ath (Ebert 1997: 144) can be subordinated as 

a relative, temporal and a complement clause. 

4.3.1.2.2.1.1 Adnominai!Relative clauses 

Kiranti-Koits usually lacks the English types of adnominal or relative clause:-, as 

mentioned in § 4.3.1.2.3 earlier. However, there exist clauses marked with -tf:kr tik -h 

and -m: the language as illustrated in (307) a-c. 

H1-mi kyst tais-so ba?-td (307) a. wa murt-tsk l;)-t£k 

cloth wash-NML go-NML path-LOC money throw-PCPL AUX:EXT-3SG 

'Money was thrown over the path on which you go to the washing place.' 

b. goi-mi i-ke 

2SG-ERG 2SG-GEN house-LOC come-NML DU-DAT what givc-2SG 

'What did you give to the two who came to your house?' 

c. Khintsike glumAts itsAnole dumshomi !Apt so tso ?sinegen lAptso ne ?thA dzA ?teme. 

khintsi-k~:: glumats itsa-nols dum-so-mi laptso tso?-si-n~::-gcn 

K-GEN family a.little-after become-PR:PCPL-AGT door close-MY-NML-soon door near 

dza?-t~::-ms~m 
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arrive-PST:3SG 

'Immediately after the closing of the door, Khintsi 's family members arrived there.' 
[Text source: 1.18] 

4.3.1.2.2.1.2 Temporal clauses 

In Kiranti-Koits a 'while' -clause is formed with suffix -nu usually preceded by -

sol-me, which is nominalized clause serving as temporal clauses. If the clause refers to an 

emphatic event, it is marked by a topic. 

(308) a. go-m al-bli huis-so-nu-d;:) diu pls-tu 

1 SG-ERG child-OAT scold-PCPL-TEMP-TOP MAN jump-PST:3SG 

'The child jumped abruptly while (I scold him/her) scolding.' 

b.langgA glumenu da memi dAgyu Paiwake loab Dunglewa kAthkan tAbtu. 

langga glu-ms-nu dagyu Paiwa-kc lo;:,b DuiJlcwa 

outside come.out-NPST-TEMP PAR he-AGT e/b P-GEN y/b 0 

kath-ka-n ta-btu 

together-one-PAR see-PST: 3SG 

'While coming out, he saw Paiwa's (e/b 'elder brother') brother (y/b 'younger 

brother') Dunglewa together.' [Text source: 1.23) 

c. kAbnAt shyetsib panpan lashonu Tsisankhu (Kuibir, Serna, Diyale nu Pokharenga 

sirwa) dzAdimmAbA?t. 

kab-nat sys-tsib p::>-n-p::>-n 1::>-so-nu Tsis::>nkhu (Kuibir, Serna, 

one/once-day meat-bird do-PROG-RED-PROG go-PR:PCPL-TEMP Ts (K, S, 

Diyals nu Pokh::>rs-IJa sirwa) dz::>-dimma-ba?-t:rt 

D and P-GEN boarder) reach-PST:3PL-AUX:EXT-3PL 

'Once upon a time, they reached to Tsisankhu (boarder of Kuibir, Serna, Diyale and 

Pokhare) while hunting.' [Text source: 1.52] 
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4.3.1.2.2.1.3 Complement clauses 

A complement clause is a finite or non-finite clause, which serves as 

acomplement to some lexical item (Trask 1993: 51) such as in the NP the report that war 

has broken out, the clause that war has broken out is a complement of the noun report (it 

is a 'noun complement clause'), whereas like K-Ath (Ebert 1997: 148), Kiranti-Koits 

cognitive verbs and verbs of perception take nominalized clauses as complements. 

(309) a. go-mi warc-piki-m syi co-n-co-n-p~-so ta-ta-IJ 

1 SG-ERG friend-PL-ERG firewood bum-PROG-RED-do-PCPL:NML see-PST-1 SCI 

'I saw my friends burning the firewood.' 

b. Paiwa nu mekoke !oab Dunglewa mithots dumshopatke meko IAptsokali d::.Jrls .. J 

mAiha de tuittAI. 

Paiwa nu m~::ko-h loc~)b DuiJlcwa mithots dum-so-p~-tkc m~::ko laptso-bli dzar1s-ca 

P and he-GEN brother D Tantric be-PCPL-do-NML that door-DATsacrifil·t: l'·d 

malb;} de tuit-tat. 

must say:CONV know-PST:3SG 

'Paiwa and his brother Dunglewa knew that they should sacrifice something tP the 

doorbecauseofbeinga Tantric.' [Text source: 1.1:->i 

4.3.1.2.2.1.4 Sequence clauses 

The function of verb:PCPL plus sequential marker -l)ii (also cf. Noonan 1999, 

Ebert 1999) suffixed usually by mincilfu) 'then' in Kiranti-Koits is equivalent of converbs 

or conjunctive participles as illustrated in (31 0) a-c. As in other Kiranti languages (l~bcrt 

1994: 127), the connection between K-K sequence clauses is translated by "and (then)" 

but often a temporal interpretation ("when", "after") is just as adequate. The -l)a as a 

sequential marker has poly-semantic functions (cf. Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5.1 ), which usually 

occurs with attached converb preceded by min(aJu) and independently too. Most of these 

conjoined/sequence clauses have identical subject, however it is not necessary condition 

in the K-K narratives. 



(31 0) a. go kh;)m£ 

lSG rice 

dz;)-sa-IJa-min 

eat-SIM-SEQ-then 
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dumk1'il;:}-ti 

office go-PST: 1 SG 

'I went to the office after having rice.' 

b. gAits sAmtik thunpA rippAngAmin mosho soshyo bakyapatlbospat shyoklo 

gupshA rabgyobbikali blengngAbleng y'utsAIA mAr gosho bA?me bakyapata 

lbospatke shyoklo blo:lshA peperu nelle blalAtsilA dumshA pindA bub 'u dumta. 

gaits sam-tik thupa rip-pa-IJa-min moso sosyo 

anger loose-NML mind.do:AOV intend-do:CONV-SEQ-then that.much dry:AOJ 

bdky;:}p;:}t syoklo gup-sa r;:}bgyombi-bli blciJ-I]a-blciJ y'u:-ca 

trumpet.flower pod pick up-SIM shepherd-OAT ONO:manner.of.beating beat-INF 

Ia m;:}r go-so ba?-ms b;:}ky;:}p;:}t!bosp;:}t -a syoklo 

only what start-PR:PCPL AUX:PST:3SG . trumpet.flower-GEN pod 

blol-sa pspsru ndls bl;:}latsila dum-sa pinda bub'u 

break(itself)- CONY white/flower all scattered:AOJ become-SIM floor white 

dum-t;:} 

become-PST:3SG 

'Intending to pacify his (the priest's) anger, he started beating up the shepherd heavily 

picking up the sword-shaped and dried trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum); 

meanwhile it broke and the floor became full of scattered white trumpet flower 

(oroxylum indicum) flower.' [Text source: 3.47] 

c. mekyengA me gAishngAmin ubnaubna hillo pAaptu, "marne e ... dAgyu! inke da 

loab selan bA?t shyAn? Ankali mArde kyorsshA-dzArs-shA piu densho?" 

mskys-IJa'ms gais-IJa-min ubmubn;:} hillo-pa-ptu, "m;)m£ s .. . dagyu! 

there-ABL s/he anger-SEQ-then mutter ask-do-PST:3SG INTJ hey ... e/b 

in-ks dd lodb sd;:}-n ba?-t:r--t sya? 

your-GEN PAR 

a-bli m;:}rdc 

I-OAT why 

y/b along. with-PAR 

kyors-sa-dzars-sa 

cut-SIM-REO-SIM 

AUX:EXT-3SG INTJ:PAR 

piU-0 

come-IMP 

ds-:-so?" 

say-PR:PCPL 
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'Then furiously asked, "Hey elder brother (elb)! You have your younger brother (ylb) 

with you. Why did you ask my younger brother to sacrifice?' 

[Text source: 1.24) 

4.3.1.2.2.1.5 Adverbai!Manner/-pa clauses 

The adjectival and nominal qualifYing marker, e.g. -pa (311) a-c in Kiranti-Koits 

marks manner or quality clauses. Like K-Ath (Ebert 1997: 1 50), the cause is inserted 

not be identical with that of the main clause. 

(311) a. go-m rup-t£k-pa 

I SG-ERG understand-NML-MAN 

1o-p~-ca 

talk-do-!NF 

·You must speak in such a way that I understand.· 

b. go-m rimso-pa n£-ca 

mal-nd-y£ 

nccd-CCW-NPST:3SC i 

1 SG-ERG say-PCPL talk good-ADY:MAN listen-INF' 

maJ-n~-yE 

nced-CCW-NPS' \<..,< 

·You must listen my suggestion thoroughly what I said.· 

c. mo-pa 

that-MAN NEG-run-INF fall-PAS 

'One falls down when s!he runs in such a manner.' 

4.3.1.2.2.1.6 Conditional clauses 

Conditional clauses ( cf. Bieri 1978) are expressed sometimes with the help of a 

topic maker preceded by a conditional particle 1Jdn2(GJ 'if (also mo h;ma "if so') as shmvn 

in (312) a-c. 

(312) a. g£-tE-m tu-nu-1) 

give-PST-3PL if:COND TOP drink-NPST-1 SG 

'Ifthey give it to me, f (will) drin~: i!.' 

b. dopa p~-ca d£--sa tuis-so m£-piki-m 

how do-INF say-SIM know-PCPL if:COND TOP s/he-PL-ERG do-PS:PL 
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'They would do it if they knew how.' 

c. onsosam kon nA ?somi gimngA haruiyo saittek lo: puinapuin rabgyombim 

lenkhlo:psho ne?so sendAm dent, "eee shyAnkA! mul goimi yi tami Ankali getik koki 

pAinaye nganA fA suimi matasho phu koninung. mame ngana be:tsA geu go 

matuinung phu-su." 

oso-sgm ko na?so-mi gim-IJa hgrui yo sait-tck lo: 

this.much-till COMP priest-AGT body-GEN lust also kill-NML talk 

pui-na-pui-n rgbgyombi-m lc-: khlo:pso nclas sc-:da-m 

beg-PROG-RED-PAR shepherd tongue staggered:ADJ nasal sound-LOC 

dc-:-t, "eee syaka! mul g01-m1 yi t;:Jmi a-bli gc-tik 

say-PST:3SG hey leopard! now you-AGT thy daughter me-OAT give-NML 

koki pai-myc IJ;:lna la sm-m1 mg-tg-so phu 

promise do-NPST:3SG if:COND only no.one-AGT NEG-see-PR:PCPL flower 

bc-ca gc-u go mg-tui-nu-IJ koi-nuiJ. 

show-NPST: 1 SG not if:COND die-INF give-IMP 1 SG NEG-know-NPST-3SG such 

mod(l)cb phu-su" 

such flower-RED 

'To su?h an extent that the shepherd having staggered his tongue in a nasal voice 

asking to fulfill his sexual lust to the priest said, "Hey Leopard! (addressing the 

priest). Now if you promise to sacrifice your daughter to me, I'll show you the flower, 

which no one can see. Ifnot let it go to the hell; I don't know such flower etc.' 

(Text source: 3.40] 
4.3.1.2.2.1.6 Concessive clauses 

Like in K-Ban, K-Rod and K-Ath, Kiranti-Koits concessive clauses are marked 

by COND plus "also/even" as illustrated in (313) a. 

(313) a. mulatsinat ncllt 1-iu-ia wa?-tc-m 

nowadays all 1 SGPOSS-language-ABL speak-NPST:HON if:COND also Nepali 

khal-ni-m(i) 

mix-3PST:PL 
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'Nowadays all, even if they speak our language, mix with Nepali.' 

4.3.1.2.2.1.7 Quote clauses 

Reported speech or thought in Kiranti-Koits like other Kiranti languages is 

embedded by a quote particle, which most often has the form: "say" plus SIM/SEQ (dE--sa 

'having said' or a sequence like de--sa dc--tu IJG min) in a sentence that ends with -nB 

particle as in (314) a. 

(314) a. mcko-mi yo am-k£ kcrdz de-sa m;}-tuit -ta-t n£, !]a-min 

3SG-ERG also I SG-POSS uncle QUOTE NEG-know-PST-3SG REP SEQ-then 

Sosol£-mi am-mur m: 

S-ERG 

yo 

also ISG-man QUOTE NEG-know-PST-3SG RJJ> 

·she did know that Sosole was her maternal uncle, and he also did not 1\.n, lv\ that 

she was his relative, it is said. 

Moreover, another possible way of the formation of quote clauses is tn repeat a 

question in dialogues in the fom1 of answer, e.g. 

(315) a. A: goi-mi dopa!marpa 
2SG-ERG how 

'How do you know?' 

B: go-m dopa tuit-ta-IJ 

tuit-n;}-y£? 
know-COP-NPST:3SG 

holti Ill'rst 

1 SG-ERG how know-PST-1 SG QUOT EQUOTE say-PCPL-TEMP earlier two 

muru-m siwar-m 

man-ERG jackai-AGT 

klais-so 

bite- PCPL 

ta-ta-s£ 

see-PST-2DU 

'How I know is that earlier two men saw the jackal biting it.' 

4.3.1.2.2.1. 7 Reason clauses/Causal linking 

Reason clauses (also cf. Bieri 1978) in Kiranti-Koits, are quite often marked by 

mardch(IJ)dna 'because' as illustrated in (316) a, and mopr~tik£ 'therefore· (322) a. 
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(316) a. muHit go ldl)ga m;}-1;}-1) 

today 1 SG outside NEG-go-1 SG 

mardch(IJ)dna go 

because ISG 

roi-pa-ta-IJ 

sick-do-PST-lSG 

'I did no go out today because I was sick.' 

4.3.1.2.2.1.8 Correlative clauses 

A correlative clause is "a construction in which the relative clause precedes the 

main clause and both are overtly marked, the relative clause by a WH-item and the main 

clause by a demonstrative, the whole thus being characterized by a structure along eh line 

of 'which one ... that one"' (Trask 1993: 65) whereas in Kiranti-Koits like other Kiranti 

languages (Ebert 1994: 133) and unlike English, these clauses are rare and most often 

they occur with question words, expressing 'WH-ever. .. that/then', e.g. 

(317) a. tek Iai-n;}-ye mek eK:o khoyp;:,t kur-o 

where go-COP-NPST:3SG there this book carry-3SG:IMP 

'Wherever you go, there you carry this book.' 

b. meko-mi m;}r;:,i pui-so-nu yo modcb ge-b ne 

s/he-AGT whatever beg-PCPL-TEMP also such give-NPST:3SG REP 

'He would give whatever we ask for.' 

c. syeiJ meko-puki disa-s;:,m rcs-si-ses-si p;}-ca m;}-cab-ni-m 

but s/he-PL tomorrow-until write-NML-read-NML do-INF NEG-can-NPST-3PL 

mardch(I));}na mc?-piki khdlpa-khdlpam dum-te-rn(£). 

because s/he-PL old man old woman become-PST-3PL 

'But they cannot read and write until tomorrow because they became old.' 

d. go 

lSG 

tckc lai-nu-IJ mckc m£kc 

where go-NPST-lSG there RED 

'Wherever I go, follow me there!' 

khoit-to 

follow-3SG:IMP 

e. doso doso dzai-n;}-y£ moso moso tern-nu-l) 

how.much RED eat-COP-NPST:3SG that. much RED add- NPST -1 SG 

'As much as you eat, that much I provide.' 
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4.3.1.2.3 Coordination 

In § 4.4.1.2, we stated that a sentence in Kiranti-Koits contains two or more 

clauses joined either by subordination, i.e. subordinating conjugation or 'coordinands' 

(such as because, e.g. (316) a, since, although, e.g. (318) a, 'therefore, e.g. (322) a) or co

ordination, i.e. by a co-ordinating conjunction (such as and, e.g. (319) a/(321) a; verbs as 

well, and or, e.g. (320) a). In recent literature, according to Haspelmath (2000) co

ordination has been defined as "syntactic construcions in which two ore more units ofthe 

same type are combined into a larger unit and till! have the same semantic relations with 

other surrounding elements" (cited in Abbi 2001: 213 ). Subordinators or coordinands in 

many Kiranti languages according to Ebert (1994: I35) go back to case markers (is also 

applicable in K-K syntax) and are grammaticalized to subordinators (cf. Ch 3 ~ ~.\ ,).5.1 ). 

which actually originate from free lexemes through grammaticalization in tho~c 

languages including the language under investigation/description. 

Gusain (1999: 29-30) discusses that subordination involves the conjunction 11! t\\O 

clauses with the help of subordinators or subordinating conjunctions. The suhordinators 

assign unequal rank to the conjoined clauses and render one of the clauses subordinatL' t( 1 

other. Subordination involves finite and non-finite verbs. Finite clauses are not d1stinct 

from main clauses in terms of their structure. They exhibit different behaviour in two 

important respects: (i) word order: subordinate finite clauses generally follow the main 

clause; if they precede the main clause ((3 I 9) a, e.g. go mim-nu-f] ... (I SG think-NPSl

I SG) 'I think ... ') the marked order is due to focus considerations. The only exceptions 

are relative clauses and adverbial relative clauses, (ii) the subordinate marker or 

complementizer (whereas K-K has no complementizer 'that' as such in English or Indic 

languages like Hindi or Nepali 'ki') generally occupies initial position in the subordinate 

clause. Instead, the conjunction nu 'and, ' adversative conjunction §yc:f) 'but" and 

disjunction de are used in coordination. 

(3 I 8) a. go mc;k m;:,-dza-1) IJ;:~naiyo mc;ko gc; p;:,-ca go-ca 

I SG there NEG-arrive-PST: I SG although that work do-INF start-INF 

'Although I do not arrive, start doing that work.' 
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(319) a. go-m mim-so nu lai-bd 

1 SG-ERG think-PCPL TEMP s/he house go-NPST:3SG 

'I think that s/he will go (goes) home.' 

(320) a. goi k'7Iai-nd-yc de go i-bl tu-bu? 

2SG house go-COP-NPST:3SG or 1 SG 2SG beat-NPST: 1 SG 

'Do you go home or shall I beat you? 

(321) a. rents~:: nu sentse kathmandu dza?-ta-se 

rentse and sentse kathmandu arrive-PST-3DU 

'Rentse and Sentse arrived to Kathmandu.' (conjunction) 

(322) a. go hir-th 1;:}-ca mal-nu-IJ mopdtikc go-m gc ploi-til-IJ 

lSG visit-PUR go-INF need-NPST-lSG therefore lSG-ERG work leave-PST-lSG 

'I want to visit therefore I left the work.' (causal co-ordination) 

4.3.1.3 Anaphora 

'Anaphora' as defined in Abbi (2001: 208) is a process by which a word derives 

its interpretation from previously expressed linguistic units. It refers to a type of NP that 

has no obviously independent reference but derives it from some other constituent, its 

antecedent. Thus, anaphors include among others, reflexive pronouns, reciprocal (also cf. 

Ch 3 § 3.5) pronouns, and personal pronouns used in discourse that have antecedents 

existing in previous clauses. 

Gusain (1999) paraphrasing Haegeman (1995: 211) points out that 'anaphora' is a 

label to refer to the referentially dependent NP types: reflexives and reciprocal. Anaphors 

receive a referential interpretation by virtue of being bound by an antecedent. There are 

several devices of expressing anaphora- (I) deletion, e.g. (323) a-b, (II) deletion where 

element is marked on the verb morphology, (III) ordinary personal (also cf. Ch 3 § 

3.1.2.4.1) pronoun, and (IV) reflexive (also cf. Ch 3 § 3.1.2.4.2) pronouns. They will be 

illustrated in § 4. 7 below. 
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4.3.1.4 GyappingtEiipsis 

Abbi (200 1: 217) notes that phrasal coordination necessarily involves ellipsis of 

identical repeated elements. Thus, Kiranti-Koits sentence (324) a, is a derivation of (324) 

b and c respectively. Such ellipsis transforms an underlying biclausal structure into a 

monoclausal one, which is known as conjunction reduction also and can gap coreferential 

nouns. This gap or 'deletion' (Gusain 1999) is the most prominent device for expressing 

anaphora in discourse (also cf. Bieri 1978 for anaphoric and cataphoric reference). 

(323) a. kaleka, ka syeoi-mi ka alj-k8li glum-sa 0j 0j dc-tu, 'goi su 

once one teacher-ERG one child-OAT meet-SIM 0i 0j say-PST:3SG 2SG who 

n;)-yc?' 

COP-2SG 

'Once upon a time a teacher having met a child, 0(He) said 0(to him). who arc 

you?' 

b. go ip-ca da-ti IJilmin 0 ip-ti 

1 SG sleep-INF like-PST: 1 SG and!then 0(1 SG) sleep-PST: 1 SG 

'I felt sleepy and went off to sleep.' 

Anaphoric subject (the teacher) and object (the boy) become accessible h\ means 

of deletion/zero anaphora (0). 

(324) a. al-piki-m sisdzidz 

child-PL-ERG ICC-cream 

dza-mt£-m IJilmin 

eat-PST-PL and!then 

Thcbmur-piki-m kck ,, 

adult-PL-ERG cake o 

'The children ate the ice-cream and the adults the cake.' (ellipsis of the identical 

verb 'ate') 

b. al-piki-m sisdzidz dza-mt£-m 'children ate the ice-cream' 

c. Thcbmur-piki-m kck dza-mt~::-m 'adults ate the cake' 

4.3.2 Other minor sentences 

4.3.2.1 Verbless sentences 

Like in Kiranti-Rod (Rai 2003 ), Kiranti-Koits has verbless sentences. 
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Most of them, in fact, occur in colloquial speech and are verbless. Verb in such sentences 

is optional and verb 'to be' need not be present in equational sentences as illustrated in 

(325) a-c. 

(325) a. A: mt::ko mar? 

that what 

B: m0ko r;}wa. 

that tree 

C: m0ko r;}wa mdmdi 

'What's that?' 

'That's a tree.' 

that tree NEG 'That's not a tree.' 

b. A: in-k€ n0 mar (;}m) 

2SG-POSS name what 'What's your name?' 

B: a-kc n£ syakardu 

1SG-POSS nameS 'My name's Shyakarelu.' 

C: a-kc n£ syakardu mdmdi 

1SG-POSS name S NEG 'Myname'snotShyakarelu.' 

c. A: m£ko su-kc 

that who-POSS 

B: m£ko a-kc khr 

house 

that 1 SG-POSS house 

C: mcko i-ke khr m;}m;}I 

that 1 SG-POSS house NEG 

4.3.2.2 Exclamatory/declarative sentences 

'Whose house is that?' 

'That's my house.' 

'That's not your house.' 

Exclamatory sentences are utterances serving to express human emotions such as 

surprise, happiness, disgust etc., regardless of its grammatical form, which is often 

merely that of a word or a phrase such in (326) a-c. 

(326) a. tscnts£-mi d£--t;J, "yabr£-gubr£-mi i-ke rimso p;}-W;Jid!" 

tsentse-ERG day-PST:3SG god-RED-ERG 2SG-POSS good do-OPT:INTJ 

'Tsentse said, "May God bless you!'" 



b. T mo:ro! p;}-n::-sc 

2SG INTJ geUbe-2SG 

'Go to hell!' 

._, 
c. _1a. meko-m 

INTJ s/he-ERG 

mar 

what 

'Oh! What did s/he do?' 
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p;;J-wa? 

do-NPST:3SG 

An exclamatory sentence differs from a declarative sentence in more than one 

syntactical aspect, where the declarative is incomplete or truncated such as (327) a-c. 

(327) a. k11ui dza'?-t;J (Declarative) 

thief come-PST:3SG 'The thief came.· 

The exclamatory sentence is formed by the use of exclamatory partick fU ( lh · ·. 
e.g. 

(328) a. goi gyakosi b-tc. 

2SG market go-PST:2SG 

'You went to the market.' 

b. ja! goi gyakosi !d-yi? 

JNTJ 2SG market go-PST:2SG 

'Oh, you went to the market!' 

(Declarative) 

(Exclamatory) 

Like in Bagri (an Indic language spoken India, Gusain 1999), exclamatory 

sentences in Kiranti-Koits are overlaid with some expressive, attitudinal meaning 

whereas declaratives are plainly informative. Both types present a statement as being 

true, ~~: ;.1 an exclamatory sentence, the speaker adds a strong emotional reaction to 

when s/he presupposes to be true as illustrated in (329) a, and b. 

(329) a. mcko t;}mi rimso ba. (declarative) 
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the daughter good AUX:is 

'The daughter is beautiful.' 

b. m~ko t;~mi dopa rimso ba?-m~! (exclamatory) 

the daughter how good be-AUX:is 

'How beautiful the daughter is!' 

An exclamatory clause resembles an interrogative clause in form in that it uses 

question word such as d;pa 'how' (330) a-c. In exclamatory clauses, the question words 

are syntactically different in that they occupy a determiner position and function as 

degree modifiers to a noun, adjective or adverb as shown below. 

(330) a. dopa gyoso nopha! 

how long ear 

b. dopa rimso! 

how good 

c. ja! m~ko b~?-m~t sya! 

'How long ear!' 

'How beautiful!' 

INTJ s/he die-PST:3SG 'Alas, he died!' 

A declarative sentence "is typically used to make a statement; an interrogative 

sentence is typically used to ask a question; an imperative sentence is typically used to 

express and order, a request, or a warning; and an exclamative sentence is typically 

expressing a more or less emotional comment on something and often characterized by a 

grammatically distinctive form" (Gusain 1999:14). The declarative sentences in Kiranti

Koits are the least marked, the most basic, and the most widespread form of clause of 

which the following characteristics are obsereved: 

I. ... has the unmarked word order SOY 

(331) a.go s~-ysib nd-I) 

1 SG student be:COP-1 SG 

S Complement (0) V 
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'I am a student.' 

s/he school go-PST:3SG 

s 0 v 
'S!he went to school.' 

II. ... the subject controls the verb agreement in a declarative sentence 

(332) a. go-m goi-bli khyop;)t g£-ta-1] 

1 SG-AGT 2SG-DA T book give-PST -1 SG 

s 10 0 v 
'I gave you the book.· 

b. goi-mi mcko-bli tup-tiyi 

2SG-AGT s/hc-DA T beat-PST:2SG 

s () v 
·You beat him." 

m .... has the same fom1 as the subordinate clause 

(333) a. mr.ko-mi disa pi-nu d£--sa d£--t~ 

s/hc-ERG tomorrow come-NPST say-SIM say-PST:3SG 

'S/he said the s/he would come tomorrow.' 

IV .... has a falling intonation 

(334) a. go lai-nu-n "'-
- - ~ 

1 SG go-NPST-1 SG 

'I go.' 

b.goi~ 

2SG tomorrow come-IMP:2SG 

'You come tomorrow.' 

V .... serves as the basis on which other sentence types are formed 

(335) a. goi lai-n;)-y£? 
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2SG go-COP-2SG 

'Do you go?' (Are you going?) 

b. lau-o 'Go!' 

4.3.2.3 Vocative sentences 

Vocative (also cf. Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5.1 (125) a-b for vocative case) is an NP used for 

direct address containing not more than a couple of words with or without a verb yet 

functioning as a sentence as in (336) a-b. 

(336) a. oi tsantse eu! 

b. ai aphpo ou! 

. -, c. muna. 

4.3.2.4 Obligatory sentences 

'Hello, Cence!' 

'Hello, father!' 

'Mother!' 

Obligatory sentences express both moral and epistemic obligations (also see § 

3.2.9.3.9), formed by compound verbs/serial verbs (337) a-b. Compound verbs are 

formed by adding to the non-finite form of a verb (usually its stem, conjunctive in stem 

form present or past participle, or infinitive) as an ancillary/auxiliary/modal verb. The 

auxiliary/modal/ancillary is conjugated for the various tenses and moods, while the main 

verb remains unchanged. The ancillary verbs used are pd-ca 'to do', dum-ca 'to be', 

malbd 'should/must'. 

(337) a. go Id-ea malbd 

1 SG now house go-INF musushould 

'Now I should go home.' 

b. goi rimso ga pd-ca 

2SG good work do-INF 

'Do good deeds.' 

4.3.2.5 Prohibitive sentences 

In prohibit sentences, the negative particle <md-> 'not' is employed with 
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imperative sentence and it is prefixed to the verb and the verb form changes according to 

person and number as illustrated in (338) a-d. 

(338) a. 1~-ca m~-nail~ (go-INF NEG-HON) 'Please do not go.' 

b. m~-lau-o (NEG-go-IMP:2SG) 'You do not go.' 

c. m~-~~-n€ (NEG-go-IMP:3 PL) 'Y oui'L do not go.' 

d. m~-1~-se (NEG-go-2ou) 'Younu do not go.' 

4.3.2.6 Double object sentences 

Like English, the Kiranti-Koits language also has sentences with two or doubk 

objects (0 1 and 0 2) as illustrated in (339) a-d. 

s 01 07 v 
(339) a. go-mi p~ku-bli khy5p~t gc:-tii-IJ 

1 SG-ERG paku-DAT book give-PST-1 SG 

'I gave a book to Paku.' ( ... not s/hc, you. they) 

b. p~ku-mi khy6p~t go-bli gc:p-tu 

paku-ERG book 1 SG-DAT givc-3SG 

'Paku gave a book to me.' ( ... not to Yumpi) 

c. go-bli p~ku-mi khyop~t gep-tu 

I SG-DAT paku-ERG book give-PST-3SG 

'Paku gave a book to me.'( ... not by Rentse) 

d. go-bli khy6p~t p;;)ku-mi gep-tu 

lSG-DAT book paku-ERG give-PST-3SG 

'Paku gave a book to me.'( ... not a pen) 

In a way, the illustrations in (339) a-d show that the S, 0~, 0 2 in a double object 

sentence can nom1ally fill its slots interchangeably with a slightly different semantic 

implications rather than a verb. However. there are verbs occupying the S or 0 1• and 0 2 

slots in every day speech. 
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4.3.3 Direct and Indirect speech 

The overt syntactic device such as a quotative or reportive marker or particle de-

sa 'having said', ne 'reportive/mirative' and bii?-ta 'reportive' are utilized to distinguish 

between direct and indirect speech in Kidinti-Koits. Frequently quoted as well as 

reported material is contained in an embedded sentence linked by de--sa (i.e. d£--sa min 

d£--tu 'having said said') and the embedded sentences ending bii?-ta and ne which is 

subordinate relative to a higher verb of the sentence as illustrated in (340) a-c. 

(340) a. blesp~t-mi rip-pa piu-o de--sa bre-si-so ba?-t~ 

letter-LOC quick-ADV come-IMP say-SIM write-MV-PCPL AUX:EXT-3SG 

'It was written in the letter, 'come quickly'.' 

b. mar dum-me de--sa m£ko-mi hillo-pap-tu 

what become-Q say-SIM s/he-ERG ask-do-PST:3SG 

'He asked, "What has happened?'" 

c. go-m n£-so-nu m£ko p'i-b n£ 

lSG-ERG hear-PCPL-SEQ s/he come-NPST:3SG REP 

'I heard that he would come.' 

4.4 Summing up 

In this chapter, we have described the rudiments of Kiranti-Koits syntax. The 

language as one of the Tibeto-Burman members shares very similar syntactic features of 

the sub-family. Its normal word order as in other T-B members in a sentence is SOV

subject, object, predicate. We illustrated NP, VP, ADJPH and ADVPH at its basic phrase 

structure level. At the NP level, K-K is a head final language. 

At the sentence level, we have divided the K-K sentences mainly in two major 

parts, viz., simple and complex. However, some minor types of sentences are also dealt in 

the last part of this description. In simple sentences, we illustrated possible word order, 

interrogative, copula, ergativity, comparative/superlative and nominalized sentences. 

Ergativity (§ 4.3.1.1.4 and cf. also Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5 examples (109) c-d, (116) e) as 
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morpho-syntactic process has been dealt in a considerable detail. Based on copious 

illustrations we came to a prima facie conclusion that Kiranti-Koits exhibits split ergative 

marking on the 3rd person noun or demonstrative pronoun for which DeLancey ( 1981) 

has termed as 'empathy hierarchy and aspectual split pattern'. 

Complex sentences in Kinlnti-Koits according to Ebert ( 1994: 112), are classified 

into two basic types of clause combining systems based on the degree of reduction. viz., 

(i) maximally reduced clauses: the verb is non-finite, i.e. it carries no finite tense or 

person markers; subjects are always deleted (even in case of non-identity, and (ii) 

minimally reduced or non-reduced clauses: the verb in the non-reduced clause in finite, 

i.e. it could stand in an independent sentence. In such Kiranti-Koits clauses, the verb is 

marked for person and number or unlike K-Ath, Kiranti-Koits marks TAM as well. 

Suoh clauses based on reduction are divided into Non-finite and Finite clause~ 

further. Under Non-finite, there are infinitive, purposive converb, negative and participial 

clauses syntactically organized in the language. While Finite clause includes 

nominalized, adnominal!relative, temporal, complement, sequence. adverbailmanner -pa. 

conditional, concessive, quote, reason/causal and correlative. Some other minor sentences 

also have been accounted to unfold the syntactic structures of Kiranti-Koits in particular 

and in a wider perspective ofT-B syntax in general comparatively. 

******************** 



Chapter Five 

Socio-linguistic aspects 

5. General purpose 

This chapter's mam concern ts to discuss socio-linguistic aspects such as 

linguistic human rights with reference to Kiranti-Koits, find out language vitality in terms 

of its use in several domains, language attitudes among speakers towards their mother 

tongue, and further find out the bilingual-multilingual situation after all leading to 

'language shrink, contraction and semantic conflation' (Abbi 1992) then, at last mother 

tongue extinction (?) in a multi-linguistic but unfortunately a monolithic-language

policy-adapted Nepal. The reason behind this purpose is simply because today most 

field-linguists like Abbi (200 1: 221) emphasizes, 

"No grammar is complete unless it tells us about how the language used as a vehicle for 

social interaction. The grammar must be explicit about the use of the language in a 

particular society. After all, language is a viewfinder of the social patterns and social 

behaviour of a given society. The linguistic terminology and linguistic structures expose 

the cultural, social, cognitive and religious aspects of a community. This is the reason 

why linguists are so concerned about preserving linguistic diversity. When a language 

dies, along with it dies a whole system of human history of cultural and civilization. 

When a mother tongue ceases to be anybody's tongue, it wipes away completely the 

possibility of reconstructing the past. A history of civilization is wiped out from the face 

ofthis earth." 

Therefore, we will here explicitly state the use of the Kiranti-Koits language in 

their respective community and discuss its future extinction or retention depending upon 

either protective or discriminatory language policy addpted by the country. Moreover, 

kinship terms will also be presented to show the range of basic vocabulary (still remain 

indigenous or borrowed one (?)) as they exhibit the composition of the society and the 

role relationship between various interlocutors including the terms of address and 

reference and verbal politeness strategies. 
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5.1 Nepal's linguistic situation 

Nepal as one of the South Asian nations like India is a multi-linguistic country 

indubitably, where 92 (CBS 200 I) and 125 (Ethnologue edited hy Gordon, 2005) 

languages are spoken. However, the country's linguistic policy unlike India has remained 

a monolithic and discriminatory since the national unification by PrithiYi Narayan Shah 

prolonging until today for about 233 years of modern Nepalese history. Lawoti (200 I) 

notes, 

'"Article 6 (l) of the Constitution (of Nepal, 1990] declares J.:lws-1\'ep<Jii <L~ the official 

and 'language of the nation' whereas more than I 00 other native languages arc termed 

·national languages'. By categorizing Nepali differently, it bestows spt:cial importance to 

it. The Supreme Court nullified [or banned on I June 1999 (VS 20.56 .kth 18 l and <.'very 

year, June I is observed as Black Day against language attrition hy the (\)untf} and C ·oun 

towards the minority indigenous languages, J added; cf. Tamang 2000. Kalla 20(!"': thc· 

declaration of local languages as additional languages by three local jurisdictione, ·\nick 

18 (2) ofthe Constitution does not sanction native instructions in schools beyond prirnan 

level. The State does not support native language instructions even at the primary level It 

des not even recognize education conducted at madrassas and Buddhist nHHlilstcri~."., ( )n 

the other hand, the government spends millions of rupees for the Sanskrit Jhltlzuwfu, 

fschools] and the Sanskrit University whose beneficiaries are 1mk Bhahmm- II. 

addition, by imposing compulsory Sanskrit all over the countr~. the State· \'

systematically imposing Hindu values and ways on non-Hindu communitit:s. The 1\hw 

[Kshetriya] language has been treated as the 'Nepali' language while other native 

languages are not called Nepali. Likewise only the Devanagari script has been treat a'> 

the Nepali script while other scripts of the country are not.'' 

The above factual Lawoti-narrative dates recently back to the post-J990s era 

known as the so-called Restoration of Democracy by Peoples' Popular Movement in the 

country, whereas on the other side of Indian-story by Annamalai (200 1: I J I) is totally 

different from that ofNepal. He states, "Tt is mnltilingualism that symbolizes India. This 

is important from the point of view of language planning. The Constitution [of India] 

does not consider one language is required for transforn1ing the ncv.' country into a 

nation. Indian nationhood or national identity is not tied to one language, as it is not tied 

to one religion." The problem in Nepal is: Nepalese nationhood or national identity as 
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such is tied to only one language i.e. Khas-Nepali56 
[ cf also Lawoti 2001, Kalla 2005, 

Gurung 2003], as it is tied to only one religion i.e. Hinduism. If we look back to the 

history of language policies in Nepal during the pre-1990s, it clearly shows that there 

was/is a ruthless violation of human linguistic rights. There is neither Constitutional nor 

racial equality and equity to its fellow citizens until recently, e.g. Gurung (2004: 92) cites 

two such ruthless (See also Ch 1 § 1.6) instances thus, 

¢ffil'i:!~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~fT (~) 
~ 1Wff, ~ ~ ¢1lli~ll, ~~ ~hrm 9~ ¥13 (~ 9~913J 

Roman-Gorkhali (as inCh 1 § 1.1.2, Ch 2 § 2.5.2) transliteration: 

"Ajhasamma ek hi "Gorkha bhasha" ko sarba vyapakata huna sakeko chhaina. 

Kintu Newar, Bhote, Magar, Gurung, Limbu, Sunuwar, 

Danuwar, Tharu, prvritika jangali bhashaharule pani aphna 

Janmasthanlai ekdam chhadna sakeko chhainan. 

Jahansamma ek matra "Gorkha Bhasha" le aru sabai bhashalai 

Ardha chandra (galahatti) lagaunna, tyanhasamma "Gorkha bhashako unnati hunchha" bhannu ra 

"Mukhye bhasha kahina yogye chha" bhannu kewal manoladdu matra ho." 

Translated into English by Rai and Rai (2003: 513): 

"Gorkha bhasha is not widespread yet. The language of barbarians such as Newar, Magar, Gurung, 

Limbu, Sunuwar [Kiranti-Koits], Danuwar, and Tharu etc are still in use. Until and unless Gorkha 

Bhasha pushes other barbarian languages out, it can neither develop nor become the chief language." 

-Krishnachandra Aryal and Yidhyanath Joshi (Sedhai) 

56 Malia (1989: 456) citing Sandhu regarding the etymology of the term 'Nepali' writes, " ... was used and 
made popular by the missionaries and British scholars ... The feeling of Nepali linguistic nationalism that 
grew in India was able to replace the terms like Khasa Kura, Parbatiya or Gorkhali by Nepali in India. It 
also influenced the authorities in Nepal and the first word of Gorkha Bhasha Prakashini Samiti [Gorkha 
Language Publication Committee] was changed to Nepali." Cf. also Gurung ( 1997: 175). 
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Gorkha Bhasha, Gorkha Agency Office, Nepal, April ( 1917) 

Briefly discussing on linguistic diversity and multiplicity of Nepal in § 1.6 (Ch 1 ), 

we tried to reveal the adverse and atrocious linguistic policy towards indigenous minority 

languages adapted by the country citing one of the worst examples from Gurung (2004: 

92). From the same Report of the Nepal Nalional Education Planning Commission 

(Malia 1989: 461) also cites its recommendation thus, 

"Nepali should be the medium of instruction from the 3rd grade on and, as much as 

possible, in the first two grades. No other language should be taught, even optionally, in the 

primary school, because few children will have need for them, they would hinder the 

teaching of Nepali." 

It is needless to say that the country's past linguistic policies (ever• thL· 

contemporary one docs not differ from the past one) seem discriminatory toward~ all 

indigenous minority languages other than Khus-Nepali, which obviously has knoch·d al: 

those indigenous minority ethnic/tribal languages on their "death bed'' (Malia 1989 -+<1 ~ • 

many decades ago and now letting them in coma at present. 

To make the Nepalese situation clearer, virtually all speakers of Kiranti-Koib c~rl 

bilingual in Nepali [where most of the speakers have shifted to Nepali due to politiLU 

economic imposition or pressures57
, cf. also Borchers 2002, Kalla 2005, Gurung 20031. 

the national Indo-Aryan lingua franca that has had wider currency at least since the 

unification ofNepal. Although this bilingualism has resulted in frequent code mixing and 

a large amount of Nepali loanwords, the grammar of Kiranti-Koits has maintained its 

distinct Kiranti characteristics and continues to exert a strong influence on the Nepali 

spoken by Kiranti-Koits people. This fact confim1s Turner's early observation that Nepali 

is deeply affected by Tibeto-Burman grammar but is strongly resistant against such 

influences on its vocabulary (Bickel 1996), however in the case of Kiranti-Koits the 

situation is very critical. 

57 Shanna (2003: 85) clarifies concerning the issue of ethnicity and language thus," ... it is not language 
alone that can keep the lamp of ethnicity burning; economic and political considerations also often work 
hand in hand to enforce changes in the linguistic profile of an ethnic community." 
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Toba and Toba (2003) observe promptly that " ... the socio-linguistic situation in 

Nepal which is characterized by unprecedented migration to urban centers. Small 

language groups are especially affected but speakers of larger groups also are forced to 

communicate in Nepali once they live in the cities. While there has been enormous 

progress in providing schools throughout Nepal even in the most remote villages, this 

also affects languages since education is given in Nepali. The more students are in the 

habit of reading writing and therefore thinking in Nepali, their proficiency in their mother 

tongue declines. This is aggravated by the fact that there are few if any, books in the 

vernacular languages. Literature in indigenous languages is predominantly oral, therefore 

the collection of stories, myths, songs, history, description of customs etc is an urgent 

task." Whereas no policy as such to preserve and protect these minority indigenous 

languages, has been formulated by the Government of Nepal until recently as observed 

by Lawati (2001) cited earlier (cf. Kalla 2005, Gurung 2003). 

Phillipson, Rannut and Skutnabb-Kangas (1995: 22) have put forward the 

following questions regarding linguistic human rights, which are very relevant in 

Nepalese socio-linguistic contexts to be reiterated: 

"Have you, dear reader, always been able to do the following in your mother tongue: 

-address your teachers in school? 

-deal with the tax office? 

-answer a query from a police constable on the street? 

-explain a medical problem to a nurse or a doctor? 

-write to a national newspaper? 

-watch the local and national news on television? 

-ask a political question at a political meeting?" 

An answer for all these seven questions concerning linguistic human rights (also 

cf. Yonjan-Tamang 2005) for the minority indigenous Kiriinti-Koits people is: "No, we 

don't. We do everything more in the State-imposed Khas-Nepali rather than in our own 

mother tongue". This is another most pertinent example of language attrition and 

endangerment in Nepal lacking proper language policy and language planning, which 
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thus is an obvious violation of human linguistic rights of Kiranti-Koits speakers and 

many others. Broadly, in Tyagi's (2003: 23) phrase, "linguistic fascism" has been 

imposed on the most Tibeto-Burman minority indigenous languages of Nepal, where 

more than 40 languages of Tibeto-Burman origin contribute the multi-linguistic heritage. 

We will discuss this issue in § 5.5 later with some analytic responses from the 

respondents of the survey conducted for the purpose of this study. 

5.2 Kinship terms 

A 'kinship term' according to Shefller's definition, "'is employed to designate a 

category of kinsmen; a kinsman is an individual to whom one (Ego) is related by 

genealogical connection, and genealogical connections are those culturally-posited 

relations among individuals which are presumed to be established by processe~ of 

conception and birth and which are held to be inalienable and congenital" (cited 111 

Davids and Driem 1985: 115). On kinship terms, Abbi (2001: 221) suggests her reader 

stating that ..... is one area, where linguists should tread with some caution, as the field o! 

kinship belongs to anthropology. Linguists may find a society a complete mystery ((' 

them. The social organization and the people living in the society may all be new to them 

One of the ways that a linguist can look into the new society is by studying its kinship 

terms. Language, after all, is a window through which we can see into the socicl\ · 

Anthropologists like Levi-Strauss (2004: 145) on the other hand, stresses on 

interdependency amongst both anthropologists and linguists benefiting from each other 

He succinctly points out, 

"The linguist provides the anthropologist with etymologies which pennit him to establish 

between certain kinship tem1s relationships that were not immediately apparent. The 

anthropologist, on the other hand, can bring to the attention of the linguist customs, 

prescriptions, and prohibitions that help him to understand the persistence of certain 

features of language or the instability oftenns or groups oftenns." 

Moreover, Strauss (ibid. 146) compares between phonemes (e.g. Kiranti-Koits 

phonemes in Ch 2) and kinship terms thus, "Like phonemes, kinship terms are elements 

of meaning; like phonemes, they acquire meaning only if they are integrated into 
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systems. "Kinship systems", like "phonemic systems", are built by the mind on the level 

of unconscious thought." Although our sole purpose in this study is not to provide 

anthropological details of the Kiranti-Koits kinship terms, we will illustrate (in § 5.2.1 

and § 5.2.2) available and possible kinship terms as suggested by Abbi (2001: 223-226) 

to rectifY whether there exists the process of semantic conflation due to language contact 

situation in the 'speech community' under investigation. 

5.2.1 Non-affinal 

The following common non-affinal kinship terms have been elicited from the 

respondents during the survey period and other related literature: 

A. Great grand kinsmen 

dikiaphpo 'great-grandfather' (father's side) also cf. sycrkiky~ 

dikiammo 'great-grandmother' (father's side) also cf. sycrkiky~m, ~pip, ~yuma, 

-b~g£ 

rusycaphpo 'great-grandfather' (mother's side) 

homokammo 'great-grandmother' (mother's side) 

dikic~c 'man's great-grandchild' (male) also cf. sycrc~c 

dikic~c~m 'man's great-grandchild' (female) also cf. sycrc~c~m 

B. Grand kinsmen 

kiky~ 'grandfather' (father's side) 

kiky~m 'grandmother' (father's side) also cf. pip, yuma, b~g£ 

rusyckiky~ 'grandfather' (mother's side) 

rusyckiky~m 'grandmother' (mother's side) 

c~c 'man's grandchild' (male) 

c~c~m 'man's grandchild' (female) 

C. Parents and children 

aphpo 'father' [also p~po] 

popo 'father's elder brother' FEM popom [nativized b~dzc:Thii N) 

sarumpo 'father's second brother' FEM sarumpom [nativized b<Jmiiilii N] 
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iiJsumpo 'father's third brother' FEM iiJsumpom [nativized basiillii N] 

b~kaua 'father's fourth brother' amsauim [nativized -kii'ila N] 

b~antn: 'father's fifth brother' amantrim [nativized -iintre N] 

kcrdz 'father's younger brother' FEM kcrdz~m ( nativized b:o)kdncii N) 

tsdpum 'father's elder sister' [cclpo(U) 'father's sister's husband' I 

imma 'mother' [also m~ma or am] 

timma 'mother's elder sister' M tippo [s: Kiranti-Rod] 

ccma 'mother's younger sister' [also suma] M bnco, ph;)l)a 

kuku 'mother's brother' (maternal uncle) FEM kukum 

t;;m 'son' FEM C:o)im(i) 'son's wife' 

t:o)m(i)'daughter' M C;)iba 'son-in-law' 

gyap11 cc 'twin' (±male) 

D. Siblings and cousins 

l cross cousin marriage is restricted] 

!JaW;) 'elder brother' FEM IJaW:o)m ·eider brother's wife'[nativizcd bog_vu \1 

IJam(i) 'elder sister' M cna, phup11udn.: 'elder sister's husband' 1 sec Append I\ B 

h11cnii N] 

p;:}ku 'middle sister' [s: Kiranti-Rod] 

limdc 'third sister' [s: Kiranti-Rod] 

k11 usyaccJ 'youngest sister' [s: Kiranti-Rod, also kdcdm] 

yac 'nephew; ofmatemal' FEM yacdm 

lamsa 'nephew; of fraternal' [S: Kiranti-Lim] FEM lamsam 

kclc 'the youngest brother' FEM kclc:o)m 

5.2.2 Affinal kinsmen 

The following affinal kinship terms are used m day-to-day life amongst the 

Kiranti-Koits community members: 

A. Own generation 

wais~: 'husband' 

awa 'husband's elder brother' FEM awam 
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riu 'husband's younger brother' FEM riwom 

amgyu 'husband's elder sister' M amgyupo 

m'imi 'husband's younger sister' M m'impo 

m'isy£ 'wife' 

dzcThu 'wife's elder brother' FEM dzcThum 

kuiJpo 'wife's younger brother' FEM sumipma [M siilii FEM siilim N] 

dzcThsasu 'wife's elder sister' M d~gyu [nativized N] 

sumipma 'wife's youngest sister' M lo(~)b [elder sister's husband can marry her] 

B. First ascending generation 

siu 'spouse's father, father-in-law' 

sim(i) 'spouse's mother, mother-in-law' 

popom 'father's elder brother's wife' 

kcrdz~m 'father's younger brother's wife, aunt' 

cclpo(u) 'father's elder sister's husband'[ can marry his dzEThan's daughter] 

bnco 'father's youngest sister's husband, uncle' 

kukum 'mother's brother's wife, aunt' 

cclpo 'mother's youngest sister's husband, uncle' 

htlpo 'son/daughter's wife/husband's parents FEM htlpom 

C. First descending generation 

c~im(i) 'son's wife, daughter-in-law' 

c~iba 'daughter's husband, son-in-law' 

5.3 Forms of address 

There are two types of forms of address in Kiranti-Koits, such as direct and 

indirect. The direct form of address is acceptable only for juniors or contemporaries. 

Even a husband does not address his wife directly by name and vice versa. When they 

have children, then they address by calling the child's name + mother/father (e.g. X's 

mother/father). Fathers and mothers can address their offspring commonly by names, 

adjectives, or nicknames often. 
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A. Direct address 

The following forms of introductions among participants in a discourse is used 

commonly with the title names and possessive pronouns such as ah ... 'my' and 

m£kokc. .. 'his/her' 

waist 'husband' 

m'isy£ 'wife' 

tJm(i) 'daughter' 

tdu 'son' 

bublu 'a form of address for children' and so on, e.g. E-ko akE t;)u mE' 'This is my son' 

and full, first or last name is dropped out unless the addressee takes interest in it 

I. Names 

Names and nicknames are sometimes or quite often used for juniors and lrl!IJnatc 

ones. The usc of nicknames suggests sometimes fun-making too, 

II. Kin's address forms 

All relatives are formally address with the kinship terms everywhere and ,,, lT\ 

time, Addressing them by either first or last name is supposed to impolite, e.g. 

cEma 'aunt' 

siu 'father-in-law' 

sim 'mother-in-law' 

III. Second person pronoun 

Kiranti-Koits as one of the Tibeto-Burman members lacks honorific form for 

second person pronoun. Both in formal and informal situations ordinary and intimate 

forms are used such as, 

goi i-h 'yours' 

goi in-h 'yours' 
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B. Indirect address 

All members of the community according to their social strata use the following 

forms of indirect address whether they are senior or junior by age makes no difference, 

e.g. 

5th n8080 d~:: 'Listen hither' 

gom 5 d~::-ti 'I said so' 

5th kocii nail~ 'Please look hither' 

5th n~::cii niiilg 'Please listen hither' 

5.4 Politeness strategies 

There are several strategies of politeness forms in Kiriinti-K5its, such as speakers 

can use lexical forms, prosodic features and socio-linguistic forms. 

A. Lexical 

Greeting words such as scu, namsewal, ccrcdum, barithi1, dzcmlagabi are very 

common as a mark of politeness. Two honorific markers, e.g. -ni suffixed with verb roots 

and naila as a separate morpheme also show the degree of respect among participant in a 

discourse usually for one who is senior in age and respectable person. Only two types of 

personal pronouns like goi i-kE 'yours, juniors' and goi in-kG 'yours, seniors' (but the 

speakers do not pay too much attention between i-la; and in-la:) is used for one who is in 

lower status by age or contemporaries. The use of kin terms as a form of address to 

respectable relatives also means politeness of the addressor towards his/her addressee. 

B. Prosodic feature~ 

In a general form of conversation, falling intonation and long vowel mark 

politeness as prosodic features whereas a common confirmation-tag mamai de 'something 

like is not that so (See Lexicon in use; Appendix A)' is used as syntactic features 

repeatedly in discourse. 
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C. Socio-linguistic features 

Normally, inclusion of other participant speakers in discourse like pa-sa 'do

l DU/INCL, pai 'do-l PLIINCL are commonly used rather than pau 'You do it' as 

imperative. 

5.5 Survey on endangerment 

One of the main purposes of this § 5.5 survey was/is to discover the mother 

tongue respondents/speakers' domains of use of their mother tongue (Sec Tables 5.31. 

5.32 and 5.33) since the country has ad(lpted 'one-language-one-nation' sort of 

assimilative language or mono-linguistic (also cf. Yonjan-Tamang 2005) policy 111 Nepal 

in defiance with International Societies and Universal Laws such as the charkr of thl· 

United Nations; the International Bill of Rights; the UN Declaration on the Right-- ol 

Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious. and Linguistic MinPritie..; tlw 

UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; International ( o\ l'l1at1' \ll; 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR); International Covenant on ( ·,\ i I and 

Political Rights (ICCPR); the ILO Conventions concerning Indigenous and I rih<tl 

Populations to mention a few, which are devoted to the promotion and protection \ll th, 

rights of minorities. Therefore, it is thus here relevant to reproduce Article I (~1 1 ot thl 

UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic. Religious anJ 

Linguistic Minorities, which states58
: 

State shall protect the existence and the national or ethnic, culturaL rei igious and 

linguistic identity of minorities within their respective territories and shall encourage 

conditions for the promotion of that identity. 

Similarly, Article 2 of the Declaration enumerates a number of minmit: rights. 

including the following: 

I. Persons belonging to national or ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities ... han~ 

the right to enjoy their won culture, to profess and practise their own religion. and 

58 Extracted in Philipson, Skutnabb-Kangas and Rannut (eds. 1995: 379) and Tyagi (2003: 16 1 
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to use their own language, in private and in public, freely and without interference 

or any form of discrimination ... 

4. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to establish and maintain their own 

associations. 

5. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to establish and maintain without 

any discrimination, free and peaceful contracts with other members of their group 

and with persons belonging to other States to whom they are related by national or 

ethnic, religious or linguistic ties. 

Whereas in Ch I § I. I, we stated three main factors responsible for language 

endangerment and language loss in the context of Nepal in general and with special 

reference to Kiranti-Koits in particular. The first one, we stated is the minority linguistic 

groups are victimized of discrimination, oppression, domination, exclusion and 

marginalization (also cf. Lawoti 2002, Gurung 2003, Kalla 2005) by the state machinery. 

Secondly, there lacks language-policy-planning and investment on bilingual/multilingual 

education for survival as well as revival of the local/regional languages like Kiranti

Koits. As a result, the language is 'threatened by social and economic pressures (see 

Tables 5.38.A and 5.40.B) for reasons to choose either Nepali or English as Mother 

Tongue rather Kiranti-Koits), displacement, demographic submersion, language 

suppression in forced assimilation, assimilatory education and media'. 

Lastly, especially in the case of Kiranti-Koits speech community, caste politics 

has played a foul and negative role in their decreasing demographic figure and the 

number of speakers' mentality as well regarding their exoglotonyrn 'Sun(u)war' 

irrespective of their own auto-ethnonym 'Koits' ( cf. § 1.1.1.1) and their classification in 

a larger Kiranti ( cf. § 1.1.1. I) group. Tyagi' s (2003: 8) egalitarian proposal "legal 

safeguards for linguistic minorities are instrumental in removing the fear of cultural or 

linguistic assimilation from the citizens' minds" would trigger the improvement of 

gloomy and deteriorating linguistic situation of Nepal if 'legal protection' as such 

incorporated in the Constitution of the country like that of India, viz., Articles 29, 30, 

347, 350, 350.A and 350.B along with Articles 32 and 226 (ibid: 9) seeking the 

protection of the rights of linguistic minorities with built-in institutional arrangements. 
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A special mention of'Personal names and human rights' (Jernudd 1995: 121-132) 

after discussing three pertinent factors leading to endangerment in the preceding 

paragraph, should be made here in order to investigate several other factors like 

nomenclature (cf. Ch 1 § 1.1.1-§ 1.1.4) in the M[other] T[ongue] relating to their personal 

names 'ethnonym' in their MT (autonym cf. § 1.1.1.1 ), clanonyms in MT (autonym cf. § 

1.1.2 and § 1.1.3) and human rights as discussed by Jernudd (ibid.). Jernudd in his paper 

(mentioned earlier) discussing the issues of personal names with individual cases of 

Bulgaria, Indonesia, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Sweden defends that naming an 

individual's name in his/her own MT is the matter of human rights. By Jernuddian 

analogy, this section's (cf. § 5.5) another objective besides language vitality. attitudes and 

usage is to investigate respondents' personal names (See Table 5.14 ). clanonynms (Sec 

Table 5.15) and even Joconyms (Sec Table 5.22) of their locality in their own .Mother 

Tongue. 

Thus, this § 5.5 also aims to record the respondents' profile on names. clans. sc'\ 

(See Table 5.16), age (Table 5.17), profession/occupation (Table 5.19), mother tongue 

(See Table 5.23), bi-multilingualism (see Table 5.25, Burchers 2002). parents· mother 

(See Table 5.24), and their locality (See Table 5.22) fearing that they may be the last 

generation of the Kiranti-Koits speaking population of the 21st century and also to 

observe whether their personal names are christened in their own mother tonguL' as 

compared to their clanonyms. 

Our discussion now will be focused on the respondents' some selcctedJrclevant 

socio-linguistic response (see Appendix E for Questionnaire, Ch I § 1.9) on whether they 

encourage their younger generation to speak their native language or what language they 

would choose as their Mother Tongue if they had a choice at hand or what language the) 

would you like to educate their children in and so forth. We will start right from the 

respondents' socio-linguistic profile along with general comparison and conclusion of 

their response as follows: 
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Table 5.i4: Rcspondcnts' name 

Name (n '= I 00) Frequency Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Adarsha I i.O% i.O% 
Ajnabi I 1.0% 2.0% 
Amardip 1 1.0% 3.0% 
Arati I 1.0% 4.0% 
A shish I 1.0% 5.0% 
Bed 1 1.0% 6.0% 
Been a I 1.0% 7.0% 
Bhagat I 1.0% 8.0% 
Bhawana 1 1.0% 9.0% 
Shim 2 2.0% ll.O% 
Bikram 1 1.0% 12.0% 
Bimala 1 1.0% 13.0% 
Bir I 1.0% 14.0% 
Birat 1 1.0% 15.0% 
Bishal 1 1.0% 16.0% 
Bishnu 1 1.0% 17.0% 
Bishow 1 1.0% 18.0% 
Bishwa I 1.0% 19.0% 
Champadevi I 1.0% 20.0% 
Champak I 1.0% 21.0% 
Chandra maya I 1.0% 22.0% 
Dal 1 1.0% 23.0% 
Dam bar 1 1.0% 24.0% 
Devibahadur I 1.0% 25.0% 
Durgamaya I 1.0% 26.0% 
Fanindra 1 1.0% 27.0% 
Gunia I 1.0% 28.0% 
Haribhakta 1 1.0% 29.0% 
Hom 1 1.0% 30.0% 
lndra I 1.0% 31.0% 
Janaki I 1.0% 32.0% 
Jiban I 1.0% 33.0% 
Kamal 1 1.0% 34.0% 
Keshav 1 1.0% 35.0% 
Khados I 1.0% 36.0% 
Kiran 1 1.0% 37.0% 
Kuldeep 1 1.0% 38.0% 
Lalmaya I 1.0% 39.0% 
Laxmi "' 3.0% 42.0% .) 

Lila 1 1.0% 43.0% 
Lilamaya I 1.0% 44.0% 
Lokpriya I 1.0% 45.0% 
Man 2 2.0% 47.0% 
Manorama 1 1.0% 48.0% 
Mira 2 2.0% 50.0% 
Mohan 2 2.0% 52.0% 
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Nab in I 1.0% 53.0% 

Nandamaya I 1.0% 54.0% 

Nani I 1.0% 55.0% 
Naresh I 1.0% 56.0% 
Narmaya I 1.0% 57.0% 
Nirjala 1 1.0% 58.0% ·-
Nirmala 1 1.0% 59.0% 
Nitesh I 1.0% 60.0% 

Om 1 1.0% 61.0% 
-----] 

Padam I 1.0% 62.0% 

·--~~=-1 Padevi I 1.0% 63.0% 
Prakash 1 1.0% 64.0% J 
Prem 1 1.0% 65.0% I 

-----1 
Pre rna 1 1.0% 66.0% I 

-----··-- -- ~- -l Puma 1 1.0% 67.0% 
. - ···-----··- ·---------

j Push_2a 1 1.0% 68.0% 
Rabin 1 1.0% 69.0% 

·-- " 
Raj an 1 1.0% 70.0% 

·-· ----·- ·• 

Ram 1 1.0% 71.0% I 

... - ·-· - ----- J 
Ramesh 1 1.0% 72.0% 

--1 ·- ----- - -----

1 Ramoyari 2 1.0% 73.0% I 

~~-···· 12.0%--
-----

/ Ratna 75.0% 
·-·· I 

Reshma 76.0% 1.0% . ---

Re\\at 1.0% 77.0% I 

! ~~~:a ··-· 

I 

- ·----- - --- -·· ·----i 
1 1.0% 78.0% 

.•. .. ..j 
1 1.0% 79.0% I 

/ Samardhoj 
---- ·-· 

1 !.0% 80.0% 
- --- ---~--- ··------ ~ 

Sameer 1 1.0% 81.0% j ·- ··- ----

Sarmila 1 1.0% 82.0% 
I 

... ··--- --- ~ 

Shiva 1 !.0% 83.0% I 

Shivaraj 1 1.0% 84.0% ·---~ 
.. 

Shova 1 1.0% 85.0% 
·- ···---· I Som 1 l.O% 86.0% I ___ j ---· 

Srijana 1 1.0% 87.0% .. j 
I Sujan 1 1.0% 88.0% 

. 

- 1.0% 
----- 1 Sukhi I 89.0% 

-==-1 
... 

Sumitra I 1.0% 90.0% 
Suroj 1 1.0% 91.0% 
Surya 1 1.0% 92.0% 

-~ Tej 1 1.0% 93.0% 
Tek 1 1.0% 94.0% ·------1 Tikaram 2 1.0% 95.0% -~ 
Toran 2 2.0% 97.0% 

Uttam 1 1.0% 99.0% ....j 
Total 100 100.0% 100.0% l 

The above Table 5.14 out of hundred names does not show a single name in 

Kiranti-Koits (T-B) even by accidental resemblance. All these names originate in lndic 
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Khas-Nepali. This process of Hinduization of a people/tribe belonging to Mongoloid 

stock bearing Khas-Nepali names is not only limited to Nepal but in the whole Indian 

sub-continent (cf. Chatterji 1998 [orig. 1951; revised 2nd edition 1974]) e.g. the Khasi 

people/tribe (anthropologically of Mongoloid stock and Austro-Asiatic linguistically cf. 

Gurdon 2002 [ orig. 1906]) in North-east India and other northern parts in the Himalayan 

range of India, where Nepal is no such exception ( cf. Bista 1982, Malia 1981 ). Whereas 

their clanonyms (See Ch 1 § 1.1.2 and § 1.1.3, Table 5.15) are deep-rooted in their 

[Kiranti-Koits] own mother tongue having several interesting semantic layers in them. 

Table 5.15: Respondents' clan 

Respondent's clan 
(n = 100) Frequency Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Bujicha 3 3.0% 3.0% 
Digarcha 2 2.0% 5.0% 
Gaurocha 2 2.0% 7.0% 
Jespucha 6 6.0% 13.0% 
Je-ticha 7 7.0% 20.0% 
Jijicha 5 5.0% 25.0% 
Katicha 2 2.0% 27.0% 
Khy6paticha 2 2.0% 29.0% 
Kormocha 19 19.0% 48.0% 
Kyabacha 7 7.0% 55.0% 
KyuTticha 1 I 11.0% 66.0% 
Laspacha 3 3.0% 69.0% 
L6kucha 2 2.0% 71.0% 
Mulicha 15 15.0% 86.0% 
Ngawocha 2 2.0% 88.0% 
Rapacha I 1.0% 89.0% 
Rupacha 4 4.0% 93.0% 
Teppacha I 1.0% 94.0% 
Thanggracha I 1.0% 95.0% 
T6kucha 2 2.0% 97.0% 
Yatacha 3 3.0% 100.0% 

In our survey sample illustrated in Table: 5.15, merely twenty-one (See Ch 1 § 

1.1.2 and § 1.1.3 where a minimum of forty-six ethno-clanonyms have been recorded and 

interpreted) different clanonyms out of hundred respondent::, ,.u ~:: 11.::l-orded in which 

Kormocha, Mulicha and Kyu!ticha fom1 a majority of the clanonym groups. These 

clanonyms were purposely elicited irrespective of their exoglotyonym (See Ch 1 § 1.1.1) 
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m order to explore and revive their forgotten heritage of language-internal semantic 

aspects (See§ 1.1.3). 

Table 5.16: Respondents' Sex 

~--

Sex (n ""' I 00) Cumulative 
Frequency Valid Percent Percent 

Male 62 62.0% 62.0% 
Female 38 38.0% 100.0% 

~~ 

Total 100 100.0% 
~-~-

The sex ratio between male and female as show11 in Table 5.16 indicate~ a vast 

difference of sex representation in the survey. However, door-to-door surve~ was 

conducted in the site and it was intended to include more female respondents in order to 

observe whether mothers are transmitting the linguistic culture to their offspring. 

Table 5.17: Respondents' Age 

r------- --
A!le(n-100) Frequency Valid Percent \ Cumulative Perce~, 
~'-·· ~ 

~-- -----
10 I 1.0% 1.0% --~-~-~ -
13 I 1.0% 2.0% -~ -
15 3 3.0% 5.0% 

---- ~--

-- __ _, 

16 " 3.0% 8.0% -' 
~- --

18 1 1.0% 9.0% -j -

19 5 5.0% 14.0% 
-- ----- -~-

----~~ 20 5 5.0% 19.0% 
21 4 4.0% 23.0% 
22 4 4.0% 27.0% 

--j 

~ - ---------------- --~~- -

-~ 23 4 4.0% 31.0% 
24 2 2.0% 33.0% 
25 7 7.0% 40.0% 

.. t--~- --- - --"--l 
26 3 3.0% 43.0% 

~ 

27 I 1.0% 44.0% 
··--

28 2 2.0% 46.0% 
-

29 2 2.0% 48.0% 
30 1 1.0% 49.0% 

-
31 2 2.0% 51.0% 
33 2 2.0% 53.0% l 34 2 2.0% 55.0% 
35 2 2.0% 57.0% 

~ 

36 I 1.0% 58.0% 
37 2 2.0% 60.0% 
39 I 1.0% 61.0% 

·-
42 I 1.0% 62.0% 
43 2 2.0% 64.0% 

~- ~-~ 
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47 I 1.0% 65.0% 
48 2 2.0% 67.0% 
50 3 3.0% 70.0%% 
51 1 1.0% 71.0% 
52 2 2.0% 73.0% 
53 I 1.0% 74.0% 
54 2 2.0% 76.0% 
55 2 2.0% 78.0% 
56 I 1.0% 79.0% 
60 2 2.0% 81.0% 
61 I 1.0% 82.0% 
65 2 2.0% 84.0% 
66 2 2.0% 86.0% 
67 I 1.0% 87.0% 
68 I 1.0% 88.0% 
70 I 1.0% 89.0% 
71 I 1.0% 90.0% 
72 I 1.0% 91.0% 
73 2 2.0% 93.0% 
75 I 1.0% 94.0% 
77 I 1.0% 95.0% 
80 I 1.0% 96.0% 
81 3 3.~;~, 99.0% 
86 I 1.0% 100.0% 
Total 100 100.0% 

In Table 5.17, we notice that only 19 respondents belong to the age group 10-20 

(although Table 5.18 shows the highest percentage of age group between 10-3 0) in which 

I found only one respondent aged 10 as a fluent speaker of the language under description 

in the survey area of the Nepal valley. This trend of 'children beginning increasingly not 

to learn the MT, the youngest speakers are young adults and the youngest speakers are 

middle aged or past middle age' according to UNESCO's definition is 'potentially 

endangered, endangered and seriously endangered' language (See also Tyagi 2003: 7) 

where Kiranti-Koits fits into all there definitions respectively. 

Table 5.18: Respondents' age group 

Frequency Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
10-30 49 4c:'.C'~<. 49.0% 
31-60 32 32.0% 81.0% 
61 and above 19 19.0% 100.0% 
Total 100 100.0% 
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Table: 5.19 Respondents' occupation 

Occupation Frequency Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Agrarian 5 5.0% 5.0% 
Artist I 1.0% 6.0% 
Business I 1.0% 7.0% 
Contractor 2 2.0% 9.0% 
Ex-British Army 7 7.0% 16.0% 
Ex-Indian Army + 1 1.0% 17.0% 
Nepalese DSP -------
Ex-Ne_palese Army 1 1.0% 18.0% 
Ex-Nepal Police 1 1.0% 19.0% 
Ex- QGO 2 2.0% 21.0% ----
Gyam(i) 1 1.0% 22.0% 

---- --· --

----~ Home-maker 15 15.0% 37.0% 
Lawyer I 1.0% 38.0% 

--- ·-

Martial Arts I 1.0% 39.0% -----
Media 1 1.0% 40.0% 

-~~--

Nurse 1 1.0% 41.0% 

-~ ---
Optics I 1.0% 42.0% 

---

Politician 3 3.0% 45.0% I 
--

------~ Sales 1 1.0% 46.0% 
----· 

Service 14 14.0% 60.0% 
Social Service I 1.0% 61.0% 

_, 
Student 

- r------- . 
29.0% 

-=l 29 90.0% 
---

Teaching 4 4.0% 94.0% - ~--- -

Technician I 1.0% 95.0% --=] --- -· 

Unspecified/undecided 5 5.0% 100.0% 

Table 5.20: Respondents' parents' occupation 

Occupation/profession Frequency Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent --I----

Agrarian 56 56.0% 56.0% 
Bidder 1 1.0% 57.0% 
Business 1 1.0% 58.0% 
Collector 2 2.0% 60.0% 
Contractor 3 3.0% 63.0% 
Ex-BArmy 10 10.0% 73.0% 
Ex-1 Army 6 6.0% 79.0% 
Ex-Nepalese Army 1 1.0% 80.0% 
Indian Army 1 1.0% 81.0% 
Politics 1 1.0% 82.0% 

--
Service 7 7.0% 89.0% 
Teaching I 1.0% 90.0% 
Unspecified/undecided 10 10.0% 100.0% 
Total 100 100.0% -- •------· -----· ~--- -~ -------~ 
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Comparatively between the respondents' occupation/profession in Table 5.19 and 

their parents' occupation/profession in Table 5.20, there is a noticeable difference in their 

occupation of agriculture. The older generation had a 56% share as agrarians for their 

livelihood, who used to use their MT in every domains of their day to day life (cf. Tables 

5.31, 5.32 and 5.41), where the mid-generation sharply fell into a 5% share in agriculture 

and diverted to other sectors like service and studentship, who gradually dropped out 

their MT from their day to day life-routine (cf. Tables 5.31, 5.32 and 5.41). The shift 

towards various occupations from the older generation to the newer generation also 

indicates in language shift from MT to opportunity-based languages (cf. Table 5.39.8 and 

5.39.C). 

Table 5.21: Respondents' address: Districts 

Districts Frequency Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Dhanusha I 1.0% 1.0% 
Hong Kong (China) 1 1.0% 2.0% 
Kathmandu 2 2.0% 4.0% 
Khotang 1 1.0% 5.0% 
Lalitpur 1 1.0% 6.0% 
Okha1dhunga 46 46.0% 52.0% 
Panchthar 1 1.0% 53.0% 
Ramechhap 43 43.0% 96.0% 
Taplejung 1 1.0% 97.0%% 
Terathum 1 1.0% 98.0% 
Udayapur 2 2.0% 100.0% 
Total 100 100.0% 

Out of ten districts mostly of east Nepal in Table 5.21, only two toponyms, for 

instance, Khotang and Taplejung seem to be originated in Sino-Tibetan family including 

1% exception of Hong Kong (China). It also shows that most of the native speakers are 

densely populated in Okhaldhunga and Ramechhap districts occupying first ( 46%) and 

second (43%) position respectively. Similarly, fifteen loconyms (e.g., Angdim, Buj, 

Diktel, Kaat, Kasthel, Khichi (represents 26.0% of respondents), Khimti, Nangkholyang, 

Phot, Pletti, Ragan, Rasnalu, Sabra, Saipu (represents 33.0% of respondents), and 

Wachpu, excluding Hong Kong (China) in which most of them are Khas-Nepalized) out 
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of 25, where the respondents come form originally seem to be originated in the Sino

Tibetan family and the rest belong to the Indic Khas-Nepali. 

Table 5.22: Respondents' address: VDCs 

VDCs Nos. of Valid Percent Cumulative 
respondents Percent 

Angdim I 1.0% 1.0% 
Buj 7 7.0% 8.0% 0-
Dhapasi I 1.0% 9.0% 
Diktel 1 1.0% 10.0% 
Gupteswor 2 2.0% 1200% 
Hong Kong 1 100% 1300% -
Janakpurdham 1 100% 14.0% 
Kaat 6 6.0% 20.0% ------ - -·· --
Kasthel 6 600% 26.0% ~ 
Khasgaon 1 100% 2700% ----l ·- ---·- - -0 
Khichi 26 26.0% 53.0% 

----- -0 --0 
Khimti I 1.0% 54.0% 

~-------- 1 Lekhark I 1.0% 55.0% 

-~kh iQQt __ - I 1.0% 56.0% -l 
---- - ·-· -0- --- 0-- ------

57.0% - ~ Nangkholyang I 1.0% 
*Illegibly written I 1.0% 58.0%% ____ 00 

-~- --

Phalate 3 3.0% 61.0% 
----------- ---------

Phot 4 0--- 4.0% 65.0% : 
Pletti 8 8.0% 73.0% - i ----~- o-• 

Ragan 3 3.0% 76.0% I 
---· ·----

0 -- -- 'j Rasnalu 10 10.0% 86.0% 
Sabra 3 3.0% 89.0% 0--~ --· 
Saipu 33 3300% 92.0% __ . 
Sotreni I 1.0% 93.0% -------
Taraghari 2 2.0% 95.0% 

--
Thapathali I 1.0% 96.0% - --
Wachpu 4 4.0% 100.0% __j 
Total 100 100.0% I _j 

(VDCs =Village Development Committees) 

Table 5.23: Respondents' Mother Tongue 

Mother Tongue Frequency Valid Percent 
Kiranti-K6its 74 74.0% 
Nepali 4 4.0% -
Kiranti-K6its and 21 21.0% 
Nepali 
Other I 100% 
Total 100 100.0% 
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Now, we come to notice a very interesting fact about the new generation of 

Kiranti-Koits speakers, who start preferring to declare their MT (Table 5.23) either Khas

Nepali (4%) or both Khas-Nepali and Kiranti-Koits (21 %) which comprises 25% 

including 1% other than Khas-Nepali and Kiranti-Koits, a process indicating of the 

Khasis of northeast India stated earlier. On the contrary, 86% excluding 9% Kiranti-Koits 

and Khas-Nepali of their parents (Table 5.24) have/had Kiranti-Koits as their MT still 

holding better position of their grandparents' 89% excluding 8% bilingualism. 

Table 5.24: Respondents' parent and grandparents' MT 

Respondents' ... Kiranti-Koits Nepali K-K and 
Nepali 

Parent's MT 86.0% 4.0% 9.0% 
Grandparent's MT 89.0% 3.0% 8.0% 

Table 5.25: Skill wise mono-hi-multilingual speakers 

Languages Understand Speak Read Understand, Understand, Understand, Total 
known speak speak, read speak, read 

& write 
I. One 1% I% 3% 5% 
language 
(n = 100) 
2. Two 2% 13% 3% 24% 42% 
language 
(n = 1 00) 
3. More 2% 2% 4% 3% 50% 61% 
than two 
language 
(n = 100) 

Tables 5.25 and 5.26 illustrate that the majority of respondents are multilingual by 

number and skill wise also. Monolingual speakers belong to that of the older generation 

and the mid-generation are mostly bilingual. The new generations are shifting to other 

powerful languages of bread and butter (cf. also Table 5.29). 

Table 5.26: Respondents' number of knowledge of languages 

MT's fluency (n = 99) Frequency Valid Percent 
One 2 2.0% 
Two 35 35.0% 
More than two 63 63% 
Total 100 100.00% 
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5.5.1 Language shift and retention 

In this§ 5.5.1, we will focus our discussion on the Kiranti-Koits language shift 

and retention based on the respondents' response. Tables 5.23, 4.25 and 5.26 normally 

show that the new generations of the Kiranti-Koits speakers arc gradually shifting to the 

language of bread and butter as stated in the preceding section. This trend after all leads 

to language extinction disastrously rather than language retention very soon at least in 

Nepal than in India. Abbi ( 1992: 4 7-48) observes, 

""The tribal languages arc passing through a paradoxical situation today. On the one the 

hand, they are shrinking, manifested in gratuitous borrowing and reduction o1 original 

lexicon and synt<L'~; and contracting manifested in the reduction of the total nun1hcr of 

speakers. and reduction of contexts of real usage. On the other hand. the sense of 1dcntit,'> 

and language contact situation have enriched these languages by conflating them 

However, in the case of Nepal the linguistic situation JS very dismal ~~-.. \\1.: 

considered in the preceding section. There is no legal provision seeking these fast dylllf! 

minority languages irrespective of the speakers 'sense of identity and language cPnta~ t 

situation', where no other languages except Khas-Nepali have privileges within til,· 

national boundary of the country. Abbi's oscillating-dream-reality is not even po:->sibk 

after some decades in the Nepalese context because of brutal linguistic atrocit: as 

discussed elsewhere in this chapter because of 73% language loss (CBS 2001) among thl· 

speech community members. 

Now, we will observe the language shift scenario from Kiranti-Koits to Khas

Nepali, where the native speakers of Kiranti-Koits start learning the Khas-Nepali 

language. Table 5.27 shows that in all domains provided the native speakers of Kiranti

Koits have very high chances of learning the State-imposed language. 

Table 5.27: Domains, where Nepali was learnt 

I learnt the Nepali Number of Frequency Percentage 
language (11 = I 00) respondents 
... at home 95 66% 69.5% 
... at school 91 63% 69.2% 
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... at other institutions 85 28% 28.6% 

... market place 70 27% 38.6% 

... with friends 78 50% 64.1% 

... at the playground 69 26% 37.7% 

... 111 the religious 69 19% 27.5% 
ceremonies 

... 111 the political 70 21% 30% 
discussions 

... in the hospital 69 12% 17.4% 

When children do not learn a MT anymore, the MT is defined as 'seriously 

endangered' according to UNESCO as discussed earlier. Educational institutions, in the 

modern world are also one of the most important domains of learning a language. 

Therefore, one of the survey questionnaires was aimed at finding out what medium of 

instruction do the respondents' offspring (if any) go for education. Table 5.28 illustrates 

that the highest percentage (38.8%) of children go to English medium schools nearing 

37.8% both in Nepali and English in the urban areas whereas in the rural 1% Kiranti

Koits means 99% children's medium of education is Nepali. It is only in the urban area, 

where 19.4% children receive their education in Nepali. What this tendency shows is that 

urban area is more fascinated towards English medium education than the Khas-Nepali 

monolingual rural area. 

Table 5.28: Children's medium of education 

Medium of instruction 111 Frequency Valid percentage 
school (n = 98) 
Kiranti-Koits 1 1.0% 
Nepali 19 19.4% 
English 38 38.8% 
Kiranti-Koits and Nepali 2 2.0% 
Kiranti-Koits, Nepali and 1 1.0% 
English 
Nepali and English 37 37.8% 

The following two cross tabulations illustrated in Tables 5.29, 5.30. The first 

depicts that middle aged, and the old aged speakers are quite fluent in Kiranti-Koits as 

MT speaker whereas the new generations are steadily decreasing about one third of them 

are loosing the command over their MT, which is of serious concern for the speech 

community. The second reveals the females irrespective of their low representation have 
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better command of their MT since their occupation is confined to 'home-making' (Table 

5.19) or within the four walls ofkitchen. 

Table 5.29: MT fluency and respondents' age group in cross tabulation 

--
MT fluency Respondents' age roup Total 

fluent 10-30 31-60 61 and above 
28 25 17 70 

58.3% 78.1% 89.5% 70.7% 

okay but not 14 4 2 20 
fluent 29.2% 12.5% 10.5% 20.2% 

have difficulty in 6 " 0 9 _) 

speaking but not 
understanding 

·-- ----

12.5% 9.4% .0% 9.1% 

I Total _ 

-- ·-

48 32 19 99 
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% I 

·------------ ' 

Table 5.30: MT fluency and respondents' Sex in cross tabulation 

·-----·-- -- : MT fluency Sex 
--- -

tl uent Male Female Total 
------- -----

Count 46 24 70 
%within Sex 74.2% 64.9% 70.7% 

okay but not Count 9 11 20 
fluent j - -
have difficulty in % within Sex 14.5% 29.7% 20.2% --1 

· speaking but not Count 7 2 9 
understanding_ 

% withip Sex 11.3% 5.4% 9.1% 

Total Count 62 37 99 
%within Sex 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

5.5.1.2 Domains of use 

In this § 5.5.1.2, we will mainly observe the domains of Kiranti-Koits MT usc. In 

order to explain the respondents' response, we have divided the questionnaire into three 

parts as given in Tables 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33 (cf. also § 5.5.3). The first type of 

questionnaire (Table 5.31) is related with the respondent~' individual life and his/her 

home environments such as thinking, praying or with pets or relatives. The most 

noteworthy point is the Kiranti-Koits speakers now arc increasingly adopting K has

Nepali as their main language of social and personal interaction. 
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The second type of questionnaire is mainly related with the respondents' social 

life other than his family surroundings such as with doctors, in the market place, 

community gatherings, discussing political matters, discussing religion and so forth. The 

result in Table 5.32 reveals that Kiranti-Koits plus Khas-Nepali and and Khas-Nepali 

alone is the sole language of social interaction in their speech community. 

The third type of domain that the survey questionnaire seeking to elicit their 

response is related with their neighborhood intercalation with their neighbors, who are 

linguistically similar as well as dissimilar. Table 5.33 distinctly shows that even when the 

neighborhood members are linguistically similar i.e. Kiranti-Koits speakers only 26.0% of 

the respondents prefer to interact in their MT which means they have less compassion for 

their own MT. The rest is 28% solely in Khas-Nepali and 40% both in Kiranti-Koits plus 

Khas-Nepali whereas majority of the respondents (i.e. 73.3%) prefer to use Khas-Nepali 

and the second position goes to Khas-Nepali plus English (i.e.l2.2%). 

Table 5.31: Domains of language use I 

What K~K N Eng K-K, N K-K, N, K-K, N, N, Eng Others 
Language English Eng 
do you others 
use 
while ... 
thinking? 26.3% 35.4% 28.3% 7.1% 3.0% 
(n = 99) 
praying? 15.8% 36.8% 34.7% 7.4% 4.2% 
(11 = 95) 
cursing? 13.5% 39.6% 1.0% 34.4% 6.3% 5.2% 
(n = 96) 
joking? 10.4% 34.4% 39.6% 7.3% 8.3% 
(n = 96) 
singing? 4.2% 39.6% 3.1% 36.5% 7.3% 9.4% 
(n = 96) 
scolding? 14.6% 31.3% 1.0% 38.5% 8.3% 6.3% 
(11 = 96) 

[K-K = Kiranti-Koits, N =Nepali, Eng= English] 



Table 5.32: Domains of language use II 

What Language 
do you use ... 

with doctor? 
(n = 99) 
while asking 
time/directions? 
(n = 99) 
111 the market 
place? 
(n = 96) 
Ill community 
gatherings? 
(n = 99) 
111 community 
prayer? (n ~ 99) 
with your 
village friends? 
(11 = 99) 
while 
discussing 
political 
matters? 
(11 = 99) 
while 
discussing 
deep-feelings? 
(n = 99) 
when you 
angry? 
(n = 99) 
while 
discussing 
religion 

I fnends? 
(n = 99) 

are 

\Vith 

K-K N Eng 

67.7% 1.0% 

5.1% 32.3% 2.0% 

7.0% 40.0% 

18.2% 32.3% 1.0% 

23.2% 36.4% 

35.4% 18.2% 

... 

3.0% 55.6% 

~. -. . 

21.2% 37.4% 

14.1% 32.3% 

16.2% 32.3% 
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K-K, N 

6.1% 

31.3% 

30.0% 

41.4% 

34.0% 

---
39.4% 

31.0% 

---
33.3% 

41.4% 

42.4% 

[K-K = Kiranti-Koits, N =Nepali, Eng= English] 

Table 5.33: Domains of language use III 

What K-K N Eng K-K, N 
Language do 
you use with 
your 
neighbours ... 
who are 26.0% 28.0% 40.0% 
linguistically 

K-K, K-K, N, Eng Others 
N, Eng N, Eng 

others 
3.0% 22.2% 

-----
12.1% 17.2% 

--·-

4.0% 19.0% 
I 

4.0% 3.0% 
-1 

i 

·• J 

4.0% 1.0% 1.0% I 
I 

. 
3.0% 4.0% 

' 

--- -------- . 
3.0% . 7.0% 

. . 

2.0% 6.1% 

·----
6.1% 6.1% 

4.0% 5.1% 1 

' 

l 

--,------
K-K, K-K, N, 
N, Eng Eng 

others 

-
6.0% 

¥ Eng . Others I 

~~--
I 
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similar? 
(n = 100) 
who are 73.3% 1.1% 10.0% 3.3% 12.2% 
linguistically 
dissimilar? 
(n = 90) 

[K-K = Kiranti-Koits, N =Nepali, Eng= English] 

5.5.1.3 Language attitudes 

This § 5.5.1.3 mainly focuses on the respondents' attitudes towards their own MT. 

Questionnaires like whether they feel prestigious/embarrassed/neutral to speak in their MT 

in the presence of the speakers of the dominant language, whether their MT is rich, sweet 

and so on compared to Khas-Nepali and etc. Table 5.34 gives a hopeful result that the 

respondents feel prestigious to speak their MT in the presence of the speakers of the 

dominant language, i.e. Khas-Nepali. Only 9% have an embarrassed feeling while 

speaking their MT in the presence of the dominant language. 

Table 5.34: Kiranti-Koits prestigious/embarrassed/neutral 

Attitudes (n = 98) Frequency Valid Percent 
prestigious 59 70.4% 
embarrassed 9 9.2% 
neutral 20 20.4% 

In another questionnaire, how the respondents would rate their MT compared to 

the dominant Indo-Aryan (Indic) language Nepali spoken in their locality, Table 5.35 

exposes that their MT is anyway significant compared to the dominant language spoken 

in their locality. 

Table 5.35: MT rating 

Compared to Nepali Yes No Unspecified 
your MT is ... 
rich (n = 1 00) 77.0% 18.0% 5.0% 

-

sweet (n = I 00) 88.0% 4.0 8.0% 
harsh (n = 99) 14.1% 73.7% 12.1% 
powerless (n = I 00) 24.2% 66.7% 9.1% 
non-prestigious 17.3% 70.4% 12.2% 
(11 = 100) 
useful I (11 = 1 00) 84.0% 9.0% 7.0% 
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The questionnaire on the respondents' MT usefulness or suitability in Table 5.36 

shows one of the most important hidden facts about the language vitality that the Kiranti

Koits speakers now gradually are internalizing their MT as 'the language of secrecy'. 

When the generation of speakers using their MT as the language of secrecy dies. their 

language will be totally gone with their ultimate death and dead memory. 22% of the 

respondents still think that their MT is useful as a means of communication whereas 20% 

of the respondents arc not able to decide what the use of their MT is actually. 

Table 5.36: MT's suitability 

MT's suitable use in/for ... Frequency Valid Percent~ l 
(n = 100) 

·-- ----1 a. secret talk 25 25.0% 
----- --~ b. all purposes 9 9.0% - - - ----

c. communication 22 22.0% --- -i 
d. learning and teaching I 1.0% 

--

~~ e. literary writing 5 5.0% 
- ·-

f. linguistic identity 4 4.0% 
- --- --- -- ---

g. usage at home 2 2.0% ------ -----·-
h. preserv111g tradition and 9 9.0% 

culture 
·- -- --

i. writing books I 1.0% 
-------

j. education 2 2.0% 
--· -- ·- ---- --

k. unspecified/undecided 20 20.0% _j 

After all the respondents' attitude, whether they encourage their youn~er 

generation to speak their MT in Table 5.37 is massively positive. Nevertheless. the 

question is of the country's monolithic language policy that depreciates all native 

speakers' Jilemma 'to speak or not to speak the MT' as discussed earlier elsevvhere in the 

chapter. 

Table 5.37: Encouraging younger generation to speak the MT 

Parent' s/guard ian's Frequency Valid percentage 
encouragement for 
speaking ... MT 

- -
Yes 97 97.0% 

--

"' No .) 3.0% 
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In a questionnaire series like whether they ever had any problem because of being 

the native speaker of their mother tongue, 69.0% of the respondents responded 'No' and 

those who responded 'Yes' (Table 5.38) in addition in an auxiliary question "If 'yes', 

what type?" (Table 5.38.A) most of the responses reveal that socio-politico-economic 

discrimination and pressures as main hindrances and there is discrimination in the access 

of education too. 

Table 5.38: Problems of being a MT speaker 

Problems because of being Frequency Valid Percent 
the native speaker of MT ... 
(n = 1 00) 
Yes 31 31.0% 
No 69 69.0% 

Table 5.38.A: Types of problems being a MT speaker 

Types of problems ... (n = 30) Frequency Valid Percent 
socio-pol itico-econom ic 7 23.3% 
discrimination 
discrimination in education 5 16.7 
hostile confrontation 1 3.3% 
socio-politico-economic 6 20.0% 
pressures 
others 7 23.3 
all three except hostile 4 13.3 
confrontation 

If provided the linguistic freedom of MT choice, majority of the respondents, i.e. 

68.4% would choose Kiranti-Koits as their MT (Table 5.39). The reason for this choice is 

simply because for linguistic identity, linguistic rights, preservation and development 

(Table: 5.39.A) of their MT. Whereas 9% (Table 5.39.8) of the respondents would 

choose Khas-Nepali as their MT for higher education and 9% of the respondents would 

choose English as their MT for opportunity and international relations. 

Table 5.39: Choice of MT 

Choice of MT (n = 98) Frequency Valid percentage 
Kiranti-Koits 67 68.4% 
Nepali 7 7.1% 
English 5 5.1% 
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Kiranti-Koits and Nepali 2 2.0% 
K iranti-Koits, Nepali and 4 4.1% 
English 
Kiranti-Koits, Nepali and 13 13.3% 
English 

Table 5.39.A: Reasons why Kiranti-Koits as MT 

Reason K-K MT (n = 84) Frequency Valid percentage 
children can understand well 7 8.3% -----
linguistic identity 21 25.0% 
linguistic rights 10 11.9% 
preservation and development 22 26.2% 
linguistic identity, right, 24 28.6% 
preservation and development 

"""--

Table 5.39.8: Reasons why Nepali as MT 

- --
Reasons Nepali MT (11 -_21) Frequency 
opportunity 3 

--

higher education 9 42.9% 
science and technology 7 
all four 2 

--t-3_3-,---.3,--o/t_o _______ ----1 

9.5%_____ _j 

Table 5.39.C: Reasons why English as MT 

- -· ~ 
--~ Reason English (n = 22) Fr~_guen~ Valid __percenti~ge 

opportunity 2 9.1% -~ 
higher education 5 22.7% I 

-----
science and technology 2 9.1% 
international relations --. 13.6% j 

opportunity and higher I 4.5% 
education 

-
opportunity and international 9 40.9% 
relations 

--

If provided the linguistic freedom for children's education, a feeble majority, i.e. 

33% (Table 5.40) ofthe respondents would choose Kiranti-Koits to educate their children 

in their MT and the reason for this is again linguistic identity, right, preservation and 

development (Table 5.40.A). Whereas 10% (Table 5.40) of the respondents would choose 

Khas-Nepali as their MT simply because for opportunitv and socio-politico-economic 

advantage (Table 5.40.8, also cf. Burchers 2002). There is a dramatic rise in the 

percentage of respondents, i.e. 26.0% (Table 5.40) most of who would choose English 
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(also cf. Burchers 2002) as their MT for opportunity and higher education. This means 

that the language of children's education is purely need-based. 

Table 5.40: Choice of the language of children's education 

Choice of language of Frequency Valid percentage 
children's education 
(n=100) 
Kiranti-Koits 33 33.0% 
Nep_ali 10 10.0% 
English 26 26.0% 
Kiranti-Koits and Nepali 6 6.0% 
Kiranti-Koits and English 2 2.0% 
Ne_I>_ali and English 7 7.0% 
Kiranti-Koits, Nepali and 16 16.0% 
English 

Table 5.40.A: Reasons educating in Kiranti-Koits 

Reason K-K (n = 57) Frequency Valid percentage 
children can understand well 7 12.3% 
linguistic identity 16 28.1% 
I inguistic rights 6 10.5% 
preservation and development 6 10.5% 
linguistic identity, right, 22 38.6% 
preservation and development 

Table 5.40.B: Reasons educating in Khas-Nepali 

Reason Nepali (n = 37) Frequency Valid percentage 
opportunity 14 37.8% 
higher education 8 21.6% 
socio-politico-economic 13 35.1% 
advantage 
linguistic integration as 2 5.4% 
chauvinism 

Table 5.40.C: Reasons educating in English 

Reason English (n =52) Frequency Valid percentage 
opportunity 10 19.2% 
higher education 8 15.4% 
science and technology 4 7.7% 
Higher education and 5 9.6% 
international relations 
opportunity and higher 13 25.0% 
education 
opportunity and international 9 40.9% 
relation 
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5.5.2 Linguistic materials 

In this § 5.4.1.2.3, we will illustrate some basic linguistic materials regarding 

body parts and objects in nature in order to find out whether the language is highly 

affected by bilingualism due to language contact. We have already illustrated basic 

cardinal numerals in § 3.1.4.1 since the time of Beams. In § 5.2. 1 and § 5.2.1 earlier, we 

illustrated kinship terms in which Kiranti-Koits lexicons show language conflation. 

A. Body parts 

1. dimla 'foot' 

4. po?ci 'knee' 

7. s~pu 'navel' 

10. blcpco 'finger· 

2. k5itc 'ankle' 

5. klato 'waist' 

7.kucu 'chest' 

11. tcmu 'elbow' 

13. g£ -(C) 'nail, claw' 14. solic 'leg or body hair' 

16. syur 'neck' 17. yoili 'chin' 

19. nopha 'ear' 20. n£ 'nose' 

22. piya 'head' 23. lc- 'tongue' 

25. khl((/f)ui 'tooth' 26. polpol 'calf 

28. ra 'body' 29. sulu 'male genital' 

31. phot 'testicles' 32. gos 'pubic hair' 

34. ky'i 'intestine' 35. lul)gir 'heart' 

37. sorb 'lungs' 38. ~idi 'liver' 

40. khail 'gall, bile' etc. 

B. Objects of nature/surroundings 

1. na 'sun' 

4. sdriiJ 'sky' 

7. gds(u) 'cloud' 

10. cunei 'hill' 

13. ru 'field' 

16. bwaku 'water' 

2. tasla 'moon' 

5. phuilu 'stone' 

8. kun 'smoke' 

1 1. likhu 'river' 

14. comlu 'mountain' 

17. phds(i) 'air' etc. 

3. khoil(i) 'leg' 

6. kodz 'stomach· 

9. gui 'hand' 

12. tapla 'palm· 

15. ca 'hair' 

18. syo 'mouth' 

21. m'ici 'eye' 

24. suigi 'lip' 

27. kusyul 'skin· 

30. sona 'female genital· 

33. bdphJI 'armpit' 

36. nips 'brain' 

39. yobi 'kidney' 

3. syor 'star' 

6. khdp 'soil' 

9 h-' ' . p u snow 

12. waki 'jungle' 

15. rdwa 'tree' 
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Since these lexicons enumerated here are very limited in number, it will be 

unreliable to calculate and predict the degree of semantic conflation in the present study. 

5.5.3 Language death 

In order to observe the process of language death of a minority speech 

community, once again it is necessary to see the respondents' domains (cf. also § 5.5.1.2) 

of language use. Earlier in § 5.5.1.2, we analyzed the domains of Kiranti-Koits language 

use is increasingly and worriedly replaced by Khas-Nepali. In this § 5.5.3, we will 

demonstrate what language do children actually use while playing with friends in the 

playground, where they naturally start learning a language and we will also demonstrate 

what langue is being used within the family members at home since individuals learn any 

language at home as their first school (cf. also Tables 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33). The highest 

percentage, i.e. 47.3% (Table 5.41) of respondents uses only K-K with their grandparents 

whereas the percentage of Khas-Nepali users is increasing amazingly. Kiranti-Koits as 

children's language of the playground is contracted down to 22% only. Either Khas

Nepali only or Khas-Nepali plus Kiranti-Koits bilingualism (also cf. Borchers 2002) is 

preferred by most of the respondents. This is an indicator of very low vitality of Kiranti

Koits as a MT of the minority speech community, which very obviously implies its 

bizarre death. 

Table 5.41: Language vitality 

What K-K N Eng K-K, N K-K, N, K-K, N, N, Eng Others 
Language do En a 

b Eng, 
you speak others 
with ... 
parents? 42.4% 17.2% 34.3% 1.0% 3.0% 1.0% 1.0% 
(n = 99) 
er-brother? 40.9% 23.7% 28.0% 1.1% 4.3% 1.1% 1.1% 
(n = 93) 
er-sister? 35.5% 21.5% 1.1% 33.3% 2.2% 4.3% 1.1% 1.1% 
(n = 93) 
grand parents? 47.3% 20.4% 31.2% 1.1% 
(n = 93) 
spouse? 36.6% 26.8% 33.8% 1.4% 1.4% 
(n = 71) 
servantJs? 30.7% 41.3% 25.3% 1.3% 1.3% 
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(n = 75) 
pets? 32.5% 37.5% 28.8% 
(n = 80) 
relatives? 21.6% 28.9% 40.2% 
(n = 97) 

(er =elder, K-K = Kiranti-Koits, N =Nepali, Eng= English] 

Table 5.42: Children's language of the playground 

What K-K N Eng K-K, N K-K, 
Language Eng 
do K-K 
children 
use ... 
(n = 1 00) 

. - ----
while 22.0% 31.0% 35.0% 6.0% 
playing? 

- --~ ··-· ···- L.. •. ~-~" 

[K-K- Kiranti-Koits, N Nepali. Eng-~ English] 

5.6 Voicing for socio-politico-linguistic rights 

N, 

1.3% 

7.2% 2.1% 

K-K, N-, IN, Eng 
Eng 
others 

6.0% 

__ L. 

1 Others 

In the preceding section, we demonstrated that Kiranti-Koits as a \1, ,1! ct 

minority and indigenous speech community is waiting for its ·bizarre death'. \\ l ,tlsu 

stated the factors responsible for this shameful violation of Human Rights hy Ilk· State 

polity in the past and continuing even at present day (cf. Lawoti 200 L 2002 and ( iurun~ 

2003: 82-101, KaTia 2005, Gurung 2003, Yonjan-Tamang 2005) linguistic sccnariP !his 

suppressive act by the so-called dominant mainstreams monopolizing 'power and 

welfare' in one way or the other has resulted in 'social, cultural and linguistic conflich' 

all around the glove including the Himalayan kingdom of Nepal. 

As a result, the Himalayan paradise is in incessant unrest and tum1oiL which is the 

direct manifestation of worldwide phenomenon since" ... there-articulation of identities 

(in terms of class, gender and race/ethnicity for instance) and the emergence of new 

emancipatory forces, forms and sites of resistance in a globalizing world arc challenging 

persistent patterns of unequal distribution of power and welfare" (Holman et al 2002: x; 

these days. Therefore. many minorities indigenous nationalities suffered of 

discrimination in every walk of their lives now are seeking emancipation voicing their 

socio-politico-linguistic rights in Nepal. Of course, the situation is very critical for 
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concemed Human Rights activists, intemational communities. and social scientists 

including political scientists and linguists as well. We have reproduced here one of such 

representative voices (Lawoti 2001) with minor re-adjustments and additions in five parts 

as follows: 

A. Demands by the Indigenous Peoples/Nationalities Group 

1. Adoption of the Draft Declaration of the Indigenous Peoples Rights by the 

lntemational community 

2. Apology by the Nepali State for past discrimination and intemal colonization 

3. Compensation for the past discrimination by the Nepali State 

4. Immediate halt to the current discrimination in cultural and socioeconomic matters 

5. Equality and Justice to all marginalized groups, and especially for women within 

Indigenous Peoples 

6. Group rights of Indigenous Peoples, based on equality and justice, should be 

recognized by the State 

7.Promotion and preservation of all cultures by the State 

8. Equality between all native languages and all native religions 

9. End to Constitutional and Legal discrimination of Indigenous Peoples and nationalities 

10. Autonomy for the Indigenous Peoples and nationalities 

11. Rights of self-determination to the Indigenous Peoples and nationalities 

12. Affirmative actions for women within the Indigenous Peoples should be made 

B. Government's responsibility on necessary steps to be initiated for Eliminating of 

Racial Discrimination 

1. Offer apology for past discrimination, internal colonization and cultural imperialism 

2. Declare the Nepali State as secular or multi-religious 

3. Ratify the ILO Convention 16959 

4. Implement the International Human Rights Instruments ratified by Nepal such as 

Minority Rights Declarations, Universal Human Rights 'r:)eclaration and so on in spirit 

and word 

59 See Lawoti (2003) for its detailed Articles related to minority indigenous ethnic peoples' linguistic and 
cultural preservation. 
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5. Adopt accommodative and power sharing political institutions 

6. Treat all native languages equally 

7. Recognize customary practices of Indigenous Peoples 

8. Recognize right to traditional homeland of Indigenous Peoples 

9. Ensure equal distribution and access to State and societal resources 

10. Promote and preserve Indigenous Peoples/Nationalities culture, language and 

tradition 

11. Establish Academy of Indigenous Peoples/Nationalities to preserve and promote their 

languages and cultures 

12. Initiate proportionate affirmative action policies for Indigenous Peoples/Nationalities 

13.Ensure protection of Minority Rights constitutionally 

14. Declare public holidays on Indigenous Peoples/Nationalities' festival 

15. Include Indigenous Peoples/Nationalities' symbols in the ·national' s\mhnl-- :md 

heroes' lists 

16. Transmit Radio programmes in native languages 

17. Initiate education in native languages 

18. Eliminate compulsory Sanskrit in schools 

19. Remove restriction on registration of political parties based011cthnicit\. castl ,md 

gender 

20. Remove restriction on registration of organizations', magazines', newspapers and 

others' name in the Indigenous Peoples' own Mother Tongue 

21. Take scientific census of different Indigenous Peoples, their languages, tradition:-, and 

cultures 

22. Include positive description of Indigenous Peoples in school textbooks 

23. Initiate public policies targeted specifically at socio-economic promotion of 

Indigenous Peoples 

24. Establish a Commission on Indigenous Peoples, composed of Indigenous Peoples 

25. Establish a media network oflndigenous Peoples 

26. Legislate laws empowerment of Indigenous Peoples and implement those that exist 

27. Implement the directive principle of the Constitution that deals with Nationalities 
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C. Steps to be taken by Civil Society, especially National Human Rights (HR) Groups 

and Media 

I. Recognize diversity of society in letter and sprit, and not only in speeches 

2. Respect Indigenous Peoples' culture and practices 

3. Support and fight for discrimination towards Indigenous Peoples and Nationalities 

4. Initiate campaigns in eliminating stereotypes oflndigenous Peoples 

5. Abstain and discourage use of derogative proverbs, morals, songs and attitudes 

6. Encourage egalitarian values in the society 

7. Make empowerment of Indigenous Peoples a national agenda 

8. Fight for collective/group rights oflndigenous Peoples by HR groups 

9. While fighting for individual, civil and political rights, take account of vulnerable 

group members 

10. Fight for cultural rights of dominated cultural groups 

11. Sensitize human rights activists and media members of Indigenous Peoples' issues 

12. Remove intolerance of dominant group members towards other languages, religions 

and cultures 

13. Initiate awareness programmes regarding rights oflndigenous Peoples 

14. Give proper coverage to Indigenous Peoples issues in the media, and avoid 

misrepresentation 

D. Global and UN Organization and International Human Rights Groups 

1. Ratify Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

2. Pressure the Nepali State to protect and promote Indigenous peoples' rights 

3. Pressure the Nepali State to stop assimilative politics 

4. Request/persuade the Nepali State to become secular 

5. Establish regional and national level human rights monitoring agencies 

E. Multilateral and Bilateral Donor Agencies 

1. Put conditional ties on foreign aid and loans; they have to reach Indigenous Peoples as 

well 

2. Stop aid and programmes that do not benefit Indigenous Peoples and other marginal 

communities 
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3. Provide assistance specifically targeted toward the Indigenous Peoples and other 

marginalized groups 

4. Initiate advocacy programmes on behalf of the Indigenous Peoples and other 

marginalized groups 

5. Stop aid and programmes that harm Indigenous Peoples and their habitats and cultures 

6. Increase awareness, extend and expand organizations 

7. Increase advocacy movements 

8. Initiate alliances with other oppressed groups 

9. Spread organizations a all levels of the society 

1 0. Stop discrimination conducted by the Hinduized Indigenous Peoples such as 

untouchability 

11. Lessen intra-group differences and broaden intra-group alliances 

12. Get rid of inferior complex and internalization of dominant values 

13. Increase a culture of education 

As stated above, fulfilling the 71 points of demands of the minority indigenou-.. 

peoples by state polity ('if and only if') would probably assist in harvesting peace in till

Himalayan paradise based on equality and equity as Holman et al (2003) hint toward:- th~.· 

''patterns of unequal distribution of power and welfare" responsible for 'conflicts and 

unrest' at its core around the globe. 

5.7 Summing up 

In this chapter, we discussed the socio-linguistic aspects of Kiranti-Koits b: 

analyzing respondents' response on a set of questionnaires based mainly on socio 

linguistic patterns stated in the beginning of this chapter and inCh 1 § 1.9 as well. We 

stated and discussed several factors responsible for language endangerment and language 

death. It is not, only the native speakers' loyalty, linguistic identity and the availability or 
basic linguistic materials (§ 5.5.2) that really matters but the State policies and legal 

provisions also are equally important for revival and survival of a Mother Tongue. 

As a whole, the native speakers are positive and hopeful (but unfortunately they 

are unable to respond 'Yes' for questions regarding linguistic rights asked by Phillipson 
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et al (I 995: 22) towards their MT irrespective of being bilinguals or even multilingual or 

losing their MT vitality. But what is hopeless is the planning commission's language 

policy (See § 5.1, Ch 1 § 1.6) and scarcity of Constitutional and legal provisions for these 

minority and vanishing indigenous (also cf. Ch 1 § 1 .6) languages. This critical condition 

of Nepal is a matter of great concern for all national and international communities 

believing in open and democratic culture. These vanishing peoples' desire for 

emancipation viz., political, social, economic and linguistic (also cf. Kana 2005, Gurung 

2003) stated within 71 points in § 5.6 deserves special mention and attention nationally 

and internationally. 

********************** 



Chapter Six 

Summary of research findings 

This work is only a rudimentary description and exploration of the possibilities of 

Kiranti-Koits grammar ranging from its phonological and morphological to syntactic 

structures including socio-linguistic aspects. 

While undertaking this research topic m the beginning, we had stx mam 

problematic and empirical questions in mind along with objectives (see § 1.7) regarding 

the Kiranti-Koits people/tribe, language and it grammatical structures such as, 

-Does the presupposed and misinterpreted ethnonym (See § 1.1.1) hold accurate ground 

for its semantic dynamics provided in literature? 

-Is Kiranti-Koits a dialect of Indic Khas-Nepali as claimed by Singh and Manoharan (see 

§ 1.1) and do the Kiranti-Koits speech community 'use Magar language' as claimed by 

Pandey (2003 [vs 2060: 118])? 

-What is the accurate mechanism of the sound and writing systems of Kiranti-Koits, 

which is described inconsistently in its earlier research and does there exist any 

graphology (see Ch 2) of the language? 

-What is its morphological (see Ch 3) mechanism? What is its syntactic typology (see Ch 

4) comparatively in the Sino-Tibetan, T-B sub-family? 

-What are its socio-linguistic (see Ch 5) aspects like domains of use, language policy and 

planning of the country, states of human linguistic rights, language loss, retention or 

death? 

In order to answer the question on ethnological facts, in the course of the current 

research in Ch 1, we have examined and argued several problematic meanings and 

classification of the ethno-exoglotonym 'Sun(u)war' as opposed to the ancient Kiranti

Koits tribe classified in Mongoloid (also Tibetonoid used by some scholars) stock 

anthropo-sociologically. By way of analogy, we have compared related examples of the 

problematic meanings from Thangmi, another member of the Greater-Kiranti family. 

From cultural and linguistic point of views based on several empirical evidence, Kiranti-
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Koits people/tribe are interrelated sub-tribes with Kiranti-Ba?yung, Wambule [Raohu], 

Jerung and others60 and vice versa. Another best hint and evidence of this claim is the 

morpheme <-ca> of the tribe related to other Kiranti ethno-clanonyms. By providing 

morphoetymological relationships among <-di; 'gf>, <-ca; '<TI> or <-co; -m> (also in 

Kiranti-Kulung of Wallo Kirat 'Near/Hither Kirat'), Kiranti-Rodung/Camling (Majh 

Kirat 'Middle Kirat') as <-cha W>, Kiranti-Bantawa (Pallo Kirat 'Far Kirat') as <-cha 

W> or <-ca 'gf> and <-cho ri:l>. These ethno-morphological variations of clanonyms do 

have very cognate relationship also with Early Classical Newari <-c;); 't:f> as well and is a 

closely related cognate of Tibeto-Burman proto-fonn *tsa 'child, grandchild' (Benedict 

1972: 208) having socio-historical and linguistic relationships, which signilies as 

'±male/person' marker (e.g. s<JrCJ-cha 'son', mari-cha 'daughter' and m9-cha 'daughcr's 

husband') in Kiranti-Rodung's modem vocabulary implies a very strong lin~uistic 

anthropological ties amongst these peoples/tribes. 

Their [of Kiranti-Koits] ethno-exoglotonym 'Sun(u)war' as presupposed \(' hL· 

derived from the hydronym 'Sunkoshi' found in my investigation not t(' lw 

developed/derived earlier than the 14th century (i.e. 1325 AD Egli 1999, cf. also YakKln 

Rai 2002) in the ethnological literature and history of Nepal available until rcCL'nth 

Their ethnic or linguistic identity lumped in Gurung and Magar, irrespective of their :-;~mlL' 

Mongoloid61 or Tibetonoid stock, has been found false while comparing linguistic data 

60 Lokpriya Mulicha-Sunuwar and Uttam Katicha-Sunuwar infonned me that all the Kiranti tribe~ claiminl! 
Rai such as Ba?yung (Rumdali [clans: Thamrocha, Dilingpacha, Hajupacha, Diburcha], Pai/Rinamsacha 

[clans: Tolacha, Moblocha, Ripa(o)cha, Nambersacha, Sechacha, Rallacha, Luticha], Necha(li), Hangu and 
Roke cf. Lee 2005), Wambule and Jerung of Wallo Kirat at present were Kiranti-Koits (Sun(u)war) in the 
past (p/c). However, the Ba?yung origin story as narrated by Buddhi Hangucha relates their proximity with 

Kiranti-Rodung also of Majh Kirat (cf. Maureen Lee and Bag-Ayagyami Yalungcha (2001) adapted b_y 
Rapacha (2002) cf. also Appendix A; Text 1). Bhupadhoj Thamros-Kulung claims that the illitt?ratc 
Sun(u)wars still today claim themselves to be Rais but the learned ones only identifY themselves as 
Sun(u)wars (p/c June 2005). 
61 Nesturkh (1966: 26) notes that "Among the specific features of the many anthropological types of this 
race [Mongoloid] are the following: a broad face that projects moderately, the broad, projecting cheekbones 
giving it a flat appearance, the eyes are brown, the eye slit is medium in the majority but narrow in many 
cases; in some individuals external angle of the eye is disposed higher than the internal angle; there is a 
well-developed fold on the upper eyelid that in many cases extends to the cilia and crosses the lower lid. 
completely or partially covering the internal angle of the eye, including the lacrimal bay, to form the 
epicanthus; the nose is of medium width, slightly projecting and usually with a low bridge: in the majority 
of cases the nostrils are in the medium with their long axes at an angle of about 90° to each other: the 1 ips 
are thin or medium; ... the chin ridge has medium development' in very many individuals the head is 
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and cultural facts (cf. Rapacha 2002). Mythology (cf. also Appendix A Text A) is 

another best supporting evidence for proving the Koits people/tribe as Kirantis since 

"Every mythology is fundamentally a classification" (cited in Gaenszle 2000: 30 from 

Needham 1979: 36 [ orig. Durkheim and Mauss 1963: 77[). Similarly, the rest of the 

meanings: Mukhia, Suryavamshi 'solar dynasty', Kshetriya or Khas 'Indo-Aryan tribe', 

Kinnar, 'low caste' Kshetriya Hindu and Sunar!Kami 'goldsmith' exept for Marpache 

[Kiranti-Koits in origin], are all misnomers ignorantly used for the Kiranti-K5its 

people/tribe, which insult and humiliate the Mongoloid!Tibetonoid tribal ethos of them. 

As on Thangmi (Turin 2003), much of the earlier writing on the Kiranti-K5its is 

"erroneous and betrays the ignorance and prejudices of the writers more than it informs 

the reader about features of this important Himalayan population [Oirat > Kirat 

(accidental development; cf. § 1.1.1.1); belonging to the Mongoloid stock [cf. Turner 

1987: 64 [orig. 1927], Northey 1998: 93-94 [orig. 1937], Gurung and Salter 1996: 59, 

Hutichinson Encyclopedia 2001: 642, Gurung 2004 [VS 2061]] and their little-known 

language". 

We have discovered that their ethnonym 'K5its' in their own Mother Tongue 

(autonym) and those morpho-semantically significant auto-clanonyms genuinely make 

them different from any other misinterpreted-meanings available in the past literature 

related to the Indo-Aryan sociology handed down from Manu since because Kiranti-K5its 

as one of the Tibeto-Burman language speakers fall outside the hierarchical 'caste' or any 

'jiiti' [I-A or Indic] system (cf. Abbi forthcoming, Joshi 2003: 334). Their language 

internal auto-ethno-clanonyms ( cf. § 1.1.3) based on interpretive methodology are 
• meaningfully significant for their own ethnicity and identity rather than other falsified, 

'ignorant and prejudiced' meanings as in Thangmi (Turin 2003) labeled in the past 

literature. 

The other most important fact we discovered and issues we have discussed 

regarding the Kiranti-Koits ethnology in Chapter 1 is on 'several deviated and 

misrepresented orthographic "forms" of the ethnonym Sun(u)war and Kiranti-Koits. In 

mesocephalous. The skin is lighter in colour and the hair is black and not always stiff. The beard is scanty" 
(Cited in Toba 1992: 8). 
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Ch I § 1.2, we have cited all the deviated meaningless words at least in Kiranti-Koits in 

asterisk or underline' to contrast with the standard and generally in common usc are 

three: 'Kiranti-Koits, Sun(u)war and Mukhia' only but not all the deviated and 

mismatched forms with other tribes for instance Tamang and others ( cf. Ch I ~ 1.2). 

Therefore, either one of these three common orthography systems has been adopted 

elsewhere in this research narrative. Furthermore, we have briefly examined the 

unfavourable State-policy for the diverse linguistic minorities in Nepal ( cf. Ch I § 1.6), 

which is discussed in a considerable detail in Ch 6. 

In Chapter 2, we dealt with two major themes i.e. phonology 'the sound system' 

and graphology 'the writing system of the language' chosen for investigation. In the first 

half of the first part, we have described the inventory of phonemes in Kiranti-Ki'iits b~ 

looking at their distribution (i.e. word initial, medial and final), classification (place and 

manner of articulation, voicing, aspiration) and minimal/near-minimal pair test (based un 

contrastive meaning). We have examined some phonological rules for instance fi·l'L' 

variation, nasal assimilation, nasalization, allophonic variation, and consonant and \O\vcl 

deletion. Based on those phonological rules like minimal pair test, 24 consonant (I abk 

2.2) and 6 basic vowel (see Table 2.1) phonemes have been discovered in the langua!:-'-L' 

Phonemic asymmetries have been found in the sound system of the language such 

as phonemes like lei vs. !chi or [tsh], fbi vs. ib\ idi vs. /dh/, !g! vs. 1g111, and idzi vs. ;dz11 

lack minimal pairs and may occur only in loan words from I-A (Indic) Khas-Ncpali 

whereas all six vowels are contrastive in terms of nasalization. This process historically 

has developed from the drop of the bilabial-nasal phoneme /m/ which still exists in Proto

Tibeto-Burman and the rest of the Kiranti languages of east Nepal, for example *tsam (P· 

T-B), tsam (some other Kiranti languages) and tsii (Kiranti-Koits) for 'hair'. 

Then, in the second half, we have illustrated its phonotactics revealing consonant 

clusters in all three positions (See Table 2.4 consonants permitting clusters word initially 

bl, br, by, gl, gr, gy, kl, kr, ky, k\ k\ dzy, pi, pr, p\ phy and sy, Table 2.5 consonants 

permitting clusters word medially bb, bl, br, cc, ck, ckh, kk, kl, 1)1, IJr, IJS, Ib, lc, lg, Jk, Ikh, 

lp, me, md, ml, mm, mn, mp, mr, ms, ms, mth, mdz, nk, nn, pc, pi, pp, ps, pth, tl, rb, rc, 
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rm, rs, rth, sy, sc, sl, sm, ss, ss, thr, gy and 7th and Table 2.6 consonants permitting 

clusters word finally l)g, IJS, lc, lb, me, md, mt, mdz, pc, pt, pn, rc, rb, rs, rs and m) more 

productively as compared to Meithei (Abbi and Mishra 1984) and very interesting and 

productive rules of geminates like bb, cc, kk, II, mm, nn, pp, ss and tt. Minimum syllabic 

structures of words (where majority of them) are monosyllabic whereas maximum 

structure of combination is tetrasyllabic. 

Similarly, in the beginning of the second part of this chapter, we have illustrated a 

general survey of graphology 'the writing systems' (scripts used for writing) in the 

neighbouring Kiranti and other languages, areas or state in general. Then, in the second 

half we discussed some historical aspects of the Je-ticha Bre:se used for writing the 

Kiranti-Koits language. Additionally, we have presented practical alphabets/letters from 

the Je-ticha Bre:se and the Devanagari script in a comparative perspective by evaluating 

their compatibility for its use in establishing the tradition of writing in the future. 

Chapter 3 mainly has focused on the description of three main morphological 

parts viz., nominal, verbal morphology and particles. The key morphological processes 

we have observed here include: inflection, derivation, reduplication and compounding. 

Nominals are those grammatical categories, which are marked for case suffixes but 

gender remain unmarked grammatically (see § 3.1.2.2). Person and number (See § 

3.1.2.3) need a special attention to be analyzed in Tibeto-Burman Kiranti languages. All 

Kiranti languages including Kiranti-Koits have dual marker, e.g. -sku (see (92) c in the 

language under description. Most of the nominals morphologically are derived (See (87) 

a and (88) a, reduplicated (See § 3.1.2.2) and compounded (see (90) bones. 

Like other Kiranti languages, Kiranti-Koits also has deictic category for all three 

levels such as high, level and low (see § 3.1.2.4.5.3). The verb 'come' is also of four 

types depending on the addressee's level of movement (See § 3.2.3 and Appendix B for 

Lexicon in use). Case markc.; !;!.;. -~~~: > m, -IJa 'by, with, at' (instrumental, locative, loco

genitive, agentive, ergative), la~c:~rc:/ 'from' (ablative), -kali > leal 'for, to' 

(dative/accusative, purposive), -nu 'with, and, TEMP' (comitative -nu) 'with', -gr:: 

'to/towards, you' (allative (elative/illative as in Finnish), and a~ -ke~ -l)ii 'of (genitive, 
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locative) have multiple semantic layers developed through grammaticalization. There are 

separate postposition lexemes besides the case markers' role as postposition (See § 

3.1.2.6). 

The Kiranti-Koits verb morphology is normally agglutinative and inflecting (See 

§ 3.2). Normally, it inflects for person, number (See § 3.2.6) and TAM (elsewhere). 

There is a high frequency of nominal and verbal compounding yielding nominals from 

verbs. Like many other Kiranti languages, Kiranti-Koits verb roots/stems are highly 

monosyllabic lg- 'go', tg- 'see/get', kha:- 'tear', IJil- 'weep' and so on. The language both 

in nominal and verbal morphology investigated here is a suffixing except for its negative 

suffix <m;J->. This negative suffix is pragmatically used for emphatic denial in an 

utterance too. Verbs undergo all morphological processes such as reduplication. 

compounding and inflection. 

The discourse particles described at the end part here (See § 3.9) tend to ha\ l 

more pragmatic force (i.e. attitude and emphasis in discourse) than morphological 

syntactic and semantic one. These particles, e.g. ko, kakii, co, da, sya, can, de:, l)ii, m: 

and -n rarely influence the morpho-syntactic constructions. Interestingly. most of tlll'Sl 

discourse particles occur at the phrase or sentence final position and are rarch 

reduplicated or compounded in them. They 'nuance' the lexical and emotional import ol 

clauses. 

Chapter 4 has concentrated on the description of the rudiments of Kiranti-Koit:-

syntax. The language as one of the Tibeto-Bunnan members shares very similar syntactic 

features of the sub-family (see also Ch 4 footnote 53). Its normal word order as in other 

T-B members in a sentence is SOY- subject, object, predicate, e.g. go ltamc: dzai-nu-1) (I 

rice eat) 'I eat rice'. We have illustrated NP, VP, ADJPH and ADVPH at its basic phrase 

structure level. At the NP level, Kiranti-Koits is a head final language such rimso mur ·a 

good person'. 

At the sentence level, we have divided the Kiranti-Koits sentences mainly in two 

major parts, viz., simple and complex. However, some minor types of sentences arc also 
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dealt in the last part of this description. In simple sentences, we have illustrated possible 

word order, interrogative, copula, ergativity, comparative/superlative and nominalized 

sentences (See § 4.3.1.1 ). Ergativity (See § 4.3.1.1.4 and cf. also Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5 examples 

( 1 09) c-d, ( 116) e) as morpho-syntactic process has been dealt in a considerable detail. 

Based on copious illustrations we came to a prima facie conclusion that Kiranti-Koits 

exhibits split ergative marking (cf. Ch 3 § 3.1.2.5.1 onwards) on the 3rd person noun or 

demonstrative pronoun for which DeLancey (1981) has termed as 'empathy hierarchy 

and aspectual split pattern'. 

Complex sentences in Kiranti-Koits like in other Kiranti languages according to 

Ebert (1994: 112), can be classified into two basic types of clause combining systems 

based on the degree of reduction, viz., (i) maximally reduced clauses: the verb is non

finite, i.e. it carries no finite tense or person markers; subjects are always deleted (even in 

case of non-identity, and (ii) minimally reduced or non-reduced clauses: the verb in the 

non-reduced clause in finite, i.e. it could stand in an independent sentence (see § 4.3.1.2). 

In such Kiranti-Koits clauses, the verb is marked for person and number or unlike K-Ath, 

Kiranti-Koits marks TAM as well. 

Such clauses based on reduction are divided into Non-finite and Finite clauses 

(See § 4.3.1.2.1 and § 4.3.1.2.2) further. Under Non-finite, there are infinitive, purposive 

converb, negative and participial clauses syntactically organized in the language. While 

Finite clause includes: nominalized, adnominal!relative, temporal, complement, sequence, 

adverbal!manner/ -pa, conditional, concessive, quote, reason/causal and correlative. Some 

other minor sentences (see § 4.3.2) also have been accounted to unfold the syntactic 

structures of Kiranti-Koits in particular and in a wider perspective of T -B syntax in 

general comparatively. 

In the last chapter (i.e. Ch 5), we have discussed the socio-linguistic aspects of 

Kiranti-Koits by analyzing respondents' response on a set of questionnaires based main!~' 

on socio-linguistic patterns stated in the beginning of this chapter and in Ch 1 § 1.9 as 

well. We have stated and discussed several factors responsible for language 

endangerment and language death in the case of Nepal. It is not, only the native speakers' 
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loyalty, linguistic identity and the availability of basic linguistic materials (See § 5.5.2) 

that really matters survival of any minority languages in a linguistic geography but also 

the State policies and legal provisions {See Tyagi (2003) for positive appraisal of legal 

provisions and Gupta and Abbi ( 1995) for a critical understanding of legal provisions and 

effects of the Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution) also are equally important for 

revival and survival of a particular Mother Tongue like Kiranti-Koits. CBS (2001) 

census report shows the language retention only by 27% (26, 611) among 95, 245 (0.42% 

of total population 2, 27, 36, 934) speakers among which 73% is language loss. Its 

implication is far deeper than we can imagine the hurrying death of the language. 

As a whole, the native speakers are positive and hopeful (but unfortunately thev 

are unable to respond 'Yes' for questions regarding linguistic rights asked by Phillipson 

et al (1995: 22) towards their Mother Tongue irrespective of being bilinguals or even 

multilingual or losing their Mother Tongue vitality. Nevertheless. what is hopeless 1s the 

planning commission's language policy (See § 5.1, Ch 1 § 1.6) and scarcit\ ot 

Constitutional and legal provisions for these minority and vanishing indigenous (also cl 

Ch 1 § 1.6) languages. 

This critical condition of Nepal is a matter of great concern for all national and 

international communities of linguists and other social scientists believing in open and 

democratic culture. These vanishing peoples' desire for emancipation viz., political. 

social, economic and linguistic stated within 71 points (See § 5.6) deserves a special 

mention and attention nationally and internationally to protect their linguistic human 

rights among others. 

****************** 



Appendix A 
Mythological interlinear texts 

1. Kiranti-Koits nu Ba?yung Ya?sits 

'Kiranti-Koits and Ba?yung Migration' 

1.1 BAi)mngke dikipurkhi Paiwa>Pwai>Pai nu Koitske dikipurkhi Khinchi Hang nasi. 
ba?YUIJ-ke dikipurkhi paiwa>pwai nu koits-ka dikipurkhi khintsi hfu) n;)si~n;)S 
B -GEN ancestor P>P and K-GEN ancestor K H AUX:2/3DU 

'The ancestor ofKoits and Ba?yung are Khinchi Hang and Paiwa respectively.' 

1.2 Khinchi nu Paiwa kA kikyeke tsatspikya nasi. 
khintsi nu paiwa ka kiky;)-ke ts;)tS(;))-piky;) 
K and P one grandfather-GEN grandchildren-PL 

'Khinchi and Paiwa are grandchildren ofthe same grandfather.' 

1.3 mekopikya AngAm hushke nams bA Jb(a). 

n;)St~n;)S 

AUX:2/3DU 

mako-piky;) an-ga-m hus-ke 
that-PL their:PRO-inside-LOC blood-GEN 

n;)ms ba?-b~bab 

relatives be:AUX-EXT:3SG 

'They have blood relationship among them.' 

1.4 mekopikim pr Ag-neslosits nAmsitsmer porong gimthepA bA Jsho bA 'lteme. 
mako-piki-m prag-naslosits namsits-mar poroiJso gimtha-pa ba?-so 
s/he-PL-AGT pre-historical time-LOC nomadic living-ADV stay-PR:PCPL 
ba?-tama~tem 

AUX-EXT:PST:3PL 
'They had been living a nomadic life in the pre-historical time.' 

1.5 mekopiki loli kangAn gephingA muru nami. 
mako-piki lo:li ka-IJa-n gaphi-IJa 
s/he-PL language:ADJ one-GEN-PAR group-GEN 

'They are members of the same linguistic community.' 

muru n;)-mt~n;)-m 
man AUX:3PL 

1.6 mekyengA Ki5its lo nu Ba ljlung lo kA lolingA ni 'lsi phetsngA lo khodeb nasi. 
makaya-IJa Koits lo: nu ba?yung lo: ka lo:-li-IJa ni?si phats-IJa lo: 
there-ABL K language and B language one language-LOC two part-GEN language 
khodab n;)-si~n;)-S 
ADJ:like AUX:2DU 
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'Similarly, Koits and Ba?yung are like two dialects of the same single language.' 

1.7 mekoAs datenga nePthAg'uthAka/i Mun(k)dum khisAmi tham tuipAiba. 
m€ko-as dat€-IJa n€?tha-g'iitha-k~li Munck)dum khisa-mi th~m 
s/he-DU between-GEN near-RED-PAT M legend-LOC true/clear 
tui-pa-ib~~ib 

know-do:CAUS:3SG 

'The legend ofMundum~Mukdum clarifies the kinship between them.' 

1.8 pormJsho gim thesimi Paiwa nu Khintsi TimridzonglA Paitip dzA.?IAse. 
poroiJso gim th€msi-mi Paiwa nu K\ntisi timridzoiJ-la P~itip dza?-ta-s€~s 
nomadic life span-ADV P and K T-ABL P arrive-PST-2DU 

'During the nomadic life span Paiwa and Khintsi arrived to Paitip from Timridzong 

1. 9 ondeb pashangAmin PaitiplA Dzaujila nu Dzaujila!A Khayarpas dzA PrAse. 
odcb p~-sa-IJa-min P~itip-la dz~ujila nu dz~ujila-la Kh~y~rpas dza?-ta-sc~s 
thus do-SIM-SEQ-then P-ABL D and 0-ABL K arrive-PST-2DU 

'In this way, then both of them arrived to Dzaujila from Paitip and to Khayarpas from 
Dzaujila.' 

1.10 mekengA Jammu-Kashmirm bAP!Ase. 

mck€-IJa Jammu-Kashmir-m ba?-ta-s€~ 

there-SRC:LOC J-K-LOC live-PST-2DU 

'From there, they lived in Jammu-Kashimir.' 

1.11 meker!Ai yo Tharmalung-Tharsilung, mekerlA Yarmalung dzAP!Ase. 

mch:r-Ia-i yo TharmalUIJ-TharsiluiJ mch:r-la YarmaluiJ dza?-ta-sc~s 
there-ABL-PAR also T-T there-SRC:ABL Y arrive-PST-20!! 

'Also from Jammu-Kashmir, they arrived to Tharmalung-Tharsilung, and from there 
to Y armalung.' 

1.12 ekokali Halkabung-Phalehungmi Phalekhrammi desib bA Pta. 
cko-bli h~lbbuiJ-ph~lchuiJmi ph~l€khramrni dc-:sib ba?-t~~t 
this-PAT/OAT H-P P say-PAS AUX:EXT-3SG 

'This (Y) was called Halkabung-Phalehungmi Phalekhrammi.' 
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1.13 eko r Agimi sogen nu masogenke ni lSi IAptso!lhAptso bA ?ta. 

c"ko ragi-mi sogcn nu m~sogcn-kc ni?si Hiptso ba?t~-t 

this country-LOC sin and virtue-GEN two door AUX:EXT-3SG 
'In this country, there were two doors of sin and virtue.' 

1.14 masogenke IAptso!lhAptsokali kubts 'ib kyorsshAdzArshA lA ro ?ne tsAbsib bA ?t. 
m:lsogcn-kc laptso-k~li kubts'ib kyors-sa-dazrs-sa la ro?-n£ tsab-sib 
virtue-GEN door-PAT:DATa!b cut-SIM-sacrifice-SIM only open-INF can-PAS 
ba?-t;r--t 
AUX:EXT-3SG 

'The door of virtue could be opened only by sacrificing animals or birds (alb).' 

1.15 Paiwa nu mekoke loab Dunglewa mithots dumshopatke meko IAptsokali dzArtsA 
mAiba de tuittAt. 

Paiwa nu mcko-k£ lo~b DUIJlcwa mithots dum-so-p~-tkc m£ko Hiptso-kdli dzarts-ca 
P and he-GEN brother D Tantric be-PCPL-do-NML that door-OAT sacrifice-INF 
malb~ de tuit-tat. 
must say:CONV know-PST:3SG 

'Paiwa and his brother Dunglewa knew that they should sacrifice something to the 
door because of being a Tantric.' 

1.16 minu ker kiriwari ts'ib kyorsshA-dzArsshA nel/e glumAts rimshopA IAptsolA langA 
gluteme. 
minu kcr kiriw~ri ts'ib kyors-sa-dzars-sa 
then black nightingale bird cut-SIM-RED-SIM 
rimso-pa laptso-la 
good-do:ADV door-ABL 

glfi-tcm£-tcm 
come out-PST:3PL 

nell£ 
all 

glumats 
family 

'Then by having sacrificied a black nightingale, all the family members came out of 
the door of virtue successfully.' 

1.17 kAlengA solum kAlekA lA ro ~Sib masogenngA IAptso Paiwa nu Dunglewake glumAts 
glumeken tso?sime bAPt. 

kalc-IJa solu-m kal£-ka la ro?-sib m~sogen-IJa laptso Paiwa nu 
once-GEN sacrifice-AGT once-one only open-PAS virtue-GEN door P and 
DuiJlcwa-kc glumats glu-mckc-n tso?-si-m£ ba?-t;r--t 
D-GEN family come.out: INF-PAR close-MV:3SG AUX:EXT-3SG 

'The only once opening door of virtue for one time's sacrifice was closed 
immediately when Dunglewa and his family members came out.' 

1.18 Khintsike glumAts itsAnole dumshomi lAptso tso ?sinegen !Apt so nePthA dzA Pte me. 
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Khintsi-kc glumats itsa-nolc dum-so-mi laptso tso?-si-n£-gm laptso nc?t11a 
K-GEN family a.little-after become-PR:PCPL-AGT door close-MV-NML-soon door near 
dza'l-tE-mE~m 

arrive-PST:3SG 
'Immediately after the closing of the door, Khintsi's family members arrived there.' 

1.19 Khintsi plApsalA dumnAdumnA Paiwakali hillo pAptu, 
pitsA shyan?" 

"e ... dAgyu! gopikya dopA 

K11intsi plaps;Jla dum-na-dum-n;J Paiwa-bli 
K helpless be-PROG-RED-PROG P-GEN 
dagyu! go-piky;J dopa pi-ca 
brother! 1-PL how come-INF 

sya?" 
PAR 

hillo-pap-tu, 
ask-do-PST:3SG 

'Khintsi asked Paiwa being helpless, "Hello brother! How shall we comeT' 

1.20 dAgyu Paiwami demehA ?l, "hu?A lo?A tsArtongo ekeng ghluti ". 
dagyu Paiwa-mi dc-:-mE-ba?-t, "bu?-a lo?-a 
elder.brother P-AGT say-INF-AUX:EXT-3SG bird-GEN animal-GEN 
tsar-to-IJo ch-IJ glu-ti" 
cut-SIM-TEMP here-PAR come.out-1 PST 

"e ... 
"hello 

'The elder brother Paiwa said, "I came out here by sacrificing birds and animals 

1.21 shyengltarnA Khintsim "lo ?bA tsartongo ekeng ghluti" fA nenA bA ?Ia. 

sycl]lt;Jrna K11 intsi-m "lo'lb-a tsar-t0-1)0 EkE-IJ g11lu-ti"' 
but K-AGT "younger.brother-GEN cut-SIM-TEMP here-PAR came.out-PSI 
Ia nE-na ba?-t;J~t 

only hear-NML:3SG AUX:EXT-3SG 

'But Khintsi heard, "lo?ba tsartongo ekeng g11luti" (I came out here having sacrific1cd 
my younger brother) only.' 

1.22 minu melwke pAnmi yo Am loabke solu geshA langgA glume bA .a. 
minu mcko-h pa-mi yo am lo;Jb-h solu gc-sa 
then s/he-GEN turn-LOC also own younger.brother-GEN sacrifice give-SIM 
};JIJga glu-mE ba?-t~t 

outside come.out AUX:EXT-3SG 

'Then in his turn, he a;;,u ce:u11e out having sacrificied his own younger brother.' 

1.23/anggA glumenu da memi dAgyu Paiwake loab Dunglewa kAthkan tAbtu. 
langga glu-m£-nu dJ m£-ml dagyu Paiwa-kc lo;Jb OWJIEwa 
outside come.out-NPST-TEMP PAR he-AGT e/b P-GEN y/b 0 
kath-ka-n ta-btu 
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together-one-PAR see-PST: 3SG 

'While coming out, he saw Paiwa's (e/b 'elder brother') brother (y/b 'younger 
brother') Dunglewa together.' 

1.24 mekyengA me gAishngAmin ubnaubna hillo pAaptu, "marne e ... dAgyu! inke da 
loab selan bAJt shyAn? Ankali mArde kyorsshA-dzArs-shA piu densho?" 
mckyc-IJa me gais-IJa-min ubn~ubn~ hillo-pa-ptu, "m~mc £ ... dagyu! 
there-ABL s/he anger-SEQ-then mutter ask-do-PST:3SG INTJ hey ... e/b 
in-k£ d~ lo;:)b sd~-n ba?-t;:rt sya? 

your-GEN PAR y/b along.with-PAR AUX:EXT-3SG INTJ:PAR 
a-k;:)li m~rde kyors-sa-dzars-sa pm-o dc-:-so?" 
1-DAT why cut-SIM-RED-SIM come-IMP say-PR:PCPL 

'Then furiously asked, "Hey elder brother (elb)! You have your younger brother (ylb) 
with you. Why did you ask my younger brother to sacrifice?' 

1.25 Paiwami yo tsu:tsupanpan denta, "hatteri! gom genA loab kyorsshAdzArsshA piu 
densho nangA ngA? Is 'ibrub kyorsshA-dzArsshA piu kakA densho nang shyan ". 
Paiwa-mi yo tsu:tsu-p~-na-p~-n dc-:-t;:rt, h~tteri! go-m gwa lo~b 
P-AGT also regret-do-PROG-RED-PROG say-PST:3SG INTJ I-ERG when y/b 
kyors-sa-dzars-sa pm-o dc-:-so miJa~n~IJ 

cut. SIM -RED-SIM come-IMP say-PR:PCPL AUX: 1 SG 
IJa? ts'ibrub kyors-sa-dzars-sa pm-o bka d£-:-so 
Q:PAR bird/animal cut.CONV-RED-SIM come-IMP PAR say-PCPL 
n;)IJ sya 
AUX:lSG PAR 

'Paiwa also expressed regretting, "When did I tell you to come having sacrificed your 
younger brother (y/b )? I told you to come having sacrificed a bird or an animal.' 

1.26 mul Khintsi nu PaiwaAs gAmthu madumtek goisAu. 
mul Khintsi nu Paiwa-as gamthii m~-dum-tck 
now K and P-DU inner.feeling NEG-become-NML 

'Now, the family ties between Khinchi and Paiwa was in trouble.' 

goi-sau 
know-PAS 

1.27 sisisho thun pashA ga:tikem me ni.?.si Sinduli nu Udayapurnga sirwA mer Kamala 
likh jadittAse. 
sisiso thii p~-sa ga:tik£-m m£? ni?si Sinduli nu Ud~y~pur sirwa-m£r 
cold:ADJ heart do-SIM journey-LOC he two S and U boarder-to:DIR 
K~m~la likh dzddi-t-tasg~tas 
K rivulet arrive-PST-3DU 
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'Both of them in their journey arrived to the boarder of the Kamala rivulet cold
heartedly.' 

.28 meke!Ai yo mekopikya hamaihAm udingge !Amteme. 
mt:k£-la-i yo mt:ko-pikyd hiimd-i-hiim uding-gt: lam-tt:mt:~tsm 
there-ABL-PAR also s/he-PL bank-PAR-bank north-POSTP go-PST:3PL 
'From there too they went towards the north through the bank.' 

1.29 deNsdesimin Tawa likh dzA a. 
ds-:s-ds-:-si-mi-n 
say-RED-NML-LOC-PAR 

Tawa likh dza?-td~t 
T rivulet come-PST:3SG 

'Quarreling in the same manner, they arrived at Tawa rivulet.· 

1.30 TawakelanpA Sinduli nu Udayapur sirwAm bA ?b Kalwru likhmi dzaditlase. 
Tawa-k£-Hi-pa Sinduli nu Uddydpur sirwa-m ba?-b Kdbru likh -mi 
T-GEN-path-ADV S and U boarder-LOC live-NML:3SG K rivulet-LOC 
dzddit-tiist:~tiis 

reach-PST:3DU 

'They reached to the Kakaru rivulet via the way ofTawa located on the boarder ol 
Sinduli and Udayapur.' 

1.31 Kalwru sho?shA Ngakuma (N Sunkosi) gluteme. 
Kdbru so?-sa IJiikuma (N Sunkosi) glu-tems~tsm 

K cross-SlM N appear-PST:3PL 

'Having crossed Kakaru, they appeared in the Ngakuma (N Sunkosi). 

1.32 gyosho gA ?sim dAsho sendAm Paiwaim denta, 
sho ?shA themruge lai ". 
gyoso ga'lsi-m daso ss-:da-m 
ADJ:long walk-LOC ADJ:tired sound-LOC 
so?-sa tht:mru-g£ ld-yi". 
cross-SIM hili-POSTP go-3INCL 

"lo mul Ngakuma (N Sunkosi) 

Paiwai-m ds-:-td, "lo mul l)iikuma 
P-AGT say-PST:3SG, "let now N 

'After a long journey Paiwa said in a tired voice, "Now let us cross the Ngakuma (N 
Sunkosi) and go towards the hill.' 

1.33 Khintsim mulngAmere dAgyuke lo: madzAib dumta. 
Khintsi-m mul-IJii-mt:r£ dagyu-ks lo: md-dzii-i-b 
K-AGT now-POSS-from elder.brother-GEN language NEG-eat-NPST:3SG-NML 
dum-t~t 

become-PST:3SG 
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'From now on Khinchi became disobedient to his elder brother's advice.' 

1.34 Paiwa nu mekoke glumAts Dudkosi nu Ngakuma lipu ne?thAngA TokselgAtlA so?.:!Am. 

Paiwa nu mekoke glumats Dudkosi nu IJakuma lipu ne?tha-IJa Tokselgat-la 
P and s/he-GEN family D and N estuary near-LOC:POSS T-ABL 
so?-same~sam 

cross-PST:3PL 

'Paiwa and his family members crossed Tokselgat near the Dudkosi river and 
Ngakuma estuary.' 

1.35 meko mum p'Asher ?wAkya wA?.:iho palA khu:shA likh so?.sitsA mAlba bA?t shyan. 
meko mu-m p'aser ?waky;}-m wa?-so p;}la kh'u:-sa likh 
that time-LOC dense jungle-LOC grow-PCPL bamboo pull.down-SIM rivulet 
so?-si-ca malb;} ba?-t sya 
cross-MV-INF musUis.necessary AUX:EXT-PST PAR 

'The rivulet should be crossed having pulled down the bamboos since there was a 
dense jungle that time.' 

1.36 gAt so?.:iha Paiwa Molong likhke punge lanpA Ketuke mer/A Moblo dzadissAu. 
gat so?-sa Paiwa Molong likh-ke pii-ge la-pa Ketuke mer-la 
gat cross-SIM P M rivulet bank-POSTP way-ADV K there:LOC-ABL 
Moblo (N Andheri) dzadis-sau 
M reach:3SG-PAS 

'Having crossed the gat Paiwa reached to Moblo (N Andheri) via the bank of 
Molong rivulet from Ketuke.' 

1.37 me7meken ?wAkya kyorssA khinru selpA bA?t. 
me? meke-n ?waky;} kyors-sa khrru 
s/he there-PAR jungle deforest-SIM house.farm 
ba?-t~t 

be/live-PST:3SG 

'He settled there having deforested the jungle.' 

sel-pa 
make-do:SIM 

1.38 Paiwa moil ungku ekore dzAshom eko rAgike ne Am lo:m Payaru (Pai+A+ru) dAine
dumta. 
Paiwa moit Ul)ku eke-kE dza-so-m e"ko ragi-ke ne 
P first/before time here-PAR come-PCPL-AGT this country-GEN name 
am lo:-m Payaru (Pai+a+ru) daine-dum-t~t 
own language-LOC P okay-become-PST:3SG 
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'The loconym (or toponym 'name of the place') remained Payaru in his mother 
tongue when Paiwa came here for the first time.' 

1.39 Khintsitsan Ngakumake per A gadgepA mulngA Okhaldhunga nu Ramechhappa 
Likhu nu Khimtige kainsAu. 
Khintsi-ts;}n IJakuma-h psra gad-h-pa mul-IJa Okh;}ldhunga nu Ramschhap-pa 
K-PAR N-GEN right bank-GEN- SIM today-GEN 0 and R-SIM 
Likhu1 nu Khimti-gs kai-sau 
L!rivulet and K-POSTP follow route-PAS 

'Khintsijourneyed from the right bank of the Ngakuma (N Sunkosi) towards Likhu 
and Khimti via today's Okhaldhunga and Ramechhap.' 

1.40 meko mumi Ramechhap nu Sindulikali Okhaldhungamin boinsisho bA ?ta. 
m0ko mu-mi Ramcchhap nu Sinduli-bli Okh;}ldhunga-mi-n boi-si-so 
that time R and S-PAT 0-LOC-PAR annex-MV-PR:PCI'I 
ba?-t;}~t 

AUX:EXT-3SG 

·At that time Ramechhap and Sindhuli were annexed to Okhaldhunga.' 

1.41 Khintsim nellekengA moiti khinru shyelsho rAgyakali mulAt-sinat Khitsi > Khij i 
densib. 
Khintsi-m ndlc-h-l)a moiti khi-ru sycl-so ragy;}-bli mulat
K-AGT all-GEN-LOC first house-land make-PR:PCPL country-PAT today-
sin~it K~tsi>Khiji ds-:-si-b;}~b 
yesterday K>Khiji say-MV-AUX:EXT-3SG 

'The country Khintsi for the first time setteled is known as Khitsi>Khiji2 

nowadays.' 

1.42 shyengltarnA 'Khiji' durdA Khitsi rthf+tsi)la blimsishA dumsisho me. 
sy£1)/tJma 'Khiji' durda K~tsi (K t+tsi)-la blim-si-sa dum-si-so 
but K word K-ABL change-MV-SIM become-MV-PR:PCPL 
me' 
AUX:is 

'But the word 'Khiji' is developed through the change from Khitsi. 

1 The word Likhu >Likh (means 'Rjver/rivulet' in Kiranti-Koits) is of Tibeto-Bunnan origin (cf. Malia 
1981: 12) and at present is Nepali tied (i.e. lndo-Aryanized or lndicized) a<> a hydronym and the speakers 
tend to speak Likhu Khola (N K'ola) means 'Rivulet Rivulet' twice. 

2 The loconym Khiji is a Nepalified one; whereas K"itsi (Kiranti-Koits) is an indeginous vocabulary 
meaning 'on the side of the house.' 
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1.43 Payaru khodeb KhitsingA Am lo:like neslonamsi dumser bA ?ba. 
Payaru k\'5d£b K'7tsi-IJi'i fun lo:li-k£ ncslonfunsi dums£r ba?-b~ 
P like K-GEN own language:ADJ-GEN historical importance AUX:EXT-3SG 

'Like Payaru Khitsi has its own historical importance.' 

1.44 Khintsi nu mekoA tsasimasi Ngakuma mamenan Sunkosi gadge lasho mere 
Sunuwar>Sunwar maisisho nami. 
Khintsi nu mcko-a ts~sim:}si IJakuma m:)m£n:)n Sunkosi g:}d-g£ }:}-SO mEr£ 
K and s/he-GEN family N or;ifnot so S bank-POSTP go-PR:PCPL after 
Sunuwi'ir>Sunwar m:}i-si-so ndmi-ndm 
S>Sunwar name/call-MV-PR:PCPL AUX:3PL 

'Khintsi and his family are named Sunuwar>Sunwar after going towards the bank of 
the Ngakuma or Sunkosi (N).' 

1.45 Paiwa nu Dunglewa Moblo kimge bA ?shonganaiyo eko kimgeke gyu nu hubsi khane 
matsApthu loab Dunglewa dimru toissad. 
Paiwa nu DUI]lEwa Moblo kim-g£ ba?-so-IJ:)n~iyo cK.o 
P and D M region-POSTP live-PR:PCPL-although this 
kim-gc-kc gyu-dzu nu hubsi kh:)-n£ ffi:}-cap-thu lo~b dUI]l~>wa dimru 
region-POSTP-GEN cold and moist resist-INF NEG-can-CONY y/b D Terai 
tois-sdd 
get.down-PST:3SG 

'Although Paiwa and Dunglewa lived in the Moblo (N Anderi-Narayansthan) 
region, the younger brother Dungelwa migrated to the Terai because ofunresistable 
chill and moisture.' 

1.46 nganaiyo me:mi meken khinru khloptAu. 
IJan~iyo mE:-mi mtkc-n k.,.-ru 
however s/he-AGT there-PAR house-land 

'However, he (Paiwa) settled there (at Moblo).' 

khlop-tau 
settle-PST:3SG 

1.4 7 nole lashA tholongngA kimmi khinrupA bA ?b Dunglewapikya Danwar densisAm. 
nol£ 1:}-sa tholoiJga kim-mi k'7-ru-pa ba?-b DuiJlcwa-piky~ 
after go-SIM inner Terai region-LOC house-land live:NML D-PL 
Ddnwar d£-:-si-sam 
D say/call-MV-lPL 
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'The Dunglewas became Danwar3 after many years settling in the Dun/Inner Terai 
region.' 

1.48 mulaiyo mekopikya Anke mulkem Ba?yungpikyanu gArba. 
mul-;:}iyo m~>ko-pikyd an-kc mulkcm ba?yuiJ-piky;:}-nu gar-bd~b 
now-still.also s/he-PL their-GEN culture B-PL-ASSO resemble-AUX:EXT:3SG 

'Till today their (Dunglewas') culture resembles to the Ba?yungs.' 

1 .49 Paiwake tsan tau-tsatspikim Samriwa, Nayanggo, Waripsawa, Timriwa, Dhimriwa, 
Dhayanggo nu Khaluwa nambA It. 
Paiwakc ts;:}ni t;)u-tsdts-piki-m Samriwa, NaydiJgo, Waripsdwa, Timriwa, Dhimriwa, 
P-GEN seven son-grandson-PL-LOC S N W T D 
DhaydiJgo nu Khaluwa n;:}m(i) ba?-t~t 
0 and K AUX:PL AUX:EXT-3PL 

'The seven sons of Paiwa were Samriwa, Nayanggo, Waripsawa. Timriwa. 
Dhimriwa, Dhyanggo and Khaluwa.' 

1.50 mepikiyo gyu khane matsApthu Rumjatar yAsisha bA ?tern. 
m~>-piki-yo gyu!dzu kh;)-n£ m;)-cap-thu Rumj;)fu ya-si-sa 
s/he-PL-also cold resist-INF NEG-can-CONY R move-MV-SIM 
ba?-tsms~t£m 

be/live- PST:3PL 

'They also could not resist the coldness and lived having moved to Rumjatar.' 

1.51 Rumjatarm khinru selshA bA ?bpikim mu gleshA lamenu dzAtsA mAlsim shyet.'i 'ih 
panpan e:ronttha hirtstsA gomtem. 
Rumdzdtar-m k'1-ru ssl-sa ba?-b-piki-m mu dil-sa 
R-LOC house-land make-SIM bellive-NML-PL-AGT time pass-SIM 
};:}-ffi£-nu dz;:}-Ca mal-si-m sys-ts'ib p;:}-n-p;:}-n 
go-NPST-TEMP eat-INF search-NML-LOC meaVbird do-PROG-RED-PROG 
s:r-5tthd hirts-ca gom-tsms~tsm 
thither and hither roam-INF start-PST:3PL 

'Those who dwelled in Rumjatar started roaming hither and thither hunting in 
search of food when time passed on.' 

1.52 kAbnAt shyetsib panpan lashonu Tsisankhu (Kuibir, Serna, Diyale nu Pokharenga 
sirwa) dzAdimmAbA ft. 

3 The Danwar(s) today do not speak the Kiranti-Ba?yung/Bahing language, one of the laguages affiliated to 

the Tibeto-Burrnan family but speak one of the Indo-Aryan languages known as Danuwar. 
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kab-niit 
one/once-day 
Diyale nu 

sye-tsib pg-n-pg-n lg-so-nu Tsisgnkhu (Kuibir, Serna, 
meat-bird do-PROG-RED-PROG go-PR:PCPL-TEMP Ts (K, S, 
Pokhgre-IJa sirwa) dzg-dimma-ba?-tg-t 

D and P-GEN border) reach-PST:3PL-AUX:EXT-3PL 

'Once upon a time, they reached to Tsisankhu (boarder ofKuibir, Serna, Diyale and 
Pokhare) while hunting.' 

1.53 mekei wek yo shasthem bAm kon denshA khAding pAmebA ?1. 

ffieke-i Wck yo sgsthem ba-m ko de--Sa khadil] pa-m£ 
there-PAR other also living.place AUX:is PAR say-SIM doubt do-AUX:3PL 
-ba?-tg-t 
AUX:EXT-3SG 

'They suspected whether there were other settlements too.' 

1.54 mAlnAmAlna lashonu thamthamA bumker thinsAu. 
-l - -1 I v th h - bumk thi -rna -na-ma -ng g-so-nu gm-t gma er -sau 

search-PROG-RED-PROG go-PR:PCPL-TEMP true-RED tunnel find-PAS 

'While searching a tunnel was found in a true sense.' 

1.55 melpikim nepAinsi gemtem, "gepikya telA dz?Aso nani? langgA glungen ". 
m£?-piki-m ncpaisi g£-mtem, "ge-pikyg te-la dza?-so 
s/he-PL-AGT order give-PST:3PL you-PL where-ABL come-PR:PCPL 
n;::,-ni? l;::,I]ga glu-IJen" 
AUX:3PL outside appear-NPST:3PL 

'They ordered, "Where did you come from? Come out". 

1.56 shyengltarnA bumkergAbA ?likepikyake h 'intsAm giwat dzAmt. 
syeng/tgrna bumker-ga-ba?-tik£-pikyg-ke h itsa-m giw;::,t dzam-tg-t 
but tunnel-inside-live-NML-PL-GEN fear-INST soul lose-PST:3SG 

'But they (who lived inside the tunnel) lost their consciousness because of fear.' 

1.57 Paiwa A taupikim, "ekopikya thamAn in ribbits dumtsA mAlb" deNshA mimsithuN 
pAmtem. 
Paiwa-a tgu-piki-m, "eko-piky~ thgma-n I 
P-GEN son-PL-AGT this-PL true-PAR our 
de--sa mimsithil pam-temE-tem 
say-SIM guess do-PST:3PL 

ribbits/kyaki dum-ca malb" 
enemy be-INF must 

'Paiwa's sons guessed having said, "Certailny they must be our enemy.' 
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1.58 minu bumkergAmi omokolso blemshyi ne/SA m'i muitte(lhA)me bA?l. 
minu bumkcr-ga-mi omo-kolSo bh>msyi m::?-sa m'i mui-ttE(tha)m£ 
then tunnel-inside-LOC MOD-big log insert-SIM fire blow-PST:3PL 
ba?-t~t 

AUX:EXT-3SG 

'Then they blew up the fire having inserted a big log inside the tunnel.' 

1.59 ga?ngA nelle murpiki pulu dummAt. 
ga?-IJa nEll£ muru-piki pulu 
inside-LOC:POSS all man-PL ash 

dum-mat~-t 

become-PST:3 PL 
'All the people inside turned into ashes.' 

1.60 mekonole mekopiki gersili panpan khi lemma bA ?1. 

m£ko-nol£ mEko-piki g£rsili p~-n-p~-n khl lE-mma-
that-after s/he-PL happiness do-PROG-RED-PROG house retum-PST:3PL 
ba?-t;:}-t 
AUX:EXT-3SG 

'After that they returned home being happy.' 

1.61 phapindo dumnegen bumkergAm sAissisho m 'ismur nu AlhleptspikyaAnke wainsh 
appho nu ngAwa-loab ?wAkyalA mekye kyAdalumi dzAtem. 
ph~pindo dum-nE-gE-n bumkcr-ga-m sais-si-so 
accident be-NML-in.no.time-PAR tunnel-inside-LOC kill-MV-PR:PCPL 
m'isy£mur nu alblEpts-piky~-an-kE wals, appho nu ngaw~-lo~h 
woman and child-PL-their-GEN husband father and e/b-ylb 
?wiiky~-la mEkyd kyaddlu-mi dzii-tEm£-tEm 
jungle-ABL there spot-LOC arrive-PST:3PL 

'Immediately after the accident occurred, husbands and brothers (e/b, y/b) of the 
tunnel victims arrived on the spot.' 

1.62 mekopiki yo umtsA!dzatekdzat mAltekem glu:sho bA Ptem. 
mEko-piki yo um-cii/dz;:)-tEk-dz~-t mal-tEkc-m glu:-So 
s/he-PL also feed-JNF/eat-NML-eat-NML search-NML-DAT exit-PR:PCPL 
ba?-t£mE-tEm 
AUX:EXT-3PL 

'They also had been out for searching the food.' 

1.63 am shasthem nu Ammurpikya pulum phAinsisho tashA oktoto dumtem. 
am s~sthEm nu am-mur-pikyd pulu-m phai-si-so t;:}-Sa 
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own living.place and own-man-PL ash-LOC change-MV-PR:PCPL see-SIM 
oktoto dum-tcmc~ffim 
dumbstruck become-PST:3PL 

'They were dumbfounded having seen their living place and relatives turned into 
ashes.' 

1.64 eNko beb Kiriintipikya Handi nam bAteme denshA thamA dApsib. 
cK.o bc-b(~) Kiriinti-piky;} Handi n;}m ba-ffimc dm-sa th;}ma 
this die-3SG K-PL H AUX:3PL be/sit-PST:3PL say-SIM true/belief 
dap-sib 
believe-PAS 

'It is belived that those dying Kirantis were Handis.' 

1.65 minu Handi Khamtsake tsasimasipikya mulai yo bAnim densib. 
minu Handi Khamtsa-kc ts;}sim;}si-piky;} mul;}i yo ba-nim dc-:-sib 
then H K-GEN generation-PL now:still also be/sit-3PLsay- PAS 

'It is said that Handi Khamtsa's generations still exist then.' 

1.66 shisp!Apam b 'isho Handipikim shisp!Apke thamAlo tuitstsAkali Ponibo wAittem. 
sisplap~-m b 'i-so Handi-piki-m sisplap;}-h th;}malo tuits-ca-bli 
ruin-LOC full-PR:PCPL H-PL-AGT ruin-GEN truth/fact find out-INF-PAT 

Poibo wai-tl€m€~t€m 

shaman keep-PST:3PL 

'The ruined Han dis consulted a shaman to find out the cause of devastation.' 

1.67 Ponibom meko sAissishoke gAlo: tuinsemere ribbits/kyaki s 'imtsAkali thulimtoktso 
papAittem. 
Poibo-m mcko sais-si-so-h galo: tui-s€-mcrc ribbits/kyaki 
shaman-AGT that kill-MV-PR:PCPL secrecy find out-PR-after enemy 
s'im-ca-k~li thulimtok-tso p;}-pait-tcm 
destroy-INF -PAT exorcise-INF do/order-CAUS:PST -3 PL 

'When they found out the secrecy of their desrtruction, they permitted the shaman 
to exorcise those enemies for destroying them.' 

1.68 Ponibomi yo dokhepikim ploinshA lasho dim!Abonge nu wApiki dasithamAlolA pA 
thulimtokyopaptu. 
Poibo-mi yo dokhc-piki-m ploi-sa 1;}-so dimlabogc nu 
shaman-AGT also guilty-PL-AGT leave-SIM go-SIMfootprint and 
wa-piki d;}sith~malo-la pa thulimtokyopa-ptu 
cloth-PL evidence-ABL do:CONV exorcise-do-PST:3SG 
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'The shaman also exorcised those guilty on the evidence of their footprint and 
clothes they left.' 

1.69 phunbike milu nu liphe guyum kursshA shyilpanpan lessho Paiwake taupiki 
TsarkhungA therthere phullum susansam shyilpamtem. 
phubi-kf: milu nu liphE guyu-m kurs-sa syiJ-pg-n-pg-n 
yak-GEN tail and stick hand-LOC carry-SIM dance-do-PROG-RED-PROG 
IEs-so tail Paiwa-kE tgu-piki Tsarkhu-nga thErthcrE p11 ullu-m 
return-PR:PCPL tail P-GEN son-PL Ts-LOC:POSS adj.ts~piEti stonc-LOC 
SUS;:)-n-sgm syilpa-mtEmE~tEm 

much-PAR-till dance-do:CONV-PST:3PL 
'The dancing sons of Paiwa returned with yak's tail and stick in their hanJs: danced 
for a long hours on the Chapleti stone at Charkhu.' 

1.70 ngAwa Waripsawam shyilpasho kyAdalumin phunbitsAnlbuli nu liphe 
plonishopatikem meko mAltsAkali ni ?si loab lessAbA a. 
ngaw;:l Warips;:lwa-m syil-p;:l-SO kyadglu-mi-n 
e/b W-AGT dance-do-PR:PCPL spot-LOC-PAR 
liphE ploi-so-pg-tikE-m mEko mal-ca-bli ni?si 

small.stick leave-PR:PCPL-do-NML-AGT that search-INF-PAT two 
IEs-sa-ba?-tg~t 

return-DU:PST-AUX:EXT-3SG 

h-b' . p U JtSLl ~1li 

yak· s tai' cllll~ 

lo;:1h 

ylb 

'The two younger brothers (y/b) went back to the dancing spot in order to find 11ut 

the yak's tail and the stick because the elder brother (e/b) Waripsawa had left 
them there.' 

1.71 mekopikim ploinsho buli nu liphe da ?wAkyaponibom kaka !ada bA ~-
mEko-piki-m plol-so buli nu lip\ d;;, ?wakygpoiho-m 
s/he-PL-AGT leave-PR:PCPL yak's tail and smaJI.stick PAR jungle.shaman-AG 1 

bka 1~-da-ba?-t~t 

PAR take.away-PST -AUX:EXT-3SG 

'The ?wakyapoibo (N Banjhankri 'jungle-shaman or a surpernatural creature') had 
taken away their yak's tail and stick which they had left over there.' 

1. 72 ?wakyaponimi horsho sendAm, ''pion Waripsawa! pion Timriwa!" kumsho pan pan 
s hyilpatsA gotr. ~ .'::. ~ :~. 
?wakygpoibo-mi horso SE-da-m, "pi-o-n Waripsgwa! pi-o-n Timriwa~'· 
jungle.shaman-AGT trouble:ADJ sound-LOC "come-3IMP-PAR W come-3IMP-PAR T 
kumso-pg-n-pg-n syil-pg-ca go-wa-ba?-t~t 

song-do-PROG-RED-PROG dance-do-INF start-AUX:EXT-3SG 
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'The supernatural creature in his troubled voice started dancing by singing, "Come 
Waripsawa! Come Dhimriwa!' 

1.73 Waripsawa ngAwa loabaio ?wAkyaponibnun basharisaissha shyilpatsA go?omebA?t. 
Wanps::~wa IJaw::~ lo::~b::~-i-yo ?waky::~poibo-nu-n b::~sari-sais-sa 

W e/b y/b-PAR-also jungle.shaman-ASSO-PAR pleasing-kill-SJM 
syil-p::~-ca go?-mf:-ba?-td----t 
dance-do-INF start-PST-AUX:-3SG 

'The Waripsawa brothers also started dancing pleasingly with the supernatural 
creature.' 

1.74 mekopikya kengA ?wAkyapoibo sotits dumshom mekopikya Ankali buli nu liphe 
usurupA gui blane matsabem. 
mf:ko-piky::~ kf:-IJa ?waky::~poibo sotits dum-so-m mf:ko-piky::~ 

s/he-PL among-GEN jungle.shaman powerful become-PR:PCPL -AGT s/he-PL 
an-bli buli nu liphE usuru-pa gui bl::~-n~:: m::~-ts::~-b~::m~::~b~::m 
their-PAT yak's tail and stick easy-do:CONV hand take-NML NEG-can-PST:3PL 

'They were unable to take back the yak's tail and stick easily because the 
supernatural creature was more powerful among them.' 

1.75 shyilpatik taNpanpan wAittem. If 

syil-p::~-tik ta p::~-n-p::~-n wait-tEmf:~tf:m 

dance-do-NML tum/sequence do-PROG-RED-PROG keep-PST:3PL 

'They kept on dancing in tum.' 

1.76 ?wAkyaponibom shyilpanpan e:ronttha lessho tAIAm sumsha buli nu liphe gui blashA 
plonitAs. 
?waky::~-poibo-m syil-p::~-n-p::~-n ~:::rotth::~ l~::s-so talam 
jungle-saman-AGT dance-do-PROG-RED-PROG hither.thither tum-PR:PCPL chance 
sum-sa buli nu lip\ gui bl::~-sa ploi-tas£~tas 
cover-SIM yak's tail and stick hand take-SIM leave-PST: 2DU 

'They were anyhow able to take back the yak's tail and stick while the supernatural 
creature went on dancing hither and thither.' 

1.77 ?wAkynflnnihnrn am guilA buli nu liphe plonisisho tsunggummi"thaiyA tsipAyu" 
denshA tsile pAptu. 
?waky::~p5ibo-m am gui-la buli nu liphf: ploi-si-so tsuiJgum-mi 
jungle.shaman-AGT own hand-ABL yak's tail and stick leave-MY- PR:PCPL fury-AGT 
"th::~iya tsipayu" d~::-:-sa tsil~:: pa-ptu 
"th::~iya tsipayu" say-SIM curse do-PST: 1 sa 
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'The supernatural creature cursed saying, "t11::>iya tsipayu" (cursing expression; "Fie 
on you") while loosing the yak's tail and stick from his own hand.' 

1. 78 glumsho Am patikdzat guim blashA Waripsawa ngAwa-loab gerssha khin lettAse. 
glum-so am p::>tikdz::>t gui-m bl::>-sa Waripsawa I)iiW::>-lo::>b 
lose-PR:PCPL own material hand-LOC get-SIM W e/y brother 
gsrs-sa k'1 lst -tass~tas 
happy-SIM house return- PST: 2DU 

'Both Waripsawa brothers returned home being happy while getting their lost 
materials (Liphhe and Buli). 

1.79 khin dzA 7tsA tsishonu khin morho)iti wAshrelu nu ne7thA-gu:thA ?wA!hwA !A !lAse. 
k11I dza'l-ca tsi-so-nu khi mo(ho)iti wasn:lu nu 
house arrive-INF dare-PR:PCPL-TEMP house in.front rainbow and 
nc?tha-gu:tha ?wil!bwa ta?-tas~tas 

near-RED fowl see-PST:2DU 

'They saw rainbow and fowl in front of the house at the time of reaching thcu 
house.' 

1.80 gAisshAmin mu(lsu)rsishA "suke bAIAm tsiptso" denaden khertemebA II. 
gais-sa-mi-n mu(tsu)r-si-sa "su-kc balam tsiptsP 
angery-SIM-AGT -PAR anger-MY -SIM "who-GEN 

. . 
cursmg.express10n 

dE-na-dE-n k11Er-tsmE-ba?-t~t 
say-PROG-say-PAR chase-PST:3PL-AUX:EXT-3SG 

'They chased away them angrily saying and cursing, "Suke balam tsiptso " 

1.81 thisshosam halmA robnArom tsoshAiyo dzAJme bA?l. 
this-so-s::>m b::>lma rob-na-rom 
find-PR:PCPL-till quantity pluck-PROG-RED 
dza?-ms ba?-t;r.-t 
eat-PST:3PL AUX:EXT-3SG 

tso-sa-i-yo 
burn-SIM-PAR-also 

'They ate also having plucked and burning those fowls whatever its number they 
could find. 

1.82 klelts loah Khaluwa nu mekoke glumAts lA?shA nelle ngAwa-loabpikya pho-phopho 
kAidamebA ?t. 

kldts lo::>b K 11aluwa nu 
youngest brother K and 
p11op11o kai-d::>ms-ba?-t~t 

m~::ko-k€ glurnats Iii :?Sa nEllE IJaW;}-lo::>b-piky::> 
s/he-GEN family except(fig.) all e/b-y/b-PL 
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INTS die-PST:PL-AUX:EXT-3SG 

'Except the youngest brother and his family, all other elder and younger brothers 
passed away.' 

1.83 mArdengana meko wAsrelu nu ?wAJbwA Handi Khamtsake ponibom thulimtoktso 

pasha ?wA/shil bAa. 
mardsiJ::m~ meko wasrslu nu ?w3/bwa Handi Khamtsa-kE poibo-m 
because that rainbow and fowl H K-GEN shaman-AGT 
thulimtoktso-p~-so ?waiSil ba?-~t 
exorcize-do-PR:PCPL ghost/spirit AUX:EXT-3SG 

'It was because the rainbow and fowl were the exorcised ghost/spirits by Handi 
Khamcha's shaman.' 

1.84 ?wAkyaponiboke tsileiyo mekopikyanka/i bAa. 
?waky~poibo-ks tsils-i-yo msko-piki-an-bli 
'jungle-shaman-GEN curse-PAR-also s/he-PL-they-PAT 

'They had curse of the supernatural creature also upon them.' 

1.85 Khaluwa kaitsikA dumt. 
Khaluwa bitsika dum-t~t 
'K alone become-PST:3SG 

'Khaluwa became alone.' 

ba?-t~~t 

AUX:EXT-3SG 

1.86 kaitsikA Khaluwa Amke mishye Lungtsyarminu Rumjatarla Moblo yAsAu. 
k~itsika Khaluwa am-ks m'isys Lungtsyarmi-nu Rumj~ta.r-la Moblo ya-sau 
alone K own-GEN L (wife)-ASSO R-ABL M move-PAS:3SG 

'The lonely Khaluwa moved to Moblo from Rumjatar with his wife Lungtsyarmi.' 

1.87 maraithotse note lashA Khaluwam Rumjatarm m 'i blasho tAptu. 
m~r~i-thotss-no1s 1~-sa Khaluwa-m Rumj~ta.r-m m 'i bl~-so tap-tu 
some-year-after go-SIM K-AGT R-LOC fire bum-PR:PCPL see-PST:3SG 

'After some years Khaluwa saw the fire burning at Rumjatar.' 

1.88 nAdo ni 7sisam meko tastan lenshA tAptu. 
nado ni?si-s~m msko ~sta ht-sa 
night two-till that scene repeat-SIM 

tap-tu 
see-PST:3SG 

'He saw the same scenery repeated till two nights.' 
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1.89 Khaluwam thunthunmin Anmin Amkali hillo paptu, "marne, gopikim nelle 
ribbetslkyaki Ankali nel simshA pisho. Marne meke dopA m 'i blame?" 
Khaluwa-m thu-thu-rni-n a-mi-n arn-bli 
K-AGT hearUmind-RED-LOC-PAR he-AGT-PAR own-PAT 
pap-tu, "m;:}m€, go-piki-m nell€ ribbcts/kyaki an-bli ncl sim-sa 

hillo 
ask 

do-PST:3SG no 1-PL-AGT all enemy their-PAT all destroy-SIM 
pi-so. Tsinu mckc dopa m 'i bl;:}-mc'?'' 
come-PR:PCPL again there how fire burn-Q 

'Khaluwa thought and asked himself, "Impossible! We carne here having killed all 
our enemies. Again how did the fire bum there?" 

1.90 sAn nAdoiyo meko tastAn tAisishom handishA, "meko m 'iphlaih mur sumeooo? ·· 
Khaluwa ontthahAmlA wAbletta. 
sa nado-i-yo rncko tasta taT-si-so-rn bdndi-sa, "rn£ko rn'i 
three night-PAR-also that scene see-MV-PR:PCPL-LOC surprise-SIM that fire 
phlai-b rnur su-rnwoo?" Khaluwa otthaharn-la wablct-t;:)~t 
rnakelbum-NML man who-Q K hither.side-ABL shout-PST:3SG 

'While there was the same scene on the third night also, Khaluwa shouted 
surprisingly from the hither side, "Who is that man burning fire over there?'' 

1.91 AitstsihAmlaiyo ''eko Anke kimmi goipikya s' u naniooo?" densho hillo h' is ike gunun 
nesAu. 
aitstsiham-la-i-yo "{"ko a-kc kim-mi goi-pikyd 
thither.side-ABL-PAR-also this 1-GEN area-LOC you-PL 
de--so hillo-h'isi-kc gunun n8--sau 
say-PR:PCPL ask-RED-GEN noise hear-PAS 

s'u n;:}nioooT 
who AUX:21'1 

'From thither side also a protesting noise was heard saying, "Who are you in my 
area here.' 

1.92 tsinuyo helsho thebsendAm temtu, "enko Anke 'pAimakh' me'; go Rumdali nang." 
tsinu-yo h81-so thcbS8-da-rn t8rn-tu, "cKO a-kt 'paim;:}kh'me '; 
again/still-also heavy-ADJ big.voice-LOC add-PST:3SG this 1-GEN area is:AUX 
go Rumdali4 m-IJ" 
]SG R AUX-ISG 

'He still added loudly, "This is my area; I am R:..::::::!::!:.' 

4 The third morpheme '-li' (sometimes <-ge>; as in Bahinge also) of 1.92 and eslewhere in this text is also 
an adjectivizer morpheme of the I-A (lndic) Khas>N, is widely used in the word-fom1ation of the Kiranti 
languages such as Dilpali, Nechali, Phangduwali, Sun{u)wari, Bahinge, Chamlinge etc. which obviously is 
one of the examples of language shrinkage (Abbi 1992: 39-49) emerged from lanaguage contact and areal 
pressure. 
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1.93 'Rumdali' durdA sAn phlasi.5o kulimpikim rau (noun) da (Verb root) nu li (traveller) 
ke nigrum!A selsisho bA. 
'Rumdali' durda sa phla-si-so kulim-piki-m r;:,u (n) da (V/r) 

R word three different-MV-PR:PCPL morpheme-PL-LOC r d 
nu li (traveller) -k€ nigrum-la ssl-si-so ba 
and 1 -POSS compound-ABL make-MV-PR:PCPL AUX/EXT:is 

'The word 'Rumdali' is made up of three different compounded morphemes where 
'rau' is a noun (n), 'da' verb root (vir) and 'li' means a traveller.' 

1.94 mopAd BA1)lung lo:mi 'rau' densha gAb murkalin Rumdali densisho me'; 
Rumdalimiyo tsautsau moittAulhoittAu, "gopikya susan moitrenga ekyem bA ?sho 
naki; gepikya nole dzAb s 'u nani eeei?" 
mopa-d Ba?yung lo:-mi 'r;:,u' d£-:-sa ga-b mur-kdli-n Rumdali 
thus-PAR B language-LOC r say-SIM walk-NML man-PAT-PAR R 
d£--si-so m£'; Rumdali-mi-yo ts;:,uts;:,u moit-tau/hoit-tau, "go-piky;:, 
say-MV-PR:PCPL is R-AGT-also curiosity express-PST:3SG 1-PL 
sus;:,-n moit-r£-ga ckyg-m ba?-so n;:,-ki; g£-piky;:, nol£ 
many-PAR ago-ABL-LOC here··LOC be/live-PR:PCPL AUX-1PL you-PL after 
dza-b s·u n;:,-m ~i?'' 

come-NML who AUX-2PL PAR 

'Thus the man who goes calling himself 'rau' is Rumdali in the Bahing language. 
Rumdali also expressed his curiosity saying, "We have been living here for many 
years; who are you the new comer?" 

1. 95 itskA musam mekopikyanu khakeng dumt. 
itska mu-s::lm m£ko-piky::l-nu kh::lhg 
a little while-till s/he-PL-ASSO discussion 

'They had a discussion for a little while.' 

1.96 nimphAren nole lashA he:Nslo ple:tsA glumtik lo: dumt. 

dum-t:r--t 
become-PST 

nimpha-r£-n nol£ l;:,-sa h£ -slo: pl£:-ca glum-tik lo: 
both:DU-ABL-PAR after go-SIM conclusion end-INF meet-NML debate 
dum-t;:,~t 

become-PST 

'Both of them decided to meet for concluding their debate.' 

1.97 AdishAsuni nimphAn grumumtAse. 
a-disa suni nimpha-n gru-mum-ta-s£ 
his-tomorrow mormng two:DU-PAR meet-REC-PST-DU 
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'The next morning both of them met each other.' 

1.98 Khaluwami Amkali tuipaisshA del, "gopikya tsaniwAbu naki. gongA LA ?shA wek rak 
ngAu-loabpikya mas soth lAmtem. eNko rAgimi go moiti dzA?sho nang". 
Khaluwa-mi am-bli tui-pais-sa ds-:-t, "go-piky~ ts~niwa-bu 

K-AGT self-PAT identifY-CAUS-SIM say-PST:3SG I SG-PL seven.brother-PL 
n~-ki. go-IJa la?-sa wsk r~k ngau-lo~b-piky~ m~s so-th (fig.) 
AUX-1 PL I-GEN cross-SIM other six e/b-y/b-PL pulse sow-PUR 
lam-tErn. sKo ragi-mi go moiti dza?-so n~-IJ" 

go-PST:3PL this country-LOC 1 SG first/before com-PR:PCPL AUX-1 SG 

'Khaluwa told introducing himself, "We are seven brothers. Other six brothers 
passed away except me. I came in this place for the first time.' 

1.99 Rumdalike pAniyo nipsAu, "marne, gon ekyangA moil tholots nang". Lo: dumml! 
dumme lo: da maples. 
Rumdali-h pa-i-yo nip-sau, m~ms, go-n sky~-IJa moit tholot~ 
R-GEN tum-PAR-also roar-PAS NEG:no I-PAR here-GEN first/before settler 
n~-IJ" lo: dum-mE-dum-ms lo: d~ m::l-pls-s 
am-lSG discuss become-TEMP-RED-TEMP discuss PAR NEG-conclude-3SG 

'In turn Rumdali also roared, "No, I'm the first settler." They couldn't conclude 
even after a long discussion.' 

1.100 Rumdali itsA tsilAwalA paisom patke tang wAisshA den:ta, "kongo Khaluwa, sulw 
k!'inmi sus pulu nu pokhri bA'lb; mekon ekyangA moit dzA ?shA bA 1b tholots de tuisih 
lo: rub 'i?" 
Rumdali itsa tsilaw::lla!kh~dits dum-so-m p~-tih t~IJ wa1s-sa 
R a.Iittle.bit clever become-PR:PCPL-AGT do-NML condition keep-SIM 
ds-:-t~, "ko-ngo! Khaluwa, suka khr-mi sus pulu nu pok\i 
say-PST:3SG look-IMP:3SG K whose house-Loc ash and pig.dung 
ba?-b; mEko-n sky~-IJa moit dza?-sa 
become-NPST:3SG s/he-PAR here-LOC first/before come-SIM 
ba?-b tholots; ds-0 tui-sib lo: ru-b'i 
live-NML:3SG settler say-SIM know-PAS talk understand-NPST:3SGQ 

'Since Rumdali was a bit clever, he proposed a condition saying, "Look! Khaluwa. 
the person will be known as the first settler of this place in whose house there is 
much more ash and cow-dung; did you understand?' 

1.101 nimphAm eko k!'rislo:kali dAits wAisshA khin lettAse. 
nimpha-m cKo khrislo:-bli daits wais-sa khr let-tass 
both-AGT this agreement-PAT bet keep-SIM house retum-PST:2DU 
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'Both of them returned home having bet this condition.' 

1.102 khadits!tsilAwalA Rumdalim omomo kolsho blemshyi mAlshA dA?tu(a). 
kh;}dits/tsilaw~Ui Rumdali-m omomo kolSo blcmsyi mal-sa da?-tu(;}) 
clever R-AGT RED:INTS ADJ:big log search-SIM light-PST:3SG 

'The clever Rumdali burnt having searched very very big log of wood.' 

1.103 pokali sus dzatsA geshA pokhrike dankur teltu. 
po-kdli sus dz~-ca gc-sa pokhri-kE dakur td-tu 
pig-PAT a.lot eat-INF give-SIM pig.dung-GEN heap accumulate-PST:3SG 

'He accumulated a heap of pig-dung having fed a lot of food to the pig.' 

1.104 kalA, shokot lopshaiyo pokhlinu ?wAittAu!khAltAu. 
k;}la, sokot lop-sa-i-yo pokhri-nu ?wait-tau/khaltau 
wild potato boil-SIM-PAR-also pig.dung-ASSO mix-PST:3SG 

'He mixed the wild potato also having boiled with the pig-dung.' 

1.1 05 damkimpatikke nAt b 'ushA pulu nu pokhri nAshonu Raumin glAt. 
d;}mkimp;}tik-kc nat b'u-sa pulu nu pokhri n'a-so-nu 
competition-GEN day meet-SIM ash and pig.dung weigh-PR:PCPL-TEMP 
R;}u-mi-n gla-tu~t:r--t 

R-AGT-PAR win-PST:3SG 

'Having met on the day of competition Rau won the bet when weighed the ash and 
pig-dung.' 

1.106 thampA Khaluwatsan am moitngan tholots dumsho lo:mi beldu:shA bA Jt. 

th;}m-pa Khaluwa-ts;}n am moit-IJa-n tholots dum-so lo:-mi 
true-ADV K-PAR own first-GEN-PAR settler become-PR:PCPL talk-LOC 
bcldu-sa ba?-t:r--t 
confident:CONV AUX:EXT:3SG 

'In fact, Khaluwa was truly confident to be the only first settler.' 

1.107 meko "dAitsmi anken pulu nu mol sus dumba" densho lo:mi thamAdApsho bA 7t. 
mcko "dnit.r:-mi a-kE-n pulu nu tsiduk sus dum-b;}" dE-:-so 
s/he bet-LOC 1-GEN-PAR ash and fertilizer much become-3SG say-PR:PCPL 
lo:-mi thdma-dap-so ba?-t:r--t 
talk-LOC true assume-PR:PCPL AUX:EXT-3SG 

'He was cocksure that he would have much ash and fertilizer in the bet.' 
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1.108 shyengltarnA mo madum. 
syci]/t~ma mo m~-dum 

but so NEG-become 
'But it didn't happen so.' 

1.109 Rauken sus dumta. 
Rau-h-n sus dum-t~~t 

rau-GEN-PAR much become-PST:3SG 

'Rau's (ash and pig-dung) became much in quantity.' 

1.110 Khaluwamin blusho bis.5A den.· fa, "on shyan go in eko rungA moil tholot.\ 
bAngebAit. 
Khaluwa-mi blu-so bis-sa dc-:-t~, ''5 sya go i-n t 'ko 
K-AGT defeat-PR:PCPL accept-SIM say-PST:3SG oh yeah you-PAR this 
ru-IJa moit tholots ba-I)B-ba?-t~~t 
field/place-GEN first/before settler live-NPST:3SG-AlJX f x l Is< 

'Khaluwa having accepted his defeat said, "Oh, yes you're the first settler \)I tl11.., 

place.' 

1.111 tsinu bissilo: wAittik pan Khaluwake dzA ?1. 

tsinu bissilo: wait-tik pa Khaluwa-h dza?-tJ·-t 
agam agreement keep-NML turn K-GEN come-PST:~Sl· 

'Again it was Khaluwa's tum to keep the agreement (ofbeing the first settler) 

1.112 Khaluwami yo bissilo: waisshA dent, "kongen Rumdali, suke moiti ungkum tau 
dumba; meko eko ru:ke moil tho lots denshA tunisib ". 
KhaJuwa-mi yo bissilo: wais-sa dc-:-t, "kO-I)E-11 
K-AGT also agreement keep-SIM say-PST:3su look-NPS 1 :3PL-PAR 
Rumdali, su-h moiti ungku-m t;:m dum-ba; mcko BKo ru:-h 
R who-GEN first time-LOC son become-EXT s/he this field/place-CiEN 
moit tholots 
first settler 

dc-:-sa 
say-SIM 

tili-sib" 
know-PAS 

'Khaluwa also said having kept condition, "Look Rumdali! One who'll have a son 
for the first time, he' 11 be known as the first settler of this place.· 

1.113 meko tauke ne Hasalu minu tamike ne Ninamkhumma wAinsih. 
mcko tdu-kB nc HJsaiu minu tJmi-h: nB Ninamkhumma wat-sib 
s/he son-GEN name H then dauthter-GEN name N keep-PAS 
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'The son's name will be Hasalu then the dauther's name will be Ninakhumma.' 

1.114 mekyanga meko ni?.si gyunbeno:them llensinis. 
mcky;}-I)a mcko ni?si gyiibcno:th£-m 
there-from/then slhe two marriage.knot-LOC 

'They two will then be tied into the wedlock.' 

1.115 eN ungkunga dAitstsan Khaluwake kAthm p 'ita. 

phlc --si -nis 

tie-MV-NPST:3DU 

c- UIJkU-IJa daits-ts;}n Khaluwa-kc kath-m p'i-~t 
this time-GEN bet-PAR K-GEN side(fig.)-LOC come-PST:3SG 

'Khaluwa won this time's bet.' 

H;}salu l'i-td'-'t 
1.116 tauke neiyo Hasalu l' ita. 

t;}u-kc nc-i-yo 
son-GEN name-PAR-also H remain-PST:3SG 

'The son's name also was christened Hasalu.' 

1.117 RumdaliA tami Ninamkhumma dumta. 
Rumdali-a t;}mi Ninamkhumma 
R-GEN daughter N 

dum-td'-'t 
become-PST:3SG 

'Rumdali's daughter became (was christened) Ninamkhumma.' 

1.118 Khaluwa Rumjatar pheringlkimngA moil tho lots ingbo Ptsi dumta. 
Khaluwa Rumjdtar kim-IJa moit tholots iiJbo?tsi dum-t;}~t 

K R region-GEN first settler declaration become-PST:3SG 

'Khaluwa was declared the first settler of the Rumjatar region.' 

1.119 nAt yolnAyolnA lame nole kAlekA Khuluwake tau shyets 'ibpath lamenu Rumdalinu 
?wakim grumshA bA Pt. 
nat yol-na-yol-na };}-m£ nolc kalc-ka Khaluwa-kc tdu 
day pass-PROG-RED-PROG go-PST after once-one K-GEN son 
sycts'ibp;}th };}-ffic-nu Rumdali-nu ?waki-m grum-sa 
meat.bird.do.PUR go-NPST-TEMP R-ASSO jungle-LOC meet-SIM:DU 
ba?-td'-'t 
AUX:EXT-2DU 

'Long after once upon a time, Khaluwa's son, who had been out for hunting met 
with Rumdali in the jungle.' 
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1.120 Rumdalim hillo pAptu, "goi suke tau naya "? 
Rumdali-m hillo-pap-tu, "goi su-kc t;:,u 
R-AGT ask-do-PST:3SG you who-GEN son 
'Rumdali asked, "Whose son are you?' 

1.121 Hasalum Khaluwake tau dumsho lo: shotu. 
H;:,salu-m Khaluwa-kc dum-so lo: 

n;:,-yc" 
AUX:EXT-3SG 

H-AGT K-GEN become-PR:PCPL fact(fig.) 
so-tu 
reveal-PST:3SG 

'Hasalu revealed the fact that he was Khaluwa's son.' 

1.122 "mothnganA aNke nu ike ApA dAtem kA sAke hA. meko sAkebud goimi an taminu 
gyunbcno:th£-m phlensitsA mAlba ", Rumdalimi Hasalukali thunnupAittu. 
"mothiJ;:,na a-kc nu ike apa dats-m ka saks ba. msko sake-bud 
so.if I-GEN and your father between-LOC one oath AUX!EXT:is that oath-like 
goi-mi a t;:,mi-nu gylibmo:ths-m phlc-:-si-ca malb;:,", Rumdali-mt 
you-Am- my daughter-ASSO marriage.knot-LOC tie-MV-INF must R-AGI 
H~salu-bli thfi-nu-pait-tu 
H-PAT mind-remind-CAUS-PST:3SG 

'Rumdali reminded to Hasalu, "If it is so, there is an oath (promise) betwt:en ;,oUI 

father and me. According to the promise, you have to be tied into the wedlock 
with my daughter.'" 

1.123 minu mekokali khin lAisshA gyunbE:pashA geptu. 
minu mcko-bli khi lais-sa gyubc p;:,-sa 

do-SIM 
gcp-tu 
give-P\ 1 3~( then he-PAT house take-SIM marnage 

'Then he made him marry (with his daughter) having brought in his house.· 

1.124 sus munsam tau khin lesshA madzAshopatke Khaluwake thunmi sis o:l. 
sus mfi-s~m t;:,u k~ Iss-sa m;:,-dza-so-p;:,-tkc Khaluwa-kl 
many time-till son house retum-SIM NEG-come-PR:PCPL-do-NML K-GEN 
thu-mi sis o:-t 
mind-LOC cold enter-PST:3SG 

'Khaluwa was suspicious because of his son's disappearance for a long time.· 

1.125 Rumdalim moitiyo shyet geshom mulaiyo mon pAptu denshA dApt mekom. 
Rumdali-m moiti yo syct 
R-AGT before also trouble 
ds-:-sa dap-t 
say-SIM suppose-PST:3SG 

ge-so-m mul-;:,i yo mo-n pap-tu 
give-PR:PCPL now-PAR also so-PAR do-PST:JSG 

msko-m 
s/he-AGT 

'He (Khaluwa) supposed that Rumdali troubled him again in the same way as he 
did before.' 
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1.126 marai tsemlnuphonole Rumdalimi tami-tsaiwAkali khi soittu~Au 
m~r~i tsemlnupho-nolc Rumdali-mi t~mi-ts;}iwa-k;}li k~ soit-tau 
some week-after R-AGT daughter-son.in.law-PAT house send-PST:3SG 

'After some weeks Rumdali sent his dauthter and son-in-law back to home.' 

1.127 Hasalumi lAptsomi dzA?shA "epA! epA!" deNAden blettAu. 
H~salu-mi laptso-mi dza?-sa "e-pa! e-pa!" de--na-de--n 
H-ACT door-LOC come-SIM hello-father! hello-father! say-PROG-RED-PROG 
blet-tu~u 
call-PST:3SG 

'Hasalu having come in front of the door called his father, "Hello papa! Hello 
papa!" 

1.128 khusho Khaluwami khAidingpanapan "goi su naye?" denshA khingAIA hillo paptu. 
"goi ain tau madumthu wek sukai dumtsA mAlba. Ain taun me nganA blA ApshA 
lAptsolA gluindo minu go meko blAmi to?shA genung. minu mekokali t'u:shAngA min 
khingA onishA geu" Khaluwa grit. 
khuso Khaluwa-mi khaldiiJ p;}-na-p;}-n "goi su n;}-ye?" dc-:-sa 
old.man K-AGT doubt do-PROG-RED-PROG 2SG who AUX-3SG say-SIM 
khil)ga-la hillo pap-tu. "goi al t~U m~-dum-thu Wck subi 
house.inside-ABL ask do-3PST you our son NEG-become-CONY other someone 
dum-ca malb~. al t~u-n me l);}na bla ap-sa laptso-la 
become-INF must our son-PAR is if:COND arrow shoot-SIM door-ABL 
soit-to minu go meko bla-rni to?-sa ge-nu-IJ. minu 
send-IMP then 1SG that arrow-LOC spit-SIM give-NPST-1SG then 
mekok;}li fu:-sa-IJa min khiiJga oi-sa ge-u" Khaluwa 
that-PAT lick-SIM-SEQ then house.inside insert-SIM give-PST K 
gri-t~t 

shout-PST:3SG 

'The old man doubting asked, "Who are you?" from the house inside. "You must be 
some other aliens without being my son. If you are our son, shoot an arrow from the 
door sending it inside and then I shall give you the arrow back having spat on it. 
Then insert inside the house having licked the arrow", Khaluwa thundered.' 

1.129 Khaluwam mon pAptu. 
Khaluwa-m mo-n pap-tu 
K-ACT so-PAR do-PST:3SG 

'Khaluwa did the same.' 
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1.130 minu fA Khafuwam fAptso ro?tu. 

mmu Ia Khaluwa-m laptso 
then only K-AGT door 

'Then only Khaluwa opened the door.' 

ro?-tu 
open-PST:3SG 

I. I 31 !Aptso ro?shA koshonu da thamAn tau-tsaimi dzA J!Ase bA Jt. 

laptso ro?-sa ko:-so-nu d;:, th;:,ma-n 
door open-SIM Iook-PR:PCPL-TEMP PAR true-PAR 
dza?-tase ba?-t;r.-t 
come-PST:3DU AUX:EXT-3SG 

t;:,uts;:,imi 
son.daughter-in-law 

'While opening the door, he couldn't believe his eyes that his son and daughter-in
law had come.' 

1.132 Khafuwake gerssimi sirwA mali. 
Khaluwa-kc gtrss1-m1 sirwa mJ-li 
K-GEN happiness-AGT boundry NEG-remain 

'Khaluwa's happiness knew no bounds.' 

l. I33 Khafuwake Rumdalinu nAms bonisishom Khaluwa thungAfen gerssAu. 
Khaluwa-kc Rumdali-nu nams ooi-si-so-m Khaluwa 
K-GEN R-ASS relative connect-MV-PR:PCPL-LOC K 
thu-ga-h::-n gcrs-sau 
mind-inside-ABI~-PAR be.happy-PST:PAS:3SG 

'Khaluwa was happy from within his heart since there was familial connection with 
Rumdali.' 

I .134 Rumdafike fe tau batemm nganA Khafuwake Hasafu kA fA. 
Rumdali-kc 1£ t;:,u bii-tem 1pna Khaluwa-kc H;:,salu ka Ia 
R-GEN four son be-PL if.so:COND K-GEN H one only 

'Rumdali had four sons; whereas Khaluwa had Hasalu only.' 

1.135 Hasalukeiyo kAlAn tauRinamsocha dumtanganA Rinamsochake tsan /e taupiki 
Tofo:cha, Moblocha, Ripocha nu Sesocha dumteme. 
H;:,salu-kc-I yo ka la-n t;:,u Rinamsocha dum-t;:, 
H-GEN-PAR also one only-PAR son R become-PST:3sG 
1pna Rinamsocha-kc ts;:,n Ic t;:,u-piki Tolo:cha, Moblo:cha, Ripocha nu Scsocha 
if.so:COND R-GEN PAR four son-PL T M R and S 
dum-tEmE~tc:m 

become-PST:3PL 
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'Hasalu also has had one son Rinamsocha5
; whereas Ronamsocha had four sons 

namely Tolocha, Moblocha, Ripocha and Sesocha.' 

1.136 Rumdalike taupiki Thamrocha, Dilingbacha, Hijocha nu Diburichan mulAtngA 
Rumdalipikya nami. 
Rumdali-ke t~u-piki Thamrocha, Dilingbacha, Hijocha nu Diburicha-n mulat-IJa 
R-GEN son-PL T 0 H and D-PAR today-GEN 
Rumdali-piky~ n~-mi 

R-PL AUX-3PL 

'Rurndali's sons Tharnrocha, Dilingbacha, Hijocha and Diburicha are today's 
Rumdalis.' 

1.137 mekyengA Am mamAlo: BA;yung lo:n ?wAnimi. 
mekye-IJa am m~ma lo: Ba?yuiJ lo:-n ?wa-nimi 

speak-NPST:3PL there-from:ABL own mother language B language-PAR 

'Then they speak their own mother tongue Ba?yung.' 

1.138 Tolocha, Moblocha, Ripocha nu Ralichake tsasimasipiki mulAt BA?yung!Bahing 
nemi tunisinim. 
Tolocha,Moblocha,Ripocha nu Ralicha-ke 

R-GEN T M R and 
Ba?yuiJ/BahiiJ ne-mt 
B name-AGT 

tiii-si-nimi~nim 

know-MV-NPST:3PL 

ts~sim~si-piki mulat 
family- PL today 

'Tolocha, Moblocha, Ripocha and Ralicha's generations are known with the name 
Ba?yung!Bahing today.' 

1.139 minu BA ;yung lo:n Amlo: A kosim b!Asho bA Ptem. 
minu Ba?yung lo:-n am lo:-a 
then B language-PAR own language-GEN 
ba?-tEmE~ttm 

AUX:EXT-3PL 

'Then they adopted their mother tongue as Ba?yung.' 

ko:si-m bla-so 
form-LOC adopt-PR:PCPL 

5 The spelling of the morpheme '-cha' (also cf. Lee 2005), in all clanonyms as in Ba?yung (is also an 
infinitive marker in Kiranti-Koits) has been written according to the conventional Roman-Gorkhali (related 
to the British Gurkhas' education system) orthography for the sake of the South Asian readers' 
convenience. In accordance with the IPA transcription, linguists for the same morpheme use either /-cal or 
[-di]. 
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1.140 onpA BA ;yung lo: Pai, Necha, Rumdali, Roke(cha) nu Hangucha pashA ngo 
olliRunku/Radupikyake dAtedungA lo: me nganA Likhum bA 'lba Khinchi Hangke 
tsasimasi Mulicha, Kormocha, Thanggracha, Tholocha, Rapacha, Susucha, 
Rupacha modeb-modebpikya Am-Am mamA lo: lw:si-m Kiranti-Koits lo: 
(Sunuwar>Sunwar6 language) blAinim. 

opa Ba?yuiJ lo: Pai, Nscha, Rumdali, Roks nu Hangucha p;}-sa IJO olli 
thus B language P N R R and H do-SIM five kind/type 
Rilku/Radu-piky;}-kc dats-du-IJa lo: ms' IJ:)na Likhu-m ba?-bd 
R!R-PL between-common-GEN language is if.so:COND L-LOC live-NML 
Khinchi Hang-kc ts;}simdsi Mulicha, Kormocha, Th~gracha, 

K H-GEN family M K T 
Tholo:cha, Rap;}cha, Susucha, Rupacha modsb-modsb-pikyd am-am m;}ma 
T R S R etc.etc.-PL own-RED mother 
lo: Kiranti-Koits lo: (Sun(u)war language) blai-nim 
tongue K-K language/speech S adopt-NPST:3Pi 

'Thus Ba?yung is a common language among five types of RuNkus/RaDhus 
7 

vi/ 

Pai, Necha, Rumdali, Roke and Hangucha, whereas Khinchi Hang's generation 
such as Mulicha, Kormocha, Thanggracha, Tholocha, Rapacha, Susucha, Rupachu 
and so on dwelling on the bank of the Likhu rivulet adopt a common language 
known as Kiranti-Koits lo: (K-K language).' 

Free Translation 

Kiranti-Koits and Ba?yung Migration 

The ancestor of Koits and Ba?yung are Khinchi Hang and Paiwa respectively 

Khinchi and Paiwa are grandchildren of the same grandfather. They have blood 

relationship among them. They had been living a nomadic life in the pre-historical time. 

6 The term 'Sunwar' is a hydronym basically, rather than ethnonym (Cf. Vansittart 1992: 177 [1st edition 
1896], Mulicha and Susucha 1987 [VS 2044: 45 and 33], Ch I § 1.1.0- § 1.1.3 ). 
7 The term 'Riiku' is a Kiranti-Koits auton.ym and ethnonym whereas 'R;)du (Cimling, Dumi, Nachering], 
Rodung [Camling], RaDhu [Wambule]' etc. are autonyms and ethnonyms of the Kiranti tribes/races 
dwelling in the Central and Hither/Near Kirant Region, east Nepal. They often write their 
ethnoexoglotonym as 'Rai' [raj;}n;}m>raja>raya>rai] in the I-A (lndic-Khas>N term and the term 'Rai', 
obviously of Indo-Aryan origin ( cf. also RC Rai 1997 and 2005) is commonly used for a land-tax collector 
or headman or meaning 'king' since the rise of the Shah dynasty (means Gurkha conquest) in the late 18th 
century Nepal or even before this period but not an ethnonym. 
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They are members of the same linguistic community. Similarly, Koits and Ba?yung are 

like two dialects of the same single language. 

The legend of Mundum~Mukdum clarifies the kinship between them. During the 

nomadic life span, Paiwa and Khintsi arrived to Paitip from Timridzong. In this way, then 

both ofthem arrived to Dzaujila from Paitip and to Khayarpas from Dzaujila. From there, 

they lived in Jamrnu-Kashimir. In addition, from Jammu-Kashmir, they arrived to 

Tharmalung-Tharsilung, and from there, to Yarmalung. This (Y) was called Halkabung

Phalehungmi Phalekhrammi. In this country, there were two doors of sin and virtue. 

They could opene the door of virtue only by sacrificing animals or birds (alb). 

Paiwa and his brother Dunglewa knew that they should sacrifice something to the door 

because of being a Tantric. Then by having sacrificied a black nightingale, all the family 

members came out of the door of virtue successfully. The only once opening door of 

virtue for one time's sacrifice was closed immediately when Dunglewa and his family 

members came out. Immediately after the closing ofthe door, Khintsi's family members 

arrived there. 

Khintsi asked Paiwa being helpless, "Hello brother! How shall we come?'' The 

elder brother Paiwa said, "I came out here by sacrificing birds and animals." But Khintsi 

heard, "lo?ba tsartongo ekeng ghluti" (I came out here having sacrificied my younger 

brother) only. Then in his tum, he also came out having sacrificied his own younger 

brother. While coming out, he saw Paiwa's (e/b 'elder brother') brother (y/b 'younger 

brother') Dunglewa together. Then furiously asked, "Hey elder brother (e/b)! You have 

your younger brother (y/b) with you. Why did you ask my younger brother to sacrifice?" 

Paiwa also expressed regretting, "When did I tell you to come having sacrificed your 

younger brother (y/b )? I told you to come having sacrificed a bird or an animal. Now, the 

family ties between Khinchi and Paiwa was in trouble. 

Both of them in their journey arrived to the boarder of the Kamala rivulet cold

heartedly. From there too, they went towards the north through the bank. Quarreling in 
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the same manner, they arrived at Tawa rivulet. They reached to the Kakaru rivulet via the 

way of Tawa located on the boarder of Sinduli and Udayapur. Having crossed Kakaru, 

they appeared in the Ngakuma (N Sunkosi). 

After a long journey Paiwa said in a tired voice, "Now let us cross the Ngakuma 

(N Sunkosi) and go towards the hill. From now on Khinchi became disobedient to his 

elder brother's advice. Paiwa and his family members crossed Tokselgat ncar the 

Dudkosi river and Ngakurna estuary. The rivulet should be crossed having pulled down 

the bamboos since there was a dense jungle that time. Having crossed the gat Paiwa 

reached to Moblo (N Andheri) via the bank of Molong rivulet from Ketuke. 

He settled there having deforested the jungle. The loconym (or toponym ·name of 

the place') remained Payaru in his mother tongue when Paiwa came here for the tirst 

time. Khintsi journeyed from the right bank of the Ngakuma (N Sunkosi) towards Likhu 

and Khimti via today's Okhaldhunga and Ran1echhap. At that time Ramechhap and 

Sindhuli were annexed to Okhaldhunga. The country Khintsi for the first time setteled is 

known as Khitsi>Khiji 8 nowadays. 

While, the word 'Khiji' is developed through the change from Khitsi. Like Payaru 

Khitsi has its own historical importance. Khintsi and his family are named 

Sunuwar>Sunwar after going towards the bank of the Ngakuma or Sunkosi (N). Although 

Paiwa and Dunglewa lived in the Moblo (N Anderi-Narayansthan) region, the younger 

brother Dungelwa migrated to the Terai because of unresistable chill and moisture. 

However, he (Paiwa) settled there (at Moblo). 

The Dunglewas became Danwar9 after many years settling in the Dun/Inner Terai 

region. Till today their (Dunglewas') culture resembles to the Ba?yungs. The seven sons 

of P;:~iwa were Samriwa, Nayanggo, Waripsawa, Timriwa, Dhimriwa, Dhyanggo and 

2 The loconym Khiji is a Nepalified one; whereas K"rtsi (Kiranti-Koits) is an indeginous vocabulary 
meaning 'on the side of the house.' 

9 The Danwar(s) today do not speak the Kiranti-Ba?yung/Bahing language, one of the laguages affiliated to 
the Tibeto-Burman family but speak one of the Indo-Aryan languages known as Danuwar. 
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Khaluwa. They also could not resist the coldness and lived having moved to Rumjatar. 

Those who dwelled in Rumjatar started roaming hither and thither hunting in search of 

food when time passed on. Once upon a time, they reached to Tsisankhu (boarder of 

Kuibir, Serna, Diyale and Pokhare) while hunting. They suspected whether there were 

other settlements too. While searching, a tunnel was found in a true sense. They ordered, 

"Where did you come from? Come out." Moreover, they, who lived inside the tunnel, lost 

their consciousness because of fear. Paiwa's sons guessed having said, "Certailny they 

must be our enemy. Then they blew up the fire having inserted a big log inside the tunnel. 

All the people inside turned into ashes. 

After that, they returned home being happy. Immediately after the accident 

occurred, husbands and brothers ( e/b, y/b) of the tunnel victims arrived on the spot. They 

also had been out for searching the food. They were dumbfounded having seen their 

living place and relatives turned into ashes. It is belived that those dying Kidintis were 

Handis. It is said that Handi Khamtsa's generations still exist then. The ruined Handis 

consulted a shaman to fmd out the cause of devastation. 

When they found out the secrecy of their desrtruction, they permitted the shaman 

to exorcise those enemies for destroying them. The shaman also exorcised those guilty on 

the evidence of their footprint and clothes they left. The dancing sons of Paiwa returned 

with yak's tail and stick in their hands; danced for a long hours on the Chapleti stone at 

Charkhu. The two younger brothers (y/b) went back to the dancing spot in order to find 

out the yak's tail and the stick because the elder brother (e/b) Waripsawa had left them 

there. 

The ?wakyapoibo (N Banjhanh-i 'jungle-shaman or a surpernatural creature') had 

taken away their yak's tail and stick which they had left over there. The supernatural 

creai.wc iu ius troubled voice started dancing by singing, "Come Waripsawa! Come 

Dhimriwa! The Waripsawa brothers also started dancing pleasingly with the supernatural 

creature. They were unable to take back the yak's tail and stick easily because the 

supernatural creature was more powerful among them. 
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They kept on dancing in turn. They were anyhow able to take back the yak's tail 

and stick while the supernatural creature went on dancing hither and thither. The 

supernatural creature cursed saying, "th;:}iya tsipayu" (cursing expression; "Fie on you") 

while loosing the yak's tail and stick from his own hand. Both Waripsawa brothers 

returned home being happy while getting their lost materials (Liphhe and Buli). They saw 

rainbow and fowl in front of the house at the time of reaching their house. They chased 

away them angrily saying and cursing, "Suke balam tsiptso". 

They ate also having plucked and burning those fowls whatever its number they 

could find. Except the youngest brother and his family, all other elder and younger 

brothers passed away. It was because the rainbow and towl were the exorcised 

ghost/spirits by Handi Khamcha's shaman. They had curse of the supernatural creature 

also upon them. Khaluwa became alone. The lonely Khaluwa moved to Moblo from 

Rumjatar with his wife Lungtsyarmi. After some years, Khaluwa saw the fire burning at 

Rumjatar. He saw the same scenery repeated until two nights. 

Khaluwa thought and asked himself, "Impossible! We came here having killed all 

our enemies. Again how did the fire burn there?" While there was the same scene on the 

third night also, Khaluwa shouted surprisingly from the hither side, "Who is that man 

burning fire over there?" From thither side also a protesting noise was heard saying, 

"Who are you in my area here. He still added loudly, "This is my area; I am Rumdali." 

The word 'Rumdali' is made up of three different compounded morphemes where 'rau' is 

a noun (n), 'da' verb root (v/r) and 'li' means a traveller. 

Thus, the man who goes calling himself 'rau' is Rumdali in the Bahing language. 

Rumdali also expressed his curiosity saying, "We have been living here for many years: 

who are you the new comer?" They had a discussion for a little while. Both of them 

decided to meet for concluding their debate. The next morning both of them met each 

other. Khaluwa told introducing himself, "We are seven brothers. Other six brothers 
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passed away except me. I came in this place for the first time. In turn Rumdali also 

roared, "No, I'm the first settler." 

They could not conclude even after a long discussion. Since Rumdali was a bit 

clever, he proposed a condition saying, "Look! Khaluwa, the person will be known as the 

first settler of this place in whose house there is much more ash and cow-dung; did you 

understand?" Both of them returned home having bet this condition. The clever Rumdali 

burnt having searched very very big log of wood. He accumulated a heap of pig-dung 

having fed a lot of food to the pig. He mixed the wild potato also having boiled with the 

pig-dung. Having met on the day of competition, Rau won the bet when weighed the ash 

and pig-dung. In fact, Khaluwa was truly confident to be the only first settler. 

He was cocksure that he would have much ash and fertilizer m the bet. 

Nevertheless, it did not happen so. Rau's (ash and pig-dung) became much in quantity. 

Khaluwa having accepted his defeat said, "Oh, yes you're the first settler of this place. 

Again, it was Khaluwa's turn to keep the agreement (of being the first settler). Khaluwa 

also said having kept condition, "Look Rumdali! One who will have a son for the first 

time, he will be known as the first settler of this place. 

The son's name will be Hasalu then the dauther's name will be Ninakhumma. 

They two will then be tied into the wedlock. Khaluwa won this time's bet. The son's 

name also was christened Hasalu. Rumdali's daughter became (was christened) 

Ninamkhumma. Khaluwa was declared the first settler of the Rumjatar region. Long after 

once upon a time, Khaluwa's son, who had been out for hunting met with Rumdali in the 

jungle. Rumdali asked, "Whose son are you?" Hasalu revealed the fact that he was 

Khaluwa's son. Rumdali reminded to Hasalu, "If it is so, there is an oath (promise) 

between your father and me. According to the promise, you have to be tied into the 

wedlock with my daughter." 

Then he made him marry (with his daughter) having brought in his house. 

Khaluwa was suspicious because of his son's disappearance for a long time. He 
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(Khaluwa) supposed that Rumdali troubled him again in the same way as he did before. 

After some weeks, Rumdali sent his dauthter and son-in-law back to home. Hasalu 

having come in front of the door called his father, "Hello papa! Hello papa!" The old man 

doubting asked, "Who are you?" from the house inside. 

"You must be some other aliens without being my son. If you are our son, shoot 

an arrow from the door sending it inside and then I shall give you the arrow back having 

spat on it. Then insert inside the house having licked the arrow'', Khaluwa thundered. 

Khaluwa did the same. Then only Khaluwa opened the door. While opening the door, he 

could not believe his eyes that his son and daughter-in-law had come. Khaluwa's 

happiness knew no bounds. Khaluwa was happy from within his heart since there was 

familial connection with Rumdali. 

Rumdali had four sons; whereas Khaluwa had Hasalu only. Hasalu also has had 

one son Rinamsocha10
; whereas Ronamsocha had four sons namely Tolocha. Mohlocha. 

Ripocha and Sesocha. Rumdali's sons Thamrocha, Dilingbacha, Hijocha and Diburicha 

arc today's Rumdalis. Then they speak their own mother tongue Ba'?yung. l olocha. 

Moblocha, Ripocha and Ralicha's generations are known with the name Ba'?yung/Bahing 

today. Then they adopted their mother tongue as Ba?yung. 

Thus Ba?yung is a common language among five types of RuNkus/Raohus: ' viz .. 

Pai, Necha, Rumdali, Roke and Hangucha, whereas Khinchi Hang's generation such as 

Mulicha, Kormocha, Thanggracha, Tholocha, Rapacha, Susucha, Rupacha and so on 

10 The spelling of the morpheme '-cha' (also cf. Lee 2005), in all clanonyms as in Ba?yung (is also an 

infmitive marker in Kiranti-Koits) has been written according to the conventional Roman-Gorkhali (related 
to the British Gurkhas' education system) orthography for the sake of the South Asian readers' 
convenience. In accordance with the IPA transcription, linguists for the same morpheme use either /-cal or 
[ -ca]. 
II The term 'Rilku' is a Kiranti-:::.~;~.:) uuivnym and ethnonym whereas 'R;)dU [Camling, Dumi, Nachering], 
Rodung [Camling], RaDhu [Wambule]' etc. are autonyms and ethnonyms of the Kiranti tribes/races 
dwelling in the Central and Hither/Near Kirant Region, east Nepal. They often write their 
ethnoexoglotonym as 'Rai' [raj;)n;)m > raja > raya > rai] in the 1-A (lndic-Khas > N term and the term 
'Rai', obviously of Indo-Aryan origin (cf. also RC Rai 1997 and 2005) is commonly used for a land-tax 
collector or headman or meaning 'king' since the rise of the Shah dynasty (means Gurkha conquest) in the 
late 18th century Nepal or even before this period but not an ethnonym. 
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dwelling on the bank of the Likhu rivulet adopt a common language known as Kiranti

Koits lo: (K-K language). 

2. Sida Pidar 

'The worship of Sida' 

2.1 Kiriinti-Koits mulkemmi patikya pidArpikim Sida kikyake pidArai yo kA me. 
Kiranti-Koits mulkem-mi pg-tiky;} pidar-piki-m Sida kikyg-k£ pidar-gi yo 
K-K culture-LOC do-NML worship-PL-LOC S g/f-GEN worship-PAR also 
kame' 
one is 

'Sida grandfather (g/f) pidar (worship) is one of the worships done in the Kiranti
Koits culture.' 

2.2 me Jke pulpashonu "sida bA ?ni, gibda bA?ni" denden khalo: pAinsib. 
ms?-ka pul-p;}-so-nu "sida ba?-ni, gibda ba?-ni" 
s!he-GEN invoke-do-PR:PCPL-TEMP s be: AUX-lSG g be:AUX-lSG 
ds-n-ds-n khglo:-pru-sib 
say-PROG-RED-PROG incantaion-do-PAS 

'While invoking him, incantations are invoked saying, "If you're Sida, if you're 
Gibda". 

2.3 Sida kikyake pidAr pashA issho genAre goise denshA nsslonamsi bAslo: mabAJt 
nganAi yo ekonu blipsobudzipso k!'isii bA ?ba. 
Sida kiky:;)-ke pidar p:;)-sa ts-so gena-rc go-iss ds--sa 
S g/f-GEN worship do-SlM come-PR:PCPL when-ABL start-NML say-SIM 
nsslonamsi baslo: mg-ba?-t IJgnaiyo eko-nu blip-so-
historical fact NEG-AUX:be-PST although this-ASSO relate-PR:PCPL 
budzip-so khisa ba?-b;} 
RED-PR:PCPL legend AUX: EXT-3SG 

'Although there is no historical evidence on worshipping of the Sida grandfather 
when it started, there is a legend related to it.' 

2.4 sainesam Dol:: ;:;~:·;;::;:gA Kiriinti-Koits kipotngA Bramlits patsngA ka Gaurots bAIt 
sgines;}-m Dolu m£r-ge-IJa Kiranti-Koits kipot-IJa one G AUX:EXT-3SG 

once.upon.a.time-LOC D to-DIR-GEN K-K communal.land-GEN 
Bldmlits pats-nga ka Gdurots ba?-td----t 
B clan-GEN one G be:AUX- NPST:3SG 
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'Once upon a time, there was a Gaurots (village headman) of the Koits Kipat 
(communal land) clan- named Bramlicha around Dolu.' 

2.5 meoA ne Sida kikya bAa. 
mcko-a n£ Sida kikyg ba?-t;r-t 
s/he-GEN name S grandfather AUX:EXT-3SG 

'His name was Sida grandfather.' 

2.6 Am mukheli ragyamer mekoke giphphAk hibbets hopothem bA aa. 
am mukh£-li ragyg-mcr mcko-kG giphphak hibb£ts 
own lord-ADJ (N) zone-LOC s/he-GEN monopoly feudal/absolute 
ba?-tg~t 

AUX:EXT-3SG 

'During his rule, his own lordship zone was in absolute monopoly.' 

2. 7 Sida kikya g 'i:ruyami yo sAppAn sot its bAa a. 
Sida kikyg g'i:ruyg-mi yo sappa-n sotits ba?-t;r-t 

hopoth£m 
kingdom 

S g;f health-LOC also very.much clever/strong:ADJ AUX:EXT-3SG 

'Sida grandfather was very strong physically also.' 

2.8 mekoke lAissi yo susan bA Ita. 
mcko-kG iaissi yo susg-n 
s/he-GEN height also very.much-PAR 

ba?-t;r-t 

AUX:EXT-3SG 

'His height also was very gigantic.' 

2.9 gimbon nun dzatsAtutsAi yo sAppAn mAlbA ?Ia. 
gimbo nu-n dzg-ca-tu-ca-i 
physique along.with-PAR eat-INF-drink-INF-PAR 
md-ba?-t;r-t 
need- AUX:EXT-3SG 

yo sappa-n 
also very.much-PAR 

'He needed a lot of food and drink also according to his physique.' 

2.10 me ?ke sendAi yo horssho debrangA bAa a. 
mc?-kG sc-:da-i yo horsSo olli-IJa ba?-t;r-t 
s/he-GEN voice-PAR also rough/atrocious kind/type-GEN AUX:EXT-3SG 

'His voice was also of a hoarse type.' 
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2.11 meko wA PblemmengA mere nelle khir Agyalyek!Ak kurb bA ?Ia. 
mcko wa?blcm-m£-l)ii mere nell£ k'7ragy;}/yckliik kur-b 
s/he shout-PR-SIM after all vicinity carry-NML 

'The whole vicinity got disturbed while shouting.' 

ba?-t;r-t 
AUX:EXT-3SG 

2.12 yek!Ak nu himdzedzumngA dzAintuin tsumludzApikim me 7kali marupAisshAnganA 
marimshon dumsisho nAisib bA ?t. 

yckla.k nu himdzedzum-IJii d:zii-1-tu-i tsumludza-piki-m 
vicinity and neighbourhood-Lac eat-NML-drink-NML feast/party-PL-LOC 
mc?-k;}li m;}-ru-piiis-sa-IJgna m;}-rim-so-n 
s/he-PAT NEG-satisfy-CAUS-SIM-if.so:COND NEG-good-PR:PCPL-PAR 
durn-si-so nai-sib ba?-t;r-t 
become-MV-PR:PCPL suppose-PAS AUX:EXT-3SG 

'It would be supposed to be omen if he was not satisfied in feast and party of the 
vicinity and neighbourhood.' 

2.13 poshye gombal da A giphphan khondeb dumbA ?t; woimi da kulsirsshA leone 
matsAbnim bAa. 
posy£ gom~l dg a giphphan 

monopoly 
ko-n£ 
look-INF 

khodcb dum-ba?-t; w01-m1 
pork fat.pork PAR like become-be:AUX-PST other-AGT 
d;} kul-sirs-sa mg-cab-nim ba?4;r-t 
PAR face-turn-SIM NEG-be.able-PST:3PL AUX:EXT -3SG 

'The pork gombal (a soft white part of pork esp. of the upper part of the neck) would 
be like his own monopoly; and other couldn't even turn their face looking to it.' 

2.14 r AnkungA r Anku shyAnbu da tsimik kAmin yubbA .it. 
rak:U-I)ii diku syiibu d;} 
wooden.pot-GEN wooden.pot millet.beer PAR 
yub-ba?-t;r-t 
drink-AUX:EXT-3SG 

tsimik 
wink 

ka-mi-n 
one-LOC-PAR 

'He used to drink (esp. without stopping) the millet-beer within winks one wooden
pot after another.' 

2.15 thun manume kanan plawAtsiwA po PbA ?t. 

thfi m;}-num-m£ k;}fl;}n plgwatsiwa 
heart NEG-satisfy-NML:NPST unless disturbance 

'He used to start disturbing unless he was satisfied.' 

2.16 khushomi the ?!sA geungA da mArngA? 

po?-ba-?t;r-t 
raise- AUX:EXT-3SG 
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USO-ml 

old.man-AGT 

tht::?-ca 
tread-INF 
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gt::-u-IJa d~ 

give-3SG-GEN PAR 

'The oldman never let chances to others.' 

2.17 suimi yo granun dentsA mamAlbA?t. 

mar IJa? 
what PAR 

smmtyo gr(()a-nu-IJ dt::-:-ca 

no.body win-NPST -1 SG say-INF 

m~-mal ba?-t;r--t 
NEG-need AUX:EXT-3SG 

'Nobody could dare ofwinning him.' 

2.18 me ?mi da tsiwalpaibA ?t. 
mt::'?-mi d~ tsiw~l-pai-ba?-t;r--t 

s/he-AGT PAR defeat-do- AUX:EXT-3SG 

'He used to defeat all.' 

2.19 mekoke hibbets blukumsa!Am nelle kAbungA muru upsho bAbA ?feme. 
mt::ko-kc hibbets blukums~la-m nt::llc kabu-IJa muru up-so 
s/he-GEN feudalistic delight-LOC all controi-GEN person disappoinl '\f>J 

ba-ba?-tt::mt::~tt::m 

AUX:EXT-3PL 

'All vi !lagers over his control were disappointed in his feudalistic delight.· 

2.20 nigummi phlenkyo lA Jne thumsho bA ?t. 
nigum-mi phlt::nkyo la'?-nc thum-so ba?-t~~t 
oppression-AGT boundary(fig.) cross-INF finish-PR:PCPL AUX:EXT-3SG 

'His oppression went beyond limitations.' 

2.21 kAb nAtngA lo: me- kablepiki gArsshA hibbets mukheke nash tulteke lAnge se!temi.' 
kab nat-IJa lo: me- bblt::-piki gars-sa hibbt::ts mukht::-kc n~s tul-tt::kc tiigt:: 
once day talk is- villagdr-PL ally-SIM feudal lord-GEN root pluck-NML plot 
sci-tt::m~>tcm 
make-PST:3PL 

'Once upon a time, the villagers having allied each other ploted to murder the feudal 
lord.' 

2.22 meko laNge budin d'u:tekem suspA oshyer khAlshA tuiNtAme. 
mt::ko tags budi-n d'u:-tt::kt::-m sus-pa osycr khal-sa 
that plan/plot like-PAR beer (fig.)-NML-LOC much-ADV poison mix-SIM 
tili-ta-ms~ta-m 
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make.drink-PST -3PL 

'According to their plot, they made him drink the poison-mixed alcohol.' 

2.23 oshyer khAlsisho shyAnbu tusAiyo Sida kikya mabe. 
osycr khal-si-so syabu tu-sa-i-yo Sida kikyg mg-b£ 
poison mix-MV-PR:PCPL millet.beer drink-SIM-PAR-also S glf NEG-die 

'Sida grandfather did not die even after drinking the poison mixed millet -beer.' 

2.24 meko mekom sAittimi auuu" denden pleshA do ?shA panpan Khlisi rongngA !An/A 
khinge dortta. 
m£K.o msko-m sait-timi guuu" ds-n-ds-n pls-sa-do?-sa 

kill-PST:3PL so.and.so-AGT 
pg-n-pg-n 
do-PROG-RED-PROG 

Khlisi 
K 

excl say-PROG-RED jump-SIM-RED-SIM 
roiJ-IJa la-la k~-gs dort-t:;r-u 
cliff-GEN path-ABL house-POSTP run-PST:3SG 

'Having jumped and exclaiming so and so killed me, he ran towards the house 
through the path of Khlisi cliff.' 

2.25 kabulepikim yo mekoA nole khoitteme. 
kdbuls-piki-m yo msko-a 
villager-PL-AGT also s/he-GEN 

'The villagers also followed after him.' 

nol£ 
after 

kh . 
01t-tsms~tsm 

follow-PST:3 PL 

2.26 mekengA Khlisi rongmi dzadinne meren mekopikimi tsupA sumteme. 
msks-IJa Khlisi roiJ-mi dzg-di-nns msrs-n 
there-from K cliff-LOC reach-NML:INF as.soon.as-PAR 
tsupa 
chance 

sum-terns 
veil-PST:3PL 

msko-piki-mi 
s/he-PL-AGT 

'From there, as soon as they reached the Khlisi cliff, they took advantage of it.' 

2.27 Sida kikyake ngalo:pulo:boPta. 
Sida kikyg-k£ IJglo:pulo:-bo?-t:;r-t 
S glf-GEN life (fig.)-get.up-PST:3SG 

'Sida grandfather's life was was over.' 

2.28 menun mekoA hibbets paiske bilbil dumta. 
ms-nu-n msko-a hibb£ts p3is-ks yo bilbil-dum-tg 
he-ASSO-PAR s/he-GEN feudal rule-GEN also end-become-PST:3SG 
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'With him ended his feudal rule also.' 

2.29 Sida kikyake sarawali nupshomi kabulepikya suspAn gersshA somsAme. 
Sida kiky;:)-kt sdrdwdli nup-so-mi kdbul€-pikyd sus-pa-n 
S g/f-GEN death finish-PR:PCPL-LOC villager-PL very-do-PAR 
gErs-sa 
be.happy-SIM 

som-samE~sam 

become-PST:3SG 

'The villagers thus became very happy on Sida grandfather's end of his lite.· 

2.30 thibtsAbbi yo dumteme. 
thib-cab-bi yo 
get-can (fig.)-NML also 

'They became prosperous also.' 

dum-t€mE~t€m 

become-PST:3PL 

2.31 .\yeng mekopikimi rissingA sottsan lALdo musam yo k' i:tsA malA me. 
syEIJ mEko-piki-mi rissi-IJa sot-ts;:)n lais-so mu-sdm vo 

but s/he-PL-ACT laughter-GEN breath-PAR tall-PR:PCPL time-ADV:till also 
k'i:-ca md-tam~>tam 

breathe-INF NEG-get:PST:3PL 

'But they could not breath their breath of happiness for a long time.· 

2.32 sukai Anke khinmi yo po kyorsshA otsAn madumbdumta. 
subi an-kt khT-mi yo po kyors-sa wo/bd-c<·l r, 
nobody their-GEN house-LOC also pig slaughter-SIM eat-iNF-PAR 
m;}-dum-b-dum-t:r-t 
NEG-become-INF-become-PST:3SG 
'Nobody could have pork having butchered the pig in his or her house.· 

2.33 roi-mait nu be?t!>A dzAmtsAm maplo:na. 
roi-m;}it nu b€?-ca dzam-ca-m m;}-plo:-m 
sick-RED and die-INF loss-INF-AGT NEG-leave-NEG:NPST:3SG 

'The villagers were not free from frequent sickness and death or loss.' 

2.34 nelle kabulepikya blitame sultame. 
nEll€ bbul€-pikyd bli-tamE~tam 

all villager-PL trouble-PST:3PL 

'All the villagers were in trouble.' 

suT-tamE~tam 

RED-PST:3PL 

2.35 geplemtekke kAn nilAm ponib-gyAmi !A I 'isho bA ?lAse. 
gEplEmtEk-kt ka-n nilam poib-gyam(i) Ia I'i-so 
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solution-GEN one-PAR way/method shaman(m)-shaman(f) only remain-PR:PCPL 

ba? -tase~tas 

AUX:EXT-2DU 

'The only way of solution had remained shamans (m/f).' 

2.36 tsannAdonAt ponib-gyAmi shyil papAisshongA mere/A shyet dzatek !An tuinsAu. 
tsd~adonat poib-gyam(i) syil p;:)-pais-so-IJa mEr€ Ia 
seven.night.day shaman(m)-shaman(f) dance CAUS-do-PR:PCPL-LOC after only 
syEt dz.:)-ffik Hi tui-sau 
difficulty eat-NML path know-PAS 

'Only after seven days and nights, they came to know the crux of the trouble while 
making the shamans (rnlf) dance or function (i.e. through their oracle).' 

2.3 7 Sida ldkyeke bulnumi meko Ankali yo shyetgetsA gonethumsho bAlta. 
Sida kiky;:)-k€ bulnu-mi mEko-an-bli yo syEt-gE-ca 
S glf-GEN spirit-AGT s/he-them-DAT also trouble-give-TNF 
go-nE-thum-so ba?-t~t 

start-TNF-finish-PR:PCPL AUX:EXT -3 SG 

'Sida grandfather's spirit had already started troubling them (including the shamans) 
also.' 

2.38 mekoA bulnumi lo:lishyAnkA sho:tu, "ankali kabulepildmi kerthun pashA sAittimi. 
mulngA mere po kyorsshonu sagun pidAr-nAmdAr pAintininganAIA An pargimi 
bAJnung." 
mEko-a bulnu-mi lo:lisyaka-so:-tu, "a-kdli bbulE-piki-mi kEr-thii 
s/he-his spirit-AGT discuss-reveal-PST:3SG 1-DAT villager-PL-AGT black-heart 
pd-sa sait-timi. mul-IJa msrE po kyors-so-nu s;:)gun 
do-SIM kill-PST:3PL now-GEN after pig slaughter-PR:PCPL-TEMP offer 
pidar-namdar pai-tini-Ij;:)na la a p;:)rgi-mi ba?-nu-IJ" 
worship-RED do-PST:3PL-if.so:COND only my shrine-LOC be/live-NPST -1 SG 

'His spirit spoke revealing, "The villagers mudered me by plotting. Now on I'll live 
in my own place, only if you worship me with the offer (i.e. gombal) while slautering 
the pig.' 

2.39 onpA lo:lishyAnkA pas hom patike mekorengA po kyorsshonu sagun pidAr-nAmdAr 
mapathu madumtik dumta. 
opa lo:lisyaka p;:)-SO-m p;:)-tiks mEko-rE-IJa po 
thus conversation do-PR:PCPL-ERG do-NML that-ABL-GEN ptg 
kyors-so-nu sdgun pidar-namdar m;:)-p;:)-thu m;:)-dum-tik 
slaughter-PR:PCPL-TEMP offer worsip-RED NEG-do-CONV NEG-become-NML 
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become-PST-3SG 
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'Since their discussion of the offer, a compulsory worship should be offered while 
slaughtering the pig.' 

2.40 mulsam eko pidAr Kiriinti-Konits mulkemke mablAtike phets dumshA pisho bA 12'. 

mul-s~m £1<.0 pidar Kiranti-Koits mulk£m-k£ m~-bla-tik£ ph£ts 
now-till this worship K-K culture-GEN NEG-separate-NML part/section 
dum-sa p1-so ba'l-t~t 

become-SIM come-PR:PCPL AUX:EXT-3SG 

'This worship has become the inseparable part of Kiranti- Koits culture till now.' 

Free Translation 

The worship of Sida 

Sida grandfather (g/f) pidar (worship) is one of the worships done in the Kirant1 

Koits culture. While invoking him, incantations are invoked saying, "'If you're Sida. it 

you're Gibda". Although there is no historical evidence on worshipping of th'-· Sida 

grandfather when it started, there is a legend related to it. Once upon a time, there was a 

Gaurots (village headman) of the Koits Kipat (communal land) clan- named Bramlicha 

around Dolu. His name was Sida grandfather. 

During his rule, his own lordship zone was m absolute monopoly. Sida 

grandfather was very strong physically also. His height also was very gigantic. He needed 

a lot of food and drink also according to his physique. His voice was also of a hoarse 

type. The whole vicinity got disturbed while shouting. It would be supposed to be omen 

if he was not satisfied in feast and party of the vicinity and neighbourhood. The pork 

gombal (a soft white part of pork especially of the upper part of the neck) would be like 

his-own monopoly; and other could not even tum their face looking to it. 

He used to drink ( esp. without stopping) the millet-beer within winks one 

wooden-pot after another. He used to start disturbing unless he was satisfied. The oldman 

never let chances to others. Nobody could dare of winning him. He used to defeat all. All 
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villagers over his control were disappointed in his feudalistic delight. His oppression 

went beyond limitations. The villagers, once upon a time, allied each other and ploted to 

murder the feudal lord. 

According to their plot, they made him drink the poison-mixed alcohol. Sida 

grandfather did not die even after drinking the poison mixed millet-beer. Having jumped 

and exclaiming so and so killed me, he ran towards the house through the path of Khlisi 

cliff. The villagers also followed, after him. From there, as soon as they reached the 

Khlisi cliff, they took advantage of it. Sida grandfather's life was was over. With him 

ended his feudal rule also. The villagers thus became very happy on Sida grandfather's 

end of his life. They became prosperous also. However, they could not breath their breath 

of happiness for a long time. Nobody could have pork having butchered the pig in his or 

her house. The villagers were not free from frequent sickness and death or loss. All the 

villagers were in trouble. 

The only way of solution had remained shamans (m/f). Only after seven days and 

nights, they came to know the crux of the trouble while making the shamans (mit) dance 

or function (i.e. through their oracle). Sida grandfather's spirit had already started 

troubling them (including the shamans) also. His spirit spoke revealing, "The villagers 

mudered me by plotting. 

Now on I shall live in my own place, only if you worship me with the offer (i.e. 

gombal) while slautering the pig. Since their discussion of the offer, a compulsory 

worship should be offered while slaughtering the pig. This worship has become the 

inseparable part of Kiranti- Koits culture till now.' 

3. MatAisib K"~:khEpbu 

'The invisible holy flower' 

3.1 sainesren Kiriinti-Koits mulkemmi Sa!Aku Mundumke suspA dumser lishA pisho bA. 
sdinEs-rE-n Kiranti-Koits mulkcm-mi Sdlaku Mundum-kc 
many.years.ago-ABL-PAR K-K culture-LOC S M-GEN 

sus-pa dumscr li-sa pi-so ba 
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a lot-do:ADV importance remain-SIM come-PR:PCPL is 

'Salaku Mundum 12 in the Kiranti-Koits culture, has a special importance since time 
immemorial.' 

3.2 SalAkuke semilselmi thumpalsAkali ponib!gyAmi nu na?soAnkali mabA Jthu madumtek 

phu me bogyapat. 
s~Uiku-kf: Semi/sdmi thum-p~-ca-bli poib/gyam(i) nu 
S-GEN method/process finish-do:CAUS-DAT shaman(m)/shaman(f) and 
na?so-an-bli m~-ba?-thu m~-dum-tek phu me' bogy~p~Ubosp~t 
priest-their-OAT NEG-be-CONY NEG-become-NML flower 1s trumpet flower 

'In the ritual precess of performing Salaku, trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum) is a 
very necessary flower to the shaman (rnlf) and priest.' 

3.3 nA ?so nu ponibolgyamim SalAku pAmenu "amarpatimi, bimarpatimi, igirei!'imi. 
dumArekhimi, igi mulimi, dumA mulimi, igi lAptsomi, dumA lAptsomi, igi tAltsAmi 
dumA tAltsAmi ... " denA den honmAselelkali shyilnim. 
na?so nu poib/gyami-m s~laku pa:-ms-nu "~m~rpdti mi, 
priest and shaman (m)/shaman (f)-ACT S do-NPST:3PL-TEMP a-LOC 
bimdrp~ti-mi, igirekhi-mi, dumarekhi-mi, igi muli-mi, duma muli-mi, igi laptso-mL 
b-LOC ir-LOC dr-LOC im-LOC dm-LOC il-LOC 
duma laptsomi, igi taltsami, duma taltsami ... "de-na-ds-n honmaselsl-k;}li 
dl-LOC it-LOC dt-LOC say-PROG-RED-PROG spirit ( cul)-DAT 
syil-nimi~nim 

escort-NPST:3PL 

'While performing the Salaku, the priest (mainly) and shaman (m/f) envoke saying, 
"amarpatimi (a), bimarpatimi (b), igirekhimi (ir), dumarekhimi (dr), igi mulimi (im), 
duma mulimi (dm), igi laptsomi (il), duma laptsomi (dl), igi taltsami (it), duma 
taltsami (dt) ... ". 13 

3.4 oNpA SalAku !AngelA honmAselel pul patikya KoNits mulkemke Thebthunkos me nganA 
eko pulpatikya /Angem tsesi Aptek phu bogyapat me. 
opa Sdlaku tage-la honmiiselcl pul-p;}-tiky;} Kiranti-Koits mulkem-kc 
thus S plan-ABL spirit (cui) worship (cul)-do-NML K-K culture-GEN 
Thebthilkos me' IJ~na e"ko pul-p~-tiky~ tage-m tsesi ap-tek 

12 It refers to the Kirant philosophy of life in their religion. 
13 Kiranti-Koits ritual mantra incantations in which tribal Deities residing in several places are invoked 
such as amarpatimi = 'at a type of leaf (Atit Koits-Mukhia informed me that the name amarpati is named 
to the blooming bospati towards the east direction and bim;lrp;lti on the west), bimarpatimi = 'at a type of 
leaf (the bospati blooming towards the west direction), igi rekhimi = 'at the creator's border', duma 
rekhimi= 'at the border of female', igi mulimi= 'at the main creator', duma mulimi = 'at the main female', 
igi liiptsomi = 'at the creator's door', dumii liiptsomi = 'at the female's door', igi tii/tsiimi = 'the creator's 
lock' and duma tii/tsiimi ='at the female's lock.' 
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main.purpose is if.so:COND this worsip-do-NML plan-LOC use shoot-NML 
phu bogy~p~tlbosp~t me' 
flower trumpet flower ts 

'Worshipping the spirit of the deceased through the Salaku Mundum in this way, is 
the main purpose of the Kiranti-Koits culture whereas trumpet flower (oroxylum 
indicum) is the main flower for use in this worship.' 

3.5 saisainesam Binitsa hopoke pAnmi kA thumngA khusholkhalpAkali gil pidAr patsA 
mAidA bAit. 
s~ts~mes-m Binitsa hopo-kc pa-mi ka thum-lJa khuso/kh~lpa-bli 
many.years.ago-in B king-GEN ruling.time-LOC one thum-GEN old.man-DAT 
gil pidar p~-ca mal-da ba?~tr-t 

gil worship do-INF need-PST AUX:EXT-3SG 

'Many years ago an old man of a thum (village/area) wanted to do Gil Pidar (a type of 
tribal worship) during the king Binicha's ruling time.' 

3.6 eko gil patsakali sangigrakngo ?wapopikya, sangigrakngo tormA mekengA 
sAngigrakngo pAtsngA phupikya mAlba. 
e'Ko Gil p~-ca-bli sagigr~kl)o bwa po-piky~, sagigr~kl)o solma mekc-IJa mm 
this G do-INF-DAT 365 fowl pig-PL 365 s there.from then 
sagi~kl]o pats-l)a phu-piky~ mal-b~ 
365 type-GEN flower-PL need-is:EXT 

'In order to perform this Gil, 365 fowl and pigs, 365 solma!torma (an idol/image 
made out of cooked rice) and then 365 types of flower is necessary.' 

3.7 khushom onsho ollingA dzatpikya tsA?shA telshongA mere nAISo, poniblgyAmiAnkali 
blettAu. 
khuso-m oso olli-IJa dzdtekd:zdt-piky~ tsa?-sa 
old.man-AGT this.much type-GEN edible.thing-PL bring-SIM 
tcl-so-l)a mere na?so, poib-gyam(i)-an-bli blet-tau 
pile-PR:PCPL-SrM then/after priest shaman(m)/shaman(f)-they-DAT call-PST:3SG 

'The old man called the priest and shamans (rnlf) having brought and piled up the 
types of that much needed materials.' 

3.8 nA?so, ponib!gyAmimiyo thammursho sendAm, "sangso ... sang ... sang ... sang ... tsuplu 
hopo, duplu hopo, muso hopo, thalo hopo" denAden yAbre-gubre Ankali pidArpatsA 
gomteme. 
na?so, poib/gyam(i)-mi yo th~mmurSO Se-da-m, "S~IJSO .. . 
priest shaman(m)/shaman(f)-ACT also loud:ADJ voice-LOC sangso .. . 
S~IJ ... S~IJ ... S~IJ ... tsuplu hopo, duplu hopo, muso hopo, th~lo hopo" de-na-de-n 
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sang ... sang ... sang ... ts god d god 
yabrE-gubrE-an-bli pidar-p;}-ca 

m god t god say-PROG-RED-PROG 
gom-tEmE~tEm 

god!goddess-PL-DAT worship do-INF start-PST:3PL 

'The priest and shaman (rn![) also in a loud voice saying, "sangso ... sang ... sang ... 
sang ... 14 tsuplu hopo, duplo hopo, muso hopo, thalo: hopo" started invoking gods and 
goddesses to worship.' 

3.9 pidAr pashonu nelle hopopikyalA nA ~o, poniblgyAmiAnkali Amai pidarpatek kere 
dzadissho ne:so dumba. 
Pidar-p;}-so-nu nEIIE hopo-piky;}-la na?so, poibl 
worship do-PR:PCPL-TEMP 
gyam(i)-an-k;}li am;}i 
shaman (f)-they-OAT themselves 
dum-b;} 

all ancestral god-PL-ABL priest shaman (ml 
pidar-p;}-tEk-kErE dz;)dis-so m::so 
worship-do-NML-place:there reach-PR:PCPI signal 

become-3 SG 

'While performing their worship, the priest and shaman (m/f) are signalled fro Ill all 
ancestral gods and goddesses.' 

3 .I 0 kuphphdurshipA meko nAdo moitin dzA ?!sA mAlsho tsuplu hopomi Ami dz.4 !sipasho 
neso magewa. 
kuphphdursi-pa mEko nado moiti-n dza?-ca 
unfortunate-ADV that night first-PAR come-INF 
hopo-mi ami dza?-si-p;}-SO 
guardian.angel-ACT himself arrive-MV-do-PR:PCPL 
m;}-g£-W;} 
NEG-give-NPST:3SG 

mal-so tsuplu 
need:NOM lirc.plact· 
nESO 
signal 

'Unfortunately, on that night the fire-place god, who needed to come first didn ., 
signal his arrival himself.' 

3.11 tsuplu hopomin pidAr blane mabisengAmere nA?sonu poniblgyAm(i)m khalo: panpan 
Am pidAr-namdar pA wAittem. 
tsuplu hopo-mi-n pidar bl;}-nE m;}-bi-sE-I)a 
fire.place god (g/a)-AGT-PAR worship accept-INF NEG-obey-INF-SIM 
mEre na?so, poib/gyami-m 0;}Io:-p;}-n-p;}-n am 
after priest shaman(m)/shaman(f)-AGT invite-do-PROG-RED-PROG own 
pidar -namdar pa Wait-tf:mR~tf'm 

worship-RED do:CONV keep-PST:JPL 

14 
This is the manner of invoking gods and goddesses requesting to take incense in the beginning of their 

worship in Kiranti-Koits culture. So no word for word translations can be provided into English. 
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'The priest and shamans (m/f) went on keeping their worship inviting (i.e. envoking) 
them although the god of the fire place didn't accept offer.' 

3.12 pi dAr patik ge sAn n(h)At nu sAn nh!nA ?do pasngApas bA ?tern. 

pidar p~-tik gg sa n(h)at 
worship do-NML work three day 
ba?-tcmg~tcm 

live:PST-3PL 

nu sa n(h)a?do p::Js-IJa-p::Js 
and three night do-CONT -do 

'The worship continued for three days and three nights.' 

3.13 ololnga nipskArsshA pashAiyo tsuplu hopomi pidAr blane mabissengA mere 
mekonkali shetgot dumt. 
olol-IJa nipskarsp::J-sa-i yo tsuplu hopo-mi pidar 
different-GEN solution-do-SIM-PAR also fire.place god-AGT worship 
bl~-nE m::J-bis-SE-I)a mErE mEko-an-bli syctgot dum-t~t 
accept-INF NEG-obey:NPST-3SG-SIM after s/he-they-DAT trouble become-PST:3SG 

'They were troubled when the fire-place god refused accepting the worship even after 
having applied different solutions.' 

3.14 kuphphahirshipA le nA?dom DzatnA Mulim nAISokali ngammi tAninsishA denta, 
"goipikim r 'isho phupikim kA ni?si phupikya daint bA?teme. 
kuphph~hirsi-pa le na?do-m Dz~tna Muli-m na?so-k~li IJ::lm-mi 
fortunate-ADV four night-LOC Dz M-AGT priest-OAT dream-LOC 
tai-si-sa d~t-~, "goi-piki-m r Iso phu-piki-m ka ni?si 
appear-MV-SIM say-PST:3SG you-PL-AGT offered:ADJ flower-PL-LOC one two 
phu-piky::J d::Jit ba?-tcmE~tEm 
flower-PL Impure AUX:EXT-3PL 

'Fortunately, on the fourth night Dznatna Muli15 appearing in the priest's dream said, 
"some of the flowers that you have offered are impure/unholy.' 

3.15 mekom ranr;hu dumsho mishyemuruke tsArnuk tsibnA bluinsho bA. 
mcko-m rap u dum-so misyEmuru-ke tsarnuk tsibna blui-so 
that-LOC menstruation become-PCPL woman-GEN urin drop sprinkle-PCPL 
ba 
AUX/EXT:is 

'In those flowers some drops of urine of a menstruated woman is sprinkled.' 

3.16 mopatke tsuplu hopom inke pidAr mablasho nami. 

15It refers to a name of the ancestral god (guardian angel) in Kiranti-Koits culture. 
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mo-p;}-tk8 tsuplu hopo-m inkc pidar m~-bl~-so n;}mi~n;}m 

so-do-NML fire.place god-AGT your worship NEG-accept-PR:PCPL AUX:EXT-1 PL 

'For that reason (therefore) the fire-place god hasn't accepted your worship.' 

3.17 meko daiNt dumsho phupikya tAitten minu meko panmi akhkhAgAmin hoib wAtserei 
yo mekogAmin wA ?h mekengA hoimenu sukaimi matatik phu ringen. 
mcko d~it dum-so phu-pikyd tait-tE-n minu mcko-h: 
that impure become-PR:PCPL flower-PL throw-PST:3PL then that-GEN 
pa-mi ;}khkha-ga-mi-n boi-b watscrE-i yo mEko-ga-
place-LOC fruit-inside-LOC-PAR blossom-NML seed-PAR also that-inside-
mi-n wa?-b mch:-ng;} boi-mE-nu sukdi-mi 
LOC-PAR germinate-NML there-from:ABL blossom-NPST:3SG-TEMP no one-ACIT 
m;}-tg-tik phu r'i-IJcnE~riiJcn 
NEG-see-NML flower offer-NPST:3 PL 

'Remove and throw those impure/unholy flowers and then in their place, offer such a 
flower which blooms inside the fruit, whose seed is also inside it, and then no on<: can 
see while blooming.' 

3.18 on pane tsaplininganA tsuplu hopomi goipikya inke pi dAr hlane hihha. 
5 p;}-nc tsap-tini-I];}na tsuplu hopo-mi goi-pikyg in-k£ 
PAR do-INF can-PST:3PL-if.so:COND fire.place god-AGT you-PL your-GEl\. 
pidar bl;}-nE bib-bg 
worship have/accept-INF obey-NPST:3SG 

'If you are able to do so the fire-place god can obey having your worship.' 

3.19 d'ishAsuni nA?somi Am ngamrits nellekali shotuinepAittu 
d'isa suni na?so-mi am I];}fllfits nEllc-bli SO-tU 
tomorrow morning priest-AGT own dream.anecdote all-DA T reveal-PST:3SG 

'The next morning the priest narrated his dream-anecdote to all.' 

3.20 nehpikim na?shoA ngamrits nel ne?shA haridzamdA dumtem. 
nc-b-piki-m na?so-a IJgrnrits nd nE?-sa 
listen-NML-PL-AGT priest-GEN dream.anecdote all listen-SIM 
dum-tEmE~tem 

become-PST:3 PL 

b;}ridzgmda 
happy 

'All listeners were happy having listened the priest's dream-anecdote.' 

3.21 shyeng "homenu sukaimi matatik phu" ke khApslo:mi shyet getsAsam geptu. 
sycng "boi-mE-nU subi-mi mg-tg-tik phu" -kc khapslo:-mi 
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but bloom-NPST:3SG-TEMP no.one-AGT NEG-see-NML flower-GEN mystery-AGT 
syct gc-ca-~m gc-ptu 
trouble give-INF-till give-PST:3SG 

'But the mystry of "the invisibly blooming flower" troubled them in a great deal.' 

3.22 mekya rAlba murpikim melw khApslo: mAraipA tuine matsabem. 
mcky;} ralbd mur-piki-m mcko khapslo: mardipa 
there present man-PL-AGT that mystery not.at.all 

tui-nc 
reveal-INF 

ffi;}-tS;}-bcm 
NEG-can-PST:3SG 
'All the people present there couldn't reveal the mystery at al.' 

3.23 thum khalpAke panmi yo BinitsA hopokali lo:lishyAnkApAptu. 
thum khiilpa-ke pii-mi yo Binitsa hopo-bli lo:lisyiika-pap-tu 
thum old.man-AGT turn-LOC also Binitsa king-OAT infonn!discuss-do-PST:3SG 
'The thum (village/area) oldman in turn informed also to the Binicha king.' 

3.24 Binits hopolpipim ponibokali linkyu lw:shAngAmin modeb phu tuitik hoplo: geptu. 
Binits hopo!pipi-m poibo-bli lTkyu ko:-sa-IJa-min modcb phu 
B king-AGT shaman-PAT oracle see-SIM-SEQ-then such flower 
tuit-tik hoplo:/ncpalsi gcp-tu 
know-NML order give-PST:3SG 

'The king (Binicha) having made him (the shaman) see oracle and ordered to find out 
such flower.' 

3.25 ponibomi yo modeb phu uding-tseringgengA ?wAkim tatik linkyu kyutu. 
poibo-mi yo modcb phu udiiJ-tscriiJ-gc-IJii ?waki-m t;}-tik 
shaman-AGT also such flower north-east-towards-GEN jungle-LOC get-INF 
llkyu-kyu-tu 
oracle-prophesy-PST:3SG 

'The shaman also prophesied that such flower would be available in the jungle 
towards the northeast direction.' 

3.26 nAJsoi yo ponibom lwisho pisAngge phu mAlth glut. 
na?so-i yo 
priest-PAR also 
m;}-t;}-tik 
NEG-see-NML 

p5Tho-m koi-so pisiii]-gc 
shaman-AGT show-PR:PCPL direction-towards:POSTP 
p~ mal-th:r--th glu-t:r--t 
flower search-PUR exit/set out-PST:3SG 

mcko 
that 

'The priest also set out towards the direction shown by the shaman for searching the 
unseen flower.' 
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3.26 memi meko phukem lo:mi thisshosam t 'sib, rab, b 'i, mesh, rokos, kis nu mur 
nellekali hillopAptu. 
me?-mi meko phu-k£-m lo:-mi this-so-sdm tsib, rdb, b'i, 
s/he-AGT that flower-GEN-LOC talk-LOC meet-PR:PCPL-till bird, sheep, cow, 
mes, rokos, kis nu mur nelle gubebbd-bli hillo:-pap-tu 
buffalo, rocky-deer, deer and man all animal-OAT ask-do-PST:3SG 

'He asked regarding such invisible flower to all the birds, animal and men whoever 
he could meet.' 

3.27 shyengltarnA marai ge ma!Apta. 
syeiJ!tdmd mdrdl ge md-la-ptd 
but nothing work NEG-be useful-PST:3SG 

'But nothing could work.' 

3.28 me thirmakhet dumt minu kh'ilettik thu paptu. 
me? thirmakhet-dum-t(d) minu k'1 let-tik thu-pap-tu 
s/he tired:AOJ-become-PST:3SG then house retum-NML mind-do-!'<..; 1 · 1S( 

'He got tired and thought of returning home.' 

3.29 khin le-nnA-le-n pa-wA-nu IAn-mi thunsAisho nA?somi kA rabgyomhikafi thit-rz, 

k'1 le-nna-le-n pd-wa-nu !a-mi thusaiso 
house return-PROG-REO-PROG do-NPST:3SG-TEMP path-LC)(' hopeless:ADJ 
na?so-mi ka f;:}bgyombi-bli thit-tu 
priest-AGT one shepherd-OAT meet-PST:3SG 

'The hopeless priest while returning home met a shepherd on the way.' 

3.30 mekokali thinneken nA ?somi thunthunmi mimtAu, "on shyAn! Eko rabgyomhim da 
gethsiri nu lutssiri pawAnu tsuintsephurki tholonggAsam er-ottha pAib mur me. eko 
madzdAm tasho bAme mai modeb phu! kAlekA hillopashA kongu ". 
meko-bli thin-ne-kw na?so-mi thu-thu-mi mim-tau, 
s/he-PAT meet-INF-PAR priest-AGT mind-REO-LOC think-PST:3SG 
"5 sya! eKO rdbgyombi-m dd gethsiri nu lutssiri p;:)-Wii.-nu 
"0 yeah! this shephard-AGT PAR up.surnmer and down. winter do-NPST:3SG-TEMP 
tsuitsephurki tholoiJga-s;:)m er-otth;:, pai-b mur m~>'. 0'ko m;:)dzda-m 
high.altitude inner.plain-till thither-hither do-NML man is. this fucker-AGT 
t;:)-so ba-m£ mdi modeb phu! kiil£-ka hil1o-p;)-sa 
see-PR:PCPL AUX-NPST:3SG Q:PAR 16 such flower time-one ask-do-S!M 

16 Question particle as in (a) m£ko muru k'11€bba ffi;}i? 'Will that man return home?' 
(uncertainty/probability) 
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· 'While meeting him (the shepherd) the priest immediately thought," 0 yeah! This 
fucker shepherd goes to the jungle (high altitude) during summer and down in the 
inner plain during winter. He certainly might have seen such flower! Let me ask him 
once." 

3.31 nA ?.som rabgyombikali Am khare lA ?.sho por piA 7tu 
na?so-m r;Jbgyombi-k;Jli am kh::lr£ la?-so por-pla?-tu. 
priest-AGT shepherd-OAT own curiosity think-ADJ INTF-narrate-PST:3SG 

'The priest narrated his curiosity to the shepherd.' 

3.32 yAmkA ngakodzisho tellep rabgyombim denta, "go tuitstsA da tuinung shyeng 
moshyed dentsA magArba." 
yam-ka rpkodz'iso t£ll£p r::lbgyombi-m d£--t::l, "go tuits-ca 
while-one confused:AOJ cunning shepherd-AGT say-PST:3SG I know-INF 
d::l tui-nU-1] SYEIJ mosy£d d£-:-ca m::l-gar-b::l" 
PAR know-NPST-lSG but in.vain say-INF NEG-agree-NPST:3SG 
'The cunning and confused shepherd having after a while said, "I know but it cannot 
be reaveled without any charge.' 

3.33 mul mekokali dopA bippAitstsA deNsho lo:mi nA Jsokali yorbetu. 
mul m£ko-bli dopa bip-paits-ca d£--so lo:-mi na?so-bli 
now s/he-PAT how obey-do:CAUS-INF say-PR:PCPL talk-AGT priest-PAT 
yorb£-tu 
troubletdisturb-PST:3SG 

'Now the priest was disturbed by the fact that how to make him (the shepherd) obey.' 

3.34 kail mapathuyo madum. 
kail-m::l-p;J-thu yo m::l-dum 
persuade-NEG-do-CONY also NEG-become 

'He (the priest) couldn't also do without persuading him (the shepherd).' 

3.35 Amikali denshA kurssho neUe IAmdz mekokalin dzatsA geptu. 
ami-bli d£-:-sa kurs-so nEll£ lamdz m£ko-bli-n dz::l-ca 
self-OAT say-SIM carry-PR:PCPL all snacks/he-OAT -PAR eat-INF 
gcp-tu 
give-PST:3SG 

'He (the priest) gave to him (the shepherd) his entire snack carried to himself.' 
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khli-md-him-se 
expose-NEG-shake-PST 

'He could not extract information with this much also.' 

3.37 khlmahisengA mere thelmi sAisshA tsa?shA nA ~ami Amnu hA ?sho rihdoi yo tunitAwa. 
khli-md-him-se-IJii mere thdmi sais-sa tsa?-sa na?so-mi 
expose-NEG-shake-NPST-SIM after pheasant kili-SIM bring-SIM priest-AGT 
am-nu bii?-so ribdo-i yo tlil-tawd 
self-ASSO have-PR:PCPL wine-PAR also drink-CAUS:PST:3SG 

'Having failed knowing the secrecy, he made him drink the wine which he had with 
him by bringing a pheasant having hunted.' 

3.38 mekokali rihdo d'uts d'utsapA geptu. 
meko-bli ribdo d 'uts d 'u-ca-pa 
s/he-DA T wine intoxicant intoxicate-INF-ADV 

ge-ptu 
give-PST:3SG 

'He gave him a lot ofwine (i.e. intoxicant) till he got intoxicated.' 

3.39 rihdoA renephenem rabgyomhim ololngA thokya punitsA goptu. 
ribdo-a rcnephcne-m r;:Jbgyombi-m olol-IJii thoky:1 
wine-GEN intoxication:MAN-AGT shepherd-AGT impossible.type-GEN thing 
pm-ca gop-tu 
beg-INF start-PST:3SG 

'The wine-intoxicated shepherd started asking for some other impossible demands.· 

3.40 onsosam kon nA ?somi gimngA haruiyo saittek lo: puinapuin rabgyombim 
lenkhlo:psho ne ?so sendAm dent, "eee shyAnkA! mul goimi yi tami Ankali getik koki 
pAinaye nganA !A suimi matasho phu koninung. marne ngana be:tsA geu go matuinung 
phu-su." 
5so-sdm k5 na?so-mi gim-IJii h;:Jrui yo sait-tek lo: 
this.much-till COMP priest-AGT body-GEN lust also kill-NML talk 
pm-na-pui-n r;:Jbgyombi-m le-: khlo:pso ndiis se-:da-m 
beg-PROG-RED-PAR shepherd tongue staggered:ADJ nasal sound-LOC 
de-:-t, "eee syaka! mul goi-mi yi tdmi a-kdli ge-tik 
say-PST:3SG hey leopard! now you-AGT thy daughter me-OAT give-NML 
koki pai-ndye IJdna Ia sm-m1 m;:J-t;:J-so p 11u 
promise do-NPST:3SG if:COND only no.one-AGT NEG-see-PR:PCPL flower 
k51-nuiJ. m;:Jme IJdna be-cii ge-u go md-tui-nu-IJ 
show-N PST: 1 SG not if:COND die-INF give-IMP 1 SG NEG-know-NPST-3SG such 
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'To such an extent that the shepherd having staggered his tongue in a nasal voice 
asking to fulfill his sexual lust to the priest said, "Hey Leopard! (addressing the 
priest). Now if you promise to sacrifice your daughter to me, I'll show you the flower, 
which no one can see. If not let it go to the hell; I don't know such flower etc.' 

3.41 nA?sokali bo7tsAsamngA gAits bo7t. 

na?so-bli bo?-ca-sgm-ga 
priest-PAT rise-INF-till-GEN 

gaits bo?-t~t 

anger rise-PST:3SG 

'The priest had uncontrollable anger.' 

3.42 gAitsm Am' its tsilA dApta. 
gaits-m a m'its tsila dap-tg~t 

anger-AGT his eye lightning dazzle/glare-PST:3SG 

'His eyes turned into lightning with anger.' 

3.43 /epA lettik gAitsmi pulu-selu khodeb dumt. 
lcpa lct-tik gaits-mi pulu-sdu 
revenge return-NML anger-INST ash-RED 
t~t 

PST:3SG 

'With revenge he wished he could finish him at once.' 

3.44 memi akhantspA p/umdzA piA ?tu. 
mc-rni gkhats-pa plumdza 
s/he-AGT slow-ADV fist 

'He slowly undid his fist.' 

3.45 m 'its piA ?tu. 

m'its pla?-tu. 
eye open-PST:3SG 

'Opened his eyes.' 

pla?-tu 
open-PST:3SG 

pg-IJ khodcb dum-
do-l SG like become-

3.46 me ?mi m 'its p!AgAnu Am moiti rashikhushikh 'u:sha sissho gemdzo khodensho 
bakyapat/bospat tAptu. 
mc?-mi m ·its pla-ga-nu am mmti rasyikh'usikh'u-sa-
s/he-AGT eye wide.open-PST-TEMP own in.front many:MAN-SIM 
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bgkygpgtJbosp;}t 
trumpet.flower 

Uip-tu 
see-PST:3SG 

'While opening his eyes, he saw many fruit bearing dagger-shaped trumpet flower 
( oroxylum indicum) in front of him.' 

3.47 gAits sAmtik thunpA rippAngAmin mosho soshyo bakyapat!bospat shyoklo gupshA 
rabgyobbikali blengngAbleng y 'utsAlA mAr gosho bA ?me bakyapata!bmpatke shyoklo 

blo:lshA peperu nelle blalAtsilA dumshA pindA bub 'u dumta. 
gaits sam-tik thilpa rip-pa-IJa-rnin moso sosyo 
anger loose-NML mind.do:ADV intend-do:CONV-SEQ-then that.much dry:ADJ 
ooky;}jX)t syoklo gup-sa f;)bgyombi-bli bl£1]-l)a-blslJ y'u:-ca 
trumpet.flower pod pick up-SIM shepherd-OAT ONO:manner.of.beating beat-INF 
Hi mgr go-so ba?-mc bgkygpgtJbospgt -a syoklo 
only what start-PR:PCPL AUX:PST:3SG trumpet.flower-GEN pod 
blol-sa pcpsru nell£ blglatsila dum-sa pinda bub'u 
break(itself)- CONY white/flower all scattered:ADJ become-SIM floor white 
dum-tg 
become-PST:3SG 

'Intending to pacify his (the priest's) anger, he started beating up the shepherd heavil: 
picking up the sword-shaped and dried trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum); 
meanwhile it broke and the floor became full of scattered white trumpet flower 
( oroxylum indicum) flower.' 

3.48 eko tastanke lopanpan rawam bA ?sho gigyotsirim deNt, "on mekon me tsoN goinu 
mAlsho phu". 
EKO tgsta-k£ lo-pg-n-p;}-n 
this scene-GEN talk-do-RED 
o m~:>ko-n 
yea that-PAR 

ms' tso 
is PAR 

r;}wa-m ba?-so gigyociri-m d~:>-:-t;}~t, 
tree-LOC live-PR:PCPL green.dove-AGT say-PST:3S(, 
gm-ml mal-so phu 
you-AGT search-PR:PCPL flower 

'Describing this scenery, the green-dove sitting on the tree said, "Yeah! That is the 
flower you're looking for." 

3.49 eko m:?nekan nA?so gershA IANmatAninse. 
EKO n~:>?-ns-b-n na?so g~:>r-sa ll'i-m;}-taJ-S£ 
this hear-rNF-AOV-PAR be.happy-SIM path-NEG-see-NPST:3SG 

'His (the priest's) happiness knew no bounds while immediately hearing this (i.e. 
finding).' 

3.50 thum khalpAke gil pidArmi dzaditstsAkali tsuissho nAISom somkempA bakyapatke 
shokle nu phupikya sesu ruptu. 
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thum k\:,lpa-kt gil pidar-mi dz~dits-ca-bli tsuisso na'?so-m 
thum old.man-GEN g worship-LOC reach-INF-PAT hurried:ADJ priest-AGT 
somh:m-pa b;)ky;)p:}t-h: soklE nu phu-piky;) sEsu rup-tu 
rustle:RED-ADV trumpet.flower-GEN pod and flower-PL MAN collect-PST:3SG 

'The priest who was hurried to reach to the Thurn Khalpa's Gil worship; hurriedly 
collected the trumpet flower ( oroxylum indicum) in rustle.' 

3.51 minu nA?so "bakyapat thittAng, amarpat thittAng, bimarpat thittAng" denAden 

plenplen sa!Ak khalopanpan gil pidAr kyAdalumi dzaditta. 
minu na?so "b~ky~p~t thit-ta-1), ~m~rp~t thit-ta-1), bim~rp~t thit-ta-1)" 
then priest t.f 17 find-PST-lSG t.f.type fmd-PST-lSG t.f.type fmd-PST-lSG 
df:-na-df:-n plf:-n-plf:-n ~lak(u) kh~1o:-p~-n-p~-n gil pidar 
say-PRO-RED jump-PRO-RED mundum recite-do-PRO-RED gil worship 
kyad~lu-mi dz~dit-t~ 

spot-LOC reach-PST:3SG 

'Then the priest reached to the gil worship spot saying, jumping and reciting 
Mundum, "I found bakyapat, I found amarpat, I found bimarpat.'" 

3.52 onpA nA ?sokali dzatnA mulim ngammi gesho suyAlmi khrislo: gyorb dumta. 
opa na?so-k~li d~tna muli-m IJ~m-mi gf:-SO suyal-mi khrislo: 
thus priest-PAT dz m-AGT dream-LOC give-PR:PCPL message-AGTmystery:speech 
gyorb dum-t~ 

solution become-PST:3SG 

'Thus the message given by Dzatna Muli to the Na?so in his dream would solve the 
mystery.' 

3.53 mekorengA Kiriinti-Konits mulkemke gil nu shyAndar pidArmi bakyapat/bospat 
mabA ?thu madumtik khekhephu denshA tuinsAu. 
mf:ko-rf:-IJa Kiranti-Koits mulktm-kt gil nu syadar pidar-mi b~ky~p~t 
that-ABL-GEN K-K culture-GEN g and s worship-LOC totala 
m;}-ba?-thu m;}-dum-tik khc0f:p'\J!bosp;}ti d~::-:-sa tui-sau 
NEG-be-CONY NEG-become-NML holy.flower say-SIM recognize-PAS 

'Since that time trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum) became the most necessary holy 
flower in Gil and Shyiidar worship of the Kiranti-Koits culture.' 

3.54 gilam mAltek thapopat serphApikim gilphA, ho/phA, /o:spA, hopA, beNdzipikya nami. 
gil;}-m mal-t~::k th;}popat s~::rpha-piki-m gilpha, holpha, lo:spa, hopa, 
g-LOC need-NML tp sp-PL-LOC gp hp lp hp 

17 t.f stands for trumpet flower 
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'The necessary leaves and flowers in gil are gilpha, holpha, lospa, hopa and 
bendzis18

.' 

3.55 eko khekhephu hakyapatke karwAm tseringge hoisshokali amarpat minu peringge 
hoissokali himarpat denshA neya patikya painimi. 
~ri.v k1\':>kh~phu bdkydp;Jt-kc ka rdwa-m t:scriiJ-gc 
this holy.flower t.f-GEN one tree-LOC east-POSTP 
pcriiJ-gc bois-so-bli bimdrpdt dc-:-sa 
west-POSTP bloom-PR:PCPL-PAT bp say-SIM 

bois-so-bli dmdrpdt minu 
bloom-PR:PCPL-PAT ap then 

ncya-pd-tikyd pai-nim-i 
naming-do-NML do-NPST:3SG 

'The naming of the same holy fower blooming on the same tree towards the east direction 
is amarpat and towards the west is bimarpat.' 

Free Translation 

The invisible holy flower 

Salak(u) Mundum 19 in the Kiranti-Koits culture, has a special importance smct..: 

time immemorial. In the ritual precess of performing Salaku, the trumpet flowt:r 

(oroxylum indicum) is a very necessary flower to the shaman (rn!f) and priest. While 

performing the Salaku, the priest (mainly) and shaman (rn!f) envoke saying, "amarpatimi 

(a), bimarpatimi (b), igirekhimi (ir), dumarekhimi (dr), igi mulimi (im), duma mulimi 

(dm), igi laptsomi (il), duma laptsomi (dl), igi taltsami (it), duma taltsami (dt) ... ". 20 

Worshipping the spirit of the deceased through the Salaku Mundum in this way, is the 

main purpose of the Kiranti-Koits culture whereas trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum) is 

the main flower for use in this worship. Many years ago an old man of a thum 

18 These are typical botonyms (i.e. botnical names) of flowers in Kiriinti-Koits. 
19 It refers to the Kirant philosophy of life in their religion. 
2° Kiranti-Koits ritual mantra incantations in which tribal Deities residing in several places are invoked 
such as amarpatimi = 'at a type of leaf' (Atit Koits-Mukhia informed me that the name amarpati is named 
to the blooming bospati towards the east direction and bim;}rp;}ti on the west), bimarpatimi = 'at a type of 
leaf' (the bospati blooming towards the west direction), igi rekhimi = 'at the creator's border', duma 
rekhimi= 'at the border of female', igi mu/imi= 'at the main creator', duma mu/imi = 'at the main female', 
igi laptsomi = 'at the creator's door', duma laptsomi = 'at the female's door', igi taltsami = 'the creator's 
lock' and duma taltsami ='at the female's lock.' 
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(village/area) wanted to do Gil Pi dar (a type of tribal worship) during the king Binicha's 

ruling time. 

In order to perform this Gil, 365 fowl and pigs, 365 solma!torma (an idol/image 

made out of cooked rice) and then 365 types of flower is necessary. The old man called 

the priest and shamans (m!f) having brought and piled up the types of that much needed 

materials. The priest and shaman (rn!f) also, in a loud voice saying, "sangso ... sang ... 

sang ... sang ... 21 tsuplu hopo, duplo hopo, muso hopo, thalo: hopo" started invoking gods 

and goddesses to worship. While performing their worship, the priest and shaman (m/f) 

are signalled from all ancestral gods and goddesses. 

Unfortunately, on that night the fireplace god, who needed to come first, did not 

signal his arrival himself. The priest and shamans (rn!f) went on keeping their worship 

inviting (i.e. envoking) them although the god of the fireplace did not accept offer. The 

worship continued for three days and three nights. They were troubled when the fireplace 

god refused accepting the worship even after having applied different solutions. 

Fortunately, on the fourth night Dznatna Muli22 appearing in the priest's dream said, 

"some of the flowers that you have offered are impure/unholy. 

In those flowers some drops of urine of a menstruated woman is sprinkled. For 

that reason (therefore) the frreplace god has not accepted your worship. Remove and 

throw those impure/unholy flowers and then in their place, offer such a flower, which 

blooms inside the fruit, whose seed is also inside it, and then no one can see while 

blooming. If you are able to do so, the fireplace god can obey having your worship. 

The next morning the priest narrated his dream-anecdote to all. All listeners were 

happy having listened the priest's dream-anecdote. Nevertheless, the mystry of "the 

invisibly blooming flower" troubled them in a great deal. All the people present there 

could not reveal the mystery at al. The thu;:~ (·;~!:~§.8area) oldman in turn informed also 

to the Binicha king. The king (Binicha) having made him (the shaman) see oracle and 

21 This is the manner of invoking gods and goddesses requesting to take incense in the beginning of their 
worship in Kiranti-Koits culture. So no word for word translations can be provided into English. 
22 It refers to a name of the ancestral god (guardian angel) in Kiranti-Koits culture. 
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ordered to find out such flower. The shaman also prophesied that such flower would be 

available in the jungle towards the northeast direction. 

The priest also set out towards the direction shown by the shaman for searching 

the unseen flower. He asked regarding such invisible flower to all the birds, animal and 

men whoever he could meet. However, nothing could work. He was tired and thought of 

returning home. The hopeless priest while returning home met a shepherd on the way. 

While meeting him (the shepherd) the priest immediately thought, "0 yeah! This fucker 

shepherd goes to the jungle (high altitude) during summer and down in the inner plain 

during winter. He certainly might have seen such flower! Let me ask him once." 

The priest narrated his curiosity to the shepherd. The cunning and confus~.:d 

shepherd having after a while said, "I know but it cannot be reaveled without any charge 

Now the priest wa<; disturbed by the fact that how to make him (the shepherd) obe: I k 

(the priest) could not also do without persuading him (the shepherd). He (the priest) gaw 

to him (the shepherd) his entire snack carried to himself. He could not extract information 

with this much also. Having failed knowing the secrecy, he made him drink the \virw 

which he had with him by bringing a pheasant having hunted. 

He gave him a lot of wine (i.e. intoxicant) until he got intoxicated. The wine 

intoxicated shepherd started asking for some other impossible demands. To such an 

extent that the shepherd having staggered his tongue in a nasal voice asking to fulfill his 

sexual lust to the priest said, "Hey Leopard! (addressing the priest). Now if you promise 

to sacrifice your daughter to me, I shall show you the flower, which no one can see. If not 

let it go to the hell; I do not know such flower etc. The priest had uncontrollable anger. 

His eyes turned into lightning with anger. With revenge, he wished he could finish him at 

once. He slowly undid his fist. Opened his eyes. 

While opening his eyes, he saw many fruit bearing dagger-shaped trumpet flower 

(oroxylum indicum) in front of him. Intending to pacify his (the priest's) anger, he started 

beating up the shepherd heavily picking up the sword-shaped and dried trumpet flower 
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( oroxylum indicum ); meanwhile it broke and the floor became full of scattered white 

trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum) flower. Describing this scenery, the green-dove 

sitting on the tree said, "Yeah! That is the flower you're looking for." 

His (the priest's) happiness knew no bounds while immediately hearing this (i.e. 

finding). The priest who was hurried to reach to the Thurn Khalpa's Gil worship; 

hurriedly collected the trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum) in rustle. Then the priest 

reached to the gil worship spot saying, jumping and reciting Mundurn, "I found bakyapat, 

I found amarpat, I found bimarpat." 

Thus the message given by Dzatna Muli to the Na?so in his dream would solve 

the mystery. Since that time trumpet flower (oroxylum indicum) became the most 

necessary holy flower in Gil and Shyadar worship of the Kiranti-Koits culture. The 

necessary leaves and flowers in gil are gilpha, holpha, lospa, hopa and bendzis23
. 'The 

naming of the same holy fower blooming on the same tree towards the east direction is 

arnarpat and towards the west is birnarpat. 

4. Binicha SalAphAiNs Hopo 

'The atrocious King Binicha' 

4.1 onttha KirAtngA Kirat-KoitsA hopo Binits bA?shobAPt. 
otth:} Kirat-IJa Kirat-Koits-a hopo Binits ba?-so ba?-td'--t 
hither K-LOC:POSS K-K-POSS king B exist-PR:PCPL AUX:EXT-3SG 

'The king of hither or near (N Wallo) Kirat was Binicha.' 

4.2 meko hopom sAines moitin oNttha KirAtmi Khintsi dyA/ngA Kothdimmi hopothem 
wAissA mekomi thAkthAksam hopothem pAptu. 

msko hopo-m samss rnmtm otth:} Kirat-rni K'1tsi dyal-IJa Kothdim-rni 
that king-AGT many. years ago hither K-LOC k village-LOC:POSS K-LOC 
hopothsm wais-sa msko-mi thakthaks:}m hopothsm pap-tu 
capital keep-SIM he-AGT generation to generation capital do-PST:3SG 

'Many years ago, he (the king) established his kingdom at Kothdim of Khintsi 
village, hither or near (N Wallo) Kirat and ruled there for many generations.' 

23 These are typical botonyms (i.e. botnical names) of flowers in Kiranti-Koits. 
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4.3 meko sus barssho salAphAins bAa. 
mcko sus bars-so sdliiphiils bii?-td~t 
s/he much grow:ADJ atrocious:ADJ AUX:EXT-3SG 

'He was very much atrocious.' 

4.4 Am muruA dumskengA susihopokhingA muruke fA dums ko?bAa. 
iim muru-ii dums-kc-l)ii susihopok~-l)ii muru-kc Iii dums 
own man-GEN progress-3SG-SIM many.family-GEN man-GEN only progress 
ko?-bii?td~t 

Iook-AUX:EXT-3SG 

'He was partial and worried about his own family and relatives' progress.' 

4.5 mopA mekoke horssho hopogemlpaiske diptshirtswAm glume§o murupikim meko 
Anken dumsimi glongoth glutem. 
mopii mcko-kc hors-so hopogcrn!pdis-kc diptshirtswii-m glumc-so 
in.that.way he-POSS trouble-ADJ rule-POSS injustice-LOC suffer-PR:PCPL 
muru-piki-m mcko iinkc-n dum-si-mi glogoth glu-tEmE~tEm 
man-PL-AGT s/he PL-POSS-PAR progress-MV-LOC aginst appear-PST:3SG 

'In this way, many suffered people rose for their own progress against the king's 
unjust rule.' 

4.6 onpA hopom Am diptshirtswAm Am muruA tau-tsats sAittik lAnge shyeltAbA'll. 
opii hopo-m iim diptsirtswii-m iim muru-ii tdu-tsdts siiit-tik tiigc 
thus king-AGT own injusti-LOC own man-POSS son-grandson kili-NML plourelation 
syd-tii bii?- td~t 

make-PST AUX:EXT-3SG 

'Thus, the unjust king conspired to murder all including their sons and grand
children.' 

4.7 shyeng meko lo:A AI kA tselpummi tuisshAngA min sAngwAbAke tau-tsats dzAmtsA 
h 'intsAm Am klelts lAmsAkali Tsapleti puNkhinmi khuisshA odAbA a. 
syciJ mcko Io:-ii iii kii tsdpum-mi tuis-sii-IJii min siil)wiibii-h 
but that secret-POSS child one aunt-AGT know-SIM then b( eF4)-POSS 
tdu-tsdts dzam-cii h'I-cii-m iim kldts liimsii-bli Tsdplcti 
son-grandson lose-INF fear-INF-LOC own younge nephew-OAT Ts 
plik~-mi khuis-sii o-dii-bii?-t~t 
cave-LOC hide-SIM keep-PST-AUX:EXT-3SG 

24 Where 'b' stands for brother and (ef), when the ego is female and loab or ngAwa when the ego is male. 
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'But such conspiracy was reaveled to one of the boys' aunt and hse was afraid of the 
fact that her brother's future generation was in danger and she hid her nephew (of 
fraternal) in a cave of the Tsapleti cliff.' 

4.8 meko tselpumA nelle sAngwAbApik meko Binits hopom sAisshA thumAbAJt. 
msko tsslpum-a nslls sfu)waba-pik msko Binits hopo-m sais-sa thum-a 
s/he aunt-POSS all fraternal-PL that B king-AGT kill-SIM finish-PST 
ba?-tr--t 
AUX:EXT-3SG 

'The king finished killing all the fraternal brothers ofthe aunt.' 

4.9 mopatke meko IAmsAkali blopaitstsAkali khuittAt. 
mo-p~-tks msko lamsa-kdli blo-paits-ca-kdli 
so-do-NML that nephew-DAT escape-do-INF-DAT 

khuit -ta-t;:r.-t 
hide-PST-3SG 

'For that reason she hid the nephew (of fraternal) in order to save him.' 

4.10 mekoke khuittik punkhinA ne Kiriinti-Koits lo:mi rupApunkhin denimi. 
meko-ke khuit-tik pilkhin-a ns Kiranti-Koits lo:-mi rupapunk'1 ds--nimi 
he-GEN hide-NML cave-GEN name K-K language-Lac R say-NPST:l!3PL 

'His (nephew's) hiding place is known as Rupapilkhi.' 

4.11 tselpummi rupApunkhinmi sukaimiyo matuittekpA dzatsA tso:tsA pAibA Jt. 
tsslpum-mi rupapunkh'i-mi suk~imiyo m~-tuit-tsk-pa dz~-ca tso:-ca 
aunt-AGT R-AGT no one NEG-know-NML:ADV eat-INF errand-INF 
pai-ba?-tr--t 
do-AUX:EXT -3SG 

'The aunt used to supply the food secretly in the cave.' 

4.12 tsinu marai thosenole hopom khAdingpashA meko tselpum bAJtikem lo:rAibmur 
soittAt. 
tsinu m~r~i thoss-nols hopo-m khadll] p~-sa msko tsdpu-m 
again time:IND year-after king-AGT doubt do-SIM s/he aunt-LOC 
ba?-tiks-m lo:raibmur soit-tat 
live-NML-LOC spy send-PST:3SG 

'After some years, the king doubted and sent his spy at the aunt's (of fraternal) 
dwelling place.' 

4.13 meko rAgi wAki wAkim blisho bA?t. 
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m~::ko 

that 
rAgi waki-waki-m 
place jungle RED-INST 

bli-so ba?-t~t 

fill-PCPL:ADJ AUX:EXT-3SG 

'That place (lit. country) was filled with jungle.' 

4.14/AmsAke nAdonAd wAkim lanegot. 
lamsa-kc nado-nad wiiki-m 
nephew-GEN night-RED jungle-LOC 

1;;)-n~::-go-t 

go-INF:NOM-start-PST 

'The nephew's days and night started passing in the jungle.' 

4.15 nAtpik dilshA lamenole Am lAmsAkali the:tsA konitsA mulkemA dewA-deyi Ankali 
yo:shAsoshA pulpA wAkilA !AmsAkali leppAisshA wA ?!sA, gA ?!sA, tulsA nu lo:pik 

shyeNtAu. 
nat-pik dil-sa 1;;)-mt:-nok am lamsa-bli the:-ca koi-ca mulktm-a 
day-PL pass-SIM go-PST-after own nephew-OAT tread-INF show-INF culture-GL'\ 
d~::wa-dt:yi iin-bli yo:-sa-so-sa pul-pa waki-la 
god-goddess their-DA T share-SIM-RED-SIM worship (Mun25

) jungle-ABL 
Iamsa-bli lt:p-pais-sa wa?-cii, ga?-cii, tu-ca nu lo:-pik 
nephew-OAT return-CAUS-SIM speak-INF walk-INF drink-INF and language-PL 
sy~::--tu~au 

teach-PST:3SG 

'While the days passed on, she wanted her nephew (of fraternal) return from the 
jungle and she worshipped god and goddesses in accordance with the Kiranti-Koit~ 
[Sun(u)war/ Mukhia] culture and got him back at home; nurtured and taught the 
language as well.' 

4.16 minu gyube-tube pA mulAtngA Poknli dyalngA Watspum gyAittik thetik shyelshA 
wAittu. 
minu gyubt:-tubt: pa mulat-l)ii Pobli dyal-IJa Watspu-m gyait-tik 
then marriage-RED having done today-GEN P village-GEN W-LOC catch-NML 
tht:-tik syt:l-sa wait-tu 
tread-NML make-SIM keep-PST:3SG 

'Then she arranged for his marriage and helped him to settle down at Wachpu in 
recent Pokali village.' 

4.17 mekoA lAmsAkali rupApunkhinm bA ?shA bloinsho patike mekoA pAts rupAts l 'it. 

mt:ko-a lamsa-bli rupapuk~-m bii?-sa bioi-so p;:}-tih mt:ko-a 
s/he-GEN nephew-DAT R-LOC live-SIM survive-SIM do-NML s/he-GEN pats 
rupats 1'i-t~t 

25 It stands for Mundum, which is the Kiranti peoples' scriptures and theology as well. 
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clan Rupacha remain-PST:3SG 

'Her nephew's (of fraternal) clan was named Rupacha because ofhis survival in the 
Rupapiikhi.' 

4.18 hopoke tau-tsats dzAmshA lAmtemnganA rupAtske tau-tsats soinshAphoinshA 
lAmteme. 
hopo-ke t:Ju-ts:;,ts d.zam-sa lam-tem-tpna 
king-GEN son-grandson disappear-SIM go-PST:3PL-if so 
soi-sa-phoi-sa lam-teme 
increase/progress-SIM-RED-SIM go-NPST:3PL 

rupats-ke t;)u-ts;)ts 
R-GEN son-grandson 

'The king's generation disappeared today, whereas Rupacha's generations are 
increasing/progressing.' 

4.19 shyeng mekoAs dAtemi serkikke kyAki bArtik tAinsisho patke gArsilo:si dumt. 
syeiJ meko-as date-mi serkik-ke kyaki bar-tik tai-si-so p;)-tke 
but s/he-DU between-LOC g-f-GEN enemy increase-NML see-MV-PR:PCPL do-NML 
gar-si-lo:si dum-t:r-t 
treaty-MY-talk become-PST:3SG 

'But there was a treaty between the two (both party's great-grandfathers (g-f)) 
because of increasing enmity.' 

4.20 mekolA mekopik ngosiloab dumtAsngA gyube-t 'ube patsA madumtek dumtAs minu 
be ?.shonu yo monhointtek lAnge dumta. 

meko-la meko-pik IJOsilo;)b dum-tas-IJa gyube-t'ube p;)-ca 
from-ABL s/he-PL kin-brother become-DU-SIM marriage-RED do-INF 
m;)-dum-tek dum-tas minu be?-so-nu yo monhoit-tek tage 

NEG-become-NML become-DU then die-PR:PCPL-TEMP also morun-NML relation 
dum-t:r-t 
become-PST:3 SG 

'For this reason, both of them agreed to be kin-brothers and could not have marital 
relationship between them and they should observe death rituals.' 

4.21 mul yo meko lAnge lishon bA?b. 
mul yo meko tage li-so-n 
now also that relation remain-PR:PCPL-PAR AUX-NPST:3SG 

'This relation has remained till today.' 

4.22 Nepal rAgi gyAfhe kA dumshomere Binits hopo mali. 
Nepal ragi gyap eka dum-so-mere Binits hopo m:J-li 
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N country whole.one become-PR:PCPL-after B king NEG-remain 

'The king Binicha didn't rule after the unification of the country of Nepal.' 

4.23 mopatke omo lwlsho NepalngA hopo Rajendra!A lalphebre (Red Seal) dAinepA 
Mukhia (K-K Mukhe) kormaphA IAmteme. 
mo-p;}-tkc omo kolSo Nepal-IJa hopo Rajendra-la l;}lphcbrc (Red Seal) 
so-do-NML QUL big:ADJ N-LOC:POSS king R-ABL lph (R S) 
dainE-pa Mukhi(y)a (K-K Mukhe) korm;}pha tam-tErn£ 
okay-do:CONY M (K-K M) title get-PST:3PL 

'Thus the Kiranti-Koits (Sun(u)war) were awarded 'Mukhi(y)a' title with the 
lalphebre (Read Seal= Official Authority) by Rajendra the king of unified Nepal.' 

4.24 munu KirAnti-Koits kipat ontha KirAtmi KoitsAnke bAtslits dumt. 
munu Kiranti-Koits kip;}t 6th(;}) Kirat-mi Koits-an-h 
then K-K ell hither/near K-LOC K-thier-GEN 
ba-ts-li-ts dum-t;}~t 

I ive-NML-remain-N ML become-PST:3SG 

'Then the Kiranti-Koits (Sun(u)war)'s habitat became their communal land (c/1} 1n 
Wallo (N) 'hither/near' Kirat.' 

Free Translation 

The atrocious King Binicha 

The king of hither or near (N Wallo) Kirat was Binicha. Many years ago, he (the 

king) established his kingdom at Kothdim of Khintsi village, hither or near (N Wallo) 

Kirat and ruled there for many generations. He was very much atrocious. He was partial 

and worried about his own family and relatives' progress. In this way, many suffered 

people rose for their own progress against the king's unjust rule. Thus, the unjust king 

conspired to murder all inc1uding their sons and grandchildren. 

However, such conspiracy was reaveled to one of the boys' aunt and hse was 

afraid of the fact that her brother's future generation was in danger and she hid her 

nephew (of fraternal) in a cave of the Tsaplet cliff. The king finished killing all the 
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fraternal brothers of the aunt. For that reason she hid the nephew (of fraternal) in order to 

save him. His (nephew's) hiding place is known as Rupaplikhi. The aunt used to supply 

the food secretly in the cave. After some years, the king doubted and sent his spy at the 

aunt's (of fraternal) dwelling place. That place (lit. country) was filled with jungle. The 

nephew's days and night started passing in the jungle. 

While the days passed on, she wanted her nephew (of fraternal) return from the 

jungle and she worshipped god and goddesses in accordance with the Kiranti-Koits 

[Sun(u)war/Mukhia] culture and got him back at home; nurtured and taught the language 

as well. Then she arranged for his marriage and helped him to settle down at Wachpu in 

recent Pokali village. Her nephew's (of fraternal) clan was named Rupacha because of his 

survival in the Rupaplikhi. The king's generation disappeared today, whereas Rupacha's 

generations are increasing/progressing. 

There was however a treaty between the two (both party's great-grandfathers (g

f)) because of increasing enmity. For this reason, both of them agreed to be kin-brothers 

and could not have marital relationship between them and they should observe death 

rituals. This relation has remained until today. The king Binicha did not rule after the 

unification of the country of Nepal. Thus the Kiranti-Koits (Sun(u)war) were awarded 

'Mukhi(y)a' title with the lalphebre (Read Seal= Official Authority) by Rajendra the king 

of unified Nepal. Then the Kiranti-Koits (Sun(u)war)'s habitat became their communal 

land (ell) in Wallo (N) 'hither/near' Kirat. 

***************************************** 
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Appendix B 
Lexicon in use 

-;,'i~s n. (c/u) 'oak' a kind of tree, quercus oxyodon, lame/lose /ineata (c) ~piki (pl) 
-;,ithspiki 'oaks' 
(u) ~'i~sks syi 'the wood of the oak tree' 
~'i~s m~kyortstsa 'not to cut the oak' 
-;,~s khr((/l)oitstsa 'to chop the oak' 
-;,'i~s tiltsa 'to fell the oak' 
~'i~sks syi br~th l~tsa 'to go for fetching the firewood of oak' 
-;,'i~sks laptso 'door made up of the oak' 
-;,i'Ths k'T sysltsa gs labb~ 'Oak is useful to build a house.' 
~iths otth pito 'Fetch the oak tree hither.' 

-;,idi n. (c) 'liver' 
~idimi gs m-;,p:Jtsa 'liver-failure' 
bwaks ~idi dz:Jtsa 'to have the liver of fowl' 

:Jkkh:J n. [s: Kiranti-Lim+nat.] 'weather' cf. SYN thi 
gdsup:Jso dkkh~ 'a cloudy weather' 
mulat ~kkh:J rimso mddum 'The weather is bad today.' 

:Jkhats adj. 'slow' ANT alsk 
dkhats nipspdso waisal 'a slow-minded boy' 
mul dkhats dum5a mdbay:J 'Let us not be slow now.' 

-;,rstsa (s: N+Nat) vi. 'to order' ~rcptu (p, 3sg) 'ordered' :Jrsso (pp, adj.) 'ordered' cf. 
SYN phliptsa, phlitsa (indigenous vocabulary) NEG m:J-drstsa 'tonot order' 
drstsa ts'iso 'going to order' 
drctsa malbd 'must order' 
lo:(~)bmi yumpibli gs :Jreptu 'The brother ordered the sister to work.' 
goi drsSo gs pauo 'Do the ordered job.' 
aphpomi akdli gs drsmtsms 'The father ordered me the job.' 

:Jk0a n. (c) 'fruit' ~pik (pl) 'fruits' 
ms? hdu :Jkkha b:Jtsa 'to have the yellow fruit' 
gom :Jkkha gyaptsak:Jli kystn m:Jthidu 'I did not find money for buying the fruit.' 

:JT:JTll]:Jl n. (c) 'bone-joint' ~pik (pl) 'bone-joints' 
dTdTii]:Jl khaitstsa 'to ache the bone-joint' 
:JTdTii]:Jl r:Jk sutsa 'to itch the bone-joint' 
:JT~Til):Jlmi gyaitstsa 'to catch in the bone-joint' 
:JT~Til):Jl khaitt:J h:Jna hirdo 'If the bone-joint aches, shake round and round.' 
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;)T;}Tirpl hirssonu rimso dumb;) 'It is better while shaking the bone-joint.' 

;}TiiJ;}l n. (c) -puki (pl) 'joints' 
;)Tilj;}lkc khdlkob;) 'orthopedic surgeon' 
;)TiiJ;)l k11aitstsa 'to ache the joint' 
;}TiiJ;}l r;)k sutsa 'to itch the joint' 
;)TiiJ;}l 'dzitsa 'to break the joint' 
aks ;}TiiJ;)l khaisso m;}sa 'My aching joint has not been recovered.' 

;}yasa n. [s: Uttam Katicha-Sunuwar 2002: II] 'trident' cf. SYN satsu, libsa 

f) 3fT /3./ 

-a POSS. (+human) 'of cf. SYN -kc (±human] 'of, my, his' (cf. ii Kiranti -Ath; 1\eupane 
(2001: 291)] 
kyarssyskc milu 'tail of the goat' 
amks 'own' 
mskokc 'his or her' 
t;)mia k'1 'house of the daughter' 
ama n;)m 'love of the mother' 
koits-a 'of the Koits' 
r;}wakc guriplkol)syi 'plo: ugh mads up of the lo: g of wood' 
murua plsku 'tears of man' 
gom mskoa kul kotsa m;}tS;}bu 'I cannot tolerate him.' 

a pron.[a-kc; POSS form of 'I' and no exact equivalent form for 'mine'] 'I, me. m) mme 

[cf. aKiranti -Ath; Neupane (2001: 291)] 
aJ\:;)li 'to me' 
ads-so bisso 'Obey me what I said.' 

aks 'my' 
ai-kc~I-ks 'ours' 
aks mukots dzamts 'My watch got lost.' 
gomi aks mukots samtaiJ 'I lost my watch.' 
aks n;)m 'my love' 
aks ragi 'my country' 
aks murunams 'my relatives' 
akc lUIJgir 'my heart' 
aks yats 'my cousin' 
akc m'itsimin t;}SO O;)IJ 'I saw with my own bare eyes.' 
goimi modsb pdsonu aks thii khaittd 'I am hurt when you did so.' 
·akskupphimin brssiso m;}ba 'I am not so fortunate.' 
goimi akclo: bitstsan maln;}y£ 'You have to obey what I say.' 



al-h (> al > i) pron. 'ours' 
a'ikc Ui 'our path' 
a'ikc Ia 'only ours, from ours' 
a'ikc s~riiJ 'our sky' 
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a'ikc t~mi-t~u 'our daughter and son' 
a'ikc nc?th~a murupiki 'our neighbours' 
a'ikcts~imi 'our d~ughter-in-law' 
a'ikc murunamsbli n~m p~tsa malb~ 'We have to lo: ve our people.' 
alkc k~ ammin sclniki 'We build our home ourselves.' 
a'ikc dc-tsa mar~iyo m~bab~ 'We have nothing to possess as ours.' 
alkcwarts de-so murunamspiki n~mi 'Our friends means are our people.' 

aidi adv. 'below' 
aidi k'7 'the house below' 
aidigc 'towards below' 
aidi m~l~tsa 'not to go below' 
aidi I~sya 'having gone below' 
goi aidi k~ lauo 'You go to the house below' 
mcko aidi mar b'amc? 'What is down there?' 
aidi k'7IJa muru tck l~ma? 'Where did the people of that house down there go?' 
aidi aittha m~doro 'Don't run up and down.' 

aittha adv. 'up, above, towards or in higher position' cf. SYN atar 
khai aiththa ya:tsa 'to move the curry up above' 

aits adj. [+human] 'young, small, little' 
mcko aits al 'that little child' 

aitstsi postp. 'across' 
aitstsi yas'itsa 'to be moved across' (self) 

~ n. (u) 'maize, corn, sweet corn' cf. SYN koiJrcts 
koiJrcts nu kolgi 'maize and soybeans' 
~ kartstsa 'to parch/fry corn' 
koiJrcts so:tsa 'to sow the maize seeds' 
~ ro:tsa 'to weed around the com plant' 
~ tultsa 'to up root the maize plant' 
karsso ~ nu koltsi brob~ 'The parched com and soybeans will be tasty.' 
gomi ~ hiltsa malb~ 'I have to grind the com.' 

~b n. (c) 'crop' -piky~ (pi) 'crops' cf. SYN n~tb~s, mtdclts 

al n. 'child, baby'-piki (pl) 'children, babies' 
al ka 'one/a child' 
walsal 'boy' 



m 'isycal 'girl' 
al thitf:k dumtsa 'to be pregnant' 
al khalp~tsa 'to care a child' 
alkob 'nanny' 
alm~thiso adj. 'childless' 
alkhodf:so adj. 'child-like' 
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dodf:b rimso al ! 'What a beautiful child!' 
f:ko al thf:b dumb;} 'This child will be a great one'. 

alf:k adj. 'fast' ANT ~khats 
alf:k dortstsa 'to run fast' 

syaka alf:k dorb;} 'A Jeopard runs fast.' 

am n. (c) 1'mother' ~p;Jki (pl) 'mothers' 2'own' cf. SYN mJm3., imma 
aHim 'mother of a child' 
m;}ma lo: 'mother tongue' 
imma tf:k l;}ma? 'Where did your mother go?' 

ammin pron. 'self(myselt)' cf. SYN amJi 
gom £Ko g£ ammin~amJi patfu] 'I did this work myself.' 

amk£ pron. [>am] 'own' 
amkc gal 'own perspiration' 
amk£ muru 'own relatives' 
amk£ Ia 'own path' 
am dumffik la kotsa 'to be selfish 0 

amkc wa 'own cloth' 
amk£ Ia m~pl£-tsa 'not to forget your own duty/path' 
amk£ khyopJt m;}khatsa 'not to tear your own book' 
amk£ murubli n~m p;Jn£ 'Love you own relatives'. 
amk£ gal blo: ba 'Your own hard work is worthwhile'. 
amkda m;}m~i ammuru ank£ yolo: n£tsa malb;J 'You have to listen to others'. vic\\ 
also.' 

amnus adj. 'pleasure' ANT syct 
syf:tmi amnus 'pleasure in trouble' 

amragi adj.[also k"i (fig.)) 'native country' ANT turkiragi 
amragibli n;Jmp;Jtsa 'to love one's own country' 

-ann., adj. (+human; piky~ ±human) 'plural; in the sense of -pik' 
tsaibanbli 'to the young ones'(esp. -human) 
alanbli 'to the children' (esp. +human) 
muruank£ 'ofthe people' 
m£ank£ 'ofthem' 
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mcanh bwa siwarmi yoltau 'The jackal devoured their fowl.' 
gomi alank~li huiffiil) 'I scolded to the children.' 

antr£ n. (c) (s: N+nat] 'fifth son' -piki (pl) 'fifth son' 
ilk£ antr~:: t~u dzamt~ 'My fifth son got lost'. 

aphtsa vt. 'to shoot, strike' aphtu (p, 3sg) 'shot' aphso (pp, adj.) 'shot' NEG m~- 'not to 
shoot, strike' 

kissy~:: aphtsa 'to shoot a deer' 

apht£k n. (c) ( < aphtsa] cf. SYN puth£k, pel) tcbu 
aphsi, aphttks n., adj. 'striking, striker, shooter' 
puth£ ap~sa 'to shoot a gun' 
phuilumi aphtsa 'to strike with a stone' 
mcko almi gokal phuilumi aphtu 'The child shot me with a stone.' 
mcko bcrsso tsibbli phuilu ap~saiJa to:ko 'Fell that flying bird having struck with a 
stone.' 
mcko byaphbli phuilum apsa khrolo: 'Fell that ox by striking with a stone.' 

aph~r n. (c) 'profit' -pik (pl) 'profits' 
aph~r ts£mtsa 'to earn profit' 

aphpo n. 'father' -piki (pl) 
aphpo khodcso adj. 'father-like' 
dodcb aphpo modcb t~u 'Like father like son.' 
aphpo m~thiso 'father-less' 
aphpoa nat 'father's day' 
aphpo dumtsa 'to father' 
aphponu 'with the father' 
aphpok~li 'to the father' 
goirni aphpoa lo: bitstsa malmy£ 'You have to obey your father's advice.' 
ike aphponu hillo pauo 'Ask with your father.' 
ilk£ aphpomi bl~::sp~t brctam£ 'My father wrote a letter.' 

aphtsi n. 'flap' 
aptsi S£-da 'flap sound' 

-as PAR 'dual [abbreviated as DU in morpheme break] 

assck intj. 'no idea' 
A: £Ko Hi t~::k laiba? 'Where does this road go?' 
B: ass£k go d~ m~tuil) 'No idea! I do not know.' 

audi adv. (N+Nat; occurs before adj .. ] 'extremely, in a high degree, very much' 
audi rimso al 'a very good child' 
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au) n. (u) (N+Nat) 'malaria' 
aulmi thitsa 'to suffer from malaria' 

ar~kha (s: Kiranti-Rod) n. (u) 'wine' cf. SYN ribdo, sysrso 
sysrso futsa 'to drink the wine' 
ribdomi pidar p;;)tsa 'to worship with wine' 
mulktm nu iif;;)kha 'culture and wine' 
kiranti mulksmmi sysrso 'wine in the Kiranti culture' 

kiranti mulktmmi ribdo m;;)dumthu m;:}dumb;;) 'Wine is the integral part of the 
Kiranti Culture.' 

sus sysrso m~tuson rim so dumb~ 'It is better not to drink too much.' 

asssk excl., 'no idea' 1used to give a negative reply or statement 2used to express shock 
or surprise at what somebody has said 
asssk msko al tsk bms go rngtuinWJ 'I have no idea where the child did go'. 

atar adv. [also iiitthii] 'above, up, on' 

t ~Iii 

iiJbo?tsa vt. [S: Kiranti-Lirn +nat] 'to declare' iiJbo?tu (p, 3sg) 'declared' iiJbo?so (pp 1 

'declared' n. iiJbo?tsi 'declaration' 

itsa vi.[< hitsa; marked for spatial deixiesJ 'to come down' (verticality) itg (p, 3sg) ·caml· 
down' iso (pp, adj.) 'come down' NEG m;;)~ 'to not come' cf. SYN kutsa, pitsa. 
dza?tsa 

itsa tso 'better (used as fNDL) come' 
irla itsa 'to come down from above' 
rw itu(g) 'It rained.' 
rw itsa tsitau 'It's going to rain.' 
rw iba ko 'It might rain.' 
khubnatsm rsu ibg 'It rains in July.' 
go rcu iso diinWJ 'I like raining.' 
rw ilg 'Let there be rain.' 
rsu iso msr£ thi rimso dumb;;) 'The weather improves while it rains.' 

itsa adv. 'some more' (used with unspecified quantity of things esp. to make sure) 
itsa tsmtsa 'to add some more' (in question and assertion) 
itsa khai tsmdu? 'Should I add some more curry to you?' 
itsa krststs tsmsa g£1]~? 'Should I add some yogurt to you?' 
go d~ itsa khgms dzainWJ 'I want to have some more rice.' 
go itsa yo dornWJ 'I want to run some more minutes.' 
goi itsa dzain~ys? 'Do you want to have some more?' 
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go nimpha itsa kh;:)mE dzaimsku 'We two have some more rice.' 

itsi-itsi adv. (qty) cf. itsa, itsika, itsikhE 'a little bit, less' 
go itsiitsi roi patfu) 'I am a little bit unwell.' 
go itsiitsi satal] 'I recovered a little bit.' 
itsikhoi lEorots 'a little bit pickle' 
itsiitsi fuko 'lick a little bit' 
itsiitsi khoili thEko 'Tread a little/Progress a little' 
itsiitsi dcndm sus dzayi? 'Did you eat that much telling a little bit?' 

itsika adv. (qty), itsikhE [> itska~itskhe] 'a little' 
itsika temtsa 'to add a little' 
itsika dz;:)tsa 'to eat a little' 
lul)girmi itsika ndm 'a little bit of love at heart' 
itsika khai ttmdu? 'Should I add a little curry?' 
boitsakdli itsika n;:)m maltaw;:) 'It needs a little bit of love to survive.' 
itsika dzdl) dE' 'Let me have a little.' 
itsika thamsa koiJ 'Taste a little.' 

itsikhe adv. see itsa, itsika, itsikhoi 

itstsina 'expression used while scolding' 
koiJ bd itstsina beiJE 

itsu n.( c) [> yits,] 'rat, mouse' ~p;:)ki (pl) 'mice' cf. SYN hitsu 
itsukdli bermomi saitstsa 'to kill the rat by the cat' 
n;}tb;:)s nu itsu 'crops and mouse' 
itsuke milu 'tail of the mouse' 
gom itsuke milum gyaittal) 'I caught in the rat's tail.' 
itsukgli bermomi saittat 'The cat killed the rat.' 
itsum wa khr(()odat 'The rat cut the cloth.' 
akE kodzm itsu dorttu!go solu be?ti 'I am hungry.' 
itsu nu bermo wartsts;:) m;:)dumnim 'Cat and rat cannot be friends.' 
hitsu imitstsili ba?b 'A rat is small.' 

ike det., pron. 'thy, thine, your(s)' 
ikE tsotso 'your cheek' 
ikE warts 'your friend, companion' 
ikE r;}l)Se mgkoido 'Don't show your disorderly manner.' 
ikE khoili ts'iso 'Clean up your leg.' 
ike blespdt dzammctd 'Your letter has been lost.' 
ikEmuru ttk lgma? 'Where did our relatives go?' 
ikE nE marm'e? 'What is your name?' 

ikla n. (c) (s: Kiranti-Lim) 'voice' ~piki (pi) 'voices' 



kumso pdtik ikla 'singing voice' 
ikla nu kumso 'voice and song' 
misy~::alkc ikla 'voice of the girl' 
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kumso pdtsabli rimso ikla malbd 'A pleasant voice is needed for singing a song.' 
m~::kokc ikla gaso ba?td 'S!he has a horse voice.' 

imma n.( c) cf. SYN am, mdma 
immabli ndmpdtsa 'to love the mother' 
ak~:: imma th~::bmur ndmi 'My mother is a big boss.' 

imitstsili adj.[~imtsili] 'small' ANT th~::b 'big' 
imitstsili tsitoli 'a small chick' 
imitstsili bwa 'a small fowl' 
imitstsili lo: 'insignificant talk, fact' 
imitstsili gar 'a small wound' 
imitstsili m'itsi 'a small eye' 
m~::ko imitstsili muru pDotu 'The small man ran away.· 
m~::ko imitstsili al syil paibd 'The small baby dances." 

imk11dpkyu n.(c) [s: blending] 'car' cf. SYN p1\3 
rimso ka imk1\Jpkyu 'a beautiful car' 
gom gig ka imkhdpkyu gyaptaiJ 'I bought a green car.· 

iptsa v. 'to sleep' iptu (p, 3sg) 'slept' ipso (pp, adj.) 'slept' NEG m;l ·to not sleep· 
ipsilipt~::kc n. 'the way of sleeping/sleeper' 
go ipnuiJ 'I sleep.' 
go iptsa maltawd 'I have to sleep.' 
m~::ko al iptu 'The child slept.' 
m~::ko al dd ipso mdba 'The baby hasn't slept.' 
iptsa malSo mddum 'I tried to sleep but I could not.' 
mul ipin~:: 'Please sleep now.' 
mdipsa mar koso? 'What're you looking at without sleeping"? 
goi nimpha ip~::s~:: 'You two sleep.' 
gopik iptdb 'We slept.' 
go ipti 'I slept.' 

i:r'i [> ir] adv. 'up above, far above' 
ifl)a 'of above' 
irla 'from above' 
hdri ir 'up' 
i:r'i (usu. emphatic meaning) 'up' 
irla rw itu 'It rained.' 
irla konuiJ 'I watch you from heaven/above.' 
irla iti 'I came from above.' 
itsp\~::s n. (c) 'clause' 



itsphrss rststsa 'to read a clause' 
itsphrss brstsa 'to write a clause' 
itsphrss sysltsa 'to make a clause; 
itsphrcsla 'from the clause' 
itsphrss ra 'only a clause' 
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durd~pikila itsphres syelsib 'A clause is made out of words.' 
gomi phrsspiki m;:)brsthu itsphrssla brstfu) 'I wrote only phrases without writing a 
sentence.' 
phrssks hoiti itsphrss pib 'A clause comes before a sentence.' 

itsa vi. [ < hitsa] 'to come' (vertical; Mokusu as consultant in NK Rai (2002) it;:) (p, 3sg) 
'came' iso (pp, adj.) 'come' NEG m;:)~ 'not to come' 

itsa adv. (quantity) (also itsi] 'a little bit' 
goi itsa khdm tsmsa dzain;:)y£ 'Do you want to have adding some rice?' 

z \3" lui 

ubn;:)ubm n. 'mutter, a quiet sound or words that are difficult to hear' ~p;:)tsa (v) 'to 
mutter' 
msko alks ubn;:)ubnd ns:sa go m;:,rimso la?ti 'I felt bad having heard the child's 
mutter.' 

udiiJ n. ~ 'north' 
udil)g£ 'towards the North' 
gom udiiJmi syor ka tataiJ 'I saw a star in the North.' 

ug£1) 'germination, small plant' 
ugsiJ m;:)tultsa 'not to uproot the small plant' 
go ugsiJ m;:)tulnuiJ 'I do not uproot the small plant.' 

UIJku adv. par. 'frequency indicator (e.g. how my times), as soon as' 
syus UI)kU 'many times' 
doso UIJku 'how many times' 
tdsyo UIJkurnin 'while seeing immediately/right at the moment of seeing' 
grumdslmi doso UIJku l;:,ni? 'How many times did you go to the meeting?' 
syad;:)r syusdn UI)kU syil patal) 'I danced Shyadar Shyil many times.' 
syopl£ t;:)SO UI)kumin dzatal) 'I ate the bread immediately while seeing.' 

urntsa vt.'to feed' umtu (p, 3sg) 'fed' urnso (pp) 'fed' NEG m;:)~ 'to not feed' 
khdmwmtsa 'feeding ceremony' 
kh;:)m£ umtsks nat 'the feeding day' 
albli kh;:)m£ umtsa 'to feed rice to the baby' 
sus m;:)umtsa 'not to feed too much' 
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gomi b'ibli h'isi' umtfu) 'I fed salt to the cow.' 
mc?mi albli dzdtckdzdt umtaw;:l 'S/he fed the food to the baby.· 
mEko mard£ umso? 'Why did you feed that?' 

utsitu adj. 'short' ANT gyoso 

utth;:l adv. 'thither' 
utthd l;:ltsa 'to go thither' 

usycr n. (c) 'butterf1y' ~puk (pi) 'butterflies' cf. SYN burbu 
rimso usycr 'a beautiful butterfly' 
usycr budi syil p;:ltsa 'to dance like a butterfly' 
usycr btrb;:) 'The butterfly flies.' 
usytr khodc-:so al 'a beautiful child/baby' 
burbu nu dzirbtr huala kan n;:lsi 'Butterfly and moth arc almost the same.' 
usyEr p11 ukc Er-otth;:'l gcrbd 'A butterfly flies around the flower.· 
dzirbcr dailukc cr-otth;:, hirbd ·A moth flies around the light.' 

usuru adj. 'easy' ANT m;:,tsabbi 

ui adv.[< uyu] 'below, down' 
hdyu uyu~lmi ui 'far down· 
uig£ 'downwards' 
ui ui do?tu 'fell something very down' 
ui luts doro 'Run below.' 
ui l;:lsa ko!Jo 'Go down and see.' 
m~::ko muru dd hdyu ui l'imct;:l 'That man has been left far below.' 

±l:l;lc! 

~::i excl. 'hello, hi' 
Ei tEkldyi? 'Hey where did you go?' 

crc>cr adv. 'thither' 
hdrc ere koiJO 'Look thither.' 

EKErt adv. [>EKE> EKj 'hither, here' 
EK nu mEk 'here and there 
EKia 'from here' 
EKErE! 'Here!' 
EK piu minu Ehr ba?ko 'Come here then sit here.' 
EK waisso obis sumi khuipdwa? 'Who stole the cucumber kept here? 
mcko k11yop;:lt Ekcr~:: oto 'Put that book here.' 
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£KO det. pron. (> £1 'this' ~pgki (pi) 'these' 
£1<.o nu mcko 'this and that' 
EK.o mur(u) 'this man' 
EK.o murupiki 'these people' 
EK.o b£rmo 'this cat' 
EKo de m£ko? 'This or that?' 
E'Ko b£rmo itsu ka yo gyaitstsa mgtsabbg 'This cat cannot catch even one rat.' 
E'Ko mur t£k !aiba?mc koiJO ... i 'Look, where does that man go?' 

cna n. (c) 'elder sister's spouse' (s: first pronounced by a 3 year old child named Ruksha 
Walemrungcha and is quite natural in T-B Kiranti languages since most of them 
lack the aspirated /bh/ as a minimal pair of lbl] ~pgki (pl) 

cnimon n. [ spelt as Animon = ~] 'respect, hospitability' 

£tstsg n. [N tsiuri = ~] 'a kind of butter fruit, madhuca butyracea 
£tstsg bgtsa 'to have the madhuca butyracea' 

ctstsa 'to beat' cf. SYN yuphtsa, t£tstsa, thaitstsa 
m£ko murbli Etstsa 'to beat that man' 

erma n. [> Er;:}m] 'xanthoxylwn' (N~ ~) 
bloso Erma 'a tasty xanthoxylum' 

£tsphu 'rose' cf. SYN lortSEphu 
rimso Etsp~ 'a beautiful rose' 

0 an /o/ 

obis n. [<hob is] 'cucumber' 
obis b;:}tsa 'to eat cucumber' 
hobis sitsa 'to bear cucumber' 
obisk£ lEorots 'pickle of cucumber' 
tol gyuso obis 'hanging cucumber' 
obis sus s'iso mgrimso (folk belief) 'to bear lots of cucumber is omen' 
obismi sus ?wak >baku dwnbg 'The cucumber is full ofwater.' 
gomi hobis khrumtaiJ 'I planted the cucumber.' 

oditsa 'go to enter' oditu (p, 3sg) 'went for entering' odiso (pp, adj.) 'gone for entering' 
NEG mg~ 'to not go for entering' 

akc t;:}u khil)ga oditu 'My son went to enter the house.' 

odcb adj. [also olcblp] 'of this type' 
od£b mur 'a man of this type' 
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go odcb m;:}rimso lo: m;:}dfuluiJ 'I do not like this type of bad talk." 

oirat n. [probable proto-form of Kirat through accidental development since Sanskrit does 
not tolerate /oi-l in initial position] 'Mongoloid tribe/race' 
go Oirat miJ 'I am an Oirat'. 

oktoto 'dumbstruck' 
rimso lo: nc:sa go oktoto dumti 'I was dumbstruck having heard a good news." 

olli n. [s: Kiraanti-Lim+nat] 'kind, type. category, variety' 
OdEb olli 'of this type' 

omu n. 'mushroom' ~piki (pi) 'mushrooms' cf. SYN syikhai 
sus omu t;:}tsa 'to get, see lots of mushroom' 
syik11ai maltsa 'to look for mushroom' 
go omu danuiJ 'I like mushroom·. 
omukE khai brob 'The mushroom curry tastes good'. 

osyn n. ·poison' 
osyu khuitstsa 'to hide the poison. 

ak£ m'isyEm osyEr tul)a ba?t 'My wife has drunk the poison.· 

opa adv. 'thus, in this way, like this' cf. SYN odEppa, opan 
opa syil pgtsa 'to dance like this' 
opa brE?tsa 'to write in this way' 
opa p;:}tEk tso 'doing in this way' 
mopa kumso p;:}tsa 'to sing that way' 
opa mar p;:}so? 'What have you done in this way?' 
opa rapsonu mgrimso dumb;:} 'It won't be better while standing in this wa\ 
goi opa m;:}I]ako 'Don't cry in this manner.' 

oso adv. (quantity) 'this much' vs. oso [See otsa] 
oso l'a? 'only this much?' 
osomi dg m;:}r p;:}ts3I)a? 'What to do with this much?" 
osomi r'ungy£? 'Will you be satisfied with this much?' 
osomin dz;:)ditt;:} 'This much satisfied me.' 
osomin dz;:}dibbg? 'Will this much be sufficient?' 
osola dzgsa tck dumba tsinu yo dz;:)tSa malb;:} 'You ate very little, you ha\'e to 
have some more.' 

o:tsa vt. 'to enter' otg (p, 3sg) 'entered· oso (pp, adj.) 'entered' NEG Ill;) ·to not enter 
khiiJga o:tsa 'to enter into the house' 
ludzcmi sy£1£ o:tsa 'to enter thread into the needle' 
bwa k~IJga otg 'The rooster entered into the house.' 
m~::ko muru k11!IJga old 'Let the man enter into the house.' 
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go k11II]gii osonu suiyo mgbamg 'There was no one when I entered into the house.' 
goi tcko mumi miii]himlyabrekhi OIJe 'What time did you enter the temple?' 

ostsa n. [< os-tsfun] 'wool' cf. SYN bos 
r5pca ostsa 'wool of sheep' 
ostsakE lukni 'coat made up of wool' 
ostsa murtstsa 'to was up wool' 
ostsake kyupthc guptsa 'to wear a cap made up of wool' 
ostsak£ karpct rimbg 'The carpet made up ofwool becomes beautiful.' 

5tthg~v. [>5th] 'hither' 
ef otth~ 'hither and thither/yon' 
5th koiJO 'look hither' 
oth nwo 'listen to me hither' 
5th hirsso 'turn hither' 
5th lesso 'come back hither' 
5th nissin£ 'Please sit here.' 
5th lcsso munu doro 'Tum hither and run.' 
ak€ t:;)u cr 5th mgpaibg 'My son is honest.' 
al ka 5th pim '0? 'Did a child come hither?' 

olo:l n. 'mischief, slander' 
olo:Jpgtsa 'mischief-making' 
olo:lpaib 'mischief-maker' 
olo:lmgpgtsa 'not to do mischievous things' 
meko olo:lpaib sum'e? 'Who is that mischief-maker?' 
goimi olo:l pgsin mgpgtsa 'You never make a mischievous tricks.' 
goi olo:l paingyeiJgna yupsi dzaimye 'You will be punished (corporeal) ifyou do 
mischievous tricks.' 
olo:l pgsa rngk5ido~d'i 'Don't show having done any mischievous deeds.' 
olo:l pgsa mgk5id'i? 'Didn't you show having done any mischievous deeds?' 

kgbl£ n. (c) 'villager' ~pik (pl) 'villagers' 

bd par. koiJ bd; be' I]£ (the interlocutor is furious) 
"bd bd; go eK ba?nuiJ" (the interlocutor wants his/her addressee to vacate 
the seat for sitting) 

bgi n. (c) [> kgg] 'yam' 
kggi dotsa 'to dig up the yam' 
kggi loptsa 'to boil up the yam' 
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kdgy~wac£ri n. 'spring season' 

bitsika adj. (not after noun), adv. 'alone' 
bitsika dumtsa 'to be alone' 
bitsika kh~lpa 'an old man alone' 
bTtsika IJatsa 'to weep alone' 
m£ko bTtsika ba?b~ 'S!he lives alone.' 
goi bltsika khimi m~r p~np~n baiJE? 'What are you doing alone in the house?' 
bitsika dumtsa yo rimso m~dumba?t 'It's not better to be alone.· 

bk'a adj.[> bk; emph. bk'a] 'bitter' (of taste) ANT dzidz'i or bloso 
bk'a rEb£ 'a bitter potato' 

bka PAR. 'while confirming sth' 
m£komi mo bka d£-m'E? 'Did s/he say so?' 
gom goibli khimin ba'?tsa d£-so biJga bka byi 'Did you go out wher I told 

you to stay inside the house?' 

bl n. (u) 'porridge' 
bl waltsa 'to stir the porridge' 
blmi wolsitsa 'to be tempted by porridge' 
bl(f)oso bl 'a tasty porridge' 
bl nu gundruk dz~tsa 'to have porridge and gundruk (dried green vei-'-'-'tahk 1 

go bl danuiJ 'I like porridge.' 
go m£ko misy£albl da:nuiJ/mmpainuiJ 'I love that girl.' 
murunamsbli bl gssonu mun£ m~dumbg 'It won't be shameful whik 
serving porridge to the guests.' 

bla n. 1 'ethnonym; a Tibeto-Burman tribe/race; Mgl)ggr (Sikkim spelling· Manger"). 
Mgg~r (Nepal spelling 'Magar')' 2 'a kind of(wild) airpotato, potato yam (esp 
bitter in taste suitable for food while boiling with ash)' dioscorea hu!hi(era 

-bli c. [> bl] m£kobli 'to him/her' 
gobli 'to me' 
m£koank~li 'to them' 
ndl£ muruanbli 'to all men' 
tgu-t~mkgli 'to the children' (lit. son-daughter) 
gomi a:k£ t~mibli khyop~t gyaptal) 'I bought a book to my daughter.· 
aphpobli SEll pauo 'Greet your father.' 
am mgmalobli n~m pgn£ 'Love your mother tongue.' 
ak£ tgumi a:k~li brEsp~t brE?tawg 'My son wrote a letter to me.· 

blpip n. (u) [K-K cui] 'ancestor· cf. SYN dikipurkhi 
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bn::m conj. 'unless' 

bnTi n. (c) 'pan, utensil, cauldron, (esp. for cooking, frying, boiling) ~puki (pi) 'pans' 
cf. SYN kcrciJ 

bran. (c) 'toy' ~piky:} (pi) 'toys' 

k~si n. (u) 'wrestling cf. SYN tsuiJ 

ka num., det., pron. 'one' [cf. kwalo~kwal Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort (2002: 498) and km; 
Kiranti-Ba-Jerong] 
muru ka 'alone man' 
khyop~t ka 'alone book' 
kala 'only one' 
gui ka (fig.) 'a five rupee note/coin'; see gui 
kh~l ka (fig.)' one score'; see kh~l 
msko ka Ia 'only that one' 
ka khyop:}t gyaptsa 'to buy atone book' 
gomi ka Ia g~r pr(()oltaiJ 'I broke only one soil-pot.' 
mckopikimi ka kyarssys gyaptsms 'They bought alone goat.' 

kabu n., adv. 'control' cf. adv. kals 

kailp~tsa vt. 'to persuade' kailpaptu (p, 3SG) 'persuaded' kailp~so (pp, adj.) 'persuaded' 
NEG ~m~~ 'to not persuade' 

kattsa vt. 'to follow the route' 

kaitstsa vi. 'to pass away' 

kaiyo adv. '(not) at all' 
gomi sK.o sinima kaiyo m~dagu 'I didn't like this cinema at all.' 
akc taumi abli kaiyo m~t'ib~ 'My son doesn't obey me at all.' 
sK:o misin kaiyo gs malabba 'This machine is not useful at all.' 

kaphss n. (c) 'uniform' ~p;:)ki (pl) 
kaphss phsrtstsa 'to sew uniform' 
kaphss g~aptsa 'to buy uniform' 
kap\s p e:tsa 'to put on uniform' 
bumir~bubslmi ~~~he;,/ ab~ 'The tailor sews the uniform.' 
aphpomi albli kap ss gyaptsms 'The father bought the uniform for the child.' 
akc kaphss du?tu 'My uniform tore away (itself).' 

kar~ n. (c) 'toy' ~piki(pl) 'toys' 
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karpct n. (c) (s: Eng; K-K generic term bl~ti/ck] 'carpet' ~p~ki (pl) cf. SYN bl~til£k 

katsa vt. 'to place (especially a frying-pan)' katu (p, 3sg) 'placed' kaso (pp, 
adj.) 'placed' NEG m~~ 'to not place' 

kaptsa vi. 'to extinguish' kapt~ (p, 3sg) 'extinguished' kapso (pp, adj.) 'extinguished· 
NEG m~~ 'to not extinguish' 
mcko nas~l kapt~ 'The lamp extinguished.' 

kath adv. [~ katha; emph. kath~n] dalong, together, 2side' 
kath~n ba'ltsa 'to live/stay along' 
kathdn ldtsa 'to go along' 
kath~n syil p~tsa 'to dance along' 
go nipha kath~n gyakosi lalt~sku 'We two went to the market together 
c~imi nimpha kath~n bwak(u) dith lamtas£ 'The two daughter-in-laws \\Cllt to 
fetch the water together.' 
g~urolJ nu gomi kath~n tJrJndo ka brc?tJsku 'Gaurong and [wrote a grammar 
together.' 

ka:fitsa n. 'Katicha clan in K-K' 'one-V-INF (V.t) 'to darn, mend' (n.) ·one wh1• darn" 
remains aloof' (pic with Uttam Katicha-Sunuwan 

-k£ Ca. POSS [±human] 'of' 
ak£ 'my, mine' 
mckok£ 'his/her' 
ak£ e1m~ba 'I have no home.' 

hkhi adj. [> hkh] 'raw, unripe, not cooked' cf. SYN mJm'iso ANT m'iso 
kekh mug(i) 'unripe banana' 
kekh willsal (fig.)'immature boy, naughty one' 
mcko kyakibli go kekh in dzainulJ (fig. )'I finish the enemy at once.· 
kckh kh~m£ dz~so mere ake kodz khaitt~ 'My stomach pained after havin):!. the 
uncooked rice.' 
kekh h~udzidz gyursso ba?b(~) 'The unripe orange is sour.' 

kcm~ra n. (c) (s: Eng+nat.] 'camera' cf. SYN ts~hipla 

kcnalJ adj. (s: Kiranti-Lim] 'mad, insane' ANT m~kmill] 'sensible' 
kmill] b'i 'mad cow' 
kmalJ dumtsa 'to be mad' 
kenalJ nu thoibi 'mad and poet' 
phoktas kmill] dumt~ 'Phoktas became mad.' 
thoibi nu kmill] kan mmi 'Poet and mad are alike.' 
kenai] murubli tso?sib (fig.)'Mad man is shackled.' 
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ksptsa vt. 'to stick, adhere' hptu (p, Jsg) 'stuck' kcpso (pp, adj.) 'stuck' NEG m~~ 

kuphpimi ksptsi ksptsa 'to stick the ksptsi on the forehead' 
tsotsomi pulu hptsa 'to stick the ashes on the cheek' 
go goik~li hptsi kspnuiJ 'I adhere the hptsi to you.' 
t~mibli hptsi hpsonu rimso tai'sau 'The daughter is seen beautiful while 
sticking the ksptsi.' 

k£psitsa vt. 'to be/get stuck, adhered, clung itself' hpsitu~tau (p, Jsg) hpsiso (pp, adj.) 
NEG m~~ 'to not adhere' 
ya:phs budi hpsitsa 'to get stuck like leech' 
go ammin pulu kspsiti 'I adhered the ashes myself' 
sK.o ya:phc sappa hpsitau 'This leech stuck very fixedly.' 

ksra adj. [> k£r] 'black' 
k£r byaph 'the black ox' 
hr nu bus 'black and white' 
ktr misysal 'the dark girl' 
kcr phur/tig£1) 'black colour' 
go hrbrsswami br(l)cnUIJ 'I write with blank.' 
hrsilc:t gyapo 'Buy a blackboard.' 
sus murumi ker tig£1) m~danim 'Many people don't like black colour.' 

hrdz n. (c) 'uncle' [esp fraternal; kuku maternal] ~piki (pl) 'uncles' (cf. kwaro 'maternal 
uncle' Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort (2002: 142, 498)] 
mskok£ ksrdz 'his/her uncle' 
ak£ ksrdzk£ nc: s~riiJ ms' 'My uncle's name is Saring.' 

ksr£1) n. (c) 'pan, utensil, cauldron, (esp. for cooking, frying, boiling) ~puki (pl) 'pans' 
cf. SYN bnTi 
kcrsiJmi thokporo/kyoiJ loptsa 'to boil the christophine in the cauldron' 
bnTi systsa 'to wash the pan' 
hrciJ proltsa 'to break the pan' 
kErciJmi rs:bs lopo 'Boil the potato in the pan.' 
gom k~nTi syc:tal) 'I washed the pan.' 

hrmots n. (u) 'iron' cf. SYN thsK.sr 
kc:rmots nu l~lmots 'iron and copper' 

kctsa vt. 'to cook' kstu 'cooked' hso 'cooked' NEG m~,_, 'to not cook' 
kh~m£ khai k£tsa 'to cook rice and curry' 
t~wamami kh~m£ k£tu 'Tawama cooked the rice.' 
go nsllc: d~tskdz~t kstsa dzo?nuiJ 'I know how to cook all varieties of food.' 
gomi hso kh~mc: bl(c/r)ob~ 'The rice I've cooked will be tasty.' 
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kcrthii n. (c) 'conspiracy' ~pik (pi) 'conspiracies' ~p::ltsa v. 'to conspire' 
mskokc hrthiimi 'in his/her conspiracy' 
go kcrthudopa ds-sa m::ldzonuiJ 'I do not know how to comspire.' 

ktts::lrkhl n. (c) 'kitchen' ~piky::l (pi) 'kitchens' 

klr(RID)a n. [N~] 'a variety ofbamboo esp small in size' 

kikm::ls n. (c) 'rabbit' ~piky::l (pi) 'rabbits'cf. SYN tikkus 
imitstsili kikm::ls 'a small hare' 
ktr tikkus 'a black rabbit' 

kiky::l n. (c) r> kik) 'grandfather' cf. SYN koppo 

kiky::lkun n. (c)[~ kitskun, kikkun] 'swallow' see cf. SYN dutskun 

kiiJ n. (c) f < wonkil), monkiiJ] 'telephone' ~piki (pi) 'telephones' 
kiiJpdtsa 'to phone· 
kiiJmi lop::ltsa 'to talk on the phone' 
msko kil) 5th kil)O 'Pull that telephone here.' 
go kil)p::lso kyst thaptsa m::ltsabnuiJ 'I cannot pay the money of the call I 
made.' 
kiiJpo?kcns 'Please receive the phone.' 
kil)mi bl::lph kal dzab::l 'There are bluff calls on the phone.' 

kil)lo n. (c) 'Radio, wireless' ~puki (pl) 
kil)lo ns:tsa 'to listen to the radio' 
kiiJlo proltsa 'to break the radio' 
kiiJlo broltsa 'to crack the radio (itself)' 
thisunu gomi kiiJlo pr(D)oltal) 'I broke the radio while falling down.· 
ak£ b::lgs~yumami s::liiJa kiiJlo lstsms 'My grandmother sold the old radio 
go nunikan kiiJlo nmuiJ 'I listen to the Radio early in the morning.' 

kilkhai n. (u) 'tomato' 
kilkhai khr([ll)umtsa 'to plant tomato' 
kilkhai kilkhai kurpatsa 'to put tomato in the curry' 
gyursso kilk11ai 'sour tomato' 
m'iso kilkhai 'ripen tomato' 
msko kilk 11ai l::ll dumsa m'imst 'The tomato has ripen having become red.' 
khaimi kilkhai kurp::lsonu bl([/f)ob::l 'The curry becomes tasty while mixing 
tomato.' 
gom kilk 11ai gyaptsa malso ba 'I have to buy tomato.' 
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killo n. (c) 'a kind of blackbird which goes in pair' myiophoneus caerulens (N ~ 
kAlcuoo) 

kipsur n. 'waist-belt' cf. kHitori (cul.) 
kipsur phr0-tsa 'to bind a wiast-belt' 
gom ak0 kipsur murttang 'I washed my waist-belt.' 

kirip n. (c) 'germ' 
kirip nu maikroskop 'germ and microscope' 
maikroskopmi kirip kosib 'The germ is observed with the microscope.' 

kiriw;)ri n. (c) 'nightingale' ~pik (pl) 'nightingales' 
kiriw;)rikc kumso 'a song of the nightingale' 

kissy0 n. (c)[> kis] 'deer' ~puki (pl) 
kismitspaso 'deer-eyed' 
kiskc tsaib 'baby deer' 
kis budi rimso 'beautiful like a deer' 
kisbli dzoimi saitstsa 'to kill the deer by the tiger' 
kisaptsa 'to shoot a deer' 
kis saitstsa m;)dumb;) 'One is not allowed to kill the deer.' 
goimi kis ka t;)i? 'Did see a deer?' 
m0ko kis doth l;)m0? 'Where did the deer go?' 

k'itsa vt. 1'to breathe' k'itu (p, 3sg) 'breathed' k'iso (pp, adj.) 'breathed' NEG ~m;) 'to not 
breathe' 2'to pull' 

kitsa vt. 'to pull' kitu (p, 3sg) 'pulled' kiso (pp, adj.) 'pulled' NEG m;)~ 'to not pull' 

ki?tsa vt. 'to get burnt' [e.g., curry in the cooking pan] 

klcrlr)ato n. 'waist' 
kl((/r)ato khaitstsa 'to ache the waist' 
kl(rlr)ato phr(l)0tsa 'to tie the waist' 
kl((/r)ato himtsa 'to shake the waist' 
kl((/r)ato nu kodz 'waist and stomach' 
akc kl((/r)atomi gar ka glut 'I he"~' ;1 Wf"'IJ''ld on my waist.' 
tamik£ kl((/f)ato sappa khaitt;;, n0 'The daughter's waist ached unbearably, they 
say.' 

klatori n. 'tribal belt to be tied on the waist' [only of the Kiranti-Koits tribe residing in 
Wallo(N) 'near/hither' Kirat] cf. kipsur 



klona n. (c) 'room' ~piki (pi) 'rooms' 
dzikr'isho klona 'a dark room' 

klutsk 11ai n.(u) 'broccoli' 
gigi klutsk11ai 'green broccoli' 
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klutskhai khr((ll)umtsa 'to plant broccoli' 
klutskhai nu bitamin 'broccoli and vitamin' 
klutskhai gigi dumb~ 'Broccoli is green.' 
ruwatspikimi klutskhai khr(r/l)Umnimi 'The farmers plant broccoli.· 
klutskhai nu burkh~ms sappan blob~ 'The rice is very tasty with broccoli · 
klutsk11ai gyaptsa maltawa 'Let me buy broccoli.' 

ko PAR 'doubt, possibility particle' 

koits n. r < koitsa vt.] 'guide, head, leader' 
koits muru 'Koits man' 
koits kh~lpa 'Koits oldman· 
koitsh al 'child of a Koits' 
koits khodsso 'like a Koits' 
gs yo koits n~ni? 'Are you also a Koits?' 
go yo koits mlJ 'I'm also a Koits.' 
koits murupiki Mongoloid bo?tsl)a n;:,mi 'The Koits people arc of Mon~olo1d 
stock.' 

koitsa vt. [> koits n.] 'to show, guide, lead' koitu~koitaw~ (p, 3sg) koiso (pp, adj.) '\I < 

m~~ 'to not show' 
Hi koitsa (liufig.) 'to show a path/to guide' 
tssrsgs koitsa (liufig) 'to show towards the sunrays/to lead towards the light 
kul koitsa (liufig.) 'to show the face/appear' 
go sK:o gs p~sa koi.oulJ 'I' II show by doing something.' 
abli rimso g£ pa koido 'show me by doing something good.' 
gomi aks t~ubli rimso Ia koitaiJ 'I guided my son well.' 
mmimpham rimso pa koitass 'They two did something exemplary.' 

koisi n. (c) 'symbol' -piki (pl) 
koisim ko:tsa 'to look at the symbol' 
Ja:h koisi 'symbol of the road' 
koisi ko:sala Hi k11oitstsa 'to follow the road only after looking at the symbol" 
khyop~tmi br(l)ssiso koisi koiJcns 'Look at the symbol written in the book.· 

koit£ n. (c) 'ankle' ~pik (pi) 'ankles' 
koits khaitstsa 'to have the ankle-ache' 
koits ts'itsa 'to clean the ankle' 
koitsmi thositsa 'to get bumped in the ankle' 
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koitcmi gar kutsa 'to have a wound on the ankle' 
mckokc koitcmi gar kut 'S/he has a wound on his/her ankle.' 
akc tdmimi koitc ts'isau 'My daughter cleaned her ankle.' 
phcndzckom n. [s: Kiranti-Lim] cf. SYN kom 

koki n. 'promise' -pdtsa vt. 'to promise' 

koksidali n. (u) 'fern' 
koksidalikc phu mdtaisib 'Fern's flower is not seen.' 

kodzi n. (c)[> kodz] 'stomach, tummy' -piki (pl) 'tummies' 
kodz thultsa (fig.)'to survive' 
barsso/kolSo/~cb kodz 'a big stomach' 
mcko murua kodz kolSo ba?td 'The man's stomach is big.' 
akc kodz kolSo dumtikc go ga?tsan mdtsdbu 'I cannot walk because of my big 
stomach.' 
goi dopaiyo ammin amkc kodz thultsa malmyc 'You have to survive yourself 
anyhow.' 

kolgi n. [- koltsi] 'soybean' 
kolgi kartstsa 'to roast the soybean' 
dopa bloso koltsi! 'How delicious soybean!' 

koiJlots n. (c) 'gizzard' -piki (pl) 'gizzards' 
sappa Thcb koiJlots 'very big gizzard' 

koiJrcts n. 'maize' cf. SYN aiJ 
koiJrcts khctsa 'to peel off the maize' 

koiJsyi n. (c) 'plough' cf. SYN gurip 

kom n. [s: Kiranti-Lim] 'a kind ofharp made up of reed' -piki (pl) 'harps' 
phcndzckom 'a kind ofharp made up of iron' 
kom taptsa 'to play a reed-harp' 
phcndzckom mdtaptsa 'not to play an iron-harp' 
mcko m'isycalmi kom nu phcndzckom taptsa dzobd 'The girl knows how to 
play the reed and iron-harp.' 

koppo n. (c) [Kiranti-Rod +nat] 'grandfather' -pik (pl) 'grandfathers' FEM koppom, bdgc 
cf. SYN kikyd-kiki (grandpa's father) 

kophlctas adj. [CMP kophlc+ta:tsa>tas] 'selfish' cf. SYN kuidc ANT maritas 
kophlctas muru dumtsa 'to be a selfish man' 
kophlctas hoponamsi mddumtsa 'not to be a selfish politician' 
kuidc tdu ka 'a selfish son' 
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ilk£ t;)U sappa kuid£dumt;) 'My son became very much selfish.' 
ndl£ hoponamsipiki kophlctas m;}dumnimi 'All politicians are not selfish.· 

ko?kc n. (c) 'stick' ~piky;) (pi) 'sticks' 
kh;)lpii!khusyokc ko?kc 'stick ofthe old man' 

akc ko?kc 'my stick' 

ko?kc th£:tsa 'to tread with the help of stick' 
ko?kcmi thaitstsa 'to beat with the stick' 

gomi akc ko?kc sam tal) 'I lost my stick.' 
akc ko?k£ rimso ba 'My stick is beautiful.' 

ko:tsa vt. 'to look, sec, watch' ko:tu (p, 3sg) ko:so (pp, adj.) NEG m;;:l~ ·not to look· 
la ko:tsa (fig.) 'to wait somebody" 
kulmi ko:tsa 'to look at the face' 
ko:tsa min komumtsa 'to look then to look at each other· 
gonimp11am ka sinima kotasku 'We two watched a film." 
abli m;;:lkOIJO ·Don't look at me." 
YaluiJmi b'i-byap11 ko:tu 'Yalung looked after the cattle.· 

ko?tsa vt. 'to peck, bite' ko?tu (p, 3sg) ko?so (pp, adj.) NEG m;;:l~ ·not to bite· 

ko?tsa 'tsitau 'going to peck' 
p11;}busmi ko?tsa 'to bite by a cobra· 
busmi murubli ko?bd 'The snake bites man.· 

m£ko albli bus kami ko'ltu ·A snake bit the child.· 
phdbusmi ko?so mer£ blOitsan m;}tsabsib 'One cannot survive the cobra-bite.· 

kormotsa 'Konnocha clan in K-K 'landslide-so-INF (vt.) 'to take place a landslide' (n.1 
'one who dwelt in a landslide taking area' [korom yotso tsuiJ<n)tsimi ba?so 
pdtikcm kormots dumso (p/c with Lp. Mulicha-Sunuwan] 

koro n. 'landslide, landfall' 
korom yoltsa 'to be flooded by landslide' 

kormapha n. 'title, rank, profession' 

kos n. (c) 'illustration' ~piki(pl) 
kosmi ko:tsa 'to look at the illustration' 
kos koiJcnc minu IEssi brE?tim: 'Look at the illustration and answer.· 

kosp11u n. (c) 'orchid' ~piky;;:l (pi) 'orchids' 

kr(()aitstsa vt. 'to bite' kr(()aittu /kr(()aiWiwJ (p, 3sg) kr(()aisso (pp, adj.) NEG m;}~ 'not to 
bite' 
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kutsummi kr(()aitstsa 'to bite by a dog' 
kcnaiJ kutsummi kr(()aitstsa 'to bite by a mad dog' 
msko kutsummi kr<oib~ 'The dog bites.' 
khui kakdli kutsummi kr(()aittu 'The dog bit a thief.' 
msko alnimpha kr(()aimumtas 'The two children bit each other.' 
msko kcr kyarssysmi aks pcragui kr(()aittaw~ 'The black goat bit my left 
hand.' 

kr(()ctsts n. (u) 'yogurt' cf. SYN huluk 

kr([)omtsa vt. 'to strike with an object' kr(()omtu (p, 3sg) 'stroke' kr(()omso (pp, adj.) 
'striken' 
NEG md'-' 'not to strike' see cf. SYN aptsa (gen.) 'shoot, strike' 
phuilum kr(()omtsa 'to strike with a stone' 
p'uthsm aptsa 'to shoot with a gun' 
msko khuik~li puthsmi apo 'Shoot the thief with a gun.' 
b'i-byaphkdli phuilum kr(()omdo 'Strike the cattle with a stone.' 

kruku n. (c) 'toad, frog' ~piky~ 'toads, frogs' 
kruku khodsb pr((/l)stsa 'to jump like a toad' 
kruku nu domli 'toad and pool' 
kruku gyaitstsa 'to catch a frog' 
msko domlil)a kruku m~s~tcns 'Don't kill the frog ofthat pool.' 
kruku domlimi thisib 'Toad is found in the pool.' 
msko al kruku khodsbpa pl((/f)stu 'The child jumped like a frog.' 

kud n. 'millet-bread esp thick in size' 
kud tsotsa 'to cook a thick millet-bread' 

kugya n. (c) 'prize' ~piki (pi) 'prizes' 
kugya glatsa 'to win a prize' 

kuids adj. cf. SYN kophlstas 

kuitstsa vt. [marked for spatial deixies; Mokusu as a consultant in NK Rai (2002)] 'to 
bring down (vertcal)' kuittu (p, 3sg) 'brought down' kuisso (pp, adj.) 
'brought down' cf. SYN hitstsa, pitstsa, tsa?tsa NEG m~~ 'not to bring up' 

kuk~r n. [s: Eng] 'pressure cooker' ~piki (pl) 
kukdr ka gyaptsa 'to buy a pressure cooker' 
kuk~r systsa 'to clean the pressure cooker' 
kuk~r nu gyas 'pressure cooker and gas' 
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mulat akc kctsarkhimi kuk;;,r br(D)olt;;, 'A pressure cooker broke (itself) in my 
kitchen today.' 
gomi n;;,k ka kubr gyaptfu] 'I bought a new pressure cooker.' 

kukubulu n. (c) 'pigeon' ~piki (pl) 'pigeons' cf. SYN khimbcrbi 
kukubulu nu tsorpemsi 'pigeon and peace' 

kuli n. [> kul] 'face' [cf. kull Kiranti-Warn; Opgenort (2002: 131, 497)] 
kul koitsa (fig.)'to appear' 
kul nu gasdus 'face and manner' 
kul khuitstsa (fig.)'to hide' 
ychfu]mi muncmi kul khuittaw;;, 'Yehang hid himse1fbecause of shame.' 
goi ike kul ts'iso 'Wash your face.' 
Kiranti-Koits mulkcmmi misycmurupikim kul sumtsa m;;,malbd 'The women 
should not veil their face the the Kiranti-Koits culture.' 

kulim n. (c) 'morpheme' ~pik(pl) 'morphemes' 
kulim nu durda 'morpheme and word' 

kumso n. (c) 'song' ~piki (pl) 'songs' 
kumso nu syil 'song and dance' 
kumsopaib 'singer' 

kumsopdtsa vt. 'to sing' kumsopaptu (p, 3sg) 'sang' kumsopdso (pp, adj.) ·sung' 
goi kumsopauo~pau 'You sing a song.' 
go kumsopdtsa mddzonmJ 'I don't know how to sing.' 
goimi dopaiyo kumsop;;,tsa malmyc 'You have to sing anyhow.' 
gonimp11am kumsopaitdsku 'We two sang a song.' 
suman muk11iam kumsopdsa akdli IJapaitti 'Suman Mukhia made me cry 
singing a song.' 

kun n. (u) 'smoke' ~p;)tsa (vt.) 'to be smokey' 
sappa kunpdtsa 'to be smokey very much' 
cK.o khimi d;;, sappa kunpaibat 'This house is very smokey.' 

kupphi n. [> kuph] 'forehead, brow' 
rimso kupp\ (fig.)'fortunate' 

kupphimi brc?siso adj. (fig.)'predestined' 
kupp\mi pulu kcptsa (fig/lit) 'to be a fakir/paste ashes on the forehead' 
kupphimi mdbrs?sisosdm mardiyo p;:,tsa mdtsabsib (fig fatalistic) 'One cannot 
do anything unless s/he is fortunate.' 

kurmidokha n. (c) 'gift, present' 
gyubcmi laittck kurmidokha 'the gift to be taken in the marriage' 
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kutsa vi. [< hitsa; marked for spatial deixies (Mokusu as consultant in NK Rai (2002)] 'to 
come up' (verticality) kut;} (p, 3sg) 'came up' kuso (pp, adj.) 'come up' cf. 
SYN itsa, pitsa, dza?tsa 

kutsu n. (u) 'chest' [of male/female] 
kutsu thotsa 'to beaVbit the chest' 
kutsumi t'aitstsa 'to kick on the chest' 
kutsu p'utsa 'to measure the chest' 
akc kutsu khaisso ma§a 'My chest pain has not been recovered.' 
gonu kutsu sumtEk was am maba 'I do not have even a piece of cloth to cover 
my chest.' 

kutsutuptsi n. [< kutsutuptsa (fig.)] cf. SYN lcpp€ 'gambling' 

kutsum n. 1(c) 'dog' ~piki (pl) 
kutsum nu bcrrno 'dog and cat' 
kutsum ho:b;} 'A dog barks.' 
kutsurnmi k"r kh;}l paib;} 'A dog guards the house.' 
2(c) tab. kutsum khodcso 'a bad behavior' 
kutusm khoipa m;}hirsso 'Don't roam aimlessly.' 
mcko muru d;} kutsum khodcson ba?t;} 'That man is really bad.' 

kuro n. (c) 'load' 
hdso kuro kurtstsa 'to carry a heavy load' 

k urtstsa vt. 'to carry' kurttu 'carried' (p, 3sg) kursso 'carried'(pp, adj.) NEG m;}~ 'to not 
carry' 
khyop;}t a kurtstsa 'to carry a book' 
al kurtsa (fig.!lit.) 'to be pregnanVto carry the child' 
lo: kurtstsa (fig.) 'to spy' 
mcko misycmurumi al kurssso ba?t;} 'The woman has become (is) pregnant.' 
gomi rcssik"rla§onu sa k~op;}t kurttfu] 'I carried three books while going to 
the school.' 
gom akc lo;}bbli b;}lam kurttfu:] 'I carried my younger brother on the 
shoulder.' 

kurpdtsa vt. 'to put' kurpaptu (p, 3sg) 'put' kurpdso (pp, adj.) 'put' NEG -m;}- 'to not put' 
gdrmi syabu kurpatsa 'to put millet-liquor in the soil-pot' 
gyabimi blctikc kurp;}tsa 'to put a pen in the bag' 
tsuiJdzabimi gui kurpdtsa 'to put hand in the pocket' 
akc mdmami gdrmi dzirma kurpamtcmc 'My mother stored the millet-liquor 
in the soil-pot.' 
gomi gyabimi khyopdt kurpatal) 'I put the book in the bag.' 
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kusul n. (u) 'skin, leather' 
kusul r;:,ksutsa 'to itch the skin' 
akc kusul r;:,ksut 'My skin itched.' 

kyabrats n. 'name of a month i.e. February' 
k~abrats sin 'the month of February' 
p asi nu kyabrats 'wind and February' 
kyabrats sinmi s;:,phapik d'onimi 'Leaves fall in the month of February." 
kyabratsmi gyubc patsa rimson dumbd 'It's suitable to get matTicd in 
February.' 
kyabratsmi sappa ph;:,s paibd 'It's windy in February.' 

kya-ba-tsa n. 'Kyabacha clan in K-K' 'UR-V-INF (V.i) ·to stay, sif (n.) ·one who stays or 
sits' 
go kyabatsa n;:,IJ 'I am Kyabacha.' 

kyad;:,lu n. 'meting point, place' 
ka kyaddlumi 'in a meeting poinf 

kyaitstsa vt. [ < kyuitstsa, tsuitstsa] 'to insert into, fasten, fix, tuck, thrust in· kyaittu (p. 
3sg) 'inserted' kyaisso (pp, adj.) 'inserted· NEG md~ ·not to insert' 
piyami phu(IJ) kyaitstsa 'to thrust in flower on the head· 
tsami ribin kyaitstsa 'to tuck ribbon in the hair' 
t;:,umi laptsomi phu(IJ) kyattawd 'The son fixed the flower on the door.· 
gomi t;:,mia piyami kyct kyaittaiJ 'I thrust money on the daughter's head.· 

kyaki n. (c) ·enemy' ~pik (pi) ·enemies' cf. SYN ribb~::ts 

murkc kyaki mur 'man's enemy man' 
akc kyakimi hcrala saitti 'My enemy almost killed me: 

kyamtsa vt. 'to erase' kyamtu (p, 3sg) 'erased' kyamso (pp, adj.) ·erased' NEG m;:)~ ·to 
not erase' 
rimsopa kyamtsa 'to erase properly' 

kyatsa vt. 'to carry from one place to another, move sth from one place to 
another' kyatu (p, 3sg) 'carried from one place to another' kyaso (pp, adj.) 
'carried from one place to another' NEG m~ 'not to carry from one place 
another' 
syi kyatsa 'to carry, move firewood' 
phuilu kyatsa 'to carry, move stone' 
kdgi ldiJgala khiiJga kyatsa 'to carry, move the yam from outside to inside' 
wakila sosmal kyatsa 'to carry, move grass from the jungle' 
m~::ko alnimphami reb£ ldiJgala khil)ga kyatas£ 'They (two) children moved the 
potato from outside to inside.' 
!Ji'imimi bothcr£la bwaku kyatu 'The elder sister carried water from the tap.· 
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kyarsy0 n. (c)(> kyars] 'goat' ~piky~ (pi) 'goats' 
kyarsycpik thultsa 'to tame goats' 
kyarspik kh~•r~tsa 'to shepherd goats' 
gomi kyars k ~lpatfu] 'I shepherded the goat.' 
n~rumi mckoa kyars lctu 'Naru sold his goat.' 
sinat siwarkfuni kyars ka saittu 'A jackal killed a goat yesterday.' 

kyata n. (c) 'lotus' cf. SYN lormip\l(IJ) 
lcbwak nu kyata 'mud and lotus' 
rimso kyata 'a beautiful lotus' 
lormiphukc rclphu 'a garland of the lotus' 
kyatakc tsu m~bab~ 'Lotus has no thorn.' 
lormiphu lcbwakmi boib~ 'Lotus blooms in the mud.' 
mcko kyata dopa rimso ba?mEi! 'How beautiful the lotus is!' 

kyEt n. (gen.) 'money' 
sus kyct tsEmtsa 'to earn a lot of money' 
gonu kyEt m~ba 'I don't have any money.' 

kyoiJ n. (c) 'christophine' cf. SYN thokporo 

kyortstsa vt. [> tsortstsa] 'to cut into pieces' ( esp. in/animate objects of big size, solid e.g. 
potato, goat etc.) cf. SYN (other similar verbs, khr((/l)oitstsa, tsE?tsa, pr(()Etsa, 
'ritsa) kyorttu (p, 3sg) kyorsso (pp, adj.) NEG m~ 'to not cut' 
gomi mEko rcbc imitstsilipa kyorttaiJ 'I cut that potato into small pieces.' 
tscntsimi syc kyorttu 'Centsi cut the meat.' 

kyutsa dto prophesize, 2lift up' cf. SYN 2ts'utsa 

kyuitstsa vt. [> tsuitstsa] See tsuitstsa 

kyul-t'i-tsa n. 'KyuiNtcha clan in Kiranti-Koits (Sun(u)war/Mukhia tribe)' 'UR-V-INF (v.t) 
'to separate, filter' (n.) 'one who separates' 

kh~ n. 'axe' 
kh~ nu syi 'the axe and the firewood' 
gom kh~m syi kyorttal) 'I cut the firewood with the axe.' 

kh~d n. (c) 'crow' ~piky~ (pl) 
kcra kh~d ka 'a black crow' 
kh~d nu blots'ib 'crow and cuckoo' 
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k1\:;,dk£ ?p11u k11uip;}tsa (fig.)'to be very clever' 
kh;}d ka ts'ib me 'Crow is a bird.' 
k11;}d nu blo ts'ib m;}gran;}si 'Crow and cuckoo cannot be friends.· 
n£11£ k\)dpiki hr m;}dumnimi 'All crows aren't black.' 

kh;:;,dits adj. 'clever' cf. SYN tsilaw;:;,la 
siwarbudi kh;:;,dits 'clever like a jackal' 

k11
;}k£1] 'discussion' ~~;:;,tsa 'to discuss' cf. lo:lisyaka 

rimsopa k ;:;,k£1] p;}tsa 'to discuss well' 

kh;}l n. (c) 'mortar' ~piky;} (pi) 'mortars' 

kh;}lo: 'invocation' ~p;}tsa (v) 'to invoke' 

k\"llpa n. (c) ·old man' ~pikyd (pi) t.old men' FEM k11dlpi (col. esp. spoken by teens 11 

informal situation) cf. SYN (fig.) khusyo FEM k11usyom 
kh;}lpa nu k11;}lpi 'the old man and the old woman' 
k 1\::~Ipami 'by the old man' 
mcko kh;}lpa kaphtd (fig.)'The old man passed away." 
ffi;}SfUIJi'i k11dlpa gwa bc?m '0? 'When did the old man of Masru die?· 

£-ko k11dlpami abl tuptu 'This old man beat me.' 
2 'pun, wordplay' 
EK EKO kh;}lpabl kh;}lpa ba?ti 'I've been staying here by guarding this old 

man. 

kh;}lp;}tsa vt. 'to guard' khdlpaptu (p. 3sg) 'gurded' kh;}lpdso (pp, adj.) 'guarded' NFG -nu 
'to not guard' 
kutsummi kh-r k11;}]paib;:;, 'A dog guards the house.' 

kh;}m£ (c. u) 'cooked rice' 
kh kh-· ' . d . dm nu · ai nee an curry 
gom kh;}m£ dz;:;,tsa malb;} 'I must have the rice.' 
burkh;}m£ dz;:;,n dz;:;,n syil p;:;,np;}n (rhy.) 

k11;}pkyu n. (c) 'bus' ~piky;:;, (pl) 'buses' 
kh;:;,pkyu dorp;:;,tsa 'to drive a bus' 
k11 dpkyu ph;:;,pindo 'bus accident' 
khdpkyu gyaptsa 'to buy a bus' 
sus murupiki khdpkyu ph;}pindomi b£t£m£ 'Many people died in the bus 
accident.' 
rEIJPO kh;}pkyu dorpaib 'Rengpo is a bus driver.' 
gomi kh;:;,pkyu ka gyapti'il] 'I bought a bus.' 

kh;}r£ n. 'curiosity' 
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h . . ' akE k ::lrE 'my CUriOSity 

k11;:,rsso adj. 'expensive' ANT m;:,k
11
;:,rsso 

k11;:,rsso soth 'an expensive shirt' 

k11;:,tsa vt. 'to resist' 

kh~ildiiJ n. [s: Kiranti-Lim +nat] 'doubt' v. ~p;:,tsa (see p;:,tsa) 
gom khaldiiJp::!so budin dumt;:, 'It happened the same what I doubted.' 

khai n. (c, u) 'curry' 
kh;:,mE nu k11ai 'cooked rice and curry' 
k11ai kEtsa 'to cook the curry' 
k11ai loptsa 'to boil the curry' 
go homoknu k11;:,m~::-k11ai dzainuiJ 'I eat cooked rice-curry with milk.' 
gig k11ai k~::u 'Cook the green vegetable.' 
ht~::k k11ai mar;:,iyo m;:,ba 'There is no curry to cook.' 

k11aitstsa vi. 'to ache, pain' khaitt;:, (p, 3sg) 'ached' k11aisso 'ached' NEG m;:,~ 'not to ache' 
piya k11aitstsa 'to have a headache' 
luiJgir k11aitstsa (lit.!fig.) 'to have a heartache/to feel sad emotionally' 
akE k11aisso k11oili m;:,sa 'My leg-pain hasn't recovered.' 
limd~::mi m~::koa kodz k11aitt;:, d~::-sa d~::-tu 'Limde said that she had a 
stomachache.' 

k11a?tsa vt. 'to tear' k11a?tu (p, 3sg) 'tore' k11a?so (pp, adj.) 'tom' NEG m~ 'not to tear' 

k11a:ltsa vt. 'to mix, blend, mingle sth (non-living) together' k11altu (p, 3sg) 'mixed' kha!So 
~p, adj.) 'mixed' NEG m;:,~ 'not to mix' . 
k ;:,mEnu khai k11a:ltsa 'to mix cooked rice and curry' 
syErmi namsi k11a:ltsa 'to mix perilla in uncooked rice' 
gomi sy~::rmi tsirsp11;:,s k11altal] 'I mixed the millet-flour in the rice.' 
homokmi h'is'i mak11aldo 'Don't mix salt in the milk.' 

khalsi n. (c) 'syllable' ~piky;:, (pl) 'syllables' 

k11alsitsa vt. 'to get mixed itself k11alsisau (p, 3sg) 'got mixed itself k11alsiso (pp, adj.) 
'got mixed itself 
bwakumi k11apdzil khalsitsa m;:,tsabb;:, 'Petrol cannot get mixed in the water 
itself.' 

khaptsa vt. 'to pile up' khaptu (p, 3sg) 'piled up' khapso (pp, adj.) 'piled up' NEG m~ 'to 
not pile up' 

khapslo: n. (c) 'mystery' ~pik (pl) 'mysteries' cf. SYN khrislo: 
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k11rislo: m;Jp;Jtsa 'not to talk indirectly (fig.)' 

k11arbi n. (c) 'peacock' ~piky;J (pi) 'peacocks' FEM k11arbim 
k11arbi nu wasrdu 'peacock and rainbow' 
k11arbimk0 syil 'dance ofthe peahen' 
kharbimke p11 ur/TigeiJ 'colour of the peahen' 
wasrelu ta§onu k11arbim syil paib 'The peahen dances while seeing the 
rainbow.' 
k11arbim ts'ibpikimi sappa rimso dumb;J 'Peahen is the most beautiful 
amongst birds.' 
k11arbi mur k11ode-sopa IJi'ib~ 'Peacock weeps like man.' 

k\:' par. (esp. used for warning) 
dzamsa l~ni k11c' (used by Tankram Sunuwar in a K-K song) 

k\:tsa vt. ·to peel' k11£ptu (p, 3sg) ·peeled' k1\:pso (pp, adj.) 'peeled· NEG m;)~· ·not to 

peel' 
lopso reb khetsa 'to peel off the boiled potato· 
koiJrets/iiiJ khetsa 'to peel off the maize, com' 
TsciJrimi reb kheptu 'Tsengri peeled off the potato.' 
gomi mugi k11cti'il] 'l peeled off the banana.' 
mcko misycmur ill] k\:nkhen balba?t~ 'The woman is/was peeling off the 

. ' mmze. 

khlo:ptsa vt. to stagger' khlo:ptu (p, 3sg) 'staggered' khlo:pso (pp, adj.) 'staggered' NEG 

m~~ 'to not stagger' 

k11crtstsa vt. 'to chase' k11ertu (p, 3sg) 'chased' k11crso (pp, adj.) 'chased' NEG m~~ 'not to 
chase' 
myes khertstsa 'to chase the buffalo' 
tistoli k11ertstsa 'to chase the chick' 
bwa k11ertstsa 'to chase the fowl' 
gomi p11urula kyars khcrti'il] 'I chased the goat from the garden.' 
mcko ts'ib1 k:'~>ro ·chase that bird.' 

khrislo: n. 'agreement'cf. SYN bissilo: 
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k111 n. (c) 'house' ~piky~ (pl) 'houses' [cf. J!1im; in other Kiriinti languages e.g. Rod., 
Ban., Warn., Lim. si1;k11im, him (my own data) and kem Kiriinti-Ha; Shakya 
(1971: 92)]] 
bii?tik€ k~ 'a house for living' 
k~ sycltsii 'to build a house' 
k~ dzgtsii (fig esp. for women) 'to succeed in marrage' 
k~ m~dumtsii (fig. for both men and women) 'not to succeed in marital life, 
e.g. not to be able to give birth to a child' 
ciilirnkc k~ liiisso bii?t~ 'Calim' s house is tall.' 
sothc mcko n~k khlmi bii?b~ 'Sothe lives in that new house.' 
cursimi k~mi m~dziiu 'Cursi's marital life is not successful.' 

khlriigy;:} n. 'vicinity'cf. SYN yckliik 

khlmbErbi n. (c) 'pigeon' ~piky~ (pl) 'pigeons' cf. SYN kukubulu 
k~mbcrbi gyaitsta 'to catch a pigeon' 
kukubulu nu tsorpcmsi (fig.)'pigeon and peace' 
kukubulu nu k~ 'pigeon and house' 
k~mbcrbi bli tsorpemsike koisi denimi 'Pigeon is known as the symbol of 
peace.' 
khimbcrbi khodebpa nam p~tsii malb~ 'One should love like a couple of 
pigeon.' 

khiiJii n. adj., postp, adv. [~ iigii] 'inside' ANT l~l)gii 

khiriigyii n. 'vicinity' (N iR=f) cf. SYN ckliik 

k~wa n. (u) 'thatch, straw, reeds' 
k~wa r'itsa 'to cut the reeds' 
k~wami k~ siipsib 'A house is thatched with reeds.' 
k~wa sosmiil yo dumb~ 'Reeds are used as grass also.' 
b'ibyiiphmi k~wa dzainimi 'Cattle munch the thatch/reeds.' 

k\ntsi hang pers. n. 'Kiranti ancestor ofBii?yung and Koits' 

khisii n. (c) 'legend, story, tale' ~piki (pi) 'legends' 

khlatc adj. 'troublesome' ANT rimso, m~khlatc 
khlatc al 'troublesome child' 
khlatc murupiky~ 'troublesome people' 
khliHE b'ibyiiph 'troublesome cattle' 
khlatc m~dumtsa 'not to be a troublesome' 
EKO al sappa khlatc ba?t~ 'This child is very troublesome.' 
cK.o khlatc kyiirssycmi th;:}mpiin syct gcti 'This troublesome goat troubled me 
truly.' 
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khlihimtsa vt. (fig.) 'to expose' 
khrislo: khlihimtsa 'to expose a secret/mystry' 

k11 Ioptsa vt. 'to settle' k11 Ioptu 'settled' (p, Jsg) k11Iopso (pp) 'settled' NEG m~~ ·to not 
settle' 

k11oili n. [> khoil] 'leg' ~piky~ (pi) 'legs' 
khoil thc?tsa (lit.!fig.) 'to trample/to be independent' 
khoil nu gui 'hand and leg' 
k11oil k11aitstsa 'to have a leg-pain' 
k11oil thc?tsa m~tsabtsa 'not to be able to be independent' 
gom sappa sy£t dz~sala k11oil th'stiil) '£was able to independent only aftt'r 
undergoing much trouble.' 
akc k11oili k11 aitt~ 'My leg ached.' 

khoda n. ·rhino' 
T11sb k11oda ka 'a big rihno · 
tsaib k11oda ka 'a baby rihno' 

k115dsb adj. [~ k115d~::so, budi] 'like, similar to, for example' 
syaka budi dortstsa 'to run like a leopard' 
gom d~::-so khod~::b 'as, like I said' 

kh -d • ' .. . I ' . . . o ~::so ... 1or mstance, examp e 
m£ko al siwar budi ho?tu 'The baby howled like a jackal.· 
gom d~::-so k11 5d~::b papt~il)~n~ sy~::t m~dzainJy£ 'You'll not be in trouble it \o' 

do as I advised.' 
Kiranti- K5its lo:mi niswa?tsi dumb~, k115dcso: brc?nulJ br~::?msku nu 
bn:?niki. 'There is dual number in the Kiranti-K5its language, for instance. I 

write, we two write and we write.' 

k11op n. (c) 'place, space' ~puk (pi) 'places' 
gom k5iSo k11op 'the place I showed' 
m~bl 'iso~sy~::th k11op 'the blank space' 
m~bl 'iso k11opmi br~::?tin£ 'Fill in the blank space.' 
gomi £Ko k11op mddatu 'I didn't I ike this place.' 
£KO k11op rimso ba?t~ 'This place is beautiful.' 

k11opl£tiis adj. cf. SYN kuid~:: 
k11 ((}roitstsa vt. 'to cut, chop into pieces' (csp. a log of wood, branches etc.) cf. 
SYN (similar other verbs, kyortstsa, ts~::'?tsa, 'ritsii, pr(D)stsa) 

k11ots£ (fig. expression) See daitstsa 
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k11rislo: n. (c) 'mystery' ~pik (pl) 'mysteries' cf. SYN khiipslo: 

k11r(t/l)oitstii vt. 'to cut' (e.g., firewood, log into several small pieces; for other ways of 
cutting see kyortstsii, ts£?tsii, r'itsii, pr(t/l)£tsii) k11r(tll)oittu (p, 3sg) 'cut' k11r(t 

/l)oisso 'cut' NEG m~~ 'not to cut' 
syi khr(t/l)oitstsii 'to cut the firewood' 
k11uik£ gui khr(tll)oitstsii 'to cut the hand of a thief 
l~lpiyiimi khuikiik£ gui khr(tll)oittiit 'The police cut the hand of a thief.' 

gom syi khr(tll)oittfu] 'I cut the firewood.' 

k11r(t/l)umits n. 'strawberry' 
hau khr(t/l)umits 'yellow strawberry' 

k11r(t/l)ui n. (c) 'tooth' ~piky~ (pl) 'teeth' 
khrui tultsii 'to uproot, pluck out the tooth' 
khrui himtsii 'to shake the tooth' 
khuik£ kirip 'germ of the tooth' 
gomi khrui tultiil) miird~::h~nii ~::K:o khiiisso bii?t 'I uprooted the tooth because it 

ached.' 

k11r(t/l)umtsii vt. 'to plant' khr(t/l)umtiiu~tu 'planted' k11r(t/l)umso 'planted' NEG m~~ 'not 
to plant' 
tsirs khrumtsii 'to plant the millet' 
ruw~ts~iky~mi ~OIJ~Ets khrumtiim£ 'Farmers pl~nted the com.' 
gom1 p U(IJ)k£ lm k rumtiil) 'I planted the seedlmg of a flower.' 

khr(t/l)oltsa vt. 'knock down' khr([)oltu (p, 3sg) 'felled, knocked down' k11r(()o1So (pp, adj.) 
'felled, knocked down' NEG m~ 'not to fell, knock down' 
rawii k11r(()oltsii 'to fell the tree' 

gyiirssimi muru khr(t)oltsii 'to knock down a man in the game' 

tsuiJmi kyiikibli k11r(t)oltsii 'to knock down an enemy in wrestling' 

tscmkumi ritscmkali tsUIJmi k11r(()oltu 'Cemku knocked down Ricem in 
wrestling.' 
ribcmmi omo kolso r~wii khr(()oldiit 'Ribem has felled a big log.' 

k11r(tll)ui n. (c) 'tooth' ~piki (pl) 'teeth' 

bus khr(tll)ui 'white tooth' 

khubniits n. 'July' (is the seventh month) 
khubniits nu rcu 'July and rain' 
khubniitsmi koro 'landslide in July' 
khubniitsmi khrumsi 'plantation in July' 
khubniitsmi rcu ib 'It rain in July.' 



khubnatsmi bur khrumsib 'Paddy is planted in July.' 
khubnatsm koro laib mardsh~na sappa rw ib 'Landslide occurs in July 
because it rains heavily.' 

khu n. (u) (s: Kiranti-Lim+nat] 'syrup, a thick juice of raw sugarcane, treacle, honey' (cf. 
khu e_sp. ?f suffarcane) See surbu 
sappa dz1dz k u 'very sweet syrup' 
khu lstsa 'to sell the syrup' 
khu dz~tsa (fig.) 'to get punishment, beaten' 
s'Ko b~d~lmi waisso khu sumi dz~wa? 'Who ate the syrup kepUstored in this 
bottle?' 
thoktscnsmi gundcri gyakosimi sappa khu dz~wat (fig. and ridiculed) 
'Thoktsene was deadly beaten up in the Gunderi bazar.' 

k11uru n. (u) [~ k\:i(u] 'paper money, rupee' 

k11ui n. (c) 'thief ~pikyd (pi) 'thieves· 
k11uimi 'by the thief 
khui p~tsa 'to steal' 
k11uila ·from the thief 
khui nu ldlpiya 'the thief and the police· 
k11uikc bdtsu 'punishment of the thief' 
k11uimi k11 urmi yoldat 'The thief has stolen the sickle.· 
k11ui pdsin m;}pauo 'Don't' steal.' 
k11ui p~so msn: bdtsu thaptsa malndyc ·You've to pay fine while stealing.' 

kh - . ' 
UISJ n. ·pretence 

khuisi m'altsa 'to pick up a quarrel' (Seem' altsa for use) 

khuitstsa vt. 'to hide, conceal' k11uittaw~ (p, 3sg) 'hid' khuisso (pp, adj.) 'hidden' cf. SYN 
k111((/r)uitstsa NEG m;}~ 'not to hide' 
kyst khuitstsa 'to hide the money' 
lo:k11uitstsa (fig.) 'to be secret' 
msko wailimi kyst khuiWit 'The servant has hidden the money.' 
murupikim hopom bc'?so lo k11uiWimEt 'The people kept secret about the death 
of the queen.' 
mopa lo makhuitto 'Don't be secret that way.' 

k11 uissitsa vt. 'to be hidden, concealed oneself' cf. SYN khr((!l)ussitsa khuissisau (p, 3sg) 
khuissiso (pp, adj.) 

khultsa vt. 'to escort animal' khultu (p, 3sg) 'escorted animal' khu!So (pp, adj.) 'escorted 
animal' NEG m;}~ 'to not escort animal' 
h'ibyaph khultsa 



k\H'i-ca n. 'KhuNlicha clan in K-K' 'UR-V-INF (V.t) 'to put on, wear' en.) 'one who puts 
on' 

khusyo n. (c) [euph., see khdlpa] 'old man' FEM khusyom ~pikyd (pi) 'old men' 
khusyomi 'by the old man' 
khusyomkdli 'to the old woman' 
mt:ko khusyo nu khusyom l)iitiist: 'The old man and woman wept.' 
Khusyomi pissau dopa hdna mdrimso rinapaptu 'The old man farted how 
because it smelt bad.' 

khyol n. [~dzol] 'lie' see gyulpht: ANT thdma 'true' 
dzolpdtsa 'to lie' 
k~ol m;:)pauo 'Don't lie.' 
Dzolpdsonu mdrimso dumbd 'It won't be better while lying.' 
Khyolpdtsa yo dzo:tsa malbJ 'One should also know how to lie.' 

k11yopdt n. (c) 'book, primer' ~pikyd (pi) 'books, primers' 
khyopdt brt:?tsa 'to write a book' 
khyopdt nu blt:tik 'book and pen' 
k11yopdtkt n;:)m 'love of a book' 
khyopdtfikkt: dakin 'a heap of books' 
m£ko k yopdt akt: m't: 'That red book is mine.' 
tst:rpwdzimi sus k11yop;:)t ba:nimi 'There are many books in the library.' 

khyopdtthsm n. (c) 'library' ~piki (pi) 'libraries' cf. SYN tst:rpwdzi 

khyop;:)-ti-tsa n. 'KhyoNpaticha clan in K-K' 'book-V-JNF cv.t) 'to cover with a book, 
separate, filter' (n.) 'one who covers with a book or hides under the pile of 
books (p/c with Ganga Katicha [married to a Je-ticha clan]; narrated to me a 
war story in Tibet during the prehistoric time, where one hid himself under 
the piles of books and that is how the clanonym has been derived) 

k~r n.(u) 'dehydration' 
khyur pdtsa 'to dehydrate' 
go khyur patiil) 'I'm suffered of dehydration.' 
khyur pdsa ht:rala bt:?ti 'I nearly died of dehydration.' 
khyur pdsonu sappa hosb,vak tutsa malbd 'One should drink a lot of water 
while suffering from dehydration.' 
khyur pdso albli h'isi-bitsdzidz-bwak umtsa malbd 'Salt-sugar- water should 
be fed to a child suffered from dehydration.' 
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ggida n. (c) 'hoe' ~pikyg (pi) 'hoes' 

ggsu n. (c, u) r> ggsl 'fog' ~pikyg (pi) 'fogs' 
- gg-suDii k_hgd -du~tsii (fig.) 'to be in confusion, directionless' 

ggsu nu rw 'fog and rain' 
ggsumi 'in/by the fog' 
ggsumi mgtgtsa 'not to see inlby the fog' 
ggsumi sumtsa 'to veil by the fog' 
go ggsuiJii khgd budi dumti 'I am/was confused.' 
gom ggsu pgtikEm Ia mgtgl) 'I couldn't see the path because of fog.' 

ggrbu adj. big, elder cf. SYN T\b 

ggri n. (c)[> ggr] 'soil pot' ~pikyg (pi) 'soil-pots' 

ggrsyi n. 'a species of tree' (N ~) 

ggu num. [guh John Beams' (1867) data] 
yanol£ ggu 'ten after nine' 
ggu ky£t 'ten rupees' 
ggu bl£ptso 'ten fingers' 
abli ggu ky£t g£yini 'Please give me ten rupees.' 
ni?si guimi ggu blcptso bii?nimi 'There are ten fingers in two hands.· 
gomi ggu bwii gyaptiil) 'I bought ten fowls.' 

gguJ n. see cf. SYN sgu 'hornet' 

-gii postp. 'inside' 
khil)gii 'inside the house' 
Jgl)gii 'outside' 
agii 'ofinsidc' 
poliigii 'inside the hole' 
soniiga 'inside the vagina' 
khil)gii Ol)£n£/otsii niiiJg 'Please get inside the house.' 
rgkmits poliigii otu 'The ant entered inside the hole.· 
lgl)gii su pim 'c? (a speaker utters when s/he is inside the house) ·Who came 
outside the house? 

gaits n. 'anger' ~pgtsa v. (See pgtsii) 

giiitstsii vi. 'to be angry' 

gal n. (u) 'sweat, perspiration' (cf. gii:li Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 2002: 475] 

giilo: n. 'secrecy' 
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galo: m~tuitstsa 'to not understand the secrecy' 

gamthu n. 'inner feeling' 
murua gamthu 'man's inner feeling' 

gar n. (c) 'wound' -piki (pi) 'wounds' 
gar nu nw~ 'wound and pus' 

gartstsa vt. 'to be alike, (fig.) ally' 

garssi n. (c)[- gart~k~] 'rhyme, pair' -piky~ (pl) 'rhymes' 
garssi kumsop~tsa 'to sing a rhyme' 
garssi br~:t.sa 'to compose a rhyme' 
alpiki garssipiky~ kumsop~tsa danimi 'Children prefer singing rhymes.' 

gartstsa vt. 'to be similar, match' gartt~ (p, 3sg) 'became similar, matched' garsso 
'become similar, matched' NEG m~- 'not be similar, not to match' 
lo gartstsa (fig.) 'come to the same conclusion' 
gyomli nu gyoml~ gartstsa (fig.)'to be an ideal couple, match' 
goik~ nu akE lo gartta 'Both of us thought in the same line.' 
m~konimpha sappa garttase 'They two matched perfectly.' 

gasdus n. 'manner' 

gatsa vi. [- cf. khatsa] 'to be torn' (itself) gat (p, 3sg) 'tore' gaso (pp, adj.) 'torn' NEG 

m~ 'to not be torn' 
gaso ikla (fig.)'hoarse voice' 
~K.o wa gat 'This cloth tore away.' 
go ~K.o gaso wa m~phmUIJ 'I don't wear this torn shirt.' 
~K.o gyupthe/kyupthe ammin gat 'This cap tore away itself.' 

ga?tsa vi 'to walk on foot' ga?t~ (p, 3sg) 'walked' ga?so (pp, adj.) 'walked' NEG m~ 'not 
to walk' 
rippa ga?tsa 'to walk quickly' 
~roth konkon ga?tsa 'to walk looking hither and thither' 
ga?sonu la ko:sala ga?tsa malb~ 'One should look at the path while walking.' 
lo mul t~k ga?tsa? 'Now where to move/walk?' 
~k m~bai lo gai 'Let's not stay here; let's walk.' 

ga?tsi-ga?si n. (u) 'walking' 

gen. (c) 'job, work, service' -piky~ (pl) 'jobs, works' 

g~ n. (c) 'nail' ~piky~ (pl) 'nails' 



blcptsok£ g£ 'nail ofthe finger' 
g£ kyorts(i)kc 'nail-cutter' 
gc nu sy£ 'nail and flesh' 
g£ milbl 'nail varnish' 
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gyoso g£ waitstsa 'to keep a long nail' 
!:,')'Oso g£ m;}odo 'Don't keep a long naiL' 
Wck murupikinu gc nu sy£ khodcsopa ba?tsa malb~ 'We have to live having 
good relationship with other people.' 

-g£ adv., POSTP. 'to, towards, thither' (See also in pith) cf. SYN pith adv. 
pithg£ doro 'Run thither.' 

gcmdzo n. (c) 'dagger' 
imitstsili gcmdzo ka 'a small dagger' 

gmaiyo adv. 'never' 
c'Ko almi gwaiyo m~rimso m;:1wa?b~ 'This child never speaks filthy things.· 
gcnaiyo m~l~tsa 'never to go' 
gom gwaiyo dzollo m~pd!J 'I never spoke untrue facts.' 
goi gmaiyo mopa thcb lo: mdpauo (fig.) 'Never be a impolite in that manner. 

gcplcmtck n. 'solution' cf. SYN gyorb 
gcplcmtck gluitsa 'to find out a solution' 

gcp 11 i n. (c) 'group' ~pik (pl) 'groups' 
gcphimi ba?tsa 'to stay in group' 

gcrcr£ n. ono. 'a sound of fog rush, landslide etc.' 
gcr£r£pa 'the sound in that manner' 
g£r£r£pa koro l;}tsa 'to landslide with such a unpleasant sound' 

gErb n. (pi) 'alms' 

gcrsili n. 'happiness' 
g£rsili gyaptsa m;}taisib 'Happiness cannot be bought.' 

g£tsa vt. 'to give' gcptu (p, 3sg) 'gave' gcso (pp, adj.) 'given' NEG m~ 'not to give' 
gcrb g£tsa 'to give alms' 
puibbli kyct g£tsa 'to give money for the beggar' 
albli sappa dzidzmidz mdgctsan rimso dumb;} 'It's better not to give much 
sweets to the children.' 
ak:c hrdzmi gok;}l gigka g£t£m£ 'My uncle gave me a hundred rupees note.' 

g£tth~ adv.[> g£tth; cf. iri > ir] 'up, above, to or at a higer level'[cf. gattho Kiranti-Wam: 
·opgenort 2002: 150, 475] 



gigi adj.n. [>gig] 'green' 
gigk11ai 'green vegetable' 
gig p11urrrig~IJ 'green colour' 
gigka 'one hundred' 
ka gig rdwa 'a green tree' 
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gigi wa (gigi; EMP meaning) 'very green cloth' 
ak~ seth ~gi ba 'My shirt is very green.' 
gom gigk ai ketal] 'I cooked the green vegetable.' 
go gig p11ur!tig~IJ rimso mddanuiJ 'I don't like green colour.' 

gigits n. (c, u) 'April' 
gigitsmi 'in April' 
gigits nu ndk mudi 'April and new year' 
gigitsmi gig 'green in April' 
gigitsmi p11u(IJ)piki boinimi 'Flowers bloom in April.' 
sinpikim gigits rimson dumbd 'April is beautiful among other months.' 
~'Ko gigitsmi gyub~ paisib 'Marriage will be done in this April.' 

gigyotsiri n. 'green dove' (N~) 
gigyotsiri nu gomatsiri 'the green-dove and the golden-dove' 
m~ko rdwam ba?so gigyotsiri bErttd 'The green-dove sitting on the tree flew 
away.' 

gilots n. (c, u) 'December' 
gilotsmi 'in December' 
gilots nu gyu--dzu 'December and cold' 
gilots utsitu dumbd 'December is short' 
gilotsnu ~--dzu dumbd 'It is cold in December.' 
gilotsmi p fi 'ibd 'It snows in December.' 

gim n. (c) 1'body' 2(fig.) 'life'(see also b5Itsi) ~pikyd (pi) 'bodies' 
akc gim 'my body' 
ink~ gim 'your body' 
gim nu giwdt 'body and soul' 
gim sy~ltsi 'budy-building' 
boitsakdli gim nu giwdt kathdn dumtsa malbd 'Body and sould must exist 
together for survival.' 
amkc gimkdli rimsopa koiJo 'Take care ofyour body well.' 
akt tdU g.itn syclsimi laibd 'My son goes for a body-building.' 

gimbo n. 'physique' 
akc gimbo 'my physique' 
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g'i:ruy;:) n. 'health' 

gis adv. cf. SYN dis, do so 
E-ko k11y5p;:)tkE thi gis mE? 'How much does this book cost?' 

giwgt n. (c) 'soul' 
giwdt bEtstsa 'to call the soul' 

gl(D/f)utsa vt. 'to appear, come out' glut(u) (p, 3sg) 'appeared' gluso (pp, adj.) ·appeared' 
NEG m;:)~ 'to not appear' 
k\l)gala lal)ga grutsa 'to come outside from inside the house· 
!ala k11Imi grutsa 'to appear (at someone's house) on the way" 
go Mokusua k11Imi gruti 'I appeared at Mokusu's house.' 
bwakla r;:Jkmits glut;:J 'The ant came out of the water.' 

gl((lf)uitsa vt. 'to take sth out' gl((!nuitu (p, 3sg) ·took sth ouf gi((lf}u!So ·taken sth tlUt · 

CF.SYN p\:tstsa, soltsa 

glumats n. (c) 'family" ~pik (pi) 'families' cf. SYN ts;:)sim;:Jsi 

glumtsa otto lose, 2meet' cf. SYN 
1samtsa, dzamtsa 

go pron. r < IJO historically) T 
gonu ·with me' 
gola 'from me' 
gomi 'by me' 
akE a! nu go 'my child and me' 
gomi t;:)ubli br(rll)Espdt soittal) 'I sent a letter to my son.' 
go gyakosi lgti 'I went to the market.' 
go mEkobli huinulJ 'I scold hirn!her.' 
~pikyd pron. [go (Sg)+ piky;) (pi)] 'we' 
gopiki nu goi 'we and you' 
gopikinu 'with us' 
gopiki nu ai ragi 'we and our country' 
gopikimi EKO k11y5p;:Jt brEt;:Jb 'We wrote this book.' 
gopiki EKO ragibli gsth lainiki 'We develop this country.' 
gopiki aikE lo: plcnplcn lait;:Jb 'We're forgetting our mother tongue." 

goidE n. (c) 'donkey, ass' cf. SYN th'ThEr 
imitstsili goidE 'a small donkey' 

gor n. (c) 'line' ~piky;:J (pl) 'lines' 
kup11pikE gor 'the line of the forehead' 
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gotsa vt. 'to start, begin' gotu (p, 3sg) 'started, began' goso (pp, adj.) 'started, begun' 
NEG m;}~ 'to not start' 
ge gotsa 'to start a job' 
mul gotsa 'to start now' 
opan gotsa 'to start in this manner' 
meko wrusalmi gs gotu 'The boy started a job.' 
sK.o ge dopaiyo rip gotsa malbd 'We have to start this job fast anyhow.' 
blssp;}t br([/l)~::sonu mopa mdgouo 'Don't start in that matmer while writing a 
letter.' 

gr'itsa vi. 'to croak, shout' gr'itu (p, 3sg) 'croaked' gr'iso (pp, adj.) 'croaked' NEG m~ 

'not to croak' cf. SYN wabl~::tstsa 
sappa gr'itsa 'to croak very much' 
mopa m;}gr'itsa 'not to croak that way' 
kruku budi mdgr'itsa 'not to croak like a frog' 
iks mukotsmi doso gr'ime 'What time is it in thy (your) watch?' 
m~::ko kruku dopa gr'im~::i ... ! 'How disgustingly the frog croaked! 
goimi mopa gr'iso gom m;}da:gu 'I didn't prefer your shouting in such a 
manner.' 

gro n. (c) 'hom' ~pikyd (pl) 'horns' 
byaphk~:: gro 'hom of the ox' 
gyoso gro 'a long hom' 
utsituk gro 'a short hom' 
hirsso gro 'a rounded hom' 
gomi my~::sk~:: gro dz'itfu] 'I broke the buffalo's hom.' 
gro m;}tapo 'Don't blow up the hom.' 
kisy~::h gro hirtsu kh5deb ba?b;}'The deer's hom is like a blade.' 

gr([}oltsa vi. 'to lie down' groltu 'lay down' gro!So 'lay down' NEG m;:,~groltsa 'not to lie 
down' 
kal~::ka groltsa 'to lie down once' 
sy~::t dz;}sa groltsa (fig.)'to have a rest after difficult hours' 
go grolti h;}na po?ko 'Wake me ifl lay down.' 
m;}rupso khopmi opa groltsa m;}dumb;} 'You should not lie down in this 
manner in unknown place.' 
goi ~::1<. gr([}olo 'You lie down here.' 

gr([}ulma n. 'cymbal' 

grumsi n. (c) 'cluster' ~pikyd (pi) 'clusters' 

gub~::bbd n. 'animal' 

gudzil n. (c) 'bicycle' ~pikyd (pi) 'bicycles' 
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gudzil nu hirtswats 'bicycle and wheel' 
gudzilks dzil 'oil of the bicycle' 
go gudzil tsalsth dzonulJ 'I know bicycling.' 
msankc tdu gudzilla thlsau 'Their son fell from the bicycle.' 
albli gudzilmi ts'iptu 'The bicycle knocked down the baby.' 

gui n. (c) 'hand' -pikyd 'hands' 
gui ts'itsa (liufig.) 'to washthe handlgive up' 
gui daitstsa 'to be (fig.)' 
gui tsalstsa (Iiufig.) 'to move the handiwork fast' 
gui ba?so msrs pdsa dzdtsa sya 'Survive yourself by working.· 
ldlpiyami ldtikla gom gui ts'ital) 'I gave up the idea of enrolling in the police.· 
bd, go gui ts'inulJ 'I wash my hand.' 

gulduwa n. (cui) 'drum' (N~) 
gulduwa taptsa 'to play the drum' 

guips n. ·pumpkin' cf. SYN p\;}tkhai 

gumlik n. (c) [blending; guimi J'itsk] 'bangle. bracelet' -pikyd (pi) 'bangles. bracelets' 
gumlik nu tsasyds ·bangle and hair-bandlthread' 
gumlik mal'itsa 'not to put on the bangle' 
gumlik samtsa 'to lose the bangle' 
akc gumlik dzamt;::l ·My bangle got lost.' 
go gumlik l'itsa mddanutJ 'I don't like putting on the bangle.' 

guns n. (c) l S: N+nat.] ·sari' 

gunun n. (c) 'noise' -pik(pl) 'noises' v. ~p;::ltsa 'to make a noise' gunun n. 'noise' 

gupsu n. (c)[> gups] 'lion' ~pikyd 'lions' 
gupsu nu siwar 'lion and jackal' 
thsb nu imitstsili gupsu 'big and small lion' 
gupsubli pu:ths aptsa 'to hunt a lion' 
ko:tsami gupsu rimson dumbd 'The lion is beautiful to look at.' 
gupsunu siwarbli saibd 'The lion kills the jackal.' 
gupsu sys dzdsa Ia bloibd 'The lion surives only on flesh.' 

guptsa vt. 'to pick up, lift' guptu (p, 3sg) 'picked, lifted' gupso (pp, adj.) 'picked, lifted' 
NEG md~guptsa 'not to pick up, lift' 
khyopdt guptsa 'to pick up the book' 
msko almi bl(r/()stik guptu 'The child picked up the pen.' 
murum taisso kyct mdgupo 'Don't pick up the money thrown by other 
people.' 
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guphths n. (c) (- kyupths] 'cap, hat' -piky~ (pi) 'caps, hats' 
piyami guphths 'cap on the head' 
kcr guphths 'black hat' 
duso kyupths 'wom out hat' 
m~rimso guphthE 'a bad cap' 
go guphthE guphtsa m~danulJ 'I don't like wearing a cap.' 
mcko wiiisalks guphthE 1~1 ba 'The boy's hat is red.' 
piyami guphths m;}ba?so p;}tih 1ikE piya khaitt;} 'I have a headache because of 
no hat on my head.' 

guphtsa vt. 'to put on, cover' (esp. hat, cap or muffler) guphtu (p, 3sg) 'put on' guphso 
(pp, adj.) 'put on' NEG m;}- 'n()t t() put on' (usage; see guphths) cf. SYN 

phEtsa, li?tsa, muitstsa, rdtsa, paitstsa (differ in manner) 

gurip n. (c) 'plough' see cf. SYN koiJsyi -pikyd (pl) 'ploughs' 
guripdam 'beam of a plough' 
thEkcr/hrmotskE gurip 'plough of the iron' 
blcmsyih gurip 'plough ofthe Jog' 
ruwatspikk;}li gurip mgdumthu m;)dumbg 'Plough is a must for the farmers.' 
gomi koiJsyi ka gyaptal) 'I bought a plough.' 
thchrlkcrmotskc yo koiJsyi sydsib 'A plough is made up of iron also.' 

gutka n. 'coop' 
gutkami bwa 'rooster in the coop' 
gutkala siwarmi bwa yoldat 'The jackal snatched a rooster from the coop.' 

guyE n. (c) 'sickle' ~piki (pi) 'sickles' 

gyabli n. (c) 'bag, satchel' ~p;}ki (pi) 'bags' 
gyablimi khyop;}t 'book in the satchel' 
gyablila 'from the bag' 
gyablikc 'ofthe satchel' 
gyablimi wa kur pauo 'Put the dothes in the bag.' 
odcp rimso gyabli tEk gyabi? 'Where did you buy such a beautiful satchel?' 

gyail n. (c) ( < gyaitstsa] cf. SYN thoga 

gyaitstsa vt. 'to catch, hold sth' (fig.)'to rape, ravish' gyaittu (p, 3sg) 'caught' gyaisso 
'caught' NEG m;}- 'not to catch, hold' 
guimi khurmi gyaitstsa 'to catch the sickle with hand' 
khuikgJi gyaitstsa 'to catch/capture a thief 
gui gyaitstsa (fig.)'to propose' 
JgJpiyami khuibli gyaittu 'The police caught the thief.' 
mcko waisalmi ka m'isysalbli gyaittu 'The boy raped a girl.' 
rcntsEmi msko m'isycalh gui gyaittu 'Rentse proposed the girl.' 
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gyaptsa vt. 'to buy, purchase' gyaptu (p, 3sg) 'bought' gyapso (pp, adj.) 'bought' NEG 

m;;,~ 'not to buy' 
wapiky;;, gyaptsa 'to buy clothes' 
khika ~yaptsa 'to buy a house' 
ak£ ap pomi plakatuli!namr£msi ka gyapt£m£ 'My father bought an umbrella.' 
m£komi gar ka gayptu 'S!he bought a soil-pot.' 
gonimp11a khyop;;,tpiky;;, gyapn;;,sku 'We two buy books.' 

gyarts n. (c) 'game' ~piky;;, (pi) 'games' 

gyartstsa vt. 'to play' gyarttu (p, 3sg) 'played' gyarsso (pp, adj.) 'played' NEG m;;,~ ·not 
to play' 
kar;;, gyartstsa 'to play the toy' 
gyiirts gyiirtstsa 'to play a game' 
ainu gyartstsa 'to play with the baby' 
lcpp£ m;;,gyarsson rimso dumb;;, 'It is better not to gamble.' 
bwa gyarts gyarssonu sappa rissib;;, 'One can laugh enough in a cock-fight. 
goi ainu gyarssa ba?ko 'You stay havilJ played with the baby.' 

gy£rtstsa vi. 'to be happy' gy£rttu (p, 3sg) 'became happy' gycrsso (pp, adj.) 'become 
happy' NEG m;;,~ 'not to be happy' 
sappa gy£rtstsa 'to be very happy' 
modcb rimso lo ncsa go sappa gyussiti ·r became very happy while hearing 
such good news.' 
akc t;;,mimi gobli gy£rpaitti 'My daughter made me happy.' 
gonimpha sinima ko:sa gycrt;;,sku 'We two became happy having watched the 
cinema.' 

gyo n. (c) r~ dzyo] 'nest' 
ts'ibkc gyo 'the nest of the bird' 

gyobli n. (c) 'bag' ~pik (pi) 'bags' 

gyol n. (c) 'winnowing tray' ~piky;;, (pi) 'winnowing trays' cf. SYN dol£si 
gyolmi kap1\sa 'to winnow with a winnowing tray' 
p;;,lakc gyol 'winnowing tray of the bamboo' 
dzcso gyol 'tom winnowing tray' 
gyolmi bur kaphtsa malb;;, 'You have to winnow the with the winnowing tray.' 
kctscrkL;,"; e,yvl madumthu m;;,dumb;;, 'The winnowing tray is a must in the 
kitchen.' 

gyom n. 'utensil' cf. SYN derma 

gyopsi n. 'registration' 
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gyorb n. 'solution' cf. SYN g~:;plcmtck 

gyoso adj. l~ gyos] 'long' ANT utsitu 
sappa gyoso tsa 'a very long hair' 
gyoso la 'a long way/path' 
gyoso nu utsitu 'long and short' 
Curssikc tsa gyoso ba?t;} 'Curssi has a long hair.' 
gomi gyoso blcsp;}t br((/r)c:taiJ 'I wrote a long letter.' 
£1m gyoso la gcnaiyo m;:Jthums£ 'We hardly could walk this long path.' 

gyu adj.(~ dzu] <~cold 2winter season' ANT hups 
gyu p;}tsa 'to be cold' 
dzumi bc?tsa 'to die of cold' 
alank£ dzu kyarssycmi dzaib;:J (fig.)'Children can adj.ust the cold season.' 
amrikam yo murupiki dzumi bc?nimi 'People die of cold even in America.' 
dzumi l;:Jl)ga m;:Jbako 'Don't stay outside the house in cold.' 

gyubc n. (n, u) 'marriage' ~t;:Jmra 'marriage ceremony' 
gyubc p;}tsa 'to marry' 
gyub£ nu bc?tsi 'marriage and death' 
rimso gyubc 'a happy marriage' 
gyubckc kurmidokha 'gift of marriage' 
gyub£ muru mulkcmkc phets kame 'Marriage is a part of human culture.' 
akc gyubc sappa rimso dumt;:J 'My marriage was a very successful one.' 
gyubcmi rcu hit l);:Jna rim son dumb;:J 'It 'll be better if it rains in marrage.' 

gyulphc n. (c)[~ dzolpaib<dzolp;:Jtsa] 'liar' ANT dzolm;:Jpaib 
khoros khodcb Ryulphc m;:Jdumtsa 'not to be a liar like Khoros' 
khuibudi gyulp £'liar like a thief 
dzol m;:Jp;}tsa 'not to lie' 
mcko dzolpaib mur su m'c? 'Who is that liar man? 
akc t;:Jum ak;}li dzol paptu 'My son lied to me.' 
goi d;:J sappa k;}ka gyulph£ ba?te de 'You are a big liar.' 

gyur n. (c) 'tamarind' ~piky;:J (pl) 'tamarinds' cf. SYN dzyur 

gyurssu n. (c) 'lemon' ~piky;:J (pl) 'lemons' 
gyurssu b;}tsa 'to have the lemon' 
gyurssu gyaptsa '~o bu~ the lemon' 
~r_ss~ n~ h;:Judztdz p aitstsa 'to exchaiJe lemon and orange' 
k tyamamt gyurssu gyaptu 'Khiyama bought the lemon.' 
bwakumi gyurssu kurp;:Jsa tutsa rimson m£ 'It is good to drink having mixed 
the lemon in water.' 
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gyurtstsa vt. 'to be sour' !:,>yurtta (p, 3sg) 'became sour' gyursso (pp, adj.) 'become sour' 
ANT m;)~ 'not sour', dzidz'i 'sweet' 
gyursso pirsir 'sour whey' 
£1<o kh;)m£ gyursso ba?t;) 'This rice is sour.' 
go gyursso kmt£t£/huluk da:nu!J 'I like sour curds.' 
gom gyurssu budi gyurssohuluk tutiil) 'I had curds sour like lemon.· 
goi gyursso syabu m;)tUI)O 'Don't drink the sour millet-beer.' 

gyurots n. (c, u) 'October' 
gyurotsmi 'in October' 
ktr gyurots 'black October' 
gyurots nu syara 'October and horse' 
gyurotsmi syaratsaib dz;)rm£siiu IJ;)na m:;,rimso dumb:) 'If a colt boms in 
October, it is a bad omen.' 
gyurotsmi rimso g£ m:;,p;)tsa 'It is better not to start doing any good function:-. 
in Obtober.' 

gyilbmo:th£ n. 'marriage-knot' 

gyilpso adj. 'easy, simple' ANT mg~, h:;,rtsindo 
gyilpso bulgy£ts 'a simple problem' 
gyilpso nu h;)rtsindo 'easy and difficult' 
gyilpso g£ p;)stsa 'to do a simple job' 
£KO gEp;)tsa gyilpso ba 'This job is easy to work.' 

goibli gyilpso g£ sumi g£b'a? 'Who gives you an easy job?' 

(3 s lJ /1);)/ 

tp num. 'five' 
I);) bl£tikpik 'five pens' 
IJ:;l bl£tsopik 'five fingers' 
I];) syopik 'five mouths' 
gui kfun I);) bl£ptsopik ba?nimi 'There are five fingers in one hand.' 
ak£ I];) k\op;)t dzamtd 'My five got lost.' 
lmol£ I];) p'ibd 'Five comes after four.' 

tpkodz'iso adj. 'confused' ANT tuisso 
I];)kodz'iso mur 'a confused man' 

IJ:;,lo:pulo: n. 'life (fig.)' 
I];)lo:pulo: bo?tsa (bE?tsa) 'to die' 

I];)m n. (c) 'dream' ~pik (pi) 'dreams' ~rits n. 'dream anecdote' ~t;)tsa vt. 'to dream· 
go ak£ I];)mmi dorti 'l ran in my dream.' 



IJ;:,n;:, conj. 'if 
akdli m;:,tin;:,ys IJ;:,n;:, go ikdl thainuiJ 'If you don't obey me, I'll beat you.' 
mopa dori IJ;:,n;:, goi thin;:,y£ 'You'll fall down if you run in that manner.' 
rimso g£ papt;:,yi IJ;:,n;:, go gy£rsinu1J 'I'll be happy if you perform a good 
deed.' 

IJ;:,naiyo 'although, however' 

l];:)r£ts n. (c) 'end point, e.g. of a niddle'-piky;:, (pl) 'end points' 
gyoso g;:,r£ts 'a long end point' 
utsituk g;:,rcts 'a short end point' 
ak£ bl;:,tikks IJ;:)rcts dzi?t;} 'My pen's nib broke.' 

g;:,rits n. 'January' 
g;:,su nu rprits 'fog and January' 
g;:,ritsmi gyu 'cold in January' 
g;:,ritsmi phG 'ib 'It snows in January.' 
IJ;:,ritsmi sappa gyu dumbg 'It's very cold in January.' 
g;:,ritsmi phs?tsk wa m;:,thisomsr£ bc?sib 'One can die of cold in January if 
there are no sufficient cloths to wear.' 

ga conj. [v. conj.; cf. nun. conj.] 
dumkhi lauo ga funk£ g£ pau(o) 'Go to the office and do your work.' 
m£k lauo IJa mcko albli g;:,ktigpa h'Ip;:,to 'Go there and frighten to that baby 
terribly.' 

IJa par. [interrogative] 
molsb ms ga? 'is that so?' 
odsb yo dumba ga? 'Will it be like this?' 
goimi aks dzamso blstik thidi IJa? 'Did you find my lost pen?' 

-/ga conj. [also followed by minu >min; gamin] 'and, sequential marker' 
kh;}m£ dz;:,slisaga go hirth ga?ti 'Having eaten the rice, I went to roam.' 
aks t;:,u ipsaga bo?t;:, 'My son got up having slept.' 
msko waisal saptskf: atari hoissao IJamin khiiJga ot(;}) 'The boy climbed up the 
roof and then he entered the house.' 

-l)a postp. 'of (esp. with place) LOC 

ragiga 'of the country' 
Ra~nga 'of Ragan (toponym in Kiranti-Koits)' 
irk IIJa 'of the above house' 
luts/aidi khiiJa 'ofthe house below' 
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khi ki.il)ii mumu mddzitsii 'not to quarrel with the family members of the same 
house' 
£-ko k11i1Jii kurupiki t£k ldma? 'Where did the householders of this house go?' 

IJiimi n. (c) [!Jam] 'elder sister' -pikyd (pi) 'elder sisters' 
ak£ IJii.mi 'my sister' 
m£kok£ IJii.mi 'his/her elder sister' 
m£ii.nk£ !Ji.imi 'their elder sister' 
ak£ sa !Ji.imi ndm(i) 'I have three elder sisters.' 
goimi ik£ !Jiimibli t' itsii malndy£ 'You must obey your elder sister.· 
1]ii.n1ibli stu pauo 'Greet the elder sister.' 

IJii:tsa vi. 'to weep' l)iit(u) (p, 3sg) 'wept' !JiiSO (pp, adj.) 'wepf NEG md~ ·not to weep· 
mii(d)rd~> I]i.itsii? 'why to weep?' 
sunu I]iitsii? 'with whom to weep?' 
go kaitsika IJi.iillJiin ba?ti 'l was weepi!J alon~.' 
£KO iilmi gobli !Jiipiiittu 'This baby made me cry.· 
mopii mdl)iiko 'Don't weep in that manner.' 

IJiiW;) n. (c)[~ diigyu nat. from N] 'elder brother' 

IJO n. (n. u) [proto-form of !go! 'I' historically] ·fish' [ cf. Meithei IJO (Chelliah 1997: 19) 
Kiranti-Yamphu !Jfi (Rutgers 1998: 362)] ~pikyd (pi) 'fishes' (esp. several 
varieties) 
IJO gyaitstsii 'to catch a fish' 
IJO nu kol)tsu 'fish and hook' 
m£kom kontsumi IJOpik saittu 'S/he killed the fishes with a hook.' 
£Ko IJO br(r/l)obd 'This fish will be tasty.' 
IJOmi gimbli rimson paibd 'Fish is a healthy food for humans.' 

I)Oili n. (c) 'tip, new shoot of a plant' (e.g. pumpkin) 

IJOI n. (c) 'vowel' ~pikyd (pi) 'vowels' 
IJOl s£-dii 'vowel sound' 
Kiranti-Koitsii IJOl s£-diipiki 'vowel sounds of the Kiranti-Koits' 
IJOl nu sii.I) 'vowel and consonant' 
I)Ol nu Si.il)k£ k11alsi 'syllable of the vowel and consonant' 
nell£ lo iink£ IJOl nu Sii.IJ s£-diipiki dumnimi 'All languages have vowel and 
consonant sounds.' 
l)Ol s£-dii madumthu durdii m;)sydsib 'A word cannot be 1·urmeJ without a 
vowel sound.' 

!JOn n. (u) [~ mon] 'sorrow, mourning' cf. SYN thilgiits 
!JOn nu ritstsi 'sorrow and laughter' 
IJOnmi 'in sorrow' 



bc?tsimi IJOn 'sorrow in death' 
hopo bc?tikem !JOn dumt'J 'There is sorrow because of king's death.' 
n~::thotspiki IJOn p:;)so ba?tcm 'The neighbours are in sorrow.' 

IJOro n. (c) 'dumb' ~piki (pl) 'dumbs' 

IJaitstsa vt. 'to defecate' !Jilittu (p) 'defecated' IJi'iisso (pp, adj.) 'defecated' NEG m;:r-- 'to 
not defecate' 

go IJaitstsa da?ti 'I like to defecate.' 

!Jawotsa n. 'Ngawocha clan in K-K' [LOC-V-INF (V.t) 'to enter' (n.) 'one who enters first, 
elder brother' 

< :cr ts /c'J/ 

ts'Jts n. [< ts'Jts'J] (c) 'grand-son/daughter' ~piki (pl) 'grand-son/daughters' 
akc ts'Jtsp'Jk 'my grand-sons/daughters' [cf. caco Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 
(2002: 142, 456, *tsa 'child, grandchild' (Benedict (1972: 208)] 

ts'Jimi n. (c) 'dauther-in-law' ~piki (pl) 'daughter-in-laws' M t'Ju 
t'Jm(i) nu ts'Jim(i) 'daughter and daughter-in-law' 

-ts'Jn par. (contrastive marker/particle) 

ts'Jni num., adj. 'seven' 
ts'Jni kyet 'seven rupees' 
r'Jkunoh:; ts'Jni 'seven after six' 
ts'Jni popiky'J 'seven pigs' 
mckomi abli ts'Jni kyct gcptu 'Slhe gave me seven rupees.' 
r'Jkunolc ts'Jni p'ib 'Seven comes after six.' 

ts'Jhipla n. (c) [S: Kiranti-Lim] 'camera' ~piky'J (pl) 'cameras' cf. SYN kcm'Jra 
ts'Jhipla gyaptsa 'to buy a camera' 
imitstsili ts'Jhipla 'a small camera' 
thcb ts'Jhipla 'a big camera' 
ts'Jhipla t'Jskul gr([ll)uitsabli g~:: labb'J 'Camera is useful for producing 
photographs.' 
goimi cK.o ts'Jhipla dosomi gyabi? 'How much did you pay for this camera?' 

ts'Jpo n. (c) [ts:::l+po] 'piglet' ~piki (pl) 'piglets' [cf. tsuppa Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 2002: 
139] 

kcr ts'Jpo ka 'a black piglet' 

ts'Jiwa 'son-in-law' FEM t'Jm(i) 'daughter' 
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tsdiwa maltsa 'to look for a son-in-law' 

ts;)utsdu n. 'curiosity' v. ~dumtsa 'to be curious' 
go tsduts;Judumti 'I am curious.' 

-tsa in f. [e.g. 2::-ca in all verbs; in Kiranti-Ba?yung -co, Kiranti-Wambule -cam] cf. -n<::. -
thu 

tsa n. (c, u) [proto T-B tsam> tsa] 'hair' ~pikyd (pi) 'hairs' 
gyoso tsa 'a long hair' 
bus tsapik 'grey hairs' 
kirsso tsa 'plaited hair' 
meko m'isyealkc tsa gyoso ba 'The girl's hair is long.' 
tdm(iJmi ake tsa kirssa geti 'The daughter plaited my hair.. 
gom ake tsa plepataiJ 'I had my hair cut.' 

tsasyele n. (c) 'hair-thread/band' ~piky;l (pi) 'hair-thread' (used esp. to hind the plaih',' 
hair of females) 
tsasycle kirtstsa 'to twisuplait the hair-thread' 
tsasydmu tsa kirtstsa 'to plait hair with the hair-thread· 
gom t;Jmia tsa tsasyelcnu kirtHiiJ 'I plaited the daughter's hair with the hair 
thread.' 

tsaib n. (c) 'baby, young' (for almost all animate being) ~piky;1 (pi) ·babies· AN"! 

kh v kh I -usyo/ d pa 
murua tsaib 'human baby' 
dzoikc tsaib 'cub' 
syaralsdrakc tsaib 'colt' 
gom mulat bem1okc tsaib tatfu] 'I saw a kitten today.' 
dzoikc tsaib kotsam rimso dumbd 'A cub is beautiful to look at.· 

tsaphtsa vt. 'to he able to do sth, can' tsaphtu 'could, became able' tsap11 so ·could. bccom, 
able' NEG md~ 'not be able to do sth, cannot' 
dzolpdtsa tsaphtsa 'to be able to lie' 
khuipdtsa tsaphtsa 'to be able to steal' 
mdtsaphtik gc pdtsatsaphtsa 'be able to do a difficult job' 
pdso mere pdtsamdtsaptek ge mardiyo m;Jba?b;J 'This is nothing impossible if 
we try.' 
go e'Ko gc pdtsa tsabnuiJ 'I can do this job.' 
mekonu lopdtsa su tsabbd? 'Who can talk with her/him?' 
tsursi imitstsili ba?tdh::maiyo omo kolso phuilu tsu?tsa tsabb;) 'Although Cursi 
is thin, she can lift up this big stone.' 
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tsa?tsa vt. [marked for spatial deixies; Mokusu Kormocha as a consultant in NK Rai 
(2002)] 'to bring down (vertical)' tsa?tu (p, 3sg) 'brought down' tsa?so (pp, 
adj.) 'brought down' cf. SYN hitstsa, pitstsa, kuitstsa NEG m;;~~ 'not to bring 
up (neutral)' 
gcth tsa?tsa 'to fetch up/above' 
ckcrc tsa?tsa 'to fetch here' 
mcko ncllc syi cK: gcth tsako 'Fetch all that firewood up here.' 

tsartstsa vt. [tsamuk n. 'urine'] 'to urinate, piss' tsartu (p, 3sg) 'urinated' tsarsso (pp, 
3sg:IMP) 'urinated, urinate' NEG m;;~~ 'to not urinate' 
gom tsarttaiJ 'I urinated.' 

ts£lcp adj. 'cunning' cf. SYN tcllcp 

tscriiJ n. 'east' 
tscril)gc hirtstsa 'to tum towards the east' 
na tscril)la glub 'The sun rises from the east.' 

tscrpcndzi n. (c) 'library' -piki (pl) 'libraries' cf. SYN khyop;;ltthem 
tscrpcndzimi k~op;;~tpik 'books in the library' 

tscts n. (u) 'garbage, rubbish' 
tsets taitstsa 'to throw the garbage' 

tsc?tsa vt. 'to cut, chop into pieces' ( esp. a lump of meat or animate/inanimate objects) 
tse?tu (p, 3sg) 'chopped' tse?so (pp, adj.) 'chopped' cf. SYN khr((/l)oitstsa, 
r'itsa, kyortstsa, pr((!l)Etsa NEG m;;l~ 'not to chop' 
wa tsc?tsa 'to cut cloth into pieces' 
syc tsc?tsc 'to cut meat into small pieces' 
syc kctsa hoiti tsc?tsa malbd 'The meat must be chopped into pieces before 
cooking.' 

tsctscr n. 'medicine' cf. SYN sidak 
tsctscr gyaptsa 'to buy medicine' 
tsctscr nu kyct 'medicine and money' 

tsc-m n. (c) 'week' -piki (pi) 'weeks' cf. SYN nupho 
ni?si tsc-m 'two weeks' 
nupho kam thumtsa 'to finish within a week' 

tst:mtsa vt. 'to earn' tscmtu (p, 3sg) 'earned' tst:mso(pp, adj.) 'earned' NEG md- 'to not 
earn' 
sus kyct tscmtsa 'to earn a lot of money' 
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gom dumkhimi gs p~sa sus kyst tssmtal) 'I earned a lot of money having 
worked in the office.' 

ts£rs n. (u) t.sun ray, sunrise, 2 hope (fig)' na tssr£ 'sunshine' 
ts£r£mi 'in the sunrise' 
ts£r£k£ 'ofthe sunrise' 
ts£rsmin tsk gii?l)£? 'Where're you going early in the morning?' 
mulat na tssrs paptu 'It's sunny today.' 
tssr£ khll)ii o:t~ 'The sunray entered inside the house.· 

ts£si n. 'use' vt. ~p~tsa 'to use' 
durdapikik£ tsssi 'use of words' 

ts'ib n. (c)[< ts'ibiJ 'bird' ~piky~ (pi) 'birds' 
ts'ibk£ kumso 'the song of a bird' 
ts'ib budi b£rtstsa 'like fly a bird' 
ts'ibbli barg daitstsa 'to set a trap for the bird' 
msko bl ts'ib bsrtt;) 'The red bird flew away.' 
ak£ phurumi ts'ibpiki bsrnim 'Birds fly in my garden.' 

tsibna n. (c) ·drop' ~pi~\fl} ·~rops' . , 
bwakk£ Its1k 01 ts1bna 'some drops of water 

ts'ibrubwaittskk 111n. (c) 'zoo' ~piky~ (pi) 'zoos' 
£Ko ts'ibrubwaittskkhl 'this zoo' 

tsiduk n. (u) [s: Kiranti-Lim +nat] 'manure, compost, fertilizer' 
rumi tsiduk kurp~tsa 'to put fertilizer in the field' 

tsila n. 'lightning' 
S;)riiJmi tsila 'lightning in the sky' 

tsilaw~la adj. 'clever' cf. SYN khddits 
tsilaw~la al ka 'a clever child' 

tsils n. (u) 'curse'~ p~tsa (v) 'to curse' 
tsilEp~tsa rimso m~dumbd 'It is not good to curse.' 

tsimik n. 'wink' v. ~p;)tsa 'to wink' (also See p~tsa) 
ka tsimik 'a wink' 
tsimik ka 'a briefwink' 

tsimtsa vt. 'to milk' tsimtu (p, 3sg) 'milked' tsimso (pp, adj.) 'milked' NEG md~ 'not to 
milk' 
b'i tsimtsa 'to milk the cow' 
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tsitoli n. (c) 'chick' -piky~ (pi) 'chicks' 
tsitoli nu bwa 'chick and fowl' 
tsitolih sys 'chicken i.e. meat' 
tsitoli thultsa 'to tame the chick' 
tsitolik€ sys b~tsa 'to have chick's meat' 
tsitolibli bwardsm yoltu 'The falcon devoured on the chick.' 
TsUIJgulimi tsitoli lssa itsikhoi kyst tssmtu 'Cungguli earned some money by 
selling the chick.' 
msko imitstsili tsitoli bsrtt~ 'The small chick flew.' 

tsipsi n. (c) 1'iron, press' (an electrical device with a flat metal base) -piky~ cf. SYN 

waplsmb 'irons' 2 v. tsips'i 'did you two clip?' 
tsipsi p~tsa 'to iron, press' 
waplsmb gyaptsa 'to buy an iron' 
tsipsi hoitstsa 'to heat the iron' 
gomi aka soth tsipsi pataiJ 'I ironed my shirt.' 
waplsmb p~so mere ah kaphss rimt~ 'My uniform became beautiful after 
ironing.' 

tsirs n. (mass) [ < tsirsi] 'millet' eleusine coracana, paspalum scrobiculatum [ cf. tsardza 
in Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 92002: 136, 458)] 
meko tsirs (euph. for a s~mdz~ tribe 'Jirel') 
tsirske syopl£ 'bread made up of millet' 

ts'itsa vi . .tto bathe, 2dare' ts'itu 'bathed' ts'iso 'bathed' NEG m~- 'not to bathe' 
rimsopa ts'itsa 'to bathe well' 
alnimphami mul suni ts'itase 'The two baby bathed this morning.' 
aphpo gyak:osila lsssonu go ts'ints'in ba?ti 'I was bathing when the father 
returned from the market.' 
goimi nupho kami UIJkuka ts'itsan maln~ys 'You've to bathe once in a week 
anyhow.' 

tsiw~l n. 'defeat' v. -p~tsa 'to defeat' 
gom ak:s kyakibli tsiw~lpatal) 'I defeated my enemy.' 

tso PAR 'confirmation' 

tsoil n. (u) 'chin' cf. SYN yoili 
laisso tsoil 'a tall chin' 

tsoilu n. (c)[- tso?t€1 < tso?tsa 'to shut, imprison, block'] 'lock' -piky~ (pl) 'locks' cf. 
SYN thamko ANT roilu/ro?tel 
tsoilu ro?tsa 'to open the lock' 
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tsoilu nu roilu 'lock and key' 
euimi tsoilu dz'igat 'The thief has broken the lock.' 
m;:}mami roilumi tsoilu ro?t£m£ 'The mother opentd the lock with a key.· 
gom tsoilu thidinm;:}thidu 'I didn't find lock.' 

tsomolo1Jmii n. [~ tsomlu) 'Mt. Everest' 
ndlckcl)ii laisso tsomlu 'the highest Mt. Everest' 

tsorp£mtsa vi. 'to keep quiet' tsorp~::mtu (p, 3sg) 'kept quiet' tsorpEmso (pp) 'kept quiet' 
NEG tsormapEmtsa 'not to keep quiet' cf. SYN walcpdtsa 

tsorpEmsi n. 'peace' 
murbli tsorpEmsi m;:}dumthu m;:}dumbd 'Peace is necessary for man.' 

tsotsa vt. 'to bum, roast' tsoptu 'burnt, roasted' tsoso 'burnt, roasted· NEG m;)~ ·not to 
bum, roast' 
m'imi tsotsa 'to roast by the fire' 
rEb tsotsa 'to roast the potato (as a way of cooking)' 
ill) tsotsa 'to roast the maize/com (as a way of cooking)' 
tsoso rEb br((li)obd 'The roasted potato is tasty.' 
ah gui m'imi tsoptu 'The fire burnt my hand.' 
amkE wa mopa mdtsouo 'Don't burn your own cloth in that manner.' 

ts'otsa vt. 'to hand over' ts'otu (p. 3sg) 'handed over' ts'oso (pp, adj.) ·handed over NH 

m;r- 'to not hand over' 

tso :tsa vt. 'to errand' 

tso?tsa vt. 'to shut, imprison, block' tso'?tu (p, 3sg) 'shut' tso?So (pp, adj.) 'shut' NEG m0 
'not to close' 
tso?bikhlmi khui tso?tsa 'to imprison a thief in the jail' 
laptso tso'ltsa 'to shut the door' 
kutsumtso?biga kutsum tso?tsa 'to close the dog inside the kennel' 
l;;1lpiyami khuibli tso?tu 'The police imprisoned the thief.' 
tso?bikhlmi tso?so khui pl((/r)omEt 'The thief has run away from the jail.' 

tso?sitsa mv. 'to be locked, imprisoned' 
go khil)ga tso'?siti 'I am locked inside the house.' 

tsotso n. (c) 'cheek' ~piky;;1 (pi) 'cheeks' 
ak£ tsotso 'my cheek' 
m£koa tsotso 'his/her cheek' 
ldl tsotso 'a red cheek' 
goimi ah tsotsomard£ tub'i? 'Why did you beat on my cheek?' 
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abl mJbinnJYEIJ::ln::l ikE tsotso pr((/l)Olnu!J 'I'll beat you on your cheek if you 
do not obey me.' 
aks tsotsomi mar ba?ms? 'What is there on my cheek?' 

ts'ubE n. (c) 'flea' -piki (pl) 'fleas' 

ts'ubu n. (c)[> tsub] 'Kiranti-Koits knife, Gurkha knife' -pikyJ (pl) 'K-K knives' 
ts'ub nu khot 'K-K knife and sheath' 
ts'ubks hirtsu 'blade, edge ofK-K knife' 
ts'ubmi kyortsta 'to cuto with a K-K knife' 
hirhir ts'ub 'a sharp K-K knife' 
bitlE ts'ub 'a blunt K-K knife' 
EKO ts'ub bitlE ba 'This K-K knife is blunt.' 
mEko ts'ub khotga oto 'Keep that K-K knife inside the sheath.' 
EKO ts'ubmi d::l rimsopa m;:)kyorbat sya 'This K-K knife doesn't cut properly.' 

tsuigJm n. (u) [s: Eng+nat.] 'chewing gum' 
tsuig;:)m lEtsa 'to sell chewing gum' 
tsuigJm khuitstsa 'to hide chewing gum' 
k'imi tsuigJm hpsitsa 'to get stuck (self) chewing in the intestine' 
tsuigJm mJbJsonu rim son dumbJ 'It is better not to have chewing gum.' 

tsuisso adj. 'hurried' ANT mJtsuisso 
tsuisso mur ka 'a hurried man' 

tsUIJ n. (u) [s: Kiranti-Lim] 'wrestling' cf. SYN ktsi 
tsUIJ gyartstsa 'to play wrestling' 
ktsi ko:tsa 'to watch wrestling' 
go tsul) ko:tsa danu!J 'I prefer watching wrestling.' 
ktsi gyarbpikim sappa kyEt tsErnnimi 'The wrestlers earn a lot of money.' 

tsul)tsi n. (c) [- tsuntsi] 'hillock, hill' cf. SYN thEpul, da:kin, thEmli, thEmru 
ifl)a tsul)tsi 'the hillock of up above' 
akE tsU1)tsi 'my hillock' 
mEko nu EKO tsul)tsi 'that and this hillock' 
ndlE tSU1)tsipiki 'all the hillocks' 
hJri ir tsul)tsimi na gr(r/l)utu 'The sun shone up above the hillock.' 
Ekla mE:ko tsul)tsi doso moni ba?mE'? 'How far is the hillock from here?' 

tsuitstsa vt. [- < kyuitstsa] 'to tuck, fix, thrust in/insert into' tsuittu (p, 3sg) 'tucked in' 
tsuisso (pp, adj.) 'inserted into' NEG mJ- 'not to insert' 
piyami phu(IJ) tsuitstsa 'to fix flower on the head' 
laptso atari rElphU(IJ) tsuitstsa 'to fix a garland on the door' 
Animonmi kosphu piyami tsuittau 'Animon inserted the orchid on the head.' 
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tsuiJgum n. (s: Kiranti-Lim] 'fury' 

tsul£ n. 'nettle' Kirardinia heterophylla 
tsul£mi tsotsa 'to sting by the nettle' 
tsul£khai 'curry of the nettle' 

tsumlu n. (c) 'mortar' ~piky;} (pi) 'mortars' 
tsumlumi l'iso 'remained in the mortar' 
tsumluk£ sycr 'rice of the mortar' 
tsumlumi buru tsutsa 'to husk paddy in the mortar' 
gomi tsumlumi bur tsutfu) 'I husked paddy in the mortar.' 
£KO tsumluke tuli t £ k ba?m£ 'Where is the pestle of this mortar'!· 

tsumludza n. 'feast, party' 
gyub£ tsumludza ·marriage party' 

tsuplu n. (c) ·fireplace' ~piki (pi) 'fireplaces' 
tsuplu hopo 'a saviour of the fireplace' 

tsutsa vt. ·to mill, pound, husk' tsutau (p, 3sg) 'husked' tsuso (pp, adj.) 'husked \:I<. 

m;}~ 'not to husk' 
bur tsutsa 'to husk the paddy' 
tamcbJra tsutsa 'to mill beaten-rice' 
tsumlumi bur tsuib 'Rice is husked in the mortar.' 
sopl£ tsotsabli ph;}S tsutsa malbd 'Flour should be milled for cooking hrcad 

tsu?tsa vt. 'to lift up' tsu?tu (p, 3sg) 'lifted up' tsu?so (pp, adj.) 'lifted up' NE(i m;~ ·not 
to lift up' 
k11 dpla khyopdt tsu?tsa 'to lift up the book from the floor' 
phuilu tsu?tsa 'to lift up the stone' 

mcko almi momo kolso mur tsu?tau 'The child lifted up such a big man.· 
Hfu)mi amk£ t;}uk;}li tsu?sa phuru koitau 'Hang showed the garden to his own 
son having lifted up.' 

tsu:tsu n. 'regret' ~p;}tsa (v) 'to regret' 
gom n£ritsu saissop;}tik£m tsu:tsu dumti 'I regretted on killing a mongoose.' 

tsumm n. (c) 'housefly' ~piky;} (pl) 'houseflies' 
tsurrnu nu tscts 'the fly and the garbage' 

ts'utsu n. 'regret, repentance' 

tsyolth£ n. (c) 'city' ~p;}ki (pl) 'cities' 
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\/ ~ dz ldz;:,, jl 

dz;:,ditstsa vi. 1'to reach' 2 'to be enough' dz;:,ditt;:, (p, 3sg) 'reached' dz;:,disso (pp, adj.) 
'reached' NEG m;:,- 'to not reach' 

dz;:)ditstsfu]a adj. 'accessible' dz;:)ditstsfu]apa adv. ANT monkhon 'inaccessible' 
dz;:)ditstsaiJa themlkhop 'accessible place' 
dz;:,ditstsfu]a tsomoloiJma 'accessible Mt. Everest' 
sus murubli mul tsomoloiJma dz;:)ditstsa dz;:,ditstsfu]a them dumt;:, 'Nowadays 
Mt. Everest has become an accessible place for many people.' 

dz;:,tsa vt. 'to eat' dzaptu (p, 3sg) 'ate' dz;:,so (pp, adj.) 'eaten' NEG m;:,- 'not to eat' 
sople dz;:,tsa 'to eat the bread' 
mar;:,iyo m;:,dz;:,tsa 'not to have anything' 
dz;:,tsa dumb;:, 'okay to eaUhave' 
almi sus kh;:,me dzaptu 'The child had a lot of food.' 
go nimpham 3.1) karssa dzalt;:,sku 'We two00 had com having roasted.' 
mopa sus m;:,dzauo 'Don't eat much in that way.' 

dz;:,tekdz;:,t n. (mass) 'food' see dz;:,tsa 
dz;:,tekdz;:,t kurtstsa 'to carry the food' 

dz;:,tektutek n. [ < dz;:,tsatutsa] (mass) 'food and drink' 
meko khlmi dz;:,tektutek mar;:,iyo m;:,ba 'There was no food and drink in that 
house.' 
go dz;:,tektutek gyapth l;:,ti 'I went for buying food and drink.' 
eke dz;:,tektutek mar thlsiba? ' What food and drink can be found here?' 

dz;:,tna n. (c) 'god' -pik (pi) 'gods' cf. SYN yabre 
dz;:,tnami 'by the god' 

dz;:,ru n. (c) 'ladle' -piki(pl) 'ladles' 
dzdru dzi?tsa 'to break the ladle' 

dzamtsa vi. 'to be, get lost' (itself) dzamt;:, (p, 3sg) 'got lost' dzarnso (pp, adj.) got lost' 
NEG md- 'to not get lost' 
ake lo;:,b dzarnt;:, 'My younger brother got lost.' 
go dzamti 'I got lost.' 
ake bletik dzamt;:, 'My pen got lost.' 
ake aphpo nu IJ3.w;:, dzamtase 'My father and elder brother got lost.' 
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dza?tsa vi. [spatial deixies (Mokusu as consultant in NK Rai (2002)] 'to come (neutral)' 
dza?t;) (p, 3sg) 'came up (neutral)' dza?so (pp, adj.) 'come up (neutral)' NEG 

m;)~ 'not to arrive' cf SYN related verbs; (h)itsa, kutsa, pitsa 

dz~:>mlathu n. 'greetings, congrats' vt. dzcmlathug~:>tsa 'to congratulate' 
go ink~li dumlathu genulJ 'I congratulate you.' 

durb n. (c) 'debt, loan' 
dz~:>rb th'utsa 'to take loan' 
tsa budi dz~:>rb (fig.) 'a loUnon-count debts' 
dz~:>rb m;)th'utsa 'not to take loan' 
thaptsa m;)tsaptikpa mardE momo durb thu'i? 'Why did you take so much of 
loan unable to pay back?' 
akc t;)uk£ d;) tsa budi dzcrb thaptsa ba?td 'My son has a lot of debt to pm 

dz~-titsa n. [dz~-titsa> dz~-tits; also spelt as Je-tichaJ 'one ofthe clanonyms ofthL' 

Kiranti-Koits tribe/race' 

dz~:>so adj. see m;)it, sdis;)i1Ja ANT ndk 
dzcso soth 'a worn out shirt" 

dzEtstsa 'to light' (itself) 
dailu dzctstsa 'to light up the lamp' 

dzctsa vt. 'to be torn/worn out' 
akE soth dzEt 'My shirt tore away (itself).' 

dz'ihots n. (c, u) [~ dzilots] 'August' 
dz'ihotsmi 'in August' 
dz'ihotskE 'of August' 
khubnatsnolE dz'ihots 'August after July' 
dz'ihotsmi wasrdukc pidar paisib 'The rainbow worship is performed in 
August.' 
mulathots£ dz'ihotsmi itsiitsi rw itd 'It rained slightly in August this year 

dzitskh£ts n. 'querrel' vi. ~p;)tsa (See p;)tsa) 

dzidz adj.[< dzidz'i emph.] 'sweet' [cf. dzidzi Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort (2002: 78. 488)1 

~£;~ n. (liquid) [ < dzili] 'oil, fuel' 
kh;)pdzil 'kerosene, petrolium' 
klildzil 'mustard oil' 
b'idzil (compounding) 'ghee of cow' 
gomi b'idzilnu kh;)m£ dzatal) 'I ate rice with ghee.' 
Rukumi arnk£ nophami dzil kurpaptu 'Ruku oiled her ear.' 
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kh;}pdzilkE thi bartt;} 'The price of petroleum hiked.' 

dzilil n. cf. SYN thopla 

dzimnats n.(c, u) [~ gimnats] 'May' 
dzimnatsmi 'in May' 
dzimnatskE 'ofMay' 
gigits nole dzimnats 'May after April' 
dzimnatsmi rw (h)itsa gob 'It starts raining in May.' 
};}so dzimnatsmi sappa ph;}S paptu 'Last May was windy heavily.' 

dzir n. (c) 'colour, hue' ~piky;} (pi) 'colours' cf. SYN TigEIJ, phur 

dzirber n. (c) 'moth' ~piki (pl) 'moths' cf. SYN usyer, burbu 

dzitsa vt. 'to quarrel, dispute, fight' dziptu (p, 3sg) 'fought' dziso (pp, adj.) 'fought' NEG 

m;}~ 'not to fight' 
mardE dzitsa? 'Why to querrel?' 
m~rimsopa dzitsa 'to dispute badly' 
mulre go nimpha m;}dzimsku 'We two (d incl) don't fight now on.' 
gom t~sonu meko nimpha dzindzin ba?tase 'They two were fighting when I 
saw them.' 
dziso mere dzi?sib 'To fight means to be divided.' 

dz'i?tsa vt. 'to break' 

dzimda n. (c) 'medal' ~pik (pl) 'medals' 
dzimda glatsa 'to win a medal' 

gom dorssimi dzimda ka glatal) 'I won a medal in running.' 

dzoi n. (c)[~ kuk\ dzoi] 'tiger' neofelis nebu/osa ~piky;} (pl) 'tigers' FEM dzoiam 
dzoi t;:,sa h'i'tsa 'to fear having seen a tiger' 
dzoi m~saitstsa 'not to kill the tiger' 
dzoi nu wa 'tiger and bear' 
dzoimi sye baib~ (fig.) 'Tiger is carnivorous.' 
dzoibli ts'ibrubwaittekk'7mi waisib 'Tiger is kept in the zoo.' 
dzoimi mur s~dat 'The tiger has killed a man.' 

dzol n. 'liar' vt. ~p;}tsa 'to lie' cf. SYN gyulphE, khyol 
goi d~ gyulphE ba?te de 'You are a liar.' 
goimi marde dzolp~yi? 'Why did you lie?' 

dzolpaib n. (c) [dzolp~tsa > dzolpaib] cf. SYN dzol, gyulphe, khyol 
go dd khyol p;}tsa mddzonuiJ 'I do not know how to lie.' 
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dzu adj. 'cold' vt. dzupgtsa 'to be cold' See gyu ANT hu:ps 
mulat sappa dzu paptu 'It is very cold today.' 

dz'utsa vi. 'to flock together (esp birds)' dz'utu (p, 3sg) 'flocked' dz'uso (pp, adj.) 
'flocked' NEG mg~ 'to not flock' 
msko m'iso lglmits rgwami ts'ibpik dz'unimi 'Birds flock in that ripen kaphal 
tree.' 

dzyo n. (c) [also gyo] 'nest' ~pikyg (pi) 'nests' 
ts'ibh dzyo 'the nest of a bird' 
dzyola ts'ibphu rgtupgtsa 'to steal the bird's egg from the nest' 
dutskunk£ dzyo m;}thitsa 'not to touch the nest of the swallow' 
gom dzyo ka tatal) 'I saw a nest.' 
dzyomi ts'ibphupik ba?tsm£ 'There are eggs in the bird's nest.' 
khgdk£ dzyo rimso mgdumbg 'Crow's nest won't be beautiful.' 

dzyur n. (c) 'tamarind' ~pikyg (pi) 'tamarinds' cf. SYN gyur 
dzyur gyurssso dumbg 'Tamarind is sour.' 
go dzyur mgdanu!J 'I don't like tamarind.' 

althitsk dumso m'isysmurmi dzyur suspa danim 'Pregnant women like tamannd 
very much.' 

~ c T /Tg/ 

Titsa vt. 'to obey' Titu (p, 3sg) 'obeyed' Tiso (pp, adj. ) ·obeyed' NEG md ttl not nhn 

thsb murbli Titsa 'to obey the senior' cf. SYN bitstsa 
gom mar ds!Ja goimi Titsan malngys 'You have to obey what I said 

TigsiJ n. (c) 'colour, hue' ~pikyg (pl) 'colours' cf. SYN phur, dzir 
lgl TifErJ 'red colour' 
gig p ur 'green colour' 
dzirpgtsa 'to paint' 
TigEtJpgsa thurntsa "to finish colouring' 
gomi tgsrs ka TigslJ pat~ 'I painted a picture.' 
ruitsimi hgudzidz p\rr dab 'Ruichi likes orange colour.· 
msko murk£ dzir lgl ba 'The man's colour is red.' 

Tsmu n. (c) 'elbow' ~pikyg (pi) 'elbows' 
ilks Tsmu 'my elbow' 
Tsmu nu gui 'elbow and hand' 
Tsmu tho:sitsa 'to get the elbow dashed' 
TEmu khaisso pgtikEm gom gui himw mgts;::,bu 'I could not turn around my 
hand due to elbow pain.' 
phuilumi akE Tsmu Tho:t:au 'The stone dashed my elbow.' 
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l;Jlpiyalo:: sclmimi Tt>mumi tht>tsa malb;J 'One should tread by elbow in the 
police training.' 

Tt>b;Jl n. (c) [s: Eng+nat] 'table' ~piky;} (pl) 'tables' 
TEb;Jlla 'from the table' 
TEb;Jlk€ khoil 'leg of the table' 
meko TEb;Jlk.e khoil sumi dz'iga? 'Who broke the leg of that table?' 
ak€ khyop;Jt TEb;Jlla do?td 'My book fell from the table.' 

TETere n. (c) 'camel' ~piky;} (pl) 'camels' cf. SYN d;Jloth 
liiisso TeTere 'a tall camel' 
TeTere thultsa 'to tame a camel' 
ph;Jpiragimi TeTerEpik 'camels in the desert' 
ddlothbli phdpiragike syuiJ yo de-nimi 'Camel is known as the ship of the 
desert.' 
d;Jloth kotsiimi rimso mddumbd 'Camel is not beautiful to look at.' 

TUIUIJ n. 'shaman-drum' cf. SYN r'i 
TulUlJ tiiptsa 'to play the shaman-drum' 
nEl murum TurUIJ thitsa mddumb;J 'All people should not touch the shaman
drum.' 
go TufUIJ dopa taptsa de-sa dzonUIJ 'I know how to play the shaman-drum.' 

Thebe adj. [> ~eb] 'big, elder' (fig.) 'honourable' ~thiikos 'main purpose' 
~Eb tdu 'the elder son' 
Theb mur 'a man of significant, influential, honourable post' 
~Eb letstsa (fig, disapproving) 'to be very proud' 
~eb mur dumtsiik;Jli sappa gE p;Jtsa malb;J 'One needs to work hard for being 
a great man.' 
meko mur genai yo thEb m;}lebb;} 'He is never proud.' 

~ebbleptso n. (c) 'thumb' ~piki (pl) 'thumbs' cf. SYN bogE 
goi ikE ~ebblEptso himdo de 'You move your thumb.' 

~'iber n. (c) 'donkey, ass' ~piky;J (pl) 'donkeys, asses' SYN goide 
Th 'iber nu kuro 'donkey and load' 
goide budi dortstsa 'to run like an ass' 
Th 'iber by syiira herala kiin n;}mi 'Donkey and horse are almost similar.' 
Th'ibermk helso kuro kurtstsa tsabbd 'Donkey can carry a heavy load.' 

Th'itsa vi. 'to fall, roll down' th'ita~th'isau (p, 3sg) 'fell down' th'iSo (pp, adj.) 'fallen 
down' NEG m~ 'not to fall down' 
mopa md~'itsa 'not to fall down that way' 
ribdo tuso mErE go ~'iti 'I fell down after drinking the wine.' 
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Ia kosa mdga?so mere Th'lsib 'One falls down while walking carelessly.' 

T
11uiJ yasitsa (cul.) 'hereditary transfer of shamanic knowledge' 

c-ko albli ThUIJ yasimct 'This child has hereditary quality of shaman.' 

ThaiJraca n. 'clan name' fence-Y-INF (v.t) 'to rot' (n.) 'one who provides support' 
go ThaiJraca n:)IJ 'I am Thangracha.' 

~oluts n. (c) 'nail' ~pikyd (pl) 'nails' 
tholutsmi 'by a nail' 
s'isyir nu tholuts 'nail and rust' 
cKo tholutsbli s'isyirmi dz:)wat 'This nail has been rusted.' 
goi mcko laptsomi tholuts thoko 'Hit the nail on the door.' 
tholuts thotsabli tuptck malbd 'Hammer is needed to hit the nail.· 

thots n. 'help' [see use in pilitsa] 

t11otsi n. (c) [ < thotsaj 'hammer' ~pikyd (pl) 'hammers' cf. SYN tuptck I<- tuptsa] 
thotsimi thotsa 'to hit with a hammer' 
tholuts nu tuptck 'nail and hammer' 
tholutsh piyami thotsimi thotsa 'to hit on the head of the nail by the hamnh'' 
gom tholutskc piyami thotckmi thotal) 'I hit on the head of the nail with the 
hammer.' 

ta:tsa vt. 'to take something' ta:tu (p, 3sg) 'took' ta:so (pp, adj.) 'taken· NEG m:)~ 'to n1· 
take' n. ta:tck~ta:b mur vs. ta:b 'flour made up of roasted maize. soybean. 
wheat etc. 

tl ~ t ltd! 

t:)l) n. 'condition' 
kycTosi tdl) 'economic condition' 
akc kyeTosi tdl) mdba 'My economic condition is bad.' 

t:)mi n. (c) [> t:)m; the insertion of the syllable final /if historically is a later development 1 

'daughter' ~pikyd (pi) 'daughters' M t:)u 
t:)mi nu ts:)imi 'daughter and daughter-in-law' 
akc tdmimi rimsopa syilpaptu 'My daughter danced well.' 
iHkc tdmi dumkllr laibd 'Our daughter goes to the office' 
mEank.E tdmimi yo rimsopa kumsopaptu 'Their daughter also sang welL· 

tdsta n. (c) 'scene' ~pik(pl) 'scenes' 
rim so t:)sta 'a beautiful scene' 
gom molcb rimso tdsta m:)t:)SOn:)IJ 'I had not seen such a beautiful scene.' 
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t~ma conj. [S: 1-A k11~s/N+nat] 'but' cf. SYN syciJ (native lexicon; cf. Konow in Grierson 
(1909) See further use in syciJ 
go tsursia khr l;}ti sycl) ffi;}thidu 'I went to Tsursi's house I did not meet.' 

t~s n. (c) 'picture, drawing, caricature' -piky;J (pl) 'pictures, caricature' 
t;Js syeltsa 'to draw a picture' 
t;Jske di 'under the picture' 
kul konkon t;JS sydtsa 'to draw a picture by looking at the face' 
ribpami rimso t;JS sycltat 'Rikapa drew a beautiful picture.' 
goi ake t;Js m;Jpau 'Don't imitate me.' 

t~sp;Jtsa vt. 'to imitate, caricature ( esp. for the sake of teasing)' 
am dayua mopa t;Jsm;Jp;Jtsa 'Better not to tease your own elder brother in that 
way.' 

t;Jsyc n. (u) 'magic' 
t;Jsye koisi 'magic show' 

t~skul n. (c) 'photo' -piky;J (pl) 'photos' 
kem;}ra nu t;Jskul 'camera and photograph' 
rimso kcm;Jrala rimson t;Jskul p'ib!gl'ub 'Quality camera produces quality 
photograph.' 
meko hopokc t;Jskul sappa rimso ba'lt;J 'This king's/god's photo is very 
beautiful.' 

t;Jsp;Jsin n. (c) [s: blending] 'Xerox machine' -piky;J (pl) 'Xerox machines' 
t;Jsp;Jsinrni 'by/at the Xerox/photocopy machine' 
t;Jsp;Jsink~li 'to the Xerox machine' 
t;JSp;Jsinrni t;JS pa'ib 'A Xerox machine produces photocopy.' 
Japanke t;JSp;Jsin sappan rimso dumb;J 'A Japanese photocopy machine is of 
very good quality.' 

t~tsa vt. 1'to get, obtain' 2 'to see' tatau 'saw, obtained' (p, 3sg) 'got, obtained, seen' t;Jso 
(pp, adj.) 'gotten, seen, botained' NEG md- 'not to get, obtain, see' 

t;Jsre n. (c) 'picture' -piky;J (pl) 'pictures' 
go t;Jsrc ka tigciJ painUIJ 'I (will) paint a picture.' 

t~tte n. (c) [Kiranti-Lim.+nat] 'omen' -piky;J (pl) 'omens' cf. SYN dail ANT rimso 
t;Jttvdail m;Jduml;J 'Let it not be omen or happen something bau. · 

wu n. (c) 'son' -piky;J (pl) 'sons' FEM ts;Jim(i), t;Jm(i) 
t;Jukc of the son' 
t;Junu 'with the son' 
t;Jumi 'by the son' 
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t;:)u nu ts;:)imi 'son and daughter-in-law' 
ak~:> ni?si t;:)u n;:)si 'l have two sons.' 
m~:>ko murkc t;:)U dzamt;:) 'That man's son went missing.' 
ak~:> t;:)umi rimso gs patptu 'My son did a good job.· 
gs sukc t;:)U n;:)ys 'Whose son are you?' 

tags n. (c) 'relation, plot, conspiracy' ~piki (pi) 'relations' 
murks murnu tags 'man's relation with man' 

tab n. (mass) 'a white/brown powder/flour that is made by grinding grain' (also 3sg form 
of the verb ta?tsa) 
karsso angkc tab hiltsa 'to grind the powder/flour of the roasted maize' 
tab nu homok 'flour/powder and milk' 
dZ;:)t~::kdz;:)tbli tab kurtstsa 'to carry flour/powder for breakfasUiunch' 
homoknu tab dz;:)sonu sappa bi(r!D)ob~ 'While eating flour/powder with milk. 
it is very tasty.' 

tabla n. (c) 'palm' ~piky~ (pl) ·palms' 
gui nut tabla 'hand and palm' 
tabH:iks gor 'a line ofthe palm' 
brolso tabla 'a broken palm' 
ah tablaks gor rimson ba 'The line of my palm is good .. 
ruwatsh tabla sappa gs p~so p~tih brolb~ 'A farmer's palm gets cleft 
because of heavy work.' 

taitstsa vt. 'throw away' taitau (p, 3sg) 'threw away' taisso (pp. adj.) 'thrown away' NEG 
m~ 'not to throw away' 
wa m~taitstsa 'not to throw away the cloth' 
ns taitstsa (fig.) 'to lose honour' 
mulksm nu m;:,malo taitstsa (implied) 'to be proselytized, alienated' 
Ssrgimi am ns taittu (fig.) 'Sergi lost her honour.· 
am mgmalo m;:,taittsn/m;)plsdsn (fig.) 'Don't forget your mother tongue.' 

t'aitstsa vt. 'to cick' t'aittu (p, 3sg) 'kicked away' faisso 'kicked away' NEG m~ 'not to 
kick' 

talam n.[s: Kiranti-Lim+nat] 'chance' 
aks d;:, gsnaiyo talam m~pyi 'My chance did not come ever.' 

tamra n. [also tabra] (u) 'beaten-rice' 
sappa bloso tamra 'very tasty beaten-rice' 

taptsa vt. [n. taptcks, t;~po] 'to play' (esp. a musical instrument) taptu (p, 3sg) 'played a 
musical instrument' tapso (pp, adj.) 'played a musical instrument' NEG m~~ 
'not to play a musical instrument' 
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kom taptsa 'to play a reed harp' 
m~ko bmgcn~ m:Jtiipo 'Don't play the plate.' 
kiiJlomi rimso kumso taptu 'The Radio played a beautiful (melodious) song.' 

tasla n. (sg) 'moon' cf. SYN IoTas, tosda 
tasla nu syor 'moon and star' 

husna nadomi tasla tatsa 'to see the moon in the full-moon night' 
taslak:Jli pidar p:Jtsa 'to worship the moon' 
taslami hagu g~b 'The moon provides light.' 

t~bu n. (c) 'gun' see for use in p'uth£ cf. SYN p'uth~ [< p'utsa], pEIJ, aphttk [< aphtsa] 

ttk~r~ adv. [> t~k~r > ttk > tt] 'where' 
goi tt lain:Jy~ 'Where do you35

g go?' 

t~it~i adv. 'everywhere' 
khuipiki t~it~i ba?nimi 'Thieves are everywhere.' 

tdl~p adj. 'cunning' cf. SYN tscl~p 
ttll~p kh:Jlpa ka 'a cunning oldman' 

tdtsa vt. 'to pile up' tdtu (p, 3sg) 'piled up' t£1So (pp, adj.) 'piled up' NEG mg~ 'to not 
pile up' 

t~mtsa vt. 'to add' t£mtu (p, 3sg) 'added' tcmso (pp, adj.) 'added' NEG m~ 'to not add' 
kh:Jm£-khai ttmtsa 'to add rice and curry' 

tcptsi n. (c, u) [<tcptsa] 'pickle' SYN lcorots 
cleo t~ptsi mgrk£ m'£? 'What is this pickle maude up of?' 

tts adj. 'short, dwarf ANT laisso 

tttstsa vi. 'to beat' tcttu (p, 3sg) 'bit' ttsso (pp, adj.) 'beaten' NEG~ 'not to beat' 

tikkus n. (c) 'rabbit' ~piky:J (pl) 'rabbits' cf. SYN kikm:Js 
rimso tikkus 'a beautiful rabbit' 
tikkuskc tsa 'hair of the rabbit' 
kikm:Js sappa dorb:J 'Rabbit runs very fast.' 
tikkuskc sy£ yo dz:Jtsa dumb:J 'Rabbits' meat is suitable to eat.' 
tikkus khrm yo thulsib 'Rabbit is tamed also as a uornestic animal.' 

tipnat n.[~ dumsnat] 'Wednesday' 
tipnatmi 'on Wednesday' 
ribnatnolc tipnat 'Wednesday after Tuesday' 
tipnatla 'from Wednesday' 
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go tipnat khi lainul) 'I go hom on Wednesday.' 
tipnatla reu itsa got 'It started raining since Wednesday.' 

-th ~ tik~ tskc NML marker 

titsa (vt.) 'to separate, filter' 

toscla n. (sg) 'moon' cf. SYN IoTas, tasla 
S;-}ringmi tasla 'the moon in the sky' 
gom tasla tatal) 'I saw the moon.' 

to?syil n. (var) 'rhododendron, R. arboreum, barbarlum, grande' 
1;-}1 to?syil 'red rhododendron' 
to?syil yo phupikimi ka m£ 'Rhododendron is also one of the flowers · 
tsungtsimi to?syil boib;-} 'Rhododendron blossoms on the hill.' 
boisso to?syilmi Tsomolongma mimpaib;-} 'The blooming rhododcndn •r· 
reminds of Mt. Everest.' 

to?tsa vt. 'cause/force to fall smn/sth down' to?tu (p, 3sg) 'felled down' to?so (pp tdi 

·felled down' NEG m;J~ 'not to fell down' 
photo aphsa to?tsa 'to fell having shot the bullet' 
phuilumi aphsa to?tsa 'to fell having shot with stone· 
gom t;-}ubli huissa r;Jwala to?taiJ 'I forced the son to get off from the tr~·, 
having scolded him.' 

tuitstsa v. ·to know' tuittu (p, 3sg) 'knew' tuisso (pp, adj.) 'known' NEG m;)~~ ·not t<• 

know', tulssmsm 'after knowing' 
lo tuitstsa 'to know secrecy' 
gom me khuiankc lo m;}tuittu 'I didn't know the secrecy of the thieves 
kyakianks lo dopaiyo tuitstsa malb;-} 'We've to know the enemy's secrec\ 
anyhow.' 

t'uiJur n. [~ tho:tsi] 'Kiranti-Lim, Yakthum(IJ)ba or tsong tribe' 

tuli n. (c) 'pestle' ~pikyd (pl) 'pestles' 
tsumlu nu tuli 'mortar and pestel' 
tulimi 'by the pestle' 
r;-}waks tuli 'a pestle made up of the log' 
but tsu:tsabli tsumlu nu tuli malb;-} 'Mortar and pestle are needed to husk 
paddy.' 
msko almi abli tulimi kr((/l)omtau 'The child hit me with a pestle.' 

tultsa vt. 'to uproot, root out' tultu (p, 3sg) 'uprooted' tulSo (pp, adj.) 'uprooted' NEG 

m;-}~ 'not to uproot' 
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lab;}k tultsa 'to uproot the radish' 
khr((lhui tultsa 'to uproot the tooth' 
gom alkc khduit tultfu] 'I uprooted the child's tooth.' 
mulat rumi aik€ lab;}k tultsa malb;} 'We've to uproot our radish in the field 
today.' 

tulsitsa vi. 1to get up rooted' (itself) 2 (fig.) 'to be destroyed, exterminated' tulsitau (p, 
3sg) 'became destroyed/got up rooted' tulsiso (pp, adj.) become destroyed/got 
up rooted' NEG m::r-- 'not to be up rooted/destroyed' 
ai murupiki ammin tulsinim 'Our people get exterminated themselves.' 
mopa matulsiso mer€ g~:>th l;}tsa tsabsib 'We can progress if we do not destroy 
ourselves (in that manner).' 
ai murupiki ammin tulsinim; sukaimi yo tultsa m;}malbd 'None should 
destroy our people; they get destroyed themselves.' 

tutsa vt. 'to drink' (liquid like water, wine, milk) tutu (p, 3sg) 'drank' tuso (pp, adj.) 
'drunk' SYN yuptsa, hurtstsa NEG m;}~ 'not to drink' 
bwak tutsa 'to drink water' 
ribdo m;}tutsa 'not to drink wine' 
hos bwak tutsa 'to drink hot water' 
gom ldlbwak tutfu] 'I drank tea.' 
gyaptsa tsapso mer€ nat kam gilas ka homok tutsa malbd 'One must drink one 
glass of milk if one can afford.' 

t'utsa vt. 'to lick' futu (p, 3sg) 'licked' t'uso (pp, adj.) 'licked' NEG m::r-- 'not to lick' 
bcngcn€ t'utsa 'to lick the plate' 
blcptso futsa 'to lick the finger' 
kh;}m€ dZ;}sa thumsonolc bmgmc t'utsa malb;} 'One must lick the plate after 
having finished the rice.' 
mopa gcnaiyo am blcptso m;}fuko 'Never lick your own finger (in that way).' 

tuptsa vt. 'to beat' tuptu (p, 3sg) 'beat' tupso (pp, adj.) 'beaten' NEG m;}~ 'not to beat' cf. 
SYN thaitstsa, yuptsa (differ in manner) 
khuikdli tuptsa 'to beat to the thief 
t;}m(i)kdli m;}tuptsa 'not to beat to the daughter' 
goi am wartstsdkdli mopa m;}tupo 'Don't beat to your friend in that way.' 
sc-sibkdli sappa tuptsa m;}dumb;} 'It isn't better to beat to a learner severely.' 

tuptck n. (c) [ < tuptsa] see Th 'otsi 
tuptck mur 'the man who beats/beater' 
tuptck ko?kc 'the stick to be beaten with' 
tuptck t;}u 'the son who beats/beater' 

tuptil n. (c) [also tupth~:>r] 'goldsmith' ~p;}ki (pl) 'goldsmiths' 



turki adj. 'foreign' ANT khl, amragi 

turs n. (c) 'grave' ~piki (pl) 'graves' 
turs dotsa 'to dig a grave' 
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tursutsa n. [R-G spelling; Tursucha] 'clan name'[turs 'grave'-V-INF (v.t) 'to dam, mend' 
(n.) 'one who dams' [also one who is born on the grave; p/c Lokpriya 
Mulicha-Sunuwar] 

Ch ~ th lth~! 

th~kpo n. (c) [s: Kiranti-Lim] 'weevil' ~piky~ (pl) 'weevils' SYN pirsuli 
ts0rb nu th~kpo 'the wheat and the weevil' 
pirsulimi koiJrf:ts dz~tsa 'to eaudestroy maize by the weevil' 
th~kpobli watser waitstsa 'to put poison to the weevil' 
e'Ko koThom waisso nEI bur d~ pirsulimi bka dz~waba?t 'All the padd~ 
stored in this store is eaten up by the weevil.' 
go EKO th~kpobli watsermi sainung 'I kill this weevil by poison.· 

thJma n., in~j. [> th~m]'true, real, exact, clear' ANT dzol 
th~ma m~l'i? 

th~ma sya! 
th~mth;:,ma! 

th~ma dw · e? 
go th~mapa m~tuinuiJ 'I don't know truly.' 

thaitstsa vt. 'to beat, strike, hit' thaittu (p, 3sg) 'beat' thaisso (pp, adj.) 'beaten· NEG m:1 
'not to beat' cf. SYN tuptsa,yuphtsa 

thak n. (c) [s: Kiranti-Lim] 'generation' ~pik (pl) 'generations' 
n;:,k thak. 'new generation' 
mk thak.mi nelle ge rimso p~tsa malb~ 'The new generation should progress 
well.' 

thamtsa vt. 'to taste' thamtu (p, 3sg) 'tasted' thamsho (pp, adj.) 'tasted' NEG mJ~ 'to not 
taste' 
khaimi h'isi' thamtsa 'to taste the salt in the curry' 

thatla Jl fr) '~ \ricket, baseball, table tennis bat' ~piky~ (pl) 'bats' 
thatla nu phurbl 'bat and ball' 
thatlami phrubl aphtsa 'to hit the ball with a bat' 
thatla dzi?tsa 'to break the bat' 

gom thatla dzi ?till) 'I broke the bat.' 
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gyarssonu thatla rimsopa gyaitstsa malb;} 'You should hold the bat strongly 
while playing.' 

thamko n. (c) 'lock' cf. SYN tsoilu 

thamtsa vt. 'to taste' thamtu 'tasted' thamso 'tasted' NEG md'-' 'not to taste' 
lsorots thamtsa 'to taste the pickle' 
khainga h'isi thamtsa 'to taste the salt of curry' 
kh;}mskhai p;}SO msrs thamtsa talsib 'One can taste the food while cooking.' 
gom khai thamtfu] 'I tasted the curry.' 

thaptsa vt. 'to pay' thaptu (p, 3sg) 'paid' thapso (pp, adj.) 'paid' NEG m;r.- 'not to pay' 
kystk'lks dzsrb thaptsa 'to pay the bank's loan' 
m;}maks homokks thl thaptsa 'to pay the price of the mother's milk' 
gom sus dzsrb thaptsa ba 'I have to pay a lot of loan.' 
msko mur aks dzsrb m;}thaptu bs?tu 'The man died without paying my loan.' 
dzsrb dz;}sonols thaptsa dd maltaw;}n 'You must pay after taking loan.' 

thdmi n. (c) 'pheasant' -pik (pl) 'pheasants' 
ksr thdmi ka 'alone black pheasant' 

thsrthsr adj. 'a special shape of stone'(N tsdpleti ~) 
thsrthsr phuilu 'thsrthsr stone' 

thin. 'wealth' 

thl n. (c) 'price' -pikyd (pl) 'prices' 
kusulnobks thl 'price of the shoes' 
thi thaptsa mdtsabtsa 'not to be able to pay the price' 
aike girnks thl 'the price of our body' 
thl barsso pdtiks gom kusulnob kayo gyaptsa m;}ts;}bu 'I couldn't buy even a 
pair of shoes because of price hike.' 
boitsiks thi m;}dumb;} 'Life is priceless.' 
sK.o nobks thl doso m's? How much does this head-strap cost?' 

thimtsa vt. 'to burry' thimtu (p, 3sg) 'hurried' thimso 'hurried' NEG m;r.- 'not to burry' 
bs?somur thimtsa 'to burry a corpse' 
thfu]ra thimtsa 'to burry a wooden support' 
gom thangra ka thimtfu) 'I buried a wooden support.' 
Kiranti-Koits mulkemmi bs?somur thimsib 'A corpse is buried in the Kiranti
Koits culture.' 

thirmakhst n. adj. 'tired' -dumtsa 'to be tired' 
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thitsa vt. 'to touch' thitu (p, 3sg) 'touched' thiso (pp, adj.) 'touched' NEG m:;)~ 'to not 
touch' 

thsK.sr n. (u) 'iron'cf. SYN ksrmots 

thspul n. (c) 'mound' ~piky:;) (pl) 'mounds' cf. SYN tsUI)tsi, dakin, thsmli 
khdp nu phuiluk£ thspul 'a mound of soil and stone' 
b:;)mirpikmi syslSo thspul 'a mound made by termites' 
gom b:;,mirpikmi sydso odsb rimso thspul gmaiyo m:;)t:;}SO O;:llJ 'I never had 
seen such a beautiful mound made by termites.' 
£KO thspulla?tsa tsabsib'a? 'Can this mound be crossed'?' 

thdmi n. (c) 'pheasant'; catreus wellichi ~pik (pi) 'pheasants' 

thcmli n. (c) 'hill' ~pikyd (pi) 'hills' SYN th£pul!th£mru, tsuiJtsi, dakin 
laisso thsmli 'a tall hill' 
thsmli holtstsa 'to climb a hill' 
thsmligs kotsa 'to look towards the hill' 
thcm\imi boitsa Sappa Sy£t dumb:;) 'lt is Very difficult tO SUf\l\L' in thL' hiJI 
msko thsmlimi k11dpkyu m:;)libJ 'Bus doesn't go the hill.· 
gopik msko thsmlimi mards ldtsa IJil? 'Why should we go to the- hill' 1

• 

thsmsi n. 'span' cf. SYN n:;)y£r [also cf. namsits 'era', yamka ·a while'] 

ths?tsa vt. 'to tread' ths?tsa (p, 3sg) 'trod' ths?so (pp, adj.) NEG m;:>- ·not to tread· 

thsrtstsa vt. 'to make, become warm; warm up' thsrttu (p, 3sg) 'made wann · thusso (pp 
adj.) made warm' [N tapnu] NEG m~ 'not to warm up' 
m 'i thsrtstsa 'to become warm by fire' 
na thsrtstsa 'to become warm by sun' 
gom ammin m'i thsrttill) 'I made myselfwarm by fire.' 
sus m'i mJthsrsso 'Don't take much fire-heat.' 

thoga n. (c) 'net, snare, trap' ~pikyd (pl) 'nets, snares, traps' cf. SYN gyail f <gyaitstsal 
thoga daitstsa 'to set a net, trap' 
thogami IJO gyaitstsa 'to catch fish in a net' 
gyail dzs?tsa 'a net to be tom itself 
mur kami IJobli thoga daittu 'A set the net for fish.' 
msko th'ib thoga thosau 'The bird got dashed in the net.' 

thoibi n. (c) 'poet' ~pikyd (pi) 'poets' 
thoibia boitsi 'life of a poet' 
thoibi nu mimsbrs 'poet and poetry' 
thoibi khodsb muru 'a poet-like man' 
ragikob thoibi (fig.) 'a nationalist poet' 
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thoibipikim fun ragibli sappa n:Jm painimi 'Poets lover their country very 
much.' 
meko thoibimi mimsbrepik bre?Sa nc tscmtau 'The poet became famous by 
writing poetry.' 
thoibipikmi boitsimi sappa syct dzainimi (fig.) 'Poets survive a difficult life.' 

thokporo v. (c) [s: Kiranti-Lim simplified] 'christohine, chayote, sechium edule' (esp 
edible fruits and roots) -piky:J (pi) 'christophines'cf. SYN kyoiJ 
thokporo loptsa 'to boil the christophine' 
kyoiJkc khai kctsa 'to cook curry ofthe christophine' 
thokporokc tsu 'thorn of the christophine' 
gom lopso kyol) sus batiil) 'I ate a lot of boiled christophine.' 
kyoiJkhai bloba 'The christophine curry will be tasty.' 

tholoiJii n. [Text source: 1.47] 'plain land, Terai (esp. inner one)' 

tholots n. 'settler' 

tho?pla n. (c) 'wave' -piky:J (pl) 'waves'cf. SYN dzilil 
bwakke thopla 'the wave of water' 
thiirni thopla bo?tsa (fig.) 'to have thoughts in mind' 
dzililmi kotsa 'to look at the wave' 
meko almi thopHimi kotu 'The child looked at the wave.' 
go dzilil kotsa danuiJ 'I preper watching the wave.' 

thorssi n. (c) 'poem' -piky:J (pi) 'poetry' cf. SYN mimsbrc [See in thoibi] 
thorssi bre?tsa 'to write a poem' 
mimsbrc sctstsa (fig.) 'to recite a poem' 
gomi thorssi ka bre?tiil) 'I wrote a poem.' 
meko mimsbrcpik rctstsa dab 'S/he likes reading poetry.' 
thoibimi thorssi br~:?tau 'The poet wrote a poem' 
gomi thoibiglumlomi mimsbre ka settiil) 'I recited a poem at the symposium.' 

thotse n. ( c,u) cf. SYN mudi 

thu n. (c) 1'feeling', 2'emotions', 3 'heart' -piky:J (pl) 'feelings' cf. SYN llll)gir 
thu khaitstsa (fig.) 'to feel bad' 
thu dzfuntsa (fig.) 'to be forgetful' 
thu gartstsa (fig.) 'to be close/intimate' 
thu bartstsa (fig.) 'to get encouraged' 
ruilimi akc thu khapaittu 'Ruili hurt my heart.' 
kh:Jlpa dumso merE thu dzamb:J 'Memory gets decreased while getting old.' 
goimi mo dc-sonu akc thu bartt:J 'I am encouraged when you say so.' 
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thiiguts n., adj. (c, u) 'clan name, wise' [esp. spoken form thiiguts; written form 
thilgutsa= thii+gu+tsa 'heart+to appear'] 

thili]ats n. (u) [see IJon] 

thiikmEslo n. (c) 'autobiography' ~pikyg (pi) 'autobiographies' 
go akc thiikcncslo brc'lnUIJ 'I write my autobiography.' 

thilsaiso adj. (fig.) 'hopeless' 

thulimtoktso vt. [s: Kiranti-Ba?yung] 'to exorcize' [Text source: 1.67, 1.83 J 

thultsa vt. 1'to tame' 2 (fig.) 'to serve guests or others' thultu (p, 3sg) 'tamed, served· 
thulso {fP, adj.) 'tamed, served' NEG mg~ 'to not tame, serve' 
b'ibyap thultsa 'to tame cattle' 
mumamspiki thultsa 'to serve guests' 
kyars thulsa yo itsiitsi kyEt tsEmtsa tsabsib 'A little bit of money also can he 
earned by taming goats.' 
gom sinat am mumamspikbli thultaiJ 'I served my guests yesterday.' 

thumtsa vt. 'to complete, finish' thumtu (p, 3sg) 'completed' thumso (pp, adj.) 
'completed' NEG mg~ 'not to complete'cf. SYN nup~sa 
dzgsa thumtsa 'to finish having eaten' 
pgsa thumtsa 'to finish having done' 
mEko almi ritslo brE?sa thumtu 'The child finished writing the story.· 
gom nell£ gE pgsa thurntal) 'I finished doing all the job.' 
goi mEko gE dopaiyo thurno 'You finish the job anyhow.' 

thurssi n. (u) 'trilling' 
thurssi SE-da 'the trilling sound' 

dg Top. par. (emphasis in a sentence) 
mEko dg k'1Jgt 'S/he went home.' 

dgkka n. 'aneth::::.::::::::~' 

dgkka khuipgtsa 'to steal one thousand rupees' 
gom akc bgphglmi dgkka kurpataiJ 'I put one thoudand rupees in my pocket.' 

dgloth n. (c) 'camel' SYN tEtErE 
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d;}mkimp~tik 'competition' 
d~mkimp~tik glatsa 'to win a competition' 

d;}mra n. (c) 'termite'cf. SYN b;:,mil 

d;}sith;:,malo n. 'evidence' 

dan. (c) 'shape ~piki (pi) 'shapes' 

dagyu n. (c) [s: nativized from N; native lexicon also available] 'elder brother'cf. SYN 

IJaw~ 

daits n. 'bet' ~waitstsaldaitstsa (vt.) 'to bet' 

daitstsa vt. 'to get, receive' [NthApnu ~] daittu (p, 3sg) 'received' dasso (pp, adj.) 
'received' NEG 'to not receive' 
khotsc~ (fig.) 'to tell puzzle/riddle, pick a querrel' 
guimi daitstsa 'to receive at the hand' 
d~tcld~t am guimi daittinc 'Receive the food in your own hand.' 

dail n., adj. 'omen' cf. SYN t~ttc ANT rimso 

dailu n. (c) 'lamp, light' cf. SYN nas;:,l, hago, ham 
dailu kurtstsa 'to carry a lamp' 
dailu nu dzikr'iso 'light and dark' 
hamkc syo m;:,~tck klona 'a room without light' 
c'Ko k'7mi nas;:,l m~ba 'There is no lamp in this house.' 
go ham m~t~tck klona m~danUIJ 'I don't like the room, where no light enters 
at all.' · 

dainc adv. 'okay' 

daptsa <~to believe, 2assume, 3suppose, 4dazzle, 5glare' 

dakin n. (c) 'pile, heap' ~piky~ (pl) 'piles, heaps'cf. SYN thcmli, thcpul, tsUIJtsi 
bur nu tscrbikc dakin 'a pile of paddy and wheat' 
dakinp;:,tsa 'to pile up' 
tsctskc dakin 'a heap of garbage' 
omo thcb tsirskc dakin sukc me? 'Whose is this much big pile of millet?' 
ck cKO tsctskc dakin mdoto 'Don't put this heap of rubbish here?' 
cKO bur ck dakinpa oto 'Pile up and keep this paddy here.' 

daluts n. (c) 'firefly' ~p~ki (pl) 'fireflies'cf. SYN JgTu 
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datsa vt. 'to prefer, like' datu (p, 3sg) 'liked' daso (pp, adj.) 'liked' NEG m;:r- ·not to 
prefer, like' 
rimso wa datsa 'to prefer a beautiful cloth' 
gyaptsa datsa 'prefer to purchase' 
gom mc.ko kusulnob gyaptsa dati 'I liked buying that shoes.· 
akc. t~mimi mc.ko ribin datu 'My daughter liked that ribbon.' 
goimi akc. kyc.t r~tu p;:Jso go m;:Jdfu) 'I don't like you stealing my buck.' 

da?tsa vt. 'to swallow' da'ltu (p, 3sg) 'swallowed' da?so (pp, adj.) 'swallowed' NEG m;)~ 

'not to swallow' 
dz~tc.k~t da?tsa 'to swallow the food' 
tsuig;:Jm m;:Jda?tsa 'not to swallow the chewing gum' 
dz;:Jtc.kdz;:Jt rimsopa naso mere da?tsa tsabsib 'One can swallow food easily 
while chewing well.' 
tsuiggm da?tsa m::Jdumbg 'One shouldn't swallow the chewing gum.' 

d'atsa vt. 'to light' d'atu (p, 3sg) 'lit' d'aso (pp, adj.) 'lit' NEG m;:r ·not to light' 
dailu d'atsa 'to light a lamp' 
nar'isonolc. nasgl d'atsa malbg 'One should light the lamp after it gets dark.· 
odc.b dzikr'iso khimi dailu mgd'athu mgr pgsa ba?IJ£? 'What arc you doing 
without lighting the lamp in this (such) dark house?' 

datc. postp., adv. 'between' 

d£ conj. par. (in ~iven clear choice, option or contradiction not as discourse conj. par.) 
goi k I laimyc. de mglaimyc.? 'Do you go home or not?' 
goi kh;:Jm£ dzain;:Jy£ de mgdzain;:Jy£? 'Do you eat rice or not?' 
goi sinima komy£ dc. mgkon;:Jyc? 'Do you watch cinema or not?' 
goi ipngyc. dt: m;:Jipngyc.? 'Do you sleep or not?' 
goi blt:spgt brt:?myr- dc. m;:Jbrt:?n;:Jyt:? 'Do you write a letter or not'?' 

dt:bra n. 'habit, behaviour' 
rimso dt:bra 'good habit' 
goi ik£ debra rimso m;:Jba 'Your habit is not good.' 

ddlo n. 'anus, buttock' 
ddlo rii?tsa (fig.) 'to fart' (see pitstsa) 
suk€ dcllo ra?m£ ... ooo? (fig.) 'Who farted?' 

derma n. 'utensil' cf SYN gyom 

dt:-tsa vt. 'to tell, say, narrate' de-tu (p, 3sg) 'said, told' dc.-so (pp, adj.) 'said. told' NEG 

m;:r- 'not to say, tell' 
th;:Jma dc.-tsa 'to tell truly' 
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th;-)ma d~>-n' 0? 
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5th nmm go lo ka d~>-nUIJ 'Listen to me; I'll tell you a fact.' 
am muruk;-)li mod~>b m;-)rimso lo m;-)dc-no 'Don't tell such rubbish thing to 
your own relatives.' 

d~>tstsa vt. 'to paste' 

dig;-)rtsa n. 'clan name' [Roman-Gorkhali spelling; Digarcha whose possible etymological 
connections; digarpu, digarbu; below-soil-pot-INF (V.t) 'to be friendly, 
toponym' (n.) 'one who is friendly' 

dikipurkhi n. (c) 'ancestor' -p;-)ki (pl) 'ancestors' 

diltsa 'to pass away esp. time' 

dimla n. (c) 'sole' -pikyg (pl) 'soles' -bog~> n. 'footprint' 
ake dimla 'my sole' 
am dimla 'won sole' 
dimla khaitstsa 'to ache the sole' 
dimlami tsumi tho?tsa 'to prick by thorn in the sole' 
t;-)uh dimlami tsumi tho?tu 'The thorn pricked on the son's sole.' 
ak~> dimlami ga.r glut!kut 'There appeared a wound in my sole.' 

dimru n. 'T erai' 

diptsa vt. 'to suppress, crush, over power' diptu (p, 3sg) 'suppressed' dipso (pp, adj.) 
'suppressed' NEG mg- 'not to suppress' 
tsabmurmi m;-)tsabbli diptsa 'to over power by the powerful people to the 
powerless' 
am murbli mddiptsa 'not to suppress one's own relatives' 
goimi am murubli diptsa m;-)dumbg 'You shouldn't suppress your relatives.' 
ragy;-)kulmi tsabmurmi ffi;-)tsabmurbli dipso tek mdbaba 1)3.? 'Where in the 
world are not the powerless people suppressed by the powerful ones?' 

dipsi n.(u) [also diptsi < diptsa] 'suppression' 
dipsimi pdtik 'due to suppression' 
m~>kok~> dipsi 'his/her suppression' 
hopokc diptsi 'suppression of the king' 
akc apphoh diptsimi p;-)tihm go gcthldtsa m;}tSdbu 'I couldn't progress due to 
my father's suppression.' 
mod(l)~>b dipsi dd gomi ffi;-)t;-)SO fidl) 'I had not seen such suppression.' 

dis adv. [see gis, do so] 
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goi cKo bwakc dis tan~yc? 'How much do you charge of this rooster?' 

dokh n. 'food poisoning' 
mcko dokh dum sa bc?t~ 'The man died of food poisioning.' 

dokhc adj. 'guilty' ANT m~tuittck 

dol£b£ adj. [> dodcb~dolcb] 'of what kind/type' ANT moddr--molcb 
dolcbc la 'path/road of what kind' 
goimi dodcb lo: p~so mopa 'What are you talking in that manner?' 

dolcsi n. (c) 'winnowing tray' ~piki (pi) 'winnowing trays' cf. SYN gyol (see gyol for its 
usagel 

domli n. 'pool, pond' 
domlimi IJO 'the fish in the pond' 
thcb domli 'a big pool' 
£Ko domliiJa wak so met 'The water of this pond has dried.' 

domtsa vi. 'to be fat' domtu (p, 3sg) 'became fat' domso (pp, adj. ) 'become faf NL< 

m~~ 'to not be fat' 
domtsa nu homtsa kan dumt~ (rhy.) 

domso adj. [< domtsa] 'fat' ANT m~domso, bc?tsats'iso 
domso mur 'a fat man' 
domso syc 'a fat meat' 
domso 'a healthy baby' 
mcko domso syc m~gyapo 'Don't buy that fat meat.' 
gyaptckmurpikim domson sy£ danimi 'The customers prefer fat meat.' 

dopa adv. 'how, in what way, manner' cf. SYN marpa POS mopa 
dopa kumso p~tsa 'how to sing' 
goimi £Ko tsirs dopa hildi? 'How did you grind this millet?' 
momo kh~mc dopa dz~sa thumi? 'How did you finish eating that much of 
rice?' 
abl dopa dzol p~yi? 'How did lie me?' 
go dopa syilp~tsa 'How should I dance?' 
goimi momo kyct marpa thurni? 'How did you finish that much of money?' 

dortstsa vi. 'to run' dorttu (p, 3sg) 'ran' dorsso (pp, auj.J run' NEG m~~ 'not to run' 
ainu dortstsa 'to run with the child' 
syaka budi dortstsa 'to run like a leopard' 
lami m~kothu dorssonu th'lsib 'One falls down while running without 
looking on the path.' 
moko al tck dorii!dorrnc? 'Where did the child run?' 
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doso adv. [also gis, dis] 'how much, how many' 
doso thaptsa 'how much to pay' 
k'1mi doso mur 'how many people in the house' 
goimi elw khyopgtbli doso thapti? 'How much did you pay for this book?' 
mcko k'Tmi do so mur ba?ma? 'How many people are/were there in that 

house?' 
kg ka bgkc doso me? 'How much is the yam per KG?' 

dotsa vt. 'to dig' do:tu (p, 3sg) 'dug' do:so (pp, adj.) 'dug' NEG md'"-' 'not to dig' 
ru dotsa 'to dig the land' 
ggidami dotsa 'to dig with a spade' 
fu:J so?tsak~li ru dotsa malb~ 'One must dig the land to sow the maize.' 
arnke ru ammin douo 'Dig your land yourself.' 

do?tsa vt. 'to fall' do?t~ (p, 3sg) 'fell' do?So (pp, adj.) 'fallen' NEG m~~ 'to not fall' 
do?tsa nu to?tsa (rhy.) 

do?bcra n. (c) 'zebra' ~piky~ (pl) 'zebras' 
do?bcra nu syara 'zerba and horse' 
do?bcra budi dortstsa 'to run like a zebra' 
do?bcra atari hoitstsa 'to climb on the zebra' 
do?bcra khlatsi 'zebra-crossing' 
do?bcra khlatsila 'from the zebra-crossing' 
me do?bcra rimso ba 'The zebra is beautiful.' 
Hi khlasonu do?bera khlatsila khlatsa malb;;) 'While crossing the road one sould 
cross from the zebra-crossing.' 

do?tsa vt. 'to fall down, drop' do?tu 'fell' do?so 'fallen' NEG md~ 'not to fall down, drop' 
tcb;;)lla khyop~t do?tsa 'to fall the book from the table' 
bilotsikc r~wala bilotsi do?tsa 'to fall guava from the guava-tree' 
c'Ko dopa do?giilme? 'How did it fall?' 
ake bdph~lla bl(D)etik do?met 'The pen fell from my pocket (existential 
narration).' 

dotthd adv., conj. [>doth] 'where' cf. SYN tek 'where' 
goi doth ldye? 'Where did you go?' 
goi doth doth laindye go yo moth moth lainuiJ 'I also go there wherever you 
go.' 

dumtsa vt. 'to become' dumtd (p, 3sg) 'became' dumso (pp, adj.) 'become' NEG md~ 'not 
to become' 
rimso mur dumtsa 'to be a good person' 
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thf:b mur dumtsa 'to be a man of honour' 
goi rimso mur dumo 'Be a good person.' 
mopa khui m;)dumtsa 'Don't be a thief(in that way/manner).' 

dums n. 'progress' 
ar dums 'our progress' 

dumsf:f n. 'importance' 
e'Ko khikc dumscr 'the importance of this building' 

durda n. (c) 'word' ~piky;) (pi) 'words' 
sc-dala durda 'from sound to word' 
durdakf: 'of the word' 
durda datcmi 'between the word' 
durdapikila p\E-spik sydsib 'Sentences are made out of words." 
am m;)malokf: durdapikibli n::Jm p::Jtsii miilb::J 'One should not forget tlw 
words of his/her mother tongue.' 

durdalos n. (c) 'translation' ~pikyd (pi) 'translations' 
Kiranti-Koits lo:k£ durdalos 'translation of the Kiranti-Koits languagl' 
durdalospaib 'a translator' 
durdiiloskf: g£p;)tsa 'to work as a translator' 
durdalos thumtsa 'to complete the translation' 
go durdiiloskf: gEpainulJ 'I work as a translator' 
f:KO thorssikf: durdiilos pau 'Translate this poem.' 

durdiipu n. (c) 'dictionary' ~piky;) (pi) 'dictionaries' 
akf: durdapu khuimi yoldat 'A thief has stolen my dictionary .. 

dus adj. [ < d'utsii] 'naughty' cf. SYN r;)krgkf: ANT rimso, mimtis 
dus misycal 'a naughty girl' 
dus mgdumtsa 'not to be a naughty' 
rgkrgkf: alpik "naughty children' 
akc al suspa dus ba 'My child is very naughty.' 
alpiki dus ba?nimi 'Children are naughty.' 
muir£ dus al m~umtsa 'Don't be a naughty child now on.' 

d'u:tek 'alcohol, beer, wine (fig.)' cf. SYN iifgkha, ribdo, sf:rsso 

d'utsi n. (c)[> duts] 'chilly'~pik (pl) 'chillies' 

dutskun n. (c)[< kikygkun] 'swallow' ~piky;) (pi) 'swallows' cf. SYN kitskun 
imitstsili dutskun 'a small swallow' 
dutskun m;)gyaitstsa 'not to catch a swallow' 
khTlJii dutskun (fig.) 'domestic swallow' 
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dutskumi funks dzyo kh~ph syclb~ 'The swallow builds its nest out of soil.' 
dutskunke dzyo thitsa m~umb de-nimi 'It is said that one should touch the 
nest of a swallow.' 

n~k adj. 'new, modem, right now, recent' ANT m~it, s~is~igeiJa, dz'eso 
n;Jk mudi 'new year' 
n;Jk khr 'a new house' 
n~kn~ki]a 'of recent time' 
n~k thotseiJa tseredum! 'Happy new year!' 
meko al n;Jk khr l;Jt~ 'The child went home right now.' 
eKo s5Th gom n~k gyapso n~IJ 'I've bought this shirt recently.' 
mopa sus n~k m~dumtsa 'Don't be too much modem (in that manner).' 

n~tsi n. 'weather' 
g~sup~so n~tsi 'a bad weather' 

n~knat n. (var) 'Monday' ~piky~ (pl) 'Mondays' 
rubnatnole n~knat 'Monday after Sunday' 
n;Jknatla 'from Monday' 
n~knatimi l;Jtsa 'to go on Monday afternoon' 
eKo n~knatla go khyop~t bre?tsa gonUIJ 'I'll start writing the book from this 
Monday.' 
meko n;Jknati l;JI)ga ragi l~t~ 'S/he went to overseas on Monday afternoon.' 

n~IJ aux. 'am' NEG m;J~ 'am not' 'are' 
n;JIJ (1sg) go mur n~IJ 'I am a man.' 
n~mi~n~m (1pLe) mepiki mur n~mi 'They are men.' 
n;Jki (1pLi) gopiki mur n~ki 'We're men.' 
n~ye (3sg) goi mur mye 'You are a man.' 
n~sku ( 1 d.i) go nimpha mur n~sku 'We two are men.' 
n;Jni (3sg.hon) ge mur n;Jni 'You're a man.' 
n~si (2d.e) goi nimpha mur n;Jsi 'You two are men.' 

n~mi aux. [> n~m] ( 1 pLe) See n~IJ 

n~m n. (u) 'love' 
a.ke n~m 'my love' 
m;Jmake n~m 'love of the mohter' 
ragih n~m 'love of the nation' 
n~m gyaptsa m~tsabsib 'Love cannot be purchased.' 
go fun ragibli n;Jm painUIJ 'I love my country.' 
m~make n;Jm martas dumb~ 'Mother's love is selfless.' 
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n;}mp;}tsa vt.'to love' n;}mpaptu (p, 3sg) 'loved' mmp;}so (pp, adj.) 'loved' NEG 

n;}mm;}p;}tsa 'not to love' 
ndmp;}mumtsa (reciprocity) 'to love each other' 
ndlc muruanbli n;}mp;}tsa 'to love all mankind' 
mmp;}mumtasku 'we two loved each other' 
go ak:£ mdmak:dli ndmpainWJ 'I love my mother.' 
gopikimi nEll£ murbli mmp;}tsa rnalbd 'We must love all mankind.' 

n;}ms n. 'relatives' cf. SYN murnams 
ak:E n;}ms 'my relatives' 
gom am mumamsbli blEsp;}t brE?taiJ 'I wrote letters to my relatives.' 

n;}mS£W;}l n. (var) 'greeting(s)' cf. SYN sw (see pdtsa) 
ThEb murbli mmscwdlpdtsa 'to respect the senior' 

n;}ps n. 'whip' 
gyoso n;}ps ka 'a long whip' 
ldlpiyami k11uibli mpsmi thaittu 'The police beat the thief with a whip.· 

v ()I· 2 3 , n;}S n. c · vem, rope, root 

msi aux. [> ms] 'are:DU' 
mEko nimpha waisal msi 'They two are boys.' 

ndtbds n. (c) 'crop' ~pikyd (pi) 'crops'cf. SYN n;:Jtddts, iiiJb 
b'itsi, buru nu tsirsi n;}tbdspiki ndmi 'Sugarcane, paddy and millet are crops.' 
ruwatsmi ndtbds IEb;} 'A farmer sells the crop.' 

ndtdclts n. (c) cf. SYN ndtb;}s, iii]b 
ndtdclts gyaptsa 'to buy the grain' 

n;:Jycr n. (c,u) 'time'cf. SYN mii, cf. namsits 'era' 

nan. (sg) [ < nam esp. in some other Kiranti languages; na~nha in some idiolects and 
geolects ofKranti-Koits] 'sun' 
nfuni 'in the sun' 
na nu rw 'the sun and the rain' 
na tscrE (See tsErc) 
na pdtsa 'to be sunny' 
na r'itsa 'to be dark' 
mul na r'it 'Now it is dark.' 
c"ko mursso wa nami hamo 'Dry this washed cloth in the sun.' 
mulat dd natsErE yo dzamtdooo 'There is no sunshine today.' 
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- h nfl nap u n. (c) 'su ower' 
naphu dzil 'oil of the sunflower' 
h:;,u naphu 'yellow sunflower' 
naphu khr((/l)umtsa 'to plant the sunflower' 
mEko naphumi burbu ba?tu 'A butterfly sat on the sunflower.' 
akc m:;,mami naphukE dzil gyaptEmE 'My mother bought the sunflower oil.' 
gom naphu tultfu] 'I uprooted the sunflower.' 

nak:;,n adv. 'early' 
mEko almi nabn tsarsau 'The baby urinated earlier (before the moment of 
inspection).' 

nail:;, par. (hon.) [used only in some geolects] 
mul dz~tsa nail~ 'Please do have now.' 
tsinu yo br((/l)Esp:;,t br((/l)Etsa nail:;, 'Please do write a letter again.' 
ak:;,li pr((/l)Etsa m:;,nail:;, 'Please don't forget me.' 

namtsa vt. 'to smell' 

namsi n. [> nams] 'perilla' 

narcmsi n. (c) [s: compounding] 'umbrella' ~piky:;, (pi) 'umbrellas'cf. SYN plakatuli 
khubnats nu narcmsi 'July and umbrella' 
phurbliso plakatuli 'a colourful umbrella' 
narEmsi dz'isitsa 'umbrella to be broken' 
reu isonu plakatuli malb~ 'Umbrella is needed while raining.' 
gom akc narcmsi dz'itaiJ 'I broke my umbrella.' 
aikc t:;,mimi narcmsi samtu 'Our daughter lost the umbrella.' 

namsits n. 'era, time' cf. mfi 

nas~l n. (c) 'lamp'cf. SYN dailu hago, ham 
imitstsili nas:;,l 'a small lamp' 
nas~l gyaptsa 'to buy a lamp' 
goi nas:;,l dako 'You lit the lamp.' 

na?so n. 'K-K priest' cf SYN nhaso 

nat n. (c) [nhat; in some idiolects] 'day' ~piky:;, (pi) 'days' 
akc m:;,it natpik 'my olden days' 
doso nat 'how many days' 
saber nat 'the day before' 
nith nat 'the following 'the following day' 
gomi akc m~it natpik mimtiil) 'I remembered my olden days.' 
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msko nat goi tsk Jdi? 'Where did you go on that day?' 
aks nat mon ldtd 'My days passed in vain.' 

nati n. 'afternoon' ~pikyd (pi) 'afternoons' 
nati nu nado 'evening and afternoon' 
goi nati tsk Jaindys? 'Where do you go in the afternoon?' 

nado n. 'evening, night' 
m£ko niido 'that nighuevening' 
go nadoiJa sinima konuiJ 'I watch the evening cinema.· 

natsa vt. 'to chew' natu (p, Jsg) 'chewed' naso (pp, adj.) 'chewed' NEG mJ- 'to not 
chew' 
tsuigdm natsa 'to chew the chewing-gum' 

n'atsa vt. [also nh'atsa in some idiolets] 'to weigh' n'il§o (p, 3sg) ·weighed" n'aso (pp 
adj.) 'weighed' NEG md~ 'to not weigh' 
r£b n'atsa 'to weigh the potato' 

nigrum n. 'compound' ~dumso adj. 'compounded' ~pdtsa vt. 'to compound" 
nigrumla durda sydtsa 'to construct word from compounding' 

nilam n. (c) 'way, method, process' ~pik (pi) 'methods' cf. SYN ssmi 
c:"Ko nilam 'this method' 

sus sdmipik 'many methods' 
c:"Ko gspdtks nilam marm£ ds-sa gom mdtuittu 'I did not know how to do this job 

nimpha n. ( d; esp. for human) 'two' cf. as, ni?si 
go nimpha 'we two' 
ms? nimpha 'they two' 
tsdimi nimpha 'the two daughter-in-laws' 
go nimpha gyakosi laindsku 'We two go to the market.' 
akE tdu nimphami rimso gs pdsa koitass 'My two sons showed having done an 
exemplary job.' 
m£ mur nimpha dd khui khodsb taisib sya 'The two men look like a thief.' 

niptsa vi. 1'to roar proudly' niptu (p, 3sg) 'roared' nipso (pp, adj.) 'roared' NEG md" ·to 
not roar' 2'to squeeze' niphtu (p, 3 sg) 'squeezed' niphso (pp, adj.) 'squeezed' 
NEG m~ 'to not squeeze' 

nira n. 'stink, smell' 
mdrimso nira 'a bad stink' 

goimi p'iss k5 marms mdrimsopa nira sya 'Did you fart; it stank very badly.' 

nithnat adv. (also see nat) 'the following day' 
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goi nithnat tEk lain;:Jyc? 'Where do you go on the following day?' 
mii thinn;:Jycrpm nithnat piuo 'Come on the following day if you have time.' 
go nithnat k~ lainuiJ 'I'll go home on the following day.' 

ni?si num. [ni?si; nimpha] 'two' 
ni?si blstso 'two fingers' 
mur ni'lsilnimpha 'two men' 
gom ni?si kyars Ictal) 'I sold two goats.' 

n'c par. 'uncertainty (wanting to make sth. sure)' 
mar nc? 'what?' 
mar dcnc nc? 'What did you say?' 

ns- par. 'mirativity q;earsay knowledge)' 
scrsmi k tlaib nE 'Seremi goes home (as I heard).' 
mcko disa p'ib m: 'S!he comes tomorrow (as I heard).' 

ne n. (c) 1'name' -piky;:J (pi) 'names' 2(fig.) 'reputation, prestige' [cf. nil; Kiranti -Ath; 
Neupane (2001: 291)] 

ala fit 'name of the child' 
mckoa ns 'his/her name' 
inks ns marms? 'What is you name?' 
aks ns Ruili ms 'My name is Ruiii.' 
nc waitstsa (fig.) 'to have repute, glorify' 
ns tssmtsa (fig.) 'to earn reputation' 

ns n. (c) 'nose' -piky;:J (pi) 'noses' nslas adj. 'nasal' 
laisso ne 'a tall nose' 
n£ khl(r/l)oitstsa (fig.) 'to disrepute' 
ndas ss-da 'nasal sound' (phonetics) 
nclas s~ 'nasal consonant' 

ns?nsk;:Jn adv. 'immediately after hearing' 
go suyal nc?m:k;:Jn k~gs dorti 'I ran towards my house immediately after 
hearing the news.' 

nskh n. (u) 'mucus' 
nsmi nskh 'mucus in the nose' 

nslas adj. 'nasal, nasalization' 
nEias ss-da 'a nasal sound' 

nElls adv., det., pron. [> nd] 'all' 
nslls al 'all children' 
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nslls murupik rimso m~dumnim 'All people are not good.' 

nms n. (u) 'pus' 
gar nu nms 'wound and pus' 
ake garla nens glut 'Pus out flowed from my wound.' 

nspaisi n. 'order' cf. SYN hoplo: ~p~tsa vt. 'to order' 

m:ptsa vt. 'to push' nsptu (p, 3sg) 'pushed' nspso (pp, adj.) 'pushed' NEG m~~ 'to not 
push' 
mopa mards nspso albli? 'Why did you push the baby in that manner?' 

nsritsu n. (c) 'mongoose' ~pik (pl) 'mongooses' 
nsritsu nu itsu 'mongoose and rat' 
nsritsumi bus ka saittu 'A mongoose killed a snake.' 

nsslo n. (c) 'news, information' cf. SYN suyal 
m:slo d~:ttsa 'to narrate some news' 
msko suyal sumi ds-ms? 'Who told that news?' 

nsslosi n. 'history' 
alks nsslosi 'our history' 
nsslosi brs?tsa 'to write the history' 
gom rimso nsslosi ka rstta!J 'I read a fine history.' 

nsslonamsi adj. 'historical' 
nsslonamsi kh-r ka 'a historical building' 

nsso n. 'signal' ~gstsa vt. 'to signal' 
mskoke nsso 'his signal' 
lake nsso rupm 'Understand the road's signal.' 

ns"ltha post., adv.[ -g'utha RED] near' ANT moni 

m:thots n. (c) 'neighbour' ~piky~ (pl) 'neighbours' 

ns?tsa vt. 'to thrust in, stuff into, put in forcibly' ns?tu (p, 3sg) 'thrust in' ns?so (pp, adj.) 
'thrust in' NEG m~ 'not to thrust in' 
kh~pkyuga murpik ns?tsa 'to stuff men inside the bus' 
b~kh~lmi kyst ns?tsa 'to thrust money into the pocket' 
iks b~kh~lmi nslls d:&Jt cpa m~ns?ko 'Don't stuff everything in your pocket 
(in this manner).' 
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m:tsa vt. 'to hear, listen' n€tu (p, 3sg) 'heard, listened' ni>so (pp, adj.) 'heard, listened' 
NEG ffi;:)~ 'not to hear' 
ki~lo ni>tsa 'to listen the Radio' 
ap poh lo n€tsa 'to listen to the father's advice' 
goi kiiJlo nmo 'Listen the Radio.' 
ak£ lo binn;;ly;:)I);;ln;:) 5th nwo 'Listen to me hither if you obey my advice.' 
meko murmi mar de-m€ mdneiJU 'I didn't hear what the man said.' 

n'etsa vt. to fmish eating' n'etu (p, 3sg) 'finished eating n'eso (pp, adj.) 'finished eating' 
NEG md~ 'not to finisheating' 
khdme n'etsa 'to finish eating the rice' 
moso khdme yo dopa mdn'etsa 'How not to finish eating that much of rice 
also?' 
meko almi dd momo khdme ndle bka n' etu 'The child finished eating that 
much of rice.' 

nelle det., pron., adv [> nel; also ndld] 1det. 'all' 
neUe syarapiki gubebbapiki ndmi; syeiJ nell€ gubi>bbdpiki syarapuki mdndmi 
'All horses are animal, but not all animals are horses.' 
2pron. 'the whole number of amount' 
mepikimi nelle kh;:)me dzamtem€ 'They ate all the rice.' 
3adv. 'completely' 
gom nelle ge p~ne thumtill) 'I completely finished doing the job.' 

ni>p~sa vt. 'to push' ni>phtu (p, 3sg) 'pushed' n€phso (pp, adj.) 'pushed' NEG md~ 'to not 
push' 

neya n. 'naming' 
alh ni>yapdtsa 'to conduct a naming ceremony of the child' 

-nole/nol€ postp., conj., adv. 'after, later than sth, following' SYN -m€r€ [also myi>r in fast 
speech] 
postp. 'later than sth' 
gopik khdme dZ)sonole lainiki 'We will leave after lunch.' 
conj. 'at a time later than sth; when sth has fmished' 
mepikinu lo:pdso noli> go Ibli kiiJlopainUIJ 'I'll call you after speaking to 
them.' 
adv. 'later in time; afterwards' 
saithots€ thisso noli> m€ko be?t;:) 'After we met many years back, slhe passed 
away.' 

nopha n. (c) [Meithei na (Chelliah 1997: 19)] 'ear' ~pikyd (pl) 'ears' 
nopha himtsa 'to shake the ear' 
nopha porsolip;:)tsa 'to pierce the ear' 
nophakhr(r/l)i 'wax of the ear' 
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nopha sumtsa (fig.) 'to refuse to listen to sth' 
nop11a daitstsa 'to pay attendion, listen sb else's conversation' 
m£koh nopha thcb ba 'His/Her ear is big.' 
mEank£ lomi ~om nopha daitta 'I paid attention to their conversation/talk.' 
goi amk£ nop a m::lhimdo 'Don't shake your ear.' 

no:th£ n. (c) 'knot' ~piky::l (pl) 'knots' 
n:Jsk£ no:th£ 'knot of the rope' 
no:bk£ no:thE 'knot of the head straps' 
gyubt::kc no:thE 'knot of marriage' 
gom mEko nobkc no:thE puiWiiJ 'I undid the knot of the head straps.· 

m~:ko n::lskc no:th£ puitto 'Undid the knot ofthe rope.' 

nu conj. 'and' [cf nin Kiranti-Ban; Rai (1985: 205, 231)] 
saph:Jpte nu go 'Saphapte and me' 
t:Jmi nu t:Ju 'son and daughter' 
goi nu go 'you and me' 
kutsum nu bcrmo wartstsd dumtsan m:Jdumn:Jsi 'Dog and cat newr can h1 

friends.' 
saph:Jpt£ nu go hoiJkOIJ lait:Jsku 'Saphapte and I went to Hong Kong 

-nu postp. 'with' (commutative, associative) 
gonu kyct 'money with me' 
m£konu 'with hirnlher' 
ik£ mdmanu hillo pauo 'Ask with your mother.· 
gonu kyEt mdba 'I haven't money with me.' 
IJaW;:)nu 'with the elder brother' 
mEko ainu ts'ub ba?td 'The child has a Gurkha-knife with him/her · 

nupho n. (c) 'week' ~pikyd (pl) 'weeks' cf. SYN ts£-m 
nupho ka 'one week' 
sus ts£-mpik 'many weeks' 
go nupho ni?si khoi ldl)garagi IainUIJ 'I go to overseas for about two weeks. 
£Ko ts£-mmi sappa reu it::l 'It rained heavily this week.' 
l£ nuphopikrni sin ka dumb::l 'Four weeks make one month.· 

nuphtsa vt. 'to finish, be over, satisfY' (itself) nup~::l (p, 3sg) 'completed, finished· nuphso 
(pp, adj.) 'completed, finished' NEG m:J~ 'not to complete, finish 'cf. SYN 

thumtsa (by an actor) 

~ q p /p;:)/ 

kil)lomi kumso nuphtsa 'the song to be over u11 Lite iZadio' 
g::lfl)a bwak yupsisa nuphtsa 'the water of the pot to be finished having leaked' 
ki!]lok£ ritslo nupht The story over the Radio is over.' 
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p:)lrum n. (c) 'spinning wheel' ~piky:) (pl) 'spinning wheels' SYN hima, sydspaltsk 
p:)lrum hirtstsa 'to round up the spinning wheel; 
ostsa nu p:)lrum 'wool and spinning wheel' 
pdlrummi ostsa paitsa 'to spin the wool in the spinning wheel' 
mdmami ostsa p:)Irummi paitcms 'The mother spun the wool in the spinning 
wheel.' 
go p:)trum himUIJ 'I round up the spinning wheel.' 

p;:)is n. [Text source: 2.28] 'rule, government/control' cf. SYN hopogsm 
hopokc p:)is 'the king's rule' 

pdrgi n. (c) [K-K cui.] 'shrine' ~pik(pl) 'shrines' 
ldgapdrgimi yabrspik waitstsa 'to keep ancestors in the shrine' 

p:)t n. (c) [<p:)ti] 'leaf' (spec. in culture) ~piki (pl) 'leaves' cf. SYN S:)pha (gen.) 
pdtk£ 1'ofthe leaf 2'because of. .. (grammar) 3 'paper' 

pdtikdzdt n. (c) 'material' -pik(pl) 'materials' 
sK:o p:)tikdzdt suks m's? 'Whose material is this?' 

pdtsa vt. [patso in Kiranti-Ba;patsam in Kiranti-Wam] 1'to do, act, behave, treat' paptu 
(p, 3sg) 'did' p:)SO (pp, adj) 'done' NEG m:)- 'to not do' 2(fig.) 'to copulate, 
have sexual intercourse, rape (also sukulp:)tsa; cf. sukul)' 
(n+v) 

dzitskhcts- 'querrel' 
gonu dzitskhsts mdpauo 'Do not quarrel with me.' 
dzol- 'to lie' 
goimi mopa dzolpdtsa m:)dumb:) 'You should not lie in that manner.' 
dzol pdsonu rimso mddumbd 'It won't be better while lying.' 
hs-ths- 'to be careless' 
muru dumso msrs hs-ths pdsin m:)p:)tsa 'One should not be careless while 
being a man.' 
kail- 'to persuade' 
gom msko khuibli kailpatfu] 'I persuaded the thief.' 
kophls- 'to make noise or be uncontrolled' 
kumso- 'to sing a song' 
goi kumso ka pauo 'You sing a song.' 
khdlo- 'to invoke the spirits of the ancestors' 
poib(o)-gyampikimi khdlo painim 'The shamans (male-female) invoke the 

s~~rit_oft?e ancest?rs-: . h . ~ . h . 
k aldtl)- to doubt gotml lo: k UlSSO p:)ttk£ gom k adtl)patal) 'I douted you 
because you've hidden the fact.' 
khdl- 'to ~d' 
go sK:o k I khdlpainulJ 'I guard this house.' 
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khui~ 'to steal' khuip~tsa m~dumb~ 'It is not better to steal.' 
khuip~tsa m~m~i puitsa m~i (rhy.) 
gaits~ 'to be angry' 
goimi gaits m~p~yiiJ~m rim so dumb~ 'It is better for if you do not get angry.' 
lo:~ 'to talk, discuss' 
goi eK: piu mullo:p~i 'You come here; now let us talk.' 
mon- 'to grieve' 
mopa sus monp~so m~darb::~ 'It is not fruitful to grieve so much in that 
manner.' 
mune~ 'to be shy' 
mcko dz~tsabli yo mun£ paib::~ 'S!he is shy even for eating.' 
n::~m~ 'to love' 
go ilk£ immabli n::~mpainUIJ 'I love my mother.' 
pi dar~ 'to worship' 
pul~ 'to invoke' 
ph::~s- 'to blow the wind' 
roi- 'to be sick' 
scu- 'to greet' 
tsimik~ 'to wink' 
th'usu- 'to cough' 
(stem/root+v) 
bcr~ 'to make fly by the wind' 
bioi~ 'to save' 
ga- 'cause to walk' 
r::~tu- (fig.) 'to steal in a small quantity' 
ra~ 'cause to rot' 
ra~ 'cause to stand' 
rina- 'to smell' 
mcko waisallcppc gyarnc paibat 'The boy used to gamble.' 
mckomi kumso p~wabat 'S!he has sang a song.' 
mckomi mar paiba?mc? 'What does s/he do?' 

pgla n. (c) 'bamboo' -pikyg (pi) 'bamboos' 
p;}la kyortstsa 'to cut the bamboo' 
gom pgla ka syibli kyorttalj 'I cut a bamboo for firewood.' 

p~lc n. (c, u) 'species of nettle (esp having large leaves)' girardinia heterophylla 

p~si n. (c) ''exercise' -pikyg (pi) 'exercises' \v) [from p;)tsa] 'did you two do?' 
brcsi pgsi 'writing exercise' 
pgsimi ko:tsa 'to look at the exercise' 
pgsi thumtsa 'to complete the exercise' 
gomi brcsi p~si thumtaiJ 'I completed the writing exercise.' 
mckopik pgsi p;)SO ko:nko:n ba?tcm£ 'They are looking at the exercise 
performance.' 
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-pa adv. par. 'way, manner' 
rimsopa p~tsa 'to do well' 
goi am ge rimsopa pauo 'Do your job well.' 

pan. (c) 'place' -pik(pl) 'places' cf. SYN khop 
meko pa rimso m~ba 'The place is not beautiful.' 

paitstsa vt. 'to wear, put on, tie' (esp. jewelry) paittu (p, 3sg) 'put on' paisso (pp, adj) 'put 
on' cf. SYN gup~sa, phetsil, li?tsa, muitstsa, reltsa (differ in manner) NEG m~ 
'not to put on' 

p'aitstsa vt. •to fasten, girdle, tie' (esp. for animal) p'aittu-p'aittau (p, 3sg) 'girdled' 
p'aisso (pp, adj) 'girdled' NEG m~ 'not to fasten' 

paitsa vt. to spin' paitu (p, 3sg) 'spun' pruso (pp, adj) 'spun' NEG m~- 'not to spin' 
syde paitsa 'to spin the thread' 
p~Irummi paltsa 'to spin by the spinning wheel' 
bosseph protsabli ostso paitsa malb~ 'The wool must be spun for weaving the 
woolen-blanket.' 
alee m~mami bosseph protsakali syde painim 'My mother spins the thread for 
weaving the woolen-blanket.' 

paiwa n. [pai < pwai] 'Kiriinti-Ba?yung's ancestor of Wallo Kirat' 

p'aser adj. ' 1dense, remains of boiled millet after distilling wine' 

parkot n. [- palk~ti; cf. parkuti in Kiranti-Ba] 'sweet-potato' 
parkot dotsa 'to dig out the sweet-potato' 
parkot loptsa 'to boil the sweet-potato' 
parkot nu reba 'sweet-potato and potato' 
gom parkot dotfu] 'I dug out the sweet-potato.' 
mskom parkot lopsa dzaptu 'S!he ate the sweet-potato having boiled.' 
parkotke TigeiJ l~l yo ba?b~ 'The colour of the sweet-potato is also red.' 

p'atsa vt. 'to open' [- pla?tsa] (esp. the mouth of ±animate including human) p'atu (p, 
3sg) 'opened' p'aso (pp, adj) 'opened' NEG m~ 'not to open' 

pan. 'tum' 

syo p'atsa 'to open the mouth' 
gyablike syo p'atsa 'to open th mouth of the bag, satchel' 
gyablimi k~op~t kurp~tsabli gyablike syo p'atsa malb~ 'The mouth of the 
satchel must be opened to put the books.' 
syo p'ako 'Open your mouth.' 

mul akc pa 'now my turn' 
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mul akc pa dza?t;;, 'Now it's my tum.' 

pEIJ n. (c) 'gun' ~piki (pl) 'guns' (See for use in p'uthc] cf. SYN p'uthE, tcbu, pErJ, apht2k 
pciJ gyaitstsa 'to cathch the gun' 

psnmar'itsa vt. 'to be in rows' 
r;;,kmits budi pcnmar'isa ga?tsa malb;;, 'We should walk in rows like ants.· 

pcra n. 'right' ANT gyura 
pcra hirsso 'Right tum.' 
go pcragc ba?nuiJ 'I sit on the left.' 

pHil) n. 'west' 
pcriiJ pisalJ 'west direction' 
pErii]g£ 'towards the west' 
na pcril)ga ob 'The sun sets in the west.' 

pidar n. 'worship' (partial RED pidfir-niimdfir) 
pidar p;;,tsa 'to worship' 
pidarbli syabu 'the millet beer for worship' 
kirantiankc pidar 'worship of the Kirantis' 
kirantiankc pidarmi syabu mddumthu mddumbd 'The millet beer is nccessar: 
in the worship of the Kirantis.' 
pidar syEr pito 'Bring the rice for worship.' 

-pikyd pl. suffix[~ piki > pik, puki > puk, pdki > p;,k] 'plural' (see also -an) 
murpiki 'men' 
bcrmopik 'cats' 
alpdk 'children' 
mE?piki 'they' 
gop;;)ki 'we' 
goipdki 'you' 
alpdki rEssikhT lamt£m£ 'The children went to the school.' 
murupdki durnkhTia glut£mc 'Men came out of the office.' 

pinda n. [s: Kiranti-Lim] 'floor' 
pindami raptsa 'to stand on the floor' 

pip n. (c) [<pipi] 1'king' ~pik(pl) 'kings' cf. SYN hopo as in tsuplu hopo; also cf. yabn: 
FEM pipim 2'god' SYN hopo FEM hopom 

pirsir n. 'whey' 
pirsir tutsa 'to drink the whey' 
pirsis bus dumb;;) 'Whey is white.' 
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pisfu] n. (c) [s: Kiranti-Lim] 'direction' ~pik(pl) 'directions' 

pith adv. [~pithgs or h~rsgs] 'thither, directional' 
pithgs ko:tsa 'to look thither' 
pithgs dortstsa 'to run thither' 
m£ko wrusal pithgs dorttu 'The boy ran thither.' 
goi pithgs lauo 'You go towards that direction.' 
god~ pithgs l~ti 'I went thither.' 

pitsa vi. [ < hitsa; marked for spatial deixies (Mokusu as consultant in NK Rai (2002)] 'to 
come up (level)' (verticality) dza?t~ (p, 3sg) 'carne up (level)' dza?so (pp, adj) 
'come up (level)' cf. SYN itsa, dza?tsa, kutsa 

pitstsa vt. [marked for spatial deixies; Mokusu as a consultant in NK Rai (2002)] 'to 
bring down (vertical)' pittu (p, 3sg) 'brought up' pisso(pp, adj.) 'brought up' 
cf. SYN hitstsa, tsa?tsa , kuitstsa NEG m~~ 'not to bring up (level)' 
5th pitstsa 'to bring hither' 
nstha pitstsa 'to fetch near' 
msko blstik 5th pito 'Bring that pen hither.' 
msko k')5p~t nstha pitms 'Please fetch the book near.' 
msko khy5p~t oth m~pito mskm oto 'Don't bring the book hither; keep it 
there.' 

p'itstsa vi. 'to fart' p'ittu (p, 3sg) 'farted' p'isso (pp, adj) 'farted' NEG m~~ 'not to fart' 
[cf. phitstsam (across a horizontal line) Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 2002: 150] cf. 
SYN ddlo ra?tsa (fig. suk€ ddlo ra:mwoo?) 'Who farted?' 
sus dz~somsrs p 'itstsa 'to fart while eating a lot' 
karsso koltsi nu fu] dz~sa p'itstsa 'to fart having eaten the roasted soybean and 
maize' 
am thsbmurua nstha p'itstsa mum: dumb~ 'It is shameful to fart in front of 
one's own respectable person(s).' 
goirni p'iss'? 'Did you (thou) fart?' 

pirsuli n. (c) 'weevil' cf. SYN th~kpo 

pirsulimi fu] dzaib~ 'The weevil destroys the maize.' 

pisfu] n. (s: Kiranit-Lim] 'direction' 
pisfu] k5itsa 'to show the direction' 
pisfu] hillop~tsa 'to ask the direction' 

piya n. (c) 'head' ~piki (pl) 'heads' 
thsb piya (lit.!fig.)'a big head/chief, boss (also see l~lpiya)' 
piya khaitstsa 'to have a headache' 
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piya bdtsa (fig.) 'to trouble' 
akc pi~a mdbau 'Don't trouble me.' 
piya k uitstsa (fig.) 'to be timid' 
€KO ala piya domo Thcb bamciii? 'How big head this baby has!' 
ilk£ piya k11aittd 'My head ached.' 
goi piya ts'iso 'You bathe your head.' 

pldwatsiwa n. 'disturbance' ~pdtsa vt. 'to disturb' 
gom pbwatsiwa p;)tikem blesp;)t bre?tsa m;)ts;)bu 'I could not write the letter 
because of disturbance.' 

plapsdla adj. 'helpless' 
go plapsdla dumti 'I became helpless.' 

pla?tsa vt. .tto narrate, 2open, reveal' pla?tu (p, 3sg) 'revealed' pla?so (pp, adj.) ·revealed· 
NEG m;;}~ 'to not reveal' 

plakatuli n. (c) 'umbrella' ~piky;;} (pi) 'umbrellas' SYN nan::msi 

plumdza n. 'fist' 
ake plumdza 'my fist' 
gom t;;}ubli ak€ plumdzami tuptal) 'I bit the son with my fist.' 

pl((lf)EK n. (ms) [< pl(r/f)eK.u] 'tears' 
pl(rlr)el<. nu r'issi 'tears and laughter' 
murua pl(r/neK. 'tears of man' 
l)iiSo mere pl(r/r)£1<. 'tears after weeping' 
mcko alk€ m'itsimi pl(r/r)£1<. taisau 'Tears appeared on the eyes of the child.' 
marde l)iiSii pl((lr)£K t'ogi? 'Why did you shed tears having wept?' 

plcr/neK.khai n. [pl(r/()eK.+khai] 'onion' 
pl((lr)£Kkhai nu makkho 'onion and garlic' 
ldl pl([lf)£1<.khai kyortstsa 'to cut the red onion' 
pl([/r)£Kkhai nu makkho kyorssa khaltsa 'to mix onion and garlic having cut' 
pl([lr)£Kkhai khalSo khai blobd 'The onion mixed curry will be tasty.' 
gom cK.o pl((/r)EKkhai gyaptiil) 'I bought this oninon.' 

pl(rlf)£-tsa vt. 'to forget' pl((/r)e-tu~au (p, 3sg) 'forgot' pl([lf)£-so (pp, adj) 'forgotten' NEG 
m~ 'not to forget' ANT mimtsa 'to remember' 
dopaiyo m;;}pl([/r)£-tsa 'not to forget anyhow' 
sappa pl((/r)£-tsa 'to forget frequently' 
ak;;}li pl([lr)£-tsa m;;}naild 'Please forget me not.' 
pl(r/f)£-tsa d;;} pl((/r)e-tsa bdnkapa pl((/r)£-tsa 'to forget wonderfully' 
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gom dd n0slo d0-tsan pl((/r)0-dubat 'I forgot to tell the news.' 

plcr/D)0?tsa vi. 'to jump' pl((/f)0?tu~au (p, 3sg) 'jumped' plcc/r)0?so 'jumped' NEG md~ 

'not to jump' 
al budi pl(c/f)0?tsa 'to jump like a child' 
sappa pl((/r)G?tsa 'to jump very much' 
goi mard0 al budi pl((/r)0?giooo? 'Why did you jump like a child?' (EMP) 
mipa pl((/r)s?sonu t'7sib 'One falls down while jumping like that.' 

pl(r/D)0tsa vt. 'to cut ( esp. thin objects like hair etc.) pl((/r)0tu (p, 3 sg) 'cut' pl(clr)Eso (pp, 
adj) 'cut' cf. SYN kyortstsa, khroitstsa, tss?tsa NEG m~ 'not to cut' 
tsa pl((/r)Etsa 'to have a hair cut' 
gom sinat akE tsa plcc/r)Epaittfu) 'I had had my hair cut yesterday.' 

plEtsa vt. 'to conclude' plEtu (p, 3sg) 'concluded' plEso (pp, adj.) 'concluded' NEG m~ 

'to not conclude' 

pl'itsa vt. 'to fill' (vs. bl'itsa) pl'itu (p, 3sg) 'filled' pl'iso (pp, adj.) 'filled' NEG m;}~ 'to 
not fill' 

plcc/r)upsE n. (c) 'comb' ~pikyd (pl) 'combs' 
pdlakE plupsE 'a comb made up of bamboo' 

po n. (c)[< pwa; historically implosive lpwl; (see gen. ~YE)] 'pig' ~piki (pl) 'pigs' 
posy£ 'pork' 
posy£ mdbdtsa 'not to have pork' 
tsdpo 'piglet' 
go posy£ bdtsa m;}dfu:JUIJ 'I do not like having pork.' 
E1<o imitstsili ts;}po sappa rimso ba?td 'This small piglet is very beautiful.' 
sump nu kel)gdrmi po thitsa mddumbd denim(i) 'It is said that the Brahmin 
and Chetri should not touch the pig.' 

pod n. (c) 'earthworm' ~piki (pl) 'earthworms' 
reu nu pod 'rain and earthworm' 
gyoso pod 'a long earthworm' 
reu isonu pod trusib 'Earthworm is seen while raining.' 
pod khdpmi ba?bd 'Earthworm lives in the soil.' 
pod lobi ba?bd 'Earthworm is soft.' 

po?tsa vt. (use force, order etc.) 'to wake up, get/stand up (cf. bo?tsa)' po?tu~au (p, 3sg) 
'woke up' po?so (pp, adj) 'woken up' NEG m~ 'not to wake up' 

po?tsi n. (c) 'knee' ~piki (pl) 'knees' 
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po?tsimi th£?tsa 'to tread by knee' 
po?tsi nu khoili 'knee and leg' 
ak£ po?tsimi p11uilumi thotau 'My knee is hit by the stone.' 
ak£ po?tsimi khaisso muls;)m m;)sa 'My knee-pain has not recovered yet.' 
sunibn ik£ po?tsi rimsopa himdo 'Shake you knee well early in the morning.' 

pola n. (c) 'hole' ~pikyd (pl) 'holes' cf. SYN porsoli 
nophak£ porsoli 'the hole of the ear' 

pol£ n. (c) 'sexual/reproductive organ' (ofM/FEM; generic tab.) 
goi pol£ (tab.) 
a pol£ dm£? (tab.) 
a pol£ dzau (tab.) 
goi polcmi mar paimy£ (tab.) 
ak£ pol£ r;)ksut;;l (tab.) 

polpol n. (u) 'calf' 
khoili nu polpol 'leg and calf 
polpollo?sitsa 'the calf to be overturned itself' (esp. as a sign of weakness) 
polpol khaitstsa 'to ache the calf' 
ak£ polpol khaitt;:J 'My calf ached.' 
pol pol khaitt;:J IJ;;llld dzil kh£?tsa malb;:J 'If the calf aches, one should oil it.' 

por exp. par. [Text source: 3.31] INTF/MAN por pl'atsa 'to open widely' 

poroiJ n. 'nomad' adj. porOIJSO 'nomadic' 
m£ko pOrolJ 'the/that nomad' 
m£ko porolJ t£k l;)m£? 'Where did the nomad go?' 

po?tsa vt. 'to make someone wake up, (fig.) raise' cf. bo?tsa po?tu (p, 3sg) 'made wake' 
po?tsa (pp, adj.) 'made wake' NEG m;)~ 'to not make wake' 

porsoli n. 'hole' (c) ~pikyd (pl) 'holes' cf. SYN pola 
r;)kmitsk£ porsoli 'the hole of the ant' 

porsolip;)tsa vt. 'to make a hole' porsolipaptu (p, 3sg) 'made a hole' porsolip;)so (pp) 
'made a hole' NEG porsolim;)p;:Jtsa 

pragn£slo: n. [S: Sans.+nat] 'pre-history' ~sits adj. 'pre-historical' 
pragm:slo: br£?siso m;)ba?bd 'what is pre-historical is unwritten' 

pr((/1)£-tsa vt. 'to forget' pr£-tu (p) 'forgot' pr£-so (pp, adj.) 'forgotten' NEG m;)~ 'to not 
forget' 
d£-t£klo: pr((fl)£-tsa 'to forget the message to be told' 
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pr({jl)stsa vt. 'to cut' (esp. non/human hair) cf. SYN khr(r/l)oitstsa, kyortstsa, tss?tsa, r'itsa) 

pr(r/l)otsa vt. 'to knit, weave' pr(r/l)otu~au (p, 3sg) 'knitted, wove' pr(r/l)oso (pp, adj.) 
'knitted, woven' NEG m;r.- 'not to knit, weave' 
ostsaks suit;:,r pr(r/l)otsa 'to knit sweater of the wool' 
karpst pr(r/l)otsa 'to weave carpet' 

inks m;:,mami karpst pr(rll)otcms 'Your mother wove a carpet.' 

go suit;:,r pr(r/hotsa m;:,danuiJ 'I don't like weaving the carpet.' 

pr(r/l)'otsa vi. 'to escape' pr(rll)'otu (p, 3sg) 'escaped' pr(r/l)'oso (pp, adj) 'escaped' NEG 

m~ 'not to escape' 
k~i budi pr(r/l)'otsa 'to escape like a thief 

m;:,tuittskpa pr(r/l))'otsa 'to escape secretly' 
msko waisal d;:, khui budin pr(r/l)'otu 'The boy escaped like a thief.' 

goi mards m;:,tuittskpa pl(r/l)ogi? 'Why did you escape secretly?' 

pr(r/l)oltsa 'to break, shatter' (vs. cf. broltsa) pr(r/l)oltu (p, 3sg) broke pr(r/l)olSo (pp, adj.) 
'broken' NEG m;:,~ 'not to break' 
eko bciJcns sumi pr((ll)ola? 'Who broke this plate?' 
gonimpham bslun pr((/l)olt;:,sku 'We two broke the baloon.' 

pr((/l)oltsa vt. 'to release, free, unbind, unfetter, let, loose, pardon, leave, give up (esp. 

cattle, man, place etc.)' pr(r/l)oitu (p, 3sg) 'gave up something' pr(r/l)oiso 
'given up something' NEG m;:,~ 'not to free' 
kyars yotsak;:,li pr(r/l)oitsa 'to set free the goat for grazing' 

bgiragmi k'l pr(r/l)Oitsa 'to desert the house in melancholy' 

tgumi b'I yo:tsabli pr(r/l)oitu 'The son released the cow for grazing.' 
aks aphpomi bairagmi k'l pr(r/l)Oitams 

gom msko khuibli mon pr(r/l)oital) 'I pardoned the thief without punishing.' 

pr(r/l)upss n. (c) 'comb' ~piki (pi) 'combs' 

pr(r/l)upsc nu tsa 'comb and hair' 

pr(r/l)upsemi tsa m'itsa 'to comb hair with a comb' 

pr(r/l)upss pith taitstsa 'to throw the comb thither' 

aks pr(r/l)upss nak gyapso ms 'My comb is bought recently.' 

piiib n. (c) 'beggar' ~piki (pl) 'beggars' cf. SYN piiit~::k, piiibmur, piiilat~:: 
piiib nu gsb 'a beggar and a giver' 
lami piiitsk 'a beggar in the street' 
piiibbli 'to the beggar' 
piiitsknu khui 'a thief with the beggar' 
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gom pilibbli gcrb gEtfu] 'I gave alms to the beggar.' 
mcko pilimur mard£ IJfunc? 'Why did the beggar cry?' 

pilibmur n. (c) (pilib+mur] cf. SYN ~ilit£k, pilib, piliHit£ , 
go mcko pilibmurbli k ild ka gwuiJ 'I give one rupee to that beggar. 

pilitck n. (c) cf. SYN pilib, pilibmur, pililat£ 
goi pilitck dumo 'Be a beggar.' 

pili latE n. (c) cf. SYN pilib, pilibmur, pilitck 

pilitsa vt. 'to beg, ask for, demand' pilitu (p, 3sg) 'begged' piliso (pp, adj) 'heggcd· NEG 

m;r- 'not to beg' 
m;:)manu kyct pilitsa 'to ask for money with the mother' 
busbwak yo pilitsa m£su yo khuitstsa (prov.) 'to hesitate while hcggint: 
ike m;:)manu blctik ka puno 'Ask for a pen with your mother.' 
gom goinu thots pilitfu] 'I asked for a help with you.' 

pulp;:)tsa vt. 'to invoke, worship' 
yabr£-gubrcbli pulp;:)tsa 'to invoke the ancestral god' 

pulu n. (c,u) 'ash, ashes' ' 
pulu dumtsa (euph.) 'cursing someone' 
syi tsosomcn: pulu dumbd 'The ash is made after burning the firewood 

pumtsa vt. 'to burry' pumtu (p, 3sg) 'hurried' pumso (pp, adj.) 'hurried' NEe; m~ t .. nPt 
burry' 

p'utsa vt. 'to fire (esp. a gun), cause something to explode (vs. see b'utsa 'to bla.'>t itself)' 
p'utu (p, 3sg) 'caused something to explode' p'uso (pp, adj) 'caused 
something to explode' 
NEG m;r.- 'to not cause to explode' 
sy£nmami p'uthc p'utau 'A soldier fired the gun.' 
HaiJmi p'uthc p'utsa d;:) p'utau syciJ mcko arnmin b'utau 'Hang blasted the 
gun but he himself burst.' 

putsa vt. 'to measure' 
tsirs putsa 'to measure the millet' 

p'uthE n. (c) 'gun' ~piki (pl) 'guns'cf. SYN tcbu, pel), aphtck 
p'uth£ p'utsa 'to fire a gun' 
p'uths taitstsa 'to throw the gun' 
p'uthcnu gyartstsa 'to play with the gun' 
sycnmami p'ut\; gyaitstsa malb;:) 'A soldier must hold the gun.' 
goi p'ut\:nu mdgyaro 'Don't play with the gun.' 
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puitstsa vt. 'to untie, undo, unfold' (esp. knot, cloth, bangle etc.) puittu (p, 3sg) 'undid' 
puisso (pp, adj.) 'undone' NEG m~- 'not to untie' 
gumlik puitstsa 'to undo the bangle' 
guns puitstsa 'to undo the sari' 
noths puitstsa 'to untie the knot' 
goi mcko gun£ puitto 'You undo the sari.' 
ak:s t~mimi gumlik puittu-au 'My daughter undid the bangle.' 

ph:}lgi n. (u) 'food variety' (ofboiled maize) 
bloso ph~lgi 'a tasty phalgi' 
mulat ph~lgi kctsa malb;;, 'Phalgi must be cooked today.' 

ph~lo n. (c) [<ph~lsktsu1J] 'spear' -pik (pl) 'spears' 
ph;;,lom tho?tsa 'to pierce with a spear' 

ph~piragi n. (c) 'desert' -piky~ (pl) 'deserts' 
ph~piragmi wak m;;,thisib 'Water cannot be found in the desert.' 

ph~s n. (u) [<ph;;~sys] 'air' 
ph~smi bsrp;;,tsa 'to make fly by the wind' 
ph;;~sp;;,tsa see p;;~tsa 
mulat m~rimso ph~s paptu 'The wind blew up badly today.' 
aks khyop~t ph~smi bsrpaptu 'The wind caused my book flew away.' 

ph~s n. (ms) [< ph~si] 'flour' 
sysrph~skc syoplc 'bread made up of the rice-flour' 
ts'irph~skc k;;,l 'porridge made up of the millet-flour' 
ph~s hiltsa 'to grind the flour' 
mskokc m~mami tssrbph~skc syoplc tso:tsms 'His/Her mother cooked the 
bread of the weat-flour.' 
gom mulat ts'irsph;;,skc bl dzatal) 'I had porridge of the millet-flour today.' 
t;;~mimi ph;;~s hiltu 'The daughter grinded the flour.' 

ph~skyu n. (c) 'airplane/aero-plane' -piki (pl) 'airplanes' 
ph~skyu bsrpaib nu ph~skyu 'pilot and the airplane' 
ph;;,skyumi bsrtstsa 'to fly in the airplane' 
ph~skyu bsrp~tsa 'to fly an airplane' 
Sukhrul)pa ph~skyu bsrpaib dumt~ 'Sukhrungpa became a pilot.' 
gom p~tkc ph~skyu syslt~ 'I made a paper airplane.' 
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phaitstsa vt. 'to exchange' phaittu (p, 3sg) 'exchanged' phaisso (pp) 'exchanged' NEG mg~
'to not exchange' 

ph~:;br£ n. (c) 'a unit of money' (esp. Yz rupee coin as 50 pence in Britain) 
phcbre ka gctsa 'to give a fifty paisa coin' 
phEbr£ ka lctstsa 'to return a fifty paisa coin' 
phcbr£ kami dd mardi yo m;)p'ibg 'Fifty paisa cannot buy anything.' 
ak£ ph£br£ ka dzamtg 'My fifty paisa got lost (itself).' 

ph£I)S£ n. (c) 'papaya' carica papaya ~pik (pi) 'papayas' cf. SYN mcu 
hgu ph£I)S£ 'the yellow papaya' 

ph£msi n. (c)[< ph£mtsa] 'spendthrift' ~pik(pl) spendthrifts' 
m£ko ph£msi waiisal 'the spendthrift boy' 
go phEmsi mgn;)IJ 'I am not a spendthrift.' 

p11 £rb;J n. (c) l> phcrb; < phErtstsa] 'tailor, one of the untouchable Hindu castes· d. "v" 
bumir, bfiber 
wa nu p11crbg 'the cloth and the tailor' 
m£ko p11crbg su m '0? 'Who is that tailor?' 

p110ro n. (c) 'area' ~piki (pl) 'areas' 
£KO ah phcro m£ 'This is my area.' 

p11£ts n. (c) 'part' ~piki (pi) 'parts' 
ph£ts ka 'part one' 
n£11£ ph£tspiki 'all parts' 
khyop;)h phcts 'part of the book' 
c'Ko khyopgtk£ ph£ts ka khasiso ba?tg 'One part of this book is tom.' 
gom m£ko khyop;)tk£ ph£ts kala gyapta.IJ 'I bought only one part of that book 
£'Ko khyopgtmi sus ph£tspiki ba?t£m£ 'This book has many parts.' 

ph£-ts n. (c) 'share' ~piki (pl) 'shares' 
p11£-ts gyaptsa 'to buy a share' 
th£b ph£-ts 'a big share' 
ph£-tsmi aphdr tatsa 'to ~t profit in the share' 
gom ph£-ts gyapso ky£tk Imi sappa aphdr ts£mtu 'The bank whose share I 
bought, earned a lot of profit.' 
gom ak£ fh£-ts l£tiil) 'I sold my share.' 
goi kyctk ih ph£-ts gyapmyd? 'Do you want to buy share of a bank?' 

ph£?tsa vt.'to put on, wear, get dressed' ph£?tu (p, 3sg) 'wore' ph£?So (pp, adj) 'worn' NEG 

mg~ 'not to wear' cf. SYN guphtsa, li?tsa, muitstsa, r£ltsa, paitstsa (differ in 
manner) 
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soth p\:?tsa 'to wear a shirt' 
sWJgcba phc?tsa 'to wear a coat' 
gom sul)geba phesiti 'I wore a coat.' 
logbmi soth phesau 'The coat is worn by the brother.' 

phctstsa vt. 'to bring, take sth out, extract' ( cf. gen. SYN soltsa, gluitsa) phcttu 'took out' 
phcsso 'taken out' NEG m;r 'not to take sth out' 
kcreiJla lopso thokporo phctstsa 'to bring out he boiled christophine from the 
pan' 
m'ila tsoso reb€ phctstsa 'to bring out the burnt potato from the fue' 
gom kubrla lopso bgi phctt~ 'I took out the boiled yam from the cooker.' 

phcndukom n. [s: Kiranti-Lim] cf. SYN kom 
phmdzckomtaptsa 'to play the harp' 

phcn€ n. 'ear-rim, regarding this shape' 
Tolgyuso phmE 'a hanging ear-rim' 

phcrere n. onomat. 'a sound of wind and rainfall' 
pherErepgtsa 'to make a sound of wind or rainfall' 
phererepa reu itg 'It rained noisily.' 
phererepa ph;}s paptu 'It winded noisily.' 

p\:rb(~) n. (c)[< phErtstsa] cf. SYN bumir [see also biibcr] 
pherbk€ gc 'profession of the tailor' 
mekomur p110rb me' 'He is a tailor.' 

phetstsi n. 'a kind of wild fruit, strawberry, myrica esculenta/nagi' (esp. sweet and sour 
taste but hard like nut and not exactly like strawberry) cf. SYN lglmits 
phrutsi maitsa 'to look for the straberry' 
go phctstsi sappa danWJ 'I like strawberry very much.' 

phD(rll)~ttsa 'to tie, bind' phle-tu (p, 3sg) 'tied' phle-so (pp, adj.) 'tied' NEG m~- 'to not 
bind' 
ri'so sosmal phr((/l)e-tsa 'to bind the collected (fig.)grass' 
gom b'ibli phr((ll)e-~ 'I bound the cow.' 

ph'itsa vt. 'to sweep' ph'itu (p, 3sg) 'swept' ph'iso (pp, adj.) 'swept' NEG mg- 'to not 
sweep' 
klona ph'itsa 'to sweep the room' 
goi klona ph'iko 'You sweep the room.' 

phlatsa vt. 'to differ' phlatu (p, 3sg) 'differed' phlaso (pp, adj.) NEG m;r 'to not differ' 
tscntsE nu khintsi phlamumnis 'Tsentse and Khintsi differ each other.' 
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phliptsa vi. 'to order' p11liptu (p, 3sg) 'ordered' phlipso (pp, adj.) 'ordered' cf. SYN, phlitsa., 
dr0tsa (s: N+Nat) NEG md~ 'to not order' 

phl0ksyi n. 'piece of wood' 
phleksyi guptsa 'to pick up the piece of wood' 

phlenkyo n. (c) 'boundary (fig.)'~ pik (pl) 
ragikc phlcnkyo 'boundary of the nation' 

pho: n. (c) 'car' ~piki (pl) 'cars' cf. SYN imkhdpkyu 
pho:kc hirtswarts 'wheel of the car' 
pho: dorp:;}tsa 'to drive a car' 
01<.0 pho: t0k gyabi? 'Where did you buy this car?' 
pho:ga otsa 'to enter inside the car' 
mekoke aphpo p11o: p11dpindomi be?td 'His/her father died in a car accident.· 
goi pho: hoissa tek laindyd? 'Where do you go by using the car.' 

phoro n. 'walnut' 
p11oro pr(()loltsa 'to break the walnut' 
p11oro bdtsa 'to have the walnut' 
go ph oro bdtsa danuiJ 'I like to have walnut.' 

phosyi 'tree used as grass for animal; ficus roxburghii' (N ~) 

phoT n. 'testicles' 
phoT rdksutsa 'to itch the testicles' 
phoTmi 0aitstsa 'to have pain in testicles' 

p11oti n. [spoken> phot] 'toponym in Kiranti-Koits (exoglotonym Sun(u)war)' 
ake k"r photi m0 'My house is in Photi.' 

phr0-s n. (c) 'sentence' ~~iki (pi) 'sentences' 
itsphrn-s nu p re-s 'phrase and sentence' 
durdapikila itsphr0-s munu itsphr0-sla phr£-s 'phrase from the words then 
sentence from the phrase' 
phr€-spiki bre?tsa 'to write sentences' 
durdapiki kurpdsa phnts syclsib 'Sentence is made out of words.' 
goimi brc?so phr£-s mddum 'The sentence you've written is incorrect.' 

phr(()uptsa vt. 'to defeat' phr(()uptu (p, 3sg) 'defeated' p\(()upso (pp, adj.) defeated' NEG 
'to not defeat' 

ph'u n. (c) [PT-B and in other Kiranti languages *PhUIJ] ~piki (pl) 'flowers' 
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boisso ph· u 'the blossomed flower' 
ph·u ke reltsi 'garland of the flower' 
reltsi l'itsa 'to thread (insertesp. in the needle's eye, beads, flowers) the 
garland' 
m~:>ko ph'u m~gupo 'Don't pluck the flower.' 
dodeb/doleb/dopa rimso ph'u! 'What a beautiful flower!' 
mcko l~l ph'u geyini 'Please give me the red flower.' 

phon. (u) 'snow' ~tsa 'yak's tail/hair' cf. SYN buli 
s'isi phil 'cold snow' 
phiimi b~so 'snowbite' 
phil do?tsa 'to snow' 
phiimi gyartstsa 'to play in the snow' 
tsomoloiJmami phil do?t~ 'It snowed on the Mt. Everest. 
philmi m~ga?ko 'Don't walk on the snow.' 
phil bub'u dumb~ 'Snow is white.' 

phukhai n. (u) 'cauliflower' 
phukhaikc khai kctsa 'to cook the cauliflower curry' 
phukhai khrumtsa 'to plant the cauliflower' 
phukhai nu rebc 'cauliflower and potato' 
phukhai keuo 'Cook the cauliflower.' 
meko phukhai boimeta 'The cauliflower has blossomed.' 
lopso phukhai tek odi? 'Where did you keep the boiled cauliflower curry?' 

phumb'i n. (c~ 'yak' ~piki (pl) 'yaks' 
p umb'ikc homok nu dzil 'yak's milk and ghee' 
phumb'i nu s~mdz/s~min 'yak and Sherpa tribe' 
phumb'i tsimtsa 'to milk the yak' 
phumb'i syisi Thcmmi Thrsib 'Yak is found in a cold place.' 
phumb'ikc homok nu dzil blob~ 'Yak's milk and ghee is tasty.' 

phu n. (c) [ < phUIJ in Kiranti-Lim, bUIJ in Kiranti-Rod] 'flower' ~piki (pl) 'flowers' 
sappa rimso phU(IJ) 'a beautiful flower' 

phur n. (c) 'colour' hue' ~pikyg (pl) 'colours' cf. SYN Tig~:>IJ, dzir 
phurp~tsa 'to paint' 
gom ake khibli lglphur buittiit) 'I painted my house red.' 

phurbl n. (c) [Eng+nat.] 'ball, football, a round object' ~piki (pl) 'balls' 
phurbl taitstsa 'to kick the ball' 
phurkgl gyartstsa 'to play football' 
phurbl samtsa 'to loose the football' 
disa go phurbl ka gyapnuiJ 'I'll buy a football tomorrow.' 
abl yo phurbl gyartstsa gc:ini 'Let me also allow to play the football.' 
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p11 'urots n. 'March' 
ph'urotsmi p\;,s 'wind in March' 
blmits ph'urotsmi mi?tsa 'to ripe strawberry (N m myrica esculenta) in 
March' 
ph'urotsmi hubtsi 'hoUsummer in March' 
ph'urotsmi ph;;,s paib 'March is windy.' 
ph'urotsmi phctstsi mi?bg 'Strawberry ripens in March.' 
ph'urotsmi hubtsi gob 'summer starts in March.' 

ph'uru n. (c) ~blending; ph'u+ru] 'garden' ~piki(pl) 'gardens' 
p 'urumi ph'u khrumtsa 'to plant the flower in the garden' 
ph' ururni usyerpiki 'butterflies in the garden' 
ph'uruk£ ph'u 'the flower ofthe garden' 
ph'urumi ph'upik boimat 'The flowers in the garden have blossomed.· 
p11 'ukc ne?thagu?tha burbu hirhir ba?teme 'The butterflies are roaming around 
the garden.' 
gomi ph'uru do:taiJ 'I dug the garden.' 

phuru n. 'a small pot used by shaman for doing cckl!'uyc in Kiranti-Koits culture' 
p11urumi bwak kurpgtsa 'to fill the phuru with water' 

p11 u?su n. (c) ·a sacred place near the fire-place in a Kiranti-Koits house' 
p11 u?sumi !dtsa mgdumb;) 'One cannot go to the p11u?su place.· 

:t cr b /b;)/ 

hd n. (c)(< 6wa, ?wa; implosive historically] 'fowl, rooster' ~pikyg (pl) 'fowls' 
bwa nu bard£ 'rooster and hawk' 
bwasye 'chicken (esp. meat)' 
kcr bd 'a black rooster' 
bwa thultsa rimso dumbg 'It is better to run poultry.' 
bd ka gyapo 'Buy a rooster.' 
bd thulo minu lesa kyet ts£mo 'Keep poultry and then earn money having sold 
them.' 

bgd;)l n. [s: Eng+nat] 'bottle' ~piki (pl) 'bottles' 
b;;,dgJk£ pussu 'lid of the bottle' 
bgd;;,lmi ribdo 'wine in the bottle' 
bgd;;,lke sidak 'medicine of the bottle' 
e"Ko b;;,d;;,lkc ribdo sumi tuiJa? 'Who drank the wine of this bottle?' 
goimi e"Ko bgdglk£ pussu m;)tgyi? 'Didn't you see the lid of this bottle?' 
gom tsctscr waisso bgd;;,l proltaiJ 'I broke the bottle which contained 
medicine.' 
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bdirag adj., n.-i (Sans.+nat) 'melancholy' 
b:;lirag dumtsa 'to be melancholic' ANT gyarsiso 
b:;liragmi 'in melancholy' 
bdirag p:;ltikf:m 'because of melancholy 
b:;liriig p:;lnp:;ln 'being melancholic' 
mapa bdiragi m:;ldumo 'Don't be melancholic in that manner.' 
goi b:;liragi dumsa mar pain:)y£ IJi'i? 'What will you do being a melancholic?' 
gom b:;liriigmi k'7 ploital) 'I left home in melancholy.' 

b:;lkhdl n. (c) 'pocket' -p:;lki (pl) 'pockets' 
sothk£ bdkhdl 'pocket of the shirt' 
bdkhdlmi 'in the pocket' 
bdkhdlk£ 'of the pocket' 
Tsurtsimi ky£t b:;lkh:;llmi waittu 'Cursi kept the money in the pocket.' 
gomi ak€ bl£tik bdkh;)lmi m;)thidu 'I did not find my pen in the pocket.' 
ak£ sothkf: bdkhdl gat 'My shirt's pocket tore away.' 

b;)la n. (c) 'shoulder' -p;)ki (pl) 'shoulders' 
bdlami bdla 'shoulder on shoulder' 
bdla g£tsa (fig.) 'to assist' 
bdlami bdla waitstsa (fig.) 'to unite' 
dzakin£ munu bdlami b;:)la waittinc 'Come then unite/help.' 
bdla khaisso p;:)tf:kc gom cKo p;:)la kurtstsa m;:)t5dbu 'I'm unable to carry this 
bamboo because of shoulder-pain.' 
lodb dumtsa de-so bdla budi m£ 'To be a brother means is support.' 

b;:)lma n. (c) 'quantity' 
k\op;)tk£ b;:)lma 'quantity of the book' 

bdm n. (c) [s: Eng+nat] 'bomb' -pik (pi) 'bombs' 
b;:)m bu?tsa (See bu?tsa) 

bdmil n. (c) 'termite' -p;:)ki (pi) cf. SYN d;:)mra 
imitstsili b:;lmil 'a small termite' 
kh;:)pmi b:;lmil 'the termite on the soil' 
r;)wa nu bdmil 'the tree and the termite' 
b:;lmilmi khdpkc dakin syclbd 'The termite builds heap out of the soil.' 
b:;lmilp:;lkim r;:)wa bainimi 'Termites destroy the log of trees.' 

bdph:;l} n. [ < bwopphdl] 'underarm, armpit' 
bdphdl r:;lksutsa 'to itch the armpit' 
bdphdlkf: tsa 'underarm-hair' 
ak£ bdphdl rina paptu 'My underarm smelt.' 
gom akc b:;lphdl ts' iti'il) 'I washed my armpit.' 
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b~ph~lmi n~msi bluissonu m~rimso rina m~paib 'The armpit doesn't smell 
bad while sprinkling perfume.' 

b~phu n. (c) [-?phu < bwaphu] 'egg' -piki (pi) 'eggs' 
b~phu loptsa 'to boil the egg' 

b~ridz~mda adj. 'happy' 
b~ridz~mda dumtsa 'to be happy' 

b~rithu n. (sg) 'greetings' 
gyube p~so p~tikem b~rithu Iii 'Greetings on your happy marriage· 

b~sarisaitstsa vt. 'to please' 
gom gyomrobli b~sarisaittfu] 'I pleased the officer.' 

b~tsa vt. 'to eat' (spec. vs. gen. dz~tsa) baptu (p, 3sg) 'ate' b~so (pp. adj.) ·eaten' NH. 

m~- 'to not eat' 
(h)obis b~tsa 'to eat cucumber' 
bilotsi b~tsa 'to eat guava' 
meko aidi khrlJa (h)obis khui p~sa sumi b~wa? 'Who ate the cucumber ofthv 
house below having stolen?' 
el<.o bilotsi bauo 'Eat this guava.' 

ba aux. 'is' (infl. ~tlom£, ~tas£, ~t;;1sku, banban, ~m·£, ~t;;J, ~b. ~b;;1 --n;,y'1:. ~nul), 

~msi,~bs£, -kine, ~b·a, -bat;;l>bat, -niki) 
akc kh~op;;lt tek ba me? 'Where is my book?' 
EKO k Imi kutsum m~ba 'There is no dog in this house.· 

ba?t;;l aux. [>bat] kumsopa babat;;l 'used to live singing' 

ba?yulJ n. [- (N) Bahing] 'one of the Kiranti tribes of Wallo 'near' Kirat neighbouring 
with Kiranti-Koits ' 

barg n. (c) 'trap' -piky~ (pl) 'traps' 
itsubarg 'mouse trap' 

barde n. (c)[-< bwardc; also see kuhi, sikhre] 'hawk, vulture, eagle, aquila' ~p;;lki (pi) 
'hawks' 
bard£ nu bwa 'hawk and cock' 
bardemi bwa yoltsa 'to attack ( esp. take away) rooster by the hawk· 
bard£ nu sye 'hawk and meat' 
bardepik bemimi 'Hawks fly.' 
bardemi ts'ib yo saib;;l 'The hawk kills a bird also.' 
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ba?tsa vi. 'to stay, sit down, have a seat, reside, dwell in, be located aUin' ba'ttu (p, 3sg) 
'sat, dwelt in etc.' ba?so (pp, adj) 'sat, resided etc.' NEG m:r- 'to not stay' 
5th ba?tsa 'sit hither' 
k'1mi lo:p~sa ba'ttsa 'to stay at home having a talk' 
okh~ldhmJam ba?tsa 'to be located in Okhaldhunga' 
m~i m~p~thu m~ba?tsa 'not to stay aimlessly' 
syEth ba?tsa 'to live doing nothing' 
khruissa ba?tsa 'to remain underground, hidden' 
go ttkd m~manu khymi ba?ti 'I stayed at home without going anywhere.' 
EKE m~ba?ko 'Don't sit here.' 
goi UKmi ba?ko 'Live in the UK.' 

barssithil n. (var.) 'acknowledgementcs)' 
barssithil p~tsa 'to acknowledge' 
barssithil bn>?tsa 'to write acknowledgement' 
k\op~tmi bre?siso barssithil 'acknowledgements written in the book' 
E'Ko barssithilmi ak£ nc waissiso m~ba 'My name has not been mentioned in 
this acknowledgement.' 
gom sK.o barssithil rcttiiiJ 'I read this acknowledgement.' 

baslo: n. (c) 'fact' ~pik (pl) 'facts' 
goimi baslo: ds-tsa malb~ 'You should tell the truth.' 

bsoEr n. 'a toponym in Kiranti-Koits mother tongue' (presently located at 
Khijichandeshwori voc) 

bslun n. (c) [s: Eng+nat] 'balloon' ~piki (pl) 'balloons' 
alpuki nu bclun 'children and balloon' 
bclun gyartstsa 'to play the balloon' 
bclun bsrpaitstsa 'to fly the balloon' 
alpuki bElunruk gyartstsa danimi 'Children like to play balloons.' 
EKO bclun k ~rsso ba 'This balloon is expensive.' 

bciJCOE n. (c) 'plate' ~piki (pl) 'plates' 
bEIJEnsmi sysr waitstsa 'to put rice (esp. uncooked one) in the plate' 
bEIJEnE pr(r/l)oltsa 'to break the plate' 
bEIJEllc syEtsa 'to clean the plate' 
mEko bEIJcnEmi waisso kh~mc sumi dz~wa? 'Who ate the rice ( esp. cooked 
one) put in the plate?' 

bsrmo n. (c) [bsrama, birama etc. in other Kiranti languages] 'cat' ~piki (pl) 'cats' 
bErmo nu itsu 'cat and rat' 
bsrmokc gE-ts 'eat's claws' 
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bsrmomi dzoik€ kul 'tiger's face in the cat' 
bsrmomi itsu saittu 'The cat killed the rat.' 
bsrmo dzoi budin dumb~ 'The cat is similar to tiger.' 
msko bsrmo bl£mdiatari ba?tu 'The cat sat on the mat.' 

bsrtstsa vi. 'to fly' bsrtt;;, (p, 3sg) 'flew' bsrsso (pp, adj) 'flown' NEG m;r 'not to fly' 
ts'ib budi bsrtstsa 'to fly like an bird' 
lo bsry;;, (fig.) 'Let us hurry up.' 
ah thu t£k b£rtstsa khodsb dumt;;, (fig.) 'I am melancholic.' 
koiJ koiJ m£ko killo marpa bErm£? 'Look! Look at the black-bird how it 
flew?' 

bcrpaitstsa vt. [~ b£rp;;,tsa] 'cause to fly' bcrpaittu (p, 3sg) 'caused to fly" bsrpaisso (pp 
adj) 'caused to fly' NEG m~~ 'not to cause to fly' 
p11~skyu bsrp~tsa 'to fly airplane' 
phuilu apsa ts'ibbli bsrp;;,tsa 'cause to fly the bird having stoned' 
m£ko ph~skyub£rpaibmi p11~skyu bsrpaittu 'The pilot flew the airplane.· 
systs'ibpaibmi ts'ibpuki bsrpaittu 'The hunter caused the birds to fly.' 

b~;?tsa vi. 'to die' bs?tu/~ (p, 3sg) 'died' bs?so (pp, adj) 'died' NEG m;)-~ ·not to die· 
dz;)rmstsa nu b£?tsa 'to born and to die' 
bs?tsi nu dz~rmstsi 'death and birth' 
msko marpa bs?m's? 'How did slhe die?' 
s-ko kutsum bs?tsa ts'itau 'This dog is going to die.' 
nslls mur bs?nimi 'All men die.' 

bs?so adj. 'dead' 

bs?so mur 'the dead man' 
bs?so nu boiso 'dead and living' 

bs?tsi n. [ ~ bs?si] 'death' 
murua bs?si 'death of a man' 
b£?tsi nu boisi 'life and death' 

ak£ bs?si rimso duml~ (fig.) 'May my death be honourable.' 
go bc?tsi nu boitsi dumti (fig.) 'I am much troubled.' 
gom b£?tsia kumso br£?taiJ'I wrote an elegy.' 

b'i n. (c) 'cow' ~piki (pl) 'cows' M byaph 
b'i nu byaph 'ox and cow' 
b'ik£ homok 'cow's milk' 
b'i yotsa 'to graze the cow' 
go b'ik£ homok t'unuiJ 'I drink cow's milk.' 
ak£ sa b'ipik ba?tsm£ '[have three cows.' 
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akc wumi b'i yo:tu 'My grazed the cow.' 

bilbil n. 'end' 
mckok£ bilbil 'his/her end' 

bilotsi n. (c) 'guava' ~piky~ (pl) 'guavas' 
bilotsi mitsa 'to ripen the guava' 

biri n. (c) 'cockroach' ~pik (pl) cockroaches' 
biri khcrtstsa 'to chase the cockroach' 

bitthi n. (c)(> bith] 'marten, red panda' ~piki (pl) 'martens' 
bitthi nu bwa 'marten and rooster' 
bitthi nu t~tt£ (folk belief) 'marten and ill-omen' 
imitstsili bitthi 'a small marten' 
bitthimi bwa saib~ 'The marten kills the fowl.' 
Hi khoissonu bitthi t~so mer£ t~tt£ dumb~ 'It is ill-omen to see a marten while 
going somewhere.' 

bitl£ adj. 'blunt' ANT hirhir (also v. PROG) 

bitl£ ts'ubu 'a blunt Gurkha knife' 

b'itsi n. [> b'its] 'sugarcane' 
b'itsi b~tsa 'to eat sugarcane' 
b'itsi nipsa khudo 'syrup having pressed the sugarcane' 
gom akc rumi b'itsi khrumtiiiJ 'I planted the sugarcane in my land.' 
b'itsibli ky£tos ~I)b yo dc-nimi 'Sugarcane is also known as cash-crop.' 

bitsdom n. (u) 'molasses, treacle, tart' 

bitsdzidz n. 'sugar'cf. SYN b'itsi 
homokmi bitsdzidz 'milk in the sugar' 
gyursso hulukmi bitsdzidz khaltsa 'to mix sugar in the sour curd' 
dzitsi nu h'isi 'sugar and salt' 
roiJmi itsikhoi bitsdzidz gyaptu 'Rong bought a little sugar.' 
sus bitsdzidz dz~tsa rimso m~dumb~ 'It is not good to have much sugar.' 

bitstsa vt. 'to accept, agree, approve' n. bissilo: 'agreement' 

biTamin n. [s: Eng+nat] 'vitamin' 
gim nu biTarnin 'body and vitamin' 
aT gimbli biTamin m~dumthu m~dumb~ 'Vitamin is necessary for our body.' 

bl~latsila adj. 'scattered' 
bl~latsila dumso s~phapik 'the scattered leaves' 
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bl~tsa .Ito burn, light itself' [Text source: 1.87] 2'to accept' [Text source: 3.36] 

blatsa vt. 'to adopt' 

blsmdi n. (c) 'mat' ~piki (pl) 'mats' 
blsmdimi ba?tsa 'to sit on the mat' 
blsmdimi sysltsa 'to make a mat' 
kiirpst~rmi syik£ blsmdimi ka sysltu 'The carpenter made up a mat of the 
wood.' 

blsmsyi n. (c) 'log' ~pik (pi) 'logs' 
Thsb blsmsyi ka 'a big log of wood' 

blsptso n. (c) [also in other Kiranti languages like Ba?yung] 'finger' ~piki (pi) 'fingerS 
gui kami tp blsptso 'five fmgers in one hand' 
bogs (~sbblsptso)mi 'by the thumb' 
bogsblssd (fig.) 'illiterate' 
aks m~ma d~ bogsblsssl bka n~mi 'My mother is illiterate.· 
ni?si guimi g~u blsptso banimi 'There are ten fingers in two hands.' 
mskok£ blsptso dz'i?t~ 'His/her finger broke.' 

blsssthsK:a n. (c) 'alphabet' ~piki (pl) 'alphabets' cf. SYN morsi 
Kiranti-Koits lo:h blsssthsK:a!morsi 'alphabet of the Kiranti-Koits language 

blimtsa vt. 'to change' 
gyapso wa blimtsa 'to change the cloth bought previously' 

bliptsa vt. 'to relate' 

bl'itsa vi. 'to get filled (itselfvs. pl'itsa) bl'itu (p, 3sg) 'got filled' bl'iso 'got filled' NEG 
m~ 'not to get filled (itself)' 
g~r bl'itsa 'to get filled the soil-pot' 
bl 'iso b~d~l 'the filled bottle' 
bothsrmi daisso msko g~r bl 'imst~ 'The soil-pot put at the tap has been 
filled.' 

blitsa vt. 'to get trouble' cf. SYN yorbstsa 

bl'isyi n. (c) 'content' ~pikj (pi) 'contents' 
khyop~tks bl'isyi 'content of the book' 
bl'isyi §ydtsa 'to make a content' 
bl'isyimi ko:tsa 'to look at the content' 
msko khyop~tk£ bl'isyimi koiJO 'Look at the content of the book.' 
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mards s'Ko k\op;:,tmi bl'isyi waisso m;:,ba sya? 'Why does not this book 
have content?' 
goimi bl 'isyimi koyi? 'Did you look at the content?' 

bloso adj. [ < blosyo] 'tasty' sappa bloso 'too much tasty' 
bloso kh;:)me-khai 'a tasty rice and curry' 

bluitsa vt. 'to sprinkle' bluitu (p, 3sg) 'sprinkled' bluiso (pp, adj.) 'sprinkled' NEG m;:,~ 

'to not sprinkle' 

bl((/r)ukums;:,la n. 'delight' 
syil ko:sa blukums;:,la dumtsa 'to be delighted having seen the dance' 

boitstsa vt. 'to bloom, blossom, unfold' boitt;:, (p, 3sg) 'bloomed' boisso (pp, adj.) 
'bloomed' NEG m~ 'not to bloom' 
boisso phu(IJ) 'the bloomed flower' 
phu(IJ) buid:;,wa 'flower and the black bee' 
phurumi phu(IJ) boimet 'The flower has blossomed in the garden.' 
numaphUI]mi a mk£ tsami phU(IJ) kyuittaw;:, 'Numaphung insertd the flower in 
her hair.' 
meko s 'uthiphU(IJ) pi to 'Fetch the merigold.' 

boitsa vi. 'to survive, live, annex, connect' boital) (p, 3sg) 'survived' boiso (pp, adj) 
'survived' NEG m;:,~ 'not to survive, live' 

bos n. 'wool' cf. SYN ostsa [also < ~tsam in some other Kiranti languages] 

bosits adj. 'woolen' cf. SYN boswa 
go bosits wa gyapnuiJ 'I buy the woolen-cloth.' 

bosp:;,t(i) [ < bogy;:)p;:)t also bogpat£ (sic; Borchers 2003: 77) also cf. baspati in 
RwaDhu!Wambule (Opgenort 2002: 22)] n. 'Indian trumpet flower' oroxylum 
indicum (N ~) 

bosssph n. (c) 'woolen blanket (esp. woven by hand) -piki (pi) 'woolen blankets' 
bossephmi ba?tsa 'to sit on the woolen blanket' 
ostsaks bosseph 'the woolen blanket made up ofwool' 
bosse~h lstsa 'to sell the woolen blanket' 
ake k 1mi ka bosseph ba 'There is one woolen blanket in my house.' 
mul bosssph protekmur m:;,th 'Isib 'Nowdays one cannot find the woolen 
blanket maker.' 

boswa adj. cf. SYN bosits 

bog£ n. (c) 'thumb' -piki (pl) 'thumbs' cf. SYN thebbleptso 



boge mi 'by the thumb' 
bogebles£1 (fig.) 'illiterate' 
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boge himtsa 'to shake the thumb' 
ni?si guil)a ni?si boge 'two thumbs of two hands' 
bogemi tho:tsa 'to pierce with the thumb' 
goimi mopa boge marde himdi? 'Why did you shake the thumb in that way?' 
gom ak£ boge hirttfu) mardeh;ma go tds koitsa malnuiJ 'I turned round my 
thumb because I want to show caricature.' 
ak£ mdma dd bogebles£1 bka ndmi 'My mother is an illiterate.· 

bothtr£ n. (c) 'tap, faucet' 
bothsrsmi bwak daitstsa/pl 'Itsa 'to fill the water in the tap' 

bo?tsa vi. 'to wake up (esp. selfvs. po?tsa), geUstand up, disperse' bo?tu~d (p. _1sg) 

'woke up' bo?so (pp, adj) 'woken up' NEG md~ 'not to wake up' 

ipsila bo?tsa 'to wake up from sleep' 
ba?so blsmdila bo?tsa 'to stand up from the sitting mat' 

go yo mul bo?ti 'I also stood up now.' 

gundsri gyakosi disa sunisdm bo?bd 'The Gunderi bazaar disperses till 
tomorrow morning.'* 

br;:1m n. 'buckwheat' fagopyrum esculatum (N 1:fi11R) 
br;:Jmphdsk£ syoplc 'bread of the buckwheat-flour' 

bran. (c) l~ bl(()a]'arrow' ~piki (pi) 'arrows' 
brami tho:tsa 'to pierce with an arrow' 
bra aptsa 'to shoot an arrow' 
bra nu li 'arrow and bow' 
systsibpaibmi ts'ibbli brami aphtu 'The hunter shot the bird with the arrow_· 
bra the "kerb: sydsib 'Arrow is made up of iron.' 
brami abli th'otu 'The arrow pierced me.' 

brcb n. (c) 'author, writer' ~piki (pl) 'authors, writers' 
khyopdtk£ brebmur 'writer of the book' 
breb dumtsa 'to be an author' 
brcb nu kumsopaib 'author and singer' 
cKO khyopdtk£ brcbmur sums? 'Who is the author of this book?' 
srciJpo brcb nu kumsopaib mur dumtd 'Shrengpo became an author and a 
singer.' 

brs?tsa vt. [~ bl(()c?tsa]'to write' brs?tu (p, 3sg) 'wrote' brc?so (pp, adj) 'written' NEG 

md~ 'not to write' 
kumso brc?tsa 'to write a song' 
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rimsopa bn:?tsa 'to write beautifully' 
gom bli>Sp:Jt bra?taiJ 'I wrote a letter.' 
mako mur ritslopuki bra?b;) 'The man writes stories.' 
modab olollo m:Jbra?ko 'Don't write such filthy thing.' 

bra?takc 1n. (c)[> bra'ltak; also br(r/r)a?tikc>br((lr)a'ltik] 'pen, ball-pen, pencil' -piki (pi) 

'pens' 
brs?tsk nu braswii(ni) 'pen and ink' 
brs?ttkmi brs?tsa 'to write with a pen' 
bra?tskka koisi 'the symbol of pen' 
gok:Jli bra?tak ka pito 'Fetch me a pen.' 
bra?tsk m:Jba?so p;Jtikc gom blasp:Jt blatsa m;Jts:Jbu 'I couldn't write a letter 
due to the lack of a pen.' 

bra?tskc 2nom. (h) [> bra?tak; also br(r/l)a?tikc>br(r/l)a?tik] 'wrieter, writing' 
brs?tsks p:Jt 'a writing paper' 
itsikhoi brs?ffik brssni 'some drops of writing ink' 
thilii brs?tsk lo: 'an expression of the heart to be written' 

brssa n. (c)[> brss] 'script' -piki (pl) 'scripts' 
Kiranti-Koitskc brsss 'the script of the Kiranti-Koits 
Kiranti-Koitskc brasami brasiso 'written in the Kiranti-Koits script' 
brass bm?tsa sys-sitsa 'to learn to write the script' 
Kiranti-Koits brass sya-sitsa gyupso ba 'It is easy to learn the Kiranti-Koits 
script.' 
gom Kiranti-Koits brsss sya-siti 'I learnt the Kiranti-Koits script.' 

brssi n. (c) 'writing' -piki (pi) 'writings' 
brssi p:Jtsa 'to do writing' 
rimso brasi 'a beautiful writing' 
dzamso brssi thitstsa 'to find out the missing writing' 
gom s:Jira aka dzamso brasi thittill) 'I found my missising writing from a long 
time ago.' 
£Ko brssi sappa rimso ba?t;J 'This writing is extremely beautiful.' 
rimso brasimi kugya glab;J 'A fine writing wins a prize.' 

brssni n. (u) [also -wa] 'ink' 
g~;; 'Jrasni 'green ink' 
brsswa thurnsitsa 'to be the ink over (itself)' 
brssni so:tsa 'to get the ink dried' 
aka blstikmi brsswa kurpauo 'Fill the ink in my pen.' 
go kcr br£snimi bn::nuiJ 'I write with black ink.' 
aka brssni surni khui pgwa? 'Who stole my ink?' 
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br(c/l)oltsa vi. (see also b'utsa] 'to break away (esp. itself)' br(c/l)oltg (p, 3sg) 'broke 

away' br(c/l)olSo (pp, adj) 'broken away' NEG md'--' 'not to break away' 

sycl)gh::I)pa br(c/l)oltsa 'to shatter noisily' 
mcko bgdgJ do ?Sa br(c/l)oltun 'The bottle broke having fallen down.· 

c'Ko kiiJIO dopa br(c/l)olmc? 'How did this Radio broke?' 

br(cll)olSo adj. 'broken' 

br(c/l)oso lul)gir 'the broken heart' 

br((li)o:tsa vt. 'to be tasty' br((/l)o:tg (p, 3sg) 'became tasty' br((/i)o:so ·become tasty· 
NEG mg~ 'not to be tasty' 
sappa br<rli)o:tsa 'to be very tasty' 
br((/l)o:tsa malbg 'must be tasty' 

dopa br((/i)o:so parkot ba?mc? 'How tasty sweet-potato it is 1• 

c'Ko Iopso thokporo dg sappa bro:so ba?t;:, 'This boiled christoph inc is \en 

tasty.' 
gom tsoso syoplc bro:tg 'The bread which I made became tasty.' 

br((/l)o:so adj. 'tasty' 

br((li)o:so reb£ 'the tasty potato' 

-bu n. PLIDU '-hood, group of something/somebody' 
Koitsbu 'Kiranti-Sunuwar society' 
S;:)mibu 'daghter and daughter-in-law' 

blilduwa n. (c) 'black hornet' ~pik (pl) 'black hornets' 
mcko buidgwa bcrbg 'The black hornet flies.' 

bilbcr n. See bumir 

budi 1adj., conj., postp. [> bu:d] (only after noun) 'similar to sb/sth., in the same way as, 
having similar ~ualities to another person or thing ( = with similar interests and 
opinions) SYN k 5dcb 
d£-so bud 'as said' 
mum bud 'like man' 
go bud 'like me' 
mcko mur go budin mimbg 'The man thinks like me.' 
goimi yo ilk£ budin s5Th phcgcba?tg 'You also have worn a shirt similar to 
mine.' 
gom de-so budi pauo 'Do in the same way as I said.' 

budi 2n. (c) 'ape' (budi has its tail) ~piki (pl) 'apes' 
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wakim budi 'ape in the jungle' 
mur khod~::so budi 'the man-like ape' 
budia kul 'ape's face' 
budia kur k~::r nu moroa kulldl 'ape's face black and monkey's face red' 
moro imitstsili dumbd IJdnd budi th~::b dumbd 'The monkey is small while the 
ape is big.' 
budim kogr~::dz mddzaib 'The ape doesn't eat maize.' 

bukma n. 'a technique of potato plantation' 

bulgy~::ts n. (c) 'problem' ~pikyd (pl) 'problems' 

bulSi n. 'fire-flame/ball' ~pik (pl) 'fire-flames' 

bulsu n. (c) 'ghost, 'spirit" ~pik (pl) 'ghosts' cf. SYN hiigro, bulSo!u, honmasd~::l, ?walSil, 
bulnu/o 
gom bulsu mdtdso ba?ti 'I haven't seen a ghost.' 

bumir n. (c) [See also biib~::r]'tailor' ~piki (pl) 'tailors' SYN ph~::rb(d) 
bumir nu wa 'tailor and cloth' 
gyakosimi huber 'tailor at the market' 
bumirk~:: kul(i) 'face of the tailor' 
biib~::rmi wa ph~::rbd 'The tailor sews cloths.' 
bumirmi dopaiyo wa khuibd de-nimi 'It is said that the tailor hides some 
pieces of cloths anyhow.' 
biib~::rmi sof imitstsili ph~::raba?td (fig.) 'The tailor has made the shirt tight.' 

bumkcr n. 'tunnel' 
bumkcrga 'inside the tunnel' 
bumkarga otsa 'to enter inside the tunnel' 

bu?tsa vt. 'to blast itself bu?td (p, 3sg) 'blasted itself bu?5o (pp, adj.) 'blasted itself NEG 

m~ 'to not blast' 
mako bdm bu?td 'The bomb blasted.' 

burbu n. (c) cf. SYN usycr, dzirbcr; See use in u.Sycr 

burots n. 'September' 
burotsmi 'in September' 
dz'ihotsnol~:: burots 'September after August' 
burotsla 'from September' 
aka dZdrm~::so sin burots me 'My birth-month is September.' 
burotsmi bur mitsa gob 'Paddy starts ripening in September.' 
burots rimso sin me 'September is a beautiful month.' 
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buru n. [>bur] 'paddy, un-husked rice' [cf. bute Kiranti-Ha; Shakya (1971: 92)] 
bur kh;)mc; 'cooked rice of un-cooked rice (lit. rice of rice)' 
bur khr(r/[)Umtsa 'to plant rice' 
burrumi bur khr(r/()mtsa malb;) 'Paddy must be planted in the paddy-field.' 
bur kh;)mc dz;)ndz;)n syil p;)np;)n (rhy.) 
iikc: burrumi yo bur m'ibd 'The paddy ripens in my paddy-field also.' 

bu:s n. (c) 'snake' -piki (pl) 'snakes'cf. SYN sibla (spec.) 
bu:s saitstsa 'to kill the snake' 
bwardc: nu bu:s 'hawk and snake' 
c:'Kc: bu:s bc:mc:t 'A snake has died here.' 
mulat gom thc:b bu:s ka tataiJ 'I saw a big snake today.' 
mc:ko al bu:smi ko?so pdtikc bc:tu 'The child died of snake-bite.' 

busyc: adj. [>bus] 'white' 
bus tigc:IJ 'white colour' 
bus muru 'white man· 
bus nu kcr 'black and white' 
busmi kcr 'black in white' 
mc:ko bus pdt tc:k ba?mc: 'Where is the white paper?' 
mc:ko bus khl akc: me: 'The white house is mine.' 
bus phur gyaptsa m;)malbd 'You shouldn't buy the white colour.· 

b'usu n. (c) 'owl' ~piki (pi) 'owls' 
nadomi b'usu 'owl in the night' 
b'usu budi ba?tsa 'to sit down like an owl' 
b'usukc m'itsi 'eye of the owl' 
b'usumi nado m'itsi tatsa tsabba 'Owl can see eyes at night.' 
b'usu nado la bcrbd 'The owl flies only at night.' 
go dd b'usu budi m'its m;}t;)tc:k dumti ooo ... 'I became blind like an owl.' 

b'utsa vi. [see also br(li()oltsa] 'to blast (esp. itself) like balloon' b'utd (p, 3sg) 'blasted' 
b'usho (pp, adj) 'blasted' NEG m~ 'to not blast' 

buT11ul n. (c) 'cymbal' cf. SYN grcoulma 
buT11ul 6aptsa 'to play the cymbal' 

byap11po n. (c)[> byaph] 'ox' -piki (pi) 'oxen' FEM b'i 
byaph watsa 'to plough the ox' 
byaph bli t11 'o:tsa (fig.) 'to castrate, geld the ox' 
byaph yo:tsa 'to graze the ox' 
gom byaph wataiJ 'I ploughed the ox.' 
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ruwatsbli ruwatsa byap11 m;Jdumthu m;Jdumb;J 'Ox is necessary for a farmer 
to plough the land/field.' 

bwa n. (c) [> b;J; also pwa in some idiolects] 'rooster' 
mcko l;Jl bwa 'the red rooster' 

bwardc n. (c) see bard£ 

bwasyc n. see b;J [ < ?wasy£, bwasy£, pwasy£] 
mar p;Jtsa do p;Jtsa pwasy£ dzaib rap;Jtsa (rhy.) 

JR l1 m lm~l 

-m;Ji par. [esp. in interrogation] 'uncertainty, probability' [Text source: 3.30] 
mcko mur t£ bamm~i? 'Where is that man?' 
m£ko al gma k11I l£bbam~i? 'When does the child return home?' 

m~dumthu postp., adv. 'without, not having or showing sth' 

mdit adj. 'old, worn out'cf. SYN s~is~IJa, dz£so ANT n~k 

m~it lo: 'old fact, speech' 
s;JiS~IJa ritslo: 'old story' 
dz£so 'the worn out cloth' 
s~iS:::)IJa muru 'olden people' 
gom m;Jit lo:pik prctal) 'I forgot the old facts, speeches.' 
mul s;JiS;JIJa murpik m~thisib 'The olden people cannot be found nowadays.' 
gom m£ko dz£so gun£ taittal) 'I threw away the worn out saree/skirt.' 

m~dzda n. (tab.) 'fucker, bugger' [Text source: 3.30] 

m~m~i excl., neg. par. [~ m~m£] 'no, not' (esp. gives a negative reply or statement or in 
askiiJ questions) 
m~m~i! 'No! Not!' 
£Ko oo dumt;J, m~m~i d£? 'This happened this this, isn't it?' 
m£ko lo: d~ mo m:::)m;Ji 'That facUspeech isn't so.' 
mo m;Jm;Ji 'This is not so.' 

m;Jma n. (c) 'mother' ~lo: 'mother tongue' cf. SYN am, imma 

m;Jp;Jthu adv. 'without doing' 
~£rm;Jp;Jthu 'without making happy' 
k yurm;Jp;Jthu 'without having dehydration' 
roim;Jp;Jthu 'without being ill, sick' 
m£ko k11;Jlpa roim;Jp;Jthu b£?t;J 'The old man died without being sick.' 
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ak£ t~umi gobli hillom~p~thu m'isyc: ts'atu 'My son brought a wife without 
asking me.' 

m~r~iyo pron. [- m~r~i, mar~iyo] 'nothing' 
mc:kok£ b~k11~lmi mar~iyo m~ba 'There was nothing in his/her pocket.· 
ak£ kh1mi dz~tc:k mJr~iyo m~ba 'Thire is nothing to eat in my house.· 
m~mami abl m~r~i m~dc:-m:J 'The mother didn't tell me anything.' 
gom gyakosim gyaptc:k£ m:Jr:Jiyo m:Jthidu 'I didn't find anything to huy in the 
market.' 

m:Jrimso adj.[- m:Jrimsyo] 'bad' ANT rimso 
mJrimso nu rimso 'good and bad' 
m:Jrimso mur 'a bad person' 
m:Jrimsopa thaitstsa 'to beat severely' 
goi gc:naiyo m:Jrimso gc m:Jpauo 'Never do a bad job.' 
mopa mardc: mJrimso dumtsa? 'Why (do) you be bad in that way·.) 
gom m0rimso lo: nc:tsa maltawa 'I had to hear a bad news.' 

m~sogm n. ·virtue· ANT sogcn 
mJsogw dumtsa 'to a virtuous one' 
ak£ m;:,ma m0sogc:n ba?tcmc 'My mother is/was virtuous one.· 

malb;:, mod v. (also 3sg ofmaltsa) 1'must, should' 2s/he searches' NEG m;:,- ·must 1\ll' 

p;:,tsa malbJ 'must do. 
dzJtsa malbd ·must eat' 
sinima ko:tsa malb:J ·should watch the cenema' 
k11I btsa malbd 'must go home' 
go mul dumkh1 btsa malb~ 'Now I have to go to the office.· 
gopuki mul plo?tsa malbd 'Now we must escape.' 
lo: mul dz:Jtsa malbd 'We have to eat now.' 

mar pron .. det. r~ m;)rl 'what' 
goimi mar dwc:? 'What did you say?' 
gom mar dc:-ti h:Jna goi kh1lau(o) 'What I said is you go home.' 

marJiyo pron. (see m;)r;)i, mJr:Jiyo) 

makkho n. [s: Kiranti-Lim] 'garlic' allium sativum 
makkho tultsa 'to uproot the garlic' 
k11aimi makkho khaltsa 'to mix the garlic in the curry' 
surup-kEI)gJrmi makkho dz:Jtsa mddumb(J) dc:-nimi 'It is said that Bahun
Chetri should not have garlic' (folk belief). 
mulathotsc: ammin makkho k\umo 'This year you plant the garlic yourscl C 
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maltsa vt. 1'to search, look for' maltu~au (p, 3sg) 'searched' malso (pp, adj) 'searched' 
NEG mg~ 'not to search' 
k1\iisi maltsa 'to pick up a quarrel' 
poibo maltsa 'to look for a shaman' 
goimi mar mgJi 'What did you look for? 'What do you want?' 
gom khyopgt ka maltar]'I looked for a book.' 
E1<.0 murmi khilisi maltu 'this man picked up a quarrel.' 
2 aux. 'to be necessary' 
pgtsa maltawg 'necessary to do' 
huitstsa maltawg 'should scold' 
mardE maida? 'why necessary?' 

mar pron., det. [~ mgr] 'what' 
marnE? 'what?' 
mar dE-sta? 'what to say?' 
mEko murmi mgr pgwa mgr pgwa; gom dg margi mgtuittu 'I didn't understand 
anything what that man did.' 
mar dmE? 'What did you say?' 
bgkhglmi mar mar kuri? 'What did you carry in the pocket?' 
go mar dEWJ rpng amkE mgmalo wa?tsa malbg 'What I say is that we've to 
speak our mother tol)ue.' 

mardE int. (> mgr~] 'why' 
goimi mardE mo dE-nE? 'Why did you say so?' 

maritas adj. [bl: mgrgiyo + mgtatsa] 'selfless' ANT kophlEtas, kuidE 
maritas nam 'selfless love' 
maritas gE 'selfless job' 
maritas koits 'selfless leader (extended meaning see koitsa)' 
mur dumso mErE maritas dumtsa malbg 'One must be selfless while being a 
human being.' 
mgdgr tErEsarakali maritas dmimi 'Mother Teresa is said to be selfless.' 

marpa adv. 'how' cf. SYN dopa 
marpa odEp dummE? 'How did it happen?' 

mE' aux., excl. [mE'exist.] as aux., excl 'is, yes' 
mEko waisal su mE'? 'Who is that boy?' 
inh nE mar mE'? 'What is your name?' 
gom dE-tsa ma!So lo: odEb dumbg; d£ doth m£'? 'The point I want to make is 
this; or what so?' 
odEb d£-so odEb m£'; mgmgi dE? 'This means this; isn't it so?' 
mod£bgn mE' 'Yes, it's so.' 
mEko mur tEk Jgm'£? 'Where did that man go?' 
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m0kopikim mar pam0pam '0; go mar~iyo m~tuinulJ 'I don't know anything 
whatever they did.' 

mci excl. [ esp. at the end of an expression] 
t0k dzamm0iii ... 'Where did it miss?' 
mar dumrnci ... 'What happened?' 

mw n. (c) 'papaya' carica papaya ~pik (pi) 'papayas' cf. SYN phEIJSE 

m£ktrc adv., excl. [> kckcr>mck; also m£ky;) in some idiolects] 'there' 
EK nu m£k 'here and there' 
m£k 1;-}tsa 'to go there' 
m£k soitstsa 'to send there' 
mckcr£ ko!Jo! ·Look there!' (emph.) 
goi m£k mar pJnpdn baiJc? 'What are you doing thcmge?' 
m£kcr£! m£kcr£! 'There! There!' 
m£k su 1;-}m£? 'Who went there?' 

m£ko pron., dem .. det. [>mE?; ~nimp11a 'they twod', ~ni?si 'they twod', ~as ·they t\\o'! 

See tm:' as aux., excl.; see also mEkopiki] 's/he, that'(sometimes replaced 
with maE; as in mc:rE [in the sense ofmEko] mur; see -mErE) 
mEko mur 'that man' 
mEko al 'the child' 
mEko nu go 's/he and I· 
goibli m£kon blEtik mardE maida? 'Why did you need only that pen'?' 
mcko waismur t0k ga?mc;? 'Where did that man walk?' 
mcko albli go mar pJIJ? 'What should I do to the child?' 
mEko morobli khc;rdo 'Chase that monkey.' 

mc;kopiki pron.[> mc;pik] (pl) 'they' 
mc;kopiki tEk l~ma? 'Where did they go?' 
mEkopikim mar dz'ams? 'What did they eat?' 
mc;pik tc; lainimi? 'Where do they go?' 
mc;puk mard0 grim'a? 'Why did they cry?' 
mEpik gma dzama? 'When did they arrive?' 
mar mEpik aT lo: rupnimi 'Do they understand our language?' 

m£1 n. 'need, necessity' cf. maltck 

mer(~) poslp. adj. conj. adv.[cf. mycr, mer] 'after/~wards, to:DIR, later than sth. following. 
there:LOC' cf. SYN -nolE 
akc tJmmi kumsop~somtr£ gom syilpataiJ 'I danced after my daughter sang a 
song.' 
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m£7tsa vt. 'to vomit' m£7tu (p, 3sg) 'vomited' m£?so (pp, adj) 'vomited' NEG m;J~ 'not to 
vomit' 
gom kh;Jm£ m£?tal) 'I vomited the rice.' 

mEr£ dem., det., conj. (see also m£ko; deictic lexeme for showing sth!sb at a distance) 
'that' ~pik (pi) 'those' 
h;Jr£ mEr£ mur 'That man' 
hgr£ mEr£ m£s 'That buffalo' 

m£Sy£ n. [> m£s] 'buffalo' ~ 'pik (pi) 'buffaloes' 
m£spik thultsa 'to tame buffaloes' 
m£sk£ homok nu dzil 'buffalo's ghee and milk' 
m£sk£ gyoso gr5 'a long hom of the buffalo' 
goimi doso m£s thul'i? 'How many buffalo did you raise?' 
ak£ m£s t'1sa b£?t;J 'My buffalo died having fallen down.' 

m£su n. (c) 'container (esp. made up of a bamboo tree)' See also puitsa 

m'i n. 'fire' [cf. m!Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort 2002: 514] 
m'i nu bwak(u) 'fire and water' 
m'i muitstsa 'to starUblow up fire' 
m'inu m;Jgyartstsa 'not to play with the fire' 
m'imi tsoibg 'The fire bums.' 
m'imi kh;Jm£ k£:sib 'Rice is cooked by fire.' 
m'i pito 'Fetch the fire.' 
t£mpami ammin m'imi tsoptu 'Tempa burnt himself with fire.' 
muruk;Jli m'i m;Jdumthu m;"}dumb;"} 'Fire is necessary for man.' 

-miCa. [> -m] 1'locative, agentive, ergative' 
£KO ragimi 'in this country' 
ky£tkhimi 'at the bank' 
ak£ dl nimpha UKm ba?n;"}si 'My two children live in the UK.' 
2 'instrumental' 
guyemi 'with the sickle' 
bletikmi 'with the pen' 
~om ts'ubum sy£ kyorttill) 'I chopped the meat with the Gurkha knife.' 

'agentive' 
gomi 'by me' 
kyarsyemi 'by the goat' 
almi khyopgt khatu 'The child tore away the book.' 

mibl n. (c) 'nail varnish' ~pikyg (pi) 'nail varnishes' 
mibl gyaptsa 'to buy the nail varnish' 



milu n. (c) 'tail' ~piki (pl) 'tails' 
b'ikc milu 'tail of a cow' 
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kyarsyEkc milu khodEso al (fig.) 'a naughty child' 
E-ko ts;:}pokc milu imitstsili ba?td 'This piglet has a small tail.' 
bErmomi itsukc milu(rni) gyaittu~au 'The cat caught the rat's tail.' 

milomilo adj. 'a pleasant taste' 
milomilo rf:bf: 'a tasty potato' 

mimsbrc n. 'poem, poetry' cf. SYN thorssi 

mimtsa vt. 'to remember, think, contemplate, brood oneself mimtu (p, 3sg) 
'remembered' mimso 'remembered' NEG md~ 'to not remember' 
tsinuyo mimtsa 'to remember, think again' 
m;:}rd£ mimtsa 'why remember?' 
gom akf: mdmabli mimtfu] 'I remembered my mother.' 
5 mimsonu go dzamso ba?ti 'While brooding, I was missing.' 
amkc ragibli mimtsa malbd ·one should remember his/her country.· 

mina conj. [>min, ~minu, munu > mun; quite often co-occurs with -IJa as in -IJa mini 
'then' 
goi gyakosi Iauo; min mug(i) gyapsa pito 'Go to the market; bring banana 
having bought then.' 
min goi tEk ldyi? 'Where did you go then?' 
goi bo?saiJa min IJi:lmibli po?ko 'Get up and then make the elder sister get 

up.' 
ldiJga ldsa koiJ min su piso ba?m£ abl dwo 'Look having gone outside; then 
tell me who has come.' 

m'isyE n. (c)(> m'is; also 3sg] 'wife' ~piki (pl) 'wives' M walsyE (also 3sg) > wais 
(walso 3sg as in goi ammin wa'isoloto) 

m'isy£al n. (c)(> m'isal; CMP m'isy£+al] 'girl' ~piki (pl) 'girls' M walsal 
m'isalbli 'to the girl' 
m'isalpik nu walsalpik 'boys and girls' 
m'isalk£ kumso 'song of the girl' 
£Ko m'isalmi rimsopa kumso ka paptu 'This girl sang a song well.' 
meko m'isal syil~dtsa yo dzobd 'The girl knws dancing also.' 
m'isalpikmi yo p dskyu berpainimi 'Girls also fly airplane.' 

m'isy£muru n. (c) [CMP m'isy£+muru] 'woman' ~piki (pi) 'women' M waismuru 
m'isy£mur nu waismur 'man and woman' 
m 'isy£murmi 'by the woman' 
m'isy£murk£~a 'of the woman' 
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m~:>ko m'isy~:>mur sum'~:>? 'Who is that woman?' 
m'isycmurpik nu wiiismurpik kan n;;)mi 'Men and women are equal.' 
m~:>ko m'isy~:>murmi abl huittu 'The woman scolded me.' 
nell£ m' isy~:>murpik m;;)ma dumtsa m;;)tsabnimi 'All women cannot be mother.' 

mithots n. 'tantric, esoteric' 

mi:tsa vt. 1'to ripen (esp. fruits), 2be ready (of remuneration, income), 3be cooked (of 
food)' mitu-;, (p, 3sg) 'ripened' m!So 'ripened' NEG m;;)- 'not to ripen etc.' 
kh;;)mc nu khai mi:tsa 'the cooked rice and curry' 
mugi mi:tsa 'to ripen the banana' 
sy~:>pu mi:tsa 'salary to be ready' 
mul;;)iyo kh;;)mc khai m;;)mi:mc? 'Isn't rice and curry cooked yet?' 
c"ko sinks sy~:>pu mlt;;) 'The salary ofthis month is ready.' 

m'itsa vt. 'to comb' m'itu~tau (p, 3sg) 'combed' m'iso (pp, adj) 'combed' NEG m;;)- 'not 
to comb' 
tsa m'itsa 'to comb hair' 
prups~:>mi m'itsa 'to comb with a comb' 
t;;)umi tsa m'itu-au 'The son combed the hair.' 
gom akc tsa m'itsa malb;;) 'I have to comb my hair.' 
rimsopa tsa m'iso m~:>rs rimson talsib 'One is seen smart while combing the 
hair properly.' 

mimsithu n. 'guess' -p;;)tsa vt. 'to guess' 

m'itsi n. (c)[> mits; also in other Kiranti languages] 'eye' ~piki (pi) 'eyes' m'its t;;)tsa 
(lit.Jfig.) 'to have a clear eye-sight/to be able to see spirits' 
ludzc nu alks m'its 'eye of the needle and the child' 
akc m'itsmi prck(u) 'tears in my eye' 
thcb m'its 'a big eye' 
kissycks m 'its rimso dumb;;) 'The eyes of deer are beautiful.' 
c"ko m'isyc mur thcbm'its p;;)SO ba?t;, (fig.) 'This woman is a witch.' 
iks m'its sumo 'Cover your eyes.' 
n. ~tsa [CMP m'itsks+tsa] 'eye-lash' 
m'itstsa tultsa 'to pluck up the eye-lash' 
m'itstsa himtsa 'to shake the eye-lash' 
m'itstsa nu mukus 'eye-lashand eye-brow' 
goi amkc m'itstsa tulo 'Pluck up your eye-lash.' 
m 'itstsa kcr dumb;;) 'The eye-lash is black.' 

m'itsrslu n. (var., pair) [CMP m'its + rclu derived from rcltsa] 'looking glass, spectacles' 
m'itsr~:>lu r~:>ltsa 'to put on specs' 

m'itsrslu do?Sa broltsa 'to break the specs having fallen' 
hclso m'itsrclu 'a heavy specs' 
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akc: m'itsrdu sappa hdso ba 'My specs are very heavy.' 
sinat gom akc m'itsr~:>lu ka samtaiJ 'I lost my specs yesterday.' 
gom m'itsr~:>lu proltal) 'I broke the specs.' 

mo conj. [~ mo-n (with emphasis), mo+pdtikc] 'so' 
gom mar d~:>-IJa; mon pauo 'Do so what I said.' 
goimi mopdtikc akc g~:> mddum 'My mission was not possible when you did 
so.' 
go cK mon piti 'I came here without any reason.' 

moblo n. 'topo-loconym in Kiranti-Ba?yung' [now replaced by N Andherinarayansthan 
(afilft'11<1llOifmil) Wallo Kirat, Okhaldhunga district, east Nepall 

mod~:>b adj.[~ mol~:>b; emph. modcbdn] 'of such kind' ANT dod~:>b~dolr.h 

modzil n. (c) 'motorbike, motorcycle' ~piki (pi) 'motorbikes' 
modzil dorpdtsa 'to drive the motorbike· 
modzil nu k\lpkyukc p11dpindo 'accident of the motorbike and the bus· 
modzilh p11dpindomi 'in the accident of motorbike' 
~:>Ko modzil rimso ba?td 'This motorbike is beautiful.' 
gonimp11a modzilmi domgsku 'We two run on the motorbike." 
modzilmi tck dori? 'Where did you run on the bike?' 

moiti postp, conj r~ hoiti] 'before, in front of, first' 
go moiti lati 'I went first.' 

mon n. 'grief' ~hoitpdtsa vt. 'to mourn' See pgtsa 

monkil) n. (c)[~ wonkiiJ] 'telephone' cf. SYN kil) 

montgmra n. 'death ritual' 

moni adj., adv. [moni-n (with emphasis)] 'far, a long way' ANT n~:>tha 

moni lgtsa 'to go a long way' 
monila 'from a far distance' 
sus moni 'very far' 
akc m'itsimi moni mgtaibg 'My eyes cannot see far.' 
ap11po k11ila moni lam~:>t~:>m 'The father went far away from home.' 
go ckla moni lainUIJ 'I go far away from here.' 

monk11on adj. 'remote' ANT dzaditstsi'il)a 
monk11on1Ja T11cm 'place of a remote distance' 
monk11omJa T11~:>mmi ba?tsa 'to live in the place of the remote distance' 
monk11on ThcmiJa muru 'people of the distant place' 
monk11on T11cmmi k11gpkyu mglaibg 'The bus does not go to the remote place' 
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akc: k\ monkhonmi ba 'My house is in the remote place.' 

mopa adv.[< modc:ppa] 'in that way/manner' 
mopa mardc: dori? 'Why did you run in that manner?' 

moso adv. (quantity) 'that much' 
moso kyc:tmi mar pain;;,yc: 'What to do with that much of money?' 

motlu;);;,na conj. [~motpn;;,, moh;;,na] 'ifthat is so' 
... mothtpna go kumso m;;,painuiJ ' ... if that is so; I do not sing.' 
... moh;;,na goi akc t;;,u m;;,myc: ' ... if that is so, you are not my son.' 
... moh;;,na goimi kyc:t thaptsa malb;;,~maln;;,yc: ' ... if so you have to pay the 
money.' 

moron. (c) 'monkey' ~piki (pl) 'monkeys' 
morokc: milu 'tail of the monkey' 
moro budi taisitsa 'to be seen like a monkey' 
rumi moro o:tsa 'to enter the monkey in the field' 
mc:ko moro tc:k dora? 'Where did the monkey run?' 
morobli m;;,syako 'Do not tease the monkey.' 
goi moro budi m;;,dumo (fig.) 'Don't be naughty.' 

morsi n. (c)[> mors] 'alphabet' ~piki (pl) 'alphabets' SYN blc:sc:thc:"'ka 
Kiranti-Koitskc: blc:sc:thc:"'ka 'alphabet of the Kiranti-Koits' 
morsi brc?tsa 'to write the alphabet' 
morsikc: da 'sape of the alphabet' 
gom Kiranti-Koitskc blc:sc:thc"'ka brc?tsa syc:-siti 'I learnt writing the Kiranti
Koits alphabet.' 
c:"'ko morsikc nc' marm'c:? 'What is the name ofthis alphabet?' 

moso adv. (quantity)[~ moso-n (with emphasis)] 'that much' 
moso kyc:t 'that much money' 
mosomi 'by that much' 
moson laitstsa 'to take only that much' 
moso kyc:tmi mar p;;,tsaiJa; itsikhoi tc:mdm 'What I should do with that much 
amount of money; please add some more.' 
go mosola gc:nmJ 'I give that much only.' 
moso syimi m;:"ldzaddib;;, 'That much of firewood will not be sufficient.' 

moth[~ moth;;,d] 'if so' 
moth IJ;;,n;;, go khl m;;,lianuiJ ' ... if so I do not go home.' 

mu n. (c,u) 'time' cf. SYN n;;,yc:r [cf. namsits 'era', yamka 'a while', thc:msi 'span'] 
mukots/ritsomi mtl ko:tsa 'to look time at the watch' 
doso mtlmi 'at what time' 
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n;)k namsitskc 'of the modem time' 
ndk mGIJii mumu lo:p;)tsan m;)tsabsib 'It is difficult ot discuss with the 
modem man.' 
akc mukotsmi n;)y£r m;)g£b;) 'My watch doesn't function .. 
na~nha ko:sa mycr dwo 'Tell the time having looked the sun.· 

mudi n. (c) 'year' ~piki (pl) 'years' SYN thots£ (c,u) 
n;)k mudi 'new year' 
I;)SO mudi 'last year' 
mulathots£ 'this year' 
saithotsc: 'many years ago' 
n;Jk thots£mi dopa has;)lt;;~ms;JI paimni? 'How do you celebrate the Nev.· 
Year?' 
bso thots£ t£k bni? 'Where did you go last year?" 
mulathots£ d;J rcu m;:~yi 'It didn't rain this year.' 
saithotsEIJa k11yop;:,t tsk th'Tsiba? 'Where can we find the books publiscd in 
earlier times?' 

mugi n. (c) I< mugy;:~~mug; idiolects] 'banana' ~piki (pi) 'bananas' 
h;)u mug 'yellow banana' 
phr-ga ka mug 'a unit of banana' 
mskoa t;~mimi mugkr kurmidokhii pittu 'His/Her daughter brought banana as 
present.' 
mug dz;)tsa rimson m£' 'It is better to have banana.' 
gom p11c:-ga ka mug gyaptal) 'I bought a unit of banana.· 

mukots n. (c) 'watch, clock' ~piki (pl) 'watches' SYN ritso 
mukotsmi ko:tsa ·to look at the watch' 
ritso puitstsa 'to put off the watch' 
go nimp11ami mukots lcppEmi apt;)sku 'We two gambled the watch.' 
mu ko:tsabli ritso malb;:J 'Watch is necessary for noticing time.· 

mul adv., conj. 'now' 
mul mar? 'now what?' 
muls;)m 'up till now' 
mul tsinuyo 'now again' 
muir£ gwaiyo 'never from now on' 
mul mar p;:Jtsa ds-ni? 'What did you ask me to do now?' 
go mul mar pd!J? 'What shall I do now?' 
muir£ goi gonu gcnaiyo kyc:t m;)puno 'Now on you never ask for money with 
me.' 
kh;:Jmc: dzapt;)yin; mul dumkhT lauo 'You finished eating rice; now go to the 
office.' 

mu!;:Jiyo adv. ·yet, still' 
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mi:kO al muldiyo khl m;:)pi 'The child didn't come home yet.' 
goi mul;:)iyo m;:)ipi 'Didn't you sleep yet?' 

munu conj. [> mun] See mina 

muru n. (c)[> mur] 'man' ~piky;:) (pl) 'men' 
m~::ko murnu 'with that man' 
murpikimi 'by the men' 
muruankc 'of the men' 
m~::ko mur sum~::? 'Who is that man?' 
murupiki gyakosig~:: dortstsa gomt~::m~:: 'Men started running towards the 
bazar.' 

murnams n. (c) 'guest' ~piki (pl) 'guests' 
mumamspiki b~::tstsa 'to call the guests' 
ak~:: murnamspiki 'my guests' 
mumams thultsa 'to serve the guest' 
m~::piki ah murnams n;:)mi 'They are my geusts.' 
muls;:)m yo ak~:: murnams m;:)dzam;:) 'My guests have not come yet.' 

m'uitstsa vt. 'to wear, put on' m'uittu (p, 3sg) 'wore' m'uisso (pp; also 3sg) 'worn' cf. 
SYN rdtsa, paitstsa, li?tsa, ph~::tsa, guphtsa (differ in manner) 
kusulnob m'uitstsa 'to put on shoes' 
l)amimi gun~:: m'uissam~:: 'The elder sister put on the saree.' 
ts;:)imimi gun~:: m'uissau 'The daughter-in-law wore the saree.' 

muitstsa vt. 'to blow, start the fire'muittu~au (p, 3sg) 'blew' muisso (pp, adj) 'blO\vn' 
NEG m;:)~ 'not to blow/start the fire' 
m 'i muitstsa 'to blow, start the fire' 
poibmi roip;:)SO murbli muitstsa (fig.) 'to heal the patient by a saman' 
gomi m'i muittal) 'I blew up the fire.' 
abli poibmi muittau 'The saman healed to me.' 

mukus n. (var.) 'eye-brow' 
hr mukus 'black eye-brow' 
mukus tultsa 'to pluck up the eye-brow' 
mukuskali phurp;:)tsa 'to paint the eye-brow' 
gom ah mukus tultal) 'I plucked up my eye-brow.' 
goimi mard£ mukusbli tig£1) p;:)yi? 'Why did you paint the eye-brow?' 
akc mukus r;:)ksutJ 'My eye-brow itched.' 

mulat-sinat adv., conj. 'now-a-days' 
mulat-sinatiJa murpik rimso mJdurnnim 'Men are not good these (now-a-) 
days.' 
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my£s£r n. (c) 'leaf-plate' ~pdki (pi) 'leaf-plates' 

£ If y lj~l 

ya num. 'nine' 
yanol£ g;m 'ten after nine' 
ya alpiki 'nine children' 
ya p11£ts 'part nine' 
S;:lsyi nu ya 'eight and nine' 
ya tsibks ns br£?tin£ 'Please write nine birds' name.' 
S;:lsyinolt: ya p'ib 'Nine comes after eight.' 

yabn: n. (c)[~ yabe; spelled in the International Bible Society's translation ofthL· \e11 

Testament into the Kiranti-Koits tongue as Yabe-a loawa (1992)1 ·goJ· \abn:
gubrs partial RED 

yamka adv. ·a while· 
yamka rimtsa naib ·Please wait a while.' 

yap"s n. (c) "leech' -piki (pi) ·teeches· 
yap11

E hudi kcpsitsa ·to he or get stuck. adhered, clung like a leech· 
yap11

E k11odc;so mur (fig.) ·a person like a leech' 
yap1\:mi yuptsa ·to suck by the leech' 
yap1\:mi murk£ hu:s yubbJ 'Leech sucks human-blood.' 
mur dumso mr.n: yap1

\:: hudi m0dumtsa (fig.)'One must he indcpendt:lll 1•,·::· 

a man. 

yap11tsa vt. 'to leak, drip, trickle' yap1\u (p. Jsg) 'leaked' yaphso (pp, adj) ·JeakL·t.i' \it 
!11;)~ ·not to leak' 
bwak yap 11tsa 'to leak the water' 
gdrla rihdo yap11tsa 'to leak the wine from the soil-pot' 
msko g~rla bwak yaphtd "The water leaked from the soil-pot.· 
s-ko homokgyomla dd nEll£ homok yap11 sa nummet 'The whole milk ism cr 
having leaked from this milk-pot.' 

yat n. (c) ·grinder' (esp. made up of stone and used as a traditional hill technology) pik i 
(pl) 'grinders' 
yatmi tsirs hiltsa 'to grind millet in the grinder' 
tsumlu nu yat ·mortar and gimder' 
yatla so:ltsa 'to take out from the grinder' 
gom yatmi aiJ hiltaiJ 'I ground the maize in the grinder.' 
yat sy£lt£k p11uilu tc;k thTsiba? 'Where can we find the stone for making a 
grinder?' 
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yats 'nephew' (ofmaternal) FEM yatsm 'niece' 

yatsa 'to shitt, move' yi'itu (p, 3sg) 'moved' yaso (pp, adj.) ·moved· NEG m;)~ ·to not 
move' 

yo adv. (not used with negative verbs) 'also, in addition, too' [cf. ya Kiranti-Wam; 
Opgenort (2002: 131, 562)] 
go yo 'I also' 
mEko yo 's/he also' 
mEkopiki yo 'they also' 
EKO mur yo Kiranti-K5its 'this man also Kiranti-Koits' 
go you Kiranti-Koits n;)IJ 'I am also a Kiranti-K5its.' 
mEko mur yo gopikinu laiba? 'Does that man also go with us?' 
go syEr nu h'isi' gyapnuiJ munu khdpdzil yo gyapnuiJ 'I buy rice and salt; then 
buy paraffin too.' 

yoili n. (u) 'chin' SYN tsoil 
yoili nu tsotso 'chin and cheek' 
yoili r;)ksutsa 'to itch the chin' 
yoilimi SOkrE 'beard on the chin' 
akE yoili imitstsili ba 'My chin is small.' 
EnglandiJa boxermi AmericaiJa boxera tsoil pluittu 'The English boxer broke 
the American boxer's chin.' 
goimi amh yoilimi mar lup'i? 'What did you smear on your chin.' 

yoltsa vt. 'to take away, prey'( esp. by jackie, bird of prey etc.) [cf. SYN Hiitstsa(esp. by 
human agent)] yoltu (p, 3sg) 'took away' yolso (pp, adj) 'taken away' NEG 

md~ 'not to take away' 
bwardEmi bwabli yoltsa 'to prey rooster by the hawk' 
sikhrEmi tsitoli yoltsa 'to prey the chick by the falcon' 
akE bwa sinat bwardEmi yoltu~au 'The hawk preyed my rooster yesterday.' 

yo?tsa vt.'to divide, share' yo?tu (p, 3sg) 'divided' yo?so (pp, adj.) 'divided' NEG m;)~ 'to 
not move' 

yositsa mv.'to be divided' 

yorbEtsa 'to be moved/disturbed, troubled' cf. SYN blitsa 

y'utsa vt. 'to beat' y'uptu (p, 3sg) 'beat' y'uso (pp, adj) 'beaten' NEG m;;)~ 'not to beat' 
SYN tuptsa, thaitstsa 

yumpi n. (c) 'the youngest daughter' [also used a common name; vocabulary commonly 
used in Kiranti-Ba?yung also] ~piki (pi, fig.) 'the youngest daughters' 
l)ami nu yumpi 'the eldest and the youngest sister' 
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yumpimi 'by the youngest sister' 
yumpimi m0koa )o;:Jbbli thaittu 'The youngest sister beat her younger 
brother.' 
0'ko alh nB gom yumpi waittaiJ 'I named this baby Yumpi.' 
yumpi ... o goi tBk );:Ji? 'Hey ... Yumpi; where did you go?' 

yup(b)tsa vt. 'to drink without stopping' (liquid like whey) yuptu (p, 3sg) 'drank· yupso 
(pp, adj.) 'drunk' cf. SYN tutsa, hurtstsa NEG mJ~ 'not to drink' 

yup11tsa ·to leak' yuptJ (p, 3sg) 'leaked' yupso (pp, adj) 'leaked' NEG mJ~ ·to not leal-:· 
gJrla bwak yuphtsa 'to leak the water from the soil-pot' 

r:1h n. (c) ·sheep' ~piki (pi) 'seep' SYN rops FEM r0bam 
n. rJbgyomb(i) ·shepherd' 

r:1kmits n. (c) ·ant' ~piki (pi) ·ants' 
r0kmits budi g~c: p:Jtsa (fig.) ·to work like ants' 
rJkmitspikimi kraitstsa 'to bite by ants' 
rJkmits nu soda 'ant and elephant' 
r:Jkmits budi pmmar'isa ga?tsa malbJ 'We should walk in rows like a11t 

r;"lkmitsmi n::b bJwat 'The ant has eaten the potato.· 

r:1kr:1ks adj. ·naughty' cf. SYN dus ANT rimso. mimtis 

r:Jksutsa \'1. ·to itch' rJksut (p, 3sg) 'itched' r:Jksuso (pp, adj) 'itched' ~Hi PKlll:l.,dh, 

gim rJksutsa 'to itch the body' 
akz: b;:1la mard~c: r;:Jksum '0? 'Why did my shoulder itch?' 
ah nopha rJksut 'My ear itched.' 
dimla rJksuso m0n:: moni ga?tsa malb;;, ·when the sole itches: one shnul, ~'\' 

very far' (folk belief). 
gyura tabla rJksuso mEr£ ky£t talsib 'When the right palm itches. one get> 
money' (folk belief). 

r;:Jku num. [> r;:1k) 'six' 
IJ;:lnoiB rJku 'six after five' 
I)d nu rJku 'five and six' 
rJku k11ilru 'six rupees· 
ak£ t;:Ju rJku mudiiJa dumtJ 'My son is of six years old.' 
gom m~::ko dumkhlmi r;:1ku mudi g£ patfu) 'I worked for six years in that 
office.' 
go mBh rJku sin ba?nuiJ'I live there for six months.' 
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r~wa n. (c) 'tree' -piki (pi) 'trees' 
r~wa budi raptsa 'to stand like a tree' 
r~wa nu s~p11a 'tree and leaf 
r~wa k11roiststsa 'to cut down the tree' 
c:K.o r~wa sumi khroda? 'Who cut down this tree?' 
gom akc: rumi ba?so r~wa lc:ta!J 'I sold my land's tree.' 
muruank~li r~wa m~dumthu m~dumb~ 'Tree is necessary for men.' 

ragi n. (c)[- ragy~] 'country' ~piki (pi) 'countries' 
aikc: ragi 'our country' 
mc:koanke ragi 'of their country' 
goi tc:K.o ragi l~tsa maln~yc:? 'Which country do you want to go?' 
am ragibli dopaiyo gc:th laitstsa malb~ 'We have to develop our country 
anyhow.' 
ai ragi rimso ba 'Our country is beautiful.' 

ralb~ n. 'present, one who attends' 

rap~ts n. (esp. in spoken fonn; < rap~tsa= ra+p~+tsa; in -wTitten fom1 'clan name, make 
something rot') 'catalyst' 
rap~ts ra?So puisa dz~th ga?so (hum. rhy.) 
mar p~tsa do p~tsa pwa syc: baib rap~tsa (hum. rhy.) 

raptsa vi. 'to stand' raptu (p, 3sg) 'stood' rapso (pp, adj) 'stood' NEG m~~ 'not to stand' 
dok raptsa 'to stand still for a long time' 
to: raptsa 'to stand still for sort time' 
mopa m~rapo 'Don't stand in that way.' 
m~himsithu c:K. rapo 'Stand here without moving.' 
goibli c:K. sumi rapp~wa? 'Who made you stand here?' 

raphtsa vt. 'to smash, thrash, throw down' rap11tu (p, 3sg) 'smashed' raphso (pp, adj.) 
'smashed' NEG m~~ 'to not smash' 

ran. (c; spec.) 1'body' (euph.) 2placenta 
misyc:murh ra 'woman's body' 
raso:tsa (fig.) 'menopause' 
raphudumtsa (fig.) 'to menstruate' 

rabi n. hemitragus jemlahicus [N ~ -~] 

raphu n. 'menstruation' -dumtsa 'to menstruate· 

rasyikh 'usik11 'usa MAN ( expressi ves) 

-n:: abl. [~ lc:~la] 'from' 
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cleo k11Ir£ tck laimy F..? 'Where do you go from this house?' 
rc:- n. (c)[~ rc:n (Karna Je-ticha and Bal Mukhia 1990)] 'spider' ~piki (pi) 'spiders' 

rc:bc: n. (c)[> rc:b; in fast speech] 'potato' ~piki (pl) 'potatoes' 
rc:bk£ khai 'the potato curry' 
rc:b nu bg 'potato and yam' 
rc:b murssa loptsa 'to boil the potato having wased' 
rsb k\,pmi sibb8 'Potato is produced in the soil.' 
k 11Irsb tpritsmi dzalsib 'The house-potato is eaten in January.· 
bukmami khrumso rc:b sappa sibb8 'The potato planted in the bukma hears a 
lot of fruit/production.' 

rc:k£ n. (c)[> rEk; in fast speech] 'a species of bamboo; smaller in size' (possihl_\ I -B 

l""llf~s:lli) 

rdtsa vt. ·to \Vear" (esp. garland) n::ltu (p, 3sg) ·wore' rElso (pp, adj) ·worn· SY'

m'uitstsa, p1\:tsa. li?tsa, paitstsa. gup 11 tsa NEG m8~ ·not to wear· 

n:lp 11 u n. (c) ·garland' ~piki (pi) 'garlands' 

rEncph~:m: adv. ·manner of getting intoxicated e.g. by wine· 

rmnumm;)ma n. (c) 'stem-mother' ~piki (pi) ·step-mothers· M rsnnumap 11 po ·stcp-f~nhct 
rmnumm8mami 'by the ster-mother' 
rsnnumm8ma 11u rmnumap po 'step-mother and step-father· 
rEnl1umm8maJa 'from the step-mother' 
akE rEI111Umtn;)ma abli 118111 pamtEmE 'My step-mother loved me .. 
iks rc:n11umm8ma tEk 1;:-,ms? 'Where did your step-mother go'?' 

rEssik 111 11. (c) ·school' ~piki (pi) 'schools' cf. SYN syslmik 111 

n:tstsa vt. 'to read, study' n:ttu (p, 3sg) 'read' n:sso (pp, adj) ·read· ~~~(i Ill;) ·not to read· 
k11yop8t rEtstsa 'to read a book' 
tsErpmdzi/khyop;:-,tthc:mmi rEtstsa 'to study at the library· 
syslmik 11I/r£ssik 11Imi rc:tstsa 'to read at the school' 
go syElmik 11Tmi iainUIJ 'l go to the school' 
E-ko khyop8t rEtstsa mal tao 'I have to read this book.' 
mr.kom amk£ nEir. khyop8t rEssa thumtu 'S/he finished rcadin!..', all his/her 
books.' 

r'Etstsa vt. ·to scratch, draw' r'Ettu (p, 3sg) 'scrached, drew' r'c:sso (pp, adj) ·scratched. 
drawn' NEG m;:-,~ 'not to scratch, draw' 
nu-:ko almi akE tsotsomi r' Ettao 'The child srached on my check.· 

rEu 11. (u) 'rain' 
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rwitsa 'to rain' 
g;:}SU nu rw 'fog and rain' 
rw nu wasrclu 'rain and rainbow' 
p11;:}s nu rsu 'wind and rain' 
mulat sappa rw it;:} 'It rained heavily today.' 
);:}l)ii rw inin ba?t;:} 'It's raining outsided.' 
rw iso p;:}tik£ go [;:}l)gi'i );:}tsa m;:}ts;:}bu 'I could not go outside becaue of rain.' 

rsusotscm n. 'rainy season' 
rwsotSsm nu g;:}su 'rainy season and cloud' 
rwsotSsmmi sappa rw ib 'It rains heavily in the rainy season.' 

ri n. (c) 'louse' ~piky;:} (pi) 'lice' 
piya nu ri 'louse and head' 
gobli rimi klaittu 'Louse bit to me.' 

r'i n. (c) 'drum'(of shaman; informed by Mokusu Kormocha as narrated by a gyami 'lady 
shaman' to him) ~piki (pi) 'drums'( of shaman) cf. SYN TurUJJ 

r'itsa vt. 'to offer' r'itu (p, 3sg) 'offered' r'iso (pp, adj.) 'offered' 

riu n. (c) 'husband's younger brother' ~piky;:} (pl) 'husband's younger brothers' FEM 

nwom 
iik£ ru nu riwom 'my husband's younger brother and his wife' 

ribbsts n. (c) 'enemy' ~pik (pi) 'enemies' cf. SYN kyaki 

ribdo n. 'wine' cf. SYN sysrso, ar;:}k11a 
mar mar ds-ni dwws ribdom d'usa phmms (rhy.) 

ribin n. (c) [s: Eng+nat] 'ribbon' ~piki (pl) 'ribbons' 
ribinmi tsii phrs-tsa 'to bind the hair with ribbon' 
sus phur p;:}so/dumso ribin 'many-coloured/colourful ribbob' 
msko m'isysalmi prcso ribin sappa darsso ba 'The ribbon which the girl has 
bound is very beautiful.' 
gom tdmibli ribin gyapti'il) 'I bought a ribbon for the daughter.' 

ribnat n. [~ rimsnat] 'Tuesday' 
n;:}knatnolc ribnat 'Tuesday after Monday' 
£Ko ribnat 'this Tuesday' 
ribnatkc 'ofTuesday' 
iik£ khlmi ribnat piu(o) 'Come to my house on Teusday.' 
go ribnat dumkhimi m;:}lainuiJ 'I do not go to the office on Tuesday.' 
go ribnat am yabrcpikia pidar paingul) 'I worship my ancestors on Tuesday.' 
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r'imtsa vt. 'to wait' r'imtu (p, 3sg) 'waited' r'imso (pp, adj) 'waited' NEG m;:)~ 'not to 
wait' 
mck r'imtsa 'to wait there' 
subli r'imtsa? 'for whom to wait?' 
r'imsa ba?tsa 'to stay having waited' 
goi m;:)piso pdtihm go dd r'imsooa r'imson dumti 'I was waiting and waiting 
since you did not come' 
gom goibli nadosdm r'imtao 'I waited you till the night.' 

rimtsa vi. 'to be fine, good, beautiful, handsome' rimtd (p, 3sg) 'became beautiful' rimso 
(pp, adj) 'become beautiful' ANT mdrimtsa 
dopa rimso! 'How beautiful!' 
m'isycmur dumso mcr£ mar rimtsan malbd? 'Is it necessary to be beautiful 
being a woman?' 
rimsopa gcth bm: 'Progress well.' 
ky1:t rimsopa h'iko 'Count the money carefully.' 

rimso adj. ·beautiful, handsome, good, tine' ANT mdrimso 
usycr budi rimso al 'a beautiful baby lie butterfly' 
rimso mur 'a gentleman. fine/good man' 
rimso pdtsa 'to do well' 
gom odcp rimso mur gmaiyo m;:)t;:Jso miJ 'I never saw a gentleman like this.· 
go ah; g~:: rimsopa painuiJ ·r do my job carefully/Well.' 
gom rimso lo:patao h(IJPnaiyo kyakipikim m;:)rimso nc:tcm ·Although I had a 
friendly talk, the enemies heard othenvise.' 

rimtsi n. (c) 1~ rimsi] 'beauty' ~piki (pi) ·beauties· 

rip adj. ·fast, quick' cf. SYN alck ANT dkhats, dEsJn 
~pa (or dcsdn) adv. 'swiftly, quickly' 

r'itsa vt. 'to cut' (of a comparatively long length e.g. grass, crops while harvesting) r'itu 
(p, 3sg) 'cut' r'iso (pp. adj) 'cut' cf. SYN (pr((/l)ctsa, khr((/l)oitstsa, kyortstsa, 

tsc?tsa) NEG md~ 'to not cut' 
bur r'itsa 'to cut (i.e. harvest) paddy' 
sosmal r'itsa 'to cut grass' 
khTwa r'itsa 'to cut thatch' 
wailimi sosmal r'itu 'The servant cut the grass.' 
msko m'isyEmurum bur r'itu 'The woman harvested the paddy.· 

ritslo: n. (c) 'story' ~piki (pl) 'stories' 
ritslo: ka bre?tsa 'to write a story' 

ritso n. (c) ·watch, clock' ~piki (pi) ·watches' cf. SYN mukots 
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ritso nu mu 'watch and time' 
mukotsmi doso apta' (fig.) 'What time is it?' 

riu n. (c) 'brother-in-law' ~piki (pi) 'brother-in-laws' 

robtsa vt. 'to pluck' robtu (p, 3SG) robso (pp, adj.) NEG m;:J~ 'to not pluck' 

roi n. (u) 'sickness, illness'v. roip;:Jtsa (see p;:Jtsa) 'to be sick' 
roip;:Jso mur 'a sick man' 
mar roip;:)so? 'what sort of sickness?' 
roik11Tmi roi p;:)SO mur 'the sickman in the hospital' 
akt: m;:Jma roip;:Jso ba?tt:mt: 'My mother has been sick.' 
goi mar roip;:Jyi? 'What sickness are you suffered of?' 

roik11i n. (c) 'hospital' ~piki (pl) 'hospitals' 
roik11T l;:Jtsa 'to go to the hospital' 

roilu n. (c) 'key' ~piki (pl) 'keys' cf. SYN ro?tt:l ANT tso?tt:l 
roilu nu tsoilu 'key and lock' 
ro?tdmi 'by the key' 
roilu samtsa 'to lose the key' 
gom akt: b;:)k11;:Jlmi kurp;:Jso roilu dzamt;:J 'The key I had kept in my pocket got 
lost' (itself). 
t:'Ko roilu tt:k odu? 'Where should I keep this key?' 
ah roilu sumi p11;:Jda? 'Who changed my key?' 

roits n. (c) 'orphan' ~piki (pl) 'orphans' FEM roitsm(i) 
roits al 'the orphan child' 
roits-a 'of the orphan' 
roitsmibli 'to the orphan' 
gom mc:ko roitsbli wapik gc:tal) 'I gave clothers to the orphan.' 
goi c:'Ko roitsbli thulo 'You look after this orphan.' 
mc:ko walsal dopa roits dum me: hillo pau de: 'Ask the boy how he became 
orphan.' 

roitstsa vt. 'to snatch, plunder, loot' roittu (p, 3sg) 'snatched' roisso (pp, adj) 'snatched' 
NEG m;:)~ 'not to snatch' 
mardc: roitstsa? 'why to snatch?' 
dopa roitstsa? 'how to snatch?' 
t:'Ko alkt: ribin sumi roitta? 'Who snatche the ribbon of this child?' 
goimi amh p11urbl dopa roip;:Jdi? 'How did you make your ball snatch?' 
mopa m;:Jroitto 'Don't snatch that way.' 

rol) n. (c) [cf. ro K-Kh] 'cliff' 
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roiJla do?tsa 'to fall fromt the cliff' 
ro!Jia omo kolso phuilu do7t;;) 'A boulder fell from the cliff.' 

rokos n. (c) 'rocky deer' nemo haedus goral ~pik (pi) 'rocky deers' 
rokos ap h tsa 'to shoot a goral' 
gom rokos kabli aphtal) 'I shot a goral.' 

roltsa vt. 'to perfom1 rituals to appease the evil spirit, ward of an evil spirit' roltu (p, 3sg) 
'warded ... ' rolso (pp, adj) 'warded ... ' NEG m;,~ 'to not ward ... ' 
polbomi bwa roltsa 'to perfom1 rituals (on rooster) to appease the evil spirit 
by the male-shaman' 

ro:tsa vt. to weed. dig around plants' ro:tu (p. 3sg) 'weeded' ro:so (pp. adj) ·weeded' Nl < i 

m;)~ ·to not weed' n. ro:tsi 
bur ro:tsa 'to weed the paddy plant' 
tsirs ro:tsa 'to weed the millet plant' 
gomi p11 urumi p11 u(IJ) ro:tiiiJ 'I weeded the flower in the garden.· 
goi bur ro:to · You2

sg weed the paddy plant.· 

ro?tsa \'!.·to open· ro?tu (p. 3sg) ·opened· ro?so (pp. adj) ·opened· NHi 111;1 ·not to 
open 
laptso ro?tsa 'to open the door' 

roilumi tsoilu ro'?tsa 'to open the lock with a ke: · 
laptso ro?ko 'OpenJsg the door.· 

~~-ko tsoilubli roilumi ro?ko ·open3
sg this lick v.ith thL' key.· 

thu ro?sa lo:pau (fig.) ·Talk1
sg open-heartedly/frankly.· 

rops n. (c) ·sheep· ~piki (pi) 'sheep' FEM amropc SYN r;;)b 
ropskob/r;)bgyobbi 'shepherd. 
rope thulstsa 'to tame sheep' 
rdbsyc 'mutton' 
go r;)bsyc m;)bain UIJ ·I do not eat mutton.' 
ropda ostsa taTsib 'Wool is gotten from sheep.' 
mckomi ropckc homok tu:tu ·s;he drank the milk of sheep.· 

run. (c) 'land' ~piki (pi) 'lands' 
akc ru 'my land' 
m£koankc ru 'their land' 
ru nu ruwats 'land and fanner' 
cKo rumi sumi k11T sy£1a? 'Who built the house on this land?" 
amkc ru lctsa m;)dumbd 'One should not sell his/her own land.' 
amh ru mardc lctsa !Jil? 'Why should we sell our own land?. 

rubnat n. r~ tscrcnat] ·sunday' 
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suknatnolc rubnat 'Sunday after Saturday' 
rubnatmi 'on Sunday' 
rubnatla 'from Sunday' 
goi rubnat tck lain~yc? 'Where do you go on Sunday?' 
tscrchal) rubnatmi hamragi laib~ 'Tserehang goes to ovrseas on Sunday.' 
go rubnat t£hi yo m~lainulJ 'I do not go anywhere on Sunday.' 

ruknat n. [~ r~:>lp 11nat] 'Thrusday' 
ruknatmi tssrpc:ndzi 'the library on Thrusday' 
ruknatla 'from Thursday' 
!~so ruknat 'the last Thursday' 
go !~so ruknat gyakosi l~ti 'I went to the market on Thursday.' 
~:>K.o ruknatla gopiki al) so:tsa gotsa malb~ 'We've to start sowing maize from 
this Thursday.' 
goi cKO ruknat k111min ba?ko 'You stay at home this Thursday.' 

rupsi n. (c)[~ ruptsi] 'identity' 
alkc rupsi 'our identity' 
a1 m~malo: nu mulhm a1 ruptsi 'our mother tongue and culture our idenity' 
inh rupsi mar m's? 'What is your identity?' 
mur dumsomc:n:: am ruptsi plc-tsa m~dumbJ 'Ones own identity should not be 
forgotten being a man.' 
am ruptsi taitstsa m~nailJ 'Please don't neglect your own identity.' 

rusyc n. (c)[~ ru:s] 'bone' ~piki (pl) 'bones' 
ru:s nu kusul 'bone and skin' 
a1 gimh ru:spik 'the bones of our body' 
ru:s dzi?sitsa 'to get the bone broken/factured'(itself) 
akc ru:s m~bauo (fig.) 'Don't trouble me.' 
murua gimmi doso rusycpik ba?nimi? 'How many bones are there in human 
body?' 
mc:ko wa1sala khoilik£ ru:s phrubl gyarssonu dzi?sau 'The boy's bone of his 
leg was broken while playing football. 

ruwats n. (c) [ esp. in spoken form ; < ruwats= ru+wa+tsa 'to plough the land'] 
'farmer'~piki (pi) 'farmers' 

A. e1 I Jbl 

ruwats nu ru 'farmer and farmland' 
ruwatsh nJtbJs 'crop of the farmer' 
ruwatsla 'from the farmer' 
mcko ruwatsmi bur k11rumtu 'The farmer planted the paddy.' 
ruwatsank£ kyct dc:-son nJtbJs mc:' 'Ther farmers' cash means crop.' 
ru dumso mc:rc: ruwatsa maibJ 'One should plough land being a fam1er.' 
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l~rJgii n. adj., postp, adv. 'outside' ANT k1111Jil!iiga 
l~IJgil!ham ragi 'foreign country' 
ldt)gii l~tsa 'to go outside' 
l~ngga ba?tsa 'to stay outside' 

k1111Jii m~othu mardc: l~l)gii ba?ni? 'Why did you2
sg stay outside without going 

inside?' 
l~l)gii ragi ldsa mar pain~yc:? 'What do you do having been to overseas')' goi 
l~l)gii lauo 'Go3

sg outside.' 

bla n. adj. [> bl also verb 'mays/he go'] 'red' EMPH l~la 'very red' 
bl p11 ur/Tig£1) 'red colour' 
bl bwa 'red rooster' 
blpiya (fig.) 'police' 
blmi kyc:r khalsiso 'black mixed in the red colour' 
odc:b l;:,l wa mardc: gyap'i? 'Why did you buy such red cloth'_)· 
odc:p bl wa m;,p11c:so 'Don't wear such red cloth.· 
mc:ko ldl bwa dosm lc:g'i? 'In what price did you sell the red rooskr ' 
p 11 sm:m blp1\rr gyaptu · Phene bought the red colour.· 

blmits n. ·a kind of wild fruit, strawberry, myrica esculenta/nag)" (csp. S\\L'Ct and"'": 
taste but hard like nut and not exactly like strawberry) SY'i p11 nst-.; 
blmits b;:,tsa 'to have/eat strawberrv' 
p 11c:tstsib: bl phur 'red colour of th~ strawberf) · 
ts'ibi nu l;,lmits 'strawberry and bird' 
p 11c:tstsik£ phur bl dumb;, 'The strawberry has red colour. 
ts'ibimi yo blmits dzainimi 'Birds also have strawberry.· 

bpsyi n. (S: compounding) 'wild fruit; sour and sweet in taste· 

l;:,lp1\::bn: n. 'read seal/official authority' 
l~lphc:brc: aphtsa 'to stamp a red seal' 

brirJ n. (c) [s: Kiranti-Lim] 'apple' ~pik (pl) 'apples' 
l~ll~ril) 'the red apple' 
l~riiJ bloso dumb;:, 'Apple is tasty.' 

ldtsa vi. 'to go, leave, exit' L)t(~l (p, 3sg) 'went' ldso (pp. adj.)'gonc· NHi 111_:) ·to not go 
tc:k l~tsa 'where to go?' 
khll~tsa 'to go home' 
go khll;:,ti 'I went home.' 
goi tc:k ldi? 'Where did you go?' 
msko hamragi l;)t;, 'S/he went overseas.' 
t~u gyarth l~t~ 'The son went to play.' 
ldl)ga mdlauo ·Don ·t go outside.' 
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Lnu n. (c) 'firefly' -p~ki (pl) 'fireflies' cf. SYN daluts 
tsurmu nu l~Tu 'fly and firef1y' 
nadomi daluts 'firefly in the night' 
l~Tu budi bcrtstsa 'to fly like a firet1y' 
l~Tu dailu kh5d£b tiHsib 'The butterfly is seen like a lamp.' 
m£ko l~Tuk~li gyaitto 'Catch3

sg that firefly.' 
m£ko l~Tukali m~s~to/m~saitto 'Don't kill35

g that firefly.' 

la adv, adj. conj. 'only' 
5so la 'only this much' 
moso la 'only that much' 
goi alia koiJO 'You look after the child only.' 
m£ko grumddmi r~ku muru la pimt£m£ 'Only six men came in the meeting.' 
5so la ky£tmi m~dzaddib~ 'Only this much of money is not sufficient.' 
go moso la g£tsa tsabnuiJ 'I can give/provide only that much.' 
go h5iti rE:nnUIJ munu la br£?nuiJ 'I first read and only then write.' 

-la ca., postp., adv [also 1£, -r£; SRC:ABL] 'from' 
£1da t£k lain~y£? 'Where do you go from here?' 
r£ssikhi gmala ro?siba? 'When does the school resume from?' 
goi t£kla piy£? 'Where did you come from?' 
kh~pkyumi £1da doso ky£t ta:bam'g? 'How much fare does the bust charge 
from here.' 
c"ko blcsp~t ak£ m~mala dza?so m'g 'This letter has come from my mother.' 

la n. (c) 'path, way, road' -piki (pi) 'paths' 
!ami 'avon the road/path' 
lala 'from the path' 
lakE 'of the road' 
£-kola tck laiba? 'Where does this path go?' 
rimso la ga?so merE rimson dumsib (fig.) 'One can be successful while on a 
right track.' 
abli la k5idm£ (fig.) 'Please guide me.' 
ak£ ga'i'tck lami koro itJ (fig.) 'My mission of life became impossible. 

lab~k n. [s: Kiranti-Lim.] 'radish, rophanus saticus' 
lab~k b~tsa 'to eat the radish' 
lab~k khrumtsa 'to plant the radish' 
gom labJk bJso mEr£ pittaiJ 'I farted after having radis. · 
sappa lab~k m~bauo 'Do not eat too much radis.' 

laissi n. 'height' 
m£ko murk£ laissi 'height of the man' 
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laitstsa vt. 'to take away' laittu (p, 3sg)'took away' laisso (pp, adj.) 'taken away' NEG 

m;)~ 'not to take away' 
pith laitstsa 'to take thither' 
tsk laitstsa? 'where to take?' 
sK.o k11yop;)tbli tc:k laitstsa ds-ni? 'Where did you say to take this book?' 
funks wa pith bto 'Take your cloth thither.' 
akc: kyupths surni ldda? 'Who took away my hat?' 

Hiisso adj. [also lhaisso in some idiolects] 'tall, high' ANT tcs 
laisso mur ka 'alone tall man' 
domo laisso k"r! 'how tall house!' 
laisso thcmli 'a high hill' 
omo laisso mur gom gwaiyo mdtdso ndlJ 'I never had seen such a tall man.· 
c:K.o tsuntsi domo Jaisso ba'?mc:? 'How tall is this hillock?' 
mc:ko laisso mur sum'£? 'Who is that tall man?' 

lamdzi n. [> lamdz, in fast speech] 'tiffin, snacks' 
gyabimi Jamdzi kurpgtsa 'to put tiftin/snacks in the bag· 

Iarosa n. (c) 'nephew' (of fraternal) 
akc: lamsa 'my nephew' 

laptsa vt. 'to be useful' 
g£ laptsa 'something to be useful" 
£-ko blc:tik bl£tsabli g£ labbd 'This pen is useful for wTiting. · 

laptso n. (c) 'door' ~piki (pl) 'doors' 
laptso tso?tsa 'to sut the door' 
laptsola o:tsa 'to enter from the door' 
Hiptsomi dok raptsa 'to stand still on the door' 
laptsomi mopa su dok rapso m's? 'Who is standing still on the door in that 
manner.' 
pioi ... laptso ro?ko 'Come and open the door.' 
laptsola OIJO 'Enter3

sg from the door.' 

la:tsa vt. 'to cross over' la:tu (p, 3sg) 'corssed over' la:so (pp, adj) 'crossed over' NEG 

m~ 'to not cross over' 
tsuntsi la:tsa (lit.) 'to cross over the hill' (fig.) 'to migrate, elope' 
mc:ko al t£k la:ga? 'Where did the child go/disappear?' 

lckbwak n. (u) (s: Kiriinti-Lim+nat] 'mud' 
domlimi l£kbwak 'mud in the pond' 
l£kbwak buitstsa 'to sprinkle the mud' 
mcko bdddliJii bwakmi lckbwiik k11alsiso ba 'Mud is mixed in that bottle· s 
water.' 
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domlimi d;) moll£ lckbwak bka ba?t;) 'This pond is full of mud.' 
goi lckbwakmi m;)g£ro 'Don't play in the mud.' 

!cpa n. 'revenge' v. ~l£tstsa 'to revenge' 

l£pp£ n. [s: Kiranti-Lim; also kutsutuptsa > kutsutuptsi (fig.)] 'gambling' 
lcpps nu ky£t 'money and gambling' 
lcpp£ nun£ 'gambling and honour' 
lcppsmi 'in gambling' 
l£pp£ gyartstsa rimso m;)m;)i 'It is not good to play gambling.' 
l£pp£ gyarbmi m'isy£ yo abb;) d£-nimi 'It is said that a gambler can gamble 
his wife also.' 
go lcpp£ gyarb murbli m;)danguiJ 'I don't like gamblers.' 

l£:tsa vt. (lit.) 'to sell, (fig.) cheat, trick' lc:tu (p, 3sg) 'sold' l£:so (pp, adj.) 'sold' NEG 

m;)~ 'not to sell' 
gyaptsa min l£:tsa 'buy then sell' 
dopa l£:tsa 'how to sell' 
dosom l£:tsa 'in what price to sell' 
gom d;) ak£ khi l£:tsa 'I sold my house.' 
kal£ka l£:siso dz;)t tsinu m;)l£ssib 'Things once sold cannot be returned again.' 
goimi ru subli lc:gi? 'To whom did you sell the land.' 
ts£r£hill)mi d;;) murbli 1£: bd (fig.) 'Tserehang tricks people.' 

l£tstsa vt. [also caus] 'to return, bring/send back sth, reply' lcttu (p, 3sg) 'returned' l£sso 
(pp, adj.) 'returned' NEG m;;)~ 'to not return' (phr, fig.) th£:s£ l£tstsa, th£b 
lctstsa, lcpa l£tstsa 
dopa lststsa 'how to return' 
ky£tkhiiJil ky£t l£tstsa 'to return the money of the bank' 
wa l£tstsa 'to bring back the cloth' 
lctstsa malSo bl£sp;)t 'the letter to be returned' 
gom phurumi onon pdso b'ibli l£ttiliJ 'I made the cow return entering in the 
garden.' 
m£ko l£tstsa malSo bl£spdt t£ko m'£? 'Which one is the letter to be sent back? 

l£orots n. (c, u) 'pickle'cf. SYN t£ptsi [<t£ptsa] 
br((/l)oso lsorots 'a tasty ptckle' 
mark£ lsorots? 'pickle made up of what?' 
lab;:}kk£ l£orots 'pickle made up of radis' 
kilkhaikc tBptsi 'pickle made up oftomato' 
abli kilkhaikc t£ptsi gcini 'Please give the tomato-pickle.' 
l£orotsnu sus kh;)m£ dzalsib 'Much rice is eaten with pickle.' 
lab;:}kk£ l£orots gyurm£t 'The radish-pickle has been soured.' 

libra n. (c) [li+bra] 'bow-arrow' ~p;)ki (pl) 'bows-arrows' 
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libra kurtstsa 'to carry the bow and arrow' 
libra nu pmg 'bow-arrow and gun' 
gom libra kurttal) 'I carried the bow-arrow.' 
goimi akc libra tsk k11uitti? 'Where did you hide my bow-arrow'?" 
aks libra 5th pito 'Fetch my bow-arrow hither.' 

libsa n. 'trident' cf. SYN satsu [;:,yasa; Uttam Katicha-Sunuwar 2002: 11] 

likyu n. 'oracle' 
likyu kopaitstsa 'ask sb for oracle' 

lipu n. (c) 'estuary' ~pik (pi) 'esturies' 
lik11ukc lipu 'estuary of the river' 
msko lipumi turs ka ba 'There is a grave in the estuary.· 

lip1\> n. ·small stick" ~pik (pi) 'small sticks' 
liphs k11 uitstsa 'to hide the small stick' 

linn. (c) 'plant, shoot, sprout, seedling' ~piki (pi) 'seedlings' 
gig khaikc lin 'seedling of green vegetable' 
kolgikc lin 'seedling of soybean' 
burks lin ·seedling of paddy' 
ts;:)imi nimphami gigk11aikc lin k1\umtasE ·The two daughtcr-in-la\vs plantcJ 
the seedling of green-vegetable.' 

li'ltsa vt. 'to wear' (esp. watch, bangle etc.) li?tu (p, 3sg)"wore' li?so (pp. adj.) ·worn· '-'Y!'. 

gup11tsa, phstsa, mu'itstsa, rsltsa, paitstsa NEG m;:)~ ·not to \vear· 
mukots li?tsa 'to put on the watch' 
li?tsabli gumlik gyaptsa 'to buy the bangle for putting on· 

gom mukots/ritso li?tal) 'I put on a watch.' 

t;:,mimi gumlik li?tu 'The daughter put on the bangle.' 

litsa vi. 'to remain, be left over, stay/live back/behind' lit (p, 3sg) ·remained" liso (pp, 
adj.) 'remained' NEG m;:,~ 'not to remain' 
nolc: litsa 'to remain back' 
k11;:)m£ litsa 'to remain the rice' 
gonu ga?So msko mur nolm li:mc:t 'The man walking with me is left back." 
akc bc:ngcnsmi kh;:)m£ li:t;:, 'The rice in my plate is left., 

l'itsa vt. 'to thread' (esp. inside the needle's eye, beads, flowers) l'itu (p, 3sg) 'threaded' 
l'iso (pp, adj.) 'threaded' NEG m;)~ 'to not thread' 
rsltsi l'itsa 'to thread the garland' 

lo: n. (c) 'speech, language, talk' ~p;:)ki (pl) 'speeches. lanugages' adj. lo:li 'linguistic" 
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lo:p;)tsa 'to talk, get into conversation' 
mskoanks m;)ma lo: 'their mother tongue' 
turki lo:pik 'foreign languages' 
go aks m;)ma lo: wa?tsa dzonuiJ '1 know how to speak my mother tongue.' 

goipik mar lo: wa?nini 'What language do you2
P
1 speak?' 

amkc Io: amke ruptsi m's 'One's language is one's identity.' 

lo:lisyaka n. (c) 'discuss' -pik (pl) 'discussions' cf. SYN k11dkel) 
lo:lisyiikapdtsa 'to discuss' 
msko lo:lisyakami sumi glams? 'Who won in the discussion?' 

lo(;))b n. (c) 'younger brother' -piki (pl) 'youngers brothers' 
lO(;))b nu IJiiW;) 'the younger and the elder brother' 
like lo(;))b 'my younger brohter' 
gom aks lo(;))bbli thaittal) 'I beat my younger brother.' 

lorrnip11u n. (c) [ < Jorrniphu(IJ)] cf. SYN kyata 
phurumi Jormiphu boimet 'The lotus has blossomed in the garden.' 

loTas n. (sg) 'moon' cf. SYN toscla, tasla 
s;)ril)mi tasla 'the moon in the sky' 

lo?tsa vt. 'to tum over' lo?tu (p, 3sg) 'turned over' lo?so (pp, adj.) 'turned over' NEG m;)
'to not tum over' 

loptsa vt. 'to boil' loptu (p, 3sg) 'boiled' lopso (pp, adj.) 'boiled' NEG ill;)- 'to not boil' 
reb loptsa 'to boil up the potato' 

lUIJgir n. (c, u) 1'heart' 2'feelings, 3 'emotions' SYN thil 
lul)gir himsitsa 'to vibrate the heart'(itself or because of fear) 
lUIJgir nu mm 'heart and love' 
luiJgir khaitstsa (fig.1lit.) 'to feel bad!ache the heart' 
roip;)SO pdtike ake 1 Ul)gir khaittd 'My heart ached because of illness.' 
ike lUI)girmi n;)m mdba 'There is no love in thy heart.' 
mskoks luiJgirmi ge m;)p;)waba?td 'His/her heart failed working.' 

l'utsu adv. [> luts; in fast speech] 'below, down' 
geth nu luts 'up and down' 
lutsge dortstsa 'to run downwards' 
lutsla 'from down' 
msko lutsge dorb mur sum's? 'Who is that man running downwards?' 
msko d'uso mur thlsa lutsge la:tu 'The drunk-man rolled downwards having 
fallen.' 
goi luts lauo 'Go down.' 
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l'udzs n. (c) 'niddle' ~pik (pi) 'needles' 
l · udzs nu sysls 'the needle and the thread' 
l 'udzsmi wa phsrtstsa 'to sew the cloth with a needle' 
gom akc l'udzs nu sysls siimtiil) 'I lost my needle and tread.' 

wan. (c) 'cloth'~ p~ki (pi) 'clothes' 
wii phstsa 'to wear the cloth' 
wii nu dz~tskdz~t 'cloth and food' 
wii murtstsii 'to wash the cloth' 
go iimkc wii am min mumuiJ 'I wash my cloth myself.' 
goimi msko wa mards taitti? 'Why did you throw away that cloth'?" 
E-ko wa rimso ba 'This cloth is beautiful.' 

wiibh:tstsa vi. 'to shout' wablstt~ (p, 3sg) 'shouted' wablcsso (pp) 'shouted' NEG mJ~ ·1(1 

not shout' cf. SYN gr'itsa 

waitstsa vt. 'to keep' waittu (p, 3sg) 'kept" waissho (pp, adj) ·kept' NEG m~~ 'to not 
keep' 
kyst waitstsii 'to keep the money' 
nE waitstsii 'to be famous' 
gom kyctkhlmi kyst waittiil) 'I deposited the money in the bank.' 
goi s-ko khyop~t oto 'You keep this book.' 

waki n. ·jungle' 
dzoi nu waki 'the tiger and the jungle' 
wakiga syaki grit 'A leopard roared inside the jungle.' 

wiikp~tsa vi. 'to keep quiet' walspiiptu (p, 3sg) 'kept quiet' walsp~so (pp) 'kept quiet' 
NEG wiikm;)p;)tsa 'not to keep quiet' cf. SYN tsorpsmtsa 
goi walsp~sa ba?ko 'you keep quiet.' 

w'altsa vt. 'to get lured' 
go bl wolnuiJ 'I stir the porridge.' 

wamgyam n. 'confusion' v. ~dumtsa 'to be confused' 
go wiimgyiim dumti 'I was confused.' 

wartsts~ n. (c)[> warts; in fast speech; wartstso in Kiranti-Ba?yungl 'friend' ~p~ki (pl) 
'friends' 
akE wiirtspik 'my friends' 
alks warts 'our friend' 
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wartsnu )o:p;}tSa 'to talk with the friend' 
mEkopiki sukE warts n;}mi? 'Whose friend are they?' 
go akc wartsnu lo:painuiJ 'I talk with my friend.' 
lo: ldi ... wartspiklwartsts;}i 'Let's go friends.' 
goi akc warts n;}yf: dE m;}n;}yE:? 'Are you my friend or not?' 

wartstsa vt. 'to throw away' (esp. at a far distance) warttu (p, 3sg) 'threw away' warsso 
(pp, adj.) 'thrown away' NEG m;}~ 'not to throw away' cf. taitstsa 
thatla wartstsa 'to throw away the bat' 
mEko warsso khyopdt 'the book which is thrown away' 
goimi akE blctik tE:k wardi? 'Where did you throw away my pen?' 
goimi amkE wa mopa wartstsa m;}dumb;} 'You shouldn't throw away your 
cloth in that way.' 
€1<:o bc?so bErrnobli monin wardo 'Throw this dead cat far away.' 

watsa vt. 'to plough' watu 'ploughed' waso (pp, adj.) 'ploughed' NEG m;} ~'not to 
plou~h' 
byap mi ru watsa 'to plough the land by the oxen' 
watsa nu dotsa 'to plough and dig' 
ru watsakdli mEsyE yo gEropaisib 'A buffalo is also used for ploughing the 
land.' 
ruwatsmi ru wa?tu 'The farmer ploughed the land.' 
go byaph watsa tsabnuiJ 'I can plough.' 

wa?tsa vt. 'to speak, talk to oneself, soliloquize' wa?tu(d) (p, 3sg)'spoke' wa?so (pp, adj.) 
'spoken' NEG m;}~ 'not to speak' 
Kiranti-Koits lo: wa?tsa 'to speak the Kiranti-Koits language' 
lo: wa?tsa nu mulkcm pdtsa 'to speak the language and practice the culture' 
goi amkc m;}ma lo: wa?tsa dzondyc? 'Do you know how to speak your mother 
tongue?' 
murupikim hillo pdsonu rimsopa wa?ko 'Speak properly while your are asked 
by people.' 
go rimsopa Chinese wa?tsa tsabnuiJ 'I can speak Chinese well.' 

wan. (c) 'bear' ~pdki (pl) 'bears' 
wa nu rdkrnits 'the bear and the ant' 
wakimi wa 'the bear in the jungle' 
wami n;}tbds phEmsipdtsa 'to destroy the crop by the bear' 
wami n;}tbds phEmsipaibd 'The bear destroys the crop.' 
wami murbli yo saib;} 'A bear kills man also.' 
wa t;}so mErE doro 'Run after seeing the bear.' 

waisal n. (c) 'boy'~ pdki (pi) 'boys' FEM m'isycal [>m'isiil; in fast speech] 
walsal nu m'isal 'a boy and a girl' 



msko waisalmi 'by that boy' 
ndls waisalpik 'all boys' 
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ndls waisalpik c:K. pins 'All boys come here.' 
msko waisal suke t~u m 'c? 'Whose son is that boy?' 
go willsal n;:,IJ 'I am a boy.' 
ms wi:Usal nu m 'isal tumumtas 'The boy and the girl fought each other.· 

watssr n. 'poison' 
itsuks watsEr 'the poison of the rat' 
itsuks watsEr bsrmami dz~waba?t;:, 'The cat has eaten the rat's poison.· 

watssr n. (c) 'seed' ~piki (pl) 'seeds' 
watsEr k\umtsa!so?tsa 'to sow the seed' 

wapkmb n. (c) 'iron' ~pik (pi) 'irons' cf. SYN tsipsi 
waplcmbp:::ltsa 'to iron' 
gom ak£ s6Th waplsmbpataJJ 'I ironed my shirt.· 

wartsts n. (c) 'friend' ~pik (pi) 'friends' 
ak£ wartsts 'my friend' 
goi aks wartsts n~y£ ds kyaki? "Arc you my friend or enemy?" 

wartstsa vt. 'to throw' warttu (p, 3sg) 'threw' warsso (pp, adj.) 'thrown' NEG m0 ·to not 
throw' cf. SYN taitstsa 

wasrdu n. 'rainbow' 
wasnJu taisitsa 'the rainbow to be seen' 
gom s~riJ]mi wasn::lu tataJJ 'I saw the rainbow in the sky.' 

waismuru n. (c) lCMP wais + muru > murl 'man, male' ~piki (pi) 'men' FEM m'isyc:muru 
mc:ko walsmur nu m'isyc:mur 'the man and the woman' 
mcko waismur su m'E? 'Who is that man?' 

wEk pron. "other' [also woi] cf. SYN aru [S: nat from N] 

wsk murpik 'other men' 
wsk muranks 'of other people' 

woltsa vt. 'to stir' (esp. porridge) woltu (p, Jsg) 'stirred' wolso (pp, adj.) ·stirred' NEG 
m;:,~ 'to not stir' 
bl woltsa 'to sitr the porridge' 

wobis n. [also hobis] 'cucumber' 
wobis b;:,tsa 'to have the cucumber' 
gom gyakosila wobis gyaptaiJ 'I bought the cucumber from the market.' 
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wonkil) n. (c) [also> kiiJ] 'telephone' ~pikyJ (pi) 'telephones'cf. SYN kil), monkil) 
wonkil)pJtsa 'to phone' 
wonkil)pJsonu kyt:t thaptsa malbJ 'One must pay money while making a 
call.' 

lJ ~ s Jsg; 

sgra n.(c) (< syar(D)a] 'horse' ~pgki (pi) 'horses' FEM SJraam 
sgra nu byt:ktsi 'horse and mule' 
sgra nu th'ibt:rla byt:ktsi 'the mule from horse and donkey' 
SJra budi dortstsa 'to run like a horse' 
mt:ko kt:r sJra sappa dorttu 'The black horse ran very fast.' 
th 'ibcr yo sJra khodt:bJn ti'ilsib 'A donkey is also seen like a horse.' 
goimi t:'Ko sJra dosomi gyab'i? "How much did you pay for this horse?' 

SJsthcm n. 'living place' 
mt:?ankt: sJstht:m 'their living place' 

sisplapg n. 'ruin' 
t:KO khikt: sisplapJ koi)O 'Look at this building's ruin.' 
go sisplapJ dumti 'I am ruined.' 

s'isyir n. (u) 'rust' 
s'isyir nu tholuts 'nail and rust' 

soda n. (c) 'elephant' ~pJki (pl) 'elephants' 
'f'lt:b soda 'a big elephant' 
sodakt: tht:b nopha 'a big ear the elephant' 
sodakt: imitstsili m'itsi 'a small eye of the elephant" 
koiJo! koiJo! domo tht:b soda! 'Look! Look! How big elephant!' 
sodam mur yo siiibJ 'The elephant kills man also.' 
sodakt: nopha tht:b dumbJ 'The elephant a big ear.' 

sotsa vt. 'to reveal' sotu (p, 3sg) 'revealed' soso (pp, adj.) 'revealed' NEG mJ~ 'to not 
reveal' 

sor n. (c)[< syor] 'star' ~pJki (pl) 'stars' 
SJriiJmi sor 'the Star in the sky' 
tasla nu sorpik 'the moon and the stars' 
sorpik tJtsa 'to see the stars' 
sJriiJmi sorpik nadola tal sib 'Stars are seen in the sky only at night.' 

sukul n. 'sex, fornication' vt. ~pgtsa 'to fornicate, have intercourse' cf. SYN pgtsa (fig) 

sy'a par. (esp. for emphasis; no Eng equivalent; N R) 
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lau sy'a 'Go.' 
mar p;:Ji sy'a 'What did you do?' 
opa p;:JtSa sy'a 'to do this way' 
dazu sy'a 'EauHave.' 
mardc: m~dori sy'a? 'Why didn't you run?' 
plotsa sy'a 'Escape.' 
am kulrni yo ko:IJ sy' a 'Look at your face also.' 
t~mbli kyc:t gw sy'a 'Give money to the daughter.' 

sya:ka n. (c) 'leopard' ~p;:Jki (pl) 'leopards' panthera pardus 
wakikc sya:ka 'the leopard ofthejungle' 
sya:ka nu dzoi 'the leopard and the tiger' 
h'Itsi'iiJa sya:ka 'a fearful leopard' 
syc:tsibpaimi sya:ka ka s~dat 'The hunter has killed a leopard .. 
c:ko sya:ka d;:J h 'TtsaiJa ba?t;:J 'This leopard is frightening.' 

goimi sya:ka t;:Jso ba?IJS 'Have you seen a leopard?' 

syabu 11. [> syab] 'millet-beer' 
syab tutsa 'to drink the millet-beer' 

syakarc:lu (spelling; Shyakarelu) [s: CMPl n. 'destroyer. creator, trinity' 

syard;:Jlu n. (c) (gen.; phullu~phuilu) 'granite' ~p;:Jki (pi) 'granites' 
kh;)p nu syard;:'l]U 'soil and granite' 
bus syard;:J]u 'the white granite' 
k11otc;m t'uso syard;:J]U 'the granite licked by a lizard' 
syard;)]u ko:tsam rimso dumb;) 'The granite is beautiful to look at.. 
syard;)lula m'i yo gluisib 'Fire is also produced (lit. taken out) from the 
granite.' 

syar(()ori n. (c) 'salt-pot' (esp. made up ofbamboo) 
syar(()orimi h'isi kurp;:Jtsa 'to store salt in the salt-pot' 

go-m syar(()ori-mi h'isi kurpataiJ 'I stored the salt in the salt-pot.' 

syatsa vt. 'to tease' syatu (p, 3sg) 'teased' syaso (pp, adj.) 'teased' NEG ffiZl'~ 'to not tease· 
mardc: syatsa? 'why to tease?' 
mc:ko murbli syatsa 'to tease that man' 
gom mc:ko murkali syataiJ 'I teased that man.' 

syarthatsa vt. 'to govem, rule' syarthatu (p, 3sg)'govemed, ruled' syarthaso (pp, 
adj.)'govemed, ruled' NEG syarm;:'l~ 'not to govem, rule' 
hopomi syarthatsa 'to govem by the king' 
murupikim murblin syarthatsa 'to govern for the people by the people' 
dopa syarthatsa 'how to rule' 
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syarthasimi muruank;}li syarthatu 'The government ruled the people.' 

syarthasi n. (c) 'government' ~p;}ki (pl) 'governments' 
S;}il)a syarthasi 'government of the past' 
muliJa syarthasi 'government of the present' 
ragi nu syarthasi 'the country and the government' 
E'ko syarthasimi mdrdiyo g£ m;}p;}u 'This government did not do anything.' 
murk£ syarthasimi muranbli g£th k'ib (fig.) 'The government of the people 
makes its people prosperous.' 

sy£ n. 'meat' (gen. suffix as in pwa>po~ 'pork'; see po) 
sy£ nu kh;}m£ 'rice and meat' 
sy£ htsa 'to cook the meat' 
m;}mami posy£ k£t£m£ 'The mother cooked the pork.' 
go mar;}iyo sy£ m;}dzainuiJ 'I do not have any meat (of any animal). 
m£ko raso sy£ m;}bauo 'Do not eat that rotten meat.' 
sy£ m;}b;}sonu yo dumb;} 'It works without having meat.' 

sy£-da n. (c) 'sound' ~p;}ki (pi) 'sounds' 
kiranti-koits lo:k£ sy£-dapik 'the sounds of the Kiranti-Koits language' 
muruank£ lo:k£ sy£-dapik 'the sounds ofthe human languages' 

syEIJ conj. [Konow's data (in Griersonl909: H.G. 260) data from Darjeeling] 'but' cf. 
SYN t;}rna [s: nat from N] 
gom m'isy£al kabli ko:taiJ sy£IJ m;}datu 'I had a look at a girl but I did not 
like her.' 
go iptsa malti syc:IJ iptsan ffi;}tS;}bu 'I tried to sleep but I could not sleep.' 
piu d;} d£-ti syEIJ ak£ mu m;}dum 'I told you to come but I was out of time.' 

syd£paTtek n.(c) cf. SYN hirna, p;}trum 

sy£itsa vt. 'to make, build' sy£ltu (p, 3sg)'made, built' syclso (pp, adj.) 'made, built' NEG 

m~ 'not to make, built' 
k"r sy£ltsa 'to build a house' 
phr£-spik dopa sy£ltsa 'how to make sentences' 
gom £KO k"r S;}ithots£ sy£Wil) 'I built this house many years ago., 
goimi omo th£b k"r sy£1t£k ky£t tskla tsag'i? 'Where did you get/bring the 
money from to buj}d this much big building?' 

sy£lmikhi n. (c) 'school' ~piki (pl) 'schools' cf. SYN rcssikhi [Rapacha, Ngawacha
Mukhia and Rujicha-Mukhia 2003b] 

sy£1mits n. (c) 'student, learner' ~p;}ki (pi) 'students, learners' SYN sys-sib 



syspu n. (c) 'salary, remuneration' 
syspu daitstsa 'to get salary' 
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sinat gom akc syspu daittaiJ 'I got my remuneration yesterday.' 

sycr n. (mass) 'rice' (esp. the husked one) [cf. sera Kiranti-Wam; Opgenort (2002: 544)] 
sycrnu tsirs PhJS phaitstsa 'to barter rice with the millet-flour' 
sysrphJSk£ syoplc 'the bread made up ofthe rice-flour' 
sysr nu namsi 'rice and perilla' 
sysrnu namsi khalsa dzgsonu blobJ 'It will be tasty to have the mixed rice and 
perilla.' 
msko gyoliJa sysr tsuptg 'The rice of the winnowing-tray spilled/poured.' 

sysn:rc adv., ono. 'the sound of raining' 
fEU ib SY£f£f£ 'pitter-patter rain drops' 

sysrsso n. cf. SYN ribdo, arJk 11a 

sys-siaphpo n. (c) n. 'teacher' ~piki (pi) 'teachers' cf. SYN sys-bi, sy£-tik FEM sy£-siam 
sydmikhimi sys-siaphpo 'a teacher in the school' 
sys-siaphpo nu sydmits 'a teacher and a student' 
sys-siaphpomi 'by the teacher' 
msko sys-siap11pomi abli rststsa sys-tams 'The teacher taught me reading .. 
goi sys'bi dumtsa malnJys? 'Do you want to be a teacher?' 
msko sys'bi dumtsa malbJ 'S/he must be a teacher.' 

sys-sib n. (c) 'student, learner' ~pJki (pi) 'students, learners' cf. SYN sydmits 

syst n. 'trouble, difficulty' v. systdzJtsa 'to get trouble, be caught into difficult situations. 
ANT amnus 
syst nu amnus 'trouble and pleasure' 
sy£t gstsa 'to trouble' 
syst mJdzJthu amnus mJp'ibJ 'No pain no gain.' 
gom dJ sappa syst dzatal) 'I was troubled very much.' 
marpa syst dzJi I]ii? 'How were you troubled?' 

systh adj. (>Seth] 'empty' 
systh gui 'empty he:::~,;::::::::-' 

syc-tsa vt. 'to teach' sy£-tU (p, 3sg)'taught' syc-SO (pp, adj.)'taught' NEG m;r-- 'not to 
teach' 
dopa sys-tsa 'how to teach' 
rimsopa sy£-tsa 'to teach well' 
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gom m£ko albli r£tstsa sy£-tiil)' I taught reading to the child.' 
goi t;mbli r£tstsa sy£-do 'Teach reading to the son.' 
m£kom abli rimsopa k11Jpkyu dorpaitstsa sy£-tau 'S!he taught me driving a 
bus well.' 

sy~::-sits n. 1'admonisment, instruction, precept' 2n. 'learning' cf. SYN sy£-si, sy£-S£ts 
sy£-sits bitstsa 'to obey the instruction' 
rimso sy£-si 'a suitable instruction' 
th£bmurk£ sy~tsi 'instruction of the elder' 
go ink£ dc-SO syc-sits binnul) 'I obey your instruction.' 
mJmam gcso sy£-scts gmaiyo mJrimso mJdumbJ 'The mother's 
admonishment is never bad.' 

syc-sitsa vt. 'to learn' syc-sitJ (p, 3sg) 'learnt' syc-siso (pp, adj.)'learnt' NEG mJ~ 'not to 
learn' 
rimsopa syc-sitsa 'to Jearn well' 
mJmalo: syc-sitsa 'to acquire the mother tongue' 
a! m;:}malo: syc-siyd 'Let's learn our mother tongue.' 
bmpyutcr syc-sitsa rimson dumb;:) 'It is better to learn the computer.' 
gom MS-Word syc-siti 'I learnt the MS-Word.' 

syi n. 'firewood, wooden fuel' [cf. sil; Kiranti-Ha; Shakya (1971: 92), s'i1J Meithei; 
Chelliah (1997: 26), si1J Kiranti-Ath; Neupane (200 l: 328)] 
syi khr((/l)oitstsa 'to cut the fire wood' 
syi nu m'i 'firewood and fire' 
syi gyaptsa 'to buy the firewood' 
kh;:)m£ htsabli syi malbd 'Firewood is necessary to cook the rice.' 
mcko ruwatsmi syi lctu 'The farmer sold the firewood.' 
gom m'i thcrtstsabli syi guptiil) 'I collected the firewood to warm in front of 
the fire.' 

syikhai n. [s: blending; <syi+khai] 'mushroom' cf. SYN omu 

syiJ n. 'dance' V. syi)p;:)tsa; See p;:}tSa 
syad;:}r syil 'land-worshiping dance' (K-K cul.) 
bur kh;:)m£ dz;:}ndz;:)n syil p;:}np;:)n (rhy.) 
syadJrmi ts'ibk£ syil tJSpJtsa 'to imitate the bird's dance in Shyadar' 
go syilp;:)tsa m;:)dzo:nuiJ 'I do not know how to dance.' 
lo dc ik£ syil koi 'Let's see your dance.' 
goimi dopaiyo syil p.;)tsan maln;:)y£ 'You've to dance anyhow/at any cost.' 

syiltsa vt. 'to escort' 

syo n. (c) 'mouth' ~p:_:}ki (pl) 'mouths' 
syomi 'in the mouth' 
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syola 'from the mouth' 
syola r~tsuk glutsa 'to come out saliva from the mouth' 
ake syo m~rimso rinapaptu 'My mouth smelt bad.' 
ike syomi mar kurp~'i? 'What did you put in your mouth?' 
ike syo koiJU de 'Let me see your mouth.' 

syoke n. 'gizzard, (rhy.) hohorihoke bwakc: syokc; kolSo gombol na?sok£ 

syoklo n. (c) 'pod' ~pik (pi) 'pods' 

syokot n. 'a kind of wild yam' discorea sp. (N ~~~) 

syokr£ n.(mass) 'beard' 
boisso syokn: (fig.) 'white beard' 

syolu n. (u) 'hunger, starvation, (literary, sg) a strong desire for sthJsb' v. syolubc?tsa •tu 

feel hunger' 
syolu nu dzJtt:kdz~t 'hunger and food' 
syolubE7SOmH£ dz~tSJ 'to eat after getting hunger' 
syolu bloso dumbJ ds dzJtt:kdzJt? 'Is hunger or food tastier?'* 
go syolu bc'lti 'lam hungry.' 

syopo 11. (c) [also syopul 'ornament' ~pJki (pi) 'ornaments' 

syor n. (c) "star' ~piki (pl) "stars' 

SYUIJ n. (c) 'ship' ~pJki (pi) 'ships' 
syul) nu ph~skyu 'ship and airplane' 
syuiJ bwakmi nu phJskyu sJriiJmi 'a ship on the water and an airplane in the 
sky' 
tht:b syuiJ 'a big ship' 
syuiJ bwakla gab 'The ship travels by water.' 
syuiJmi muru yo kyab 'The ship transports man also.' 
gom omo thsb SYlllJ gmaiyo mJtJso fidlJ 'I never had seen such a giant ship.' 

s~is~iiJa adj. SYN mJit, dzcso (see mJit for use) ANT nJk 
sJisJil)a mur 'people/man of the past' 
s~isJiiJa lo: 'facts/speech of the past' 

s;:,gun n. (c) ·offer' ~pik (pi) 'offers' v. ~pJtsa 'to offer' 

s~la n. 'a tree species; shorea robusta' (N ~ ~) 
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sgJaph~Us. adj. 'rough, unlawful, atrocious, conspirating' cfSYN horsso 

sgmdz n. (c) 'Sherpa tribe' -pgki (pl) 'Sherpas' 

sgmin n. (c) (also (fig.) tsirs] 'Jirel tribe' 

sgpha n. (c; gen.) 'leaf -piki (pi) 'leaves' SYN pgt [< pgti; as in bospgti (spec. in culture)] 
Jgl sgpha 'a red leaf 
sgpha guptsa 'to pick up the leaf 
rgwakc S;)phapik 'leaves of the tree' 
sgphakc mycscr yo sydsib 'A plate is made out of leaf also.' 
mcko sgpha mardc thiy'i? 'Why did you touch that leaf?' 
goi wakila S;)pha ts 'ako 'Bring the leaf from the jungle.' 

sgpu n. 'navel, belly button' -rolo tgmra n. 'birth ceremony' 
-rolo n. 'naming day' 
gcth lcsso sgpu 'the up-turned navel' 
luts lcsso S;)pu 'the down-turned navel' 
S;)pu koiitsa 'to show the navel' 
ike S;)pu mardc koidi? 'Why did you show your navel?' 
akc S;)pu rinapaptu 'My navel stank.' 
akc t;)mia S;)pu gcth lcsso ba 'My daughter's navel is turned up.' 

sgr;)W;)li n. 'death' cf. SYN bc?tsi 

S;)riiJ n. 'sky, space' 
S;)ri1Jla 'from the sky' 
S;)ril)mi 'in the sky' 
sgril)gc 'towards the sky' 
sgril)la syorpik do?tcmc 'Stars fell from the sky.' 
sgril)mi ts'ib bcrttg 'The bird flew in the sky.' 
goimi S;)riiJgc bcrtstsa malbd (fig.) 'You have to aim high.' 

sgsi num. 'eight' 
tsgninolc sgsi 'eight after seven' 
sgsi nu ya 'eight and nine' 
sgsi piyapik 'eight heads' 
gom sinat sgsi khyopgtpik gyaptaiJ 'I bought eight books yesterday.' 
sgsimi ggu t~:>mo 'Add ten in nine.' 
mEkom sgsi phurblpik samtu 'S!he lost eight balls.' 

sgu n. (c) 'hornet' -piki (pi) 'hornets' cfSYN gguJ 

sab~:>rnat adv. [see also nati>nat] 'the day before yesterday' 
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goi sabsrnat tsk l;::>y'i? 'Where did you go the day before yesterday?' 
go sabsrnat durnkhimi l;::>ti 'I went to the office the day before yesterday.· 
gom sabsrnat ah tsa prs-paittang "I had my hair cut the day before 
yesterday.' 

saigs adv. [aJso > s;::>i) 'many years ago' 
goi saigs tsk !;::>y'i? 'Where did you go many years ago?' 

s'a:itstsa vt. 1'to kill, murder, assassinate' sa:ittu (p, 3sg) 'killed' sa:isso (pp, adj.) ·killed' 
NEG rn;::>~ 'to not kill' 
s'a:itstsa nu bs?tsa 'to kill and die' 
dopa s'a:itstsa 'how to kill' 
dzoi karni kyarbli s'a:itstsa 'to kill the goat by a tiger' 
s'Ko ts'ibbli sumi s;::>da? 'Who killed this bird?' 
c:-ko sodabli sumi s'a:itstsa dc:-mc:? 'Who told you to kill this elephant'?' 
2'to extinguish, put off, blow out lamp' 
mc:komi abli rippaissa saitti (not in the literal sense) 'S!he made me laugh 
wildly.' 
mul dailu sa:itstsa malb;::> mardsiJ;::>m iptsi mil dumt;::> "Now we've to extingui'. 
the light because it is bed-time now.' 

sake n. 'oath' 
am sake m0pi8-tsa ·not to forget one's oath' 

sal) n. (c) 'consonant' ~p;::>ki (pi) 'consonants' 
Sill) nu IJOl "vowel and consonant' 
sal) khalsi 'the consonant cluster' 
kiranti-koits lo:h sal) 'the consonant ofthe Kiranti-Koits language· 
ragyskuliJa nslls lo:pikim saiJ-l)Oipik banim "All languages of the world have 
vowels and consonants.' 
kiranti-koitsmi 'bh' sal) m;::>bab;;J 'The Kiranti-Koits has no 'bh' consonant.' 

satsa vi. 'to recover' sa:tu (p, 3sg) 'recovered' sa:so (pp, adj.) 'recovered' NEG m;::>~ 'to 
not recover' 
roip;::>so mur sa:tsa 'the patient to recover' 

s'iitsa vi. 'to choke while eating, drinking, smoking' (N sarkinu) 

sa?tsa vt. 'to get spread' sa?tu (p. 3sg) 'got spread' sa?so (pp, adj.) 'got spread' NEG m;;J~ 

'to not get spread' 

sa nurn. 'three' 
ni?sinols sa 'three after two' 
sa nu lc: 'three and four' 
sa khyop;::>t 'three books' 
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abli sa khur/D gsyini 'Give me three rupees.' 
gom sa bwa gya~~ '_I bou~ht, three roosters.' , 
akt sa kyars SUlUl k Ul p;;!wa? Who stole my three goats? 

sadzil n. (c) 'auto-ricksaw' ~p::>ki (pl) 'auto-rickshaws' 
ker phUfiJa sadzil 'an auto-ricksaw of the black colour' 
sadzil dorpaib 'the auto-rickshaw driver' 
sadzil dorp;;!sa kyst tssmtsa 'to earn money by driving the auto-ricksaw' 
aks IJaW::> sadzil dorpaib m's 'My elder brother is an auto-ricksaw driver.' 
go sadzilmi gyakosi l;;lti 'I went to the bazaar by auto-ricksaw.' 

satsu n. (c) 'trident' ~p;;!ki (pl) 'tridents' cf. SYN libsa 
poiboa satsu 'the trident of the shaman' 
libsa nu syakardu 'the trident and Paruhang' 
satsumi 'by the trident' 
poiboa msko satsu m::>thiuo 'Do not touch the shaman's trident.' 
go s1co satsu kurnUIJ 'I carry this trident.' 
syakarelumi libsa kumimi 'Paruhang carries the trident.' 

sekle n. (c) '25c, a quarter, coin equivalent to 25 penny' ~p::>ki (pl) 'cents' 
sskls nu phsbrs '25c and SOc' 
sus sskle 'many 25cs' 
gonu sskle ka 'a 25c with me' 
gom msko puibbli sskls ka gstal) 'I gave a 25c to the beggar.' 
goimi ilks sskle ka tsk S;;lmi? 'Where did you lose my 25c?' 

ssl::> postp.,adv. 'along with' 

sdtsa vt. 'to make' seltu (p, 3sg) 'made' sslso (pp, adj) 'made' NEG m~ 'to not make' 
khy sysltsa 'to build a house' 
gom khy ka syeltal) 'I built a house.' 
e1co khy sumi syelda? 'Who built this house?' 

sslmi n. (c) 'training' ~piky::> (pl) 'trainings' 
selmibli kyet thaptsa 'to pay money for training' 
go sslmimi l::>ti 'I went for a training.' 

ssmi n. 'way, method, process' cf. SYN nilam 

ssrsso n. 'wine' cf. SYN ribdo, ar;;lkha 
b::>d::>l ka ssrsso tutsa 'to drink a bottle of wine' 
ribdom d'usa phmsphms mar mar ds-ni dmens (rhy) 

sssu adv. MAN ~guptsa 'to pick up hurriedly' 
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sststsa vt. 'to call' ssttu (p, 3sg) sssso (pp, adj) 'called' NEG m;:)~ 'to not call' 
murkabli sststsa 'to call a man' 
gom goibli ssttiil) 'I called you.' 
goimi iibli miirds sstti? 'Why did you call me?' 

stu n. [ usu. with ~p~tsii; see also p~tsii; cf. Kiranti-Lim: sewii(rO), Kiriinti-Rod: 
syiim~ima, Kiriinti-Ban: syiimunns in Sikkim] 'greeting' (a form of etiquette) 
cf. SYN n~mS£W;:)l 

ak£ Stu 'my greeting' 
mskok£ stu 'his/her greeting' 
aJk£ Stu 'our greeting' 
gom stu patiil) 'I greeted you.' 
k£kom ak£ stu tii'?tu 'S!he accepted my greeting." 
lo mu kcrdzbli sw piiuo 'Now greet your uncle.' 

-SI Middle oice marker 

sibla n. (c) 'serpent' (spec.; sec also bu:s) 
sibliik£ pidarp::ltsa 'to worship the serpent' 

sidak n. Is: Kiranti-Liml 'medicine'cf. SYN tssrtscr 
sidakp::ltsa 'to give, administer medicine for curing' 
sidiik nu syssits 'medicine and admonishment, instruction, precept· 
sidakmi thiso ·intoxicated, cured by the medicine' 
go msko polbom g£so sidak dz;:)sa s'a:ti 'I recovered having eaten the 
medicine given by the shaman.' 
gonu sidak gyaptsk kyst m;:Jba 'I do not have any money to buy medicine.' 

siltsa vt. 'purify' siltu (p, 3sg) 'purified' silso (pp, adj.) 'purified' NEG m;:)~ 'to not 
purify' 

s'imtsa vt. 'to destroy' s'imtu (p, 3sg) 'detroyed' s'imso (pp. adj.) 'destroyed' NEG rn;:J~ 
'not to destroy' 

sin n. (c) 'month' ~p~ki (pl) 'months' 
sl<o sinmi 'in this month' 
[;)so sin 'the last month' 
sin nu mudi 'month and year' 
sinpikim gigits rimso dumb;) 'April is the best amongst all months.' 
mudi kam doso sinpik ba?nimi? 'How many months has a year?' 
go sl<o sinmi London lainuiJ 'I go to London this month.' 

sinima n. (c) [s: Eng+natj 'film, movie, cinema' ~p;:)ki (pi) 'films, movies' 
sinimakob 'film-goer' 
sinimii ko:itsa 'to watch a film' 
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sinima sycltsa 'to produce a movie' 
sinimabli brcspik brc?tsa 'to write scripts for a film' 
sinimami gyartstsa 'to act in the film' 
mulitsa sinima koth bt;) 'Mulicha went to watch the tilm.' 
gomi sinimabli brcs ka brc?taiJ 'I wrote a script for the movie.' 
rimpomi sinima kami gyartt;)(U) 'Rimpo acted in a film.' 

sirtstsa vt. 'to tum over' cf. SYN lo?tsa 

sisdzidz n. 'ice-cream' 
sisdzidz nu khrui 'the ice-cream and tooth' 
sisdzidz yaptsa 'to buy ice-cream' 
sisdzidz m;)b;)tsa 'not to have ice-cream' 
alank;)li sisdzidz m;)gwo 'Do not provide ice-cream to the children.' 
ibli cko sisdzidz sum gcwa? 'Who gave you this ice-cream?' 

sitstsa vt. 'to bear/have fruit' sittu (p, 3sg) 'bore fruit' sisso (pp, adj) 'borne fruit' NEG 

m;)~ 'to not bear fruit' 
rimsopa sisso obis 'the cucumber borne-well' 

siu n. (c) 'father-in-law' ~piki (pl) 'father-in-laws' 
ak€ siu 'my father-in-law' 

siwar n. (c)[< siwari] 'jackal' ~p;)ki (pi) 'jackals' 
siwar budi kh;)dits 'clever like a jackal' 
siwar nu bwa 'the jackal and the rooster' 
siwar gritd 'The jackal howled.' 
siwarmi yoltsa 'to take away (in the sense of preying and eating) by the 
jackal.' 
c'Ko al siwar budi khddits ba?td 'This baby is clever like a jackal.' 
ak€ bwa sinat siwarmi yoltu 'The jackal hunted (and ate) my rooster 
yesterday.' 

sodzil n. (c) 'scooter' ~pdki (pl) 'scooters' 
sodzil dorpaitstsa 'to drive a scooter' 
sodzil nu gudzil 'scooter and bicycle' 
sodzilmi 'on the scooter' 
c'Ko sodzil gom sinat gyaptiil) 'I bought this scooter yesterday.' 
goi sodzilmi tck dor'i? 'Where are you running on the scooter?' 
goi yo sodzil gyapn;)y£7 'Do you also buy a scooter?' 

sogcn n. 'sin' ANT mdsogw 
sogcnpdtsa 'to commit a sin' 
khuip;)tsa sogcn dumbd 'It is a sin to steal.' 
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soitstsa vt. 'to send' soittu (p, 3sg)'sent' soisso (pp, adj.)'sent' NEG m;)c- 'not to send' 
murnu blcsp;)t soitstsa 'to send a Jetter with a man' 
m0k soitstsii? 'to send there' 
gom alec mdmiibli blcspdt soittang 'I sent a letter to my mother.' 
m0ko murbli f:K soitto 'Send that man here.' 
goimi mcko bli>Sp;)t t0k soitti? 'Where did you send that letter?' 

solits n. (mass) 'body/leg-hair' (esp. ofman/human) cf di 
ker solits 'a black leg-hair' 
solits tsotsii 'to burn the leg-hair' 
sloits tultsii 'to pluck out the leg-hair' 
solits nu tsa 'leg-hair and hair' 
ak£ khoilim dd sappa solits ba 'My leg has a lot of hair.' 
gom ak£ solits tultiii] 'I plucked out my leg-hair.' 

solma n. 'rice cone' (K-K cui, cf Burchers 2003: 84) cf. SYN torm(iiJ 

soltsa vL 'to take sth out, extract, subtract' soltu (p, 3sg) 'took sth out' solso (pp, adj.) 
'taken sth out'(cf. spec. SYN ph0tstsa) NEG m;)~ 'not to take sth out' ANT 

tE:mtsa 
b;:~k 11 ;:~lla kyst soltsa 'to take out money from the pocket· 
garla itsika dzim1a soltsa 'to take out a little bit of millet-beer from the soil
pot' 
gom ap 11poa sothkc: b;:~k 11 ;:~1la kh;:~lka ky£t soltaiJ ·'I took out a twenty rupees' 
note from the shirt's pocket of my rather.' 
ab.: m 'itsim mar om' E solo/solsagwo 'Take out whatever entered in my eyes.· 

solu n. 'sacrifice' 
bwaks solu 'sacrifice of a cock' 

solyu n. [~syolu] 'hunger' ~bs'ltsa (vi.) 'to feel/he hungry (fig.)' 

go solyu bs?ti 'I am hungry.' 

somtsa vt. 'to become' cf. SYN dumtsa 

sona n. 'vagina, cunt' M sulu 
th£mli thsmli hilsipau sulu-nona milcipau (tab. rhy.) 
sonaga 'inside the vagina' 
ale£ sona r;:~ksut;:~ 'My vagina itched.' 

sosmal n. (mass) 'grass' 
gis sosmal 'the green grass' 
gom b'ibyap11ank;:~li sosmal r'itiii] 'I cut the grass for cattle.' 

sot n. 'breath' 



sotits adj. 'strong, clever, powerful' 
sotits iii kii 'a clever child' 
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so:tsii vt. 'to become dry' so:td (p, 3sg) 'dried' so:so (pp, adj.) 'dried' NEG md~ 'not to 
become dry' 
mursso wii so:tsii 'to dry up the washed cloth' 
rdwa so:tsii 'to dry up the tree' 
so:so mur 'a thin man' 
fik£ mursso wii so:td 'My cloth washed yesterday dried up.' 
£Ko phu wii mdthisiin so:m£t 'This flower dried up without getting the water.' 

so?tsa vt. 'to sow' so?tu (p, 3sg)'sowed' so?so (pp, adj.) 'sown' NEG m~ 'not to sow' 
kyodz so?tsii 'to sow the barley' 
dzdtdZdtsiibli so?tsii 'to sow for eating' 
muliithots£ gom yo fik£ nell£ rumi dongr£dz so?tiil) 'This year I also sowed the 
maize in all my land.' 
ruwiitsmi ts£rbi mdso?thu mar p::ltsii IJii? 'What can a farmer do without 
sowing the wheat?' 

s'otsa vt. 'to cross, e.g. a river' s'out (p, 3sg) 'crossed' s'oso (pp, adj.) 'crossed' NEG m::J~ 

'to not cross' 

soth n. (c) 'shirt' ~p::Jki (pl) 'shirts' 
gig soth 'a green shirt' 
ndk gyapso soth 'a newly bought shirt' 
khasiso soth 'a torn shirt' 
rimso soth 'a beautiful shirt' 
yumpimi soth ka gyaptu 'Yumpi bought one shirt.' 
gomi bumirbli soth phupiiittal) 'I made the tailor sew my shirt.' 
gom fik£ soth murttiil) 'I washed my shirt.' 

sosyo adj. 'dry' ANT mdsosyo 

syobtsa vt. 'to filter out the millet beer' 

su pron. 'who' 
sumi 'by whom/who' 
sunu 'with whom/who' 
sula 'from who/whom' 
sukdli 'to whom' 
suh 'ofwho(m)' 
goi su n::Jni? 'Who are you?' 
goi suk£ tdu ndni? 'Whose son are you?' 
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c"ko k11yop;}t sukdli gel]? 'To whom should I give this book?' 
c"ko khlmi su su ba?nim'i? 'Who are the people living in this house?' 
mcko m'isycmur su m'c? 'Who is that woman?' 

suit;}r n. (c) [s: Eng+nat] 'sweater' ~p;}ki (pi) 'sweaters' 
gyumi suit;:}r 'sweater in the cold season' 

suka adv. 'whose' cf. SYN sukc 
goi suk3Jsukc t;}m(i) n;}y£? 'Whose daughter are you?' 

suni n. "morning' ~kdn 'early in the morning' 
mulat go sunikdn bo?ti 'Today I rose early in the morning.' 

s'utsa vt. "darn, mend, repair' 

sutsa vt. ·to seal a leak' (fig.) a syosutsa 'make someone quiet by providing bribe, 

sui yo pron. 'no one' 
gom dumk 111mi suiyo m;}t;}l] 'I did not see anyone in the office.' 
mcko k111mi suiyo mJba?mJ "There was no one in that house.' 

suknat n. [also tscrcnat] 'Sunday' 
hasnatnols suknat 'Saturday after Friday' 
s"ko suknatla 'from this Saturday' 
suknat(m)i 'on Saturday' 
go suknat r£ssik111 mg\ainuiJ ·r do not go to the school on Saturday.' 
goi suknati tt:k lain;}yt:? 'Where do you go on Saturday.' 
tst:ri!J suknat tt:kci yo mJlaibJ 'Tsering does not go anywhere on Saturday.' 

SU!J n. (c) [also sui] 'lip' ~p;}ki (pi) 'lips' 
SUIJpikmi ph'upup;}tsa 'to kiss on the lips' 
lJl SUI] 'a red lip' 
ni?si sui nt:ptsa 'to join the two lips' 
akc ap11pomi akc SUI]mi ph'upupamtt:mc 'My father kissed on my lip.' 
mt:ko m'isysmurh sulpik ba?tcm£ 'The woman's lips are red.' 

suiJgt:ba n. (c) [s: Kiranti-Lim] 'coat,jacket' ~p;}ki (pi) 'coats, jackets' 
dzt::so suiJgcba 'a worn out coat' 
sul)gt:ba pht:rtstsa 'to sew/prepare the coat' 
kt:r suiJgt:ba 'a black coat' 
gom kt:r sul)gcba pht::siti;pht::til!J 'I wore a black coat.' 
mt:ko murk£ sul)gsba rimso ba 'The man's coat is beautiful.' 

sulu n. ·male genital, penis, cock' FEM sona 
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thcmli thEmli hilcipau sulu-nona milcipau (tab. rhy.) 

sum num. 'zero' 
ni?si sum sum '200' 

surb n. (c)[< surbu]'bee' ~p~ki (pi) 'bees' 
surb nu k11u 'bee and honey' 
p11upikmi surbpik 'bees on the flowers' 
EKO k'1mi surb 'bee in this house' 
surbum k11u sydb~ 'The bees make homey.' 
burbkt khu sappa dzidz dumb~ 'The bee-honey is very sweet.' 
boisso p11upikmi surbpik hirnimi 'Bees roam around the blooming flower.' 

suni n. 'morning' sunipik adv. 'mornings' 
suni bn 'early in the morning' 
suni nu nado 'the morning and the night' 
suni bn bo?tsa 'to get up early in the morning' 
go suni bn dorth lainUIJ 'I go for running early in the morning.' 
goi suni bn bo?tsa maln~y£ 'You have to rise early in the morning.' 

s'u:thi n. (c) 'marigold' ~p~ki (pl) 'marigolds' 
rimso s'u:thi phu 'a beautiful marigold' 
s'u:thi phukc rElphu 'the garland of the marigold' 
akt s'u:thi 'my marigold' 
E'Ko s'u:thi phu tckla tsag'i? 'Where did you bring this marigold from?' 
gom s'u:thi phukt rclphu ka gyaptfu] 'I bought a garland ofthe marigold.' 
dopa rimso s'u:thi p11u! 'How beautiful marigold!' 

sus det., pron. [ < susi] 'many, a lot of, plenty of, a large number of' 
sus nu itsikhoi 'many and a few' 
sus durdapik 'many words' 
tsyolthcmi sus mur ba?nimi 'Many people live in the city.' 
mcko almi sus kh~m£ dzaptu 'The child ate a lot of rice.' 
sus kyct p11cmsim~pauo 'Do not spend much money.' 
suspa adv. 'very much, heavily' 
munat suspa rcu it~ 'It rained heavily today.' 
mcko kh~lpam suspa ribdo t'utu 'The old man drank wine heavily.' 

suyal n. (c) 'message' ~pik (pi) 'messages' 

h~rc adv. 'thither, to or towards that palace (+human also)' dir. ~g£ (horizontal locative) 
See pith 
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h;:)rE mErE mur 'that man' (at the horizontal level, distal) 
h;:)rEgs 'towards that place' (horizontal locative) 

h;:)rui n. 'lust' 
walsmurks h;:)rui 'lust of the man' 

hdu n., adj. 'yellow' 
hdu phur 'yellow colour' 
hdu nu ldl TigEI] 'yellow and red colour' 
hdu TigEIJ gyaptsa 'to buy the yellow colour' 
gom h;:)u TigEIJ yaptill) 'I bought the yellow colour.' 
goimi iiks hdu Tigsl) tsk bdi? 'Where did you take my yellow colour?' 
msko h;:)u p 11 u rimso boimst 'The yellow flower has bloomed beautifully.' 

hdudzidz n. (c) 'orange· ~piki (pi) 'oranges' 

h;:)umots n. 'gold' 
h;:)umots nu horphuilu 'gold and diamond' 
h;:)umotsks syopo~u 'the ornament of gold' 
hdumotsks blsptsosyopo 'the ring of gold' 
k11 ;)pim h:"lumots sibb;) ds-sibd (fig.) 'It is said that the soil bears gold.· 
msko m 'isysmurmi h;mmotsks gumlik gyaptu 'The woman bought the gold
bangle.' 
aks immam h0umots gyaptsms 'My mother bought gold.' 

hago n. (c) 'lamp, light' SYN dailu, nas;)l, ham (see usc in dailu and nas::ll) 

halso adj. 'wide, broad· 

hals n. 'breadth' 

hamtsa 'to dry wet cloths, crops' 

hasnat n. [also holphnat] 'Friday' 
ribnatnols hasnat 'Friday after Thursday' 
hasnat nu suknat 'firday and Saturday 
hasnatla 'from Friday' 
goi hasnat;;lm tsk laindys? 'Where do you go on Friday?' 
goi aks khlmi hasnatdm pins 'You come to my house on Friday.' 
goi hasnati gyakosi lain;:)ys? 'Do you go to the market;:;;~ ~:;·;~~) ?' 

hasots n. 'November' 
gyurotsnols hasots 'November after October' 
hasotsm gyubs 'the marriage in November' 
hasotsm bur r'isib (fig.) 'The paddy is harvested in November.' 
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murpikim hasotsm gyubs painimi 'People marry in November.' 
hasotsm rimsopa na t'aTsib (fig.) 'It is pleasantly sunny in November.' 

hsmatsiri n. (c) 1'dove' (esp. a mythical one haing a golden colour') 2 'guardian angel' 
(fig.) -p:;}ki (pl) 'doves' 
hsmatsiri maltsa 'to look for a golden dove' 
hsmatsirik:;}li dzitskhstsp:;}tsa 'to quarrel for the golden dove' 
gom hsmatsiri ka gyaittfu] 'I caught a golden dove.' 
goimi hsmatsiri t~so ba?l)s? 'Have you seen a golden dove?' 

hsi n. 'word for chasing buffaloes' 

hsmtsa vt. 'thresh' hsmtu (p, 3sg) 'threshed' hsmso (pp, adj.) 'threshed' NEG m~- 'not to 
thresh' 

hcltsa vt. 'to be heavy' hslta (p, 3sg) 'became heavy' hslSo (pp, adj.) 'become heavy' 
NEG m:;}- 'not to be heavy' 
kurtsan m~tsapncpa hdtsa 'to be heavy for not being able to carry' 
sappa hcltsa 'to be heavy enormously' 
gom sko hdso phuilu ts'utal) 'I lifted up this heavy stone.' 
sK.o kuro dopa hdsoadj ba?msiii! 'How heavy this load is!' 

hs-slo: n. 'conclusion' 
hs-slo: brs?tsa 'to write the conclusion' 

hc-ths adj. 'careless' v. -p~tsa (see p:;}tsa) 
hs-ths mur ka 'a careless man' 
goi d~ sappa k~ka hs-ths ba?ts 'You are very much careless.' 

hibbsts n., adj. 'feudal, absolute' 

hiltsa vt. 'to grind' hiltu-au (p, 3sg) 'grinded' hilSo (pp, adj.) 'grinded' NEG m~- 'not to 
grind' 
yatmi tsirs hiltsa 'to grind the millet in the stone-gringder' 
kol)rstsnu th~kpo yo hiltsa 'to grind the weevil also with maize' 
gom b~m hiltal) 'I grinded the buckwheat.' 
goi mulat tssrb hildo 'You grind the wheat today.' 
goim munat mar hildi? 'What did you grind today?' 

hillo n. (c) 'query, question' -pik (pl) 'queries, questions' v. -p~tsa (see p~tsa) 
hillo nu lsssi 'question and answer' 
hillo brs?sa soitstsa 'to send the query by writing' 
aks hillo 'my question' 
akc hillo lstto 'Repllsg my query.' 
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akE lo:m:;,rubi rpna hillo brs?Sa soitto 'If you did not understand my point, 

send query by writing.' 

himakEm n. 'wailing' 

himtsa vt. 1'to shake sth!sb' 2(fig.) 'to get victory over sth!sb' 

hipikdupik n. 'famine' 
hipikdupik nu solu 'famine and hunger' 
hipikdupikmi dz:;,tskdz:;,t m:;,thisib 'Food cannot be found in famine.' 

hitstsa vt. 'to count' hittu (p, Jsg) 'counted' hisso (pp, adj.) 'counted' NEG md- ·to not 
count' 

h'itsu n. (c)[> itsu] 'rat. r 1 ouse' ~pik (pi) 'rats, mice' 

hirhir adj. sharp (also the prog. fonn ofhirtstsa) ANT bitls 

hirtstsa vi. ·to go around, roam, stroll' (also vt. 'to wag, brandish') hirttu (p, 3sg) 
'roamed' hirsso (pp, adj.) 'roamed' NEG m;:J~ 'not to stroll, wag' 
ts'ub hirtstsa 'to brandish a Gurkha knife' 
!ami hirtstsa 'to stroll on the roac!Jpath' 
s-ko kutsummi milu hirttu~tawd 'This dog wagged its tail.' 
goi 6th hirsso 'Tum hither.' 
am gs m:;,p:;,thu tsk hirhir ba?tyo? 

hirtsu n. (c) 'blade' ~piky:;, (pi) 'blades' 

hima n.(c) 'spinning wheel' ~pikyd (pl) 'spinning wheel' cf. SYN p:;,!rum, syslspa!tsk 

h'is' n. (u) [> h'is] 'salt' 
itsik 11oi h'isi 'a little salt' 

hiltsa vt. ·to grind' hiltu (p, 3sg) 'grinded' hilso (pp, adj.) 'grinded' NEG m:;, ~'to not 
grind' 

hilstsa vt. (s: N+nat] 'to make muddy' 

himdzsdzum n. 'neighbourhood' 
ah himdzsdzum 'my neighbourhood' 

hitsa vi. [See> itsa] cf. SYN kutsa, dzatsa, pitsa 
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hitstsa vt. [marked for spatial deixies; Mokusu as a consultant in NK Rai (2002)] 'to bring 
down (vertK::al)' hittu (p, 3sg)'brought down' hisso (pp, adj.) 'brought down' 
cf. SYN kuitstsa, pitstsa, tsa?tsa NEG m;:}~ 'not to bring down' 

h'Itsa vi. [n. h'Itsi] 'to fear, be afraid ofsb/sth' h'Itd (p, 3sg)'feared' h'Iso (pp, adj.) 
'feared' NEG m:r-- 'not to fear' 
dzoi t;:}sa h'Itsa 'to fear having see the tiger' 
aphponu h'Itsa 'to fear with the father' 
th;:}malo: wa?tsak.dli h'Itsa mdmalbd 'One should not fear to speak the truth.' 
msko tso~so gupsu tdsa mards h'Iso? 'Why did you fear having seen the 
imprisoned lion?' 
mopa h'Itsa mddumbd 'You should not fear in that way.' 

h'ItsaiJa adj. 'frightening, frightful' ANT mdh'ItsalJa 
h'Its8.l)a dzoi 'a frightful tiger' 
domo h'ItsaiJa sya:ka! 'What a frightful leopard!' 
sK:o gupsu dd h 'ItsaiJa ba?tg 'This lion is frightening one.' 
gom odsb h'Its8.l)a sibla gcnaiyo mdtdso ndlJ 'I never had seen such a 
frightening serpent.' 

hittsk n. (c) [also h'iki] 'number' ~pdki (pl) 'numbers' 
hittskpik h'itsa 'to count the numbers' 
doso h'ikipik 'how many numbers' 
sK:o h'ikipik dopa h 'itsa ds-ni? 'How did you say to count those numbers?' 
go h'ikipik h'itsa sys-sinulJ 'I learn how to count numbers.' 
ka, ni?si nu sa h'ikipik ngmi 'One, two and three are numbers.' 

hobis n. see SYN obis 

holtstsa vt. 'to climb up, (fig.) perform sexual act' holtt;:}~sau (p, 3sg) 'climbed up' holsso 
(pp, adj.) 'climbed up' NEG md~ 'not to climb up' 
gsthgs holtstsa 'to climb upwards' 
holtstsa maJSo fdWa 'the tree to be climbed up' 
go dd gsth hoissiti 'I climbed up above.' 
msko rdwami mards holscooo? 'Why did you climb up the tree?' 
goi S;:}ra hoitstsa tsabndyc? 'Can you climb up the horse?' 

hoitstsa 'to boil' hoittu (p, 3sg) 'boiled' hoittu (3, adj.) 'boiled' NEG m;:)~ 'to not boil' 
bwak hoitstsa 'to boil the water' 

homtsa vt. 'to swell' homtu~d (p, 3sg) 'swelled' homso (pp, adj.) 'swelled' NEG m;:}~ 'not 
to swell' 
kodz homtsa 'to swell up the stomach' 
gim homtsa 'to swell up the body' 
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homtsa nu domtsa (fig.) 'to swell and get fat' 
go roipa homti 'I got swelled being sick.' 
£-ko al domtsabli homtsan malb;:l (fig.) 'This child never gets fat.' 
msko murk£ hom so khoili br( t)olt;:l 'The man's swollen leg broke.' 

homsitsa vi. 'to be, get swollen' 

homok n. 'milk' n.(c) ~gyom 'milk-pot' ~pik (pl) 'milk-pots' 
b'ik£ homok 'the milk of the cow' 
m;:lmak£ homok 'the mother's milk' 
homok t'utsa 'to drink the milk' 
homok nu dzili 'the milk and the ghee' 
go homok nu kh;:lm£ dzainuiJ 'I eat rice and milk.' 
am m;:lmak£ homok£ dzcrb thaptsa m;:ltsabsib 'One cannot pay back the dcht 
of one's mother's milk.' 

honmasd£1 n. (cui) cf. bulnu/o, hilgro, bulso/u, ?walSil 'ghosUspirit' 

hopo n. (c) 1'king' ~p;:lki (pl) 'kings' n. ~thsm 'kingdom' 2'god' (as in tsuplu hopo: ab(' 
cf. SYN yabrs, pip FEM hopom 
hopomi 'by the king' 
pipks 'ofthe king' 
pipla 'from the king' 
binits hopo gaphtJ 'The Binicha king passed away.' 
pip dumsom rimso gs pJtsa malbJ 'A good deed should be undertaken whik 
being a king.' 
kiranti hopoanh: nsslo: brs?siso mJba 'The history of the Kiranti kings has 
not been written.' 

hopogsm n. cf. SYN p;:lis 

hoplo: cf. SYN nspaisi 

hoponamsi n. (c) 'politician' ~piki(pl) 'politicians' 

horphuilu n. (c) 'diamond' ~p;:lki (pl) 'diamonds' 
m;:lrimso horphuilu 'a bad diamond' 

horsso adj. 'rough, unlawful, atrocious, conspirating' cf. SYN sJiaphaTs 
horsso ss-da 'a rough voice' 
horsso hopo ka 'an atrocious king' 

hos adj. 'hot' ANT sis'i 
hos bwak 'hot water' 
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hots n. 'fever' 
hotskc roip~tsa 'to be suffered of fever' 
hots nu khyur 'fever and diarrhoea/dehydration' 
hotskc roip~sa bc?tsa 'to die of fever' 
mcko a! hots roip~sa bc?t~ 'The child died of fever.' 
akc hots bartt~ 'My fever increased.' 
mcko kh~lpa hotskc roip~ho ba?t~ 'The old man is suffered of fever.' 

hubnats n. 'June' 
dzimnatsnolc hubnats 'June after May' 
hubnats nu khubnats 'June and July' 
hubnatsla 'from June' 
hubnats~m rw ib~ 'It rains in June.' 
hubnats~m sappa hubb~ 'It is very hot in June.' 
hubnats~m bur yo khlumsib 'Paddy is also planted in June.' 

h'uitstsa vi. 'to scold' huittu~au (p, 3sg) 'scolded' huisso (pp, adj.) 'scolded' NEG m~~ 

'not to scold' 
syc-siaphpomi h'uitstsa 'to scold by the teacher' 
thcbmurmi h'uitstsa 'to scold by the elder' 
ah aphpomi abli h'uittamc 'My father scolded me.' 
m0ko dordorp~so albli h'uitto 'Scold that running boy.' 
albli mopa mardc h'uitti? 'Why did you scold3

sg the child in that way?' 

hurtstsa vt. 'to drink noisily' (semi-liquid like hot soup) hurttu (p, 3sg) 'drank' hursso 
(pp, adj.) 'drunk' cf. SYN yuptsa, tutsa NEG m~ 'to not drink' 

husna n. 'full-moon' 
rimso husna nado kami 'in a beautiful night of full-moon' 

hugro n. 'spirit' cf. bulnu, honrnascld 

hus n. [<husyc] 'blood' 
hus nu bwak 'blood and water' 
hus gctsa (lit.!fig.) 'to donate blood/to assist' 
husmi brc?siso ncslo: 'the history written with the blood' 
murkc hus 1~1 dumb~ 'Man's blood is red.' 
hus nu 1~1 phur kan tal sib 'The blood and the red colour look alike.' 
hus m~dumthu m~bloisib 'One cannot survive without blood.' 

?waku n. [>?wak > bwaku >baku> bak] wak (also acceptable) 'water' [cf. wo K-Thu; 
Ebert (1994: 51), wa K-Rod] 
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'lwakys n (c, u) [> bwaki > waki] 'forest, jungle, wood' 
wakimi 'in the jungle' 
wakikt nstha 'near the jungle' 
waki nu r~wa 'the jungle and the tree' 
go wakimi syi br(()~th lainm] 'I go to the jungle for fetching the firewood.' 
meko wakimi sumi m'i suitt'a? 'Who caused the conflagration in that 
jungle?' 
gopikim wakimi kumso pait~b 'We sang a song in the jungle.' 

?walsil cf. SYN bulnu/o, hiigro, bulSo/u, honmasdel 'ghosUspirit' 

?waphu n. (c) 'egg'[> bwaphu > b~phu) ~p~ki (pi) 'eggs' 
b;:)p11u nu homok 'egg and milk' 
b~phu loptsa 'to boil the egg' 
b~phu rostsa 'to perform rituals to appease the evil deities with egg' 
poThomi abli b~phu rolti:iw;:l 'The shaman warded off the evil spirit in !11<-' 

with egg.' 
gom b~phu lopsamin dzatfu] 'l ate the egg having boiled.' 
b~phu bus dumb~ 'The egg is white.' 

?wasyE n. [> bwasyc > b~syc] 'chicken' 
bwasyc gyaptsa 'to buy the chicken' 

?walo adj. [> balo] 'silent, quiet' v. ?walop;)tsa 'to be silent' cf. SYN tsorp£mtsa 
?walo pauo 'Keep quiet.' 
tsorpemtsa mdbii?t£ IJ~n;, thai nul) 'l will beat if you do not keep quiet.' 

********************************* 
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Appendix C 

The Sun(u)war materials 

After Hodgson's wordlist, the first grammatical short sketch on Sunwiir or 
Sunuwiir is given in Konow (1909: 198-205) edited by Grierson. I have provided extra 
linguistic information in big brackets . 

... A version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son in the Sun(u)wiir dialect has been received 
from the Nepal Darbar. It makes the impression of a word for word translation of the 
English text. A list of Standard Words and Phrases has been forwarded from Darjeeling. 
It shows that the version of the Parable cannot represent the dialect with fidelity. Above 
all, the order of words, which in the Parable is almost the same as in English, in the list 
agrees with that prevailing in other Tibeto-Bunnan languages. Our materials for 
describing the Sun(u)wiir dialect are, accordingly, rather unsatisfactory. They can, 
however, to a certain extent be supplemented from the list of words published by 
Hodgson. 
AUTHORITIES-

Hodgson, B. H. 'On the Aborigines of the Sub-Himalayas.' Journal of the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal Vol. X vi, Part ii, 1847, pp. 1235 and ff. Reprinted in Selections from the 
Records of the Government of Bengal, No. xxvii, Calcutta, 1857. Another reprint, 
under the title 'On the Aborigines of the Himalaya', in Hodgson's Essays on the 
Languages, Literature, and Religion of Nepal and Tibet. London, 1874, Part ii, 
pp.29 and ff. Contains a Sun(u)wiir vocabulary. 

Beams, J. Outlines of Indian Philology, with a map showing the distribution of Indian 
Languages. Calcutta, 1867. Appendix A contain the numerals in Sun(u)wiir etc. 

Hunter, W.W. A Comparative Dictionary of the Languages of India and High Asia. 
London, 1868. 

Our materials are not sufficient for a full description of the Sun(u)wiir dialect. It 
will not be possible to give more than a rapid sketch of some of the most salient 
characteristics of Sun(u)wiir grammar. Hodgson described Sun(u)wiir as a dialect of the 
pronominalized type. This statement does not appear to be borne out by the specimens 
prepared for the purposes of this Survey. 

Pronunciation. Short final vowels are apparently often dropped. Thus, popo, father [rather 
it is 'great or elder uncle'; in my speech/dialect];pop-ka, ofthe father [rather it is alpo-a 
'of the father'; in my speech/dialect]; ba-t and ba-ta, was [additionally means existential 
'is'] and so on. 

There are not many instances of compound consonants. Compare khrui, tooth; 
bloinsa, alive [rather it is bl{r)oi-sii 'having/being alive']. A short vowel is sometimes 
inserted in order to make the enunciation easier; thus, Sun(u)war and Sunuwar; kuchmi 
and kuchumi, a bitch [rather it is kutsum only in my speech/dialect]. In most cases, old 
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compounds have apparently been simplified; thus sat [sat-(o)] Tibetan gsod, kill; ba 
[rather it is bwa, bd 'rooster'; in my speech/dialect], Tibetan bya, bird. It is, however, 
difficult to compare Sun(u)war and Tibetan with regard to the phonetic system of the two 
forms of speech/dialect, because the vocabulary differs to a considerable extent. In this 
respect Sun(u)war often agrees with Himalayan dialects such as Kanawri, Kanshi, 
Manchati, and so on. Compare plt fpit-(0)] Kanawri phi; bring; ja [dza?-] Kaniiwrl ja 
arrive; gi [rather it is gr-;u-(o) in my speech/dialect] Kanawrl ke, give Ia [lau-(o)], Manchat 
il go; gui, Kanawrl gud, hand; piya, Chaudangsi pisya, head; shara, Bunan shrangs, 
horse and so on. This state of affairs points to the conclusion that Sun(~)war has once 
been a dialect of the complex type as Kanawrl. 

There are some instances of interchange between different consonants; thus tup-u. 
beat [rather it is tub-u 'Shall I beat you?']; tum-na-tum, beating. It is not. However, 
possible to lay down fixed rules regulating such changes. 

Nouns 
A prefix a is common in nouns denoting relationship; thus, a-mii, mother [other 

terms are el-m, m2-ma, im-ma 'mother'; in my speech/dialect]; ii-lii sister [rather it is a-ID 
'child'; in my speech/dialect]. This a is probably originally a demonstrative pronoun. It is 
often used as a kind of possessive pronoun. Thus, a-lo-mishya nu, his sister with [not 
clear translation because m 'iSy<~· 'wife', -nu 'with'; in my speech/dialect]; a-tau-ka-le, his
son-to [rather it is a-t<Ju-k<Jli 'to his son'; in my speech/dialect]; me ii-nu, he his-brother, 
his brother (not clear translation because mD~ 's!he, that' cl 'his, her' -nu ·with'; in my 
speech/dialect]; bushye shara a-nghosh-tike, white horse its-saddle, the saddle of the 
white horse [h6it-tikE ·climb-NOM]. A is sometimes also used where we should expect to 
find a possessive pronoun of the first person; thus, a-pop-kclnchha ii-tau, my uncle's son 
[rather it is a-/o: klctskadz-kE t;m]; el-maiti [rather it is ii-kE hoiti/moiti!l)oit i] before me. 
Compare the remarks under the head of pronouns below. 

Article 
The numeral kcl, one, is used as an indefinite article. It sometimes precedes and 

sometimes follows the noun it qualifies; thus, kcl popo, a father ['father's elder brother 
rather than father']; tami kcl, a daughter. In the specimen the pronoun meko, that [also 
s/he, it], is very commonly used as a definite article. Thus, meko alane tau, the younger 
son [rather its translation is 'that child of name son']; meko mur-ke sus-ta mer-mi meko 
bari [native vocabulary; r 'u 'field or land'], that man sent him (into) the field [rather it 
should read as mcko murmi mr-;kokdli rumi soittiiwa], and so on. I do not think that this 
frequent use of the pronoun meko is in accordance with the actual character of the dialect. 

Gender 
The natural gender is distinguished by using different words, or else by adding 

qualifying words. Thus, popo, father [rather its translation is 'father's elder brother']; a
rna, mother [rather it is 1mmel, am, imma]; mur, man; mishi mur, [rather it is m 'iSyr: 
instead of mishi] woman: shara, horse; shara a-mo [-am instead of el-mo] mare: kish-she 
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a-po [rather kis.5yeap"po ], a male deer; kish-she a-mo [-am instead of a-mo], a female 
deer, and so on. 

Case 
To judge from the specimen the base alone, without any suffix or postposition, is 

used to denote the various cases. Thus, nelle ansa sampati i:i-ke, genitive what ever share 
(of the) property (is) mine; meko lata-hai ['s!he went'-hai is N) mere-ke genitive poph 
[her/his father; should be aphpo), he went (to) his father; meko des [native vocabulary for 
des is ragya > ragi 'country, nation'], in that country. Commonly, however, postpositions 
are added. 

The subject and the object are not distinguished by means of any suffix. The 
suffix of the dative is kale Dative Accusative, [should be -kali or it is kaleka 'once upon a 
time or just once'] and it is sometimes also added to the object of transitive verbs; thus, 
go-mi a-tau-kale karra-mi dherai [(dherai N) native vocabulary is sus; my information] 
tup-ta, me-by his-son-to stripes-with much struck, I have beaten his son with many 
stripes [actually it is tup-taf)]. 

The subject of transitive verbs is, to judge from the specimen, put in the 
nominative, i.e., no suffix is added. Thus mere-ke poph asa-gepto mere-mi, his father 
divided to him. According to the list of words published by Hodgson, however, there is a 
suffix mi or me [it is only mi > m today; -me possible as a verbal suffix as in tekme, lame 
etc.], which denotes the agent. Compare go-mi, by me, in the last example but one. The 
specimen in one place uses ke instead; thus, meko mur-ke sus-ta mer-mi meko bari, that 
man sent me to the field. The suffix mi, me also denotes the instrument [me? means 'that, 
s!he' not instrumental], and it is besides, used in order to form a locative or terminative. 
Thus, ghele-me [should be sycle-mi], with ropes; khf-mi [k"z'house'; in my speech], in the 
house, into the house. 

The suffix of the ablative is nga; thus, pokhri-nga, from the well [not 'from the 
well' but 'of the well']. Form such as pop-ke, from a father [aphpo-kc 'of the father not 
from a father], in the list of words, are perhaps genitives. 
The suffix of the genitive is ke or ka [ ka means one not -ke] thus, poph-ka [should be 
aphpo-ke] waili-po-ld [not -pold but -piki 'plural'; see also Appendix B for its variations] 
the father's servants; ka mur rims ho-ke [a normal syntax is ka rimsho mur-ke] of a good 
man. 

Other relations are indicated by adding postpositions. Such are nu with; ma-bithu 
[should be ma-bitthu 'without obeying'] and mo-ba [should be maba 'has/have not as in 
go-nu kyet maba 'I don't have money'.] without; nole behind [is also 'after']; ta against 
[no competing data found in my speech/dialect]; maiti [maiti]; before date [date in my 
speech] between, and so on. In the specimen the postpositions are commonly used as 
prepositions. I do not think that this use really represents the actual state of affairs. 
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Adjectives 
Adjectives usually precede, but occasionally also follow the noun they qualify; 

thus, tilane [its translation is 'name of the child' and rather it is b:lts 'young'; in my 
speech/dialect] tau, the younger son; bushye shara, the white horse; mur kii rimsho, a 
good man [ usu. its normal order is rimso mur kii]. The termination so or sho in adjectives 
such as rim-sho, good; chi-so [si-s 'i; in my speech/dialect], cold; ho-so, hot; mi-so, ripe; 
du-so [its translation is 'intoxicated or hot like pepper'] sour ['sour' should be gyurs.S"o ]; 
ka-so, bitter; and so on, is the suffix of a past participle. Compare the remarks under the 
head of verbs below. 

The particle of comparison seems to be la-bhanda; l nati vc vocabulary -ksiJa] 
thus, me a-nu me loba misha la-bhanda [ misha Ia- actually means mi.5ycal 'girl'; in my 
speech/dialect] la-shyo chha [rather it is laisso ba 'is tall'] his brother is taller than his 
sister. Bhanda is the Khas bhanda. 

Numerals 
The first numerals are given in the list of words. The forms printed within 

parentheses have been taken from Hodgson's list. It will be seen that higher numbers 
counted in twenties; thus, khiik nishi sasi-kii [rather it is !!'a! ni ?si gau kii; in m) 
speech/dialect], twenty-two ten-one, fifty. Aryan fom1s are, however, now commonly 
used instead. 

Pronouns 
The following are the personal pronouns: 

go, I ge, ga, thou 
a, a-ke, my i, 1-ke, ge-ke, thy 

go-pati, go-patchi, ge-patchi, you 
gopu-ki, we 
go-pati a-ke, gowa-ke, our 

hare, mare, me, he 
hare-ke, mere-ke, meri-kc, his 

hari-patchi, merc-puki. they 

. k 26 h . mur pat1- e , t e1r 

The suffix Iii in go-Iii nang, I am [rather go Iii nar; means 'only I am'; in my 
speech/dialect]; ge-la ba-ngi-de thou art [rather gc Iii ba?-ni de means 'only you were 
or. .. '; in my speech/dialect], is probably an intensifying particle. Mur pati-ke [rather it is 
mr fink£ 'of their/theirs'; in my speech/dialect], their [and literally means 'of the men']. 
Other forms are a-kale, me [rather it is ii-kah 'to me'; in my speech/dialect], go-mi, by 
me; meko-le and meko-kale, him [rather it is mr::ko-le 'by/from him/there' mc;ko-kali 'to 
him'; in my speech/dialect] and so on. 

:~-::::: :·J:·:ns ii, my; i and f, thy, are used as prefixes. Instead of ii we sometimes tind 
a; thus, ii -pop-kiiuchha, my uncle [rather it is iik£ b:rdz; in my speech/dialect]; a-mai-ti, 

26 All these underlined morphemes mean plural suffix which have six or four different fom1s in synchronic 
speech today like <-pikyJ, -piki> -pik, -puki > -puk, -pJki > -pJk> and their orthography is not free from 
error which may have resulted from mistyping, editing, mishearing or mistranslating of the collected 
materials. 
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before me. A, however, usually refers to the third person; thus, a-chi-me, [rather it is a-lsi 
'on his side'] on his back. Compare the remarks under head of nouns above. 

Demonstrative pronouns are i-ko, e-ko [rather it is only eko or £ -ko] this; me-ko, 
that [further it is 's/he' and indivisible at the morphemic level]. Compare also a-ke-nga, 
from here [rather it is £--k£-la 'from here'; in my speech/dialect]; wa-tha, here [e-ke>£-k 
'here'; in my speech/dialect; ot-tha actually means 'hither']; yere, there [m£-k£ 'there, his 
or her' in my speech/dialect; er£ actually means 'distal']. 

Interrogative pronouns are su-m£, who? [su 'what' and su me: 'actually means 
'who is'] mar-me, what? [mar~mar 'what' and mar m£ 'actually means 'what is']. The 
final me is probably an interrogative particle [actually is aux.]. Compare su-kfi, whose 
[rather it is su-k£; who+POSS 'whose'; in my speech/dialect]. An interrogative base ge 
occurs in forms such as ge-na, when? [rather it is an indivisible morpheme] ge-tha, 
where? [teke>t£k>tc: 'where' (and emphasis can be added by adding +r£ such as tc:ker£; in 
my speech/dialect; g£1-tha actually means 'up, above'; not 'where')] and so forth. 

Indefinite pronouns are su-kfi, anybody [sukai means 'no one, nobody, anybody'; 
in my speech/dialect]; mar-kfi, anything [rather it is marai 'nothing, anything'; in my 
speech/dialect]; ge-na-i, ever [also means 'never'; in my speech/dialect]. 

Verbs 
The Sun war verb is still in all essential points a noun. The person of the subject is 

not distinguished in verb, and verbal tenses are freely used as nouns. 

Verb substantive 
Several bases are used as verbs substantive. Ba seems to be identical with the base 

bak, to sit [rather ba means 'is:AUX' and bak means 'sit:3sg:IMP']. It occurs in forms such 
as ba-me, is [Question; as in meko al kh'imi ba?mc:? 'Is that/the child at home?'] ; ba-ngi
di, art; ba-t and ba-ta, art, is, and so on. Another base in dum, dung or thung. It seems to 
mean 'to become.' Thus, kii theb anfkal [its native vocabulary is hipikdupik] dum-fa, a 
heavy famine arose; dum-nang, I may be [rather it is dum-nuiJ]; thung-so-nga, being
from, having been [rather it is thum-so-f)a 'while finishing']. 

Nang in dum-nang, I may be [rather dum-nuf) means 'I become'; but go mur naf) 
'I am a man.'], only occurs in the first person; thus, go-fa nang, I am [rather its 
translation is 'Only I am']; go-patchi nang, [rather it is gopiki mki; in my dialect/speech] 
we are. It is perhaps connected with na in nawe, [rather it is ndyc as in goi ndyc 'you are'] 
to be; go-patchi ba-sho na-ki, [rather it is gopiki ba?So naki 'We have had lived.'] we 
were, and so forth. 

A base occurs in forms such as tau dish ba-ni-mi, sons how-man)( are? [rather it is 
t;-mpdki doso ndmi? 'How many sons do have?'] ge-patchi ba-ni, you were [rather ge-piki 
ba-ni means 'youP1 were']. It is probably a form of the copula. It should perhaps be 
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compared with ngi in ge-la ba-ngi-de, [rather we can complete it as k11Imi g~Ja ba?ni dt 
'Are you only in the house?'] thou art. 

There is further a base chha, [its native vocabulary is ba] is. It is apparently 
identical with tcha in hare ba-sho-tcha, he is [rather it may mean hare bii?.\:o balta]. The 
fonn chhuu in ge ba-sho chhuu [rather it is gr ba?so ba?tr] you are, is not certain, the 
original manuscript being very indistinct. It must, however, be connected with chha, is 
[rather its native vocabulary isba]. 

A base me, mi, or rna [-me 3sg as in m;;k su ba-mr; 'Who is there?, -mi l/3pl as in 
murpik khamc dzainimi 'The men eat rice' and -ma 3plQ as in m£kopik tll:Jma? 'Did 
they go home?'] occurs in forms such as tau dish bii-ni-mi, how many sons are there? 
[rather its translation is 'How many days does the son stay?'] iko shara dushya barsha 
bii-me [rather it is c-ko syarii doso mudi dumm£ 'How old is this horse?'], this horse (-of) 
how-many years are? mere-pu-kz rim-so pam-ti-me [rather it is mcrcpukimi rim.\"n 
pamtt·mc- 'They did well' rather than 'made merry'], they made merry; meko-putchi ha-le 
ma [rather it is m;;'kopiki ha?tr:mE 'they are/were') they are, and so on. It is possible that 
we have here to do with more than om.: base. There is an interrogative particle me, and 1l 

is also possible that me is the pronoun of the third person. Forms of this kind are not. in 
the materials available, [my examples are: mEko tc-k !aibanu:? 'Where does s/he go?' and 
mr:ko mur sum~::? ·Who is that man?'] used in the first two persons, and they arc perhap" 
remnants of the pronominalized stage of development. It is, however, possible that the 
various bases beginning with m in reality belong to a copula. The final we in ga-lai-nu 
we, [rather it is goi lainay<::] thou goest; nawe, be, to be [rather it is n:Jy<:: ·you are' I ;., 
perhaps connected. 

Other verb substantive arc ho [its native vocabulary is mE and ba] is; hai I ib 
native vocabulary o or tso] is; thi and thiyo [it native vocabulary is ba ?!2] was, and so on. 
The list of words gives the impression of a regular conjugation with different forms f(n 

the different persons in the verb substantive. The details will be found in the list itself. I 
do not think that the dialect really distinguishes the various persons. Forms such as ha t 

or Mi-t a, [rather it is ba ?!<1] was; are used in the specimen for the second as well as the 
third person. I do not therefore think it necessary to reproduce all the various forms in 
this place. I shall only mention that kz in go-patchi bii-sho-na-ki [ naki 1 :pi as in gopiki 
muru naki 'We are men'. we were; seems to be connected with kf in forms such as mere
pu-kz [-puki in an inseparable morpheme] they. 

Finite verb 
Many of the bases of the verb substantive are also used in the conjugation of finite 

verbs. Our materials are, however, too scanty to give anything like a complete sketch of 
the state of affairs. 
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Present 
The most common form of the present tense seems to contain a suffix beginning 

with n. Thus, go tup-nu [rather it is go tupnwy] I strike; ge tup-ne [rather it is gr tupnayr] 
thou strikest; go fa ina [rather it is go liiinw;] I go; ge lai-na-we [rather it is goi liiinayr] 
thou goest. This form is also used as a future. Thus go liiyi-nang [rather it is go liiinw; 'I 
(will) go' I shall go; denang [rather it is go dr-nwy] I shall say. 
Another suffix of the preent tense is pii or bii. Thus dum-ba, I become; bii-bii, lives; miirii 
miir-piime, what do they do? 
The suffix me is used alone inpl-me, comes. Compare also tup-ni-mi, they beat. 
The ta is sometimes also used with the meaning of a present; thus go tum-na-tum piih-tii, 
I am beating; ngoshyii bii-tii, he is grazing; biishyo bii-tii, he is sitting. 
Compound forms are tai-bii-hai, get, and so on. 

Past time 
The suffix ta or Iii is usually added in order to form a past tense; thus pii-tii, I did; 

bloin-sii jii-t, came alive; den-t a, he said. 
Instead of ta we often find ti, te, or to; thus gap-ti, I have walked; la-te, wentest' ge-ti, 
gavest; gep-to, gavest, gave [gep-tu 'gave'; in my speech/dialect] and so forth. 

The suffix pa is also used in the same way; thus, la-pa, he went [la-t(a) 'went'; in 
my speech/dialect and la-pa is meaningless; whereas pii is rather adverbial suffix as in 
rim-so-pii 'beautifully, carefully']. 

In gyiibi, boughtest, we apparently have a suffix i [means 'Did you35g buy?']. 
Compound forms are ho tii-tii, is found; [means 'I got and I saw] la-ta hai, went; be-so 
bat, had died; piim-ti-me, they made (pam-tsms 'they did (not made)'; in my 
speech/dialect]. 

It seems probable that none of these forms are peculiar to the past. The suffix so, 
shyo, sa, sha, on the other hand, appears to be a real suffix of the past. Compare bii-shyo 
[means lived, sat; pasUpresent participle] or a similar, suffix is contained in forms such as 
rim-so-pa-s-to, pitied [the meaning is misleading]. 

Future 
It has already been remarked that the present seems to be used as a future. Note 

also forms such as go tup-ngana, I may beat [go tup-nu-IJ 'I beat'; in my speech/dialect]; 
go a--kale tup-cha-miir-bii, I should beat [the meaning is ambiguous; we rather say goimi 
goiikali tup-tsii miilba 'You must beat me']; go-pu-ki mal-ba rim-so, we should make 
merry [the meaning is misleading; or can be corrected as go-puki-mi rimsho pacii miilba 
'We have to do better']. 

Imperative 
The usual suffix of the imperative is u oro [but differs according to number and 

verb stem alternations]. Thus, la-u, go [la-u(o) 'go:3sg' in my speech/dialect]; ja-u, eat 
[dza-u(o) 'eat:Jsg']; gi-o, give [gs-u(o) 'give:3sg' in my speech/dialect and may be 
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possibly correct in Kiranti-Ba?yung]; pit-(O), bring. Another imperative suffix seems to be 
I; thus, asa-gei, divide [probably must be yo-sa g£-u(o)]; ja-i, let us eat [ dzr>-i especially 
asking for permission as a form of social etiquette rather than imperative and another 
meaning of dza-yi is 'Did you (3sg) eat?']; rzmso pa-1, let us make merry [rim-.\:o P:J-i 'let 
us do something better rather than 'make merry"]. Other imperatives are tr)ycl, let us 
drink [tu-yc in my speech/dialect]; lawa, go (la-u(o) 'go:3sg' in my speech/dialect]. 
Negative imperatives are formed by prefixing mo [rna- or -rna-; in my speechidialecq. 

Verbal nouns 
The usual verbal noun is formed by adding the suffix cha or chha [rather -eel is an 
infinitive marker]; thus, ja-chha, to eat; tup-cha, to beat. The various tenses arc 
apparently used as verbal nouns as well. Thus, vo-di-te, in order to tend [meaningless 
translation and spelling wo-di-1£ [from woditsa 'to go for entering' or wotsa ·to enter·~ 
and can be translated as 'You (3sg) went to enter. .. '] is possible; sil-pa-to, dancing fnot 
meaningful data; rather .syilpanpr>n 'dancing' is common in use]. 

Participles 
The bases of the various tenses are also used as participles; thus. ja-tch. arrivin~ 

[rather dza?-t£ 'You (3sg) arrived' j; dor-sa. running [dors-sa 'having run· j: !a-sa 

returning [better 'having gone': can be /r_;nlf:n 'returning or selling· !rs.i.ycl 'havint! 
returned']; jam-so, lost; tcl-sia, getting [not possible; can be /;:>-sya 'having gotten or 

seen']; rim-so pu-sa, well doing, safely [can be rim-so p;:y-sa 'having done well' I ra-tu 
getting [can be tii-tii-IJ, ·J got or saw']; l:Ha, gone [can be la-/(a) 'sihc went' I and so forth 
A past participle is also forn1ed by adding se or she; thus, rna base, not staying. Comparl 
tup-seh-nga-mi, having struck [problematic spelling; can be tup-.\-ii-l]cJ-min ]. Othl'' 
participles are tum-na-tum. beating [indicates the on going action]: bleta-wa. callillt' 
[rather bf£1-lii-wr> 'sihc called']. 

Negative particle 
The negative particle is rna or mu [only -ma is possible] thus ma Mi-se. not staying 

[rather ma-bii?-kas£ 'You two do not stay']; rna-tang, not got frather can be translated as 
'I did not get or see']; ma dum-ba. r do not become, I am not worthy [rather can be 
translated as 'No, it is not possible' NEG-become-is]; ja-chha mu-bii, food not-being. 
without food [rather dza-cii ma-ba 'There is no food for eating' eat-INF NEG-is]. Note 
khigo-ma-wa, did not enter [can be kh'i!;-ga ma-wa'Sihe did not enter inside the house']; 
ai-ma-bis, did not disobey [can be kiii ma-bis(£} 'sihe did not obey at all']. 

Interrogative particle 
There seems to be an interrogative particle; compare su-me, who? [rather it can be 

translated as 'who is'] mar-me, what? [rather it can be ~wm;cllc:J as miir 'what' and -mf: 

'is']. And the verbal forms ending in me or mi [rather both of these morphemes arc 
different in their semantic aspects]. 
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Order of words 
The usual order of words in the list of words and phrases is subject, object, verb. 

In the specimen, on the other hand, we find quite a different arrangement, viz., subject 
verb, object. Adjectives and numerals usually precede the qualified noun. The list of 
words uses postpositions, the specimen generally prepositions, and so forth. If the order 
of words in the specimen were correct, Sun war would have to be considered as a form of 
speech/dialect between the Tibeto-Burman and ... groups. It has, however, already been 
remarked that the state of affairs in the specimen is probably due to a too close adhesion 
to the English original. 

For further details, the student is referred to the specimen, which follows and to 
the list of words. The materials are very unsatisfactory. They seem to show that Sunwar 
is now a dialect of the simple non-pronominalized type. It is, however possible that better 
materials would show that it is still, as Hodgson described it, a complex pronominalized, 
form of speech/dialect, and the remarks made above are given with great diffidence. 

******************************************* 
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Appendix D Sikkim Gazettes 

SIK.KIM Gazette 1 

GOVERNMENT GAZETTE 

No. 5/LD/% 

EXTRAORDINARY 
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY 

Ganglok Monday, 28th October, 1996 ~o. 141 

GOVERNMENT OF SIKKIM 
LAW DEPARTMENT 

GANGTOK 

NOTIFICATION 

Dated: 15th October, 19<;6. 

Th..: following Act of the Sikkim Legislativ..: Assembly having received the assent of tile 
Governor on 8th day of October. 1996 is hereby published for general information:-

TilE SIKKli\1 OFFICIAL LANGUAGES (AMENDi\IENT> ACT, 19% 
ACT NO. 5 OF I'J% 

AN 
ACT 

to amc:nd the Sikkim Otticial Languages Act. 1977 (5 of 1977). 

Be it enacted by the Legislature of Sikkim in the Forty-Seventh year of the Republic of India as 
folluws. 

Short !itl~ 

Anwntlmcut of 
long title, 
preamble anti 
~c<.tion 1 

One ofthe 
official 
languages 
ofSikkim 
(also cf. 
Gazette 2). 

I. This Act may be ctll<:d the Sikkim Ofllcial Languages (Amendment) Act, 1996. 

2. In the Sikkim Ollicial Languages Act, 1977 (5 of 1977), in the long title, the 
prcambh: and section 2, for the words "and the Tamang" the words "the 
~')unuw:tr" shall be substituted. 

13y Order of the Go1·ernor, 

( U.R. PRADHAN) 
SECRET~RY TO THE GOVT. OF SIKK!M 

LAW DEP.'.?.'':.::::~;-:-

File No. 16 (35) LD/77-96 

1'/l/NTJ·:n -tT THF .<.:TKKTM r.nVPTINur:.v-r DOC<'<' r ... ,.....,.~,f 
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S I K KIM Gazette 2 
~1 

t_i_~~;~~ 
f':. ,, ; /:·A 
'• 

GOVERNMENT -·· GAZETTE 

Ref No. l[WD 

EXTRAORDINARY 

PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY 

Gangtok, Thursday, 2nd June, 1994 

GOVERNME-NT OF SIKK.IM 
WELFARES DE.PARTM ENT, GANGTOK. 

NOTIFICATION 

No. 60 

Dated 2nd June, 1994 

After having ella mined the recommendation of the Ma ndal Commission with respect 
to declaring Socially and Educationally Backvvard Gasses (S EBC) or Otnec Backward Gasses 
(OBC) in Sikkim, the State Governmenthc~by recognises and declares the following com
munities as Socially and Educationally Bacbvard Classes (SE6C) or Other Bad:watd Classes 
(OBC) for ihe State of Silckim, namely:-

i) Bhujel 
ii) Gurung 
iii) Lim boo 
iv) Rai 
v) Manger 
vi) Sunuwar 
vii) Tamang 

Explanation 1- The expres~ion 'Limboo' includes Tsong, Subba and Yakthungba. 

Explaoafioo II- The e>p'es'ioo 'Sunuw<'' ioclud" \oh>JM•khia 

0 By Order. 

The alternative term 
'Koincha' is actually an 
autonym of the tribe as well 
as glossonym, which is 
pronounced and spelt as 
Koits accurately. 

(C. CINTUR Y ) lAS, 
SECRETARY 

WELFARE DEPARTMENT 

PRINTED AT THE SIKKlM GOVT. PRESS, GANGTOK. 
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Appendix E 

Survey questionnaire 

Questionnaire on language use, shift, retention or death 

1. First name ... 

4. Sex/Marital status: Male 0 
MarriedO 

5. Occupation ... 

2. Clan name ... 

Unmarried 0 
Female 0 
Married 0 

5. Parent's occupation ... 

3. Age ... 

Unmarried 0 

6. Place of Birth: Ward ... Village ... District. .. E-mail ... 

7. How long have you lived here? Tick either box. 
0 5-10 
0 11-24 
0 over 25 years 
0 always 

8. What is your Mother Tongue? Tick either box. 
0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 
0 Nepali 
0 English 
0 Other 

9. What is your parents' Mother Tongue? Tick either box. 
0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 
0 Nepali 
0 English 
0 Other 

10. What is your grandparents' Mother Tongue? Tick either box. 
0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 
0 Nepali 
0 English 
0 Other 

1 I. How many languages do you know? Tick either box. 
0 One 0 understand 0 speak J read 0 write 
0 Two 0 understand 0 speak 0 read 0 write 
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0 More than two 0 understand 0 speak 0 read LJ write 

12. How would you rate the competence in your own Mother Tongue? Tick either box. 
0 fluent 
0 okay but not fluent 
0 have difficulty in speaking but not understanding 

13. Where did you learn the Nepali language? Please tick either box or all. 
0 at home 
0 in the school 
0 at the language institutions 
0 with friends 
n in the market place 
[i at the play ground 
n at the religious ceremonies 
' 1 in the political discussions 
i I at the hospital 

14.What language do you usc at home ... [Tick either box.] 
with parents? :J Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] ~-~ Nepali 1 : English ~I Other 

,, elder brother? I J Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] i i Nepali English [ i Other 
, elder sister? lJ Kinlnti-Koits[Sun(u)war] '-:' Nepali " English, J Other 
, children I J Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] , , Nepali· English :- 1 Other 
, younger brother? Ll Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] Nepali ' English' J Other 
.. younger sister? t_l Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] , : Nepali English~ i Other 
, grandparents? U Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] " Nepali ~- English[~ Other 
, spouse( wife-husband)? [J Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] [ i Nepali i : English [J Other 
, servants? [J Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] l-1 Nepali U English 0 Other 
, pets? iJ Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] [ 1 Nepali C English n Other 
,, relatives? 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] l: Nepali : ' English l~ Other 

I 5. In what language do you do the following? 
think 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 0 Nepali 0 English fJ Other 
pray 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] U Nepali [J English [J Other 
curse n Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] u Nepali 0 English IJ Other 
joke ll Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] [J Nepali U English Ll Other 
scold 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] U Nepali U English C Other 
sing 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] [J Nepali [J English U Other 
count 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] U Nepali [J English IJ Other 

16. What language do you use with your doctor? Please tick. 
0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 0 Nepali U English[] Other 
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l 7. What language do you use for asking time or directions? Tick either box. 
0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 0 Nepali 0 English 0 Other 

18. What language do you use with neighbours who are: 
linguistically similar? 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 0 Nepali 0 English 0 Other 
linguistically dissimilar? 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 0 Nepali 0 English 0 Other 

19. What language do you use 
in the market place? 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 0 Nepali 0 English 0 Other 
at the post office? 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 0 Nepali 0 English 0 Other 

20. What is the medium of instruction of the school your children go to? Tick either box. 
0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 0 Nepali 0 English 0 Other 

21. Given a choice, what language would you like to educate your children in? 

a. 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 
Because; 

0 children can understand well 
0 linguistic identity 
0 linguistic right 
0 preservation and development 

b. 0 Nepali 
Because; 

0 opportunity 
0 higher education 
0 socio-politico-economic well-being 
0 linguistic integration as chauvinism 

c. 0 English 
Because; 

0 opportunity 
0 higher education 
0 science & technology 
0 international relations 

d. 0 Other 
Because; 

0 opportunity 
0 higher education 
0 science & technology 
0 international relations 
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22. Do you encourage the younger generation to speak your native language? Tick either 
box. 
IJ Yes ONo 

23. If you had a choice, what language would you choose as your Mother Tongue? 

a. 0 Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 
Because; 
0 children can understand well 
lJ linguistic identity 
D linguistic right 
[J preservation and development necessary 

b. [J Nepali 
Because; 

~.I opportunity 
II higher education 
Ll socio-politico-economic upliftment 
U linguistic integration as chauvinism 

c. ;_;English 
Because; 

_' opportunity 
_! higher education 
[ j science & technology 
lJ international relations 

d. Other [ : reason why? 
[J opportunity 
LJ higher education 
D science & technology 
LJ international relations 

24. Your Mother Tongue is useful/suitable for ... 

25. Do you feel prestigious/embarrassed/neutral to speak in your Mother Tongue in the 
presence of the speakers of the dominant language? Tick either box. 

p :J Yes 0 No 
e 0 Y [J No 
n n Y r:N [p=prestigious, e=embarrassed, n=neutral] 
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26. Have you ever had any problem because of being the native speaker of your mother 
tongue? 
DYes ONo 
If yes, what kind? Please tick either box or all. 

0 socio-politico-economic discrimination 
0 discrimination in education 
0 hostile confrontation 
0 socio-politico-economic pressures 
0 others 

27. What is the language generally used in community gatherings? Tick either box. 
Kiranti-Koits[Sun(u)war] 0 Nepali 0 English 0 Other 0 

28. What is the language generally used in community prayer? Tick either box. 
0 Kidinti-Koits (Sun(u)war] 
0 Nepali 
0 English 
0 Other 

29. What language do Kiranti-Koits children use when they play together? Tick either 
box. 

0 Kiranti-Koits [Sun(u)war] 
0 Nepali 
0 English 
0 Other 

30. In what language do you usually speak ... [Tick either box.] 
with your village friends? 
0 Kiranti-Koits [Sun(u)war] 
0 Nepali 
0 English 
0 Other 
while discussing political matters? 
0 Kiranti-Koits [Sun(u)war] 
0 Nepali 
0 English 
0 Other 
while discussing your deepest feelings? 
0 Kiranti-Koits [Sun(u)war] 
0 Nepali 
0 English 
0 Other 



when you arc angry? 
[] Kiranti-Koits [Sun(u)war] 
IJ Nepali 
ll English 
0 Other 
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while discussing religion with friends? 
lJ Kiranti-Koits [Sun(u)war] 
l!Nepali 
lJ English 
i J Other 

31. Compared to the dominant Indo-Aryan (lndic) language Nepali spoken here how 
would you rate your own Mother Tongue? Tick either the 'yes' or 'no' boxes. 

rich 
I Yes 'I No 
sweet 

Yes No 
harsh 
, Yes .,No 

powerless 
:Yes ::No 

non-prestigious 
Yes:, No 

useful 
Yes , No 

************************************************** 

Appendix F 

Sample of Jc-ticha Bre:se 

Transliteration in Devnagari and IPA/Roman 

.J.....!..mt ~ mmt d"" blmits m::Jmib::J 
<~~fJ01"9_ ~> 

~O<:lffi cP2£ltP2 gom t::Jniit::Jn 
<<in:{~_> 

11-ZJ~t £J .A...!ffit < NJ..r£J~.J...t ragia idlmits r::Jwabli 
<wTT31T ~~ill't'.!._ <CJI<Ff&l> 

11-±<:>Zill ~Z<:)~lJQ(:) £0<:) mm~H n:um tupso yo m::Jm::Ji 

<<-d~. ~n m ~> 
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0\Lft ill ~t fllfQ<:) £0<:) JIUR~H ph;Jsim hcmsoyo rn;Jrn;Ji 

<~<fn:t ~-rr m- ~> 
TZ£1[{ -k.t LfO<:J £0<:) JRJR~H nam k'iso yo m;Jrn;Ji 

<'1fll ~·~-rr <:JT ~> 
t:IO<:>fl ~LfQC:)T]Z gom tdsonu 
<<i'nl ('f!/fr.:r> 

' "' 
JR:t-4zQ<:) J....!,.JRf ~ NJ..fZ] m£kO ldlmits f;JWii 
<ifcl>T <i1 <i111"l 'i:( 011> 

f"O<:>t ~LfQ<:)'!l f"Zl!:>f" boisson ba?bd 

<~Gil~> 
:tt<:>lJQ<:)'!l f"Zl!:>f" s 'ison ba?bd 

<'~f'~ Gil~> 
-4r.Zl ~~fl <t<:)f"~t-4r.t kapatsats'ibpiki 
<Cfl~~·~> 

m:t-4r.:t<:>'!l f":t<:t}llt JRt mckm bcrnimi 
<~~> 
m:t-4r.:t<:>'!l T]Z] <3l:±f1.llt mt mckm nii thcrnimi 

<~'IT~> 
JR:t-4r.:t'!l ¢ZC:>TZt JRt mt::km dz'unimi 

<~ \if~f.nfr> 
JRt TZZ minu 

<~> 
~ZJil_ LfQC:) ~Zl lit<:>.!,. ~Zlt TZt JRt kumso pdsya syil painimi 
<~ qll<lT "!l<fl<i1" q I ~f.il"t"l > 

" "' 
lJ gQ) m:t-4r.O<:J N.Zl!:::lt '!lZl syt::l] mt::ko riigin ii 
<"!l~ ~ wft;:r_3IT> 
M"±~ ~~Zl wck pats a 
<~ ~3IT> 
< t f"Zl'!l-4r.J...t ts'ib anbli 
<~:Gf3lT~CFfu"> 

fJ-4r.:t: N.Zl~:H JRt !:::l:t:TZ£H !:::IO<:J J....!,.JRt ~ JRJRt f" akt:: riigimi gmiiiyo ldlmits mdmibd 
<3ff$ ~ ~rtl~lll <i'l&till"'l ~> 

"' "' 

Source: Rapacha (200 1: 24) 

***************************************** 
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Appendix G 

*Box A: Toni Hagen's Sunuwar 

6T c:)";f'A ·~· ~ ~ 
<1TC1"-~lll<l>ih1 m 

Jlqlf:;<C11C1 ~ ~ 

r.Wr tT ~ $[{1llci'l ~ ~~~ ~ %R TR 3lNC1&~1$ ~ ~ ~ 3iT ~ ~ 
~ ~ I "illn ~ql<:-tlf:;~¢1 C1'TflT ~ ~oo~ ~ ~ $R'illd ~ ~ '>T<if I 51 il<ft 
g]1l'l ~ ~ tfift tfift ~ ~ <Rf "lfr mfucF ~-~l(~lc ~ I f:;ll"i~lf:;~Cf>l . 

fli<=G'i~lc ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 <Jql~:fJg~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 51 ~ ~ 
q-(.1" '>T<if fu> ~ 0ft <1 "f5Tlir ~ "Weft ~ I (f{ ~ ~ ~ i'tft I:GRT ~ 
m~arrft~l "'"' 

m- ~ ~ it; ~ lj ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 9°,\9 ~ 9~\9~~ m ~ ~ ~ 
3Pl ~ llTt mfmf M<TI 1 "flft m IJfu lhf ~ ~ ~ 1 (f~ m 'i«i ¢<i\ ~ 
~ ~ 9~c;o 3liffilflH ~ 3ll$-::tll!;'g ~TS ~. ~ ~ (~ ~ q-~~.) 
"<?\" I'JCff~l"flTT ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ !TIT ~ ~ ~ 3li$CJ>~qlq;'1 ($rc<~~'1C1 

..._ ..J ~·I ..J"' 

'RlliO:S:.i CfCf' ~) ~~Y,_¥ Ot:;-9~~~ ~ ~ I "lfr ~(11Cl¢l ~ ~ ~·#I(OicN ~ 
~ ihf ~ cffir "Cf1t ~ ~ f~ I~~~ ~1"11~~11<?\ J11R1'~~1'1fu< ~ ~ 
~000 cA" -~~ 3l'1~~ ~ ~~fuld cpfu ~ ftB ¢16+"110'5 \3qc:-ll¢1+!1 ~ 

..:. ..:;, ..:J c. ' e-. 

'i«1¢1C1llf:;~ ~ ~ I 

~ ~ ~ ~ 51 ~ crrtBT m-'<iR J11'1¢1Z1 f~ 1 ~ <;l~ld:S·¢1<~1<1 ~ 
\RT "~ql<:1,~i:;~r.t>' ~ ~~~ ~ ~ 1 ~ qf., we 9~~o ~ ~~~ ~9 -m llldi~¢1 
~f)f~~Al ~ ~ ~ ~qlcf19fd¢l ~ 00 \RT <IT ~~m 'm'li-'1'f' ~ qf., 3flfl mTtl" 
+!£501¢1 ~ +1T"fC.f l1'1" -grr I ~ < ~ql<:-t~IC11{ ~ ~ 3l(f1l¢d ~'1PIR¢<?\ ~ <1?11 ~ 

~..... ..:;. c. 

~ ~ ~ \RT f:;ll0ilc11{ ll~ w I m ~ lj ~ ·~itcf;m ~~I 11'lflm: I 

\Rf "f5Tlfr ~~I arcN ~ i'tft I:GRT ~~~~~I 

"flft ~ ~ d ~ ~ \3('<:1flild ~ ~ ~ I l1 ~- ~ < ~Yic·1'1g~¢1 
~ ~~ < 

~ ~ "ill'f ~51 WR ~er fcRi'ill-~ ~ w<PW fcrrrr ¥ < 911101<i\ ·rn-m 
~ lfl fc::filfll $'5 ~· ( 3ftR CRT < ~ "ill'f) ~ Gfft+!T lJC'lfa:f ~ ~ I (f{ ~ "f:;'l 
~ ~ ~ ~ m 1;r ~ ll~ iRT ~ m-m ~ YT'1T ~ 9~~ ~ 
~ ~ "\3ti(f <R 51 M < ~-tr'iCfR ¢~C11Cfll ~ lTrf ~ I \RT ~- "p~ ...:J c. .., .., - .. ._. "':3 ..... 

Nf~qc1 ~c~rc ~ 3fCf ~ ~'i<m<J ~ 3f<f fu" 3fY""< m 3!'1 ~ ~~fr fhR I~ m if6 ~~~~~ ..... ...:1..,:, ' ...:;, .... -11 •t_, 

ar ;?n:r 1:fl< ~ "l.lT'if l!>iffi C1 rc Wi"<RT ~ l ~ ('":s R+l "<RT ~ ~ ~ 3l ~I f<:1 q;f?o :s c: 1:fl< ar 
..... ' ..._ ..J 

~ ~ ~ ~ <; ~ I" 31~ " ~'1i:ll(f:;~¢l ~ Cffifr ~!!~ ~ 
.... "' 0 ..J ..:. ..J 

mrn:rT ~ I -3 .fig~<?\ ~ q::;n:rm f.:r:1otill ~ ~ "W'{ ~ ~I~ Jllfu ~·ll ~ m ~ cw:n ~ I") ~ , ~ ~ · 
"' ' 
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~ <-IT CfUtrr ~ "$ ~ ~ .-R-~ ~ f'cm-.1 if;ft ~ \i[)q14il ftgfill-~ 
(fcl,qtJlll ~ ~ ·~-3fl".!<l ~ ~~· ~ ~ ~ ·~· ~ ~ 
~) ct>f'cl &llcfl ~ CR9{f qf.f ~ <TCJ: I ~ (f ~ ~ ~ flmJ ~ ~Wll ~Cf> 
~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ 3Pl, cr~l'\1~4il< ·~n:rr ~ *mft m !t~r (~ ~) c.Ft 
t1 JXf I~ Cf> Cf>WI Y til~ ~ ~ ~ "Cff.:r TA(f ~I~ IJCffif m <TCJ: I ~ 11ft ~ 
~< '"116Cf>~{'¢\ ~ ~ '3,«1Cf>l&lll~{>cfl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .-R-~ f<Rfill
<1 1CI I <M4i I 3lWf Cflh:rr <:ft'f 'fffi "{ ~ ~ <TCJ: I 

m- "$ ~ 'R<it .-R- ~ ~ ~ ~ "CJ('lf&T!~&T ll+t, ~ ~ 
rsifi§>ct'l&~i{ 3llc-~t11<:1 11"1 crJ'ctT ~ f~ I ~ ~ m ~ qf<~~l4il ~ ~ lffiP111TI, 
fuN, cnt, ~ "{ ~ ~ mm-~ t:;Cf> ~-~ 4ii1<~YR-1 ~ 31'1~ 
~ ~~ ~ ~"$~~~~~~~I~~~~~ 
<.sih'liRHcfl ~ ~ ct><f><lf~Hcfl WS4ll4f.:lct71 "''i'l\1<11 ~ Tf't ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~%1cfl 
~ ~ ~ GfT:rr Tft<ir ~ :il@~'lrss~l" ~ <lil'&lq~ ~-~-~ <t~c1'!&~1<& 
~q~,:fl~~ll4il<h<:1 rr~<rull1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ q1f¥"+11<A ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I ~ t!SOJI"'Cf>l m~~ ~ •qr;fr ~ ~ tr~Tlif ~ !~' Cf>f;&II$QCf>lf;{' ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ rR ~ GIT qlfcF"t11<1 ~ ~ ~ I ~-~ ~ ~ 
~ tTR Gftt 'l1lftrcp ~. ~ ~ "l'i~i<H 3{)- wriT-~, ~-RT.ft, qr;fr ~-~ ~ 
~ ~ 'l1"t CJ>CI~c-llcfl ~ ~ ~. ~~I <.fT ~ ~ 3fit ~~ 7 

ef1«11g'\ ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~~I S,"f (f <.fT f<Rtill-~ ~ ~ t!A\"1+11 

~ ~T ·~· ~ '~' ~ ~ m qf.f ~ 'l=fliT I <.fT ·~· ~ "$ ~ 
'l1"t ~ ~ ~ ~ "{ fl"Rr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ifcpm 3f~~ GfJir WtT 
~ 1 ~ flf?:l~11$ ~ 1 ~ ~ 3f"cf{T m f:J.fuqc&~iiflc mB ~ ~ 1 

3RTAT, 'i "$ ~ 3fT~wrrtf ~ ~ ~ t!+ii"'SOJI "~ 'll'fr" ~ ~ ~. ~ 7 

1%flct>l ~~. tp.f'lt~icf, R<m:r truli~Rlm ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. ~. 
fc!>ciiCfl< m M WA Cfll.au%+H ~ ~ t1+41"1Cf>l m<r1T ~ lflf ~ m ~ ~ 
'1T'iniT ~ mtill <PT$ilil>l craf.T ~ Cf>T'i ~ ~ I \3-ilf\<'A w Tit ~ ~ 3f~ 
~ ~ w~ ~ ~ 1 ~erg-~ fcRMT-4>T$"'l~<'¢l "Cff.:r ~ "~ •=wfT'' * ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ q lfCfl"+l 'i c1 ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 1RflJ; "Cff.:r \3 'ilYf~ cf~l 
~ ~-~ ;fr;;r 31m~~~ fu;-;nR m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~r::; 
m cFl- ~c.TR ffi ~ w ~ \3:SI$Q4>1 ~ ~ fPm;r ftRnoT l<.>£iS_~&~Icil ~ ~ 
fl.«.f<0\<1 qR ~ ~ ~ meR ~ I ~ 3!~11<:11<m 3{)- TA(f tl"'l<ilcfl 'm11T meR "fiT 
~ ~ 3f~ ~ di'8P~<:1 ~ ~ Tit ~ f"'llC!I~ ~ iAT ~ 
~-f11CII<f\<'<:1<hC1120 f>l"lt~¢1 ~ eTm ~ ~ 'l1"t m l1 ~ e<! I 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

~~ "1r~ffi9 ~0~0 
0iffi:: ~ ~ ort ~~. qfq- ~0~9 ~ '<,, qT<1T y_~-y_~) 

* The boxed-extract above in Nepali concisely presents how Hagen (See § 1.1.1.4) has described the 
Kiranti-Koits (Sun(u)war/Mukhia) people/tribe, where it proposes to correct/recorrect it in the future. 
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